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Preface 
A. BACKGROUND 
The Africa Bureau of A.I.D. has developed A Strategic Framework for Promoting Agricultural 
Marketing and Agribusiness Development in Sub-Saharan Africa. As part of its effort to guide country 
missions In the design of successful agribusiness programs and projects, the Bureau entered Into a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with The Ohio State University through the Financial Resources 
Management (FIRM) cooperative agreement to conduct research on finance in Africa. The research activities 
are meant to build upon and extend current knONledge about the relationship between sound financial 
markets and services and the development of agricultural marketing activities and agribusiness ventures. 
One of the tasks specified in the MOU was an annotated bibliography on financial markets and agribusiness 
development. This bibliography was prepared to complete that task and contains approximately 1,200 
entries. It Is Intended to be used by researchers, policymakers, and project officers Interested In 
agribusiness development. A second shorter "Selected" annotated bibliography with about 250 items was 
also prepared which has the entries classified by the key lessons learned in the analysis. Finally, a paper 
based on an analysis of the literature was prepared with the title ')\ RevieIN of the Literature on Financial 
Markets and Agribusiness Development in Sub-Saharan Africa: Lessons Learned and Suggestions for an 
Analytical Agenda." 
B. APPROACHED USED IN THE LITERATURE REVIEW 
A fundamental task for the Africa Bureau is to develop a strategy, policies and programs concerning 
financial markets as they relate to agriculture and rural development In general, and specifically for 
agricultural marketing and agribusiness development. Since the relationship between finance and economic 
enterprises Is complex, for this bibliographic review It was necessary to adopt a broad view of the literature 
to be searched. This section briefly discusses the Issues leading to the adoption of this broad approach. 
The general approach to the literature Involved: 1) defining the scope of the financial sector to be 
studied; 2) searching the literature in the U.S. and abroad for information on the types of participants and 
clients of the financial systems in Sub-Saharan Africa; 3) reviewing the literature and writing the abstracts; 
and 4) preparing the bibliography. 
• DEFINITION OF THE FINANCIAL SECTOR. The financial sector of Sub-Saharan African countries 
Is made up of several formal and Informal arrangements and Institutional forms. Both formal and 
informal arrangements may be important sources of financial services in any given country. 
Furthermore, understanding the factors that determine the success of informal finance may provide 
Insights into ways to improve formal finance. For these two reasons, the literature search cOIle red 
all types of financial arrangements and institutional forms, whether spontaneous or specifically 
designed and assisted. It includes literature related to formal, semi-formal, and informal financial 
systems. 
• PARTICIPANTS IN THE FINANCIAL SYSTEM. The participants or clients of any financial system 
Include a wide variety of individuals, households, firms, businesses, and organizations. Many 
studies do not specifically Identify or describe the participants of the financial institution or 
arrangement being studied. It may be possible to learn, for example, that a credit union in 
Cameroon has many rural members, but there may be little information on the types of econmic 
activity (enterprise or business) that may benefit from the financial services provided by the credit 
union. Therefore, the literature nwlew Included all materials that might have relevance, directly or 
Indirectly, to rural and urban agribuslnesses. 
• AGRIBUSINESS DEFINED. The term agribusiness has been defined in several ways. We chose to 
adopt a broad definition In which agribusinesses engage in a wide variety of agriculturally related 
activities. Some Involve on-farm production activities typically thought of as farming. Others Involve 
a complex set of activities undertaken on or off the farm. This includes the typical backward 
linkages of Input supply and distribution for rural and urban enterprises. They also include a variety 
of forward linkages that Involve transporting, storing, and transforming products produced on the 
farm and/or related to agricultural products. Agrlbusinesses range from small backyard processing 
activities to large scale multilateral companies. Some employ the most traditional technology, while 
others are tied Into international markets and employ modem International technology. Although 
relatively little of the literature nwIe.ved actually uses the term agribusiness, In fact mych of the 
economic activity foynd in Syb-Saharan Africa Is directly or Indirectly related to agribyslnesses. (See 
A Strategic Framework for Promoting Agricultural Marketing In Syb-$aharan Africa, Office of 
Technical Resources for Africa, Publication Series No. 91-1, USAID, 1991, for a more comprehensive 
discussion of this point.) 
• ECONOMIC ACTIVITY OF HOUSEHOLDS AND FIRMS, AND THE FUNGIBIUTY OF FINANCE. 
Many individuals, households, and firms in Africa engage in multiple economic activities. Some 
farmers, for example, produce commodities, but also engage In processing, transportation, and 
marketing activities which are often associated with agrlbuslnesses. Ukewise, a large urban firm 
may export both agricultural and minerai products. Because of this heterogeneity and the fungibility 
of finance, It Is Impossible, therefore, to Identify studies and reports that analyze policies, projects, 
and Institutions that benefit just one type of economic activity. 
• SNiNGS AND CREDit African poIlcymakers and donors share a concern for Improving 
agribusiness access to formal finance, so they typically concentrate their interventions, policies and 
programs on lending and on public sector institutions because they can more effectively influence 
them. Many households and firms, hONeVer; find that deposit and savings services are even more 
Important to them than loans, and the long term sustainability of formal financial institutions is 
crucially dependent on their ability to mobilize savings. For this reason, the literature review 
Included materials that discuss both the lending and savings mobilization aspects of financial 
intermediation. 
• SOURCES OF UTERATURE. The most relevant finance literature for this task is found in the U.S. 
Because many bilateral donors and foreign researchers have been Involved In finance, the literature 
search included not only the U.S., but also England, France, Germany, Italy, and Portugal, and 
donor archives such as the World Bank and 00. Computer data bases were consulted, library 
collections were searched, and contacts were made with specific organizations that had access to 
relevant literature. The search Included academic literature, consultant reports, NGO /PVO 
publications, and design and evaluation reports. Several publications Identified In other annotated 
bibliographies were obtained and reviewed. A bibliography prepared by Mooney (1985) reviewed 
220 A.I.D. agribusiness projects In Africa from 1970-1986. Several of these projects had credit 
components. The annotated bibliography by de Treville (1986) on contract farming in Africa also 
Included some interesting publications dealing with finance. The WID bibliography by To.vnsend 
(1988) produced some relevant gender related material not found elsewhere. Since there have been 
many developments reported in the literature in the last decade that have changed earlier beliefs 
and recommendations, priority in cC7v'8rage and analysis was given throughout the literature search 
to Items produced in the 1980s and 199Os. 
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C. ORGANIZATION OF THE BIBUOGRAPHY 
The bibliography is organized by regions. The first section Includes general entries that are not 
specific to any one region. The follCNVlng sections first present entries that are of a general nature for the 
region: this Is foilONed by Individual country listings. In all cases, the entries are alphabetized by senior 
authors last name. A consolidated author list and key word list are included as appendices. When a 
citation refers to more than one region or country, It appears more than once under each of the relevant 
headings. 
Key words for each abstract are presented In four groups. The first group refers to principal subject 
of the publication such as agriculture, enterprises, women, or general. The second refers to geographic 
region. The third refers to country or countries (which Is deleted when the publication Is regional), and the 
fourth Includes an Indication of specific topics covered In the publication such as credlt,savlngs, Informal 
finance, d6Yelopment banks, credit unions, etc. 
The number in brackets [ ] refers to our Internal reference system at OSU: GER In the brackets 
Indicates that the abstract was prepared in Germany and we did not receive a copy of the document. The 
standard library abbreviations are used where u.k. means unknONn and n.d. means no date. 
D. MISSING ITEMS 
Although our literature search was comprehensive, we knON there are Important Items that have 
been missed. We will appreciate receiving copies of these publications or complete citations so we can 
search for them. 
iii 
Richard L Meyer 
Project Leader 
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IMF -International Monetary Fund 
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ISM - Institut Senegalals de Recherches Agricoles 
ISBI - International Savings Bank Institute 
KDA - KwaZulu Department of Agriculture 
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KIE - Kenya Industrial Estates 
KWFT - Kenya Women Finance Trust 
LADB - Lesotho Agricultural Dewlopment Bank 
LCCUL - Lesotho Co-operative Credit Union League 
liSP - Local Initiatives Support Project 
LSLP - liquidity Specified Linear Programming 
LTC - Land Tenure Center 
MADIA - Managing Agricultural Dewlopment In Africa 
MMF - Malawi Mudzi Fund 
MSU - Michigan State University 
MUSCCO - the Malawi Union of Savings and Credit Cooperatives 
NCSB - National Savings and Credit Bank 
NGO - Non-Ga.fernmental Organization 
OECD - Organization for Economic Cooperation and DeYelopment 
ONCAD - Office National du Credit Agricole 
PfP - Partnership for Productivity 
PIDAC - Projet Integre de Developpement Agricole de la Basse Casamance 
PPR - The Policy, Planning, and Research Complex 
PVO - Private Voluntary Organization 
READI - Malawi Rural Enterprise and Agribusiness Development Institutions 
REDSOjWA - Regional Economic Dewlopment Services OfficejWest Africa 
RFS - Rural Farmers' Scheme 
ROSCA - Rotating Savings and Credit Association 
SAP - Structural Adjustment Programme 
SCAs - Savings & Credit Associations 
SCIP - Smallholder Coffee Improvement Program 
SEAG - Services d'Echanges et d:to.ppui a la Gestion 
SHO - Self Help Organization 
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SOFIDE - Soci4t4 Financii!re de D4ve1oppement 
SSA - Sub-Saharan African Countries 
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UNDP - United Nations Development Program 
UNIFEM - United Nations Development Fund for Women 
UREF - Unlversit4 des R4seaux d'Expression Franc;alse, Paris France 
USAID - United States Agency for International Development 
VITA - Volunteers In Technical Assistance 
WN:JCr - West African Centre for Agricultural Credit Training 
WID - Women In Development 
WOCCU - World CouncU of Credit Unions 
WPS - Working Paper Series (World Bank) 
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Africa - General 
1 
2 
3 
1. Abbott, J. C., "Credit Institutions and Their Impact on Agricultural Development in Africa,· Monthly 
Bulletin of Agricultyral Economics and Statistics, Vol. 23, No. 10/11, October-November; 1974, 
10 p. 
This article serves as a review of the makeup of Institutions providing agricultural credit in Africa. 
A table demonstrating the proportion of farmers receiving institutional credit and the relation 
between credit supply and value of agricultural output is included. The author concludes that more 
Institutions are needed to lend to agriculture, that interest rates should be raised, and that more rural 
savings should be mobilized. [ARC. 1190] 
Key Words: Agrlcuhure; Africa; Credit; 
2. Abbott, J. C., "Reform of Marketing and Credit in Developing Countries with Particular Reference to 
Africa: Issues and Approaches to Promote Competitive Systems," Marketing and Credit Service, 
Agricultural Services Division, FAO, Rome, Italy, May 1986, 20 p. 
In this working document, it is asserted that over the decades to 1980 agricultural marketing and 
Input supply systems came increasingly under official monopolies. Dissatisfaction with the Incentives 
offered to producers, and with the costs to governments, has sparked interest In reform. Practicable 
ways of Introducing more competition and mobilizing potential individual initiatives are presented. 
Obstacles to progress in this direction include political commitments of governments, ethnic 
concerns and patronage interests. Approaches that take these into account are reviewed and the 
scope for external assistance examined. [3402] 
Key Words: Marketing; Africa; Credit; Input marketing; Output marketing; International donors; 
3. Adams, Dale W. "Taking a Fresh Look at Informal Finance,· Economics and Sociology Occasional 
Paper No. 1592, Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio State 
University, Columbus, Ohio, November 1989, 19 p. 
Compares the failure of rural credit programs to the successes of informal finance. The author 
examines the types and successes of informal financial institutions. Describes the misconception 
of exploitation by these Intermediaries, explaining that informal finance deals with the situations that 
formal financial systems respond to poorly or not at all, thereby justifying their high Interest rates. 
The paper ends by describing the lessons learned from informal finance. [1503] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Informal finance; 
4. Adams, Dale W. and Delbert A. Fitchett (eds.), Informal Finance in lDN-lncome Countries, Boulder; 
Colorado: Westview Press, 1992, 393 p. 
This book is a compilation of presentations made in a seminar on informal finance held in late 1989 
sponsored by A.I.D., the World Bank, and The Ohio State University. The 25 chapters present 
descriptions and analyses of informal finance in about two dozen countries. The main message of 
the book is that informal finance plays a positive role in development, especially for poor people. 
It is ubiquitous in most ION income countries, is concentrated wherever there are substantial 
amounts of commerce, and often Includes a variety of resilient arrangements adapted to the local 
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environment. WhUe some forms of Informal finance are contracting or disappearing, other forms 
are emerging or 8IIOIving Into more formal Institutional forms. Large amounts of Informal loans mir-
ror an equally large amount of Informal financial savings and many people who participate do so 
because of the opportunities they offer to save. Recent studies of Informal finance have uncovered 
surprisingly little evidence of exploitation. High opportunity costs of funds, transaction costs, 
substantial lending risks, and lack of creditworthiness appear to explain high Interest rates. Informal 
finance also enhances the efficiency of resource allocation. Various cases discussed In the book 
sholl that Informal and formal financial markets are often Intertwined. Informal deposits often end 
up In banks, and funds from formal loans often circulate through Informal channels. It appears that 
forrnaI and Informal finance are complements In some cases and substitutes In others. [5588] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Informal finance; Rural finance; Finance; ROSCAs; Self-help 
groups; Credit; 
5. Adams, Dale W. Douglas H. Graham, and J. D. Von Pischke (eds.), Undermining Rural Development 
with Cheap Credit, Boulder; Colorado: Westview Press, 1984,318 p. 
This book Is organized In four parts: problems in rural finance, Interest rate policies, politics and 
finance, and neN directions for rural financial markets. In the past several decades, large amounts 
of money have gone into agricultural credit programs In ION-income countries. The results of these 
efforts have often been disappointing; serious loan-recovery problems persist, the rich get most of 
the cheap loans, ION interest rates discourage local savings deposits, political intrusions are 
common, and many financial institutions In ION-income countries are floundering. The authors 
summarize In five points the major arguments presented in the papers. First, the view that credit 
Is an Input is criticized. Second, traditional assumptions about agricultural credit are challenged. 
Third, cheap-credit pOlicies are pinpointed as the most important factor causing poor performance 
in agricultural credit programs. Fourth, it is argued that political considerations often block rural 
financial reform. And fifth, It is concluded that the results of recent research and evaluation can 
contribute to the improvement of rural financial market performance. The authors suggest learning 
from the informal lender; streSSing savlngs-deposit services, dONngrading the Importance of 
agricultural credit, opening rural financial markets to non-farm rural firms, creating a more healthy 
environment In rural areas for financial Innovation, and making major adjustments in the way 
external donors relate to these markets. [Agricultural Library. The Ohio State University, 
HDl440D44U531984 ] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Rural finance; Development; Credit; 
6. Adera, Abebe, ')\ Critical Evaluation of Sources of Funds for Bank lending In Rural Africa; Paper 
presented at the Fifth Technical Consultation on the Scheme for Agricultural Development 
(SACRED), April 16-18, 1991, Rome, Italy, FAD, Rome, Italy, April 1991, 9 p. 
In this summary. the author makes the point that the absence of a well-coordinated strategy for rural 
development has adversely affected not only the rate of growth of food and agricultural production, 
but also the rate of savings and capital formation in the rural sector: Cheap and abundant credit 
cannot offset ION incomes or ION returns on Investment in agriculture. A development strategy that 
opts for the provision of agricultural credit without a prior removal of obstacles in other sectors that 
adversely influence Its outcome, e.g. land tenure, input supply, output marketing, will not achieve 
Its obJectives. The author also notes that informal private lending is a far more important source of 
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funds for farmers. Although Interest rates may be abnormally high, Informal funds will remain the 
most Important source of funds for African farmers for some time to come. [4065] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Credit; 
7. Adera, Abebe, ')\gricultural Credit and the Mobilization of Resources in Rural Africa,· Savings and 
Development, Vol. XI, No.1, 1987, pp. 29-75. 
The author calls for a more aggressive role for development banks In Africa to mobilize resources 
from the traditional household sector and channel them to planned economic development. He 
feels a reformulation is urgently required of monetary policy to meet the financial needs of rural 
societies and accommodate agricultural credit. In particular, rural women must also be given equal 
access as men to financial services and other incentives. [0800] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Development banks; 
8. Adera, Abebe, ')\gricultural Credit and the Mobilization of Resources In Rural Africa,· Fiscal, 
Monetary and Financial Policy and Institution Section, Social Economic Research and Planning 
Division, Economic Commission for Africa, United Nations, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, May 1986, 49 p. 
The original intent of the author was to Investigate the effects of current Institutional credit policy 
on agricultural production and progress. He believes, however, that he has found that agricultural 
credit, in the absence of correct policies, has little impact on rural development. An enquiry Into 
agricultural credit must, therefore, consider the policies credit seeks to further. It has emerged 
during this study that the effectiveness of credit policy is largely determined by the land tenure, 
price, interest rate, marketing, extension, taxation and savings policies applied with it. [3408] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Credit; International donors; 
9. African Regional Agricultural Credit Association (AFRACA), ':A.FRACA Seminar on Resource 
Mobilization for Rural Development,· January 30 to February 10, 1984, Nairobi, Kenya. Conclusions 
and Recommendations. Ust of Participants and Observers,· AFRACA, Nairobi, Kenya, 1984, 7 p. 
The seminar reached the conclusion that there Is an urgent need to stimulate Increased mobilization 
of domestic savings to meet the development needs of rural areas. This should be done by 
strengthening existing institutions and services and in some areas through linkages with some 
Institutions offering the widest cC718rage of network for savings and credit operations. Specific 
recommendations outlined In this report were addressed to national gC718rnments, central banks, 
financial Institutions and other organizations at various levels. [2963] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Savings; Credit; Savings mobilization; 
10. African Regional Agricultural Credit Association (AFRACA), ':A.FRACA: Report on the First General 
Assembly of the African Agricultural Credit Association held in Nairobi, 8-11 November 1977, 
AFRICA, Regional Office for Africa (RAFR), Accra, Ghana, 1977,68 p. 
One of the conclusions of the conference was that to best serve small farmers, the agricultural credit 
system should be fully integrated: vertically, from the central bank at the apex level to the field level 
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farmers' organizations. the structure must be Integrated In a global and coordinated system; 
horizontally. the structure must Integrate all activities and services Involved to best cater to the 
needs of farmers. To achieve this obJective. a single contact point In the form of a multipurpose 
farmers' organization (that would deal with farmers at the field level) was recommended. [2113] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Credit; 
11. African Regional Agricultural Credit Association (AFRICA). 'Womens Programme In Agricultural 
Credit and Banking. - Report on Policy-makers' Workshop on Womens Agricultural Credit and 
Banking Programmes for Selected Eastern and Southern African Countries. Nairobi. Kenya. 14-17 
March 1983. Organized by AFR/ICA In cooperation with FAC and Ford Foundation. March 1983. 
89 p. 
The workshop objective was to promote rural womens access to credit. The participants stressed 
that. because rural women In Africa carry 70 percent of food production. 50 percent of animal 
husbandry care. 60 percent of marketing. 90 percent of the labor involved in securing domestic 
water and 80 percent of self-help projects. a top priority to national development Is that their 
contribution be supported by adequate credit and banking services. The recommendations called 
for Intermediate organizations. such as NGOs. to be assisted In developing advisory services for 
rural women In fields such as business and financial management. Also. rural women should 
participate In the identification. design and planning of appropriate banking and credit services. 
[3241] 
Key Words: Women; Africa; Credit; International donors; 
12. African Regional Agricultural Credit Association (AFR/ICA) and East African Centre for Agricultural 
Credit Training (EACACT). -Report of the Seminar on Resource Mobilization for Rural Development: 
AFRACA. Nairobi. Kenya. February. 1984. 43 p. 
The objective of the seminar was to provide a forum for exchange of experience and to assist the 
participants drawn from ten countries in Eastern and Southern Africa in analyzing the issues involved 
In resource mobilization and in harnessing the financial system In support of rural development. 
Other issues Include: Improving the knCM'ledge of the financial Institutions engaged In resource 
mobilization with emphasis on personal savings mobilization; In taking effective and practical steps 
to establish linkages between financial intermediaries. Including Informal savings clubs; and In 
formulating a long-term strategy for the development of an Institutional system for resource 
mobilization and testing innovative approaches In mobilization of rural savings. Summaries of 
technical papers presented concerning the above Issues are Included. [3300] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Savings; Savings mobilization; 
13. African Regional Credit Association (AFR/ICA) /Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations (FAC)/Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Technische Zusammenarbelt (GTZ)/IDE/FINAFRICA. -rhe 
Role of Informal and Cooperative Institutions in the Rural Financial Systems In French-Speaking 
Africa: Report of the Workshop held In Abidjan (COte d·lvoire). 11-16 December 1989. 
AFRICA/FAC. Nairobi. Kenya. 1990. 79 p. 
This workshop dealt with the role of Informal groups and cooperatives In financial systems in rural 
areas In francophone Africa. It was analogous to the anglophone workshop held In Harare. 
7. 
Zimbabwe, In October 1987. Three technical papers were presented: (1) Informal Groups, Pre-
Cooperatives, and Cooperatives In Francophone Africa, (2) Promoting these Groups and Womens 
Access to Credit Facilities, (3) Unkages between Formal Institutions and Informal Groups. [5205] 
Key Words: Geneml; Africa; Finance; Cooperatives; Informal finance; 
14. African Studies Center; Ryral Africana, Numbers 19-20, Spring-Fall, 1984, Michigan State University, 
1984,183 p. 
This special double Issue of RYral Africana Is dENOted to exploring the causes behind, and possible 
programmatic remedies for; Africas current sswre economic crisis. It focuses on the Issues raised 
In the World Banks Report Accelerated OswlQpment in Sub-Sahara Africa: An Agenda for Action. 
It reports on a two-cIay Colloquium held at Michigan State In 1983 to discuss Issues raised by the 
Report. Participants Included World Bank officials, African poIlcymakers, private consultants, 
academics, and others Interested In African economic development. Elswn papers are Included 
In this volume grouped Into three sets. The first set presents an overview of Issues raised by the . 
Report, the second examines the Banks proposals for the rehabilitation of African agriculture, and 
the third focuses on the role of African states and the dilemmas poIicymakers face In dswloping 
effective strategies and policies to respond to the economic crisis. A number of positive impacts 
were associated with the Report. For example, It clearly and forcefully stated sswral Issues that 
needed reform and promoted debate on hON this might best be done; it assigned primary 
responsibility with the African governments; It broke the pattern of past reports that focused on 
external constraints and dONnplayed the culpability of African governments; and It helped African 
technicians by making It legitimate to openly voice need for change. Critics suggest that the Report 
is too optimistic about the possibility of export-led growth, that It understates the effect of external 
factors, that It generalizes, that the recommendations are too n8l1'ONly cast, and that too little 
attention is paid to political Issues and constraints and serious problems In Implementing reforms. 
There Is disagreement with the emphasis of policy reform over research, education and extension, 
and some participants felt there Is little prospect of adoption of the recommendations unless they 
are accompanied by the palliative of assistance for the politically attractive basic needs type of 
project. It Is also expected that efforts are needed to improve economic performance, especially 
of public organizations, but the Report provides little guidance other than economic rationality. 
InnCMltlve management technologies are needed which are appropriate to the conditions of work 
In Africa. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HCS01 R82] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; 
15. Agricultural Cooperative Oswlopment International (ACDI) and African Regional Agricultural Credit 
Association (AFRACA), -East Africa Banking/Agricultural Credit for Small Farmers Workshop,- Co-
sponsored by Agricultural Cooperative Oewlopment Intematlonal (ACOI) and African Regional 
Agricultural Credit Association (AFRACA) , co-hosted by the Agricultural Finance Corporation and 
the Cooperative Bank of Kenya, Nairobi, Kenya, February 2-6, 1981, Agricultural Cooperative 
Oswlopment International, Nairobi, Kenya, 1981, 25 p. 
The workshop was attended by 19 agricultural credit organizations or concerned government 
agencies from 12 countries In East Africa. The participants selected six subjects that became the 
accepted agenda of the workshop: I) charging an appropriate rate of Interest I.e. one that 
-encourages the borl'ON8r to borrow and the lender to lend;- Ii) manpONer dswlopment within the 
lending Institutions was seen as a necessary and vital component In the dswlopment and growth 
of any lending Institution. So, each lending Institution must develop training programs pertinent to 
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Its specific needs; iii) proper role of lending Institutions in pn:Mcilng farmer education would consist 
of educating the small farmer to the wise use of credit; Iv) loan delivery. supervision and recovery 
strategies was heavily discussed. It was recognized that staff shortages, lack of skilled personnel 
and financial constraints would require lending institutions to use avenues for loan collections 
outside of their control, such as Ministry of Agricultural extension service, marketing bodies and 
other quasi-government agencies; v) Internal sources for generating loan capital was strongly 
fawred as a means of the lending Institutions becoming as Independent as possible; vi) use of 
computers In small loan schemes should be though as a way to keep costs to a minimum while 
prtJIidlng maximum control over small high-risk loans. [2422] 
Key Words: Agrlculturej Afrlcaj Credltj Flnancej 
16. A1berlci, Adalberto, and Maurizio Baravelll, Savings Banks and Savings Facilities In African Countries. 
Milan, Italy: Cassa dl Risparmlo delle Pl"aIfincie, Lombarde, 1973, 131 p. 
Pl"aIfides information on financial savings activities and facilities In 30 African countries. The 
problems of mobilizing financial saving In each of these countries are stressed. [Agricultural Library. 
The Ohio State University, HGl946A35A4] 
Key Words: Generalj Afrlcaj Savings; 
17. Amogu, Okwara 0., ·Some Notes on Savings In an African Economy,· Social and Economic Studies. 
Vol. 5, No.3, 1956, pp. 202-209. 
The author discusses the various reasons why the deposit figures at banks or post offices do not 
represent the actual volume of capital and savings in Africa. He argues that the lack of education 
among the people and various alternative ways of Investment for high yields discourage the people 
from depositing their savings in the banks. The author concludes that sociological and political 
factors discourage the people from investing their savings in productive channels. [1778] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Savlngsj 
18. Aryeetey. Ernest, Mfhe Complimentary Role of Informal Financial Institutions in the Retailing of 
Credit: Evaluation of Innowtive Approaches,· Paper presented at the Regional Symposium on 
Savings and Credit for Development In Africa, Abidjan, COte d'rwlre, April 27-30, 1992, Organized 
by the International Programme on Savings and Credit for Development, United Nations Department 
of Economic and Social Development, University of Ghana, Accra, Ghana, 1992, 36 p. 
Describes the nature and extent of money/ending, rotating savings and credit associations and 
cooperative and credit unions In Africa. Cites evidence on the decline of traditional money/ending 
as a source of financing for farming and other small economic activities In Ghana at the same time 
that the Savings and Loan Company is becoming an important source. As regards recent schemes 
to link formal and Informal sectors, author discusses the village banking experience (Freedom from 
Hunger Project in Ghana, and PRIDE In Kenya) with some differences In performance using the 
integrated approach versus the ·minimallst" approach to retailing credit. Author argues that the use 
of group-based lending strategies has been misguided since It does not recognize that the ROSCA 
Is a community-based Initiative while a village bank is Introduced by an external body; while the 
ROSCA is expected to be around for as long as members continue to be interested, external 
projects are viewed as temporary arrangements; ROSCA funds belong to the participants, and this 
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Is not the same as bolTONlng from external Institutions. Concludes that Innovative schemes backed 
by a larger financial base can be effective If they operate through the established Informal systems. 
[5256] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Informal finance; Credit unions; Savings & credit cooperatives; 
ROSCAs; 
19. Atwood, David A., "Land Registration In Africa: The Impact on Agricultural Production," World 
Development, Vol. 18, No.5, 1990, pp. 659-671. 
The author explains that the conventional vieN of traditional or Informal systems of African land 
rights Is that they Impede agricultural development, and that land titling or registration Is needed to 
encourage land transfers, to Improve access to credit, and to create incentives for Investment In 
land Improvement. In spite of groNlng pressure on land resources and on existing land tenure 
systems, there Is much evidence which calls Into question this conventional vieN. The costs of land 
titling may be quite high, and Its effects contrary to expectations. A number of cheaper alternatives 
to land titling may be more effective in guaranteeing the land rights of African farmers in situations 
of groNing land tenure change and uncertainty. [4697] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Credit; 
20. Ayiku, M. N. B., -rhe Role of the Financial Sector In the Development of Technology," Paper 
presented at the Regional Symposium on Savings and Credit for Development in Africa, Abidjan, 
COte d'fvoire, April 27-30, 1992, Organized by the International Programme on Savings and Credit 
for Development, United Nations Department of Economic and Social Development, Technology 
Transfer Centre, Accra, Ghana, February 1992, 31 p. 
Argues that lack of financing for sma" and medium enterprises In the light of excess liquidity In 
many financial Institutions reflects the commercial banks' preference for financing "buy and sell" 
businesses, and the perceived riskiness of lending to neN customers with technology intensive 
projects or without adequate security. Public institutions, construction and mining are favored by 
indigenous banks while foreign banks favor large foreign corporations. The establishment of 
Industrial Estates for SMEs is recommended, along with neN instruments and services designed 
speclfica"y for SMEs. [5253] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; Banks; 
21. BalTONS, Richard, and Michael Roth, "Land Tenure and Investment in African Agriculture: Theory and 
Evidence," Land Tenure Center; University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, Wisconsin, September 
1989,31 p. 
Examines the hypotheSis that individualization of land tenure Increases tenure security and 
agricultural Investment considering evidence on African traditional "communal" land tenure systems. 
Concludes that land registration in Africa has had very little effect on investment demand, with 
financial markets rea"ocatlng credit among titled borrcmers, without substantla"y Increasing 
aggregate credit supply. [5335) 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Finance; Collateral; 
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22. Bassele, F., -Exposti Introductlf au ThAme: Inventaire des Institutions Informelles et 
Cooptiratlves/Prticooptiratives en Afrique Francophone: Types, Organisation, Actlvittis, Acquls et 
Faiblesses et Place dans Ie SystAme Financier en MUleu Rural, - Paper presented at the AFRACA 
Seminar, Atelier sur Ie Role des Institutions Informelles et Cooptiratlves/ Prticooptiratives dans les 
SystAmes Financiel'$ en MUieu Rural d1Urique, Abidjan, December 11-16, 1989, 16 p. 
The author reviews Informal financial Institutions as well as cooperative activities In Francophone 
AfrIca. Because most specialized rural credit institutions have had major difficulties, a substantial 
restructuring of these Institutions is underway to enlarge their scope and Include savings 
mobUizatlon as one of their goals. The author also notes a beginning of cooperation between banks 
and Informal Institutions but a lot of questions still remain unanswered. [0955] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Informal finance; Banksj CreelH; Savings; 
23. 8aulier, F., A. Correze, A. Labissonnals, and C. Ostyn, "Las Tontines en Afrique: ROle et ~volution," 
Notes et Etudes No. 12, Caisse Centrale De Cooperation Economique, Division des Etudes 
Generales, Paris, France, September 1988, 28 p. 
The study discusses the &VOIution and role of tontines In Africa. The findings of the study provide 
evidence of the diversity and abundance of tontines in Africa at different levels of performance, 
forms and characteristics. The authors refuse to provide a general typology of tontines except for 
noting that tontines appear at some time as a result of cultural values, practices, level of 
development and political situation In the country where they EMllve. Simple forms of tontines and 
their functions are described and analyzed to portray their limitations In a general framework. [4183] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Cooperatives; Informal finance; Savings & creelH cooperatives; 
ROSCAs; 
24. B6dard, Guy, and Renee Chao-Beroff, ·Compte Rendu Atelier International de Fabrication d'Outils 
de Sulvl et de Gestion Pour des Caisses d'Epargne et de Credit Autogerees,· Cooperation 
Technique Allemande, Union des Calsses d'Epargne et de Credit Burkinabe, Intercoop6ration 
Suisse, March 1991, 89 p. 
This report documents the results of an international workshop that deals with the design of tools 
for foilON up and management of the savings and credit selfhelp associations. The authors 
summarize previous events related to the Initiation of selfhelp groups CHer the past decade and then 
present the current objectives and methodologies. The results of the workshop Include a discussion 
of the levels of the savings and credit associations, level of the union of associations and the level 
and structure of the caisse centrale. These results are derived from field work in a number of 
countries where external help was provided to create village associations. [4205] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Cooperatives; 
25. B6dard, Guy, "Development Banking with the Poor, for the Poor and by the Poor: New Models for 
Banking, - First draft and basic document, Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Technlsche Zusammenarbeit 
(GTZ), Eschborn, Federal Republic of Germany, April 1991, 63 p. 
This 'basic document' commissioned by the GTZ assesses and describes banking experiences in 
developing countries. Three development banking concepts are outlined: banking for/with/by the 
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poor. The findings of the document are Intended to adapt Innovative financial programs to a more 
and more expanding clientele. The author alms at providing Information useful for decision makers 
of International Institutions, such as the BMZ, GTZ, Kf'N etc. [4762] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Development bank; 
26. B~dard, Guy, Armutsbekampfung dyrch Selbsthllfe, Vol. II, Report of the Third International 
Conference on Fighting Poverty through Self-Help, Feldafing, Federal Republic of Germany, 
September 29 - October 5, 1988, Bonn, Federal Republic of Germany: German Foundation for 
International Development (DSE), Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation (BMZ), 1989. 
This report summarizes a conference consensus on financial Instruments and their contribution to 
poverty alleviation. The document focuses on (1) savings and credit schemes, (2) flexible project 
funds (fonds souple), and (3) the Informal sector. A number of necessary, although not sufficient, 
conditions for successful development banking are brought forth. These are: initial subsidies for the 
financial intermediary, linkage of savings and credit, appropriate deposit and credit Interest margins 
etc. The report assesses and explains three Innovative development banking approaches: 
development with, for, and by the poor. (French version available.) [GER] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; 
27. B~dard, Guy, Savings and Credit as Instruments of Self-Reliant Development of the Poor, Report 
on the International Workshop, Feldafing, Federal Republic of Germany, January 25-28, 1988, Bonn, 
Federal Republic of Germany: German Foundation for International Development (DSE), Federal 
Ministry for Economic Cooperation (BMZ), 1988,207 p. 
This report focuses on the concept of 'development banking for/by/with the poor.' Training of 
financial intermediary staff is crucial for institutional success. Thus training ought to develop a 'non-
bookish' dimension by adding 'immersion programs' where the Impoverished clientele participate. 
This is one aspect of development banking by the poor. Development banking for the poor requires 
culturally and geographically close banking systems. The Integration of local competence and 
potential, both financial and human, leads to true banking with the poor. [GER] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Formal finance; Development bank; 
28. Belloncle, Guy, "Le Credit Agricole dans les Pays D~frique D'Expresslon Francaise au Sud du 
Sahara" (Agricultural Credit In French Speaking African Countries South of the Sahara), FAC, Rome, 
Italy, June 1968, 162 p. 
This paper contains two major parts. Part I discusses the general problems of agricultural credit 
In French speaking African countries and Part II contains case studies of agricultural credit 
Institutions In eighteen African countries, 15 of which are former French colonies. The case studies 
vary considerably because of data limitations. Data were collected from a survey In 1964 and 1966. 
Chapter I examines the lessons from efforts to develop an effective model of agricultural credit In 
French speaking Africa. The basic concept is that of credit mutuals with group responsibility and 
security. Activity is limited to a restricted geographic territory and small groups composed of seven 
to 30 members with similar ethnic backgrounds, lifestyles, and economic levels. The next chapter 
discusses the Senegalese cooperatives. Chapter III discusses an Integrated system of agricultural 
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credit that can be accomplished by the formation and promotion of agricultural cooperatives and 
an agricultural credit bank. Chapter IV examines Africas most pressing agricultural credit needs 
for consumer and production credit. In Chapter V the issue of specialization or diversification of a 
financial institution Is discussed. The paper argues for specialized agricultural credit institutions 
whUe recognizing the problems of high default rates and ION interest rates in these Institutions. 
[5271] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Credit; Cooperatives; Agricultural credit; Banks; 
29. Bennett, Lynn, ·Expanding Womens Access to Credit In the World Bank Context,· Hynger Notes. 
Winter 1992, pp. 16-20. 
ReYlews the mechanisms being used In 54 World Bank projects to bring finance and enterprise 
development services to women in Asia, Africa, Latin America, and EMENA countries such as 
positive Interest rates, deposit services alongside credit, strict loan collection discipline, investment 
In staff training and performance incentives, and use of peer groups or local village leaders in the 
loan approval process. Concludes that more emphasis on institution building Is needed, with focus 
on building financially viable Institutions that can continue to serve women after the project is Ov'er: 
[5297] 
Key Words: Women; Africa; Finance; Supervised credit; Gender; Credit; 
30. Bhatia, Rattan J., and D. R. Khatkhate, ·Financial Intermediation, Savings Mobilization, and 
Entrepreneurial Development: The African Experience,· International Monetarv Fynd Staff Papers, 
Vol. 22, No.1, Washington, D.C., March 1975, 25 p. 
This study is designed to determine hON far financial intermediation has progressed with economic 
grcmth in selected African countries and whether It has been instrumental in generating 
development. It is an attempt to see whether financial intermediation is both a necessary and a 
sufficient condition for economic grcmth. Author finds no definitive relationship between financial 
intermediation and grcmth in many of the African countries. [1454] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Intermediation; Savings; 
31. Bierman, Russell W, Karen M. Poe, and Ronald E. Bobel, -Evaluation Project 698-0391 - Regional 
Organizations Development: Africa Co-Operative Savings and Credit Association/Directed 
Agricultural Production Credit (ACOSCA/DAPC),- Report prepared for the Office of Africa Regional 
Affairs, Bureau for Africa, USAID, Washington, D.C., June 1977,85 p. + annexes. 
Evaluates a project to assist in the development of the African credit union mOv'ement with Lesotho 
and Cameroon as pUot countries, along with the pan-African organization ACOSCA, within which 
a pilot agricultural production credit program for small farmers is IikEM'ise to be developed. Limited 
but satisfactory progress is reported, with further assistance being subject to conditions that (a) the 
Cameroon and Lesotho credit union leagues undertake costs and returns analyses of alternative 
production projects, inputs supply analyses and marketing analyses as part of the agricultural 
production financing program; (b) filling senior positions in the League by host country citizens; and 
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(C) preparation of a league financial plan clearty Indicating financial self-sufficiency within a target 
pertod. [4152] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Credit unions; Technical assistance; 
32. BJarel, Benoit, Peter Hazell, Frank Place, and John Qulggln, -rhe Economics of Farm Fragmentation: 
Evidence from Ghana and Rwanda,· The Wortd Bank Economic Review. Vol. 6, No.2, The Wortd 
Bank, Washington, D. C., May 1992, pp.233-254. 
Uses household. data from Ghana and Rwanda to analyze the Incidence and causes of farm 
fragmentation (the phenomenon commonly observed In Sub-Saharan Africa whereby a household 
operates more than one separate parcel of land) and test the relation between fragmentation and 
land productivity and risk reduction. Conclude that consolidation programs are unlikely to Increase 
land productivity, and may actually make farmers worse off. Recommend that go.l8mments focus 
Instead on the root causes of fragmentation, namely Inefficiencies In the land, labor; credit and food 
markets. [5358] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Finance; 
33. Boserup, E., -rhe Position of Women In Economic Production and In the Household, With Special 
Reference to Africa,· In The Household. Women and Agricultural Development. proceedings of a 
Symposlym Qrganized by the Department of Home Economics. Agricultural University Wagenlngen. 
The Nethertands. January 18-20. 1979. Clio Presvelou and Saskla Spijkers-Zwart (eds.) , 
Miscellaneous Papers 17, Landbouwhogeschool Wagenlngen, The Nethertands, 1980, pp. 11-16. 
Discusses the role of women as food producers In the economies of Sub-Saharan Africa, and 
contrasts this with the roles of women In pre-modern European peasant families to underscore 
further differences In development Implications. PI. the same time that pressures exist to change the 
femalEHIomlnatecl system of mainly subsistence food crop production In rural areas, author raises 
the Issues of loss of womens status as Independent producers at the same time that the 
breakdONn of family solidarity is creating a shift from communal or family ONnershlp of land to 
private ONnershlp. This Increases female dependence on their husbands more than ever. [5289] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Finance; Gender; Women; 
34. Bottomley, Anthony, ~ Monetary Strategy for Underdeveloped Areas,· Agricultyral Economics 
Bulletin for Africa, No. 12, June 1971, 11 p. 
Author focuses on ways to reduce the Interest charges on Informal credit In rural areas of ION 
Income countries. He points out that two important elements In these Interest rates are the pure 
rate of Interest or the opportunity costs of capital and the liquidity preferences of the lender. He 
concludes that there Is relatively little that go.l8rnments can do to decrease these two elements of 
Interest charges by informal lenders. [ARC. 1236) 
Key Words: General; Africa; Informal finance; Credit; Interest rates; 
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35. Bouman, Frits J. A., -Informal Rural Finance: An A1addlns Lamp of Information: Sociologia RUralis, 
Vol. xxx. No.2, 1990, pp. 155-173. 
Argues that extensive and unbiased empirical research Into the nature and magnitude of Informal 
financial markets In the Third Wortd has been hampered by prejudices and stereotyped 
characterizations of lenders: the moral and technological superiority of formal finance on one hand, 
and Informal finance dominated by a selfish village moneylender on the other hand. Cites evidences 
In AfrIcan and Asian literature characterizing Informal finance as a responsive, protective network 
of mutual assistance that Involves saving, borlDNlng and lending to Insure against the risk and 
uncertainty of seasonal cashflCMS and matches the complex demands of the -penny economy-. 
Recommends Investigation into the saving, lending and borI't7Nlng of participants In the Informal 
market to explore the rationale of their behavior; and to reconsider the assumptions of eartler 
development efforts. [5168] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Informal finance; Self.help groups; 
36. Braverman, Avlshay, J. Luis Guasch, Monll<a Huppi, and Lorenz Pohlmeier; ·Promoting Rural 
Cooperatives in Developing Countries: The Case of Sub-Saharan Africa,· World Bank Discussion 
Paper No. 121, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., 1991,48 p. 
Paper traces the development of rural cooperatives In Sub-Saharan Africa, the main Issues and 
constraints to success. After 30 years of development assistance, successful rural cooperatives are 
exceptions rather than the rule; the savings and credit cooperatives of Northern Cameroon and 
Rwanda, and the coffee-marketing societies of Kenya, are cited as examples of effective working 
rural cooperatives. Constraints to development include excessive government Interference, and 
difficult economic and political environments (external); and limited membership participation, 
structural and control problems, and mismanagement (internal). [4568] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Cooperatives; Credit unions; 
37. Bromley, Daniel W, and Jean-Paul Chavas, ·On Risk, Transactions, and Economic Development In 
the Semiarid Tropics,· Economic Development and Cyltyral Change. Vol. 37, No.4, July 1989, 
pp.719-736. 
Authors argue that while the Institutional arrangements and transactions commonly found In the 
semiarid tropics play an important role as survival mechanisms in an uncertain environment, these 
represent a restricted domain beyond which sustained agricultural development Is likely to occur 
because they are generally restricted to a circle of family and friends. In such environments, 
development policy focusing only on the generation of positive agricultural supply responses to 
Improved prices Is Incomplete without a policy of reducing transaction costs and strategic 
uncertainty. Government participation In the provision of the legal foundations for the economy, for 
example, would permit more reliance on new transacting opportunities. [5122] 
Key Words: Agricunure; Africa; Informal finance; Insurance; 
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38. Calkins, Peter, Sylvain Larivi~re, Fr6derlc Martin, and Anastase Nteziyarmye, -Probl~mes et 
Interventions Affectant la Demande de Services Financiers Agrlcoles: Quelle Sp6clficitil Pour 
l!4\frlque?- Paper presented at the International Seminar on Finance and Rural Development In West 
Africa, Ougadougou, 21-25 October 1991, Cosponsored by the Department of Agricultural 
Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, and CIRAD, 
Montpeiller, France, October 1991, 33 p. 
The authors discuss the problems and Interventions affecting the demand for agricultural financial 
services, with particular focus on Africa. They pnMde empirical evidence and an econometric 
analysis of the factors Influencing the demand for agricultural credit and the perception of the 
procedures for obtaining credit by agricultural producers In Rwanda. The authors conclude that an 
Intervention strategy should take account of the agricultural and macroeconomic policies it should 
finance, and consider the other aspects attached that affect the demand for financial services. 
[4303) 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Intervention; Government policy and programs; 
39. Callier, Philippe, -Financial Systems and DeYeIopment In Africa: Collected papers from an EDI Policy 
Seminar held in Nairobi, Kenya, from January 29 to February 1, 1990,- Papers presented at Senior 
Policy Seminar on Financial Systems and Development In Africa, January 29 to February 1, 1990, 
Nairobi, Kenya, EDI Seminar Series, Economic Development Institute, The Wond Bank, Washington, 
D.C., May 1991, 279 p. 
This collection of papers deals with several aspects of the financial system that are relevant to 
developing countries in general and to Africa In particular. The range of topics covered include: the 
causes and consequences of financial distress; prerequisites for, and content of, successful financial 
sector reform; the reform of the mechanisms of monetary control; the role of development finance 
Institutions; the role of Informal financial markets; and the development of money and capital 
markets. [4029] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; 
40. Carr, Marilyn, -Women in Small-Scale Industries - Some Lessons from Africa,- Small Enterprise 
Development Vol. 1, No.1, March 1990, pp. 47-51. 
Mlcroenterprises are attractive to women because of low barriers to entry and the flexible nature of 
work, which makes it easy to combine gainful employment with domestic responsibilities. These 
factors, ha.Yever, also make it difficult for women to expand their enterprises to make a living from 
them. The problem of access to resources such as credit, training and information is a key 
constraint for women entrepreneurs in most Southern African countries. The author recommends 
the implementation of national and regional programs aimed at assisting women entrepreneurs. 
[4064) 
Key Words: Women; Enterprises; Africa; CreelH; Women; Micro and small enterprise; 
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41. Causse, Jean, -Necessity of and Constraints on the Use of Savings in the Community in Which They 
are Collected,· Paper prepared for the Colloquium in Preparation for the Third United Nations 
International Symposium on The Mobilization of Personal Savings In Developing Countries, Paris, 
France, 28-30 May 1984, Centre d'Etude et de Recherche sur I'~pargne, les Patrlmoines et les 
In6ga/1t6s (CEREPI), Unlverslt6 de Paris, 1984,31 p. + notes. 
Explores the Issues related to increasing the possibilities to use the savings locally in the same 
community where they have been collected, citing the experiences of ROSCAs In Nigeria, the 
Gezlrah D6Y8Iopment Scheme of the Sudanese Savings Bank at Wad-Madani, the Kenya 
cooperative production credit scheme and the credit union league In Cameroon. Cites the 
identification of realistic opportunities of local investments as one of the most Important problems. 
[5396] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Savings; 
42. Charnley, Christophe, -raxatlon of Financial Assets In Developing Countries, - The World Bank 
Economic Review, Vol. 5, No.3, September 1991, pp.513-533. 
This paper examines the Impact of implicit taxation (seigniorage, reserve requirements, lending 
targets, Interest ceilings, and inflation) on the rate of return and level of financial assets In 
developing countries where these assets are held mainly as deposits with commercial banks. Cross-
sectional and time series data for selected countries from Sub-Saharan Africa and Southeast Asia 
tend to Indicate that the Impact of taxation on financial deepening Increases significantly with the 
tax rate. Also, an Inverse relation between Inflation and financial deepening is observed among the 
non-CFA countries where the relationship appears to be weak at moderate Inflation levels. [4527] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Financial repression; Deposit mobilization; Monetary 
policy; 
43. Chanard, Jacques, -La Mobilization de l'Epargne en Afrique SubSaharienne, - Marches Tropicaux, 
26 Juln 1987,2 p. 
The author believes that there are too many constraints to savings mobilization In Sub-Saharan 
Africa. He recommends, therefore, new tax laws and a reduction In gC1ll9rnment economic control. 
[0903] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Savings; 
44. Chandavarkar; Anand G., -rhe Non-Institutional Financial Sector In Developing Countries: 
Macroeconomic Implications for Savings Policies, - Savings and Development, Vol. IX, No.2, 1985, 
pp. 129-142. 
Argues that the organizational, functional and operational characteristics of the Informal financial 
sector In LDCs are more fruitful areas of study than size, or magnitude of operations. The non-
institutional sector acts as a vehicle of disintermediation, and as such erodes the efficacy of 
monetary policy, results in the fragmentation of the money and capital markets and impedes the 
efficient allocation and mobilization of savings. [4937] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Informal finance; 
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45. Chandavarkar, Anand G., -rhe Promotion of Personal Savings and the Integration of Savings Policy 
In Overall Economic and Financial Policy," Savings and Development, Vol. III, No.1, 1979, pp. 265-
290. 
Analyzes the scope and potentials for raising the rate and volume of personal savings In African 
countries. Concludes that the required macroeconomic policy mix Includes greater financial 
Intermediation, control of Inflation through aggregate demand management, positive real Interest 
rates, tax Incentives for personal savings and the Integration of savings mobilization In 
macroeconomic policies at the organizational level. [4918] 
Kay Words: General; Africa; Savings; Macroeconomics; 
46. Chao-Beroft, Ren~e, and Catherine Delhaye, "Fighting Pa.terty through Self-help : Report of the 
International Workshop Self-Reliant Savings and Credit Village Banks," Moptl, Mali, March 31 - April 
8, 1989, Organisation Suisse pour Ie D~velopment et la Coopllration (I ntercooperatlon) , Centre 
Internatlonale de D~veloppement et de Recherche (CIDR), and Joint Working Group, Switzerland, 
1989,82 p. 
The report presents the objectives, methodology, and results of the workshop of Savings and Credit 
VUlage Banks. The three major objectives of the workshop may be summarized: 1) to promote the 
exchange of experience regarding savings and credit village banks; 2) to analyze observations made 
In the field and compare them the experience of the participants In order to elaborate work tools; 
3) to determine the advisability and modalities of exchanging experience on a more permanent 
basis. The workshop was divided into two parts: 1) a visit to villages which have set up their CM'n 
savings and credit bank; 2) a working seminar for analyzing observations made and reflections to 
identify tools. A brief section presents the list of participants In the workshop. The results of the 
workshop Include Impressions and information collected in the villages as well as themes requiring 
further consideration. The working themes revolve around the follCM'ing issues: 1) preconditions and 
methodology to guarantee the successful setting up of a village bank; 2) forms and consequences 
of the structuring of village banks, types and objectives of collaboration with the banking Institution; 
3) the Items of a credit policy which enables a village bank to be an Instrument of rural 
development; and 4) the factors favoring the achieving of technical and financial autonomy by the 
banks and their network or the acceleration of the process tONardS autonomy. A discussion of 
follCM'-up and continuation of the support process through a number of methods is discussed in the 
final section. [4180] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Banks; Self-help groups; Credit; Savings; Technical 
assistance; 
47. Charmes, Jacques, "Quelles Politiques Publiques Face au Secteur Informel?" Notes et Etudes No. 
23, Caisse Centrale De Cooperation Economique, Division des Etudes Generales, Paris, France, 
AprU 1989, 36 p. 
This study discusses public policies that face the informal sector. The authors view Is that in the 
context of the economic crises and Industrial stagnation, the Informal sector Is at the present the 
essential source for the creation of employment. In this heterogenous environment, the author 
questions what policies should be defined and whether Intervention is appropriate. The pOlicies 
Initiated to promote the artisanal sectors and credit for small scale enterprises have not given the 
expected results. and yet, new policies are still being admitted which distort the system. The author 
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concludes that public policies should enforce Increased income generation capacity tONards the 
productive sectors. [4186] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Credit; Government policy and programs; Informal finance; 
48. Chelillard, Nicole, "Finances de la Tontine aux Banques: des Passerelles A Inventer," Afrigue 
Indystrie, March 1989, pp. 64-65. 
The authors vleIN Is that some tontines have been able to attain a role which none of the banks 
have been able to achieve. A general definition of tontines Is provided In the context of a contract 
which depends largely on the confidence of the members In each other. The diversity of tontines 
Is recognized, through the many examples provided from several studies, whether in their structure, 
composition, gender or purpose. Finally, the author reviews the articulation between the savings 
associations and the "banques populaires" on the one hand and the tontines on the other. [4206] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Cooperatives; Informal finance; ROSCAs; 
49. Chhibber, Ajay, ')\fricas Rising Inflation: Causes, Consequences, and Cures: Working Paper Series 
No. 577, Policy, Research and External Affairs Division, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., 
February, 1991, 33 p. 
The author empirically assesses inflation In Africa using various price Indicators and examines the 
major Instruments of anti-inflationary policy in Africa. A generalized model of Inflation is set up and 
examines four cases that represent four prototypical African policy regimes. The existence of a link 
between devaluation and high inflation depends on accompanying monetary and fiscal policies and 
the presence of parallel markets. An open capital account would curtail fiscal profligacy and provide 
price stability without jeopardizing groNth. [0857] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; 
50. Chhibber, Ajay, and Stanley Fischer (eds.), Economic Reform in Sub-Saharan Africa: A World Bank 
Symposiym, Washington, D.C.: The World Bank, 1991,334 p. 
The papers are divided into various economic reform areas in Africa: Exchange Rate Policy, Parallel 
Markets, Fiscal Deficits and Expenditure Policy, Financial Sector Policy, Trade Policy, Regional 
Integration, Human Capital and Entrepreneurship, and GroNth Oriented Adjustment. The Financial 
Sector Policy papers deal with the limitations of financial market liberalization in revitalizing 
economies such as those found in Africa (Machiko Nissanke, "Mobilizing Domestic Resources for 
African Development and Diversification: Structural Impediments to Financial Intermediation"); the 
internal workings of the informal financial sector and Its substantial presence in Sub-Saharan Africa 
(Ernest Aryeetey and Mukwanason Hyuha, "The Informal Financial Sector and Markets in Africa: An 
Empirical Study"; and the prospects of membership in a monetary union as a means of 
circumventing the constraints of small size of the economy (Patrick Honohan, "Monetary 
Cooperation in the CFA Zone"). [5287] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Monetary policy; Informal finance; Savings mobilization; 
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51. Christensen, Garry, -lnformaJ Financial Intermediation: Quest for the Grall?,- Unpublished paper, 
Oxford University, Oxford, England, 1991, 23 p. 
This paper establishes the preconditions that must be satisfied In order for Informal financial 
intermediation to occur and examines the extent to which these preconditions are met by various 
InformaJ financial agents. According to the author, the precise nature and extent of Informal financial 
Intermediation remains unclear and only limited financial intermediation Is observed among those 
financial agents able to operate In both the formal and Informal financial sectors. The authorS 
findings lead to some nSIN conclusions on the potential contribution of the Informal financial sector 
to financial deepening, and the extent to which conventional monetary policy can Influence this 
contribution. [4099] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Informal finance; Intermediation; 
52. Chukwu, Samuel C., Modeme Kredltslcherung 1m Rahmen afrikanlscher Gesellschaftsordnung, Reihe 
B/Band 12, DOlfer, Eberhard (Publ.), Institute for Cooperation In Developing Countries at the 
PhUllpps-Unlverslty Marbug/lJihn, Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, GOttlngen, 1976. 
The study presents Insights on posslbUltles and constraints of credit guarantee schemes In African 
countries. African land tenure systems and their potential use as loan collateral are discussed 
comprehensively. Furthermore, the document examines various opportunities of small and medium 
enterprises to come up with credit guarantees. The author points out and analyzes possibilities to 
Incorporate formal and Informal self-help societies In InnCMltlve credit guarantee schemes. The 
global approach of the topic In an African context makes the book exceptional. [GER] 
Key Words: Enterprises; Africa; Credit; 
53. Clark, Gracia, -Fighting the African Food Crisis: Women Food Farmers and Food Workers, - United 
Nations Development Fund for Women, The United Nations, NeYI York, NeYI York, May 1985, 
45 p. 
An CMtrvlSIN of womens position In African food systems, with an emphasis on agriculture, and 
recommended policies and Interventions to stimulate womens food production. Rural women, 
working on small-scale farms, naN produce 90 percent of the food consumed locally. Clearly, 
attempts to Increase food production must involve women. [2279] 
Key Words: Women; Africa; Credit; Agriculture; 
54. Commonwealth Secretariat, "Workshop on Rural Credit for Afrlca,- Harare, May 7-14, 1984, Report 
of the Training Workshop, Commonwealth Secretariat, London, United Kingdom, 1984, 58 p. 
The workshop was sponsored by the Commonwealth Secretariat In collaboration with the Ministry 
of Agriculture (GCMtmment of Zimbabwe). Its major objective was to assist member countries In 
AfrIca In strengthening their rural credit systems, with special emphasis on Improving access to 
small farmers. It was attended by participants from Botswana, the Gambia, Ghana, Kenya, 
Mauritius, Sierra Leone, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe, the host country. Resource 
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persons and lead speakers came from a number of International and national organizations, 
Including commercial banking and cooperative Institutions. [5332] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Credit; Rural finance; International donors; 
55. CuEMlS, Carlos E., "Informal Financial Markets In Africa: Main Issues and Selected Case Studies," 
Paper presented at the Workshop on "The Role of Informal Institutions and Cooperatives In Rural 
Financial Markets," Abidjan, COte d'ivolre, December 11-16, 1989, Economics and Sociology 
Occasional Paper No. 1638, Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio 
State University, Columbus, Ohio, March 1990, 16 p. 
The author argues that countries In Sub-Saharan Africa are at a great disadvantage with respect to 
other third-world countries In terms of the state of the dSYelopment of their financial Institutions. 
Hence, access to Informal financial services by the general population Is extremely limited In the 
continent and/or Is obtained at very high transaction costs. The foregoing limitation is accentuated 
In rural areas, given the urban bias of existing bank networks, and the usually poor conditions of 
communications, rural Infrastructure and transportation In African countries. Macroeconomic 
constraints and financial regulations often compound these limitations making it Infeasible for 
established banks to directly pltWide financial services to rural households and enterprises. The 
potential role for Informal financial Intermediation in Africa appears, therefore, even more clear here 
than In other developing areas of the world. This paper summarizes the major recent findings of 
research on Informal finance and presents case studies In African countries which illustrate the 
Importance and potential of Informal financial Intermediation in the continent. [0950] 
Key Words: Generalj Africa; Informal finance; 
56. Culagovskl, Jorge, Victor Gabon, Maria Cristina Germenay, and Charles P. Humphreys, ~frican 
Financing Needs In the 1990s,· Working Paper Series No. 764, Technical Department, Africa 
Regional Bank, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., October 1991, 87 p. 
The purpose of this paper Is to discuss the magnitude of external resources that Sub-Saharan Africa 
may require In the 1990s. The authors start with a section on the economic history and evolution 
of Sub-Saharan Africa. A section on savings, Investment and efficiency of capital follONS, deals with 
the feasibility of achlelflng the desired graNth targets, the policy instruments available to attain them, 
and the policy reforms that African countries should Implement to boost the demand for investment 
as well as private and public savings. The final section analyses the external resource requirements 
and discusses Implications for other related economic and financial variables. [4537] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Macroeconomics; 
57. Daubrey, Auguste, and Pierre Drouet, "La Mobilisation de L:Epargne Pour Ie Developpement Rural 
en Afrique," Paper presented at the 5th Conference on Agricultural Credit organized by the 
Confederation Internationale du Cr~dlt Agricole (CICA), Milan, Italy, September 1973, 50 p. 
The main theme of the paper is that financing for agricultural development must come from rural 
savings. The problem is hON to dSYelop methods and systems for collecting these savings, which 
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do exist In the African rural economy, and utilize them for agricultural development. It Is suggested 
that the structures set up locally must be simple and flexible. [ARC. 0800] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Savings; Rural finance; Savings mobilization; 
58. Dawson, James W, and Robert E. Gray, ·Directed Agricultural Production Credit (CAPC),· Project 
Evaluation Summary, USAID/AFR/RA, Washington, D.C., March 11,1981,7 p. 
The project Is a continuation of prior AID assistance (begun in 1968) to the ACOSCA via CUNA; 
other major donors Include Konrad h:tenauer Foundation, Canadian International Development 
Agency, Rabbobank, CUNA Mutual Insurance Society and the Worldwide Foundation for Credit 
Unions. FoIl()Ning technical assistance, report notes that ACOSCA has become a better managed 
organization, and credit union grc7Nlh has continued. Areas of concern include little progress as 
regards economic or technical self-sufficiency for both the ACOSCA and the credit union leagues 
in Cameroon and Lesotho. [4223] 
Key Words: Agricultu,.; Africa; Credit unions; International donors; 
59. De Groot, Han, and Otto Hespes, ·Directives pour une PoIitlque a Suivre par des ONG Actives dans 
des Systemes d'Epargne et de Credit,· La Haye, The Netherlands, June 1988, 50 p. 
The authors discuss future directions for policies by NGOs active in the savings and credit systems. 
The paper Includes a general discussion of informal and formal savings and credit arrangements, 
the fundamental elements of savings mobilization and credit delivery systems, and particular 
reference to some experiences. The authors conclude with four principles that need to be achieved 
namely: integration, self-promotion, creation of access facilities, and self-sufficiency. [4198] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Informal finance; Formal finance; Credit; Savings; NGOs; 
60. Dell~more, Giordano, Agricultural Credit in African Countries, Milan, Italy: Cassa di Risparmio delle 
Provincle Lombarde, 1973, 97 p. 
Describes some of the major problems found in agricultural credit systems in Africa. These include 
(1) colonial legacy, (2) the economics of credit use at the farm level, (3) sources of loanable funds, 
(4) the demand for credit, and (5) overall banking policies. The role of private savings Is stressed. 
[Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HG2051A35A75] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Credit; Agricultural credit; Formal finance; Savings; 
61. Desslng, Maryke, ·Support for Mlcroenterprises: lessons for Sub-Saharan Africa,· World Bank 
Technical Paper No. 122, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., July 1990, 69 p. 
The main objective of this paper was to review past experience in support of the averall business 
and economic environment for mlcroenterprise development: credit, technical assistance and 
support services, entrepreneurship and self-employment development, and the strengthening of 
financial and technical assistance Intermediaries. An Important conclusion was that there Is no 
universally applicable approach to microenterprise development. Hence, a broad conceptual 
framework Is provided In the paper that can help In formulating development programs tailored to 
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local circumstances. It Is suggested that mlcroenterprlses can be assisted directly; Indirectly by 
ImprcMng the policy and regulatory environment; or; alternatively, by strengthening the capacity of 
Intermediaries. The three approaches are not mutually exclusive but complement each other. [4081] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; Finance; 
62. Deutsche Gesellschaft far Technlsche Zusammenarbelt (GTZ) /German Foundation for International 
Dewlopment (DSE) , "Financing Small Enterprises," Report of the Conference held at Lusaka, 
Zambia, 16-21 September 1985, GTZ, Eschbom, Federal Republic of Germany, 1986, 110 p. 
The conference report summarizes the Issues presented and discussed by the participants. The 
report Is composed of two separate parts: Discussion Findings (setting and Issues, Institutions and 
their services, conclusions and recommended foiICAN-Up) and Annexes Oist of conference 
participants, papers presented at the conference, daily discussion memoranda). [GER] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; Credit; 
63. Dlallo, Mah, ')\ccess to Formal Financial Services, to Employment Opportunities, and to Income," 
Paper presented at the Regional Consultation on the Economic Advancement of Rural Women In 
Subsaharan Africa," July 29 - August 3, 1991, Dakar; Senegal, International Fund for Agricultural 
Dewlopment (IFAD), Dakar, Senegal, 1991, 15 p. 
Sub-saharan African women have played an Important role in the economy In both farming and in 
the rural and urban non-structured sectors. The development process for women has been 
hampered by a lack of education, training, and access to financial resources. This paper examines 
strategies which would address the specific problems of women. Some of the recommendations 
Include income-generating programs, vocational training, agrarian reform, reductions In sex 
discrimination, and financial reforms. [5082] 
Key Words: Women; Africa; Agriculture; Development; 
64. Dillinger; William, "External Sources of Local GOIIernment Finance: IntergC7ll9rnmental Grants and 
BOlTONing," Paper presented at the Workshop for Strengthening Local GOIIernments In Africa, 
Bologna, Italy, March 5-17, 1989, Urban Dewlopment Division, Policy, Planing and Research Staff, 
The World Bank, Washington, D. C., 1989, 10 p. 
Discusses the role of external resources In financing local gOllernments In Africa. Concludes that 
bolTONing Is essential to financing major capital investments, and that the role of intergC7ll9rnmental 
grants Is more complex. Suggests that lending program design clearly define appraisal criteria, and 
p~ide financial terms that protect financial viability. [5334] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; International donors; 
65. DCANning, Jeanne, "Gender and the Growth and Dynamics of Microenterprises, • Working Paper No. 
5, GEMINI, Washington D.C., September 1990, 106 p. 
This paper builds on the debate between women in development (WID) and the proponents of 
growth oriented strategies such as MSU (Michigan State University) researchers. WID researchers 
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warn of the dangers of glONth-oriented strategies, because of the concentration of women in ION-
glONth, ION-return microenterprises. They fear that assistance schemes based solely on glONth 
objectives will at best ignore womens needs, If not harm their economic interests. Proponents of 
glONth-orlented strategies by contrast argue that, because of the meager resources of most 
gCNernments and the inabUity of many countries to generate glONth of any kind during recent years, 
It Is Imperative to target available resources tONard dynamic subsectors that have the greatest 
potential for contributing to economic glONth. In this paper, a strategy Is proposed that bridges 
glONth and gender-oriented approaches and capitalizes on their respective strengths and 
complementarlties. The strategy Includes the (1) support, but not subsidization, for womens 
enterprises In subsectors that have ffNI prospects for glONth (In light of the Importance of womens 
Income to family welfare); (2) identification of interventions associated with viable subsectors in 
which women predominate (to unleash their income-generating and glONth potential); and (3) 
promotion of policies, projects, and other interventions that facilitate the transition of female 
entrepreneurs out of ION-return, ION-potential subsectors into higher-return and higher potential 
subsectors. [1152] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; Finance; Women; 
66. Dresler, Alf Oliver, Yndliche Flnanzmittler in Entwlcklungsl8ndern: eine verglelchende Analvse, 
Frankfurt, Federal Republic of Germany: Verlag Peter Lang GmbH, 1988. 
This document offers an analytical comparison of rural financial Intermediaries In developing 
countries. A comprehensive revifNI is given regarding the role and importance of formal and informal 
financial Institutions. The peculiarities of and problems encountered by agricultural credit schemes 
are pointed out. The author attempts to explain deficiencies of rural financial markets and the 
transaction cost theory. The coping-mechanisms of various financial intermediaries regarding their 
transaction cost are analyzed. Based on this analysis, the capability and suitability of intermediaries 
engaged in rural financial markets Is rated. [GER] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Intermediation; 
67. Due, Jean M., ·PoIicies to Overcome the Negative Effects of Structural Adjustment Programs on 
African Female-Headed Households,· in Structural Adjustment and African Women Farmers, 
Christina H. Gladwin (ed.) , Gainesville, Florida: Center for African Studies, University of Florida 
Press, 1991, pp. 103-127. 
The structural adjustment programs (SAPs) initiated by the IMF and the WB and supported by 
donors are stimulating many tropical African economies through an infusion of foreign exchange, 
increased agricultural prices, devaluation of o.'ervalued currencies, improved market policies, liberal-
ization of Important sectors of the economies, and increased competition from the private sector. 
The paper argues that the 25 percent of the rural households which are femaleheaded will not 
benefit from these policies. In addition, the consumption-oriented policies have been cut in real 
terms by the SAPs. This paper suggests some supplementary policies to assist the most adversely 
affected families. Nutritional supplementation programs, debt forgiveness, reduced defense 
expenditures, improved financial management, and credit availability for women of various kinds of 
income generating activities are recommended. [5080] 
Key Words: Women; Africa; Finance; Government policy and programs; 
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68. Due, Jean M., -Review of Programs Funding Smaiiscale Enterprises for African Women, - Unlwrsity 
of illinois, Urbana, illinois, 1990, 17 p. 
R6Ylews the performance of micro enterprise funding programs In Botswana, Kenya, Malawi and 
Tanzania which target both male and female borraNers. Concludes that of the three types of 
programs currently being Implemented, (1) the parastatals; (2) recent programs patterned after the 
Grameen Bank; and (3) the -other- types, those of the second type are too recent to evaluate In 
terms of their sultabnity In African conditions. None of the programs are cOll'8rlng large numbers of 
beneficiaries, so experience has yet to point out the most viable approach. [5296] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; Finance; Gender; Women; 
69. Due, Jean M., and Christina H. Gladwin, -Impact of Structural Adjustment Programs on AfrIcan 
Women Farmers and Female-Headed Household,- Paper presented at the 1991 Annual Meeting of 
the American Agricultural Economics Association, Kansas State Unlwrslty, August 4-7, 1991, 19 p. 
The structural adjustment programs (SAPs) initiated by the IMF and the World Bank are stimulating 
many tropical African economies through an Infusion of foreign exchange, Increased agricultural 
prices, devaluation of OII'8rvalued currencies, improved marketing policies, trade liberalization, and 
Increased competition from the private sector. This paper presents evidence that women farmers, 
married and unmarried, and the 25 percent of the rural households in Sub-Saharan Africa which are 
female-headed, often do not benefit from the SAP programs. Although African women provide most 
of the labor required to produce food crops In Africa, due to Inequality In gender relations, women 
producers can not react with an economically-approprlate supply response because they lack 
access to basic production Inputs that male farmers, especially large farmers, have recelwd: land, 
credit and fertilizer; labor; and the right to returns from their labor. Given SAPs emphasis on 
exportables, men who gl'tM' export crops may appropriate more of these basic Inputs, Including 
womens labor; from the women who gl'tM' food crops, making their job to feed the family more 
difficult and their opportunities to generate a marketable surplus even rarer. In addition, 
consumption-oriented policies have adversely affected female-headed and lem resource households 
In both rural and rural sectors. Therefore, SAPs are not gender neutral in operation or effect, so 
complementary policies -credit, fertilizer subsidies, Income-generation and nutritional 
supplementation programs for women farmers and female-headed households- are needed to 
mitigate the adverse effects of SAPs on women. [5033] 
Key Words: Women; Africa; Credit; Government policy and programs; Gender; 
70. Due, Jean M., and F. Magayane, ·Changes Needed in Agricultural Policy for Female-headed Farm 
FamOles In Tropical Afrlca,- Agrlcyltural Economics, Vol. 4, Nos. 3/4, December 1990, pp.239-253. 
The decline In per-caplta agricultural production has been I'8II8rsed somENlfhat In tropical Africa by 
the structural adjustment programs which have Increased producer prices, liberalized marketing and 
devalued currencies. But the 30% of smallholder farm households which are female-headed wOI not 
be assisted much due to their special constraints of shortage of labor and credit, lack of extension 
visits and appropriate . labor-saving technologies. For these households, the authors argue that 
Improved extension services, credit for agricultural Inputs, small ruminant animals and poultry, 
labor-saving devices and craft inputs will be necessary to increase their incomes and levels of IMng. 
[4806] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Women; Credit; Government policy and programs; 
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71. Due, Jean M., and Rebecca Summary, ·Constralnts to Women and Development In Africa,· illinois 
Agricultural Economics Staff Paper No. 79 E-83, Department of Agricultural Economics, University 
of illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, illinois, May 1979, 27 p. 
The authors attempt to pt't71Ie that womens participation In African economic development Is 
constrained by lack of access to education and credit. They find that women do not enjoy equal 
access to formal or Informal education opportunities. They also find that women haw relatively less 
access to credit. They suggest some measures to pl"(1llde equal educational and credit facilities to 
women In Africa. [2180] 
Key Words: Women; Africa; Credit; 
72. Eboue, Chlcot M., ·Eparagne Informelle et Development Economlque en Afrique: Unlverslte de Pau, 
Bordeaux, France, November 1987, 28 p. 
The author vIeNs that the Important amount of Informal savings relatively to savings mobUlzed along 
the classical financial Intermediation process, appears as a good argument on the short run to 
Implement an Institutional innCMltlon experience that supports the Integration of formal and Informal 
Intermediaries. This InstltutionallnnCMltlon Is an urgent target, Justified by the Inefficient functioning 
of the financial system In the economy, when the objective Is the endogenous economic 
development process. [4200] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Informal finance; Formal finance; Savings; Development; 
73. Eicher; Cart K, ~ricultural Research for African D6Yelopment: Problems and Priorities for 1985-
2000: Paper presented at a Wortd Bank Conference on Research Priorities for Sub-Saharan Africa, 
Bellaglo, February 25-March 1, 1985, Department of Agricultural Economics, Michigan State 
University, East lansing, Michigan, 1985, 58 p. 
This paper reviews previous conferences and reports on agricultural research priorities, the nature 
of the agrarian crisis In Africa and donor response, the SYOiution of agriculture foilONing Indepen-
dence, and Implications for a research agenda. The suggestions for research are divided Into six 
major problem areas: applied research on sectoral/project design Issues; agricultural research 
policy; agricultural production constraints; human capital; rural savings, agricultural credit and 
capital formation in agriculture; and the political economy of food security and agricultural policy. 
Eicher concludes that the stock of on-shelf. farmer-tested. food crop technology Is meager; that 
donors have stressed applied research at the expense of the basic sciences; that technical problems 
of African agriculture haw been underestimated; that few systematic. long-term studies of 
production constraints have been conducted; that there has been a serious underlnwstment In 
human capital to work In agriculture; that research on rural savings, credit and rural financial 
Institutions Is one of the most underdeveloped research areas In African agriculture; and that much 
more needs to be kno..vn about food security. He recommends that a key financial Issue to be 
studied Is the expansion of the rural tax base to help overcome the recurrent cost problem and 
pl"(1llde financing for local investments. [5198] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Finance; Agricultural credit; 
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74. Eicher; Carl K, and Doyle C. Baker; "Research on Agricultural Development in Sub-Saharan Africa: 
A Critical Survey," MSU International DeYeIopment Papers, Department of Agricultural Economics, 
Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan, 1982, 335 p. 
In their survey of literature on credit in Sub-Saharan Africa, the authors acknONledge that rural 
financial markets In that part of the world are dominated by Informal lenders. A major reason rural 
people rely heavily on informal rather than formal sources of credit Is that many loans are used for 
consumption purposes (ceremonial obligations and school fees). Informal lenders, although 
charging exorbitant Interest rates, remain the major credit suppliers compared to gC1Jernment credit 
Institutions, usually national agricultural banks that experience difficulties. The authors agree with 
former studies that suggest that interest rates not be subsidized. The recommendation is that credit 
be extended within area and regional rural development programs. Finally, research on credit 
should be on the total farming system including formal and Informal credit, consumption and 
production credit, and rural savings. [0807] 
Key Won:Is: Agriculture; Africa; Credit; Informal finance; 
75. Elbadawl, Ibrahim A., -Have World Bank-Supported Adjustment Programs ImprOv'ed Economic 
Performance In Sub-Saharan Africa?", Working Paper Series No. 1001, Country Economics 
Department, The World Bank, Washington, D. C., October 1992, 60 p. 
Investigates the underlying causes of the economic crisis in Sub-Saharan Africa in the 1980s and 
concludes that adverse exogenous shocks precipitated the crisis that led to the WB-assisted 
reforms. As regards the effectiveness of the reforms, results Indicate that the adjustment programs 
had a positive and statistically significant effect on export performance, along with a negative 
significant effect on aggregate investment. [5566] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Macroeconomic policy; 
76. Elbadawi, Ibrahim A., Dhaneshwar Ghura, and Gilbert Uwujaren, "Why Structural Adjustment Has 
Not Succeeded in Sub-Saharan Africa," Working Paper Series No. 1000, Country Economics 
Department, The World Bank, Washington D. C., October 1992, 34 p. + tables and graphs. 
Authors investigate the factors Influencing WB adjustment lending In Sub-Saharan Africa and all 
other ION income countries, and provide estimates of the contribution of these adjustment programs 
to economic performance. They report that the marginal contribution of bank-supported adjustment 
programs to export performance had been positive and significant, and that political stability had 
a critical role In Influencing adoption, implementation and sustalnability. [5567] 
Key Won:Is: General; Africa; Finance; Macroeconomic policy; 
n. Feder; Gershon, and Raymond Noronha, "Land Rights Systems and Agricultural Development in 
SubSahara Africa," IBRDIWorid Bank Research Observer, Vol. 2, No.2, July 1987, 27 p. 
The paper demonstrates that land rights In Sub-Saharan Africa eYOIved In response to changing 
political, social, and economic conditions. The authors note that the Importance of land rights to 
agricultural development is linked to the emergence of rural credit markets as land becomes an 
attractive collateral for credit transactions. Several studies cited have shown that secure legal 
ONnershlp provides farmers with access to cheaper; longer terms and more extensive credit. 
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Farmers without secure title have to rely more on Informal lenders. Also titles may Increase the 
supply of all types of credit. African countries after Independence have adopted different 
approaches to land tenure. In some areas, only rights to use and occupancy of land are recognized 
by the State. In others, some of the rights of ONnership to transfer, mortgage, or lease land are 
predominant. According to the authors, the prohibition against mortgaging land does not stop land 
from beIng used as collateral In Informal transactions. The lesson from other parts of the world Is 
that efficiency ultimately requires formal recognition of IndMdualland rights; and that stage has not 
yet been reached In many parts of Sub-Saharan Africa. [0792] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Collateral; Informal finance; 
78. Fong, Monica S., and Hell Perret, Women and Credit: The Experience of Providing Financial 
Services to Rural Women in Developing Countries, Money and Finance in Developing Economies 
No.3, Milan, Italy:Finafrlca-CARPILO, 1991, 157 p. 
Rural women have been neglected by most dSYeloprnent projects and often lack access to credit. 
Financial services made available to rural women In developing countries can act as a catalyst for 
economic development. This book examines womens participation In formal and Informal finance. 
Institutional and grassroots strategies for providing financial services to rural women are summarized 
and ewluated. Policy Implications include legal reforms, Improved credit scheme planning, and 
Improved linkages between formal and informal finance as well as between savers and borroNers. 
Brief project profiles are provided, and the African examples include: an experimental program in 
Malawi where extension agents were instructed to target women (food crop) farmers and had a 
successful participation and loan repayment experience; a United Nations Development Fund for 
Women (UNIFEM) revolving loan fund administered by the Swaziland Development and Savings 
Bank for financing and training women for the manufacture of simple time-saving devices (such as 
containers for water, and fuel-efficient staves); the Kenya Womens Finance Trust proving "mini-
loans" to women entrepreneurs with a 90% repayment rate reported so far; and the Kenya Kwale 
and Kilifl District Development Project - a project for raising the Income of smallholders, livestock 
ONners and artisanal fishermen. [5140] 
Key Words: Women; Africa; Finance; Credit; Rural finance; ROSCAs; 
79. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAD), "Report of the AFRICA./EICICr 
Seminar on Resource Mobilization for Rural Development," Seminar on Resource Mobilization for 
Rural Development, Nairobi, Kenya, 30 January - 10 February, 1984, Food and Agricultural 
Organization of the United Nations, Rome, Italy, September 1984, 20 p. 
The exchange of experience and discussion of issues involved In resource mobilization for rural 
development recognized the key role played by national gC7v'ernments, central banks, and 
international organizations In the mobilization of personal savings in rural areas. Assistance in 
meeting start-up costs of opening rural bank branches, support for innovative schemes to attract 
deposits and the development of institutional arrangements for training personnel are some of the 
specific areas identified for action. [5391] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Savings; 
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80. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO). "Strengthening Agricultural Credit 
System In African Countries." Unpublished paper presented at a Seminar on the Role of the Banking 
System In Financing the Agricultural Sector and Rural Development. Harare. Zimbabwe. NCNember 
25 - December 2. 1984. Marketing and Credit Service. Agricultural Services Division. FAO. Rome. 
1984.17 p. 
The paper documents the recent efforts in agricultural credit development that gCNemments have 
undertaken to pl'"Oilde more rural credit. A new approach to agricultural credit policies is needed 
for the creation of a strong Institutional rural credit system that supplies credit and mobilizes 
savings. A number of possible measures are discussed to assist central banks In playing a more 
effective role In the development of effective rural credit· institutions. Savings mobilization. Interest 
rates and subsidies are evaluated to reflect on the measures that need to be taken to strengthen 
agricultural credit systems in African countries. [3109] 
Key Words: AgricuHure; Africa; Credit; Savings mobilization; Subsidies; Loan repayment; 
Technical assistance; 
81. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)/African Regional Agricultural Credit 
Association (AFRACA)/Agricultural Finance Corporation of Zimbabwe (AFC). "The Role of Informal 
Groups In the Rural Financial System." Report of the Workshop on The Role of Informal Groups in 
the Rural Financial System. Harare. Zimbabwe. 12-16 October, 1987. FAO. Rome. Italy. 1987.45 p. 
The main conclusions of the workshop can be summarized as foliONS: Informal financial groups are 
crucial in mobilizing rural savings. They should therefore be encouraged to impl'"Oie their legal 
status. Also linkages between banks and informal groups should be encouraged. [0806] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Informal finance; Savings mobilization; Self-help groups; 
82. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO). African Regional Agricultural Credit 
Association (AFRACA). and MCCB Lid .• "Monitoring and Evaluation in Agricultural Banking in Africa." 
Paper presented at the Workshop on Monitoring and Evaluation in Agricultural Banking In Africa. 
Mauritius. August 5-12. 1986. FAO/AFRACA/MCCB LTD. Rome. Italy. 1986.52 p. 
The objective of the workshop was to broaden the perceptions of monitoring and evaluation 
systems in banking. especially within the operations of agricultural development banks. Monitoring 
and evaluation relate to checking on the attainment of management objectives. The bank and the 
projects It finances come within the scope of monitoring and evaluation and should be considered 
separately under institutional performance and projects performance. [1593] 
Key Words: AgricuHure; Africa; Development bank; Banks; 
83. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (00). ')\frica Regional Agricultural Credit 
Association." Paper presented at Third Technical Consultation on the Scheme for Agricultural Credit 
Development (SACRED). Rome. Italy, September 17-20. 1985. FAO. Rome. Italy, May 1985. 7 p. 
A brief summary of the background. structure and funding of the Africa Regional Agricultural Credit 
Association (AFRACA) is presented. Future projects will concentrate on training. with savings 
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mobilization and loan recovery to be given more attention. AFRN:A will be dependent on external 
funding to finance the above programs. [3255] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; 
84. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) , ~mt§lioration de l'Organlsation et 
de IMmlnlstratlon des Services Agrlcoles Offert aux Petits Agrlculteurs en Afrique (Pays 
francophones), • Rapport d'Une Consultation Rt§glonale d'Experts Tenue c\ Douala (Cameroon), 19-23 
September 1983, FAO, Rome, 1984,52 p. 
The report explores ways to Improve the organization and administration of agricultural services for 
francophone African small-holders. The recommendations call for encouraging farmers groups and 
working In close collaboration with NGOs (Non-governmental Organizations). No credit program Is 
mentioned in the report. [4376] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Investment; International donors; 
85. Food and Agriculture Organization of the U.N. (FAO) , in cooperation with African Regional 
Agricultural Credit Association (AFRACA), ·Report on the National Workshop on Womens Access 
to Institutional Credit: Problems and Prospects,· Paper presented at the Regional Workshop for 
Policy-Makers on Womens Programme In Agricultural Credit and Banking for Selected Eastern and 
Southern African Countries Organized by AFRACA, in co-operation with FAO, and the Ford 
Foundation, Nairobi, Kenya, March 1983, 49 p. 
Papers presented at the workshop analyzed the questions of technical assistance and credit for rural 
women. A summary of papers presented at the workshop is included. [4163] 
Key Words: Gender; Africa; Credit; 
86. Forschungberichte des Bundesminlsteriums far Wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit (BMZ) JDeutsche 
Gesellschaft far Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ), ·Financement Rural, Un Cadre d'Orientation,· 
Manuels, Dt§veloppement Rural, Eschborn, 1988, 122 p. 
The French version of "Rural Finance, Guiding Principles," Eschborn 1987. Experiences of German 
organizations working in the field of economic and social development were analyzed systematically 
In order to formulate a conceptual orientation for the support of rural finance. This manual was 
prepared to assist programme designs and project planners for the Implementation of projects 
promoting rural development. [1102] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Rural finance; 
87. Fosu, Augustin Kwasi, ·Capitallnstabillty and Economic Gl"CM'th in Sub-Saharan Africa,· The Joyrnal 
of Development Stydies, Vol. 28, No.1, October 1991, pp. 74-85. 
Uses 1967-86 data for 33 Sub-Saharan African countries to Investigate the factors that Influence 
GOP gl"CM'th and finds that instability in capital formation, rather than export instability, is the more 
relevant variable. Argues against attribution to export instability, since the rational course for 
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countries with high export Instability Is diversification of Investment funding sources to.vard other 
sources such as domestic savings or International bodies. [5125] 
Key WORts: General; Africa; Savings; Monetary policy; 
88. Gantzer-Sommer, Uri Ike (eel.), Financing Small Enterprises: Report on the Conference, 
Sonderpubllkatlon der GTZ, No. 169, Report on the Conference on Financing Small Enterprises 
held at Lusaka, Zambia, September 16-21, 1985, Published jointly by Deutsche Gesselschaft fOr 
Technlsche Zusammenarbelt (GTZ) GmbH, Germany, Dawlopment Bank of Zambia, Lusaka, 
Zambia, and Deutche Stlftung far Internatlonale Entwick/ung (DSE), Germany, 1986, 110 p. 
Summarizes the Issues discussed by participants representing financing Institutions of Africa and 
a ffNI Asian countries, and representatives of various German development organizations at a 
conference held to assess current financial support to modern small scale enterprises (MSSEs) and 
to traditional Informal sector units (TISU). Conclusions and recommendations Include those dealing 
with Institutional change to adapt to the particular clientele, and research Into the operations of . 
MSSE and TSIUs, Informal lenders and formal financing Institutions. [5512] 
Key WORts: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; Formal finance; Informal finance; Development 
banks; Enterprises; 
89. GentU, D., and J. C. Deveze, ·Organisations paysannes et vulgarization,· Notes et Etudes No. 10, 
Division des Etudes Generales, CCCE, Paris, France, June 1988, 17 p. 
The study discusses farmers' organizations and extension. The authors argue that there Is a need 
to establish a national extension service to coordinate the policies and break them dONn as needed 
according to regional differences. The report Includes a lengthy discussion of the different means 
to Impl'O\le technical change. Farmers' organizations are proving to be effective means of providing 
agricultural related services In addition to their ability to collect savings and disburse credit In an 
efficient manner: [4182] 
Key WORts: General; Africa; Cooperatives; Finance; 
90. Gentll, D., and Y. Fournier. ·Flnancement Local,· IRAM, Paris, France, April 1991, 33 p. 
The study discusses the Issue of local financing. The authors state that after the poor results of 
development banks and specialized rural credit Institutions (like CNCA), two innOYatlons which seem 
to be promising are saving and credit cooperatives and the Grameen bank type experience. Other 
financing types, like cereal banks, are Interesting examples to foilON. [4553] 
Key WORts: General; Africa; Finance; Cooperatives; Cntdit; Savings mobilization; Informal 
finance; Formal finance; 
91. Gentil, Dominique, ·Coop~ratives d'Eparagne et Cr~dlt et D~veloppement Rural Local,· IRAM, Paris, 
France, AprU 1984, 43 p. 
This paper addresses the role of savings and credit cooperatives in rural development in Africa. 
Findings reveal that these cooperatives can exist without government intervention and perform well 
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104. Heldhues, Franz, and Helke Michelsen, -rhe West and Central African Monetary Union and Its 
Impact on Financial Systems and Rural Financial Markets,· Paper presented at the 19th Seminalre 
European Association de Economistes Agricoles, 29 May - 2 June, 1989, Agropolis Sciences 
Soclales, June 1989, 22 p. 
The paper attempts to analyze whether In Sub-Saharan Africa differences In Indicators of economic 
and financial d6Yelopment can attributed to membership In the West and Central-African Monetary 
Union (CFA or Franc Zone). FoIlONIng a summary discussion of the theory of monetary union, the 
d6Yeloprnent of financial and economic Indicators In the countries which form a monetary union with 
France Is compared with those of non-member countries of Sub-Saharan Africa. Econometric 
analysis ShON no significant differences be1:'N8en Franc Zone and other countries. A more detailed 
analysis of the Impact of the CFA-Zone on the d6Yelopment of financial Intermediation and rural 
financial markets Is discussed In the context of cameroons rural financial sector d6Yelopment which 
sha.Ns a relatively ION banks' access to rediscount facilities of the central bank, to International 
financial markets and to ION credit demand for agricultural purposes caused by distorted agricultural 
price policies and Insufficient availability of services for the farms. [4283] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Monetary polley; 
105. H~nault, Georges, and Rachld M'Raber, t.:~ntrepreneur!at en Afrique Francophone: Culture, 
Financement et Delppement, Paris, France: John Ubbey Eurotext, 1990, 328 p. 
This book Is a collection of articles discussing the culture, financing and development of 
entrepreneurs In francophone Africa. The book Is divided into four parts. The first part discusses the 
cultural and macroeconomic conditions for enterprises In Africa. The second part deals with the 
Informal finance channels for enterprises, primarily, tontines. The third part discusses International 
donor finance programs, Islamic rules and practices, and joint ventures. The last part reviews the 
formation and creation of enterprises. [4689] 
Key Words: Enterprises; Africa; Finance; Informal finance; International donors; Credit; 
Savings; ROSCAs; Cooperatives; 
106. Holst, Juergen U., Savings for DMlopment. RePOrt of the Third International Symposium on the 
Mobilization of Personal Savings In DMloplng Countries, New York, New York: The Wortd Bank, 
1986, 114 p. 
The Symposium forms part of a comprehensive programme on the mobilization of personal savings 
In d6Yeloplng countries undertaken by the Department of International Economic and Social Affairs. 
This publication contains both the Report of the Symposium and the papers presented. [0407] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Savings; 
107. Holst, Juergen U., ·Promoting Small Enterprise Financing in Developing Countries In Search of a 
New Approach,· United Nations Fiscal and Financial Branch, The United Nations, New York, New 
York, January 1986, 6 p. 
The author criticizes the current approach to.vard improving the financial policy to.vard small 
enterprise financing. The current approach can be reformed by giving more consideration to 
Interest rate and financial sector policies. In addition, the range of financial Intermediaries used for 
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95. Glttlnger; Price J., Household Food Security and the Role of Women, World Bank Discussion Papers 
No. 96, Washington, D.C.: The World Bank, 1990,37 p. 
This paper reports on the Symposium on Household Food Security and the Role of Women In 
Kadoma, Zimbabwe, January 21 through 24, 1990. Improving household food security In Africa 
means focusing on the role of women because they playa critical role as food producers -women 
produce nearly three quarters of all food grown In Afrlca- and as Income earners for their families. 
Unless the production and productivity of these women is Increased, efforts to improve household 
food security In Africa will not succeed. Obstacles to their work need to be remCMKf, and their 
access to resources and Information need to be Improved. In particular; women need fixed and 
working capital for agricultural production and for off-farm activities. When credit Is available, access 
requires collateral but womens limited autonomy Implies that they control far fewer marketable 
assets and thus may lack the opportunity to build Independent reputations for creditworthiness. 
Even public credit programs depend to a large extent on physical collateral. The wide-ranging 
discussions In the working groups identified a number of different actions that households must take 
to enhance food security. Guidelines for African pollcymakers and donors were also formulated. 
[5276] 
Key Words: AgricuHure; Africa; Women; CredH; Collateral; 
96. Gladwin, Christina (ed.), Structural Adjustment and African Women, Gainesville, Florida: University 
of Florida Press, 413 p. 
The book is a collection of articles dealing with the impacts of structural adjustment on African 
women. Part one includes three papers that discuss structural adjustment and transformation. Part 
two Is a larger section that includes several case studies that examine particular structural 
adjustment programs in selected countries and their Impacts from the village level with particular 
reference to women. The third part focuses on papers that explore the additional impact of other 
macro policies which are often interacting with structural adjustment policies. A presentation of a 
debate on the economy of affection addresses the usefulness of that model for assessing gender 
differences in Africa, as well as tracking structural adjustment and its impact on women farmers. In 
conclusion, a number of questions related to future plans and policies are addressed. [Agricultural 
Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HD6073F32A37571991] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Macroeconomics; Government policy and programs; 
International donors; Gender; Women; 
97. Graham, Douglas H., -Designing Financial Intermediaries to Mobilize Savings and Allocate 
Investment Money,- Paper for the Workshop on Agricultural Development Policy Options for Sub-
Saharan Africa, Arlington, Virginia, August 23-25, 1992, Department of Agricultural Economics and 
Rural Sociology, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, 1992, 20 p. 
Outlines issues in the design of financial Institutions In Sub-Saharan Africa, citing the difficulties 
associated with preYlous approaches to rural finance, and term finance In particular. Suggests the 
deposit mobilization approach, marketing linkages with commercial banks, and village based savings 
and credit cooperatives as potentially viable approaches. [5400L] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Formal finance; Informal finance; Savings; 
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dENeloping economies. HC7tWIIer; due to Its ION productivity, the mlcroenterprlse sector does not 
appear to be an alternative to larger organizations or the creation of an Industrial system. [4184] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; Finance; Informal finance; Government polley 
and programs; 
111. Hugon, PhUlppe, "The Impact of Adjustment Policies on African Informal Financial Networks, - Paper 
prasented at the Conference on Policy Reform and Financial Systems In Sub-Saharan Africa, 
Washington, D.C., June 20-22,1989, CCCE, Paris, France, 1989,29 p. 
The purpose of this paper was to analyze the Impact of adjustment policies, Implemented In African 
countries, on the Informal financial sector. The author finds that the effects have been ambiguous. 
The rise In Interest rates, which remains negative In real terms In most countries, and the overall 
credit policy have tended to reduce the gap between formal and Informal financial Institutions. In 
Niger; the Informal trade sector has been stimulated by the devaluation of neighboring Nlgerlas 
currency. as NlgerS formal sector was becoming less competitive. The author feels that policies . 
must be more specific to f'Nery country and to the type of activity targeted. In the area of credit, 
existing Institutions must make credit accessible to the private sector and to poor people In much 
the same way as the Grameen Bank program In Bangladesh. [0958] 
Key Words: General; Africaj Financej Monetary policYj Savings mobillzationj International 
dono"'j 
112. Hunt, Diana, -Evaluation Procedures for Appraising a Proposed Farm Credit Programme,- Eastern 
Africa Joyrnal of RYral pevelopment, Vol. 7, Nos. 1/2, 1974, pp. 192-233. 
This paper discusses the various types of analyses which might be done In the preparation of a farm 
credit program. The author argues that four 1f'Nels of analysis must be carried out: (1) analysis of 
the farmer borroNer; (2) analysis of the lending institutions, (3) EMlluation of the credit programs 
impact on the government budget, and (4) EMlluation of the Impact on the economy as a whole. 
The author concludes that principles laid out In the article can be applied to almost any proposed 
credit program. [ARC. 1127] 
Key Words: Agriculturej Africaj Creditj Agricultural creditj 
113. INADES, -Cr~er sa Petite Entreprlse en Afrique: Ce Qu'11 Faut Savolr;· INADES Documentation, 
Abidjan, COte d'ivolre, April 1991, 48 p. 
This document gives Information related to hON to create ones ONn small enterprise In Africa. It 
gives references of useful written material on the subject and presents laws and regulations as well 
as policies In African countries aimed at the development of small enterprises. [4194] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprisej Africaj Financej 
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101. Haggblade, Stewn, Peter Hazell, and James BroNn, "Farm-Nonfarm Unkages in Rural Sub-Saharan 
AfrIca," World DMlQDment, Vol. 17, No.8, 1989, pp. 1173-1201. 
Studies in Asia have shaNn that farm-nonfarm linkages can spur agricultural gl'ONth and also 
stimulate gl'ONth In local and national output, employment, and income. The authors evaluate the 
transferabUIty of these conclusions to Sub-Saharan Africa. "Rural" is defined by function, I.e., 
orientation to.N8rd supplying goods and services to agricultural areas, not by location or size. The 
minimum share of rural employment in nonfarm enterprises (NFE) is 10-20% in AfrIca vs. 20-30% 
In Asia. Backward (production) linkages appear to be fewer in Africa than Asia, possibly because 
AfrIcan agriculture uses relatively fewer mechanical and purchased inputs. Forward (consumption) 
linkages In Asia were double those in Africa, In part because Africans seem to spend far less on 
processed food than Asians. Models comparing Asian and African scenarios estimate higher 
multipliers from agricultural dMlopment in Asia, but this is speculated to be a distortion reflecting 
the lONer 1&VeI of monetization In Africa. [5179] 
Key Words: Enterprises; Africa; Marketing; Rural non-farm; 
102. Hartig, Peter; Klelnbauerliche Kreditprogramme und institution building auf 18ndlichen Finanzmarkten 
in Entwicklungsl8ndern: eine InformationsOkonomische Kritik traditioneller und neoliberaler 
Konzeptionen, Offenbach, Federal Republic of Germany: Verlag, 1989. 
The author gives a critical analysis and revleYI of traditional and neo-liberal approaches to rural 
financial institution building. He states that both approaches underestimate the complexity of 
demand- and supply-oriented financial intermediation. He suggests to go into the problems of 
financial institution building by applying Informations6konomie (information economics). The 
document inspires because of Its unconventional discussion of institution building. [GER] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Rural finance; 
103. Hayanga, C. A., "Guidelines for Promotion of Womens Access to Credit," FNJ/AFRICA. 
Dewlopment House, Nairobi, Kenya, n.d., 23 p. 
The author argues that womens lack of access to credit is influenced by socioeconomic factors, 
including non-responsiveness on the part of financial institutions and gOv'ernments. Recommended 
actions are thus listed by area of concern: gOv'ernment (e.g.,recognition of womens contributions 
to the economy and revieYI of discriminatory laws and practices);financlal institutions (e.g.,publicity 
on credit facilities available, shortening and simplification of loan procedures and emphasis on 
project viability rather than collateral) and womens organizations (e.g.,organization and mobilization 
of womens groups). [4635] 
Key Words: Women; Africa; Finance; 
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118. Islam, Nurul, -Horticultural Exports of Developing Countries: Past Performance, Future Prospects 
and Policy Issues: Research Report No. eo, IFPRI, Washington, D.C., April 1990, 121 p. 
Analyzes world trade In fruits and vegetables. Finds that deYeloped countries account for 83% of 
the worlds horticultural product Imports In 1983-85, and product composition has shifted to fruits 
with a ffNI countries dominating as top exporters. Only African exporters experienced a large 
decline during the period, which author attributes to the slON grONth of the European market to 
which they mainly directed their produce, and the loss of competitive position resulting In the loss 
of market share. [5148] 
Key Words: Marketing; Africa; Finance; Trade; 
119. Ithaca International Umited, ~rlcultural Markets and Economic DeYelopment, - Final Report 
submitted to USAID, Ithaca International, Umited, Ithaca, New York, June 1989, 47 p. 
Analyses the major constraints In existing agricultural markets In Africa, arguing that markets could 
make a considerable contribution to improved resource allocation and economic well-being. 
Suggestions are made about hON AID can assist the market reform process Include improving 
market participants' access to working capital and strengthening legal mechanisms for enforcement 
of contracts. [4286] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Finance; Policy reform; 
120. IUED, -Epargne-Credit, Instument de Renforcement D'une Reglonale de Groupement Villageols: La 
Cas des Caisses Villageolses de l'Oudalan (Gorom-Gorom), Atelier Autopromotion, 20-22 March 
1989, IUED, Paris, France, 17 p. 
The report discusses some of the results of a regional workshop for promoting selfhelp groups 
utUizlng savings and credit as an Instrument for reinforcement of the village groups, and particularly 
the case of village associations in Oudalan. The principle methodologies of the selfhelp village 
associations, their formation and evolution are discussed in greater detail. The last section of the 
report Includes some reflections on the role of savings and credit associations, which present some 
dilemmas regarding the Introduction of these associations, and the conclusion that savings and 
credit village association reflect the financial management abilities, organization, capacities and 
characteristics of a group. [4203] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Cooperatives; Informal finance; Self-help groups; Savings; Credit; 
121. Jacques, P~gati~nan Hiey, -rrente Ans de D~veloppement Economlque en Afrique, Evolution 
TMorique: Paper presented at R~union d'Etude du Comit~ Central de la CICA, Yamoussoukro, 
COte d'ivoire, December 3-5, 1990, Facult~ des Sciences Economlques et au Centre lvoirien de 
Recherches Economlques et Sociales, Unlversit~ Natlonale de COte d'ivoire, COte d'ivoire, 1990, 
18 p. 
The aim of the author is to describe the theoretical evolution of 30 years of deYelopment in Africa. 
The article mentions that there has been Insufficient savings to support deYelopment objectives and 
deal with debt problems. The author suggests that African countries implement new poliCies directed 
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small enterprise financing should be widened, and the costs of financial Intermediation continued 
to be subsidized. [3325] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; Intermediation; 
108. Hottzman, John S., et al., ~r1buslness Dswlopment in Sub-Saharan Africa: Suggested 
Approaches, Information Needs and an Analytical Agenda, Volume I: Synthesls-, Abt Associates, 
Bethesda, Maryland, September 1992, 105 p. 
This report presents lessons learned from traditional and targeted approaches follaNed by USAID 
to agricultural marketing and agribusiness development In twelve sub-saharan African countries 
(Cameroon, Kenya, Mall, Niger, Uganda, Ghana, Guinea, Madagascar, Rwanda, Senegal, Togo, and 
Zimbabwe). The role of USAID In market liberalization, trade policy and regulatory reforms Is 
discussed in detail. A strong local private sector free of gcwernment Intervention is identified as a 
vehicle for the provision of sustained agribusiness services and information to agro entrepreneurs. 
Strengthening the dissemination of market Information, provision of technical assistance to 
prospective exporters, creation of export processing zones and provision of formal finance to 
Impl'CNe trader access to working capital are recommended along with policy and regulatory 
reforms. [S573A] 
Key Words: Agribusiness; Africa; Sub-Saharan Africa; Entrepreneurs; Enterprises; 
109. Hugon, Philippe, -Las Politiques di\justement et Ie Dualisme Financier Africain, - Excerpts from 
-li\justement Structurel dans les Syst~mes Bancaires et Financiers des PVD,- Eparane sans 
Frontl~re, No. 23, June 1991, pp. 22-25. 
This article deals with structural adjustment policies and financial dualism in Africa. Financial dualism 
is characterized by the formal financial institutions in crisis and the informal sector more active than 
swr. Structural adjustment policies In a crisis environment in Africa aimed at limiting financial 
disequilibrium have instead accentuated the existing dualism. The author does not think the solution 
is to Integrate the formal and Informal sectors together, but rather to motivate each sector with 
appropriate policies. Alternatives to providing credit to a large segment of the population and the 
poor are visualized in cooperatives and mutual groups as well as the Grameen bank model. [4212] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Policy reform; 
110. Hugon, Philippe, -L.es Polltiques di\justement et les Mlcro-entreprlses dans les Pays en 
D~veJoppement, - Paper presented at the International Conference on the Development of 
Mlcroenterprlses, Washington D.C., June 6-9, 1988, Notes et Etudes, CCCE, Paris, France, 1988, 
36 p. 
This report deals with the effects of adjustment policies on microenterprises in developing countries 
with reference to sswral African countries. The author finds that structural adjustment policies have 
relegated microenterprises development to a secondary level for too long. It is realized nON that the 
microenterprlse sector can be a crisis regulator and It has already shONn great adaptability in 
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Involwment In agrarian production and hON Institutional services can be adopted to Its essential 
characteristics. [4528] 
Key Words: Women; Africa; Credit; Agriculture; Banks; 
125. Johnson, O. E. G., -Direct Credit Controls In a DSYelopment Context: The Case of African 
Countries, - In Gaternment Credit Allocation, Rochester; New York: Center for Research in Gatern-
ment Policy and Business, Graduate School of Management, University of Rochester; Natember 
1975, pp. 151-180. 
Paper argues that direct credit controls In African countries have been Inefficient in contributing to 
economic dSYelopment. Author goes on to argue that Inflationary and credit controls discourage 
the use of money and distort relative prices. Further; credit controls discourage development of 
most Important financial Institutions In these countries, reduce the rate of gl'ONth of capital, output, 
and employment, encourage black-marketing, and Increase uncertainty for decision-makers. 
[Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HG3729U5G63] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Monetary policy; 
126. Kessler; Denis, and Pierre-Antoine Ullmo, (eds.) Savings and Development, Proceedings of a 
Colloquium held In Paris, May 28-30, 1984, Paris: Ed. Economica, 1985, 376 p. 
This book contains the papers presented at the United Nations Symposium on the Mobilization of 
Personal Savings in DSYeloplng Countries held In the Cameroon In December; 1984. Part I contains 
five papers which deal with the crucial necessity of mobilizing savings in developing countries. It 
also reviews the constraints on the Implementation of such a policy. Alternative Interest rate policies 
are envisaged to stimulate the collection of savings and their orientation towards productive uses. 
Part II is mainly devoted to the analysis of both peasant financial behavior and institutions in 
dSYeloping countries. Special emphasis Is put on the role of the noninstitutional financial sector: A 
paper by Deguefe discusses financial Institutions and rural development In Africa. In another paper, 
Hans Mittendorf discusses savings mobilization for agricultural and rural development in Africa with 
a description of the successful cases of the Savings Development MCNement (SDM) In Zimbabwe, 
the Credit Union MCNement In Lesotho, and rural cooperatives in Kenya. The third part explores 
the possible consequences of the current international financial crisis on the gl'ONth rate of 
dENeloping countries. A paper by Benoit argues that greater efforts are needed by governments to 
mobilize personal savings. Data are reported that shOll ION levels of Individual Income tax receipts 
relative to aggregate tax revenues In most African countries. The last chapter in the book presents 
the final report of the colloquium. This chapter summarizes why Increased domestic savings are 
necessary for healthy gl'ONth of developing countries, and hON it is possible to increase the volume 
of savings by vigorous action regarding the collection and allocation of savings and the rate of 
return to savers. [available from Ed. Economlca, 49 rue H6ricart, 75015 Paris, France] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Savings; Savings mobilization; International donors; 
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114. International Fund for Agricultural D8Yelopment (I FAD) , " Programme of Action on Credit for Poor 
Rural Women: IFAD, Rome, Italy, 1986, 22 p. 
Gives an c:werview of the difficulties poor rural women face In ensuring family survival: the extent to 
which they are dependent on credit as an Instrument of survival and also of development (seen, for 
example, In the context of Increased food production In Africa); the role of traditional and emerging 
womens organizations in making credit available along with other services for the poorest amongst 
rural women; and the role of International organizations In motivating national and local financial 
Institutions (commercial banks, agricultural development corporations, co-operatives), to participate 
more efficiently in channelling funds to women for production, employment and Income generation. 
[5204] 
Key Words: Women; Africa; Credit; International donors; Gender; Rural finance; 
115. International Fund for Agricultural Development (I FAD) , ·Credit for the Rural Poor: A Review of 
IFAD'S experience, 1987-1987: IFAD, Rome, Italy, March 1988, 87 p. 
The first part of the paper presents an overview of IFAD'S credit policy and strategy. The second 
part presents IFAD'S credit policy and strategy as Implemented, with particular reference to IFAD'S 
projects and the supply of institutional credit to the rural poor. The third part summarizes lessons 
learned and an agenda for future action. [4199] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Formal finance; Credit; Savings; International donors; 
Rural finance; 
116. International Fund for Agricultural Development (I FAD) , The Role of Rural Credit Projects in 
Reaching the Poor: IFADs Experience. Oxford: Tycooly Publishers for IFAD, Rome, Italy, 1985, 
104 p. 
RevieINS the performance of 27 IFAD-funded credit projects for the rural poor in 24 Asian, Latin 
American, and African countries. Analyzes in detail the experience in Bangladesh, Nepal, and 
Pakistan and concludes that the provision of credit can be one of the most effective means of 
reaching a target poverty group. Difficulties were encountered with project design and problems 
with sustaining the benefits of the credit projects beyond their completion dates were recognized. 
[3267] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; 
117. International Savings Banks Institute, "Workshop on Institutional Reforms for African Savings Banks,· 
Geneva, Switzerland, June 27-July 1, 1983, International Savings Banks Institute, Geneva, 
Switzerland, June 27, 1983, 132 p. 
Savings institutions and mobilization of savings in African countries Is described. A summary of 
speeches presented is also provided. [3249] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Savings; 
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131. Lallernent, Jacques, -Importance de l1\ssurance en AgrIculture: PossibUit6s de D6ve1oppernent dans 
les Pays Afrlcains, - Paper presented at -R6unlon d'Etude du Comit6 Central de Is CIC'A,-
Yamoussoukro, 3-5 December, 1990, CIC'A, Yamoussoukro, December 1990, 46 p. 
The paper explores the posslbUlties of making crop Insurance part of the agricultural dewlopment 
In AfrIca. The author recognizes that Insurance companies are faced with problems Inherent to the 
economic status of d6WIoplng countries as well as problems specific to tropical agriculture. Based 
on these facts, the author recommends that the Insurance Industry take advantage of the existing 
traditional savings group models. The gOllemment should also play a stimulating role with 
subventions and tax policies to benefit insurance companies. [4385] 
Key Wonts: Agriculture; Africa; Finance; Insurance; Government policy and programs; . 
132. Le Breton, Philippe, -Les Banques Agrlcoles en Afrique de l'Ouest. Etude Comparative, - Notes et 
Etudes No. 24, Caisse Centrale de Coop6ratlon Economlque, Division des Etudes G6n6ra1es, Paris, 
France, May 1989, 55 p. 
The author sees most West African agricultural banks in trouble. They have all failed In their 
objective to provide credit to the agricultural sector because of lack of true Institutional 
decentralization and credit diversification. Most loans go to parastatal agricultural firms and end up 
unpaid. The author recommends the creation of new types of organizations which would broaden 
their scope to rural credit rather than agricultural credit only. [0937] 
Key Wonts: Agriculture; Africa; Credit; Agricultural credit; 
133. Leboucq, P., -Les Tontines ... Un Ph6nomlme Important et Prometteur,- MarcheS Troolcaux, 
February 6, 1987, pp. 301-302. 
The author finds that 'ontlnes- or rotating savings associations are popular in sub-Saharan Africa 
because of traditional belief. The article points out that tontines are there to stay and will even 
d6WIop more In the future. [0799] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Informal finance; Self-help groups; ROSCAs; 
134. Leite, S6rglo Pereira, and V. Sundararajan, -Issues in Interest Rate Management and Uberallzation: 
IMF Staff PaDers, Vol. 37, No.4, December 1990, pp. 735-752. 
Discusses the transition strategy from administratively set interest rates to market Interest rates, 
suggests some useful Indicators to assess the adequacy of interest rate levels and identifies factors 
that contribute to a smooth liberalization process. Concludes that Interest rate liberalization Is not 
synonymous with laissez-faire policies; rather, It involves the replacement of administratively set 
rates by Indirect management techniques that operate through the market. [5183] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Banks; Deregulation; 
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to more flexibility and diversification of the production sector to solve the major problems and to 
be able to sustain the past 30 years consumption models. [4386] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Development; Government policy and programs; Deposit 
mobilization; 
122. Jaeger; William, "The Impact of Policy In African Agriculture: An Empirical Investigation," Working 
Paper Series No. 640, Technical Department, Africa Regional Office, The World Bank, March 1991, 
np. 
The author examines the relationship between gewernment policy and agricultural performance In 
Sub-Saharan Africa between 1970 and 1987. The study assesses the Impact of policy distortions 
on productivity ewer time and across countries. Exchange rate policies, high taxes on agriculture, 
and gOJemment control of export marketing are associated with the deterioration In agricultural 
export performance In 1970-87. Policy reforms of the late 1980s (where sustained and effective) 
are linked with Increased agricultural productivity. [0861] 
Key Words: AgricuHural; Africa; Finance; 
123. Jiggins, Janice, "HON Poor Women Earn Income in Sub-Saharan Africa and What Works Against 
Them," World Development, Vol. 17, No.7, 1989, pp. 953-963. 
Rural Sub-Saharan African social and economic conditions are documented reflecting tremendous 
ISYels of rural pOJerty specifically distinguished In six areas: cash, resources, range of resources, 
labor supply, labor demand, and health. The role women play in household-based agricultural 
activity is becoming increasingly significant for survival; hONever; they have little access to services 
and f£IN opportunities to become more productive. Their situation is aggravated by continuing male 
dominance and unequal household responsibilities. The informal sector offers opportunities for 
entrepreneurship, especially in trading or small-scale agrolndustry, but unlicensed activity Is 
discouraged in many countries. Some women also find themselves competing with businesses that 
are state-run or licensed. Several micro level Interventions are identified that support womens 
Income-earning activities and may halt further deterioration in rural livelihoods. [1222] 
Key Words: Gender; Africa; Women; Micro and small enterprise; Agribusiness; 
124. Jlggins, Janice, "The Quest for Autonomy: Womens Participation in Agricultural Credit and Banking," 
Paper presented to the Workshop for Policymakers for Womens Participation In Agricultural Credit 
and Banking for Selected Eastern and Southern African Countries, Nairobi, Kenya, 14-17 March, 
1983, FAO and the Ford Foundation, March 1983, Rome, Italy, 40 p. 
The paper addresses questions as to hON institutional credit and banking can be adapted to meet 
the present needs of women. The author points out that the statistical base for information on 
women obscures the realities of their livelihoods, and that the assumptions on which statistical 
constructs are formulated are often erroneous. The discussion briefly attempts a presentation of the 
underlying forces that have raised obstacles to womens access to credit and trapped them in the 
ION productivity domestic economy. The paper considers In greater detail the nature of womens 
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139. Levi, John F. S., -rraditlonal Capital Formation in African Agriculture,· Savings and Development. 
Vol. I, No.3, 19n, pp. 113-128. 
Paper plays dONn the importance of financial savings and credit for rural development In Africa. 
Author argues that physical capital formation actually occurs In rural Africa without much external 
assistance. Most capital formation Is brought about by the direct application of unpaid family labor 
rather than by buying capital goods. Thus, financial savings are not necessarily an important 
constraint on rural investment. [ARC. 1570] 
Key Words: Geneml; Africa; SavIngs; Credit; 
140. Uedholm, Cart, -rhe Dynamics of Small Scale Industry In Africa and the Role of Policy,· Draft, 
Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan, January 1990, 58 p. 
This paper examines the dynamics of small-scale manufacturing enterprises in Africa. The limited 
number of existing dynamic analyses are classified as either macro studies, which examine 
aggregate changes in the size, location, and sector of such firms, or micro studies, which focus on 
the birth, gl'CANth, and disappearance of individual firms. The macro studies indicate that small scale 
firms are 8IIOIving over time, In particular; there is a secular shift tONard somENVhat larger firms 
producing more modem products In larger localities. The micro studies provide insights into hON 
the transformation Is taking place; nENV firms and mlcroenterprises appear Increasingly In larger 
localities, disappearance rates are highest for micro firms and 1000St for largest firms. In terms of 
expansion, most remain micro firms, and larger firms do not emerge out of a pool of 
mlcroenterprlses but originate as such. The effects of policy on the expansion of individual firms 
Is still unclear; fNidence suggests both positive and negative Impacts. The author concludes that 
careful attention must be paid to avoiding negative policy discontinuities that would act as a 
disincentive to firm expansion, and more studies are needed to ascertain exactly hON policies 
influence the syolutlon of firms in Africa. [1416] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; Finance; Rural non-farm; 
141. Uedholm, Carl, and Joan Parker; ·Small Scale Manufacturing Gl'CANth In Africa: Initial Evidence,· MSU 
International Development Papers, Working Paper No. 33, Paper prepared for the Employment and 
Enterprise Development Division, USAID, Department of Agricultural Economics, Michigan State 
University, East lansing, Michigan, 1989, 46 p. 
Authors develop a framEMOrk for analyzing manufacturing firm dynamics. Summarize macro-level 
fNidence of firm dynamics and update preYlous studies. Aggregate demographics are broken into 
firm 1M components of firm birth, closure, and gl"ONth patterns. Shed light on the evolutionary 
process of firms and policy effects on such small firm dynamics. Small firms continuously evolve 
tONardS larger firms, whUe per capita Income Increases promotes their development In larger 
localities. Small firms experiences a higher mortality rate than larger firms, with data shONlng fENV 
graduating through the size structure. The appearance of medium sized firms Is most often 
explained by the contraction or break up of larger firms. [3824] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; Finance; 
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127. Kflu, Tesfal, "Traditional Saving System In Africa, - Unpublished paper, University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin, Fall 19n, 8 p. 
The author !'BYlews some of the studies dealing with saving capacity of small farmers In Africa. He 
also looks at the working and performance of saving cooperatives In Ethiopia and West Africa. 
[2181] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Savings; 
128. Kilby, Peter, -Breaking the Entrepreneurial Bottleneck In Late Developing Countries: Is There a Useful 
Role for Gcwemment?-, Paper presented at The WoodroN Wilson International Center-for Scholars, 
March 15, 1988, Wesleyan University, MlddletONn, Connecticut, March 1988, 50 p. 
This paper explores the bottlenecks with respect to the performance of indigenous entrepreneurship 
in deYeIoping countries. The author suggests policies to break the bottleneck, based on the past 
experiences In Africa and Asia against a backdrop of distorted macro-pricing poliCies. [0236] 
Key Words: Enterprises; Africa; Finance; 
129. Koester, Ulrich, Hartwig Schafer, and Alberto Vald6s, -Demand-Side Constraints and Structural 
Adjustment in Sub-Saharan African Countries,-Intemational Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI), 
Washington, D.C., July 1990,90 p. 
Investigate the demand-side Implications of structural adjustment programs being implemented in 
the Sub-Saharan countries focusing on the expansion of production of a small number of 
agricultural tradeables In the region as a consequence of outward-oriented trade strategies that form 
a major part of such programs. Reports that the short-run prospects for cocoa and coffee exports 
are bleak if these countries succeed at export promotion while their competitors only marginally 
reduce their supply In the world market, in view of negative marginal revenue results. Conclude also 
that additional assistance from donors, including technical assistance, policy analysis, and 
managerial assistance are needed to help cushion the adverse short-term effects of structural 
adjustment policies. [5149] 
Key Words: Marketing; Africa; Finance; 
130. Lachmann, Werner, -Mikroekonomische Oberlegungen zur Finanzintermediation In 
Entwicklungslandern,- Aussenwirtschaft: Klaus Rose zum 60. Geburtstag, Hans-Rimbert Hemmer 
and JOrgen SchrOder (eds.) , Gettingen, Federal Republic of Germany: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 
1988, pp. 284-96. 
The Pontryagin-Maxlmum-Principle is used to ShON hON higher deposit interest prompts additional 
savings, which leads to a higher liability portfolio for on-lending, therefore increasing the revenues 
of creditors and debtors. The former gain because of deposit interest revenues, the latter because 
of revenues from profitable Investments financed through loans. The application of the Pontryagln 
Paradigms complements the empirical evidence on the effect of higher deposit interest with an 
theoretical framework. [GER] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Savings; 
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tONardS the ME~ and gual8.nteed credits would promote ME~. Proper linkages between the local 
banks, SME~ and Self-Help Organizations was found to be a major Issue facing ME~. [0494 EE] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; Credit; Self-help groups; Technical assistance; 
146. Madeley. John, When Aid Is No Help: HON Projects Fan, and HON They Coyld SYCCeed, London, 
England: Intermediate Technology Publications, 1991, 132 p. 
For AfrIca, the author presents the case of Mall (Sud Rural Development Project and the VUlage 
D8II8Iopment Fund Project) as a case of failure to help the poorest sector because of Inappropriate 
project design, and the cases of the ILO RENoIvlng Fund for Refugees among the Ethiopians In the 
Sudan, the UNIFEM mUI-acqulsltlon assistance project for women In Gambia and the l..ocallnltlatlves 
Support Project (USP) In Lesotho - all of which emphasize self-help among the poor - as 
successful ones. 12 guidelines for reaching the poorest are offered In the concluding chapter, 
suggesting the need for -development from beloN" and the need to carefully design projects, and 
to Incorporate credit and land reform components. [4130] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Credit; International donors; Self-help groups; 
147. Magill, John H., -Credit Unions: A Formal Sector Alternative for Financing Mlcroenterprlse 
Development,- GEMINI Working Paper No. 22, Paper prepared for USAID, GEMINI, Development 
Alternatives, Inc. (OAI), Washington, D. C., September 1991, 37 p. 
Explores the possibilities of Including credit union Involvement among the potential approaches to 
micro-enterprlse development. For Africa, the credit union experiences In Togo and Malawi are 
used to Indicate the significance of credit union participation In small enterprise financing (3 -14% 
of loans granted and 9 - 18% of the portfolio for Malawi) and (23% of loans gl8.nted for Togo). 
Rel6Y8nt lessons drawn from a generalized review of the structure and characteristics of credit 
unions worldwide are: (1) Domestic savings mobilization among the poor in developing countries 
Is Important; and (2) Successful financial Intermediation requires a diverse client base. Two 
alternative scenarios for the future are proposed: (1) credit unions continue to perform their 
tl8.dltlonal role of making small, personal loans to members, In the course of which small enterprise 
activities are served; or (2) credit unions become more active financial partners In specialized 
microenterprlse progl8.ms. Specific actions suggested for providing a significant future role of credit 
unions In the MSE field are: (a) accelerate grctNl:h In the credit union system; (b) Increase MSE 
services relative the CNerail credit union portfolio; (c) develop a better understanding of the role of 
financial Intermediation In providing services to MSEs; (d) develop relationships between credit 
unions and other MSE prtNlders; and (e) Improve credit union statistics on loans and savings. 
[4213] 
Key Words: Micro and smal'enterprlse; Africa; Credit unions; 
148. Malley. Raymond C., Colette Claude, Alice Morton, Josette Murphy, Warren Wolff, Thomas Timberg, 
Peter Maxson, Jacques Merlo, and Ndrissa Toure, ~sisting Small Business In Fl8.ncophone Africa: 
The ENTENTE Fund African Enterprises Progl8.m,- Project Impact Evaluation No. 40, USAID, 
Washington, D.C., December 1982, 191 p. 
Authors 6Y8luate small business assistance by the African enterprise progl8.m of which, In terms of 
number of loans, 20% financed nutrition related enterprises (e.g., poultry farms, food processing, 
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135. Lelart, Michel, ·Les Tontines et Ie Flnancement de l'Entreprise Informelle,· Notes de Recherche No. 
91-18, Uniwrsit6 des R6seaux d'Expresslon Fran9alse (UREF), Paris, France, 1991, 27 p. 
This study deals with informal enterprise financing by tontines in Africa and some Asian countries. 
The author found It easiest to examine usage of tontines funds In order to determine their 
contribution to enterprise financing. On average, 20 percent of the funds are used for productive 
purposes in Africa, confirming the belief that tontine savings are not primarily used for Investment 
purposes. [4548] 
Key Words: Enterprises; Africa; Informal finance; 
136. Lele, Uma J., ~ricultural Credit,· in The Design of Rural Development: Lessons from Africa, Uma 
J. Lele (ed.), A World Bank Research Publication, Baltimore, Maryland: John Hopkins University 
Press, 1975, pp. 81-99. 
This chapter describes various rural financial activities in several east African countries. This 
Includes a discussion of savings mobilization potential, administrative requirements for small holder 
credit, and factors which affect credit repayment. Suggestions for improving future credit programs 
are offered. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HNn3.5l34] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Credit; Savings mobilization; 
137. Lele, Uma J., -rhe Roles of Credit and Marketing in Agricultural Development,· in Instruments of 
DeYefopment, IBRD, Washington, D.C., 1973, pp. 413-449. 
Proper credit and marketing policies matched with technical innCNation are In the authors vieYv'S, 
a necessary condition for agricultural deYefopment in Less Developed Countries (LOCs). Credit 
institutions must perform the function of transferring savings between sectors, regions, and income 
classes. Depending on the stage of development of traditional credit, institutional channels of credit 
may play a complementary or substitute role vis-a-vis traditional channels. The author also 
addresses loan repayment issues and ION interest rates as they relate to modernizing agriculture 
In Africa. [0969] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Credit; Interest rates; 
138. Lensink, Robert, and Peter A. G. van Bergeijk, -rhe Determinants of Developing Countries' Access 
to the International Capital Market,· The Joyrnal of Development Studies, Vol. 28, No.1, October 
1991, pp. 74-85. 
Examines the factors that determine debtor countrys access to private funds (e.g., bank lending) 
with OECD statistics on borlUNings from the international capital market In 1985, 1986 and 1987 as 
definition of access. Based on logit analysis of pooled country data for these years, concludes that 
the combination of GOP per capita, the net-debt-to-GDP ratio and the Investment share predicts a 
countrys access correctly in 75 percent of the cases. The supply of foreign private lending and 
long-term credit relationships appear to be based on solvency rather than on liquidity factors, with 
Sub-Saharan African countries having relatively lONer opportunities to borlUN on the international 
capital market. [5127] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Capital markets; International donors; 
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151. Masini, Marlo, "DeYeIopment Choices, Banking and Personal Savings Mobilization," Savings and 
DeYeIQPment. Vol. I, No.4, 19n, pp. 220-237. 
Describes the recent Bv'OIutlon of financial systems and associated policies In Africa. Author notes 
that a healthy deYeIopment of financial Intermediation has been prevented In most African countries 
by the choice of "Internal finance" processes and centrally administered financial prices. [ARC. 
1736] 
Key WortIs: General; Africa; Finance; Interest rates; 
152. Mauri, Arnaldo, "The Mobilization of Savings In African Countries,· Unpublished paper, Finafrica, 
MUan, Italy, 1972, 28 p. 
The author feels that Increasing public savings must not be at the expense of household savings. 
He argues that household savings can be mobilized If an efficient savings investment channel Is 
available. He recommends that this channel should take the form of savings banks and similar 
financial Intermediaries. [0753] 
Key WortIs: General; Africa; Savings; Banks; 
153. Mauri, Arnaldo, "The Potential for Savings and Financial Innovation In Africa," Savings and 
Development, Vol. VII, No.4, 1983, pp. 319-336. 
This paper examines the successes of savings mobilization in Africa during the 1960s and the 
reforms made In the 1970s. Opportunities for financial Innovation and Institutional reform In the 
1980s are also discussed. More self-confidence on the part of the Africans themselves, and more 
efficient mobilization of the continents vast untapped potential of natural resources, manpo.ver and 
savings will be key factors In fostering its economic and social development. In this scenario, 
savings and credit banks can playa crucial role in mobilizing personal savings. A prime objective 
of Governments at the national level, and on a wider place at the international level, should be to 
encourage these financial institutions to multiply and strengthen. The cooperation that can be 
provided by European savings banks can be of great importance in this respect particularly as 
regards research, technical assistance and, above all, personnel training. [5170] 
Key WortIs: General; Africa; Savings; Banks; Technical assistance; Deposit mobilization; 
154. Mauri, Arnaldo (ed.), Mobilization of Household Savings: A Tool for Development, The Credit 
Markets of Africa Series No. 14, Milan, Italy: Finafrica, 1977, 219 p. . 
Four papers comprise this \dume on household savings, two of which deal particularly with savings 
In Africa. The first paper (Mauri, Arnaldo, "The Promotion of Thrift and Savings Banks In Developing 
Countries with Particular Reference to Africa) reviews the structure of financial systems In African 
countries and recommends assistance in building financial Infrastructure for mobilizing domestic 
savings with international savings banks taking the lead. The second (Mottura, Paolo, ·Savings 
Mobilization in Developing African Countries") surveys the earlier studies on savings mobilization in 
Africa and offers an appraisal of the various schemes and projects for the creation and improvement 
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142. little, Kenneth, "Women In AfrIcan TONnS South of the Sahara: The Urbanization Dllemma,- In 
Women and World DMlQoment, Irene Tinker; Mlchtle Bo Bramsen, and Mayra Bwlnlf (eds.), 
Praeger Special Studies In International Economics and Dewlopment, New York: Praeger 
Publishers, 1976, pp. 78-87. 
Examines the situation of women In Sub-Saharan Africa In light of groNlng migration to urban areas; 
concludes that whOe female urban labor Is disadvantaged mainly by educational Inferiority, the whole 
Issue of access to employment opportunities and health and child care facilities are also Important. 
[5288] 
Key Worda: Women; Africa; Finance; Gender; 
143. Loutfl, Martha, -DMlopment Issues and State Policies In Sub-Saharan Afrlca,-Internatlona! Laboyr 
ReYlew, Vol. 128, No.2, 1989, pp. 137-154. 
Evaluates the problems of Sub-Saharan Africa In light of state policies and practices, emphasizing 
that poor; often misleading, data render It difficult to understand and recommend prescriptions for 
the -crisis In Africa. - Expectations of what Individual governments can do about the situation have 
been exaggerated. A governments ability to control events and guide development Is determined 
by the extent of financial resources at Its disposal. Further argues that foreign exchange Is the 
greatest constraint, citing 6Yldence that the net transfer of resources has been ION in recent years, 
with official dewlopment assistance representing an Increasing share of Inflows to ION Income 
countries of the region. Cites the replacement of bank lending for the bond market and direct 
Inwstment as sources of dMlopment finance In the 1970s which made It easier to lend for 
development but restricted the options of the bom:Mers. [5159] 
Key Won:Is: General; Africa; Finance; International donors; Development; 
144. Lubell, Harold, The Informal Sector In the 1980s and 1990S, Paris, France: Development Centre of 
the Organisation for Economic Co-operatlon and Development, 1991, 128 p. 
This book first defines the Informal sector and identifies Informal sector activities and participants. 
An analysis of population censuses to estimate the share of Informal sector participants In the labor 
force, and the production of goods and services is presented next. Discussions on the access to 
formal credit, credit programmes to mlcro-enterprlses, and hON policy may affect the Informal sector 
are Included. [4192] 
Key Won:Ia: General; Africa; Finance; 
145. Lutz, Peter; -rralnlng and Technical Assistance for Mlcroenterprises: A Summary of Swisscontacts 
Experlences-, Paper prepared for the World Conference On Support for Mlcroenterprises, 
Washington, D.C., June 6-9, 1988, CSM No. 09, Committee of Donor Agencies for Small Enterprise 
DMlopment, Washington, D.C., June 1988,16 p. 
This report revieINs the experiences of Swlsscontact, a Swiss Foundation for technical cooperation, 
In assisting mlcroenterprises (ME) In Asia, Africa, and latin-America. The author concludes that a 
clearly defined concept based on technical and administrative training, a participatory approach 
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bakeries). A significant volume of funds was channeled to large firms In Industry and commerce 
but deYeIopment banks were not effective In assisting small companies. Small subloans suffered 
high delinquency rates and guarantee funds were Ineffective. Emphasis on higher quality subloans, 
careful monitoring, reasonable financial contribution by the boF'l'ONer and provision of technical 
assistance along with credit are suggested. [3712] 
Key WonIs: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; Credit; Development banks; Loan guarantee; 
18chnlcal assistance; 
149. Marsden,· Keith, and Th~rtse B~lot, ·Private Enterprise In Africa: Creating a Better Environment,· 
World Bank Discussion Paper No. 17, The World Bank, Washington, D. C., July 1987, 66 p. 
Examines the main constraints to private enterprise and competitive markets In Africa and the 
question of hoN foreign donors can assist governments In the removal of such constraints and the 
fostering of the dewlopment of an efficient private sector. Issues discussed In relation to financial 
constraints Include financial market regulation, lack of equity funds, foreign exchange allocation 
systems and crtMdlng out by public sector borlUNlng. Concludes that donors can help promote 
private enterprise deYeIopment In Africa through helping stress the development of competitive 
markets, the easing of regulatory controls and closer collaboration with the private sector at all 
stages of the foreign aid financed activities. [Business Ubrary, The Ohio State University, 
HCBOOM3531987] 
Key Words: Enterprises; Africa; Finance; International donors; Financial repression; 
150. Masini, Mario, "frica Credit Study: Final Report,· Finafrlca, Milan, Italy, December 1989, 28 p. 
This final report points out relevant Issues to be analyzed and discussed In connection with the 
experience described In the country reports that cover Ghana, Lesotho, Tanzania, Cameroon, 
Rwanda and Senegal. The author discusses the current role of financial Intermediaries dealing with 
the rural sector. Commercial banks are found to maintain their limited contribution to rural finance. 
Agricultural dewlopment banks often experience a reduction, and sometimes the extinction, of their 
Intermediation capacity. The credit components of rural development projects that are difficult to 
track maintain their relevance. In most cases, cooperatives have lost their credibility as an effective 
agent In financial Intermediation. Credit unions have Increased their operations, although not always 
adhering to the standards that are adopted by official financial Institutions. Informal markets continue 
to prosper. A number of measures are recommended within the overall financial restructuring of the 
economy. [1551] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Banks; Development bank; Cooperatives; Credit unions; 
Informal finance; Intermediation; . 
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of depository financial Institutions, and for training suitable personnel. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio 
State University, HG7920M6] 
Key WORts: Agriculture; Africa; Savings; 
155. McKean, Cresslda S., ·DeYeIopment Finance Institutions: A Discussion of Donor Experience,· 
Program Evaluation Discussion Paper No. 31, USAID, Washington, D.C., July 1990, 15 p. 
For S8II9ra1 decades DFls have been Important Intennediarles for donors aiming to channel financial 
resources to priority groups and to fill the long-tenn credit gap. Ho.vever, donors are Increasingly 
uncertain about the effectiveness and contribution of DFls to the development of financial markets 
as well as the sustainability of these Institutions. This article summarizes sewral lessons that 
emerged from the review of donor ewluation reports of DFI programs, Including 1) donors who 
have operated at cross purposes In supporting DFls; 2) DFls have had limited success In reaching 
target benefiCiaries; 3) few DFls have achiewd sustainabillty; and 4) DFls have not been particularly 
effective in contributing to financial market development. In this context, It Is recommended that 
Increased competition among DFls and diversification of financial services be considered important 
for promoting capital markets In dewloplng countries. [1206] 
Key WORts: General; Africa; Finance; Development banks; International donors; 
156. Mead, Donald C., ·PoIicy Reform and the Informal Sector In Africa,· Paper presented at the 
Conferences on the Informal Sector: Issues in Policy Refonn and Programs, Abidijan and Nairobi, 
December 13-14,1990, DewlopmentAsslstance Committee/Development Centre, April 1989, 23 p. 
This paper first pl'Olldes a brief review of the principal dimensions of the economies of Sub-Saharan 
Africa which form the context in which Informal enterprises operate. Secondly, the characteristics 
of Informal producers are explored. The types of policies to stimulate the economies Include: to 
establish an environment which rewards those who innovate (minimizing administrative and 
regulatory hurdles which discourage investment and modernization); disseminate information 
regarding technologies, markets and products, and broadening access to Inputs; and expanding 
Information available to policy-makers. Subsidized credit and loan guarantee funds have had a 
marginal Impact on the flON of credit to small borrc7Ners suggesting that the limiting constraint on 
credit expansion are viable projects. [4709] 
Key Words: Enterprises; Africa; Finance; 
157. Mehra, Rekha, ·Can Structural Adjustment Work for Women Fanners?· Paper presented at the 1991 
Annual Meetings of the American Agricultural Economics Association, Kansas State University, 
August 4-7, 1991, U.k., 1991, 19 p. 
During the 198Os, many countries adopted structural adjustment programs (SAPs) as a condition 
for obtaining loans from the IMF and the World Bank. The agricultural sector has been slON to 
respond to SAPs. One explanation is that SAPs rely too heavily on price policy reform that, by Itself, 
Is insufficient to induce agricultural grc7Nth. An alternative explanation is the constraints facing 
women who comprise a significant proportion of fanners in Sub-Saharan Africa. Throughout the 
deYeIoping world, women fanners lack access to resources, such as land, cash, farm tools and 
Implements, and access to credit is especially limited. Under SAPs, credit availability Is affected 
mainly by credit ceilings and slON grc7Nth In the money supply, and by higher interest rates to 
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Incraase the supply of private sector credit. More Important for women, Informal credit, which Is the 
main source of loans for women, also becomes tighter. The question Is whether price changes 
alone can bring about the desired supply response. Womer$ access to services, Information, and 
basic education are of critical Importance. (5032) 
Key WOlds: AgrlcultUl8; Africa; Women; Farmers; Credit; Informal finance; 
158. Mellor; John W, Christopher L Delgado, and Malcolm J. Blackle (eds.) , Accelerating Food 
Production In Sub-Saharan Africa, Baltimore, Maryland: John Hopkins University Press, 1987, 
417 p. 
this book Is a collection of articles, divided Into six sections, that addresses the Issue of food 
production In Sub-Saharan Africa. The first part defines the food and nutrition problem. The second 
part discusses potential and practice In food production technology deIieIopment. The third part 
deals with the support systems for agricultural dewlopment and In particular the marketing system. 
The fourth part discusses the food policy In the context of national dewlopment strategies and the 
fifth part discusses the donor assistance strategies. The last part concludes with priorities for . 
accelerating food production gl'DNth In Sub-Saharan Africa. [Agricultural Ubrary. The Ohio State 
University, HD2117A221987) 
Key WOlds: Agriculture; Africa; Finance; Input marketing; Output marketing; Credit; 
159. Menck, Karl W, Promotion of Small-Scale Industries In Developing Coyntries: Abstracts from 
Selected StUdies and Publications. Hamburg, Germany: HWWA - Institut fur Wlrtschaftsforschung, 
June 1978, 207 p. 
This Is a collection of abstracts from selected stUdies on small-scale enterprises In developing 
countries, focussing on techno-economlc summary analysis of enterprises, training and 
management assistance, financial sources and priorities for small-scale Industries. Publications 
before December 1976 were Included. [3735] 
Key WonIs: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; Technical assistance; 
160. Mills, cadman Ana, Structural AdJystment In Sub-Saharan Africa, EDI Policy Seminar Report No. 18, 
Report on a Series of Five Senior Policy Seminars Held In Africa, 1987-88, Washington, D.C.: 
Economic Dawlopment Institute, The World Bank, 1989, 43 p. 
Summarizes the results of five seminars among WB/IMF and African poIlcymakers on structural 
adjustment and sustalnabllity of policy reform In Sub-Saharan Africa. The main observations and 
lessons concern the design of adjustment programs for sustalnabUity Including building support for 
reform programs, appropriate design with the participation of Indigenous research institutions; 
control of reform agenda-setting by International organizations has given rise to negative 
consequences such as uniformity of approaches, bias tONard the short and medium term and 
disregard for distributional Issues; and better handling of negotiations to reduce the tension between 
conditionality and national sovereignty at the same time that multilateral Institutions need to accept 
greater responsibility for failed programs. [5199] 
Key WOlds: General; Africa; Finance; Policy reform; International donors; 
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161. Miracle, Marvin P., Diane S. Miracle, and Lauri Cohen, -Informal Savings MobUlzatlon In Africa: 
Economic DMlopment and Cultural Change, Vol. 23, No.4, 1980, pp. 701-724. 
Article focuses on the mobilization of resources In the Informal sector of Africa and stresses 'savings 
accumulated through clubs or associations and mobile banker. Savings in the informal sector are 
not zero and there exists a capital market In the Informal sector with a great diversity of Institutions 
operating. Authors suggest that segments of the Informal financial market might be assimilated Into 
the formal sector. [2223] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Informal finance; Self.help groups; 
162. Mittendorf, H. J., -Mobilization of Personal Savings for Agricultural and Rural DMlopment In Africa: 
ReYised paper presented to the Third UN International Symposium on the Mobilization of Personal 
Savings In DMloplng Countries, Yaounde, Cameroon, 10-15 December 1984, also published In 
Mondes en Developpement, Vol. 13, 1985, pp. 275-291. 
The paper revieINS personal savings mobilization In rural Africa, discusses critical issues and outlines 
elements for a constructive strategy. Argues that savings mobilization has been neglected in the 
majority of African countries. The promotion of savings mobilization would not only facilitate 
financing of development but would contribute to the development of viable financial Institutions, 
reduction of credit delivery and reca.lery costs, reduction of political patronage and more equitable 
Income distribution. Apart from the extension of the branch network, more attention has to be given 
to linkages with the Informal sector, In particular the informal farm groupings and savings clubs, the 
marketing systems for agricultural produce and the Input delivery channels. To Increase agricultural 
productivity and Income, savings mobilization schemes In rural areas have to be closely linked with 
an effective agricultural credit and delivery system of farm inputs, extension services and produce 
marketing systems. The regular supply of basic consumer goods to rural areas provides an indirect 
Incentive for savings mobilization. [3287] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Savings; 
163. Mittendorf, H. J., -Savings MobUization for Agricultural and Rural Development in Africa, - In Savings 
and Development. Proceedings of a Colloquium held in Paris, Denis Kessler and Pierre-Antoine 
Ullmo (eds.), Paris, France: Ed. Economlca, 1984, pp. 217-229. 
This paper revieINS aspects of personal savings mobilization In rural Africa, discusses critical Issues 
and outlines elements for a constructive strategy. Personal savings In rural areas are tied to two 
major problems: the food crisis and the limited scope of existing rural credit and banking services. 
The strategies recommended by FAO for savings mobilization In rural Africa relate to macro-level 
(gOlfemment) policies affecting agriculture and economic development (exchange rate, monetary 
and marketing policies). Also Important Is strengthening the role of central banks to promote 
effective financial systems and link Informal savings clubs with banking Institutions. The FAO study 
concludes that the mobilization of savings in rural areas will be successful only if it Is closely linked 
to agricultural credit, the marketing of agricultural products, Inputs and consumer goods, and the 
supply of extension services. [3093] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Savings; Savings mobilization; Monetary policy; Central bank; 
Technical assistance; Input marketing; Output marketing; 
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164. Mittendorf, H. J., -Promotion of VIable Rural Financial Systems for Agricultural Development,-
Quarterly Journal of International Agriculture, Vol. 26, No.1, March 1987, pp.6-27. 
The paper analyzes major constraints in promoting viable rural financial systems. It addresses policy 
Issues of savings mobilization, interest rates, loan recovery, transaction costs, o.vnershlp of rural 
banks, and factors affecting the viability of rural banks. The relationship between formal and Informal 
rural financial markets is discussed. It Is suggested that the rural finance department of Central 
Banks should take a stronger lead in monitoring and evaluating rural financial systems. In discussing 
future strategies, the paper argues for more emphasis on savings mobilization, adjustment of interest 
rates, and training of personnel. Aid agencies are encouraged to support rural financial systems 
through technical assistance and adequate terms of capital aid to achieve the e.IOIutlon of self-
sustaining rural financial systems. [0097] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Finance; 
165. Mittendorf, H. J., -Reform of Agricultural and Food Marketing Policies in Sub-Saharan Africa,-
Marketing and Credit Service, Agricultural Services Division, FAO, Rome, Italy, July 1987, 30 p. 
The paper discusses the graNth of public marketing systems In the 1960s and 1970s. It focuses on 
the parastatals for export and Internal marketing, state sponsored processing plants, and state input 
distribution. The factors that affect the success of marketing reform that are discussed Include: 1) 
coordinated planning and implementation of marketing reforms by strengthening marketing 
facilitating services; 2) pricing policies; 3) political commitment; 4) active collaboration with private 
trade and cooperatives; 5) rehabilitation of marketing infrastructure; 6) access to institutional credit 
and foreign exchange; 7) marketing extension work for small farmer development; 8) adjustment 
of aid policies to support sustainable marketing systems. [0095] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Finance; Creelit; Input marketing; Output marketing; 
166. Mondeil, R., and M. Montigne, -R~flexions sur Ie Cr~dit Rural dans les Pays en Voie de 
D~veloppment, - R~publique Franc;aise, Minist~re de la Coo~ration, Centre de Perfectionnement 
pour Ie D~veloppement et la Coop~ration Economique et Technique, Paris, France, September 
1987,118 p. 
The authors present some reflections on rural credit issues in developing countries. A number of 
public finance institutions have failed In many developing countries. HONeVer; there is hope for new 
Innotations that are analyzed briefly in this study: the village associations In Mali, Banques 
Populaires in Rwanda, union of Cooperatives in Kenya, subsidized commercial banks in Niger and 
the Grameen bank experience. These successful experiences have financed loans by mobilizing 
rural savings. Nevertheless, the authors conclude that there is no single model suited for rural 
finance In developing countries. [4551] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Cooperatives; Credit; Savings mobilization; Informal 
finance; Formal finance; 
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167. Mooney, Timothy J., ""0 Agribusiness Activities In Africa 1970-1986," Report prepared for The 
Employment and Enterprise DeYeIopment Division, Office of Rural and Institutional Development, 
Bureau for Science and Technology, USAID, Washington, D.C., NOJember 1985, 101 p. 
Report reYlews 220 projects reflecting AID involvement In agribusiness In Sub-Saharan Africa since 
1970 to plt1lide an a.lervieN of the types of activities supported, and thereby extract lessons for the 
Impl'OYement of the design, Implementation and evaluation of agribusiness projects. On the whole, 
the focus had been Increasing production of agricultural commodities; of the 220 projects listed, 23 
had credit as a major focus, third-ranked after Input supply (58) and marketing (31). Among the 
lessons are: the important role of PVOs In AIDs agribusiness development projects; Inadequacy of 
the attention given to support for commodity processing activities, and to SMEs. [4154] 
Key Words: Agribusinell; Africa; Finance; Supervised credit; Input marketing; Output 
marketing; Micro and small enterprise; International donors; 
168. Morss, Elliott R., ·Institutlonal Destruction Resulting from Donor and Project Proliferation In Sub-
Saharan African Countries," World Development, Vol. 12, No.4, April 1984, pp. 465-470. 
Suggests that a proliferation of donors and projects characterized foreign aid in the 1970s, and has 
built up Into the 1980s with a negative impact on the government institutions of developing nations. 
Recommends a greater emphasis on institution-building and new projects intended to facilitate 
implementation of existing project portfOlios. [5569] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; International donor; 
169. Mottura, Paolo, ·Savlngs Mobilization In Developing African Countries," Economic Commission for 
Africa, United Nations, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, NOJember 12, 1973, 88 p. 
This study reYiews different techniques and institutions which have been used to mobilize savings 
In Africa. This Includes a discussion of the structure and performance of various financial savings 
Institutions in Africa. The study concludes by discussing various strategies which might be used 
to mobilize voluntary household savings. The author suggests coordination of the following elements 
in the formulation of an Incentive program for household savings: (1) forms and techniques that 
motivate spontaneous savings behavior; (2) forms and techniques adapted to existing patterns and 
habits, as for example In the contractual savings arrangements found among Indigenous 
associations; (3) integration with complementary schemes such as credit and insurance; and (4) 
saver participation in the management and credit program Implementation of the financial institution. 
[ARC. 0936] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Savings; Savings mobilization; 
170. Mung'Omba, Wda D., "'frlcan Development Bank and National Development Banks: Interaction and 
Unkages,· International Journal of Development Banking, Vol. 1, No.1, January 1983, pp. 41-48. 
Reviews the 15-year record of the African Development Bank in terms of its role in helping to create 
national and sub-regional development finance institutions (DFls), strengthening their lending and 
operational capacity, and promoting the exchange of ideas. [5003] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Development banks; 
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171. Nana-Slnkam, Samuel C., ·Structure et ROle des Banques en Afrique,· Le Counier, No. 117, 
September-October 1989, pp.61-67. 
This article deals with the structure and role of banks In Africa. The author finds that banking and 
monetary policies In their countries did not help In the dewlopment process of African economies. 
One reason Is that banks have completely failed In their intermediation role in Africa and have been 
unable to mobilize the savings necessary for capital formation. [4556] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Banks; Finance; 
172. Ndofor; A B. A, ·Inventalre des Institutions formelles ou Seml-Informelles, des Cooperatives et des 
Seml-Cooperatives en Afrique Francophone: Leurs types, Actlvites, Organisation, Avantages et 
Inconventlents, et leur Place dans les Systems Flnancieres,· Paper presented at the Workshop on 
Ie Role des Institutions Financiers Informelles, des CQQperatives et des Pre-CQQperatives, dans Ie 
Cadre des Systems Financiers en Milieu Rural, Abidjan, Ivory Coast, December 11-16, 1989, 
CAMCUL, Cameroon, December 1989, lOp. 
The paper surveys the informal institutions and cQQperatives in Francophone Africa and describes 
their types, organization and role In the financial system. The author notes that there exists many 
other financial activities and institutions besides the formal financial sector in developing countries 
and especially In Africa. These institutions are largely Informal; hC7NeJer; they playa vital role In 
savings mobilization and transfer of funds from one sector of the economy to another. These 
Institutions, particularly tontines, Djangles, and Isusu groups, have been operating for a long time 
In rural and urban West Africa and have reached the level that they are capable of responding to 
the existing demand. The author presents an C7\19rvlew of haN tontines work in some countries and 
haN other savings and credit clubs work in others. In conclusion, the author discusses the 
advantages and disadvantages of the different Informal Institutions. [5263] 
Key Words: Africa; Africa; Informal groups; Finance: 
173. Nellis, John R., ·Public Enterprises in Sub-Saharan Africa,· World Bank Discussion Paper No.1, The 
World Bank, Washington, D. C., 1986,65 p. 
Describes the public enterprises in Sub-Saharan Africa, defining public enterprises as gC7\19rnment 
aNned or controlled entities designed to earn the bulk of their revenues from sales. About 3,000 
African public enterprises meet this definition, which typically account for 7 - 40 percent of GOP of 
the country, and frequently dominate the local capital markets and contribute largely to the grC7Ning 
foreign debt and serviCing burden of their respective economies because of PQQr performance. 
Historical, economic, social and political reasons are cited as reasons why almost every African 
state has created a large public enterprise sector. [Business Library, The Ohio State University, 
HD4338N451986] 
Key Words: Enterprises; Africa; Finance; Capital market; 
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174. Nissanke, Machlko, -MobUlzlng Domestic Savings for African Dewlopment and Diversification: 
OYervlew, - Domestic Resource Mobilization Project, International Dewlopment Centre, Queen 
Elizabeth House, University of Oxford, December 1991, 46 p. 
Argues that the Imperfect Information paradigm for rural credit markets Is useful In understanding 
phenomena such as market fragmentation; conservatism and rlsk-averse asset management 
manifested through the -excess liquidity syndrome- among commercial banks In Sub-Saharan Africa 
that coexists with non-performing dsvelopment loans In the formal system; and the reliance on 
external sources for term lending facilities. Suggests a policy of dewloplng financial Interllnkages 
to strengthen formal and Informal Institutions. [5398] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Formal finance; Informal finance; Formal-Informal linkage; 
175. NONak, Marla, -De la Plurlactlvlt~ A l'lndustrlallzation Rurale: Ie ROle des Mlcroentreprlses dans Ie 
D~veloppement, - Paper presented at World Conference on Support for Microenterprlses, hosted by 
USAID, The World Bank, and The Inter-American Development Bank, Washington, D.C., June 6-9, 
1988, CCCE, Paris, France, June 6, 1988,24 p. 
Rural mlcroenterprlses are kno.vn to be a perfect spontaneous adjustment mechanism. Ho.vever; 
their role has been neglected In African countries for a long time because of structural adjustment 
policies that could not solve the problems at hand. With rising unemployment that neither 
agriculture, Industry, nor the public sector can control, the Importance of rural mlcroenterprlses Is 
surfacing again. Rural mlcroenterprlses contribute to economic groNth by creating value-added and 
by pt't7v'iding a more equitable income distribution. The author thinks that the real private sector in 
Africa that Is heavily represented by rural and urban mlcroenterprlses should be given more support 
rather than trying to privatize the public sector. [3720] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; Finance; International donors; 
176. Ntagungira, Carpophore, -ReleY~ des Critiques aux Programmes de Cr~dit Agricole en Afrique au 
Sud du Sahara; Institut de Hautes Etudes Internationales, Geneva, Switzerland, May 1989, 32 p. 
The author addresses all the criticisms of agricultural credit programs In Sub-Saharan African 
countries. The main finding is that credit systems In these countries are based on false economic 
assumptions. It Is therefore surprising that, as an USAID report notes, interest subsidies still prevail 
in many agricultural credit programs. High rates of default In credit programs are attributable to the 
fact that the farmers are seen as poor people in need rather than potentially viable economic 
agents. Also, gC7v'9mmentai and donor supported programs give rise to high costs and almost risk-
free enterprise loans which invite favoritism and corruption. [0804] 
Key Words: AgricuHure; Africa; Credit; 
177. Nwoko, Somayina G., -Recent Dsvelopments in Agricultural Loans to Farmers and New Frontiers 
for the 80s, - Paper presented at the Seminar on Agricultural Credit and Finance In Nigeria, University 
of lbadan, lbadan, Nigeria, 27-30 April, 1981, Department of Agricultural Economics, University of 
lbadan, lbadan, Nigeria, April 1981, 13 p. 
Author critically analyzes the small-scale traditional farmer oriented loan practices of some 
Agricultural Dewlopment Projects in Nigeria with a ViM to determining their cC7v'9rage and 
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effectiveness. Specifically, lending practices of the Gombe Agricultural Development Project; the 
Small Holder OU Palm Project in Rivers State, and the defunct World Bank Rice Project In the Cross 
River State are discussed. The defects of these loan programs are pointed out and suggestions are 
forwarded on haN modified Agricultural Development Project loan programs can be extended to 
small scale farmers. [2504] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Credit; 
178. Nzemen, Moise, ·La Tontine et I~lvit~ Bancalre,· Le Coyrrler, No. 117, September-October 1989, 
pp.70-73 
In his comparison of tontines and the banking Institutions, the author finds that the two systems are 
complementary rather than antagonistic. [4557] 
Key Wortls: General; Africa; Finance; ROSCAs; Formal finance; 
179. Ogunleye, G. A., ·Correcting Regulatory and Supervisory Inadequacies In the Financial System,· 
Paper presented at the Regional Symposium on Savings and Credit for Development in Africa, 
Abidjan, COte d'h/oire, April 27-30, 1992, Organized by the International Programme on Savings and 
Credit for DSYelopment, United Nations Department of Economic and Social Development, Central 
Bank of Nigeria, Lagos, Nigeria, December 1991, 26 p. 
Argues that the major Inadequacies In the financial systems of African countries are the absence 
of a comprehensive legal framework and effective supervision. Generally bank supervisors lack 
enforcement pa.vers, while government cmnership and control of financial Institutions has also 
Impeded the exercise of supervisory authority. Capital adequacy standards are limited, with some 
countries allcmlng a bank to lend 100 % or more of its capital to a single borrcmer. Deposit 
Insurance schemes are absent, except In Nigeria and Kenya, as is an Institutionalized framework for 
handling problem and faDed banks. Supervisory resources are committed to the monitoring of 
compliance with monetary and foreign exchange regUlations, thus reducing the available resources 
for risk and soundness assessment of financial institutions. Recommends a shift in focus from 
remedial to ~ntive regulation of financial Institutions. [5255] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Formal finance; Prudential supervision; Regulation; 
180. Ojerrnark, Paul, ·Particlpatory Savings and Credit In Africa,· Discussion paper on the implementation 
of the FAO Programme of Peoples Participation in Rural Development through the Promotion of 
Self-help Organizations, FNJ, Rome, Italy, 1985, 18 p. 
Summarizes the main elements of the Peoples' Participation Programme approach to savings and 
credit, and highlights some of the major successes achieved and problems encountered in 
operationallzing this approach In Africa. [4738] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; 
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181. Okelo, Mary E., ·Support for Women In Mlcroenterprlses In Africa,· In Microeneterorlses In 
Developing Coyntrles: Papers and Proceedings of an International Conference, Jacob leYltsky (ed.), 
London, England: Intermediate Technology Publications, 1989, pp. 240-250. 
This paper attempts to analyze the problems of mlcroenterprlse development, particularly those 
encountered In helping women, and propose ways that government, the business community and 
donors could assist In mlcroenterprlse development. Some of the constraints hindering development 
of mlcroenterprlses relate to government policies, deficient demand, shortage of financing, 
(especially working capital), Inadequate technological Information and social, Institutional and legal 
structures that do not take Into account the needs of the small producers. In order to address these 
problems and foster deYeIopment of mlcroenterprlses, African governments and the donor 
community must adopt a more comprehensive view that looks beyond the traditional sphere of 
Industrial policy, and should also Include agricultural pricing and Income policies as well as general 
trade and foreign exchange policy. They must also strive to deYeIop InnCMltive credit programs and 
appropriate packages of technical assistance suitable for the needs of the small entrepreneurs. 
[4038] 
Key Words: Women; Africa; Finance; Micro and small enterprise; International donors; Credit; 
Technical assistance; 
182. Oludlmu, Olufemi, -rhe Political Economy of Rural Savings Mobilization,· Scandinavian Journal of 
Development Alternatives, Vol. VIII, No.4, December 1989, pp. 139-146. 
Argues for the promotion of domestic savings In African countries, citing the post-independence 
performance of household savings-collecting organizations as a base for the formation of an efficient 
network of savings and credit Institutions for the South. With the increasing tightness of funding from 
the donor community, author suggests that Institution-building, Including the exchange of 
Information and advisory services, will continue to be a significant area of North-South cooperation. 
[5057] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Savings; 
183. Omoruyi, S. E., -rhe Financial Sector in Africa: Overview and Reforms in Economic Adjustment 
Programs,· Paper presented at the Regional Symposium on Savings and Credit for Development 
In Africa, Abidjan, COte d'rvolre, April 27-30, 1992, Organized by the International Programme on 
Savings and Credit for Development, United Nations Department of Economic and Social 
Development, Central Bank of Nigeria, Lagos, Nigeria, December 1991, 24 p. 
Presents an overview of the Sub-Saharan African financial sector which describes the financial 
Institutions, instruments and factors associated with the current state of distress in most economies. 
Inhibitive policy environment (Interest rate ceilings, Inadequate prudential regulation and 
supervision), capital Inadequacy, widespread Incidence of nonperformlng loans, Inadequate 
legislation for dealing with insolvent banks, and Inflation are cited as responsible factors. Argues in 
conclusion that the structural reform experience so far indicates the need for financial sector reforms 
and other steps for a smooth functioning of markets, before indirect control of credit can be 
undertaken by central banks. [5212] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Formal finance; Financial repression; Prudential supervision; 
Policy reform; Central bank; 
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184. Osuntogun, Adenlyl, ·Some Strategies and Guidelines In Establishing Credit Guarantee Schemes 
In AfrIcan Countries,· AFRICA Publication No.1, AFRICA Secretariat, Nairobi, Kenya, 1981,37 p. 
In this study. possible strategies for the establishment and development of sound credit guarantee 
schemes In dewloping countries are discussed against the background of the experience and 
performance of some existing schemes In West AfrIca. These schemes are the credit guarantee 
schemes of Ghana, Sierra Leone and Nigeria. 
The author suggests that the credit guarantee schemes In ION Income countries should be designed 
with an objective to channel more Institutional credit to the priority sectors. These schemes should 
be sponsored by go.l8mments or central banks. The types of loans Co.I8red under the guarantee 
scheme should be clearly specified. Similarly, the extent of guarantee co.l8rage should be 
determined In accordance with priorities and objectives of the scheme. [2605] 
Key Won:Is: General; Africa; CredH; Loan guarantee; 
185. Page, John M., ·Small Enterprises In African Development: A Survey.· Working Paper Series No. 
363, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., October 1979, 60 p. 
This paper reYlews the evidence on structure and performance of small scale enterprises, the 
structure of demand for Inputs and outputs and examines the sources of finance for small 
enterprises In Africa. Small-scale enterprises had limited access to commercial credit that involved 
high administrative costs. Informal markets were well established and charged high rates of Interest. 
Credit programs that focus lending to small firms characterized by private costs in excess of social 
costs, dewloplng Infrastructure facilities and pl"Ov'iding managerial and technical training were 
suggested. [3736] 
Key Won:Is: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; Finance; 
186. Page, John M., and William F. Steel, ·Small Enterprise Development: Economic Issues from African 
Experience,· World Bank Technical Paper No. 26, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., 1984, 60 p. 
The authors examine the justification for promoting small enterprises by analyzing their 
characteristics in relation to key socio-economlc objectives, and by shONing that investment in 
small-scale enterprises (SSE) is likely to have been curtailed by market distortions and policy biases 
In favor of large-scale firms. The paper summarizes available evidence relating to the definitional 
and conceptual Issues focusing on manufacturing activities. The study suggests that the SSE 
economic environment can be Improved by eliminating the bias of policies and regulations In favor 
of large-scale industries, by minimizing regulations and taxes on small establishments and by 
promoting strong linkages with agriculture. [0339] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; Finance; 
187. Paulson, Jo Ann, ·Some Unresolved Issues in African Financial Reforms,· Draft, University of 
Minnesota, circa 1981, 21 p. 
The paper focuses on five unresolved Issues where there Is potential to begin research. The areas 
are coordinating macroeconomic and financial reforms; alternative strategies for dealing with 
Imperfect market structure, including missing markets and lack of competition; stability and 
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credibility under reforms: deYeIopment objectives and expanding access to financial services; and 
use of Information gathered from Induced financial InnOYatlon to aid In Institutional design. Given 
the difficulty of these unresolved Issues, the time needed to develop competition and build credibility 
and fdl out the contact space through innOYation, the author foresees that these Issues will be on 
the policy agenda for many years. [1395] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Macroeconomics; 
188. Pean, leslie, "Working Paper on the Urban Informal Sector In the Sahel,· Sahel ian Department, The 
Wortd Bank, Washington, D.C., 1989, 124 p. 
This paper offers a detailed examination of the employment opportunities In urban areas and the 
mlcroenterprlses of the Informal sector In the sahel. The urban labor market of deYeIoplng countries 
Is characterized by the duality of coexistence of a formal, small and modern sector, and a large, 
gll)Ning and Informal sector. Evidence demonstrates that the modern sector will not be able to 
absorb the flON of new entrants Into the labor market. The rate of gll)Nth of the formal sector is 
too weak to Integrate the rate of gll)Nth of the labor force. N. a result, the Informal sector has been 
gaining a strategic Importance In absorbing the structural excess supply of labor. The informal 
sector Is composed of a variety of very small economic units called mlcroenterprises. The 
dynamism of mlcroenterprlses pltMlS the profit-making opportunities within ION income urban areas. 
The author reYlews a number of studies which are based on two broadly grouped definitions of 
Informal mlcroenterprlses; these general definitions are the operational definitions that refer to the 
organizational characteristics of the micro-units, and the functional definitions that put emphasis on 
the relationship between the Informal sector and the rest of the economy. Highlights of the 
effectiveness of mlcroenterprlses Include their efficiency as channels for mobilizing grassroots 
savings Into productive investment, and being the training ground for migrants who are first entrants 
into the labor market. [1216] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Informal finance; Employment; Migration; Micro and 
small enterprise; 
189. Peterson, George E., G. Thomas Kingsley, and Jeffrey P. Telgarsky, "Volume 2: Infrastructure 
Finance: Institutional and Macroeconomic Issues,· The Urban Institute, Washington, D. C., March 
1991,74 p. 
Explores the macroeconomic Issues associated with Infrastructure finance, and addresses the use 
of private capital to finance infrastructure. [5508] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; 
190. Pickett, James, -rhe Future Role of the African Development Bank in Promoting Economic 
DeYeIopment and Social Progress In Africa: Note,· International Journal of Development Banking, 
Vol. 3, No.1, January 1985, pp. 37-41. 
Argues that in the mobilization of domestic and foreign savings, the African Development Bank 
should consider that funds mobilization and allocation are not Independent of each other. 
DeYeIopment banks cannot be passive lenders, but must be active in the promotion of development 
and the raising and lending of funds, and cannot behave as commercial banks that expect well-
prepared project proposals or as pawn brokers which do not look Into loan utilization after having 
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ascertained collateral adequacy. Recommends an increase in the research undertakings of the ADB 
to Increase understanding of African economies, to help order priorities, and to provide guidance 
and coherence to policy. [5001] 
Key WOlds: General; Africa; Development banks; 
191. Pinto, Brian, ·Black Market Premia, Exchange Rate Unification, and Inflation in Sub-Saharan Africa,· 
PPR Working Paper Series No. 37, Office of the Vice President, Dewlopment Economics, The World 
Bank, Washington, D.C., July 1988, 47 p. 
The black market premium on foreign exchange Is an Implicit tax on exporters and should be 
shrunk. But the gap between the official and black market exchange rates without raising taxes or 
cutting gcwemment spending could cause Inflation to rise substantially. Some guidelines that could 
ease the problems In countries mOJlng from a fixed to a floating exchange rate are: first, that 
commercial transactions be transferred to the black market; second, foreign currency denominated 
accounts should be created In the domestic banking system to encourage capital reflONS; third, 
adoption of dual official rates as distinct from the black market rate; fourth, the transition provide 
an opportunity to design and implement mechanisms that will speed up Information flONS in the 
domestic banking system and various ministries. [1194] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Exchange rate; Inflation; 
192. Ragazzl, Giorgio, ·Savlngs Mobilization In Africa,· Savings and Development, Vol. V. No.1, 1981, 
pp.45.QO. 
Describes the trends In savings mobilization in Sub-Saharan Africa during the 1970s, noting the 
absence of a systematic correlation between the level of financial Intermediation on one hand and 
the rate of gl"CM'th or the level of per capita income on the other hand. Argues for an active role for 
the Central Bank in eliminating fragmentation and evolving more fluid financial markets. [4908] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Savings; 
193. Raymond, Georges, ·Production Cotonnlilre et Economie Paysanne dans la Zone Franc d~frique 
de l'Ouest et du Centre,· Paper presented at the International Seminar on Finance and Rural 
Development in West Africa, Ougadougou, 21-25 October 1991, Cosponsored by the Department 
of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, and 
CIRAD, Montpellier, France, October 1991, 15 p. 
The author discusses cotton production and the rural economies of the Western and Central 
Francophone Africa. The paper rewals that the Inputs for cotton production that were largely 
subsidized in the early 80s, are nON bought on credit in the majority of the countries. This credit 
source represents about 30% of the rswnues of cotton production. The rswnues have been steadily 
decreasing, in absolute values, for the past ten years. The situation is frightening for the future of 
many countries because cotton represents the principal source of monetary rswnue for a number 
of them. [4298] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Credit; Input marketing; Agribusiness; 
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194. Remenyl, Joe, Where Credit Is Due: Income Generating Programmes for the Poor In Deye!Qolng 
Countries, London, United Kingdom: Intermediate Technology Publications, 1991, 156 p. 
The author argues that the poor are able to save, have Investment opportunities, are trustworthy, 
are well motivated and help themselves to OIfercome POIIerty, when given the opportunity. Credit-
based Income generation projects (CIGPs) are the most Important means tONardS sustainable 
development given that access to Investment finance Is the crucial constraint. A number of 
successful CIGPs throughout the world are examined Including the Kenya Rural Enterprise Project 
and the Dondolo-Mudonzvo Womens Credit Scheme In Zimbabwe. Characteristics of successful 
credit projects depend more on familiarity with the people, the culture, the Institutions and the 
environmental constraints that operate, than on the posseSSion of specific skills In economics, 
accounting, engineering or any other discipline. [4134] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; Credit; 
195. R~publique Francalse, Minist~re de la Coop6ration et du D~veloppement, "Mobilisation de l'Epargne, 
Flnancement de I'Habitat et Produits de Placements Immobillers," Note of Service des Etudes 
Flnancl~res et Coordination G~ographlque, R6publique Francaise, October 3, 1990, 9 p. 
This article deals with savings mobilization and housing financing in Africa. It is noted that past 
subsidized housing policies are no longer sustainable, yet savings mobilization is a prerequisite for 
future housing loans. [4455] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Savings mobilization; 
196. R~publique Francaise, Minist~re de la Coop~ration et du D~veloppement, "Mobilisation de l'Epargne, 
Secteur Financier Non 8ancalre et Probl~matique des MarcMs Financiers en Afrique," Note of 
Service des Etudes Financl~res et Coordination G~ographlque, R~publique Francaise, August 1, 
1990,7 p. 
This article deals with ways to diversify the financial system and find new means to collect local 
savings in order to solve Internal financial problems in African countries members of Zone Franc. 
One suggestion made in the paper Is to promote the non-bank financial sector, I.e. life Insurance 
companies, social security, retirement and savings funds. The other possibility Is to create viable 
micro financial markets and to revitalize the existing markets to attract local savings. [4455] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Savings mobilization; 
197. Riddell, Roger, ·Judging Success: Evaluating NGO Approaches to Alleviating Poverty in Developing 
Countries," Working Paper No. 37, Overseas Development Institute, London, United Kingdom, May 
1990,57 p. 
The focus of this paper is to assess the Impact of NGO work directed at alleviating POIIerty and 
promoting deye!opment, characterized by financial and technical support for socio-economlc 
projects, through Intervention In developing countries. The author outlines briefly some of the 
principles and assumptions which are incorporated into the approach to project and program 
EMlluatlon considered In this paper. A detailed approach to the evaluation of NGO income 
generating projects is provided complemented by a check-list of issues, techniques and questions 
to assist the gathering of data required in the evaluation of NGO projects. A country assessment 
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final section contains a check-llst of factors and Influences which need to be considered to judge 
the success of particular attempts to aliSYiate pcNerty In the frameYt'Ork of the wider problems of 
pcNerty and other attempts to address them, at the regional and national level. [4257] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; 
198. Rodriguez, Enrique, -DeYeIopment by Savings Mobilization In Rural Afrlca,- Paper presented at the 
Symposium on Swedish Development Cooperation with Sub-Saharan Africa In the 1990s, 
Saltsjobaden, Sweden, September 6-8, 1988, Swedish Ministry for Forelgh Affairs and the Swedish 
Savings Bank Association, Stockholm, Sweden, 1988, 34 p. 
Contends that emphasis on the small savings and on the small rural credit needs close to the daily 
necessities of the Individual members of the community will enable popular banks In dsyeloplng 
countries to supplement the services of commercial banks and development banks. Proposes 
several strategies for Implementing savings mobilization programs In Africa. [0317] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Savings mobilization; 
199. Roe, Alan, -Financial Systems and DSYelopment In Africa, - Report of an Economic Dsyelopment 
Institute Seminar, Nairobi, Kenya, January 29 - February 1, 1990, Economic Dsyelopment Institute 
of the World Bank, Washington, D. C., 1990,42 p. 
This report synthesizes the presentations made at the Senior Policy Seminar on Financial Systems 
and Development in Africa, and also discusses the problems and possibilities associated with 
development banks, Informal financial Institutions, and money and capital markets. While variations 
In country experiences were noted, the <1Ierall agenda for Sub-Saharan Africa emphasizes the need 
for building successful financial institutions that consider commercial viability of undertakings In 
order to serve development goals as well. [5282] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Development bank; Informal finance; 
200. Roitman, Janet L, "The Politics of Informal Markets In Sub-Saharan Africa, - The Journal of Modern 
African Studies. Vol. 28, No.4, December 1990, pp. 671-696. 
Criticizes the explanation of informal economies in Africa as a result of the individuals -exit option-
(A la Albert Hirschman) because it fails to account for the plurality of markets and poNer bases 
existing In the African context. Argues against an either lor view that the Informal sector Is either 
a barrier to economic development or a means of transacting beyond traditional affiliations or 
structures. Notes that most of village life entails hard currency, thus making it difficult to keep the 
notion that Informal arrangements are withdrawal reactions to state or formal market failures. Argues 
for the exploration of the symbiotic nature of the formal and the Informal, suggesting that the 
concept of -straddling- would be useful. Uses SYidences found In the literature on variations in 
patterns of accumulation to illustrate that many social relations found In Africa are ambiguous and 
multiform; they may equally serve to promote soclo-economlc change, or to hinder it. [5128] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Informal finance; Savings; 
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201. Rondinelli, Dennis A., -Market Tcmns and Rural-Urban Linkages in Afrlca,- Paper for the Panel on 
Urbanization Trends and Approaches to Urbanization In Africa, American Planning Association 
National Planning Conference, Atlanta, Georgia, Research Triangle Institute, North Carolina, 1989, 
24 p. + notes. 
Examines the roles of tcmns and cities in regions of African countries with different agricultural 
characteristics, In light of the argument that international donors should give much more attention 
to the physical Infrastructure and public services If market tcmns and small cities are to play a 
stronger role in expanding off-farm employment and facilitating agricultural development. Concludes 
that Improving rural-urban linkages and strengthening regional market systems can make important 
contributions but more needs to be learned about rural-urban food and input-supply marketing 
systems In developing countries, and the strengths and weaknesses of alternative organizational 
structures for decentralizing financial responsibilities to municipal governments In African countries. 
[5339] 
Key Words: Agricuhure; Africa; Finance; Input marketing; Output marketing; 
202. Rouzl, R., P. Mottura, and M. Masini, -Household Savings in the African Context, - Unpublished paper 
presented at the Conference on Rural Finance Research, San Diego, California, July 28-August 1, 
19n, Instituto di Economia Aziendale, Universita Commerciale Luigi Bocconi, Milano, Italy, June 15, 
19n, 26 p. 
Authors outline the saving and investment processes in African countries. A short description of the 
evolution of african financial systems, and a proof of the existence of personal savings with 
particular reference to rural savings are presented in the paper. After examining the ineffectiveness 
of traditional financial Intermediaries, authors conclude by arguing for a new approach to the 
mobilization of personal savings. [ARC. 1479] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Savings; 
203. Sanders, Rickie (ed.) , -Rural/Urban Dynamics in Africa: Common Themes Inltiative- Background, 
Issues and Concepts, - Settlements and Resource Systems Analysis Cooperative Agreement, USAID, 
International Development Program/Clark University, Worcester, Massachusetts, Institute for 
Development Anthropology, Binghamton, New York, 1985, 83 p. 
This report is a collection of background papers that reYiew and summarize the relevant literature 
and list the corresponding policy issues in Sub-Saharan Africa concerning (a) rural/urban migration 
(paper by David Sly), (b) marketing and distribution (Lillian Trager), and (c) secondary cities 
deYeIopment (Simon Fass). The theme of rural-urban dynamics Is elaborated on as a new focus In 
donor approach to aid programming (Rickie Sanders) with discussion of the pertinent research 
concerns (lawrence A. BlUNn and Victoria Lawson), such as technology transfer or innCMltion 
diffusion, rural credit mechanisms, non-cash economies and small scale enterprise. [1220] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Output marketing; Micro and small enterprise; 
International donors; 
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204. San; D4isir4i Y., 'Nlocation de Semences Cr4idit par les Sections vUlageolses: Etude de Cas dans 
la Communaute§ rurale de Kayrnor,- Note d'information Syst~mes No. 87-5, ISM, Dakar, Senegal, 
NOIIember 1987, 19 p. 
In this report, the author analyzes complaints by farmers about an unfair distribution of seed credit. 
It was alleged that the distribution of credit through -section vUlageolses- benefitted the heads of the 
groups and their relatiws more than farmers. The authors survey of people from the Kaymor 
community confirmed all the accusations and further shONed that women producers had no access 
to group credit at all. The author hopes that past mistakes will be avoided In the Implementation 
of the input credit program which will include credit for agricultural equipment. [0918) 
Key Words: General; Africa; Credit; 
205. Saunders, Anthony, -Non Bank Financial InnCNatlons In East Africa, - Paper prepared for the 
Conference on Policy Reform and Financial Systems in Africa, Washington, D.C., June 20-22,1989, 
Graduate Business School, NeN York University, NeN York, 1989, 20 p. 
Broadly defining innCNations to Include neN instruments, institutions and processes, this paper 
examines the nature and causes of financial InnCNations In Kenya, Mauritius and Tanzania. It 
concludes that these have not been endogenous to the private sector, but are Induced by the 
gOllernment and conditioned by foreign exchange shortages and conditionality laid dONn by the 
World Bank/IMF structural adjustment programs. [3914) 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Polley reform; 
206. Schneider, Bertrand, -Can NGOs, Private Voluntary Organizations and Local Initiatives for 
Development of the Poorest Southern Countries Help Eradicate Famine and Malnutrition?- Paper 
prepared for the World Conference On Support for Microenterprises, Washington, D.C., June 6-9, 
1988, CSM No. 49, Committee of Donor Agencies for Small Enterprise Development, Washington, 
D.C., June 1988, 14 p. (French version CSM No. 50). 
The findings of small enterprise projects undertaken In Latin-America, Africa, and Asia are 
summarized. The study confirmed that the large-scale Industrial projects based on western models 
were Inconsistent In developing countries and poor Investment opportunities exist in those countries. 
The author recommends strong gOllernmental policies, redefinition of rural development actors and 
their respective roles, and flexibility among the NGOs to eradicate famine in poorest southern 
countries. [English 0494N, French 04940) 
Key Words: Enterprises; Africa; Finance; 
207. Seibel, Hans Dieter, -Financial Inn<Mitlons for Microenterprises: Unking Informal and Formal 
Financial Institutions In Africa and Asia, - In Microenterprises in Developing Countries: Papers and 
Proceedings of an international Conference. Jacob Levitsky (ed.), London, England: Intermediate 
Technology Publications, 1989, pp. 97-120. 
Paper analyzes the problems and objectives of microenterprise development, financial and 
organizational support system needed and institutional linkages between informal and formal 
institutions for self-help promotion of mlcroenterprises. The author stresses that in developing 
countries financial services are grossly underdeveloped, particularly in the urban and rural informal 
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sector. Entrepreneurs have solved their deposit and credit problems by establishing self-help 
organizations (SHO). Two types of SHO are widespread among entrepreneurs: Informal financial 
Institutions OFI), such as rotating and non-rotating savings and credit associations, and dally deposit 
collection, and business associations. Through linkages between IFI/SHO and banks, financial 
Intermediation Is created. This Intermediation cuts transaction costs with regard to depositing 
savings, credit delivery and repayment collection, for both clients and banks. Savings mobUlzation 
among mlcroenterprlses Is an essential basis for credit delivery within the linkage program. The 
author proposes upgrading the practices of IFI/SHO by leamlng from banks, and dONngradlng 
banks by simplifying their procedures whUe leamlng from IFI/SHO. [0494UJ 
Kay Words: Micro and small enterprisej Afrlcaj Informal financej Flnancej 
208. Seibel, Hans Dieter; -Rural Finance In Africa. The Role of Informal and Formal Financial Institutions, -
Development and Cooperation, No.6, 1986, pp. 12-14. 
In this article, the author shOltIS that financial markets In developing countries are segmented Into 
a formal and an Informal sector. For rural finance to contribute to rural d8ll'elopment, the two 
sectors have to merge someho.v. The author believes that upgrading Informal financial Institutions, 
dONngradlng formal financial Institutions and linking them wUI bring the sectors closer for the benefit 
of rural people. [0971 J 
Kay Words: General; Afrlcaj Finance; Informal finance; Formal finance; Rural finance; 
209. Seibel, Hans Dieter; -Saving for Development: A Unkage Model for Informal and Formal Financial 
Markets, - Paper presented at the Third U.N. Symposium on Mobilization of Personal Savings in 
Developing Countries, Yaounde, cameroon, December 10-15, 1984, University of Cologne, Cologne, 
Germany. December 1985, 13 p. 
Author argues that the use of subsidized credit has largely failed, and so too, has the alternative 
approach of emphasizing self-reliance through -alien- self-help organizations (I.e., Initiated from the 
outside). Outlines a proposal for linking banks with Indigenous self-help organizations (e.g., savings 
and credit associations). Suggests -d8llelopment from belo.v- as a fundamental guiding principal 
for the d8ll'elopment of financial markets In Third World countries. [3356J 
Kay Words: General; Afrlcaj Finance; Savlngsj Informal finance; Formal financej 
210. Sirieaf, Ellen Johnson, and Francis Nyl~esy, -rhe Outlook for Commercial Bank lending to Sub-
Saharan AfrIca, - Policy, Research, and External Affairs Working Papers Series No. 720, . International 
Economics Department, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., 1991, 46 p. 
The purpose of this paper Is to identify and examine key Issues Involved In the future of long-term 
commercial bank lending to Africa. Chapter one and the statistical annex present the historical 
record and review the nature of commercial bank lending and the changing profile of foreign 
commercial bank presences In the region. Chapter two examines the constraints to and 
opportunities for Increased commercial bank lending as perceived by a representative sampling of 
commercial banks In the United States, Europe and Japan. Chapter three presents a scope for 
action, a pulling together of ideas that could help remove constraints to lending to a select number 
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of Sub-Saharan AfrIcan markets In the short term, with a view to stimulation of lending to the entire 
region In the long-term. [4126] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Banks; 
211. Smith, Lawrence D .• ~rlcultural Labour Markets and Structural Adjustment In Sub-Saharan Africa: 
Economic and Social DEWelopment Paper No. 99, FAD, Rome, Italy, 1991, 79 p. 
The alms of this report are to pl'tPlide a better understanding of the effects of structural adjustment 
in Sub-Saharan AfrIca on agricultural labour markets and the status of rural labour, to nwlew 
empirical 6Yidence, and to suggest potentially fruitful areas of further research. Specifically, the 
author 1) outlines the key Issues relating to agricultural labour markets, expenditure reduction, 
expenditure switching, commercialization and the role of women; 2) pl'tPlides a conceptual 
framelNOrk within which these questions can be analyzed; 3) 1'8V19WS relevant empirical 6Yidence; 
4) pl'tPlides summary conclusions and suggests lines of further research. [4104] 
Key Words: AgricuHure; Africa; Finance; 
212. Swanepoel, v.. and M. A. G. Darroch, -Characteristics of Agricultural Input Package Users In 
Communal Oubs Serviced by Acat In KwaZulu: A Note, - Development Southern Africa, Vol. 8, No. 
2, May 1991, pp. 239-247. 
Characteristics of communal club members who use input packages are studied using a survey of 
communal clubs serviced by Africa Co-operative Action Trust (Acat) In KwaZulu during 1989. 
Discriminant analysis shONS that full input package adopters tend to belong to older clubs, have less 
formal savings and receive more visits each year from KwaZulu Department of Agriculture (KDA) 
extension officers. They also have a greater proportion of land under sugar-cane, larger farm sizes 
and a higher rand monetary value of livestock. [4102] 
Key Words: AgricuHure; Africa; Finance; 
213. Thlelmann, Xaver, -Entwicklungsbedingungen und -potentiale genossenschaftlicher 
Selbsthilfeorganisationen 1m Spar- und Kreditberelch unter besonderer Beruckslchtlgung Ihrer 
Beitrage zur Verbesserung finanzieller Infrastrukturen am Beispiel afrikanischer Entwlcklungslander;-
Dlplomarbeit, Institute for Cooperation In Developing Countries at the Phillipps-University 
MarbugjLahn, Germany, October 1989. 
This Master thesis points out development conditions and potentials for cooperatives and self-help 
organizations in the rural financial market of de-leloping countries. The author stresses that socio-
economic pre-studies are crucial for successful promotion strategies in rural financial markets. 
Promotion strategies ought to include a participatory aspect regarding the target group. One major 
point of the study Is that loans to self-help organizations are ideally financed through local savings. 
[GER] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Rural finance; 
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214. Thomson, James T., Alfred S. Waldsteln, and Karen Wiese, -Institutional Constraints on the Transfer 
of Agricultural and Complementary Resource-Conservatlon Technologies Appropriate for Semi-Arid 
Africa,- Associates in Rural DeYeIopment, Inc., Burlington, Vermont, April 1987,97 p. 
This report focuses on institutional constraints that may dissuade farmers in the semi-arid regions 
of Africa from accepting proposed ION-resource, ION-COst, drought-resistant agricultural and natural 
resources technologies. The authors conclude that the relative scarcity of agricultural credit and 
Its high cost when available comprise perhaps the greatest bottleneck constraining the expansion 
of agricultural production, and the adoption of new agricultural technologies In semi-arid Africa. 
[4720] 
Key Words: AgrlcuHure; Africa; Finance; 
215. Tlmberg, Thomas, -rhe Informal Sector in the Sahel," Robert R. Nathan Associates, Inc., 
Washington, D.C., October, 1988,8 p. 
The author argues that the Sahel Ian countries plUJlde unique examples of alternative development 
approaches by donor-plUJlded experimental Interventions in support of non-farm Informal productive 
activity. A strategy of "deYeIoping the base" is endorsed, taking Into account the "pre-modern" level 
of deYeIopment of the Sahellan state, along with support for and careful monitoring of experiments 
In ImplUJlng financial services as a means for implUJing the productivity of the Informal sector. 
[3827] 
Key Words: Enterprises; Africa; Informal finance; Rural finance; 
216. Tlmberg, Thomas A., "Comparative Experience with Mlcroenterprise Projects," Paper prepared for 
the World Conference On Support for Mlcroenterprlses, Washington, D.C., June 6-9, 1988, CSM No. 
2, Committee of Donor Agencies for Small Enterprise Development, Washington, D.C., June 1988, 
35 p. 
This paper summarizes various sorts of micro-enterprise promotion programs and their impact in 
Asia, Africa, and Latin-America. The author concludes that the Asian programs served an absolutely 
poor clientele otherwise not reached by the formal credit systems, most of the beneficiaries were 
women, and had a relatively small size clients and loans. In Africa most of the successful programs 
were run by PVOS, and in latin-America programs concentrated on providing credit and training 
assistance to mlcroenterprises. [English 0494E, Spanish 0494F] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; Finance; 
217. TONnsend, Janet, Women In Dewloplng Countries: A Selected, Annotated Bibliography for 
D6'II9Iopment Organizations, - Dewlopment Bibliographies Series No.1. Institute of Development 
Studies, University of Sussex, Brighton, England, NCM!mber 1988, 176 p. + index. 
Includes 524 abstracts selected on the basis of high practical application, accessibility to the UK, 
recent and in English. Of these, 166 concern women in Africa. Includes a publication on the effect 
on womens access to capital (among other Inputs) under Tanzanias ujamaa policy; another on 
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credit access problems of \W)men in Malawi, and Kenya; and one on the credit activities of market 
women in Ivory Coast. [5575] 
Key Words: Women; Africa; CredH; Gender; 
218. Trager, Lilian, -rhe Role of Traders In Rural Marketing Systems," Paper prepared for the Workshop 
on Small Farmer Marketing Systems In Third World Countries, April 14-15, 1980, University of 
Wisconsln-Parkside, Parkside, Wisconsin, 1980, 14 p. + references. 
examines the role of market traders by discussing the various types of traders active In market 
place systems and heM' they organize their activities. Concludes that while personalized ties have 
been Important in the social organization of trade, changes In the economic conditions of trade may 
change patterns of organization as well. [5587] 
Key Words: Output Marketing; Africa; Africa; Finance; Rural finance; 
219. Ubogu, Roland Ekotome, "Potency of Monetary and Fiscal Policy Instruments on Economic 
Activities of African Countries," Savings and Development, Vol. IX, No.4, 1985, pp. 441-458. 
Estimates a single-equation reduced form model for fifteen African countries to test the relative 
effectiveness of monetary and fiscal actions on economic activity. While fiscal policy tended to be 
more significant In four 1eM'-lncome countries, monetary policy was more potent In most of the 
countries studied. Author attributes this to the degree of monetization of the economies, and thus 
recommends caution in the choice of instrument for stabilization. [4938] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Monetary policy; 
220. United States Agency for International Development (USAID), ~ Synthesis of AID experience: Small-
Farmer Credit, 1973-1985," AID Evaluation Special Study No. 41, USAID, Washington, D. C., October 
1985, 48 p. + appendices. 
Owr 150 eY8luatlons of AID credit projects were analyzed to see if small farmer credit programs are 
\W)rklng better a decade after the 1973 Spring Review. Credit projects in Sub-Saharan Africa mainly 
utilized a "full service approach", entailing a large institutional development component usually for 
developing a financial Institution and a major agricultural extension effort. Conclusions In this regard 
are that in the absence of the supporting structure, credit programs will fail; and that credit projects 
should recognize the need for an extensive and possibly long-term institutional development effort. 
[3188] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Credit 
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221. United States Agency for International Dewlopment (USAlD), 'It\frlca Private Enterprise Fund Project 
Paper Amendment,· AfrIca Bureau, USAID, January 1989, 45 p. 
This document supports the proposal for expansion of assistance which was Initially committed to 
activities COIering policy, regulatory and procedural reforms; financial markets dewlopment; 
privatization; and market grONth and deYeIopment to focus on the promotion of private enterprise 
dewlopment and market-determlned allocations. [0742] 
Key Words: Enterprises; Africa; Finance; 
222. Vigano, Laura, ·La Mobilisation de l'Epargne et les liens entre l'Epargne et Ie Credit,· Paper 
presented at the Workshop on the Role of Informal Financial Institutions, Cooperatives and Pre-
Cooperatives In Rural Financial Systems, Abidjan, COte d'ivoire, December 11-16, 1989, FINAFRICA, 
Milan, Italy, 1989, 12 p. 
The author addresses the flON of funds among households and the entrepreneurial sector and the 
links between them. The observed links are based on the hypothesis that some households believe 
that their Investment In enterprises, as a part of their savings, will yield higher returns than other 
available alternatives. The author questions the rigid requirements of formal financial institutions 
which results In leaving out a large number of savers among poor households and suggests that 
an effective link between the formal and informal sectors Is necessary to maintain an equilibrium 
between the surplus and deficit units In the economy. [5265] 
Key Words: Finance; Africa; Savings; Savings mobilization; 
223. Vogel, Robert C., and Paul Burkett, ·Deposlt Opportunities for Small Savers,· Industry Department, 
Financial DeYeIopment Unit, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., 1985,38 p. 
The widespread failure of subsidized and heavily regulated rural credit programs Indicates the need 
for analysis of the benefits and costs of similar programs for savings mobilization. Non-wealthy 
households benefit from Improved deposit opportunities provided by safe, liquid, interest-bearing 
deposits that anON them to earn a positive income on their savings balances and avoid the erosion 
of Inflation. This facilitates the accumulation and withdrawal of funds. In addition, greater use of the 
financial system generates social efficiencies through the pooling of risks and information economies 
In the allocation of Investment. Savings InnOv'ations must be distinguished from the changes which 
Fls make to offset government regulations such as Interest rate ceilings. Branch office expansions, 
or other changes In deposit services, may be InnOv'ative or non-innOv'ative, depending on whether 
they entail: (1) Inefficient regulatory avoidance; or (2) actual decreases In the resource cost of 
prcwiding deposits to small savers. One particular innOv'atlon is reciprocity, that is, the practice of 
Fls lending to their depositors. The experience of postal savings banks, credit unions, and Informal 
savings and credit associations suggests that the success of small saver programs may depend In 
part on whether Fls can profitably lend to the same clientele from which deposits are mobilized. The 
potential benefits of reciprocity Include economies of scope, lONer loan default rates, and increased 
savings mobilization. The most efficient means of Improving deposit opportunities are the remOv'a1 
of regulatory constraints and the promotion of competition among Fls. [3602] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; 
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224. wn BraunmOhl, Claudia, Arrnutsbeklmpfung dumh SelbsthlHe, Vol. II, Report of the 2nd Intemational 
Conference on Fighting POJerty through Self-Help, Feldafing, Federal Republic of Germany, 
Septemper 29 - October 4, 1986, Federal Republic of Germany: German foundation for International 
D6Wlopment (DSE), Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation (BMZ), 91 p. 
This document examines financial Instruments and their promoter function for self-reliant 
d6WIopment. It concentrates on the function of savings and credit, the cooperation with Informal 
groups, and the application of fiexlble project funds (fonds souple.) [0150 -In English] 
Kay Words: General; Africa; Finance; 
225. von Stockhausen, Joachim, ·Entwlcklungsbanken als TrAger der K1elnbetrlebsf6rderung In 
Entwlcklungsllndem,· Forschungsberlchte der Afrika - Studlenstelle No. 57, Institut fOr 
Wirtschaftsforschung, MOnchen, Federal Republic of Germany, 1977, 119 p. 
This paper analyzes the role and functioning of d6WIopment banks In programs to strengthen micro 
and small enterprise. The main functions of d6WIopment banks are to finance Investments, and to 
buDd Institutions to ImproYe the financial Infrastructure. The main question Is hON they can be used 
as an Instrument for supporting micro and small enterprise In agriculture and manufacturing. The 
success of these credit programs Is hampered by unclear definitions of a small business or 
definitions that are not In accord with the developmental stage of the country. The problem of 
defining the target group Is addressed. Criteria relating to company size reveal little about 
dewlopment potential. Programs for micro and small enterprises need to consider which goals are 
to be achiewd and boN micro and small enterprises should be defined. Furthermore, the 
geographic extent and the type of measures to be taken/Instruments to be employed need to be 
determined. Finally the Institutional and organizational scope of the program have to be laid out. 
[4665] 
Kay Words: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; Development bank; Credit; Development; 
226. von Stockhausen, Joachim, Staatliche Agrarkreditpo/itlk und lendliche Flnanzmerkte In den bindern 
der Dritten Welt, Untersuchungen Ober das Spar-, Giro- und Kreclltwesen, Vol. 118, Berlin, Federal 
Republic of Germany: G. ~hauer. W Ehrlicher et 8/. (Publ.), 1984. 
This document Is 8 comprehensive analysis of rural financial markets In deYeloplng countries. A 
major part of the study discusses the Impact of the Interventionist approach on financial markets. 
The Interventionist approach Is compared with the neo-llberal financial market approach. 
Furthermore, the crux between nationally Imposed agricultural deYelopment financing and efficient 
business administration of banking Institutions Is discussed. A guideline to the analysis of agricultural 
credit programs completes the study. [GER] 
Key Wolds: General; Africa; Rural finance; 
227. Von Pischke, J. D., ·Speclalized Farm Credit Institutions: A Model of Supply-leading Finance for 
Farmers In l..oN Income Countries,· Working Paper No. 341, University of Nairobi, Institute for 
D6Wlopment Studies, Kenya, 1978, 25 p. 
Formulates a generalized model of specialized farm credit Institutions In ION Income countries 
providing an explanation for the failure of such Institutions to meet their objectives and to remain 
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viable. Demonstrates that the problems of specialized farm credit Institutions can be traced to the 
ION Interest rate policy. This results In credit rationing which can eventually lead to loan default and 
Institutional viability problems. [3076] 
K8J Wolds: AgricultLn; Africa; Credit; Agricultural credit; 
228. Von Pischke, J. D., Dale W Adams, and Gordon Donald (eds.) , Rural Financial Markets In 
oMoolng Countries: Their Use and Abyse, Baltimore, Maryland: Johns Hopkins University Press, 
1983,441 p. 
This book Is a collection of about 40 studies related to different Issues of rural finance-in ION Income 
countries. The book Is organized In six parts. Part 1 contains an Introductory note by the editors 
and discussion on ENOiutlonary trends In approaches to rural finance. The farm-household level 
studies on credit and finance are Included In Part 2. Part 3 presents several recent papers on credit 
and finance at the 1M of lenders and saving mobilizers In rural financial markets. In Part 4, some 
studies on rural financial market policies In ION Income countries are given and the role of finance 
In rural development Is discussed In the articles presented In Part 5. Summary and conclusions are 
given In the final part of the book. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HD1439R871983] 
Key WOlds: General; Africa; Finance; Rural finance; 
229. Wessel, Robert H., rr'he Morgan-Mexico and AfrIcan Development Bank Plans and the Problem of 
Sub-Saharan African Debt,- Savings and Development, Vol. XII, No.3, 1988, pp. 235-248. 
Argues that phases of the Morgan Mexico Plan and the African Development Bank Plan for 
refinancing Sub-Saharan Afrlcas external debt could contribute to debt relief In the region. 
Recommends the assistance of International agencies such as the IMF and the Wortd Bank In 
setting up the debt redemption fund. [4967) 
Key WOlds: General; Africa; Finance; Monetary policy; 
230. Wlnrock International Institute for Agricultural Development, African Development: Lessons from Asia 
- Proceedings of a Seminar on Strategies for the FutYre of Africa sponsored by the Africa Byreau. 
U.S. Agencv for International Development and W1nrock International at the Radisson Plaza Lord 
Baltimore Hotel. Baltimore. Marvland, Jyne 5 to 7. 1991, Artlngton, Virginia: Wlnrock International 
Institute for Agricultural Development, 1991, 260 p. 
This book Is an almost verbatim record of this seminar. Owr 30 participants from AID, universities, 
and the private sector discussed the development of Africa based on Insights learned from Asia. 
The foreign entrepreneurs present emphasized the lack of commercial law and fair and effective 
legal enforcement, the lack of skUled labor, deficient roads and other Infrastructures, and 
gCMtmmentallnterference as major constraints, while African entrepreneurs emphasized, In addition, 
the lack of capital. There was general agreement that agricultural development must play a leading 
role as It did In Asia. Major opportunities for AID assistance were identified in human capital 
development. [5321] 
Key WOlds: Development; Africa; International donors; Investment; Micro and small enterprise; 
Agribusiness; 
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231. World Bank, The, ·Sub-Saharan Africa: From Crisis to Sustainable Gl"ONth,· The World Bank, 
Washington, D.C., 1989,300 p. 
The reports overall objective Is to explore ho.v programs and policies need to be changed to attain 
sustainable gl"ONth with equity in the region In the next century. In the area of sustainable funding 
for deYeIopment, the report notes that the African tradition of sharing and community-based 
deYeIopment are sources of grassroots initiatives that could make significant contributions as 
avenues for mobilizing private savings. Formal financial system reforms are recommended to bring 
about market-determlned Interest rates and credit allocation, stronger bank supervision and 
adequate prudential ratios and debt collection. Scope for encouragement of Informal savings and 
credit Institutions are IIkswlse viewed In terms of their potential for extending financial services to 
farmers and Informal sector enterprises In remote areas. [Black Studies Ubrary, The Ohio State 
University, HCSOOS9251989] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Finance; Informal finance; 
232. World Bank, The, Agricultural Credit: Sector Policy Paper, World Bank, Washington, D.C., May 1975, 
87 p. 
Examines the issues and problems associated with the use of credit at the farm level and also 
discusses institutional lending problems. The guidelines to be follONed by the World Bank to help 
p~ide credit to a large number of small farmers are also discussed. The lending activities of the 
World Bank In Africa, Asia, and In latin America are described for the years 1948-73. Loans are 
classified by countries, type of lending, funding agency, and by per capita GNP of borl'DNlng 
countries. [1351] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Credit; Agricultural credit; 
233. Zesch, Scott K, ·Forms of Business Organization and Rural Enterprise Development: Some 
Examples from Anglophone Africa: World Development, Vol. 17, No. 11, 1989, pp. 1841-1852. 
The author describes the rural enterprises In transition from the Informal to the formal sector. The 
legal form of business organization adopted can significantly affect the management of the firm. 
Partnerships are simple and flexible but may be too loosely structured for some commercial 
ventures. Cooperative societies are more formally structured than partnerships and are subject to 
less complicated statutory requirements than companies, although they are vulnerable to far-
reaching government Intervention. Companies are generally more attractive to Institutional lenders 
and passive Investors; ho.vever. their complexity makes them better suited to entrepreneurs with 
substantial business experience. [4696] 
Key Words: Enterprises; Africa; Finance; 
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Costal and Central West Africa 
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Benin 
234. Bergougnlou, Jean-Michel, and Morin Gilles, -Le Projet de R~habilitation des CLeAM et CRCAM: 
Genllse et Objectifs, - Bulletin de Llason du R~seau Des Calsses Locales et R~glonales de Cr~dit 
Agricole Mutuel du B6nin, Cotonou, B6nin, October 1991, 4 p. 
This report discusses the potential of transforming the CRCAM (Calsses R~glonales de Cr~1t 
Agrlcole Mutuel) and CLeAM (Calsses Locales de Cr~it Agricole Mutuel) Into a neN system which 
will serve to stimulate the mobilization of rural savings and allocation of credit. This project has been 
Initiated after the failure of the CNCA to perform as viable Institutions In the rural environment. So 
far; the results Imply a 98% repayment rate which Indicates promiSing progress; hOltleYer; If a 100% 
repayment rate Is not reached no neN loans would be Issued. [4552] 
Key Words: General; Costal and Central West Africa; Benin; Finance; Cooperatives; Credit; 
Savings mobilization; Informal finance; Formal finance; 
235. Bhatia, Rattan J., -rhe West African Monetary Union: An Analytical RevieN,- Occasional Paper No. 
35, IMF, Washington, D.C., May 1985, 59 p. 
Until 1984, the West African Monetary Union (WAMU) consisted of the six West African countries 
of Benin, Burkina Faso, Ivory Coast, Niger; Senegal, and Togo. For nearfy two decades these 
countries have had a freely circulating common currency issued by the Banque Centrale des Etats 
de l)\frique de l'Ouest (BCEAO). The CFA franc has remained pegged at 50 to the French franc 
since 1948. This study analyzes the implementation of WAMU monetary policy. The study reviews 
the theory of optimum currency areas and the structure and function of BCEAO from 1962-74, 
summarizes the money supply process, and reports several financial ratios for the six countries. 
One section discusses the BCEAO reforms made In 1974 Including a neN tool for controlling credit 
expansion, domestic and international interest rates were harmonized, an Interbank money market 
was established, and limits were set on the amount of assets that banks could hold outside the 
Union. Credit policy and other developments are then discussed for 1974-82. This study makes 
no definitive analysis of WAMU but identifies some of the constraints member countries have In 
dealing with their unique problems. For example, Interest rate and exchange rate policies cannot 
be tailored to meet the situations found in each country. [4667] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Benin; Burkina Faso; Ivory Coast; COte d'ivolre; Niger; Senegal; 
Togo; Finance; Monetary polley; 
236. Camara, I., -Les Structures Mutualistes d'Epargne et de Credit (SMEC) dans I'Unlon Mon~talre 
Ouest-Africalne- In The ILO and the Financial Sector: Small Financial Mechanisms in Support of 
PCNerty Alleviation. Enterprise Promotion and Self-Reliant Development. Report of a technical 
consultation organised by the International Labour Office. Geneva, 19-20 September 1991, Geneva, 
Switzerfand: ILO, 1991, pp. 11-17. 
The paper Is a revleN of Informal financial settings In the seven West African Monetary Union 
(UMOA) countries of B~nln, Burkina Faso, COte d'ivoire, Mali, Niger; S~n~gal and Togo. The author 
bell6Yes that mutualists and cooperative forms of financial organizations remain a viable alternative 
for meeting the financial needs of farmers as well as small and micro enterprises. Two financial 
arrangements are predominant In rural areas in the seven countries. They are savings and credit 
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cooperatlws (COOPECs) and vUlage banks. COOPECs are very similar to credit unions with a ffNi 
of them closely foilONIng the Grameen bank approach. VIllage banks, on the other hand, do not tie 
savings to credit. They are relatively nErN to West AfrIca. Their major weakness are their isolation 
and their fragmentation as no formula has been found to dENelop a viable link with the formal 
financial sector. The author recommends a support program be set up for networking In the UM~ 
countries with the help of donor agencies. [5322] 
K8y Wolds: Finance; Africa; Benin; Burkina Faso; COte d'iwire; Mall; Niger; Senegal; Togo; 
Micro and small enterprise; crectn; Savings; 
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237. Cleaver, KevIn M., "The Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture In Sub-Saharan Africa: Staff Working Paper No. 728, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., AprU 1985,30 p. 
This paper nM8\NS the available literature on the Impact of price and exchange rate policies on 
agriculture In Sub-Saharan AfrIca. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan African 
countries to test SENeral hypotheses concemlng policy Impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad, 
Ethiopia, Mall, Malawi, Zaire, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Guinea, 
Benin, Central African Republic, Sierra Leone, Madagascar, Niger, Sudan, Togo, Ghana, Kenya, 
Senegal, Lesotho, Uberla, Zambia, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Cameroon, Botswana, Congo, and Ivory 
Coast. A regression equation with agricultural grcJNth rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient was statistically significant but with a ION R2. Other Independent variables were 
Investigated Including fertilizer use per hectare, changes In the barter terms of trade, population 
grcJNth rate, degree of concentration of export eamlngs, adult literacy, share of public consumption 
In GOP and the degree of govemment Intervention in farm Input supply. Reductions In farm 1M 
price discrimination (nominal protection), share of govemment consumption In GOP, and population 
grcJNth rates were positively related to agricultural grcJNth rates, while the degree of govemment 
Involvement In the farm Input supply industry was negatively related. The findings tend to confirm 
the viErN that Inappropriate price and exchange rate policies have a negative impact on agricultural 
production. Other factors such as govemment Involvement in farm Input supply, population grcJNth, 
and govemments ability to operate and maintain Its agricultural Investments are also Important. 
Appropriate price and exchange rate policies would have a relatively small impact on agricultural 
grcJNth so the policy package to remedy problems caused by poor price and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to each country. [Agricultural Library, The Ohio State University, HC597W63 No. 
728] 
Kay Words: Agricunure; Africa; Chad; Ethiopia; Mali; Malawi; Zaire; Uganda; Burundi; Burkina 
Faso; Upper vona; Rwanda; Somalia; Tanzania; Guinea; Benin; Central African Republic; 
Siena Leone; Madagascar; Niger; Sudan; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Lesotho; Uberia; 
Zambia; Nigeria; Zimbabwe; Cameroon; Botswana; Congo; Iwry Coast; COte d'lwlre; Finance; 
Interest rates; Policy reform; Prices; 
238. de Benoist, Joseph Roger, -Le R~seau des FlnanclAres Afrlcalnes s'etend de la Tontine A la Banque 
Coo~rative, - Marchtis Troolcaux, December 23, 1988, pp. 3658-3659. 
This article nM8\NS the rapid grcJNth of the FlnanclAre mcwement begun In June 1980 in Cote 
d'ivoire. The author describes the Ananclere as a modem Tontine association that groups mainly 
high l8llels professionals. The movement has been steadily glONing and expanded to twelve African 
countries (COte d'ivoire, Senegal, Ghana, Burkina Faso, Mali, Cameroon, Benin, Gabon, Guinea, 
Morocco, Togo, and Zaire). The principal objective of fNery local chapter Is to motivate savings and 
facDltate credit for investment in d8llelopment projects. The creation of the -Financi6re 
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Internatlonale- Is expected to help harmonize the rules gc:wemlng the different flnancleras and permit 
Joint collaboration In realizing dewlopment projects. [0926] 
Kay WonIs: General; Africa; CGte d'lwlre; Senegal; Ghana; Burkina Faso; Mall; Cameroon; 
Benin; Gabon; Guinea; Morocco; Togo; Zaire; Informal finance; 
239. Gnansounou, Simon C., ·l!Epargne Informelle et Ie Financement de l'Entreprise Productive 
(R6f6rence Sp6ciale aux Tontines et A 11utlsanat B6nlnols): Notes de Recherche No. 91-20, 
UnNerslt6 des R6seaux d'Expression Fran~lse (UREF), Paris, France, June 1991, 69 p. 
This report examines haN Informal finance, and tontines especially, are linked to the financing of 
the artlsanal sector In B6nln. It was found that tontines finance 25 peroent of the artlsanal sector 
activities. HCM'6Yer, the remaining 75 peroent of financial needs are met through other Informal 
financial souroes, COnfirming the belief that the only means of financing the artlsanal sector Is the 
Informal sector. The author bellews that time constraints need to be Incorporated Into the tontine 
system to make reimbursement more controllable and Impose a better managerial discipline on 
bont7Nlng entrepreneurs. [4550] 
Key WonIs: Enterprises; Coastal and Central West Africa; Benin; Informal finance; ROSCAs; 
240. Heldhues, Franz, ·l.indliche Finanzinstltutionen und landwirtschaftliche Entwicklung - Eine 
Untersuchung In Benin -,. Paper presented at the Vortragsreihe zu Problemen 1m Urnfeld der 
Troplschen Forstwlrtschaft, Albert-Ludwigs University, Freiburg, University of Hohenhelm, Federal 
Republic of Germany, July 1990. 8 p. 
The paper criticizes the cheap credit policy and the lack of savings mobilization efforts In developing 
countries. The author supports his assessment with &vidence from a financial market study In Benin. 
Up to Its collapse In 1989, the National Agricultural Credit Bank (CNCA-Benln) supplied only three 
peroent of the farmers with loans. This unsatisfactory situation led the author to question whether 
the up-gradlng of Indigenous financial associations could improve rural financial Intermediation. In 
Benin, the conditions seem favorable. In Benin, tontines exist that function according to cooperative 
principles. The author points out that the savings rate of rural households In Benin lie well abOle 
ten peroent. [GER] 
Kay WonIs: AgrlcuHure; Coastal and Central West Africa; Benin; Credit; 
241. Heldhues, Franz, Matthias von Oppen. Brigitte Hofmann, and Soult! Medingoyi. "The Rural 
Households' Financial Requirements and Formal and Informal Financial Institutions Analyzed In the 
PrtMnc8 Ou6R14§ In the Peoples Republic of Benin.· Standortgemaesse Landwirtschaft in Westafrlka 
No. 308, University of Hohenhelm, Zwlschenberlcht, Federal Republic of Germany, 1990. pp. 414-
436. 
examines and analyzes the credit system In four survey villages In a southeast pn:Mnce of Benin 
In terms of the operations of formal and Informal credit souroes, the types of financing demanded 
by, and available for, small rural farms/households. and the Improvements required for rural financial 
market efficiency. The formal sector has a liquidity crisis that poses difficulties In servicing the small 
rural households, while the Informal sector, comprised mainly of trader/moneylenders, tontines, 
relatives and friends, Is well-estabiished and functioning. Concludes that the formal sector, by 
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concentrating on supervised credit, neglects the substantial savings potential and demand for credit 
among rural farm/households. [4572] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Benin; Rural finance; 
242. Hofmann, Brigitte, -rhe Households' Financial Requirements and Formal and Informal Financial 
Institutions Analyzed In the Province Ou~m~ In the Peoples Republic of Benin,· StandortgemliBe 
Landwlrtschaft In Westafrlka, Zwlschenbericht 1988 - 1990, University of Hohenheim, Federal 
Republic of Germany, August 1990, pp. 413-436. 
The study examines the relationship between the availability of credit and the adoption of agricultural 
Inno.ratlons. Contl'tNersiai opinions about the Impact of the financial market depend on whether 
formal and Informal market are equally considered. This document concentrates on the Impact of 
the Informal market, because the formal Is more or less nonexistent in rural Benin. The author found 
that highly sophisticated tontines exist in Benin. These resemble formal savings and credit 
cooperatives. The Interviewees stated that they deposit well abcwe 10 percent of their net Income 
In Informal financial associations. Loans from the informal market are generally disbursed for non-
productive purposes (90%). [GER] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Benin; CredH; 
243. Lane, Christopher E., and Sheila Page, ·Dlfferences in Economic Performance Between Franc Zone 
and Other Sub-Saharan African Countries,· Working Paper No. 43, Overseas Development Institute, 
London, United Kingdom, March 1991, 44 p. 
Authors use cross-country comparisons of all sub-Saharan African countries during the period 1975-
1988 to assess the Importance to members of the CFA franc zone of not being able to change the 
exchange rate as a policy tool. Direct benefits from membership In the CFA franc zone are noted, 
such as lONer rates of Inflation, lONer rates of groNth of monetary aggregates and lONer real 
exchange rate volatility compared to non-franc zone countries. For real economic variables, the 
authors conclude that there was better performance in the franc zone of Africa, cautioning that 
recent reversals Indicate that permanently fixed exchange rates are not a guarantee of relative 
economic success. They Identify a shift in the level of the currency peg as the most likely option, 
and outline the consequences In terms of gains from a devaluation to be realized by domestic 
debtors, and bank restructuring In light of extensive non-performing loans in commercial bank 
portfolios of Benin, Senegal and Cameroon. [4798] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Benin; Senegal; Cameroon; Formal finance; Policy reform; Banks; 
244. leite, Sergio Pereira, and Dawit Makonnen, ·Savings and Interest Rates in the BCEAO Countries: 
An Empirical Analysis,· Savings and Development, Vol. X, No.3, 1986, pp. 219-232. 
Study Investigates the determinants of saving in the Banque Centrale des Etats de I~frique de 
l'Ouest (BCEAO) countries of Benin, Ivory Coast, Niger; Senegal, Togo, and Upper Volta. The 
sample ccwers the period 1967-1980. Three models of saving behavior were chosen in which the 
real interest rate was Introduced as an explanatory variable. These models were: 1) model based 
on the Keynesian Absolute Income Hypotheses; 2) a model using the lagged savings hypotheses; 
and, 3) a model employed by Houthakker and Taylors dynamic adjustment hypotheses. The basic 
determinants of saving behavior in BCEAC countries are the level of changes in disposable income 
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and the past saving performance. The results Indicate that the direct effect of Interest rate policies 
on o.I9ra1l savings Is relatively small In the BCEAO countries, but that Its effect on financial savings 
may stUI be significant. [5027] 
Key Words: Generalj Afrlcaj Benlnj COte d'ivolrej Nlgerj Senegalj Togoj Upper Voltaj Burkina 
Faaoj Savings; Int .... st rates; 
245. Lelart, Michel, -l.1\ssoclation -Opt§ratlons 71-71- de Cotonou ... De l'Organlsatlon de Tontines A la 
Banque TontlnI6re,- Eoargne sans Frontl6re, No. 13, December 1988, pp.36-39. 
The success of tontines In B4§nln has given rise to the creation of a private organization called 
-operation 71-71- which, according to the author; Is an Institutional tontine. Operation 71-71 cannot 
be classified as Informal because It Is regulated by law and run by an administrative board. 
Operation 71-71 gained a lot of popularity because of Its credit program and functions nON more 
like a bank by accommodating both lenders and bommers. The author predicts that operation 71-
71 could be the model for formalizing traditional tontines. [4211] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Benin; Finance; Banks; Informal 
finance; 
246. Nelson, Eric R., -Evaluation Report: Entente African Enterprises Loan/Project,· Report to USAID, 
USAID, Washington, D.C., February 1976, 44 p. + tables and annex. 
Evaluates the Entente Enterprises program as an exercise In the Institutionalization of the African 
SME dewlopment process in Benin (Dahomey), Burkina Faso (Upper Volta), Ivory Coast, Niger and 
Togo. Reports that the first loan fund was well-disbursed, reached a wide variety of enterprises and 
bof1"OtYed mainly for working capital. Recommends a more rigorous definition of African enterprise 
(to require at least 50% African capital and control); channeling more loans to SMEs; greater use 
of the resources of the commercial banking sector; maintaining experimental character of the loan; 
discontinue targeting of special sector; and limit In participation In firms to prevent abuse through 
appropriation of expatriate enterprises. [4220] 
Key Words: Micro and amall enterprise; Africa; Benin; Burkina Faso; Ivory Coast; COte 
d'ivoire; Niger; Togo; Banksj Development bank; International donors; 
247. Osner; Karl, Alexander Muser; and Karl SchOck, ')t).pproaches to Overcoming POv'erty through Self-
help and Target-group-orlented Financing Instruments,· Working Paper; Federal Ministry for 
Economic Cooperation (BMZ) , Bonn, Federal Republic of Germany, June 1984, 284 p. 
This policy orientation paper of the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation (FRG) states that 
financial Instruments exist that effectively reach the poor. These Instruments can be designed to 
become cost efficient and autonomous. The authors argue that further knONledge and analysis of 
these Instruments will ultimately encourage Intemational deYeIopment organizations to Include them 
in their deYeIopment portfolio. The cases discussed In this document comprise self-help 
organizations from Nigeria, Benin, Morocco, and others. [3920] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Benin; Financej 
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248. Osuagwu, Harold G. 0., ')\grlcultural Financing and Productivity,- Department of Agricultural 
Economics, University of Benin, Benin City, Benin, April 1981, 5 p. 
This paper emphasizes the argument that financial Investment alone does not ensure Increased 
productivity without adequate consideration to the absorptive capacity of the agricultural sector. The 
absorptive capacity of the farm sector Is represented by Iewl of technology. labor force, land and 
seeds/breeds. The first part of the study explains the theoretical concept of absorptive capacity and 
productivity. The second part applies the theory to agricultural finance in Nigeria. Some policy 
measures for farm financing In order to achieve higher productivity are suggested In the last part. 
[2488] 
Key WOlds: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Benin; Finance; 
249. Regional Economic Dewlopment Services OfficejWest Africa (REDSOjWA), -Evaluation of Entente 
Fund Rural Dewlopment Projects: livestock II, and Food Productlon,- Project Evaluation Report, 
prepared for USAID/Abldjan, REDSOjWA, Abidjan, COte d'ivolre, December 1981, 85 p. + 
appendices. 
Report concludes that the Entente Fund was a cost effective vehicle for channeling AID funds for 
agricultural dewlopment projects in Ivory Coast, Upper Volta, Niger; Togo and Benin. Under the 
Food Production component, the Fund and the member states agreed, among others, to adjust 
small farmer credit policies so as to Increase the amount of Institutional credit available, offer longer 
grace and repayment terms and aliON higher interest rates. Notes that the 15 sub-projects have not 
been adequately monitored, Indicating weaknesses in data collection and reporting. [4790] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Ivory Coast; COte d'ivolre; Burkina Faso; Upper Yolta; Niger; 
Togo; Benin; Formal finance; Supervised credit; 
250. Russell, Nathan C., and Christopher R. Do.vswell (eds.), AfricaS Agricultyral Development In the 
1990s: Can It Be Systalned? , Proceedings of a Workshop, Arusha, Tanzania, May 14-18, 1991, 
Mexico: CASIN/SM/GlobaI2000, 1992,200 p. 
Documents the proceedings of a workshop on measures for helping Sub-Saharan African countries 
to achieve greater food security. One group of papers evaluates the agriculture projects established 
Oller the last five years by SM and Global 2000 in six African countries (Tanzania, Ghana, Sudan, 
Zambia, Benin and Togo). Yield improvements were noted, but program ewluators also note the 
need to Improve on farm technology (particularly to shift to animal traction/mechanization), and for 
Improvement In the service delivery systems, including credit. [5402] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Tanzania; Ghana; Sudan; Zambia; Benin; Togo; Formal 
finance; Supervised credit; 
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251. Swedish Savings Banks Association (SSBA), ·Savings for Dewlopment: Review of the International 
Programmes on the MobUlzatlon of Personal Savings In Dewloplng Countries and Related Activities 
Focused on Savings and Credit Promotion for Rural Dewlopment,· Paper presented at the 
AFRICA/EICICf Seminar on Resource Mobilization for Rural Dewlopment, Nairobi, Kenya, 
January 3O-February 10, 1984, SSBA, Stockholm, Sweden, 1984, 22 p. 
The paper reYlews the United Nations-supported international program activities in the 1970s and 
early 1980s aimed at helping dewloping countries mobilize domestic resources through personal 
savings. It cites the requests for assistance from a number of d6Yeloping countries, among them 
in Africa Benin and Upper Volta, for launching promotion campaigns; Burundi and Uganda, for 
assistance in the strengthening of financial institutions; the expansion/strengthening of institutional 
savings facilities (Ghana, Swaziland, Kenya, Sudan, Zambia, and Nigeria), along with the broadened 
participation of international donors, among the major program impacts. It concludes that the 
success of credit programs cannot be separated from deposit mobilization aspects, an area that 
institutional management aspects can further be Improved. [2962] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Benin; Burkina Faso; Burundi; Uganda; Upper Volta; Ghana; 
Swaziland; Kenya; Sudan; Zambia; Nigeria; Savings; Savings mobilization; 
252. West African Economic Community, ·Programme Communautalre Caisse Rurale d'Epargne et de 
Prat,· in Rural Savings and Loan Cooperatives, Summary Report, CREP /CEAO Community Project, 
Vol. II, APPUI, Sherbrooke, Canada, April 1987, 37 p. 
Gives the context of and describes the programme and its organization. Presents the structure of 
the savings and loan cooperatives (CREPs) and describes the national programmes envisaged for 
Benin, Burkina Faso, COte d'ivoire, Mall, Mauritania, Niger; and Senegal respectively. [4740] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Benin; Burkina Faso; COte d'ivoire; Mali; Cooperatives; Savings; 
253. Y6M, S6mako Christophe, Bernard Cocou Akpla, and Victorine Kpohazounde, Recherche de 
Nouvelles L1gnes d1\ctlon et de Strat~gies Dour un D~veloppement Coop~ratif pro pre a I~frigue de 
l'Oyest: B~nin, Federal Republic of Germany: International Co-operative Alliance, German 
Foundation for International Development, January 1986. 
This document is based on information from national consultants and trusteeships. A survey of 
cooperatives, pre-cooperatives, and mutual self-help groups completes the data. The report analyzes 
production, commercialization, and savings and credit cooperatives. The tendency In the 
cooperative mOllement In Benin Is to consolidate and improve existing cooperatives rather than to 
Increase their number. Mutual assistance associations are frequent In Benin. One form is the rotating 
savings and credit associations (tontines). The cooperative mOllement realizes that their promotion 
and cooperation with them Is necessary to establish a well-functioning savings and credit 
cooperative system. Pl the time of writing the report, regional and local credit unions were just 
gOllemmentally Implemented. Therefore, figures were not yet available. [GER] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Benin; Cooperatives; 
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Cameroon 
254. AfrIcan Regional Agricultural Credit Association (AFRACA), -Co-Operatlw Members Credit Scheme 
(CMCS) of the National Fund for Rural Development (FONADER). Preliminary Guide, - AFRACA/Gr'Z, 
Yaound., Cameroon, February 1986, 57 p. 
this document Is a summary of cards and forms as used by FONADER In Cameroon In Its 
cooperatlw members credit scheme with the usert guide. The cards and forms presented here are 
a result of the December 1983 seminar on the design and dissemination of the members' loan 
guide. [0932] 
Kay Wolds: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Credit; 
255. Allbert, Jacques, -Le Cas Original de Tontines Camerounalses, Phdnorn6ne de Socldt., - March.s 
Tnmlcaux et Mddlterran'ens, August 17-24, 1990, pp. 2375-2378. 
The author discusses the original case of tontines In Cameroon as a social phenomenon and real 
expression of group solidarity. The different types of tontines are revl6Yled In addition to a 
description of the dues collection functions. The flexibUity of investment associated with tontines 
leads the author to view tontines not as objects for development but as social ewnts In the 
dewlopment process. A final note draws attention to the possibility for tontines to play an essential 
role as a cornmon factor for national unification. [4208] 
Kay Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africaj Cameroonj Cooperatlvesj Informal 
finance; 
256. BangOtYenl, Paul F6Iix, and Mathias Tsagne, -L:Exp6rience Camerounalse en Matl6re de Mobilisation 
at d'Empiol de l'Epargne, a travers les CooptSratlws d'Epargne at de Cr.dlt (COOPEC),- Paper 
presented at the S.mlnalre sur les Structures CooptSratlws at MutuaJlstes, Organized by BEAC, 
Brazzaville, Congo, 18-19 February. 1991, Minlstere de I~rlculture, Direction de la Cooperation et 
de la MutuaJlte, Republlque de Cameroun, February 1991, 21 p. + annexes. 
This article looks at the role of CUs In savings mobUlzatlon and use of funds in Cameroon. A review 
of CUs, all members of CamCCUL, sh()NS that they have enj~ considerable success In savings 
mobilization and membership glDNth. HOIt'9\I8I; one objectlw of financing small enterprises has not 
been met. The authors ask that CUs in Cameroon be glwn more access to central bank funds and 
be more closely associated with economic dewlopment projects. [4172] 
Kay Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Credit unions; 
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257. Barbier; J. P., C. Courtet, and R. Tiberghien, ·Emergence et Developpement des Petites Enterprises 
en AfrIque au Sud du Sahara: Resultats D'une Enquete Effectuee au Cameroun,· Notes et Etudes 
No.6, Caisse Centrale De Cooperation Economlque, Division des Etudes Generales, Instltut de 
Recherche Economlque et de Planification du Dewloppment Grenoble, Paris, France, August 1986, 
24 p. 
The report discusses the emergence and development of small enterprises In Sub-Saharan Africa 
In two parts. The first part includes a presentation of the study and the major conclusions 
concerning the development of small enterprises. The major themes reYOIve around the necessity 
for having trained and qualified personnel to assist entrepreneurs, attempts to decentralize the 
structure encompassing small enterprise development, placing emphases on the performance rather 
than creation of new enterprises, and recommendations advising to get to knON the grassroot 
organizations which assist small enterprises. The second part Includes a discussion of the 
d6Y8l0pment of small enterprises In Cameroon, what lessons may be derived from the analyses of 
the ·success stories·, and the what problems exist that need more attention in the future directions 
of research. [4181] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Finance; 
258. Bechtel, K Heinrich, ·INFORMIS - A Recommendation for the Implementation of an Integrated 
FONADER Management Information System as an Effective GTZ-Technical Assistance Contribution 
to FONADER, Cameroon,· GTZ, Eschbom, Federal Republic of Germany, 1985, 19 p. 
Gives recommendations for FONADER In the fields of finance and accounting, Including the 
implementation of data processing, the improvement of lending policies, the establishment of an 
efficient cooperative service and the provision of suitable data processing equipment combined with 
assistance for the necessary hardware Installation, software and organization development. [3563] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Finance; 
259. B&tard, Guy, -La Mobilisation de l'Epargne Rurale par les Institutions de Type Coop~ratif et son 
Impact sur Ie D~veloppement local: Synthllse de Sept Etudes de Cas: Burkina Faso, Cameroun, 
Egypt, Nigeria, Rwanda, Togo, Zimbawe: Unlverslt~ Coopt§rative Internationale, au~bec, Canada, 
August 1985, 42 p. 
This paper Is a summary of case studies of seven African countries on the impact of savings 
mobilization by cooperative finance groups. Despite their diversity within countries and from one 
country to another; the African cooperatives have proven their ability to mobilize savings and to use 
accumulated resources tONardS productive uses. The challenge nON rests, if that Is their goal, to 
prove their capability to become cooperative development banks with a primary mission to provide 
credit to the rural agricultural and Industrial sectors. To reach such a goal, cooperatives have to 
stop attributing loans for special purposes and to train farmers on good credit use. [4196] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Burkina Faso; Cameroon; Nigeria; Rwanda; Togo; Zimbabwe; 
Cooperatives; AgrlcuHural credit; Credit unions; Savings; 
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260. B~artl, Guy, Argent Chaud et Argent Froid. La Mobilisation de l'Eoargne Locale par des Institutions 
Coooeratives et son Imoact sur Ie DevelopDement Local. Synthese de Sept Etudes de Cas Africains, 
Serle: Cahlers de I'U.C.I., No.7, Quebec, Canada: Universit~ Coop6rative Internatlonale, 1985, 
35 p. 
Summarizes different research projects and consultations on the mobilization of rural savings for 
African rural development through the Intermediary of cOQperatlves. The countries chosen were 
Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Egypt, Nigeria, Rwanda, Togo, and Zimbabwe. Analyses the levels of 
saving, Its simulation parameters, the variety of its Institutions and organizations, and risks with its 
reinvestment. [4741] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Burkina Faso; Cameroon; Egypt; Nigeria; Rwanda; Togo; 
Zimbabwe; Finance; Cooperatives; 
261. Bekolo-Ebe, Bruno, and Robert Bllongo, -Le Systllme des Tontines: Uquidlte, IntermMiatlon et 
Comportements d'Epargne, - Revue d'Economie Politigue, No.4, 1989, pp. 616-638. 
This paper analyzes savings and liquidity behavior of participants In the system of tontines, a 
rotating savings system which Is becoming more and more important in several African Countries 
and particularly In Cameroon. The authors examine the behavior of members from a large number 
of tontines and conclude that it is based on perfect rationality. Although social variables playa great 
role In tontine participation, the search for positive financial returns seems to be the predominant 
factor. The objective of optimizing financial gains helps to explain the rivalry between formal financial 
institutions and the tontines system, and the economic agents preference for the latter. [4210] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Informal finance; 
262. Bouman, F. J. A., and K Hartweld, -rhe Djanggi: A Traditional Form of Savings and Credit in West 
Cameroon, - Soclologla Ruralis, Vol. XVI, No. 1/2, 1976, pp. 103-119. 
The authors describe the Djangg/, a rotating credit association in West Cameroon. The Djangg/ls 
shONn to be a multifunctional Institution operating along different motivational lines In the economic, 
social, and psychological fields. The authors are Impressed with the efficacy of the Djangg/ as 
compared to institutional credit. [1781] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Informal finance; 
263. Brenner, Gabrielle A., Henri Fouda, and Jean-Marie Toulouse, -Les Entrepreneurs Bamil~k~ de 
Douala et leur Entreprise, - Notes de Recherche No. 90-6, Universit~ des R~seaux d'Expression 
Fran~alse (UREF), Paris, France, 1990,20 p. 
This report Is the result of a study of business creation among the Bamilekes of Cameroon and the 
role played by the Informal financial groups in the process. The report finds that the support of other 
BamUekes Is very Important In starting a new business, more Important than the gcwernment or the 
banks. [4543] 
Key Words: Enterprises; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Finance; Informal 
finance; 
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264. ChevAlard, Nicole, -Les Grandes Banques AfrIcalnes,- Afrlqye Indystrle, No. 321, 1985, pp. 36-48. 
The article Is a compilation of different reports by BCEAO (Banque Centrale des Etats de l'Ouest) 
of operations and results of 60 West African Monetary Union (UMQ6.) banks and a classification of 
the principal West AfrIcan and Central African commercial banks. There Is also a country-by-country 
survey of the major banks In Nigeria, Ivory Coast, Cameroon, Gabon, Senegal, Congo, Togo, 
Burkina Faso, Niger, Mali, and the Central African Republic. The data were obtained from published 
statistics of the banks results obtained In 1983. All UMQ6. banks have seen their net benefit drop 
due mainly to poor performance by dewlopment banks and some commercial banks. Despite a 
slight Increase In total credit to the economy In 1982-83, all other bank services have slONed dONn. 
When ranking the banks, Nigeria comes In a distinct first foilONed by banks from the Franc Zone 
while other banks with nonconvertlble currencies come last. [0789] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Nigeria; COte d'ivolre; Ivory Coast; Cameroon; Gabon; Senegal; 
Congo; Togo; Burkina Faso; Niger; Mall; Central African Republic; Banks; 
265. Cleaver, KeYin M., -rhe Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture In Sub-Saharan 
Afrlca,- Staff Working Paper No. 728, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., April 1985, 30 p. 
This paper reviews the available literature on the impact of price and exchange rate policies on 
agriculture In Sub-Saharan Africa. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan African 
countries to test several hypotheses concerning policy Impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad, 
Ethiopia, Mali, Malawi, Zaire, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Guinea, 
Benin, Central African Republic, Sierra Leone, Madagascar, Niger, Sudan, Togo, Ghana, Kenya, 
Senegal, Lesotho, Uberia, Zambia, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Cameroon, Botswana, Congo, and Ivory 
Coast. A regression equation with agricultural gl'C7Nth rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient was statistically significant but with a ION R2. Other Independent variables were 
Investigated Including fertilizer use per hectare, changes In the barter terms of trade, population 
gl'C7Nth rate, degree of concentration of export earnings, adult literacy, share of public consumption 
in GOP and the degree of government intervention in farm input supply. Reductions in farm level 
price discrimination (nominal protection), share of government consumption in GOP, and population 
gl'C7Nth rates were positively related to agricultural gl'C7Nth rates, while the degree of government 
involvement in the farm Input supply industry was negatively related. The findings tend to confirm 
the view that Inappropriate price and exchange rate policies have a negative impact on agricultural 
production. Other factors such as government involvement in farm Input supply, population gl'C7Nth, 
and governments ability to operate and maintain Its agricultural Investments are also Important. 
Appropriate price and exchange rate policies would have a relatively small impact on agricultural 
gl'C7Nth so the policy package to remedy problems caused by poor price and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to each country. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HC597W63 No. 
728] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Chad; Ethiopia; Mali; Malawi; Zaire; Uganda; Burundi; Burkina 
Faso; Upper Volta; Rwanda; Somalia; Tanzania; Guinea; Benin; Central African Republic; 
Siena Leone; Madagascar; Niger; Sudan; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Lesotho; Uberla; 
Zambia; Nigeria; Zimbabwe; Cameroon; Botswana; Congo; Ivory Coast; COte d'ivolre; Finance; 
Interest rates; Policy reform; Prices; 
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266. Courcelle, Michel, Pierre Bonnefont, and Anne de Lattre, "The Private Sector In Cameroon,· OECD, 
CILSS, and Club du Sahel, Paris, France, June 1990, 106 p. 
This paper presents an CNervi6YI of the private sector in Cameroon stressing the complexity of the 
environment within which the private sector works. Background Information about Cameroon is first 
presented. A detailed look at the private sector-Cameroon and foreign CNVned-aS well as the 
present legal and statutory framework concerning the private sector fallONS. A number of 
recommendations are made at the end of the study to help Cameroon through Its present crisis. 
Reorganization of the banking sector is a priority; It Is Important to reduce the role of the 
gCNernment In the banking system In Cameroon. [4708] 
Key Words: Enterprises; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Finance; 
267. Credit Union National Association, Inc., ·Cameroon: Final Report,· USAID, Washington, D.C., 
January 3, 1979, 34 p. 
The Small Farmer Production Credit Program (SFPC) was designed as a demonstration pilot project 
to determine if credit unions were a satisfactory vehicle to deliver agricultural credit to the small 
farmer In Cameroon. It concludes that although CAMCCUL has not achieved financial viability during 
the project period, It could do so with cost control, continued gl'ONth of funds available for 
Investment, a higher rate of return on Investment and collection of dues. [4225] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Credit unions; 
268. Credit Union National Association, Inc., ·Small Farmer Production Credit: Progress Report, July 1979 
- February 1980,· Report prepared for USAID, Washington, D.C., February 1980, 36 p. + annexes. 
AID grant was prtNicled through CUNA to assist Cameroon and Lesotho to increase savings, 
maximize agricultural production and Increase farmers' Income through credit union production 
credit programs, and to assist the Africa Cooperative Savings and Credit Association (ACOSCA) 
in expanding the cooperative system throughout Africa. For Cameroon, the credit union league 
operations are estimated to have met only about 60 per cent of costs, with the small farmer 
production credit program projected to delay achievement of self-sufficient financial operations by 
5-14 years. Progress In Lesotho Is far behind, with the accumulation of substantial operating deficits 
due to slON gl'ONth In revenues which is dependent on the gl'ONth of savings/membership. The 
report, ha.NeVer. notes a positive contribution to the strengthening of ACOS~ capabilities. [4224] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Cameroon; Lesotho; Credit unions; 
269. Cuevas, Carlos E., ·Savlngs and Loan Cooperatives in Rural Areas of Developing Countries: Recent 
Performance and Potential,· Savings and Development, Val. XII, No.1, 1988, pp. 1-17. 
This paper relies on data from four case studies to analyze some of the main Indicators of credit 
union performance and draw implications about their potential as an institutional basis for the 
d6Yelopment of rural financial systems. The cases reviewed are Cameroon, Rwanda, and Togo in 
Africa, and Honduras In Latin America. The findings Indicate that cooperative savings grow in 
general faster than quasi-money in the economy, thus Increasing the relative importance of credit 
unions in the countrys monetary system. This trend is even more visible when comparing the 
lending performance of credit unions with the gl'ONth of private sector credit. The results presented 
90 
suggest that cooperatlw organizations can be a dynamic form of financial institutions, and are likely 
to substantially Increase access to financial services in rural areas of ION income countries. [0579] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Cameroon; Rwanda; Togo; Cooperatives; Rural finance; Credit 
unions; Savings; 
270. CU6Y8S, Carlos E., and Gertrud R. Schrieder; -Determinants of Informal Financial Group 
Participation: Evidence from Rural Cameroon, - Paper presented at American Agricultural Economics 
Association 1991 Annual Meetings, Manhattan, Kansas, August4-7, 1991, Economics and Sociology 
Occasional Paper No. 1815, Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio 
State Unlwrsity, Columbus, Ohio, February 1991, 14 p. 
This paper analyzes the determinants of individual participation in Informal financial groups (IFGs). 
The findings Indicate that group characteristics are a primary factor explaining IFG participation, 
although transaction costs play an Important role. Results highlight the broad scope of individuals 
(by gender; age, occupation) participating In IFGs. [1269] 
Key Wortls: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Informal finance; 
271. de Benoist, Joseph Roger; -Le R~seau des Financillres Africaines s'etend de la Tontine A la Banque 
Coopt§ratlve, - MarcMs TroDlcaux. December 23, 1988, pp. 3658-3659. 
This article revieYJS the rapid grONth of the Financillre movement begun in June 1980 In Cote 
d'ivoire. The author describes the Financiere as a modern Tontine association that groups mainly 
high levels professionals. The movement has been steadily growing and expanded to twelve African 
countries (COte d'ivoire, Senegal, Ghana, Burkina Faso, Mali, Cameroon, Benin, Gabon, Guinea, 
Morocco, Togo, and Zaire). The principal objectlw of fN9ry local chapter is to motivate savings and 
facilitate credit for Investment In development projects. The creation of the -Financillre 
Internationale- is expected to help harmonize the rules gCNerning the different financieres and permit 
joint collaboration In realizing development projects. [0926] 
Key Words: General; Africa; COte d'lwlre; Senegal; Ghana; Burkina Faso; Mali; Cameroon; 
Benin; Gabon; Guinea; Morocco; Togo; Zaire; Informal finance; 
272. De Santls, Dennis, and Paola Lang, -Microenterprise Stocktaking: The CamCCUL Experience, - Draft 
Paper prepared for USAID/Cameroon, USAID, Washington, D.C., October 1988, 57 p. 
This paper analyzes the operation of CamCCUL (Cameroon Cooperative Credit Union League). The 
capitalization, loan portfolios and delinquency rates were found to be modest. CamCCul Invested 
in productlw fixed assets and served a real market. Recommendations to imprcNe the CNeraU 
performance of CamCCUL include: ImprcNed services to credit unions, establishment of a computer 
data base, mobilizing local financial resources, charging market rates of Interest, creating a viable 
Institution and pushing for legislation to Insure independence from government regulatory agencies. 
[3738] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Credit 
unions; 
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273. Delancey, Mark W, ·Credit for the Common Man In Cameroon,· Journal of Modem African Studies, 
Vol. 15, No.2, 1977, pp. 316-322. 
Article discusses the rapid groNth of the credit union mcwement In anglophone Cameroon. Author 
concludes that the high quality of leadership, the availabUity of external support, and the peoples 
Intense desire to save are the key factors for the successful dewlopment of credit unions In this part 
of Africa. Further. it is suggested that the success of Informal, traditional savings and loan 
Institutions such as the ·njangls· and ·meetings· has given the people an Important sense of 
confidence In the concept of cooperative savings. [1562] 
Kay Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Credit unions; Informal 
finance; Savings; 
274. Delancey, Mark W, ·Institutlons for the Accumulation and Redistribution of Savings Among 
Migrants,· Journal of Developing Areas, Vol. 12, No.2, 1978, pp. 209-224. 
Attitudes conductive to saving among migrant workers In the plantation region of southwestern 
Cameroon Is explored through Interviews with 500 persons. Institutions that facilitate savings were 
studied through participant observation in five organizations. A large proportion of migrant workers 
save some of their earnings each month, usually for later consumption rather than Investment. Two 
types of Informal financial Institutions are available in this area: njangl and meetings. whose primary 
purpose Is social. Evidence suggests that both the desire and means for saving exist In rural 
Cameroon. [5169] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Informal finance; Savings; 
275. Delancey, Mark W, ·Savings and Credit Institutions In Rural West Africa: Introduction," Rural 
Afrlcana, Vol. 2, 1978, pp. 1-7. 
The author reviews several research projects on the role of indigenous credit and savings in the 
Cameroon. His principal conclusion was that many questions still remain on the role of modem 
savings institutions in the economy of African countries. In reality, much more research needs to 
be done on the topic. [0940] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Savings; Credit; 
276. Delancey, Virginia, ·Report on the Base-line Data Survey for the CamCCULjWOCCUjUSAID Credit 
Union Development Project,· (Project Number 63H)044, PVOjOPG) USAID, Washington, D.C., July 
1983,83 p. 
This report plDlides base-line data for future measurement of the Impact of the Cameroon Credit 
Union Development Project. Data were collected which permits the CamCCUL management to 
establish policy parameters, modify strategies, and establish organizational guidelines, and which 
would permit both qualitative and quantitative descriptions of project progress over time. [1773] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Credit unions; 
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2n. Delancey, Virginia, -Rural Credit In an Islamic African Country: Somalia, - Paper presented at the 
Seminar on Informal Financial Markets In Dewlopment, Washington, D.C., October 18 - 20, 1989, 
Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio State University, Columbus, 
Ohio, 1989, 19 p. 
Paper presents credit-use Information In Somalia from a recent farm-level study and also describes 
the major source of loans In the country. The author compares her results In Somalia with earlier 
studies done In Cameroon in light of the small-scale farmers' relative lack of access to credit and 
the possible steps that could be taken to remedy the disparity. Credit unions, which are nonexistent 
In Somalia, are apparently successful In Cameroon and appear to be a promising Institutional 
InnCMltion. [2070] 
Key Won:Is: General; East Africa; Somalia; Cameroon; Credit; Rural finance; Credit unions; 
278. Delancey, Virginia, ~he Impact of the Credit Union MCNement on Production and Accumulation in 
the Agricultural Sector of Cameroon, - Unpublished paper, Department of Economics, University of 
South Carolina, June 1988, 47 p. 
As part of a larger study of credit unions, the author provides a description of major types of 
Informal finance found In Cameroon. [0790] 
Key Won:Is: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Credit unions; Informal 
finance; 
279. Delancey, Virginia, "Women at the Cameroon Development Corporation: HOIN Their Money Works,· 
RUral Africana. Vol. 2, 1978, pp. 9-33. 
Author describes the efforts to accumulate savings by a group of women working in the Cameroon 
Dewlopment Corporation In South Cameroon. The objective of her analysis was to analyze hOlN 
wage-earning women spend their stable Incomes. Study shONed that most women Interviewed had 
some saving in informal forms. The main reason given for savings was to pay for education. [2019] 
Key Won:Is: Women; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Savings; 
280. Deschamps, Jean-Jacques, -Credit for the Rural Poor: The Experience in Six African Countries, 
Synthesis Report,- DAI and IDA, Washington, D.C., February 1989, 78 p. 
This report synthesizes the findings of five field evaluations and two desk studies of AID supported 
rural credit projects. The field evaluations are of the Cameroon Cooperative Credit Union League, 
Kenya Agricultural Sector Loan Project, Uberla Upper Lopa County Rural D6Velopment Project, 
Lesotho Credit Union League Dewlopment Project, and Malawi Union of Savings and Credit 
Cooperatives. The Burkina Faso, Oncho-Freed Areas VUlage Dewlopment Fund, and Kenya Union 
of Savings and Credit Cooperatives are reviewed in the desk study. The paper reaches several 
broad conclusions: a) Credit may be an effective tool to promote the adoption of Improved 
agricultural technologies and the achievement of higher yields by small holders. b) There is no 
evidence that in-kind credit produces higher economic returns than cash credit. c) Justification for 
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beleM'-market Interest rates Is weak. d) The targeted credit schemes more often than not fail to 
achlew stated objectives. e) Credit unions can be models for the provision of financial services to 
the rural poor: [3n3] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Cameroon; Kenya; Liberia; Lesotho; Malawi; Burkina Faso; Credit; 
Rural finance; Credit unions; 
281. Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Technlsche Zusammenarbeit (GTZ), -Cameroon Agricultural Sector 
ReYiew: Rural Finance, - GTZ, Bonn, West Germany, 1988, 64 p. 
This paper presents a description of the various formal and Informal financial Intermediaries of the 
rural financial market In Cameroon. Argues that Cameroons formal financial institutions recently 
ran Into liquidity problems, after they had expanded significantly. Main reason for this development 
was the bad overall economic situation In the country. This applies to commercial banks, to 
FONADER (the National Development Fund) and to credit unions. It was also found that the 
Informal financial sector In Cameroon still was the most Important source for the rural poor: The 
rwiew concludes with recommendations on heM' to Improve the performance of the rural finance 
system of the country. [4162] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Finance; 
282. Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Technlsche Zusammenarbeit (GTZ), -Cameroon. Rural Finance Sector 
Study. - GTZ and the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation, Eschborn, Federal 
Republic of Germany, 1986, 92 p. 
Report on the findings of a mission to Cameroon In April-May 1986. The study focused on the 
overall financial system and its relations to rural finance, the rural credit system, rural credit 
channels, rural savings mobilization and agricultural development trends. The report makes 
recommendations for the development of a rural financial system In Cameroon. [3566] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Rural finance; 
283. Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ), -Le Cr~dlt Adherent Refinanc~: 
Manuel d'enseignement sur Ie cr~dit octroy~ par l'intermedialre des coop~ratives, ~Iabor~ c\ la 
lumlilre des expC§rlences recuelllies au FONADER, Cameroun, 1987, 196 p. 
Evaluation and manual of a training course held by GTZ (German Development Agency) In 
YaoundC§, Cameroon. It contains (1) an Introduction to the methodology and didactic philosophy 
used for the course, (2) a general note on cooperatives In Cameroon, (3) an ewluatlon of 
management problems within this system, (4) a special case study, comprising the various aspects 
of the previous chapters. [GER] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Cooperatives; 
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284. Ascher, Bernhard, ·Savlngs MobUlzatlon In Developing Countries: Bottlenecks and Reform 
Proposals: Savings and Development, Vol. XIII, No.2, 1989, pp. 117-131. 
Summarizes the main findings of a report on financial savings mobilization issues in developing 
countries worldwide, including Botswana, Ivory Coast, Cameroon, Kenya and Nigeria. Concludes 
that a nNersai of unfavorable financial and monetary policies Is the key to successful promotion of 
domestic financial savings. Indicates the process of financial Intermediation itself as a promising 
area of Interest in the future, Including the viability of financial institutions, the market structure of 
the banking sector and the potential role of the Central Bank as a promoter of well-functioning 
domestic financial markets. [1807] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Botswana; Ivory Coast; COte d'iwire; Cameroon; Kenya; Nigeria; 
Savings; 
285. Fischer, Bernhard, Sparkapltalblldung in Entwicklungsl8ndern: Engp8sse und Reformans8tze, 
Forschungsberichte des Bundesministeriums fOr Wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit, Vol. 78, Munchen: 
Weltforum Verlag, 1986, 494 p. 
This report identifies promising savings mobilization strategies to finance the national development 
of Third World countries. The results are based on insights gained from the study of 12 countries 
In Africa, Asia, and Latin America. The African countries included in the report are: Botswana, 
Cameroon, Ivory Coast, Kenya, and Nigeria. The report points out that urban and rural households 
have a similar propensity to save. HCMeVer, rural households save more often In kind. The author 
emphasizes that higher deposit interest rates affect the rate of financial savings positively. 
Furthermore, the availability of demand oriented savings and credit schemes Increases the 
propensity to save financially. The report examines the development potential and possible 
promotion schemes for the informal financial intermediaries and proposes sectoral adjustment 
strategies for the formal financial market. [GER] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Botswana; Cameroon; COte d'ivoire; Kenya; Nigeria; Savings; 
286. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) , ·Promotion of Womens Activities 
in Marketing and Credit: An Analysis, Case Studies and Suggested Actions,· Preliminary working 
paper, FAC, Rome, Italy, June 1984, 61 p. 
The objective of the paper Is to provide suggestions for donor support to women engaged In food 
and agricultural marketing. The study refers to a comparative analysis of case studies of the lives 
of successful women entrepreneurs working In groups or as Individuals, and of project or 
programme assistance which has had a favorable outcome for women In marketing. The case 
material documents experiences from Bangladesh, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Gambia, Ghana, India, 
Kenya, Korea, Lesotho, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Pakistan, Philippines, Sri Lanka, Syria, The Caribbean, 
Togo, Uganda, Upper Volta, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. In the analysis, an attempt was made to trace 
historical sequences and relations which have affected and continue to influence womens 
participation, both as Individuals and as social beings. [3243] 
Key Words: Marketing; Africa; Burkina Faso; Cameroon; Ethiopia; The Gambia; Ghana; Kenya; 
Lesotho; Nigeria; Togo; Uganda; Upper Volta; Zambia; Zimbabwe; Women; 
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287. Frlmpong-Ansah, J. H., and Barbara Ingham (eds.), Savings for Economic RecPlerv In Africa, 
London, England: James Currey, Ud. In association with the African Centre for Economic Policy 
Research, 1992, 242 p. 
This book Includes a set of papers presented at a symposium on -rhe Mobilization of Domestic 
Resources for Afrlcas Economic RecOJery" held at the African DeII9lopment bank In 1988. It 
contains three general papers of case studies on Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda, Malawi, Nigeria, Cote 
d'ivolre, and Cameroon. The studies analyze aggregate savings, or specific financial Institutions, 
or household Interviews, and Involve the analysis of empirical data. The background papers discuss 
the need to Impl'O\le savings performance, which has declined In some countries, and the several 
contl'O\lersles that exist about domestic savings such as the impact of falling real incomes, the 
Importance of export earnings in Income generation, and the Impact on savings of taxation, Interest 
rates, Inflation, external capital InflONS, rural to urban population shifts, and the underdell9loped 
state of financial intermediation. [avaOabie in the U.S. from Heinemann Inc., 361 HanOJer Street, 
Portsmouth, N6Yt' Hampshire 03801, FAX No. 603-431-7840] 
Key Words: Africa; Ethiopia; Kenya; Uganda; Malawi; Nigeria; Cote d'ivoire; Cameroon; 
Savings; Savings mobilization; 
288. Gadway. John, -Rural Financial Markets in Cameroon. A Working Paper,- University of Stuttgart-
Hohenheim, Stuttgart, Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation (Germany), 1986,42 p. 
The paper reviews the operation of rural financial markets In Cameroon. It examines the various 
Institutions, both formal and Informal, and the Individuals participating In the rural financial sector 
of Cameroon with respect to the supply and demand for loanable funds. [GER] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Finance; Rural finance; 
289. Gladwin, Christina, -Gendered Impact of Fertilizer Subsidy Removal Programs In Malawi and 
Cameroon: AgricultUral Economics, Vol. 7, 1992, pp. 141-153. 
The author examines the effect of fertilizer subsidy removal due to structural adjustment programs 
on women farmers In Malawi and Cameroon. It was found that use of fertilizer by women was very 
ION due to ION access to credit. HONeYer, the majority of women farmers were reluctant to join 
wornens clubs to impl'O\le their access to credit. The author concludes that the removal of the 
fertilizer subsidy and expansion of group lending credit programs will not help women farmers in 
the short-run. Targeting fertilizer subsidies at women farmers who produce food crops, 
strengthening of womens clubs 'nM>Iving credit fund', and supervision of subsidized fertilizer are 
recommended. [5538] 
Key Words: Gender; Africa; Cameroon; Malawi; Credit; Agriculture; Agricultural credit; 
290. Haggblade, Stell9n, '1\frlcanizatlon from BeION: The Evolution of Cameroon Savings Societies into 
Western-Style Banks, - RUral Africana, Vol. 2, 1978, pp. 35-55. 
Author hypothesizes that as associations with rotating funds reach some upper limit In deposits they 
are no longer Y«>rkable and wUI evolve Into formal banks. A group of Cameroonian businessmen 
have formed the latest generation of urban njang/s, an official chartered bank. This is thought to 
be the logical conclusion of the ewlutlon and represents an Integration of the two credit systems, 
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the nJang/s and the banks. This process of afrIcanlzatlon from belON may lead to the formation of 
a custom-fltted financial system. [1962] 
Kay Words: Gen8l81; Coa8ta1 and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Informal finance; Savings 
mobilization; Self-help groups; Banks; 
291. Heldhues, F., and G. Welnschenck, -Cameroon, - In Rural Finance Profiles In AfrIcan Countries. Vol. 
2, Marlo Masini (ed.), MUsn, Italy: Flnafrlca-Carlplo, 1989, pp.65-208. 
This chapter traces the dawlopment of the financial system In Cameroon and flnd&. that financial 
deepening has been constrained by negative Interest rates and fixed exchange rate policies that 
favor the OutftON of savings to foreign markets. The formal rural financial sector Is divided Into two 
Independent subsystems: the commercial banks and the dewlopment finance Institution BCD 
(Banque Camerounalse de D4Iwloppement Rural) for financing working capital and Investments of 
d6Yelopment organizations with processing and marketing functions and private exporters; and the 
ONCPB-FONADER-GCNemment subsystem through which most of the funds (credit and grants) for 
the small-scale agriculture sector are channelled. Credit unions compete actively with commercial 
banks for rural deposits, while Informal savings and credit groups called tontines and nJangls which 
are more Inward-orlented are popular among those who wish to protect their Income from 
unintended consumption or from claims of family and friends. [0021] 
Kay Words: AgrlcuHure; Coa8ta1 and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Rural finance; Credit 
unions; Informal finance; Development bank; 
292. Heldhues, Franz, -Rural Financial Markets and Agricultural Innovation In West Africa, - Paper 
presented at the Mid-Year Meeting of the Consultative Group on Intemational Agricultural Research 
(CGIAR), Berlin, University of Hohenhelm, Federal Republic of Germany, May 1988, 18 p. 
The paper refutes the hypotheses that African small holders are too poor to save and that credit 
prtMslon is a key constraint to agricultural dewlopment. Empirical EWldence from a survey carried 
out In Cameroon In 1986 supports the authors statements. The 160 farmers interviewed saved 21 
percent of their net Income In financial form. The survey did not provide evidence that supports the 
supply leading finance hypothesis. In Cameroon, cheap credit apparently did not prompt agricultural 
d9ll8l0pment. [GER] 
Kay Words: Agriculture; Coa8ta1 and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Savings; 
293. Henry, Alain, Guy-Honor41 Tchente, and Philippe Gulllerme-Dleumegard, Tontines et· Bangues au 
Cameroun: L.es Prlncloes de la 8ocl6t4 des Amis, Paris, France: Editions Karthala, 1991, 166 p. 
This book presents the results of a study on tontines In Cameroon. The authors Interviewed S8Yeral 
tontine members and found that tontines are based on solidarity motives and friendship. The vitality 
of tontines contrasts greatly with the banking system failure and shOolllS that banks may well have 
to learn to apply what makes the tontines so successful. [4562] 
Kay Words: General; Coa8ta1 and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Financej Informal flnancej 
Formal finance; 
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294. HUI, Christopher R., ~rlcultural Credit Assessment: Cameroon: Report to the USAID, USAlD, 
Washington, D.C., AprH 19n, 25 p. 
Reviews the Cameroonian experience with the consolidation of rural credit functions with the 
National Fund for Rural Dewlopment (FONADER), noting that the Cameroon Cooperative Credit 
Union League Is the only formalized mechanism for the generation of savings In rural areas. 
Recommends waiting for a clearer conception of haN these Institutions would eYoIve before 
undertaking AID Intervention In the credit system, and the Immediate programming of Improvements 
In the quality of the extension staff. [1826} 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Intermediation; Credit 
unions; Cooperatives; 
295. Holtzman, John S., et a/., ~ribuslness Development In Sub-Saharan Africa: Suggested 
Approaches, Information Needs and an Analytical Agenda, Volume II: Country Annexes: Abt 
Associates, Bethesda, Maryland, September 1992, 185 p. 
This report Is the second volume of a study that consists of lessons learned through USAIDs 
approaches to agricultural marketing and agribusiness development In twelve sub-saharan African 
countries. The reports are based on literature reYlews for Ghana, Guinea, Madagascar, Rwanda, 
Senegal, Togo and Zimbabwe and field research In Cameroon, Kenya, Mali, Niger and Uganda. The 
first volume summarizes the lessons learned from traditional and targeted aproaches follONed by 
USAID to agricultural marketing and agribusiness dSYelopment while this report presents case 
studies regarding the galemment policy and regulatory environment that fosters private sector 
investment and entrepreneurship. Country specific examples of agribusiness development are 
discussed in detail. [5573B] 
Key Words: Agribusiness; Africa; Cameroon; Ghana; Guinea; Kenya; Madagascar; Mali; Niger; 
Rwanda; Senegal; Togo; Uganda; Zimbabwe; Enterprises; Government policy and programs; 
International donors; 
296. Illy, Hans F., ·HaN to Build in the Germs of Failure: Credit Cooperatives In French Cameroon: Rural 
Afrlcana, No.2, Fall 1978, pp. 57-67. 
The author attempts to EMiluate the performance of the credit programs in Cameroon. He also 
discusses the major characteristics of the cooperative credit program started In the mld-1950s. He 
argues that technical deficiencies such as lack of coordination between administrative services and 
Ignoring the social factors in execution of agricultural credit programs have been the main reasons 
which contributed to the poor performance of these programs. [1995] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Credit; Cooperatives; 
Savings & credit cooperatives; 
297. Illy, Hans F., ·Savlng and Credit System of the Bamileke In Cameroon-A Study on the Internal 
Financing of Dsvelopment: in Development Policy in Africa, Joachim Voss (ed.), Bon-Bad-
Goclesberg: Verlag neue Gesellschaft, 1973, pp. 293-311. 
The author discusses the saving behavior and credit system among the Bamileke in Cameroon. The 
Bamileke are considered to have highly organized savings groups and are willing to invest rationally. 
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The members of a savings group can get a loan which they repay through their savings contribu-
tions. The author concludes that these savings groups work more efficiently and are more popular 
with the people than other gOll'emment Institutions. [1799] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; cameroon; Informal finance; Self.help 
groups; 
298. Jung, Kart-Heinz, ·Sparverhalten von Landwlrten In Kamerun,· Entwlcklyng + LAndlicher Raym, 
Vol. 21, No.3, 1987, pp. 10-12. 
The article Is based on a survey conducted In 1986 In south, west, and north Cameroon. The 
sample comprised 160 households. More than 70 percent of the Interviewees stated that they do 
save In cash and/or In kind. These savings are predominantly used for human and operational 
capital Investments. The author notes that In south and west Cameroon the pllMllling financial 
Intermediaries are Informal financial groups, and, to a smaller extent, credit unions. The constraints 
of Informal financial associations In the allocation process of capital are pointed out and means to 
OII'ercome these constraints are suggested. [GER] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Savings; 
299. Kamajou, FranCOiS, and C. B. Baker, ·Reformlng Cameroons Government Credit Program: Effects 
on Uquldity Management by Small Farm Bol1'C1Ners,· American Joyrnal of AgricultYral Economics, 
Vol. 62, No.4, November 1980, pp. 709-718. 
The authors note that higher Interest rates and credit limits as well as modified lending practices 
have been proposed to Improve the performance of credit programs for small farmers in developing 
countries. Models based on Cameroon field data are used to generate results from such reform 
proposals. The results suggest that small farmer benefits could be Increased by increasing credit 
limits and flexibility in the use of loan proceeds, while default rates imply that programs still have 
to work out many difficulties. [4693] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Finance; Credit; Interest 
rate; 
300. Kirsch, Ottfrled C., ~rarkredit In Forderungsprogrammen fOr K1elnbauern: Die Rolle von Selbst-
Hilfeorganisatlonen, dargestellt an Fallbeispielen,· In Die Oberwlndyng der 18ndllchen Armut In der 
Drltten Welt - Probleme und Perspektiven kleinb8yerticher Entwicklungsstrategien, Frankfurt am 
Main, Federal Republic of Germany: Hanisch, Rolf and Rainer Tetzlaff (Publ.), Alfred Metzner Vertag, 
1979, pp. 303-25. 
The author discusses the role of self-help organizations in the supply process of agricultural credit 
to small farmers. The contribution of various self-help programs to rural finance is analyzed in the 
form of case studies from Africa (Cameroon and Ghana) and Asia. It Is pointed out that cooperative 
self-help organizations in rural finance ought to break dependencies of Individuals to money lenders. 
Therefore, pl'OY'islons for consumption credit Is equally Important as production credit. [GER] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Ghana; Credit; 
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301. Koopman Henn, Jeanne, -Feeding the Cities and Feeding the Peasants: What Role for Africas 
Women Farmers?- Wortd Development, Vol. 11, No. 12, 1983, pp. 1043-1055. 
Arguing that Increased attention to the problems of women farmers In Africa can help solve both 
urban and rural food supply problems, this paper builds Its case on a close examination of the 
extenslw farming system of the Beti peoples of southern Cameroon and the Intensive farming 
practices of the Haya of northwestern Tanzania. The first part of the paper addresses technological 
and socia- economic problems constraining the expansion of food production and marketing; the 
second describes two situations in which the remCMll of specific constraints aJlONed women 
farmers to demonstrate their capacity and willingness to expand their output and improve their 
welfare. [5178] 
Key Words: AgricuHure; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; 'ftlnzanla; Women; 
Output marketing; 
302. Kristjanson, Patricia, Mark D. Newman, Cheryl Christensen, and Martin Abel, -Export Crop . 
Competitiveness: Strategies for Sub-Saharan Africa- Final Report of the African Cash Crop 
Competitiveness Strategy Study, APAP Technical Report No. 109, Bureau for Africa, Office of 
Development Planning, Policy Analysis and Research Division, USAID, Washington, D.C., July 1990, 
313 p. 
Examines the competltlwness of traditional export crops In Sub-Saharan Africa using cost and 
returns studies for cotton, coffee and groundnuts (peanuts), and country-based evidence from 
Cameroon, Kenya, Senegal, Tanzania, The Gambia, and Zimbabwe. Conclusions regarding the 
combined Impact of the microeconomics of production, policies and international market forecasts 
indicate that countries which have been most successful In staying competitive In wortd markets are 
the ones which adhered the closest to basic marketing principles. Suggests further attention to the 
consequences of exchange rate policy on the competitiveness of exports, along with continued 
donor assistance in the development of price and Institutional policies and the definition of 
appropriate roles for private business and gcwernment. [5181] 
Key Words: AgrlcuHure; Africa; Cameroon; Kenya; Senegal; Tanzania; The Gambia; Zimbabwe; 
Finance; Output marketing; Exchange rates; 
303. Kullbaba, Nicholas, Dennis De Santis, Tamara Duggleby, and Timothy O'Hare, -Impact Evaluation 
of the Cameroon Credit Union Development Project: USAID, DAI, IDA, Washington, D.C., February 
1989,56 p. 
This report evaluates the Impact of AIDs rural credit activities on the Cameroon Credit Union 
Dewlopment Project. A key factor to the success of the project has been the compatibility between 
the credit union model and traditional Cameroonian values, Institutions, and economic orientations. 
The project supported credit union system has successfully mobilized financial resources; prtNlded 
secure and interest bearing depository for mobilized savings; and financed members' production 
activities, health, education, and housing needs, and business and consumer demands. On the 
other hand, loan delinquencies In many credit unions are high ONlng to failure to observe credit 
union guidance and good commercial practices In the execution of their credit policy. [0734] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Credit unions; 
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304. Lane, Christopher E., and Sheila Page, ·Dlfferences In Economic Performance Between Franc Zone 
and Other Sub-Saharan African Countries,· Working Paper No. 43, Overseas Dawlopment Institute, 
London, March 1991, 44 p. 
Authors use cross-country comparisons of all sub-Saharan African countries during the period 1975-
1988 to assess the Importance to members of the CFA franc zone of not being able to change the 
exchange rate as a policy tool. Direct benefits from membership In the CFA franc zone are noted, 
such as lONer rates of Inflation, lONer rates of gn:M1h of monetary aggregates and lONer real 
exchange rate volatility compared to non-franc zone countries. For real economic variables, the 
authors conclude that there was better performance In the franc zone of Africa, cautioning that 
recent rswrsals Indicate that permanently fixed exchange rates are not a guarantee of relative 
economic success. They identify a shift In the lawI of the currency peg as the most likely option, 
and outline the consequences In terms of gains from a devaluation to be realized by domestic 
debtors, and bank restructuring In light of extensive non-performing loans In commercial bank 
portfolios of Benin, Senegal and Cameroon. [4798] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Benin; Senegal; Cameroon; Formal finance; Polley reform; Banks; 
305. Lantum, A. N., ·Some Technologies and Practices Used in Informal Finance In Cameroon; 
Bamenda, North-West Province, Cameroon, October 1989, 3 p. 
This paper provides a description of the operation of ROSCAs In Cameroon. Specifically, it deals 
with the membership of bol1'ONers In ROSCAs, the conditions for lending and payment of loans, and 
the management of the ROSCA fund. [0069] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Informal finance; ROSCAs; 
306. Lantum, A. N., -rhe Uywontse Pssociation and the Country Banks or the Non Roscas of Nkar In the 
North West PrOJlnce of Cameroon-Pilot Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Technische Zusammenarbeit 
(GTZ) Project,· Bamenda, North-West Province, Cameroon, October 1989, 6 p. 
The paper documents some Interesting features of an informal credit association in Nkar, a small 
village of Bui Division In the North-West Province of Cameroon. The paper describes the develop-
ment and operation of Uywontse Pssociation, the umbrella organization of the informal, indigenous 
savings and lending groups called ·country banks.· The author discusses their role as the premier 
informal financial Institution for this village. [0114] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Informal finance; 
307. Lele, Uma J., ·Managlng Agricultural Development In Africa: Three Articles on Lessons from 
Experience,· MADIA Discussion Paper No.2, Managing Agricultural Development in Africa, The 
World Bank. Washington, D. C., 1989,40 p. 
This summary of gOJemment and donor experience with agricultural development in Kenya, Malawi, 
Tanzania, Cameroon. Nigeria and Senegal concludes that the key Issues are: (1) the links between 
the nature of resource endONments. the substance of development strategy and the content of 
technology policy need to be strengthened; (2) better and more consistent assistance in the 
d6Yelopment of indigenous capacity for development planning and implementation to maintain the 
gains made under structural adjustment; (3) further research on export crops to revive traditional 
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and export crop production in which African countries have comparative advantage; and (4) the 
gcNemment role in providing the preconditions for successful privatization and for smallholder 
agricultural gl'ONth. Another article describes the agricultural gl'ONth patterns In Kenya, Malawi and 
Tanzania and suggests that gCNemment action at the sectoral Iewl Oand policy, smallholders' 
access to inputs, and agricultural research) needs to be combined with macroeconomic reforms 
to achlew sustained and broad based agricultural gl'ONth. [4085] 
Key Words: Agricuhur8; Africa; Kenya; Malawi; Tanzania; Cameroon; Nigeria; Senegal; 
Finance; International donors; Technical assistance; Policy reform; 
308. l..sY1tsky, Jacob, 'Wortd Bank Lending to Small Enterprises: A Review,· Industry and Finance Series 
No. 16, The Wortd Bank, Washington, D.C., July 1986, 63 p. 
This paper analyzes the results of 10 completed Small-Scale Enterprise (SME) projects In 
Bangladesh, Cameroon, Colombia, Jamaica, Mexico, Morocco, Philippines, Portugal and Sri Lanka. 
Only a few projects made subloans to Microenterprises. The study concluded that the Wortd Bank 
SME projects created employment, provided Institutional finance to enterprises that previously had 
no access to such funds, but were less successful in mobilizing savings. Commercial banks proved 
more effective in channeling credits to small enterprises than development finance institutions. The 
study recommends setting up of credit guarantee schemes and market level Interest rates. [3669] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Credit; 
Savings mobilization; Banks; Loan guarantee; Interest rates; 
309. Ueberson, Joseph M., Dianne Blane, Michael Fuchs-Carsch, David Hess, and Jane Seifert, -rhe AID 
Economic Policy Reform Program In Cameroon,· AID Impact Evaluation Report No. 78, USAID, 
Washington, D. C., June 1991, 26 p. + bibliography. 
Midterm EMlluation of the AID-supported Fertilizer Subsector Reform Program in Cameroon consist-
ing of economic liberalization and privatization elements. Lists bureaucratic resistance to the 
program, an economic crisis facing Cameroon, and Increasingly limited purchasing po.ver In the 
rural areas among the factors that threaten the sustainability of the program. Concludes that 
sustainability also rests on the Governments commitment to its structural adjustment efforts. [5330] 
Key Words: Agrlcuhure; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Finance; Input marketing; 
310. Upeb, Martial, Die KredltwOrdigkeit von Kleln- und Mittelbetrieben in Entwicldungslandern Afrikas 
dargestellt am Beispiel Kameruns, Vol. 23, Institute for Cooperation in Developing Countries at the 
Phillipps-University Marbug, Gottingen: Lahn, Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1986, 220 p. 
The document analyzes and rates various methods that determine the creditworthiness and capacity 
of small and medium enterprises (SME) in developing countries. Primary data from Cameroon, 
collected between 1980 and 1983, adds empirical evidence to the theoretical framework. The author 
Yt'Orked closely with the Centre d~sistance aux Petites et Moyennes Entreprlses Camerounalses 
(CAPME). The investigation of the credit sources of SME sho.Yed that 40 percent of them finance 
their Investments exclusively through Informal credit sources. About 30 percent satisfied their capital 
demand through the formal as well as the informal financial market. [GER] 
Key Words: Enterprises; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Credit; 
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311. Utwiller; William F., ·Partlclpatlon In a Small Farmer Production Credit Program: A Case Study of 
the Cameroon Cooperative Credit Union League,· Paper presented at the AID /1 FAD Experts Meeting 
on Small Farmer Credit, Rome, June 26-28, 1985, 9 p. 
The Cameroon Cooperative Credit Union League Ud. (CamCCUL) was Inaugurated In 1968 as an 
umbrella organization to prcMcle services to and coordinate the then struggling credit unions. The 
Small Farmer Production Credit Program (SFPC) started In 1975 with the goals of strengthening 
CamCCUL, Increasing the capital of farmer members, Improving technical assistance to farmers and 
development of member-oNned rural credit unions with the ability to provide credit, assist with 
marketing, obtain supplies and disseminate Information on agricultural InnO\l8tlons. Phase II of the 
project began In 1980 with major emphasis placed on productive lending. After three years, the 
SFPC program was established In 28 credit unions with nearly 11,000 members enrolled. Loans had 
been made to 710 farmers with an average size of about $230. Two features are particularly 
Interesting. First, no gOllemment or donor funds were used. The level of projected CamCCUL loans 
to credit unions was not met because deposits were higher than projected. Second, Interest rates 
were set at 12 percent per annum which falls between the 18 percent charged by commercial banks 
and 10.25 percent charged by a gCJJemment sponsored scheme (FONADER). [5589] 
Key Words: AgricuHure; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Credit unions; 
Supervised credit; Interest rates; 
312. l.o.fom, John M., and Marvin P. Miracle, ·Small Farmer Credit in Cameroon,· Unpublished report, 
May 1979, 14 p. 
The report reflects the authors' observations about Cameroons credit system and their 
recommendations regarding assistance to rural financial markets in that country. The authors 
observed that the additional credit facilities available to small farmers will help in income distribution. 
HONeIIer; the existing credit system was found inadequate to help small farmers. The credit system 
does not provide enough timely credit to small farmers. The authors recommend that any small 
farmer credit project should have a village level loan approval and recovery system, that the loan 
approval criteria should be based upon debt repayment capacity of the farmers and that the long 
run program should aim at mobilization of local savings to raise funds. [1984] 
Key Words: AgricuHure; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Formal finance; 
Supervised credit; 
313. Masini, Mario (ad.), RUral Finance Profiles in African Countries, Vol. 2, The Credit Markets of Africa 
Series No. 20, Milan, Italy: FINAFRICA-CARIPLO, 1989,462 p. 
Document Is part of a series of country profiles meant to assist in the assessment of the different 
types of efforts Involving Institutional finance in rural development in Africa. Volume includes Burkina 
Faso, Cameroon, Togo, Zambia and Zimbabwe for which the main features of the economy, 
monetary policy and financial development, financial institution performance, rural credit and 
development infrastructures, and agricultural pricing policies, key financial institutions and overview 
of rural finance are presented. The Preface discusses some conclusions, with one on project design 
and rural financial Institution performance suggesting that a financial institution be viewed as an 
intrinsically useful device, organized In the form of a business firm and specifically adapted to 
resource allocation activities. Editor recommends: shifting of all activities and functions involving 
unilateral wealth transfers flN8.y from rural finance institutions to fiscal agencies; starting with 
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relatlwly small financial Institutions whose projected gl'ONth path takes Into account the avaUabUIty 
of technical and managerial skills needed for an efficient banking Institution; and add emphasizing 
sklls needed for general management for organizational survival In addition to the ability to 
negotiate with customers, assess risk, buDd portfolios. [0021 B] 
Key WORIs: Gen"al; Africa; Burkina Faso; Cameroon; Togo; Zambia; Zimbabwe; Finance; 
Cradlt unions; SavIngs & credit cooperatives; Development banks; 
314. McFerson, Hazel M., "The Private Sector: Ethnlclty, Individual Initiative, and Economic Gl'ONth In an 
African Plural Society: The BamDeke of cameroon,- A.I.D. Evaluation Special Study No. 15, USAID, 
Washington, D.C., June 1983, 29 p. 
The BamUeke of cameroon are one of the most enterprising ethnic groups In Africa. Their success 
In private-sector activities Is traced In this study to (1) their traditional culture, which places a 
ptemlum on the dENelopment of economically releYant personal skills; (2) external variables, such 
as the effect of land pressures, population density, and urban migration; and (3) the economic . 
functions of traditional Institutions such as the operation of the financial Institutions which Is a 
complementarity between Individualism and collective unity among the BamUeke. [4124] 
Key Words: Enterprises; Coastal and Central West Africa; cameroon; Finance; 
315. MUler, Laonard F., Agricultural Credit and Finance In Africa, New York, New York: The Rockefeller 
Foundation, 19n, 115 p. 
Four chapters of this book deal with the research, documented experience and unresolved Issues 
of the 1970s concerning agricultural credit and savings In Africa. From a sample of 399 small food 
crop farmers In Nigeria, the predominance of small, short-term loans for farm use (mostly for hired 
labor) and non-farm use (mostly for ceremonies and school fees) was reported. Formal lenders 
prOlided only a small proportion of the credit, with informal sources (friends and relatives, 
moneylenders and trader/merchants) being major sources. A separate study covering 156 loans 
mainly from informal sources shONecl no security requirements other than personal reputation, or 
joint liability, with very ffNI having real estate mortgages or pledged crops as collateral. A high 
degree of variation in Interest rates Is reported, with the rates apparently varying with the borroNerS 
personal and financial circumstances. Among Interest-free loans, some carried no Interest while for 
others reciprocity arrangements or obligation to sell the produce to the lender constituted Indirect 
but hard-ta-measure charges. experiences with alternative approaches - I.e., using Informal lenders 
and groups, e.g., Input dealers, as channels (Kenya); group loans (Malawi); packaging credit with 
education, Input supply and marketing through cooperatives or through agriculture service centers 
(Uganda); and linking savings with credit through cooperative savings schemes (Kenya), credit 
unions (Zambia) or indigenous savings/credit societies ~ clubs in Nigeria; savings associations 
In West cameroon) - have been limited. The author concludes that It would be worthwhUe for 
dMopment agencies and government Institutions to support experiments of InnOJatlve approaches 
to buDding rural financial markets. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University. HG2051A35A54] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Kenya; Malawi; Nigeria; Uganda; Zambia; Cameroon; Finance; 
Informal finance; Cooperatives; Cradit unions; International donors; Savings & credit 
cooperatives; Self-help groups; Savings mobilization; Interest rate; Collateral; Supervised 
credit; Group lending; Input marketing; Output marketing; Agricultural Credit; 
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316. Moise, Nzemen, ·ROle et Importance des Tontines Camerounalses dans la CoIlecte et l'Utilisatlon 
de l'Epargne,· Paper presented at the S'mlnaire sur les Tontines, les Structures Coo~ratives et 
Mutualistes, BEIC, Brazzaville, Congo, 18-19 February, 1991, BEIC, Brazzaville, Congo, 1991, 
17 p. 
This paper looks at the role and Importance of tontines (Rotating Savings Clubs) In savings 
mobilization and use of funds In Cameroon. Different categories of tontines are described In great 
detail focussing on their structure and performance. The small size of the Clubs and sometimes 
negative savings remuneration are among the disadvantages of tontines and the author suggests 
that applying better management methods and establishing more links with banks should help 
tontines help a greater number of people. [4174] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Informal finance; 
317. Ndofor; A. B., ·Unkages Between Formal and Informal Financial Institutions: Savings Mobilization, 
Credit Delivery, Strategies and Social Approaches to Establish Closer Cooperation, Promotion of 
Financial Intermediation Systems,· Paper for the Workshop on the Role of Informal Financial 
Institutions, Cooperatives and Pre-Cooperatives In Rural Financial Systems, Abidjan, COte d'rvoire, 
December 11-16, 1989, AFRN::A/FNJ, Abidjan, COte d'ivolre, 1989, 11 p. 
Describes the history, nature and eYOIutlon of credit unions In Cameroon and the various ways that 
the credit union links up with the traditional ROSCAs and/ or banks. Cites the ability of informal 
Institutions to handle small transactions which can be bundled Into a bigger account that a bank 
will find worthwhile to service, and the convenience, confidence and customer satisfaction with the 
services of the Informal group as starting points for forming linkages between formal and Informal 
Institutions. Recommends a services (deposit, Information, travel, insurance) approach rather than 
the promise of credit In attracting the business of informal groups. [5260] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Finance; Credit unions; 
Savings & credit cooperatives; Informal finance; ROSCAs; 
318. Ngue, Marcel, Randal Thompson, Abraham Ndofor, John Carraciola, and Kenneth Kerkhoff, "Credit 
Union DSYelopment," Project Evaluation Summary, USAID/Cameroon, Washington, D.C., August 8, 
1983, 26 p. + attachments. 
Evaluation finds progress In the achievement of project objectives which are to strengthen 
Cameroons national and regional credit union structures and to create an expanding network of 
viable credit unions. It concludes that CAMCCUL is a model project that has an excellent chance 
of successfully achieving financial and technical self-sufficiency. [4221] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Credit unions; 
319. Njonga, Bernard, "Las Institutions Financl6res Rurales: Les Tontines au Cameroun,· Paper presented 
at the conference on Fostering Economic Gl'ONth at a LocalleYel: Searching for New Instruments 
of Cooperation, Palace Hotel Ergife, Rome, Italy, September 27-29, 1990, Service d~ppui aux 
Initiatives Locales de D'veloppement (SAILD), Yaound~, Cameroon, September 1990, 15 p. 
The article reports that tontines (rotating savings and credit associations) are becoming a 
phenomenon in Cameroon (Central Africa). An overview of the financial system by the author shONS 
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that tontines are the most successful financial arrangement. In the rural sector; both the savings and 
credit activities have been enhanced by the tontine phenomenon and their affiliation with local 
banks. The author suggests that tontines be considered carefully as to the role they could play In 
an autonomous development process. [4371] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Credit; Development; 
Savings; Credit unions; 
320. Oxby, Care, -Farmer Groups In Cameroon, Some Experiments In Credit Delivery,- Discussion Paper 
No.7, Agricultural Administration Unit, Overseas Dsvelopment Institute, London, England, November 
1981, 18 p. 
This paper describes two Cameroonian credit schemes Involving farmer groups -Groupements 
d~rlculteurs Modemes (GAMs), and Jeunes Agriculteurs (JAs)- and evaluates their performance. 
The group loan program in Cameroon stated In 1974. Under this program a group of small farmers 
apply to be registered with the local authorities as a GAM. The group then applies for a loan to the 
national rural development bank. All members accept full liability of the debt of the group. They are 
also required to sell their produce exclusively to the local marketing boards. Between 1974 and 
1981, a total of 3,000 GAMS were supplied loans. The JA group loan program was started In 1977. 
The study analysis concludes that the setting up of farmer groups In Cameroon has not been 
successful In the ways anticipated by the Government: joint liability Is not an effective substitute for 
collateral; and the farmers viewed the program as a means for acquiring a grant or loan they would 
otherwise not be eligible for. [2515] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Credit; Agricultural 
credit; 
321. Pohlmeler; Lorenz, and S. ThUlairajah, -ReYlew of Rural Financial Services In Sub-Saharan Africa," 
Agriculture Division, Africa Technical Department, The Wor1d Bank, Washington, D.C., June 30, 1989, 
45 p. 
ReYiew of the financial structure of Sub-Saharan African (SSAs) countries, focusing on rural financial 
markets. This Is part of a series of studies that are the foundation of Wor1d Bank efforts to promote 
the restructuring of rapidly deteriorating financial systems. ReYlews the ·state of the art" in rural 
finance and recommends a systematic approach to financial reform: an approach integrating 
macroeconomic factors, financial sector policies, banking and other financial Institutions, and micro 
level enterprises. Suggests financial restructuring programs In SSAs be carried out as a part of 
structural adjustment programs, as In the recent case of Ghana. Detailed case studies of 
Cameroon, Ghana, and Zambia were prepared to illustrate the recommendations. [1256] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Cameroon; Ghana; Zambia; Finance; 
322. Regional Economic Development Services OffIcejWest Africa (REDSOjWA), -rhe African Financi~re 
Movement: TONclrdS the Creation of Indigenous Private Sector African Venture Capital Funds,· 
USAID, Washington, D.C., January 1989, 19 p. 
Describes the Flnancl~re movement as pro.fider of venture capital funds for SMEs in West Africa and 
proposes AID assistance to this and similar groups of financial mutual societies composed of 
educated entrepreneurial member-o.vners. Aside from Cote d'ivoire where the movement originated, 
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operational Financl~res can also be found In Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Ghana, Mall and 
Senegal. The different Anancleres encourage regular savings by monthly deposits to the 
associations treasury, just like a Tontine. The accumulated funds are an Important source of 
Investment funds. The creation of a regional coordinating center planned for early 1989 Is aimed 
at contributing to the development and management of common Investment projects. [4288] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; CGle d'lwlre; Burkina Faso; Cemeroon; Ghana; 
Mall; Senegal; Finance; SeH-help groups; 
323. Reno, Barbara MOrrison, Jane de Veil, Jonea Gurwltt, and Virginia Delancey, -Report of the Bilingual 
Regional Seminar-Dakar; Senegal. March 2-6, 1981: Increasing Womens Access to Credit Through 
Credit Unions In West AfrIca: ACOSCA, Nairobi, Kenya, September 1981, 47 p. 
The purpose of this seminar that grouped eight West African countries (Cameroon, The Gambia, The 
Ivory Coast, Niger; Senegal, Sierra Leone, Togo and Upper Volta) was to address the issue of 
promoting the access of women to credit unions. Participants to the seminar agreed to take 
Immediate steps: 1) to Initiate research on the difficulties women face to access credit and to use 
available credit efficiently: 2) to Increase the percentage of women attending courses at ACOSCA 
training centers; and 3) to Increase the number of women on the staff of ACOSCA. Country action 
plans were drafted to Insure follow-up of the adopted resolutions. [2496] 
Key Words: Women; Africa; Cameroon; The Gambia; COte d'ivolre; Niger; Senegal; Sierra 
Leone; Togo; Burkina Faso; Upper VoHa; Credit unions; Government policy and programs; 
324. Rosenthal, Irving, James L MacDade, and Frans van Eysinga, -Cameroon Credit Union 
Development Project - Phase II," A.I.D. Final Evaluation, IDA and DAI, Washington, D. C., June 5, 
1992,61 p. 
This Is an end-of-project evaluation of the Cameroon Cooperative Credit Union League (CamCCUL) 
and AIDs Credit Union Development Project Phase II which finds the League to have achieved a 
high degree of maturity and financial and operational self-sufficiency after 14 years of USAID 
assistance; however; It notes that financial management Issues, such as maintaining a healthy loan 
portfolio and the proper Investment of idle funds, need to be addressed properly if CamCCUL Is to 
continue to glUN. It recommends AID prcwlslon of limited short-term technical assistance, and 
concludes that the lessons learned are In USAID management of different procurement mechanisms 
and Intervention on behalf of CamCCUL to counter "rent-seeking" patterns of behavior. [5584] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Credit unions; 
325. Schlueter; John, "The Cameroon Central Finance Facility,- World Reporter, May 1986, pp. 24-26. 
This article analyzes the five-year operations (1979-83) of the Cameroon Cooperative Credit Union 
League, Ud. (CamCCUL), a central finance facility for member credit unions organized in 1970. It 
reports a glUNing share of low-yield, liquid assets In CamCCUU; portfolio and a correspondingly 
low Investment rate among a sample of member credit unions. Problems with payments transfer 
mechanisms and inability of member unions to meet the Leagues borlUNing requirements were 
cited as constraints to the realization of earnings potentials. [4009] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Credit unions; 
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326. Schrleder; Gertrud, -Informal Financial Groups In Cameroon: Motivation, Organization, and 
Unkages, - Unpublished MasterS Thesis, Graduate School and the Department of Agricultural 
Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio State University, 1989,221 p. 
Reports on a study of rotating and non-rotating savings and credit associations In Cameroon done 
In late 1988. This study explores and analyzes the characteristics of the Informal savings and 
lending groups In Cameroon. The author Identifies a range of different types of financial self-help 
groups and specifically reports on the rotating and non-rotating savings and credit associations. 
An analysis of Interviews, done In late 1988, RNe8ls that more than three-quarters of all adults in the 
country participate In these associations. The study reflects a number of factors that influence the 
behavior of individuals regarding: (1) their activity In financial self-help groups; (2) the 1M of their 
Informal savings; and (3) the 1M of their informal bormNing activity. Different degrees of financial 
sophistication In terms of the group~ monetization and degree of financial Intermediation are 
observed. The findings support the vleYI that financial Intermediation betvveen the formal and 
Informal financial Institutions, and not transformation of the financial self-help groups, Is the 
appropriate response for the strongly fragmented Cameroonian financial market. [5534] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Finance; Informal finance; 
327. Schrleder; Gertrud R., and Carlos E. CU6WS, -Informal Financial Groups in Cameroon, - in InfOrmal 
Finance in loN-Income Countries, Dale W h:tams and Delbert A. Fitchett (eds.), Boulder; Colorado: 
WestvieYI Press, 1992, pp. 43-56. 
Study documents and analyzes the findings of a field survey conducted In 1988 among rotating and 
nonrotatlng Informal financial groups in Cameroon. Concludes that these groups are flexible and 
capable of responding to a wide variety of demands for financial services. Estimates that the 
resources they mobilized account for more than a quarter of private sector credit, and for more than 
one-half of financial savings. Recommends care In the &Valuation of the likely effects of a plan to 
establish a public agricultural bank on the structure of incentives for the formation and functioning 
of Informal financial groups. [5060] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Savings; Self-help groups; 
328. Schrieder; Gertrud, and Carlos Cuevas, -rhe Structure and Importance of Informal Financial Groups 
In Cameroon, - Presented at the Seminar on Informal Financial Markets in Development, Washington, 
D.C. October 18-20, 1989, The Ohio State University, Department of Agricultural Economics and 
Rural Sociology, Columbus, Ohio, 1989, 18 p. 
Financial self-help groups (SHGs) found in various parts of Africa, Asia, the West Indies, Central, 
and South America can be classified as rotating savings and credit associations (ROSCAs) and non-
rotating (Non-ROSCAs). This paper documents and analyzes the activity of ROSCAs and Non-
ROSCAs In Cameroon, based on a field survey. The findings highlight the active participation of 
rural people In Informal groups and the dominant role informal finance plays In funds circulation. 
A brief conceptual framSlNOrk Is presented follCMed by a description of the methods and data used 
in the study. The final section reYlews the main findings and summarizes the major Implications of 
the study. [2247] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central Wast Africa; Cameroon; Informal finance; ROSCAs; 
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329. Schumacher, lisa. Jennefer Sebstad, and Mayra Buvlnlc, ·Umlts to Productivity: Impn:wlng WomenS 
Access to Technology and Credit,· International Center for Research on Women, USAlD, 
Washington, D.C., May 1980,67 p. 
The role of women as bom7Ners and the existing constraints limiting womenS participation In formal 
financial Institutions must be taken Into account In the dENelopment of financial Institutions. The 
most Important constraint on womenS access to credit Is the unsatisfactory performance of financial 
markets as a whole. Strategies to ImprtNe womenS access to credit should be planned In the 
context of the CN'erail dENelopment of viable financial Institutions which prtNlde both savings and 
borroNlng opportunities for men and women alike. [4716] 
Key Words: Women; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Credit; 
330. Simmons, Emmy, and t J. Hertehy, -rhe Impact of Rural Credit Projects In Africa: A Synthesis 
Report,· Bureau for AfrIca, USAlD, Washington, D.C., 1990, 24 p. 
This report synthesizes the findings of Impact assessment studies of five AID rural credit projects 
that were premised on the assumption that lack of access to capital Is the key constraint to 
Increased production. Two of these operated through different Institutional channels with farmers 
as the target group (Kenya and Uberia) , while the remaining three targeted the Institutions 
themselves (credit union leagues In Cameroon, Lesotho and Malawi). The report identifies Impact 
of the macroeconomic environment on the projects; and project Impacts on production, 
socioeconomic welfare of farmers, lending Institutions, and rural financial market development as 
the major themes of the impact evaluations. For all of the areas studied, project results appear to 
have been conditioned by their environment. Findings on project impact, hONSYer, have been 
mixed. Factors identified as critical to the success of credit projects are local participation and local 
control, entities that offer both savings and credit services to farmers and adherence to the 
principles of sound management and financial viability by agricultural credit institutions. [4055] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Cameroon; Lesotho; Malawi; Rural finance; Credit unions; 
Supervised crac:lit; 
331. Soen, Dan, and Patrick De Camarmond, ·Savlng Associations Among the Bamileke: Traditional and 
Modem Cooperation in Southwest Cameroon,· American Anthropologist, Vol. 74, 1974, pp. 1170-
1179. 
Analyzes the adaptation of tradition savings Institutions of the Bamlleke, West Cameroon to modem 
needs. Also evaluates the contribution of traditional organizations to modem cooperation and 
argues that the mCN'e from rural associations to the urban ones Is facilitated by traditional 
cooperation. The urban associations are not yet fully modem cooperatives In the Rochdellan sense, 
but are more modem In comparison to their traditional predecessors. [1362] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; cameroon; Cooperatives; Savings; 
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332. United States Agency for International Development (USAlD), "'.1.0. Economic Policy Reform 
Programs In Africa: A Synthesis of Findings from Six Evaluations,· AID Program and Operations 
Assessment Report No.1, Office of Evaluation, Center for DeYeIopment Information and Evaluation, 
USAID, Washington, D. C., December 1991, 33 p. 
Reports the findings of an 6Y8Iuatlon of AID-supported reform programs In six AfrIcan countries: 
Cameroon and Malawi (fertilizer market liberalization); Mall (policy shift from centralized statist 
economic approach to a less regulated economy); Senegal ~ncreased competitiveness of the 
private Industrial sector; and Improved efficiency and equity of the tax system); The Gambia (greater 
private sector Involvement In agricultural marketing and Investment, while sharply reducing 
government regulation of agricultural and financial markets); and Uganda (reform of the foreign 
exchange system and promotion of private sector nontraditional exports). Concludes that once 
controls were lifted the benefits were clear; but noted the general Inability of the respective private 
sectors to make longer term Investments. [5510] 
Key Words: AgrlcuHure; Africa; Cameroon; Malawi; Mall; Senegal; The Gambia; Uganda; 
Finance 
333. United States Agency for International Development (USAID), "'.1.0. Microenterprise Stock-Taking: 
Cameroon Field Assessment,· Draft, A.I.D. Evaluation Occasional Paper; Bureau for Program and 
Policy Coordination, USAID, Washington, D.C., March 1989, 58 p. 
The Cameroon Cooperative Credit Union League (CamCCUL) Is analyzed In this report as one 
method of pn:wlding finance to mlcroenterprlses. CamCCUL attempts to strengthen its 121 member 
credit unions and Insure their liquidity through its Central Uquidlty Fund. Most entrepreneurs who 
belong to the credit unions represent enterprises that are small, Informal, and family run. Loan 
applications ask only for loan purpose; no effort Is made to appraise borrower ability to repay or 
to determine the final use of the credit. The experience suggests that successful credit programs 
mobilize local resources, do not depend on external capitalization, make loans at rates that can 
support the lending institution, and can successfully lend to microenterprises. [3793] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Finance; 
334. van den Brink, Rogier; and Jean-Paul Chavas, -rhe Microeconomics of an Indigenous African 
Institution: The Rotating Savings and Credit Association,· Working Paper No. 15, Cornell Food and 
Nutrition Policy Program, Washington, D.C., November 1991, 31 p. 
Analyzes the basic structure of the njangeh, the form of ROSCA In Cameroon, and uses fieldwork 
evidence gathered In 1979/80 in the Big Babanki village to Identify the economic problem addressed 
by this Institution and to evaluate its efficiency compared to other alternatives. Concludes that the 
ROSCA enables its members to undertake lumpy Investment projects through an Institutional design 
that reduces default risk through the order of rotation, partial collateralizatlon by a parallel savings 
scheme rtrouble ban~) and reduction of Information and enforcement problems. Evidence from 
the village Indicates that the ROSCA outperformed all other credit institutions in the region in terms 
of outreach, volume and lOIN level of transaction costs. Suggests that the role of government Is to 
pn:wlde a legal framework, and warns other researchers that the appropriate questions need to be 
asked in order to understand responses such as 'riends· and "relatives" as sources of credit. [5146] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Informal finance; Credit 
unions; Savings & credH cooperatives; Self.help groups; ROSCAs; 
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335. Vollrath, Thomas Lachlan, ·Credlt Needs and Extension Possibilities Among Traditional Rice Farmers 
in the Northwest PKNince Cameroon,· Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Agricultural 
Economics, University of Tennessee, 1977, 148 p. 
Study focuses on the desirability of extending credit to peasant rice farmers In the Northwest 
PKNlnce Cameroon. Data from surveys of 129 rice producers In 1975 were used In the analysis. 
Author concludes that many rice farmers could use more credit to hire more labor and purchase 
additional modem Inputs. He goes on to examine various formal and Informal lending Institutions 
which might be used to channel funds to small farmers in Cameroon. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio 
State University, HD1439 V6 1978] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Credit; 
336. von Braun, Joachim, ·Rural Credit in Sub-Saharan Africa: Enabling Smallholder Production Growth 
and Food Security,· Paper presented at the Workshop on Agricultural Development Policy Options 
for Sub-Saharan Africa, Anington, Virginia, August 23-25, 1992, IFPRI, Washington, D. C., 1992, 
16 p. 
Usts the factors, mostly policy and Implementation- related, that hinder financial market development 
In Sub-Saharan Africa, and reviews recent Innovations In rural savings and credit programs (e.g., 
Caisse Vlllageoise d~pargne et de Cr~1t de BANH In Burkina Faso, CamCCUL In Cameroon, Caisse 
Villageoulse d~pargne et de crtSdlt Autoger~tS in Gambia, Mali and Madagascar, Mudzi Fund in 
Malawi) . Concludes that savings schemes play a crucial role, noting that temporary sponsoring 
(subsidy) of institutional build-up frequently precedes financial sustainability. [54001<] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Burkina Faso; Cameroon; The Gambia; Mali; Malawi; Finance; 
337. Von Pischke, J. D., and John Rouse, ·Selected Successful Experiences in Agricultural Credit and 
Rural Finance In Africa,· Agricultural and Rural Development Department, The Wond Bank, 
Washington, D.C., 1981,35 p. 
Authors present an CNerview of the performance of agricultural credit programs in Africa and discuss 
six cases of partial success in PKNlding financial services In rural Africa. The examples discussed 
are: (A) Caisse Nationale de Credit Agricole (Morocco); (B) Kenyas Cooperative Savings Scheme; 
(C) Credit Unions and Agricultural Lending In Cameroon; (D) Rural Savings Oub in Zimbabwe; (E) 
Group Credit In Malawi; and (F) Rotating Savings and Credit Associations In different African 
countries. Based upon the observations made In this study, the authors conclude that relatively 
simple systems of rural financial services can be successful In reaching large numbers of people 
without Intensive outside assistance If they serve a real demand. Favorable economic 
circumstances In rural areas promote the establishment and survival of rural financial institutions. 
[2537] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Kenya; Cameroon; Zimbabwe; Malawi; Finance; ROSCAs; 
Cooperatives; 
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338. Warmington, W A, -Savings and Indebtedness Among Cameroons Plantation Workers, -~, Vol. 
28, October 1958, pp. 329-343. 
Article describes savings and credit use among a sample of 580 men working on plantations In 
Cameroon In 1954. Rotating savlngs-credit associations were the most common form of savings. 
Many of the savers were also In debt for small amounts. They appeared to Intentionally CNercommit 
themselves to savings plans and then borroN small amounts to CCNer some consumption needs. 
Part of the savings were sent to relatives living In other countries. [ARC. 1757] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Finance; Savings; 
ROSCAs; 
339. World Bank, -Cameroon, ReYiew of Rural Financial Services: Case Study,- Africa Technical 
Department, Agriculture Division, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., June 30, 1989,37 p. 
This case study Is part of a comprehensive WB review of rural finance in Sub-Saharan Africa. While 
the financial sector as a whole Is In distress, private sector financial institutions are thriving. The 
document pinpoints factors causing Instability In the gCNemment controlled sector; portfolio 
delinquency and the failure to emphasize savings mobilization. Recommends a program of research 
on Informal finance with pilot projects to test approaches linking formal and informal financial 
systems. Concludes with a call for policy reform, specifically the rehabilitation and reorientation of 
financial Institutions to.vards: 1) deposit mobilization; 2) rural finance programs focusing on the 
dawlopment of efficient and stable markets; and 3) the liberalization of Interest rates. [3890] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Finance; Rural finance; 
340. World Bank, -ReYiew of Rural Financial Services In Sub-Saharan Africa, - Agriculture Division, Africa 
Technical Department, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., June 3D, 1989,45 p. 
Review of the financial structure of Sub-Saharan African (SSAs) countries, focusing on rural financial 
markets. This Is part of a series of studies that are the foundation of World Bank efforts to promote 
the restructuring of rapidly deteriorating financial systems. Reviews the ·state of the a~ In rural 
finance and recommends a systematic approach to financial reform: an approach Integrating 
macroeconomic factors, financial sector policies, banking and other financial institutions, and micro 
lawI enterprises. Suggests financial restructuring programs in SSAs be carried out as a part of 
structural adjustment programs, as In the recent case of Ghana. Detailed case studies of 
Cameroon, Ghana, and Zambia were prepared to Illustrate the recommendations. [3893] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Cameroon; Ghana; Zambia; Finance; Macroeconomics; 
341. World Bank, -Cameroon Financial Sector Report,- Washington, D.C.: The World Bank, 1986, 148 p. 
The report encompasses a comprehensive review of the performance and elements of the 
Cameroonian financial system. The review details public resource mobilization and asset 
management, private resource mobilization and financial Intermediation, fll1NS at funds, central 
banking, and the money and capital market. With the exception of the near-Insolvency of the 
banking system, resulting from certain structural weaknesses that enforce heavy dependence on 
the central bank, there are no gross problems that threaten Cameroons financial system. A very 
important role is played by the informal sector; this system developed early In Cameroons history 
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as a source of financial d6Y8l0pment outside the colonial sector. For the period studied (1979-
1984). a flON of funds analysis shONed that the Informal played a substantial role In the provision 
of credit to the domestic economy. A list of recommendations presents Institutional views for sector 
reforms which touch on all aspects of the system. [1215] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Finance; Informal finance; 
342. World Council of Credit Unions (WOCCU). -Mobilization of Rural Savings Through Savings and 
Credit Cooperative Institutions for Investment In Local D6Y8lopment - Case Study Cameroon.-
WOCCU.Madlson. WisconSin. 1985. 40 p. 
The report points out that the credit union mCP.lement In Cameroon Is quite successful. This Is 
principally due to the fact that the Institution being d6Y8loped Is recognized as a private. voluntary, 
and social mCP.lement by Its member users. The report stresses that savings mobilization through 
the credit union network In Cameroon has been successful due to member confidence In their ONn 
organization and the productive use of loans being granted. In addition. special programs (e.g .• 
SFPC) are really only successful when they utilize the structures and systems already In existence 
and do not create burdensome adjuncts to the network which will. 6Y8ntually, only end up being 
rejected by the Institution. It has therefore been the safeguarding of the credit unions participatory 
nature and awareness of community, coupled with effective staff which has most contributed to this 
success story. [4101] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Cooperatives; Savings 
mobilization; CredH unions; Savings; CredH; 
343. World Council of Credit Unions (WOCCU). ·Small Farmer Production Credit Program.· Status Report 
August 1981 - September 1984. Cooperative Credit Union League Cameroon. WOCCU. Madison. 
Wisconsin. 1984. 38 p. 
The main concern of this report is a comparative study of credit unions involved in the SFPC 
program. from January 1982. when 10 credit unions entered the program. through September 1984. 
when 28 credit unions were active. Using data from the first 10 credit unions to enter the program. 
the report compares the financial activities of the participating credit unions against their ONn 
activities the year before entering the program as well as against credit unions not participating. 
Such activities as changes In member borl'ONlng, member savings, loan capitalization. and loan 
repayment are analyzed. Based on the data presented. the report concludes with several 
observations and recommendations on Interest rates. loan terms and security, and the loan 
application process. [5196] 
Key Words: AgrlcuHure; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; CredH; CredH unions; 
Central African Republic 
344. ChevIIlard, Nicole, -Las Grandes Banques AfrIcalnes,- Afrique Industrle, No. 321, 1985, pp.36-48. 
The article Is a compAatlon of different reports by BCEAO (Banque Centrale des Etats de l'Ouest) 
of operations and results of 60 West AfrIcan Monetary Union (UMOA) banks and a classification of 
the principal West African and Central AfrIcan commercial banks. There Is also a country-by-country 
survey of the major banks In Nigeria, Ivory Coast, Cameroon, Gabon, Senegal, Congo, Togo, 
Burkina Faso, Niger, Mall, and the Central AfrIcan Republic. The data were obtained from published 
statistics of the banks results obtained In 1983. All UMOA banks have seen their net benefit drop 
due mainly to poor performance by d6WIopment banks and some commercial banks. Despite a 
slight Increase In total credit to the economy In 1982-83, all other bank services have slONed dONn. 
When ranking the banks, Nigeria comes In a distinct first follONed by banks from the Franc Zone 
whOe other banks with nonconvertible currencies corne last. [0789] 
Kay Words: General; Africa; Nigeria; COte d'ivolre; Ivory Coast; Cameroon; Gabon; Senegal; 
Congo; Togo; Burkina Faso; Niger; Mali; Central African Republic; Banks; 
345. Cleaver, KsYln M., "The Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture In Sub-Saharan 
Africa,- Staff Working Paper No. 728, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., April 1985, 30 p. 
This paper nM6WS the avaOabie literature on the Impact of price and exchange rate policies on 
agriculture In Sub-Saharan Africa. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan African 
countries to test sewral hypotheses concemlng policy Impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad, 
Ethiopia, Mall, Malawi, Zaire, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Guinea, 
Benin, Central African Republic, Sierra Leone, Madagascar, Niger, Sudan, Togo, Ghana, Kenya, 
Senegal, Lesotho, Uberla, Zambia, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Cameroon, Botswana, Congo, and Ivory 
Coast. A regression equation with agricultural groNth rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient was statistically significant but with a ION R2. Other Independent variables were 
Investigated including fertilizer use per hectare, changes in the barter terms of trade, population 
groNth rate, degree of concentration of export eamlngs, adult literacy, share of public consumption 
In GOP and the degree of gOllemment Intervention in farm Input supply. Reductions in farm level 
price discrimination (nominal protection), share of gOllemment consumption In GOP, and population 
groNth rates were positively related to agricultural groNth rates, while the degree of gOllemment 
Involvement in the farm Input supply Industry was negatively related. The findings tend to confirm 
the vieN that inappropriate price and exchange rate policies have a negative impact on agricultural 
production. Other factors such as gOllemrnent involvement in farm input supply, population groNth, 
and gCN8lTlments abAity to operate and maintain Its agricultural Investments are also Important. 
Appropriate price and exchange rate policies would have a relatively small impact on agricultural 
groNth so the policy package to remedy problems caused by poor price- and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to each country. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HC597W63 No. 
728] 
Kay Words: Agriculture; Africa; Chad; Ethiopia; Mali; Malawi; Zaire; Uganda; Burundi; Burkina 
Faso; Upper Volta; Rwanda; Somalia; Tanzania; Guinea; Benin; Central African Republic; 
Siena Leone; Madagascar; Niger; Sudan; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Lesotho; Uberia; 
Zambia; Nigeria; Zimbabwe; Cameroon; Botswana; Congo; Ivory Coast; COte d'ivoire; Finance; 
Interest ratesj Policy reformj Pricesj 
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346. Prod'homme, Jacques, and Claude Guillemaln, ·PoIltlque et structure du credit agrlcole en 
Republlque Centrafrlcalne,· (TCP/CAF/4506), naD, Rome, Italy, 1986,24 p. 
Presents the findings and conclusions of an eYaluatlon mission to the Central African Republic on 
policy structure in the field of agricultural credit. Analyses the existing banking and credit systems 
and gives recommendations for dewlopment strategies for the Banque de Credit Agricole et de 
D6Y8Ioppement. [4739] 
Key Words: AgricuHure; Coastal and Central West Africa; Central African Republic; Credit; 
347. Rletsch, Christian, ·Une Tontine i Double Niveaux d'Ench~res,· Notes de Recherche No. 90-5, 
Unlwrslt4! des R~seaux d'Expresslon Francalse (UREF), Paris, France, 1990,55 p. 
This report describes a tontine organization that Is composed of wealthy Cameroon citizens IMng 
In Central African Republic. The author discusses the particularities of this tontine which are 
collection of savings and allocation of short term (one month) credit. [4542] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Central African Republic; Informal 
finance; 
COte d'ivoire 
348. Appleton, S., D. L B6Y8n, K Burger; P. Collier; J. W Gunning, L Haddad, and J. Hoddinott, -Credit-
Section C of a Draft Manuscript of -Public Services and Household Allocation In Africa: Does Gender 
Matter?- Institute of Economics and Statistics, University of Oxford, Oxford, England, 1991, 16 p. 
This section of the manuscript refers to access to credit In three countries: Cote d'lwlre, Kenya, and 
Tanzania. It seeks to examine the hypothesis that women have significantly poorer access to 
financial markets; If this Is the case, the authors study the usefulness of the self-help group as an 
appropriate mechanism for channeling credit to smallholders, particularly women. They find the 
same pattern of limited access to the credit market in the three countries studied, and It appears 
that the main determinant to womens participation in self-help groups Is the IEWeI of income, so 
poor women are less likely to join. The study found a lONer use of credit by female-headed 
households that could be due to an Inferior credit-worthy status In a rationed market, than to a lONer 
demand for credit. Time constraints play some role In limiting membership In self-help groups but 
Its effects are not strong. [4041] 
Key Words: Finance; Africa; COte d'lwlre; Kenya; Tanzania; Gender; Credit; Women; 
349. Archambault, Guy, Jean Bruschi, N'Goio Diarrassouba, Kouam~ Krass, and Claude Magnani, -Plan 
Dlrecteur A Moyen Terme du Mouvement Iwirlen des Coop~ratives d'Epargne et de Cr~dit, W Centre 
International du Credit Mutuel, Paris France, March 1989, 129 p. 
This report discusses the history of savings and credit cooperatives in COte d'ivoire and their 
evolution throughout the country. Calsses Populalres d'Epargne et de Credit (CREP) are described 
as well as CoopECs (Cooperatives d'Epargne et de Cr~dlt) and even tontines. The challenge nON 
Is to find ways to make the diverse associations work more efficiently. [4641] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; COte d'iwire; Finance; Credit; Savings; 
350. Baker, C. B., and Kinlmo R. Yabile, wReforms in the Agricultural Lending Programs of Ivory Coasts 
BNDA, W Savings and Development, Vol. X, No.2, 1986, pp. 155-172. 
Authors identify policy reforms needed to reduce BNDA lending costs using a linear programming 
model applied to the farmer borrONer in the Abidjan district of Ivory Coast. Simulation results 
indicate that credit limits are far more important to the farmers welfare than are rates of interest. 
Relaxing restrictions on the use of BNDA loan proceeds, by changing loan disbursement from kind 
to cash, significantly increases the farmers output and Income. [4978] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Iwry Coast; COte d'iwire; 
Development banks; 
351. Baker, Chester, and Bernadette Dia, -Default Management in an Agricultural Lending Program in 
Ivory Coast,- Savings and Development, Vol. XI No.2, 1987, pp. 161-180. 
The focus of the study Is on BNDA (Banque Nationale pour Ie D6veloppement Agricole) , credit 
program for Individual medium-sized farmers. BNDA provides Institutional loans from public sector 
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resources to the agricultural sector at subsidized Interest rates. Loans are mostly In kind but high 
delinquency and default rates combined with the ION rates of Interest that BNDA Is allo.vecl to 
charge, undermine the financial viability of any credit program. In this study, the authors formulate 
the LSLP (Uquldlty Specified Unear Programming) model to analyze the default of a representative 
bom::Mter In one of the BNDAS lending programs. The results generate a set of policy decisions that 
suggest that net lending cost to BNDA can be reduced to zero by increasing 1) the Interest rate 
from 9% to 29%; 2) the default penalty cost from 1.1 CFAF to 2.40 CFAF; 3) the loan limit by 30%. 
BNDA would break 9118n at an Interest rate of 15% if It adopts a policy of an all-cash loan 
disbursement given that the cost of default Is Increased to 2.40 CFAF and the loan size by 30% CHer 
Its Initial value. Gains to the bom::Mter are reflected in an Increase In liquidity reserve In the form of 
credit reserve. [4975] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ivory Coast; COte d'ivolre; Credit; 
Development bank; Banks; 
352. Bhatia, Rattan J., "The West African Monetary Union: An Analytical Review,· Occasional Paper No. 
35, IMF, Washington, D.C., May 1985, 59 p. 
UntU 1984, the West African Monetary Union (WAMU) consisted of the six West African countries 
of Benin, Burkina Faso, Ivory Coast, Niger, Senegal, and Togo. For nearly two decades these 
countries have had a freely circulating common currency Issued by the Banque Centrale des Etats 
de I~frlque de l'Ouest (BCEAO). The CFA franc has remained pegged at 50 to the French franc 
since 1948. This study analyzes the implementation of WAMU monetary policy. The study reviews 
the theory of optimum currency areas and the structure and function of BCEAO from 1962-74, 
summarizes the money supply process, and reports several financial ratios for the six countries. 
One section discusses the BCEAO reforms made in 1974 Including a new tool for controlling credit 
expansion, domestic and International Interest rates were harmonized, an Interbank money market 
was established, and limits were set on the amount of assets that banks could hold outside the 
Union. Credit policy and other developments are then discussed for 1974-82. This study makes 
no definitive analysis of WAMU but Identifies some of the constraints member countries have in 
dealing with their unique problems. For example, interest rate and exchange rate policies cannot 
be tailored to meet the situations found in each country. [4667] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Benin; Burkina Faso; Ivory Coast; COte d'ivoire; Niger; Senegal; 
Togo; Finance; Monetary policy; 
353. Bonno, Ellane, ·La Fonctionnement du Credit en Economle de Plantation lvorlenne, La Cas du 
Centre-Ouest (Daloa - Gagnoa),· Memoire de DEA d'Economle Rurale et Agro-Alimentaire, UER de 
Sciences Economlques, Universlt~ Montpellier I, Montpellier, France, October 1984, 135 p. 
This study discusses the role of credit, Informal and formal, in the plantation economies in the COte 
d'ivolre, and considers the case of the west central tONns of Daloa and Gagnoa. The author reveals 
that Informal credit has been practiced traditionally for a long time In the villages but formal credit 
has been introduced since 1960 through the CNCA which became BNDA (Banque Natlonale du 
D4§veloppement Agrlcole) In 1967, and other rural development organizations. The conclusions 
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highlight the role of each type of credit where Informal sources fill the Immediate needs for 
financing, formal credit Is stili used for planned production expenses. Thus, the two are 
complements rather than substitutes. [4294] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; COte d'lwlre; Ivory Coast; Finance; 
Credit; Informal finance; Formal finance; 
354. Camara, I., -Les Structures Mutuallstes d'Epargne et de Credit (SMEC) dans l'Unlon Mon~talre 
Ouest-Africalne- In The ltD and the Financial Sector: Small Financial Mechanisms In Support of 
party Alleviation. Enterprise Promotion and Self-Reliant Development. Report of a technical 
consultation organised by the InternatiOnal Labour Office, Geneva, 19-20 September 1991, Genew., 
Switzertand: ltD, 1991, pp. 11-17. 
The paper Is a I'6Ylew of Informal financial settings in the seven West African Monetary Union 
(UMQ6.) countries of B~nln, Burkina Faso, COte d'ivoire, Mali, Niger; S~n~gal and Togo. The author 
believes that mutualists and cooperative forms of financial organizations remain a viable alternative 
for meeting the financial needs of farmers as well as small and micro enterprises. Two financial 
arrangements are predominant in rural areas In the seven countries. They are savings and credit 
cooperatives (COOPECs) and village banks. COOPECs are very similar to credit unions with a few 
of them closely foilONlng the Grameen bank approach. Village banks, on the other hand, do not tie 
savings to credit. They are relatively new to West Africa. Their major weakness are their isolation 
and their fragmentation as no formula has been found to develop a viable link with the formal 
financial sector. The author recommends a support program be set up for networking In the UMOA 
countries with the help of donor agencies. [5322] 
Key Words: Finance; Africa; Benin; Burkina Faso; COte d'lwlre; Mali; Niger; Senegal; Togo; 
Micro and small enterprise; Credit; Savings; 
355. Chevillarcl, Nicole, -Les Grandes Banques Africaines,· Afrique Indystrie, No. 321, 1985, pp. 36-48. 
The article Is a compilation of different reports by BCEAO (Banque Centrale des Etats de l'Ouest) 
of operations and results of SO West African Monetary Union (UMOA) banks and a classification of 
the principal West African and Central African commercial banks. There is also a country-by-country 
SUf"WY of the major banks In Nigeria, Ivory Coast, Cameroon, Gabon, Senegal, Congo, Togo, 
Burkina Faso, Niger; Mall, and the Central African Republic. The data were obtained from published 
statistics of the banks results obtained in 1983. All UMOA banks have seen their net benefit drop 
due mainly to poor performance by development banks and some commercial banks. Despite a 
slight Increase in total credit to the economy in 1982-83, all other bank services have slONed dONn. 
When ranking the banks, Nigeria comes In a distinct first foilONed by banks from the Franc Zone 
whUe other banks with nonconvertible currencies come last. [0789] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Nigeria; Cote d'ivolre; Ivory Coast; Cameroon; Gabon; Senegal; 
Congo; Togo; Burkina Faso; Niger; Mall; Central African Republic; Ba"nks; 
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356. Oaassen, EmU-Maria, and Pascal Salin, "The Impact of Stabilization and Structural Adjustment 
Policies on the Rural Sector: Case-studies of COte d'ivoire, St!nt!gal, Uberla, Zambia and Morocco,· 
Report prepared for the ECA/FNJ Agriculture Division, FAO, Rome, 1991,219 p. 
The obJectlw of the report Is to ewluate the Impact of stabilization and structural adjustment 
programs of IMF and the Wor1d Bank. The authors think that programs are too often concemed with 
global problems, and there Is reason to believe that farmers may suffer relatively more than other 
workers from the Implementation of these programs. The World Bank and the IMF cannot be 
criticized on the grounds of a need for macro-economlc adjustment. The critical points that could 
be advanced against their programs concem the length of the adjustment process and, In the case 
of Africa, their possible, though unintended, adverse repercussions on the agricultural sector: The 
authors note that agriculture has been exploited for decades on behalf of Industry. Gonsequently, 
the agricultural sector should be protected In the transition period, during which an abrupt structural 
adjustment program has to be Implemented. The period of the macro-economlc adjustment should 
be lengthened since, otherwise neither of these two plans may be realized. On the impact of sector-
specific policies on agriculture, the authors note that the role of credit policy should be stressed. 
Because savings are generally 1eM' in agriculture, credit could be considered an Important substitute 
for voluntary savings by farmers. In part II of the report, the authors revleIN the case-studies of five 
African countries. [4105] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Cote d'ivoire; Ivory Coast; Uberia; Morocco; Senegal; Zambia; 
Credit; Polley reform; 
357. Cleaver; Kevin M., "The Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture in Sub-Saharan 
Africa: Staff Working Paper No. 728, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., April 1985, 30 p. 
This paper reviews the available literature on the Impact of price and exchange rate policies on 
agriculture In Sub-Saharan Africa. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan African 
countries to test several hypotheses concerning policy Impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad, 
Ethiopia, Mali, Malawi, Zaire, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Guinea, 
Benin, Central African Republic, Siena Leone, Madagascar; Niger; Sudan, Togo, Ghana, Kenya, 
Senegal, Lesotho, Uberia, Zambia, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Cameroon, Botswana, Congo, and Ivory 
Coast. A regression equation with agricultural grCM'th rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient was statistically significant but with a 1eM' R2. Other independent variables were 
Investigated including fertilizer use per hectare, changes in the barter terms of trade, population 
grCM'th rate, degree of concentration of export earnings, adult literacy, share of public consumption 
in GOP and the degree of goyernment Intervention in farm input supply. Reductions in farm level 
price discrimination (nominal protection), share of gOYemment consumption In GOP, and population 
groNth rates were positively related to agricultural grCM'th rates, while the degree of gOYernment 
Involvement In the farm Input supply Industry was negatively related. The findings tend to confirm 
the vleIN that Inappropriate price and exchange rate policies have a negative Impact on agricultural 
production. Other factors such as goyemment involvement In farm Input supply, population grCM'th, 
and gOYemment's ability to operate and maintain Its agricultural investments are also Important. 
Appropriate price and exchange rate policies would have a relatively small Impact on agricultural 
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groNth so the policy package to remedy problems caused by poor price and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to each country. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HC597W63 No. 
728] 
Key Words: Agricuhure; Africa; Chad; Ethiopia; Mali; Malawi; Zaire; Uganda; Burundi; Burkina 
Faso; Upper Volta; Rwanda; Somalia; Tanzania; Guinea; Benin; Central African Republic; 
Siena Leone; Madagascar; Niger; Sudan; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Lesotho; Uberla; 
Zambia; Nigeria; Zimbabwe; Cameroon; Botswana; Congo; Ivory Coast; CGte d'ivolre; Finance; 
Interest rates; Policy reform; Prices; 
358. Congo, Issoufou, ·L.:Evaluatlon de l'Offre Seml-formelle de Services Financiers aux M6nages Ruraux: 
l'Exampie des Systllmes Mutuallstes Burklnab6 et lvoirien,· Paper presented at the International 
Seminar on Finance and Rural DMopment In West Africa, Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso, 21-25 
October 1991, Cosponsored by the Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, The 
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, and CIRAD, Montpellier, France, October 1991, 24 p. 
The purpose of this article is to evaluate the role of semi formal financial institutions in providing 
services to rural households In Burkina Faso and COte d'ivoire. The findings reveaJ that the main 
semi-formal Institutions are Caisse Populaire d'Epargne et de Cr6dit (CPEC) and Caisse Rurale 
d'Epargne et de PrAt (CREP). Although these Institutions have yielded promising results, they are 
stili very far from meeting all the financial needs of rural households. [4465] 
Key Words: General; Sahel West Africa; Burkina Faso; COte d'ivoire; Ivory Coast; Finance; 
359. de Benoist, Joseph Roger, "Le R6seau des Financillres Africalnes s'etend de la Tontine j} la Banque 
Coop6ratlve," MarcMs Trooicaux, December 23, 1988, pp. 3658-3659. 
This article reviews the rapid grcM1h of the Financillre movement begun In June 1980 In Cote 
d'ivoire. The author describes the Financiere as a modern Tontine association that groups mainly 
high IMS professionals. The movement has been steadily graNlng and expanded to twelve African 
countries (COte d'ivolre, Senegal, Ghana, Burkina Faso, Mali, Cameroon, Benin, Gabon, Guinea, 
Morocco, Togo, and Zaire). The principal objective of fNery local chapter is to motivate savings and 
facilitate credit for Investment In dfNelopment projects. The creation of the "Financillre 
Internationale" Is expected to help harmonize the rules governing the different financieres and permit 
joint collaboration In realizing dfNelopment projects. [0926] 
Key Words: General; Africa; CGte d'ivoire; Senegal; Ghana; Burkina Faso; Mali; Cameroon; 
Benin; Gabon; Guinea; Morocco; Togo; Zaire; Informal finance; 
360. de Laldemelle, P., "l.)\ppui du Bureau Regional de la FAO d'une part j} la Liaison entre Institutions 
financillres Non-Bancalres et les Banques et d'autre Part au Renforcement de ces Institutions en 
Faveur du DfNeloppement Rural,· Paper presented at the Seminar on the Role of Informal Financial 
Institutions, Cooperatives and Pre-Cooperatives in Rural Financial Systems, Abidjan, COte d'ivoire, 
December 11-16,1989, FAO, Ghana, December 1989, 9 p. 
This article deals with efforts made by the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) to link non-
formal financial Institutions and banks, on the one hand, and the strengthening of the banks for rural 
dfNelopment In African, on the other hand. Although up to 75 percent of overall savings go to the 
informal sector, there seems to be a desire and a chance for banks and informal financial institutions 
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to work togethet FAa/AfrIca Is, thus, engaged In a pRot project In COte d'ivoire began In 1988 with 
the objective of linking rural savings associations with the local rural d8ll8l0prnent bank and use 
savings deposits to finance Investment activities. Examples of other cooperation between banks 
and Informal financial Institutions exist In Rwanda, Ghana, and Zimbabwe. All experiences are stUI 
at an early stage and a lot of problems have yet to be solved. [0954] 
Kay WOlds: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; COte d'lwlre; Banks; Rural finance; 
International donora; 
361. Dezale Ignace, Krlzoa, -La B.N.DA (Banque Natlonale pour D8II8Ioppement at Agricole) at les 
Groupements de Base (G.V.C., Crep, Tontines at Associations Dlverses) en MHleu Rural Iwrien,· 
Paper presented at the Workshop on the Role of Informal Financial Institutions, Cooperatives and 
Pre-Cooperatives In Rural Financial Systems, Abidjan, COte d'lvoIre, December 11-16, 1989, AFRN:A. 
COte d'lvoIre, December 1989, 9 p. 
The author attempts to establish a framework of ho.v links may strengthened between the BNDA 
and the Informal groups operating In rural areas. The rationale Is that for the past twenty years the 
BNOA has been unsuccessful In mobilizing savings In rural areas whereas these groups have 
performed well. The author reviews ho.v each type of informal group works with the BNOA and the 
nature of the existing relationship. In general, the BNOA established relationships with the majority 
of these informal groups for the purpose of saving mobilization and distribution of credit from the 
BNDA. The author offers some Insights on ho.v to establish these Intervention links. [5264] 
Kay WOlds: Coastal and Central West Africa; Ivory Coast; COte d"wlre; Informal finance; 
Formal-Informal linkages; Finance; 
362. Faurl!, Yves A., -Le Monde des Entreprlses en COte d'lwlre (Sources Statlstlques at Donn6es de 
Structures),- Notes de Recherche No. 89-1, Universltl! des Rl!seaux d'Expresslon Franc;alse (UREF), 
Paris, France, NOI8mber 1988, 129 p. 
This document Is the first report on a research program dealing with enterprises and entrepreneurs 
In COte d'iwire. The present study focuses on social variables QeveI of education of manager, 
managerS business relations, etc.) and Institutional variables (relationships with the gOl8mment and 
the banking Institutions) all variables that may Impede the creation of enterprise and help explain 
the behavior of entrepreneurs. [4538] 
Kay WOlds: Enterprises; Coastal and Central West Africa; COte d'lwlre; Finance; 
363. Ferrara, Bruno, -La Palitique de Crl!dlt A l'ElfMlge en COte d'iwire, - FAD, Ouagadougou, Burkina 
Faso, January 20, 1986, 18 p. 
This report Is concerned with livestock credit policy In COte d'lwlre (West Africa). Financing of the 
livestock sector has been exclusively left to the Iwrlan Agricultural Development Bank, BNDA, and 
the existing credit unions. The lack of participation of other financial Institutions Is because of their 
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belief that high risks associated with livestock production. The report recommends the creation of 
organisms that would deal specifically with livestock farmers and take care of their credit needs. 
[4390] 
Kay WOlds: AgrlcuHure; Coastal and Central West Africa; COte d'lwlre; Ivory Coast; Credit; 
Agribusiness; Uvestock; 
364. Ascher, Bernhard, -Savings MobUlzatlon In DENeloplng Countries: Bottlenecks and Reform 
ProposaIs,- Savings and DENeloDment, Vol. XIII, No.2, 1989, pp. 117-131. 
Summarizes the main findings of a report on financial savings mobUlzatlon Issues In developing 
countries worldwide, Including Botswana, Ivory Coast, Cameroon, Kenya and Nigeria. Concludes 
that a I8WrsaI of unfa\lOl8b1e financial and monetary policies Is the key to successful promotion of 
domestic financial savings. Indicates the process of financial intermediation Itself as a promising 
area of Interest In the future, Including the vlabnity of financial Institutions, the market structure of 
the banking sector and the potential role of the Central Bank as a promoter of well-functioning 
domestic financial markets. (1807) . 
Kay Words: General; Africa; Botswana; Ivory Coast; COte d'lwlre; Cameroonj Kenya; Nigeria; 
Savings; 
365. Fischer, Bernhard, Soa!'kapltalbndung In EntwicklungsUindern: Engpasse und ReformansStze, 
Forschungsberichte des Bundesminlsterlums fur Wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit, Vol. 78, Munchen: 
Weltforum Verlag, 1986, 494 p. 
This report identifies promising savings mobilization strategies to finance the national development 
of Third Wortd countries. The results are based on Insights gained from the study of 12 countries 
In AfrIca, Asia, and Latin America. The African countries Included in the report are: Botswana, 
Cameroon, Ivory Coast, Kenya, and Nigeria. The report points out that urban and rural households 
have a similar propensity to save. HONe\I8r, rural households save more often in kind. The author 
emphasizes that higher deposit Interest rates affect the rate of financial savings positively. 
Furthermore, the availability of demand oriented savings and credit schemes increases the 
propensity to save financially. The report examines the dewlopment potential and possible 
promotion schemes for the Informal financial Intermediaries and proposes sectoral adjustment 
strategies for the formal financial market. [GER] 
Kay WOlds: Generalj Africa; Botswana; Cameroon; Cote d'lwlre; Kenya; Nigeria; Savings; 
366. Gentil, Dominique, Yves Fournier. Claude Mouret, M'Baye Dlao, Gaudens Dagnon, Jean-Baptiste 
Nana, and Rorentln Agoua, -Etude sur les Perspectives et Modalit4§s de Cr4§ation de Nouvelles 
Institutions Bancalres de Type Coop4§ratif et Mutuallste: Rapport de Synth6se,· IRAM, Paris, France, 
NCNember 1990,74 p. 
This report summarizes studies on perspectives and modalities for creating mutual and cooperative 
banking Institutions. Studies were done In seYen African UM06. countries: S~n~gal, Burkina Faso, 
Mali, Niger, COte d'ivoire, Togo, and B4§nin. existing Institutions such as CNCA, COOPECs, 
D6Wlopment Banks, and tontines are reviewed. Other experiences of Banques Populalres In 
Rwanda and Unit Banks In Ghana and Grameen Banks In Bangladesh are analyzed for comparison 
and possible application to West Africa. The Investigations Indicate that the creation of new finance 
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Institutions don't seem necessary because there exists already a lot of different savings and credit 
groups. especially In the rural sector. The suggestion is to rather focus attention on designing 
projects for the urban sector which rapid gn:7Nth and importance of Its Informal sector cannot be 
Ignored. [4190] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Senegal; 8urk1na Faso; Mall; Niger; COte d'ivolre; Togo; 86nln; 
FInance; Banks; Cooperatives; CredH unions; Development banks; 
367. Hamman. Sonia. ·,nformal Financial Circuits In West Africa.· Occasional Paper Series. Office of 
Housing and Urban Programs. USAID. Washington. D.C .• January 1984.34 p. 
This paper explores the channels through which credit and savings flON In five West African nations. 
It presents the results of an Investigation of the variety and vitality of those Informal systems used 
to mobUlze financial resources for Investment and credit needs In the Ivory Coast. Uberla. Niger; 
Senegal. and Togo. The paper demonstrates that formal financial Institutions In these African 
countries must design credit and savings systems attractive to that segment of the urban population 
which nON uses only Informal financial networks. The relationship of financial patterns to the 
housing Industry Is a further focus of the study. [1022] 
Key Words: General; Africa; COte d'ivolre; Uberia; Niger; Senegal; Togo; Informal finance; Self-
help groups; 
368. Hartig. Sabine. ·Cas Sparverhalten von Marktfrauen: Ergebnisse elner emplrlschen Stud Ie auf dem 
Markt von AdJarne. Abidjan (Elfenbeln KOste).·'nstltut fOr Sozlologle. Frele Unlversltlt Berlin. Federal 
Republic of Germany, 1986. 20 p. 
The author found a large savings potential and propensity among market women In Adjam6/ Abidjan 
(Ivory Coast). Ninety-six percent of the study sample used exclusively inforrnallntermedlarles for 
their financial transactions. Very popular are money keepers (NAGO). tontines, and savings 
associations. The money keepers collect daily pre-specified amounts to be repaid at a fixed date. 
This service Is remunerated with 1/31 of the total savings amount. Under certain circumstances, 
the NAGO acts also as moneylender. The paper Is well written and given interesting Insights in the 
mlcro-cosmos of savings and credit behavior of market women In the Ivory Coast. [4536] 
Key Words: Women; Coastal and Central West Africa; COte d'ivolre; Ivory Coast; Savings 
schemes; Informal finance; 
369. International Bank for Reconstruction and Dewlopment (IBRD). ·'vory Coast Appraisal of a Small 
Scale Enterprise Projecr, Dewlopment Finance Companies Department, IBRD, Washington, D.C., 
July 1975, 89 p. 
The promotion of SSEs with the prtwislon of financial and technical assistance under the current 
economic and financial environment is analyzed In this paper. SSEs predominantly used local 
resources. were non-regulated, and had ION productivity. The share of formal Institutions In 
financing SSEs was significant. Increased supervision, and financial schemes linked with technical 
assistance were recommended. [3757] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Coastal and Central West Africa; COte d'ivolre; CredH; 
Technical .sslstance; 
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370. Kouame, Patrice, ·Ex~rlences Nationales en Mati~re de Financement de I~riculture et la 
Mobilization de l'Epargne Rurale: Le Cas de la COte d'ivoire,· Paper presented at Rl§union d'Etude 
du Comltl§ Central de la CICA, Yamoussoukro, 3-5 December, 1990, Banque Nationale pour Ie 
Dewloppement Agricole de COte d'ivolre, COte d'ivoire, 1990,8 p. 
The article discusses experiences In agricultural financing and savings mobUlzation in COte d'ivoire. 
Formal banks, cooperatives, and the informal sector are recognized as important elements in rural 
savings mobHlzation. The author concludes that gcwernment has played a major role in agricultural 
financing, and that It Is time for the small and medium enterprises and banks to Insure the future 
of savings and credit In agriculture. [4387] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; COte d'ivoire; Ivory Coast; Finance; 
Banks; Savings; Credit; Agribusiness; 
371. Krueger, Anne 0., Maurice Schiff, and Alberto Valdl§s, ')\gricultural Incentives In Developing 
Countries: Measuring the Effect of Sectoral and Economywide Policies,· The World Bank Economic 
RevieYt. Vol. 2, No.3, September 1988, pp. 255-271. 
Estimates the sector-specific (direct) and economywide (indirect) Impact of agricultural price policies 
for eighteen developing countries (that include COte d'rvolre, Ghana and Zambia) during 1975-84. 
Concludes that systematic and sizeable discrimination against agricultural producers is a dominant 
pattern. [1146] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; COte d'ivolre; Ghana; Zambia; Finance; Prices; 
372. Leite, Sergio Pereira, -Interest Rate Policies In West Africa: International Monetary Fynd Staff 
Papers, Vol. 29, No.1, March 1982, pp. 48-76. 
This paper considers criteria for the determination of appropriate Interest rate levels In ten selected 
West African countries. The countries are Ivory Coast and Senegal, The Gambia, Ghana, and Sierra 
Leone, Guinea and Mali, Cape Verde and Guinea Bissau, and Uberia. Although definitive 
conclusions must await a specific study of that country, there are strong indications from the 
foregoing general overview of a sample of ten countries that the prevailing policies of low and stable 
interest rates have resulted in an inappropriate structure of interest rates. In market and centrally-
planned economies, it is extremely important to avoid distortions of relative prices. For this, interest 
rate reforms will have to constitute an important component of policy measures aimed at impl"Olfing 
economic performance. Interest rates will have to be managed to reduce the spread between 
borl'CNVing and lending rates to -normal- lewis while producing positive real Interest rates. Finally, 
external shocks affect the conditions. This is particularly true in agricultural countries, where 
climatic factors are the main determinant of economic activity. Under those circumstances, and 
given that foreign interest ranges also fluctuate considerably, it is desirable that interest rate 
management techniques be kept flexible. [5142] 
Key Words: General; Africa; COte d'ivolre; Senegal; The Gambia; Ghana; Sierra Leone; Guinea; 
Mali; Cape Verde; Guinea-Bissau; Uberia; Formal finance; Uberalization; Monetary policy; 
Interest rates; 
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373. leite, Sergio Pereira, and Dawlt Makonnen, -Savings and Interest Rates In the BCEAO Countries: 
An Empirical Analysis, - Savings and Development. Vol. X, No.3, 1986, pp. 219-232. 
Study Inwstlgates the determinants of saving In the Banque Centrale des Etats de I)\frlque de 
l'Ouest (BCEAO) countries of Benin, Ivory Coast, Niger, Senegal, Togo, and Upper Volta. The 
sample COJers the period 1967-1980. Three models of saving behavior were chosen In which the 
real Interest rate was Introduced as an explanatory variable. These models were: 1) model based 
on the Keynesian Absolute Income Hypotheses; 2) a model using the lagged savings hypotheses; 
and, 3) a model employed by Houthakker and Taylors dynamic adjustment hypotheses. The basic 
determinants of saving behavior In BCEAC countries are the leYel of changes In disposable Income 
and the past saving performance. The results Indicate that the direct effect of Interest rate policies 
on OYerall savings Is relatively small In the BCEAO countries, but that Its effect on financial savings 
may stili be significant. [5027] --
Key Words: General; Africa; Benin; COte d'ivolre; Niger; Senegal; Togo; Upper Volta; Burkina 
Faso; Savings; Interest rates; 
374. Lswls, Barbara C., -rhe Umitations of Group Action Among Entrepreneurs: The Market Women in 
Abidjan, Ivory Coast, - In Women in Africa: Stydies In Social and Economic Chanae, N. J. Hafkin and 
E. G. Bay (eds.), Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 1976, pp. 135-156. 
The author discusses the associatlonal goals and financial problems of market women, pointing out 
that the womenS Indigenous credit associations aim to provide a regular and systematic means of 
accumulating capital and defending their Interests In conflicts with administrative authorities. The 
organizations serve as Insurance, credit, savings and loan and typically involve 15 to 20 people. (1) 
The rotating credit association, also called esusu or susu, involves a group of people who make 
regular contributions to a fund which becomes the property of each contributor in rotation. (2) The 
-ambulatory banker- system, on the other hand, requires each participant to make a dally deposit 
of a fixed amount of money which she receives at the months end, minus one-thirteenth (the 
bankers fee). The bankers are invariably men. The ambulatory banking system Is advantageous to 
only a few prosperous women who habitually deal in hundreds of dollars' worth of stock, property, 
and other commercial assets, who can receive regular advances from the bankers due to their large 
savings, and haw an effective working capital of thousands of dollars. [5120] 
Key Words: Marketing; Coastal and Central West Africa; COte d'ivoire; Women; Credit; 
Savings; 
375. Minot, Nicholas, -Economic Aspects of Contract Farming In Less Developed Countries: An 
Annotated Bibliography,- Contract Farming In Africa Project Working Paper No.3, Binghamton, IDA, 
New York, July 1986, 22 p. 
This document contains abstracts of 46 publications on contract farming. The publications cover 
general papers as well as specific studies on Africa In general, West Africa, COte d'ivoire, Kenya, 
Nigeria, SwazUand, Uganda (also the Americas, Central America, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, 
Guatemala, Honduras, Jamaica, Latin America, Malaysia, Mexico, Papua New Guinea, The 
PhUippines, ThaUand, Turkey, and the United States). Some of the annotations discuss financial 
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aspects of contract fanning, and especially the supposed need by farmers for credit that is being 
met by some contract fanning operations. [5233] 
Key WonII: Agriculture; Africa; COte d'lwlre; Kenya; Nigeria; Swaziland; Uganda; Farm; 
Agrlcultlnl credit; 
376. Nelson, Eric R., -Evaluation Report: Entente AfrIcan Enterprises Loan/Project, - Report to USAID, 
USAlD, washington, D.C., February 1976, 44 p. + tables and annex. 
Evaluates the Entente Enterprises program as an exercise In the Institutionalization of the African 
SME d8ll8l0prnent process In Benin (Dahomey), Burkina Faso (Upper Volta), Iwry Coast, Niger and 
Togo. Reports that the first loan fund was well-disbursed, reached a wide variety of enterprises and 
bom:Med mainly for working capital. Recommends a more rigorous definition of African enterprise 
(to require at least 50% African capital and control); channeling more loans to SMEs; greater use 
of the resources of the commercial banking sector; maintaining experimental character of the loan; 
discontinue targeting of special sector; and limit In participation In firms to prevent abuse through 
appropriation of expatriate enterprises. [4220] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; Benin; Burkina Faso; Iwry Coast; COte 
d'lwlre; Niger; Togo; Banks; Development bank; International donora; 
377. Regional Economic D8II8Iopment Services OfficejWest AfrIca (REDSOjWA), -Evaluation of Entente 
Fund Rural D8II8Iopment Projects: livestock II, and Food Production, - Project Evaluation Report, 
prepared for USAID/Abidjan, REDSOjWA, Abidjan, COte d'lwlre, December 1981, as p. + 
appendices. 
Report concludes that the Entente Fund was a cost effective vehicle for channeling AID funds for 
agricultural d8ll8l0pment projects In Iwry Coast, Upper Volta, Niger; Togo and Benin. Under the 
Food Production component, the Fund and the member states agreed, among others, to adjust 
small farmer credit policies so as to Increase the amount of institutional credit available, offer longer 
grace and repayment terms and allaN higher Interest rates. Notes that the 15 sub-projects have not 
been adequately monitored, Indicating weaknesses In data collection and reporting. [4790] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Ivory Coast; COte d'iwire; Burkina Faso; Upper Volta; Niger; 
Togo; Benin; Formal finance; Supervised credit; 
378. Regional Economic D8II8Iopment Services OfficejWest AfrIca (REDSO jWA), "The African Flnanclt!re 
M0Y8ment: TCMlSlds the Creation of Indigenous Private Sector African Venture Capital Funds,-
USAlD, Washington, D.C., January 1989,19 p. 
Describes the Financlt!re movement as provider of venture capital funds for SMEs In West Africa and 
proposes AID assistance to this and similar groups of financial mutual societies composed of 
educated entrepreneurial member-a.vners. Aside from Cote d'lwlre where the movement originated, 
operational Flnanclt!res can also be found In Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Ghana, Mall and 
Senegal. The different Flnancieres encourage regular savings by monthly deposits to the 
associationS treasury, just like a Tontine. The accumulated funds are an Important source of 
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Investment funds. The creation of a regional coon::Jlnating center planned for early 1989 is aimed 
at contributing to the dewlopment and management of common Investment projects. [4288] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; Cote d'ivolre; Burkina Faso; Cameroon; Ghana; 
Mall; Senegal; Finance; SeH-help groups; 
379. Reno, Barbara Morrison, Jane de Veil, Jonea Gurwltt, and Virginia Delancey, "Report of the Bilingual 
Regional Seminar-Dakar; Senegal. March 2-6, 1981: Increasing Womens Access to Credit Through 
Credit Unions In West Africa,· ACOSCA, Nairobi, Kenya, September 1981, 47 p. 
The purpose of this seminar that grouped eight West African countries (Cameroon, The Gambia, The 
1\101)' Coast, Niger; Senegal, Sierra Leone, Togo and Upper Volta) was to address the issue of 
promoting the access of women to credit unions. Participants to the seminar agreed to take 
Immediate steps: 1) to initiate research on the difficulties women face to access credit and to use 
available credit efficiently: 2) to Increase the percentage of women attending courses at ACOSCA 
training centers; and 3) to Increase the number of women on the staff of ACOSCA. Country action 
plans were drafted to insure foiION-UP of the adopted resolutions. [2496] 
Key Words: Women; Africa; Cameroon; The Gambia; COte d'ivoire; Niger; Senegal; Sierra 
Leone; Togo; Burkina Faso; Upper Volta; Credit unions; Government policy and programs; 
380. Seibel, Hans Dieter; and Michael t Marx, ')\ Guide on the Promotion of Unkages Between Formal 
and Informal Rural Financial Institutions based on Field Surveys Carried Out In African Countries -
In Oose Cooperation with the National Institutions: Agricultural Services Division, FAC, Rome, Italy, 
1986, 106 p. 
The objective of this paper is to shON hON informal and formal financial institutions can be linked 
to Improve the functioning of rural financial markets and to initiate self-sustained development 
processes. Authors Identify the foilONlng as Instrumental to the linkage procedure: (1) survey and 
mobilization campaigns carried out jointly by a team of social scientists and local bank personnel; 
(2) appropriate participation strategies foilONed in communication with local authorities and with the 
Informal financial Institutions; and (3) agreement between the informal and formal financial 
Institutions on a loan savings scheme designed to create related Incentives to save and reimburse. 
Guidelines are also included for ·upgrading· Informal financial institutions and for "dONngrading" 
formal financial institutions where linkages are not Immediately feasible so as to require changes In 
the concepts and behaviors of the two parties involved. Examples of suggested "upgrading" 
activities for ROSCAs are increasing the amounts of regular savings contributions and learning about 
the different systems of calculating interest. While for formal financial institutions, measures to 
bridge the communication gap, and Oiercome spatial and psychological distance from the rural 
clientele are examples of "dONngrading" activities. [5270] 
Key Words: General; Africa; COte d'ivoire; The Congo; Togo; Nigeria; Self-help groups; 
Finance; Informal finance; Formal finance; ROSCAs; 
381. Seibel, Hans Dieter; ·Einheimlsche Selbsthllfeorganlsationen 1m laendlichen Raum In der Republik 
Elfenbelnkueste," GTZ, Eschborn, Federal Republic of Germany, 1986, 167 p. + annexes. 
Reviews the role of indigenous self-help organizations in rural areas of the Republic of the Ivory 
Coast, with special reference to the scope for linking formal and rural financial markets. Suggests 
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strategies for promoting these Informal organizations for rural d8ll8l0pment, Including the type of 
support to be glwn, and linkages to the National Bank for Agricultural D8II8Iopment. Includes 
questionnaires and guidelines or the promotion of Informal rural financial markets. [GER] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; COte d'ivolre; Cooperatives; Self-help 
groups; Rural finance; 
382. Seibel, Hans Dieter, and Michael T. Marx, pual Financial Markets In AfrIca: Case Studies of Unkages 
between Informal and FOrmal Institutions, Cologne D8II8Iopment Studies, Fort Lauderdale, Aorlda: 
Vertag Breitenbach Publishers, 1987, 144 p. 
The objective of this book Is to Ilustrate and document the various modes of linkages between 
formal and Informal Institutions based on experiences In Ivory Coast (development bank, with 
diverse ethnic groups); Peoples Republic of Congo (savings and credit cooperative, with ROSCAs); 
Togo (savings bank, with ROSCAs); and Nigeria (ROSCAs transformed Into cooperatives, and 
ROSCAs linked with a commercial bank). The authors hypothesize that the rigid separation between . 
formal and Informal Institutions has limited the contribution of the financial system to d8ll8l0pment 
In the rural areas. It highlights the Importance of emphasizing self-help among the Indigenous 
Informal financial Institutions and customer-orlentatlon among the formal financial Institutions as a 
simultaneous dENelopment process, and suggests guidelines for Initiating area surveys and 
negotiating linkage arrangements. [1137] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Togo; People's Republic of the Congo; Nigeria; COte d'ivoire; 
Rural finance; SeH-help groups; Finance; Savings & credit cooperatives; Cooperatives; 
ROSCAs; 
383. Seibel, Hans Dieter; St§rI Dt§dy, Sabine Herwegen, and Daniel Mianno Kadja, Yndliche Entwlcklung 
als AustayschorozeB, Vol. 1, Cologne DeYeIopment Studies, Saarbrucken, Germany: Verlag 
Breitenbach, 1987, 235 p. 
The target group of this study was rural population In Ivory Coast, especially farmers of both 
genders, that were organized In Informal groups. The survey for this study was conducted In eight 
regions of Ivory Coast in 1985. The objective was to Improve the rural financial market by promoting 
Informal groups and by linking them to formal financial Intermediaries. In collaboration with the 
Banque Natlonale de Dt§veloppement Agricole (BNOA), COte d'ivoire, a financial development model 
was conceived. The model links Informal groups with the BNOA and relates savings directly to 
credit. (Report includes English and French summary.) [GER] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ivory Coast; COte d'ivolre; Informal 
finance; 
384. United States Agency for International D8II8Iopment (USAlD) , "frlca Bureau Sector Strategy: A 
Strategic Framework for Promoting Agricultural Marketing and Agribusiness Development In Sub-
Saharan Afrlca,- Publications Series No. 91-1, Office of Technical Resources, Africa Bureau, USAID, 
Washington, D.C., January 1991, 78 p. 
Document identifies and analyzes key problems affecting the efficiency of agricultural marketing 
systems In Sub-Saharan Africa to provide a strategic framework to guide the Agency In the deSign 
and Implementation of Interventions to Improve market efficiency and promote the role of 
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agribusiness In market dENelopment. Building on lessons learned from pnMous AID and other 
donor-asslsted activities, framework focuses on three basic elements: 1) macroeconomic and 
sectOlBl policies and regulations that define the scope, nature and incentives for marketing activities; 
2) necessary infrastructure for conducting and expanding marketing activities; and 3) capability of 
market participants, especially agribusiness, to engage in marketing activities particular1y in 
response to enhanced environments as constraints under 1) and 2) are alleviated. In this regard, 
It recognizes five stages In the evolutionary development for agricultural marketing systems, and 
appraises most of Sub-Saharan Africas to be ·mired· In the first two stages, with none having 
reached the fourth stage at all. Stage 3 is when viable formal sector financial Institutions 
emerge/serve the needs of marketing agents, and a ffNI countries are identified with this: Kenya, 
Cote d'iwire, Senegal, Nigeria, Malawi and Botswana. [4155] 
Key Words: Marketing; Africa; Kenya; COte d'ivolre; Botswana; Senegal; Niger; Malawi; 
Finance; Agribusiness; Output marketing; International donors; 
385. Watts, Michael, Peter D. LIttle, Christopher Mock, Martin Billings, and Steven Jaffee, ·Contract 
Farming in Africa: Executive Summary,· Paper prepared for the Africa Bureau, USAID, IDA, 
Binghamton, NfNI York and Oark University, Worcester; Massachusetts, 1988, 32 p. 
Field research on contract farming schemes In Gambia, Senegal, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Nigeria 
and Malawi to address USAIDs concerns with income generation, the role of private sector 
organizations, technology transfer to African small farmers, and sustainable development. The study 
found that the incidence of contract farming in Africa has expanded significantly CHer the past 
decade and, regardless of political and economic Ideology, virtually all African states have some 
form of contract farming. It is the quality of management and technical support, the availability of 
capital, and the presence of favorable market conditions that set apart successful from unsuccessful 
schemes, rather than type of o.vnershlp (private, public, or hybrid). [5343] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; The Gambia; Ghana; COte d'ivoire; Ivory Coast; Kenya; Nigeria; 
Malawi; Senegal; Finance; 
386. West African Economic Community, ·Programme Communautalre Caisse Rurale d'Epargne et de 
Pr&t,· RUral Savings and Loan Cooperatives, Summary Report, CREP /CEK) Community Project, 
Vol. II, APPUI, Sherbrooke, Canada, April 1987, 37 p. 
Gives the context of and describes the programme and its organization. Presents the structure of 
the savings and loan cooperatives (CREPs) and describes the national programmes envisaged for 
Benin, Burkina Faso, COte d'iwire, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, and Senegal respectively. [4740] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Benin; Burkina Faso; COte d'ivoire; Mali; Cooperatives; Savings; 
387. Yablle, Klnlmo Rene, ·Pn::wislon of Uquldlty Management: An Incentive to Curb Default In the Iwry 
Coasts Agricultural Credit Programs,· Savings and Development, Vol. XI, No.4, 1987, pp. 403-422. 
Studies the Incidence of loan default among 100 sampled lvorian farmer-beneficiaries of the Banque 
Nationale de D~veloppement Agricole (BNDA) for the period 1979-80. Statistical test results tend 
to suggest that lONer loan default Is associated with greater flexibility and liquidity value of the loan. 
Recommends (1) reduction In the restraints on the use of loan proceeds; (2) increase in the size 
of the loan limit; and (3) increase in the interest rates among the remedies for loan default. The first 
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two are aimed at Increasing the bol1'ONers' valuation of the credit relationship with BNDA, while the 
last Is for credit program viabUity which enhances the bol1"CJN8rs' perception of the Institutions long-
term prospects. [4940] 
Kay Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; C6te d'ivolre; Formal finance; 
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Equatorial Guinea 
388. L.e Francois, Louis, ales Banques Commerclalles en Afrique Subsaharlenne: Orlgine - Evolution -
Avenlr, a MarcMs Troplcaux. June 1987, pp. 1679-1706. 
The author discusses the origin, ewlutlon and future of commercial banks in Sub-Saharan Africa. 
The international economic crisis and the crisis of the banks Is reYiewed. Specific case studies are 
presented from Nigeria, Zaire, Mauritania, Guinea and Equatorial Guinea. [4722] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Nigeria; Zaire; Mauritania; Guinea; Equatorial Guinea; Finance; 
Formal finance; Commercial banks; 
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Gabon 
389. Chevlllard, Nicole, -Les Grandes Banques Afrlcalnes,- Afrlqye Industrle, No. 321, 1985, pp. 36-48. 
The article Is a compilation of different reports by BCEAO (Banque Centrale des Etats de l'Ouest) 
of operations and results of 60 West African Monetary Union (UMOA) banks and a classification of 
the principal West AfrIcan and Central African commercial banks. There is also a country-by-country 
survey of the major banks in Nigeria, Ivory Coast, Cameroon, Gabon, Senegal, Congo, Togo, 
Burkina Faso, Niger, Mall, and the Central African Republic. The data were obtained from published 
statistics of the banks results obtained In 1983. All UMOA banks have seen their net benefit drop 
due mainly to poor performance by development banks and some commercial banks. Despite a 
slight Increase In total credit to the economy In 1982-83, all other bank services have slo.ved down. 
When ranking the banks, Nigeria comes in a distinct first follo.ved by banks from the Franc Zone 
while other banks with nonconvertlble currencies come last. [0789] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Nigeria; COte d'ivoire; Ivory Coast; Cameroon; Gabon; Senegal; 
Congo; Togo; Burkina Faso; Niger; Mali; Central African Republic; Banks; 
390. de Benoist, Joseph Roger, -Le R6seau des Flnanci~res Africaines s'etend de la Tontine ella Banque 
Coopt§rative, - Marches Tropicaux, December 23, 1988, pp. 3658-3659. 
This article reviews the rapid g/'ONth of the Financl~re movement begun In June 1980 in Cote 
d'ivoire. The author describes the Financiere as a modern Tontine association that groups mainly 
high levels professionals. The movement has been steadily growing and expanded to twelve African 
countries (COte d'ivoire, Senegal, Ghana, Burkina Faso, Mali, Cameroon, Benin, Gabon, Guinea, 
Morocco, Togo, and Zaire). The principal objective of every local chapter is to motivate savings and 
facilitate credit for investment in development projects. The creation of the -Financiilre 
Internatlonale- is expected to help harmonize the rules governing the different financieres and permit 
joint collaboration in realizing development projects. [0926] 
Key Words: General; Africa; COte d'ivoire; Senegal; Ghana; Burkina Faso; Mali; Cameroon; 
Benin; Gabon; Guinea; Morocco; Togo; Zaire; Informal finance; 
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391. Addeah, Kwaku, An Introdyctlon to the Law of RYral Banking In Ghana. Accra, Ghana: Amantah 
Publishers, 1989, pp. 13-53. 
This section Includes a definition of the term rural bank which is an Independent company whose 
registered office located In the rural area Is the same as Its head-quarters and which Is not 
supposed to haw branches, and therefore called unit bank. These banks are Introduced by the 
Bank of Ghana either on Its ONn Initiative or upon the request of a group of persons who are 
Interested In establishing the bank, which Is a shareholder in fiNery rural bank, and are subject to 
the supervision of the Bank of Ghana. The management and administration of rural banks is 
discussed In detaO to reflect the main legal principles underlying the division of the banks pa.vers, 
the shareholders' po.wrs and their limits, directors' functions, pa.vers and duties, and hON the 
corporate pa.vers of the bank are divided between the members In general meeting and the board 
of directors. [4253] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Bank; Rural finance; 
392. Aggrey-Mensah, William, ·Rural Banks as Instruments for Mobilizing Savings: A Case Study of 
Ghana: FAC, Rome, Italy, 1982,23 p. 
The Rural Banking Scheme in Ghana, although In Its infancy, has already proved successful in 
mobilizing resources. Although some of these deposits haw been shifted from other banks. a 
substantial amount is coming from private hoards of cash In the rural areas. The rural banks have 
assisted small-scale farmers, fishermen and other members of the community by obtaining for them 
Imported Inputs and other raw materials for their businesses. The author notes that generally the 
credit administration of the rural banks is raising high hopes and boosting morale in the rural areas. 
It Is concluded that with appropriate support, the rural banks can, in the long run, play an important 
complementary role to the existing banking system In Ghana. [4521] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Banks; Savings mobilization; 
Input marketing; Agribusiness; 
393. Aggrey-Mensah, William, ·Small BOll'Oller Credit Guarantee Scheme - A Ghanaian Experience,· 
Paper presented at the Workshop on Credit Guarantee Scheme, Conakry, Guinea, 11-12 December 
1980, AFRPCA Publication No.2, AFRACA, Nairobi, Kenya, August 1982, 30 p. 
In this paper, the author examines hON schemes and mechanisms for the provision of credit and 
other forms of financial assistance to farmers haw evolved Oller time. To that effect, the author 
appraises the performance of the existing banking system In relation to the needs of the small scale 
farmers. Also a brief background of the Small Borl"C1Ner Credit Guarantee Scheme and hON it 
operates Is given along with Its achlfiNements and problems. The paper concludes with an outline 
of a recent rural credit scheme being Introduced to widen the coverage of the credit guarantee 
scheme and to make it more beneficial to a larger segment of rural dwellers. The author proposes 
some solutions to counteract the problems hampering the successful operation of the credit 
guarantee scheme. [2592] 
Key Words: AgricuHure; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Credit; 
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394. Agrawal, Ramesh Chandra, -Commodity Credit Scheme In Ghana: An Unconventional Approach to 
Small Farmer Credit, - Zeltschrlft fur Auslandlsche Landwirtscbaft, Vol. 17, No.1. January-March 
1978. pp. 21-37. 
Article describes a commodity credit program In Ghana which prcMdes loans to Informal groups 
of small farmers and also to farmers' cooperatives. Each loan Is aimed at financing the production 
of a single crop such as com. The program has been underway for six years and repayment Is 
satisfactory. Author concludes with some suggestions on hoN program could be strengthened. 
(1845) 
Key YIoRIs: Agriculture; Coastal and Cardlal West Africa; Ghana; Credit; 
395. AgrtMrts. lJcI .• -rhe Potential of Agribusiness In Ghanas Agricultural and Economic Dewlopment: 
A report for USAID/Ghana. Agrovets. lld .• Accra. Ghana. February 1991. 251 p. + annexes. 
Examines the Ghanaian agribusiness sector and concludes that there exists a large number of 
potentially profitable private Investment opportunities In both the Input and output sub-sectors. 
Recommends continued AID support to Ghanas macroeconomic policy reforms; serious 
consideration to prcMding financial and technical assistance to the divestiture and privatization 
programs; more direct assistance to private agrlbuslnesses; and for Ghanaian commercial banks 
to design financial packages foilaNing the -integrated funding approach- to financing agribusiness 
activities. from production to marketing. (5511) 
Key Words: Agribusiness; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Formal finance; 
396. Ahlakpor, James C. W. -rhe Capital Intensity of Foreign. Private Local and State Owned Firms In 
a Less Dewloped Country: Ghana. - Journal of Development Economics, Vol. 20. No.1. January-
February 1986. pp. 145-162. 
Investigates the hypothesis that foreign firms are the most capital Intensive in the dewloplng 
countries using 1970 data for 297 state. private local. private foreign and combined firms In Ghana. 
Reports mixed results. and supports the conclusion that capital intensity is Influenced more by cost 
(profit) considerations than by the nationality of aNnership. State firms faced the 1000st capital costs 
with cheaper credit and less binding tax and dividend payment obligations. and tended to be most 
capital Intensive. Recommends a re-thinklng of the states direct participation in production and 
manufacturing In Ghana. [50n) 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Finance; 
397. Akaah. Ishmael P.. Kafl Q. Dadzie. and Bruce Dunson. -Formal Financial Institutions as Savings 
MobIlzlng Conduits In Rural LOCs: An Empirical Assessment Based on the Bank Savings Behavior 
of Ghanian Farm Households. - Savings and Development. Vol. XI. No.2. 1987. pp. 115-135. 
Authors examine the willingness of Ghanian cocoa fanners to save with formal banking institutions 
and the factors that Influence their bank-savings behavior. A survey of 2.106 cocoa farmers was 
done at the end of the main 1982/83 cocoa season. The results indicate that cocoa farmers In 
Ghana are willing to save with formal financial Institutions. especially If banking operations and 
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procedures are designed to reflect their needs and preferences. Three factors were studied: Interest 
on savings, deposits, attitudes of bank employees, and confidentiality of bank records. [4818] 
Kay Words: Agricunure; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Savings; Formal finance; 
398. Akompong, Kwasl, "The Effect of Interest Rates on the Operations of Rural Credit-Savings Activities," 
Unpublished paper, Bank of Ghana, Accra, Ghana, March 1976, 10 p. 
ReiI6ws the role that Interest rates play In the mobilization and allocation of financial resources. 
Argues that concesslonal interest rates on credit result In Inefficient allocation of resources, and 
forces financial Institutions to allocate credit ~ from the poor: Suggests that the gCNemment 
should subsidize some of the lenders costs of making small loans. Author feels that interest rates 
play a minor role In household savings decisions. [ARC. 1234] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Rural finance; 
399. A111x Consultants, Ud., ·Bank of Ghana/EEC Rural Banks Project - Phase n-, Draft Final Report·, A1lix 
Consultants, Accra, Ghana, July 1989, 18 p. + appendices. 
Outlines the progress of an EEC-assisted credit line project Involving qualified rural bank financing 
for the purchase of fishing equipment, Irrigation pumps and postharvest facilities In Ghana. Notes 
the slCNV procurement and distribution activities due In part to soft demand, and the small number 
of rural banks meeting the eligibility requirements for participation. Concurs with the view that a 
training center dedicated to the needs of rural banks Is necessary, along with the setting up of a 
IlNOIvlng capital fund for strengthening the equity base of rural banks. [5390] 
Key Words: Agricunure; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Formal finance; Rural banks; 
Agribusiness; Fisheries; 
400. Aryeetgy, Ernest, "The Relationship Between Formal and Informal Sectors of the Financial Market 
In Ghana,· Paper presented at the Workshop of the African Economic Research Consortium, 
Abidjan, COte d'lwlre, Institute of Statistical, Social and Economic Research, University of Ghana, 
Legon, 1990, 21 p. 
The report attempts to outline and study linkages between formal and informal financial sectors in 
Ghana In two areas of observed close relationship. Thgy are: 1) residual financing of economic 
activity by the Informal sector and 2) the significance of the contribution of the Informal sector to 
changes In the mongy stock. The report concluded that Interest rates per se are irrelevant in 
influencing savings mobilization as was evidenced In the informal sector with the ·susu· collector: 
People save where thgy think thgy can find credit and lend if thgy cannot Invest their money 
else.vhere. [4049] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Finance; Informal finance; 
Credit; 
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401. Aryeetf1t/. Ernest. YM Asante. and Alexander Kyei. ·Mobilizlng Domestic Savings for D6V8Iopment 
and Diversification: A Ghanaian Case Study,· Paper presented at the Workshop on Mobilization of 
Domestic Resources in Africa. University of Oxford. July 16-20. 1990. International Dewlopment 
Centre. Queen Elizabeth House. University of Oxford. Oxford. United Kingdom. 65 p. 
ReYiews the structure and operations of the Ghanaian financial system. Including the likely Impact 
of recent financial sector reforms on household saving patterns. Concludes that domestic resources 
are not lacking. but that their mobilization Is Impeded by structural factors. adverse policy and 
institutional bottlenecks. The banking system has become oIigopoilstlc and Inefficient. very se/ectlve 
and discriminatory in portfolio management. cutting out most of the productive sectors from credit 
allocation. [5062] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Savings; 
402. Bentll, B .• J. Gadway, H. Huttenrauch. V. Monlkes. and R. H. Schmidt. ')\ Research Study Prepared 
for Bank of Ghana.· Paper prepared on behalf of the Ministry of Economic Cooperation of the 
Federal Republic of Germany, September 1988. 147 p. 
The study emphasizes the aspects of demand for financial services and the role of informal financial 
arrangements and institutions. It argues that the demand and the Informal sector of the financial 
system constitute the rural financial environment in the sense of that environment in which formal 
financial Institutions operate and to which they have to respond and adapt if they want to survive. 
[2440] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Banks; 
403. Borish. Mike. ')\n Overview of the Formal and Non-Formal Financial Sector of Ghana.· Prepared 
under Partnership Grant PDC-0280-A-OO-620S-OO for the USAID Ghana Mission. Technoserve. Inc .• 
Norwalk. Connecticut. March 1989. 41 p. 
This report pl'tJlides an overview of the Ghanaian financial sector. both formal and non-formal, as 
of early 1989. The report emphasizes the Economic Recovery Program started in 1983 with the 
purpose to restructure the banking system that suffered from structural problems and economic 
policies. The formal financial markets are underdeveloped. and are operating inefficiently, so that 
35-40% of broad money (M2) Is located outside the formal sector. Although the governments 
ambitious formal financial sector restructuring program will address the industrys weakness. 
resolving problems and restoring full public confidence will take time. so non-formal finance will 
continue to playa significant role. The Informal credit agencies. such as Susu. money lenders. and 
credit unions will be key Institutional players. [171S] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Finance; Policy reform; 
404. Burnett. Jill. ')\n Overview of Ghanas Banking Sector: A Review of Financial Institutions In Rural 
Areas and Analysis of the Rural Banks.· Draft paper, St. Anthony College. University of Oxford. 
Oxford. United Kingdom. May 1991. 60 p. 
An CNervlew of the performance of the Ghanaian rural banking system prompted the author to 
conclude that rural banks have not been able to fulfill their objectives of replacing financial services 
from within the Informal sector. Subsequently, Increasing attention is being centered on informal and 
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quasi-formal financial Institutions to assess ways that the banks might adopt or adjust their services 
to emulate their successful components. (4027) 
Key WoRts: Gen .. l; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Banks; 
405. Clark, Gracia, and Takylwaa Manuh, 'Women Traders In Ghana and the Structural Adjustment 
Program,- In Structyral Adjustment and AfrIcan Women Farmers. Christina H. Gladwin (ed.) , 
Galnesvlle, Aorida: University of Aorida Press, 1991, pp.217-236. 
This paper considers the effects of the structural adjustment program (SAP) on market traders In 
Ghana. The SAP effects seem to have continued or Intensified the effects of the economic crisis 
rather than ANersing them. The authors found that the most significant Impact of SAP has come 
through dEMlluation and changes In relative pricing, although they note that the credit squeeze 
compounds Its effects. The failing demand and the Influx of new traders both reflect and 
demonstrate the dropping relative pa.wr of traders and other disenfranchised groups. The authors 
conclude that such exclusion of market traders from economic planning and resources threatens . 
the whole process of economic gl'ONth. [4310] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Finance; Output marketing; 
Traders; Macroeconomics; Credit; 
406. Cleaver, KeYln M., -rhe Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture In Sub-Saharan 
AfrIca, - Staff WorkIng Paper No. 728, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., April 1985, 30 p. 
This paper reviews the available literature on the Impact of price and exchange rate policies on 
agriculture In Sub-Saharan Africa. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan African 
countries to test SEJll8ra1 hypotheses concerning policy Impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad, 
Ethiopia, Mall, Malawi, Zaire, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Guinea, 
Benin, Central African Republic, Sierra Leone, Madagascar, Niger, Sudan, Togo, Ghana, Kenya, 
Senegal, Lesotho, Uberia, Zambia, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Cameroon, Botswana, Congo, and Ivory 
Coast. A regression equation with agricultural gl'ONth rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient was statistically significant but with a ION R2. Other independent variables were 
Investigated Including fertUlzer use per hectare, changes In the barter terms of trade, population 
gl'ONth rate, degree of concentration of export earnings, adult literacy, share of public consumption 
In GOP and the degree of gCNernment intervention In farm Input supply. Reductions In farm 1&VeI 
price discrimination (nominal protection), share of gCNernment consumption In GOP, and population 
gl'ONth rates were positively related to agricultural gl'ONth rates, while the degree of gCNernment 
involvement In the farm Input supply Industry was negatively related. The findings tend to confirm 
the view that Inappropriate price and exchange rate policies have a negative Impact on agricultural 
production. Other factors such as gCNernment Inwlvement In farm Input supply, population gl'ONth, 
and gCNemments abUity to operate and maintain Its agricultural Investments are also Important. 
Appropriate price and exchange rate policies would have a relatively small Impact on agricultural 
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groNth so the policy package to remedy problems caused by poor price and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to each country. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HC597W63 No. 
728] 
Kay Words: Agriculture; Africa; Chad; Ethiopia; Mall; Malawi; Zaire; Uganda; Burundi; Burkina 
F8so; Upper Volta; Rwanda; Somalia; Tanzania; Guinea; Benin; Central African Republic; 
Siena Leone; Madagascar; Niger; Sudan; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Lesotho; Uberla; 
Zambia; Nigeria; Zimbabwe; Cameroon; Botswana; Congo; Ivory Coast; COte d'lwlre; Finance; 
Interest rates; Policy reform; Prices; 
407. Cooperative League of the USA, -Ghana Cooperative Sector Study,- Cooperative League of the USA 
(d.b.a. The National Cooperative Business Association), Washington, D.C., November 1989, 43 p. 
The study reports that the cooperative movement in Ghana is moribund. Ho.vewr, the potential of 
its contribution to the countrys economic recovery Is enormous. It Is In the supply of credit/inputs, 
extension Intermediaries, and marketing that cooperatives haw the greatest potential for contributing 
to Ghanas economic recovery. An additional benefit to be derived from cooperatives fulfilling their 
potential Is a strengthening of rural financial Institutions. [4058] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Finance; Cooperatives; Credit; 
Marketing; 
408. Cotter, Jim, Richard Meyer, and Barbara Durr, -Nongovernmental Organizations and Microenterprise 
Dewlopment in Ghana: Appraisal and Preliminary Design, - Report prepared for USAID /Ghana, 
Community Economics Corporation, Washington, D.C., June 1991, 94 p. 
This study examined NGOs In Ghana to determine their financial management, program monitoring, 
and administrative coordination capability so that they may serve as First Order Intermediary 
Organizations for USAID/Ghana. After Interviews with private and public sector programs offering 
credit to female microenterprlses, the team concluded that enough credit exists In the country to 
meet needs. Newrtheless, NGOs must Increase community savings and accept more risk by 
expanding loan guarantee coverage. [4702] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Formal finance; Women; 
Gender; Micro and small enterprise; Credit; 
409. de Benoist, Joseph Roger, -L.e R6seau des Flnancl6res Africalnes s'etend de la Tontine a la Banque 
Coop6ratlve, - March,s Troplcaux, December 23, 1988, pp. 3658-3659. 
This article nwlews the rapid groNth of the Financi6re movement begun In June 1980 In Cote 
d'ivoire. The author describes the Financiere as a modem Tontine association that groups mainly 
high l8Y8Is professionals. The movement has been steadily groNing and expanded to twelve African 
countries (COte d'ivoire, Senegal, Ghana, Burkina Faso, Mall, Cameroon, Benin, Gabon, Guinea, 
Morocco, Togo, and Zaire). The principal objective of ewry local chapter is to motivate savings and 
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facDltate credit for Investment In dENelopment projects. The creation of the -Flnancl6re 
Intematlonale- Is expected to help harmonize the rules gCNemlng the different financleres and permit 
joint collaboration In realizing dENelopment projects. [0926] 
Key Words: General; Africa; CGte d'lwlre; Senegal; Ghana; Burkina Faso; Mall; Cameroon; 
Benin; Gabon; Guinea; Morocco; Togo; Zaire; Informal finance; 
410. Dodgle, KofI a., Bruce Dunson, and Ishmael P. Akaoh, -rransportation/Loglstlcs Barriers and Bank 
Savings Mobilization In LOCs with Emphasis on Ghana,- USAlD, Washington, D.C., 1986,25 p. 
Savings research points to the existence of savings capacity among the rural households of less 
dENeloped countries. Ho.NeYer; logistics and/or non-economlc barriers haw hampered the 
mobDlzatlon of such savings via financial Institutions. This study offers empirical research results 
that could help minimize the Impact of some of these barriers and thereby enhance the role of 
financial Institutions as savings mobilizers In the rural areas of less dsveloped countries. [3504] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central Welt Africa; Ghana; Savings; Banks; Rural finance; 
411. DONSWeII, Christopher R. (ed.), Feeding the Future: Agricultural Dsvelopment Strategies for Africa, 
Proceedings of a Workshop, August 1-3, 1989, Accra, Ghana, Atlanta, Georgia: CASIN/SAA/Global 
2000, 1990, 197 p. 
Documents the fourth In a series of gatherings of International specialists to revieN the food 
strategies for Africa and examine the range of policy options for sustained self-reliance. This 
workshop I'6YIe.NecI the achlsvements of projects in Ghana, the Sudan, Zambia and Tanzania. The 
dENelopment role of Informal finance in Africa and elseNhere in the world was also reviewed (Dale 
W Adams, -raking a Fresh Look at Informal Finance-), with a suggestion that poIicymakers try to 
learn from and understand Informal finance instead of trying to drive the informal lender out of 
business. [5401] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Ghana; Sudan; Tanzania; Zambia; Formal finance; Informal 
finance; Supervised credit; 
412. Duesenberry, James S., and Malcolm F. McPherson, -Monetary Management in Sub-Saharan Africa: 
A Comparative Analysis,- Dewlopment Discussion Paper No. 395 EPS, HIID, Harvard University, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, September 1991, 149 p. 
This paper Is a comparative revieN presenting findings of studies done in Malawi, Ghana, Nigeria, 
Senegal, and The Gambia examining the measures Sub-Saharan African (SSA) countries need for 
a successful transition to a system of indirect monetary control. The authors report that the 
successful operation of an Indirect control system requires the completion of a number of financial 
reforms, training of staff, cooperation between the Central Bank and the ministry of finance and a 
gCNemment committed to sound money and credit programs. The authors conclude that although 
SSA countries haw continued to rely on credit ceUings for macroeconomic reform, most of the 
changes required for Indirect control are desirable sven with a ceiling system. [4733] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Malawi; Ghana; Nigeria; Senegal; The Gambia; Finance; 
Macroeconomics; Central bank; Government policy and programs; Credit; Policy reform; 
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413. Duncan. Alex, and John HONeII (eds.). Structural Adjustment and the African Farmer. London, 
United Kingdom: James Currey, Ud .• 1992.213 p. 
this book focusses on the Impact of structural adjustment measures on Income and welfare of small 
farmers and farm laborers In Ghana. Kenya. Madagascar, Malawi and Niger. The responses of 
product and factor markets and economic and social Infrastructure that establish micro-macro 
economic linkages are examined. The authors found that public marketing Institutions. rural 
Infrastructure. and the 1M of private sector dMopment significantly Influence the Impact of 
reforms. In capital markets. the Informal lenders that charged high Interest rates were the primary 
sources of small farmer credit and the Impact of reforms was negligible on Informal credit markets. 
The authors argue for price Incentlws and Infrastructure dMopment to be accompanied by better 
links between product. labor, and formal and Informal capital markets. and for more project specific 
approaches to small farmer deYeIopment. [5572] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Ghana; Kenya; Madagascar; Malawi; Niger; Macroeconomics; 
Marketing; Policy ntform; capital markets; Unkages; Informal finance; Formal finance; Credit; 
414. Dunson. Bruce. Kofi Q. Dadzle. and Ishmael P. Akaah. "The Akuafo Cheque Program as a Savings 
MobUlzatlon Strategy: The Determinants of Savings In a l..oN Income Country,· Unpublished paper, 
Department of Economics and Finance, Prairie VI6W A&M University, Prairie View, Texas, July 1987. 
23 p. 
This study Investigated the determinants of save- no-save decisions and the determinants of the 
amount saved for a sample of cocoa farmers In Ghana. Findings supported the life-cycle hypothesis 
of savings behavior. Perhaps more Importantly, this study confirmed the Importance of transaction 
costs as Influencing savings. Farmers respond to efficient. courteous banking operations by saving 
more money In the banks. The study also found that a program requiring Individuals to Interact 
formally with the banking system had a residual effect on savings. [0017] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Savings; Formal finance; 
41S. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO). ·Report on the Workshop on 
Informal Financial Systems.· Accra. Ghana. 1S-19 August 1988. 13 p. + annexes. 
This workshop report contains several technical papers: (1) Credit Delivery Systems for Small-Scale 
Operators. (2) Nature and Characteristics of Informal Savings and Loan Associations, (3) Factors 
Affecting the Success of Informal Financial Associations. (4) Agricultural Credit Delivery Through 
Formal and Informal Sources In Ghana. (S) Unklng Formal. Semi-Formal. and Informal Financial 
Institutions. (6) leadership Training for Informal Savings Associations, (7) Income-Generatlng 
Activities. Leadership Participation of Local Groups: A Case Study. [4398] . 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Rural 
finance; Informal finance; Self-help groups; Formal finance; 
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416. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), ·Promotion of Womens Activities 
In Marketing and Credit: An Analysis, Case Studies and Suggested Actions, - Preliminary working 
paper; FAD, Rome, Italy, June 1984, 61 p. 
The obJectIw of the paper Is to pnMde suggestions for donor support to women engaged in food 
and agricultural marketing. The study refers to a comparative analysis of case studies of the lives 
of successful women entrepreneurs working In groups or as Individuals, and of project or program 
assistance which has had a fawrable outcome for women In marketing. The case material 
documents experiences from Bangladesh, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Gambia, Ghana, India, Kenya, 
Korea, lesotho, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Pakistan, Philippines, Sri Lanka, Syria, The Caribbean, Togo, 
Uganda, Upper Volta, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. In the analysis, an attempt was made to trace 
historical sequences and relations which have affected and continue to Influence womens 
participation, both as Individuals and as social beings. [3243] 
Key Words: Marketing; Africa; Burkina Faso; Cameroon; Ethiopia; The Gambia; Ghana; Kenya; 
Lesotho; Nigeria; Togo; Uganda; Upper Yoha; Zambia; Zimbabwe; Women; 
417. Gabianu, A. Sena, -rhe Susu Credit System: An Ingenious Way of Financing Business Outside the 
Formal Banking System,- Long-Term Perspectives Study, Special Economic Office, Technical 
Department, Africa Region, The Wor1d Bank, Washington, D.C., n.d., 12 p. 
The author states that the lack of recognition of women results in their inability to get access to 
credit. The case study of Ghana shaM; that women thus are forced to seek informal ways to meet 
their credit needs. The mechanism of rotating savings and credit to help each other has developed 
into a system called -susu. - Given the success of the susu credit system, the author suggests that 
the gOJemment take a closer look and use some of Its attributes to improve the operations of the 
banks in order to mobilize the needed savings for development. [4057] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Credit; 
Banks; Informal finance; ROSCAs; 
418. Goldman, Richard H., Michael Roemer; Donald R. Snodgrass, and Louis T. Wells, -Ghanas 
Development: Strategic Lessons from Asia, - CAER Discussion Paper No. 11, Consulting Assistance 
on Economic Reform, HIID, Cambridge, Massachusetts, March 1992, 113 p. 
A collection of the papers presented at a seminar in Ghana consisting of -rhe Macroeconomics of 
Accelerated GroNth- (M. Roemer), ')\griculture and Food Policy- (R. H. Goldman), ~racting 
Foreign and Domestic Investmenr (Louis T. Wells, Jr.), and -Developing and Utilizing Human 
Capital- (D. R. Snodgrass). Lessons from the East and Southeast Asian experience suggest that for 
Ghanas accelerated dENelopment the saving rates need to be raised substantially along with 
financial market reforms; food and export agriculture need to be emphasized in order to raise 
incomes; and a more open policy regime tCNVardS democratic gOJemment to maintain credibility be 
adopted. [5210] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Formal finance; Policy 
reform; 
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419. Gyekye, Agyapong B., Emmanuel T. Acquah, and Charles D. Whyte, An Evaluation of Institutional 
Credit and Its Role In Agrlcyltural Prodyction in Ghana, Bureau of Economic Research and 
DeYeIopment Monograph, Vol. 5, No.1, Bureau of Economic Research and DeYelopment, Virginia 
State College, Petersburg, Virginia, 19n, 62 p. 
The study attempts to Nuate the role of Institutional credit In agricultural production In Ghana. 
Using ordinary least square regression techniques for the productivity analysis, the authors conclude 
that commercial banks advance only a small portion of their total loans to the agricultural sector and 
that a major part of this goes to large-scale farming projects. They suggest that the go.oemment 
should Initiate a reasonable reallocation policy In farm financing, allONing more of the resources to 
be allocated to small-scale farmers. They also emphasize the need to dSllelop systematic methods 
of data collection of farm businesses. [1862] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Credit; 
420. Hansel, H., -Input InnCMltions, Producer Credit, and Social Differentiation: Eastern Africa Journal 
of Rural DSllelopment, Vol. 7, No. 1/2, 1974, pp. 109-121. 
Author argues that new agricultural technologies often result in a widening of the Income differentials 
among farmers. Information from several farm ISIIeI studies in Ghana is presented to support this 
argument. Author feels that credit policies may be a way of reducing these differentials and 
proposes that credit granted in the form of physical inputs might be more easily directed to the rural 
poor and thus reduce Income differentials. [ARC. 1307] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Credit; 
421. Harrison, Alan, -Some Aspects of Rural Banking in Ghana and in Sierra Leone: Being a Report to 
the Credit and Marketing Division of FAO at the End of a Short (30 working-day) Period of Study,-
Department of Agricultural Economics and Management, Reading University, Reading, United 
Kingdom, 1991,21 p. 
This study about the rural banking system In Ghana and In Sierra Leone, though anecdotal and 
statistically deficient, concludes the follCNVing: that inflation requires a change in rural banking 
accounting and operation, and that there is a need to mobilize deposits. In addition, further 
deYeIopment of formal financial Intermediation is constrained by the absence of viable bom:7Ners 
In the farming community. [4168] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Sierra Leone; Rural finance; 
422. Hart, Keith, -Informal Income Opportunities and Urban Employment in Ghana, - Journal of Modem 
African Studies, Vol. 11, No.1, 1973, pp. 61-89. 
The Informal and formal Income structures of urban employment In Accra are examined on the basis 
of field work conducted from 1965-8 among the Frafras of Northern Ghana, a group inhabiting a 
slum on the northern outskirts of Accra. Umlted opportunities in the formal sector and declining 
real Incomes oblige most of the cltys wage earners to hold several jobs and/or to supplement their 
Incomes through informal means. The author proposes a typology of the wide range of urban 
Income opportunities In Accra with deSCriptions of multiple entries under three categories: formal 
Income opportunities, and legitimate illegitimate Informal Income opportunities. He notes an uneven 
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distribution of economic opportunities between regional or ethnic groups which he attributes to 
varying exposure to colonial rule and the spread of western education. For most of the workers, 
who are Interested In retiring with their savings to the country, long term, not short-tern, residence 
In the urban areas of southern Ghana Is the norm. [5166] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Informal finance; 
423. Hladzl, Hubert H., ·Rural Savings MobUlzation Strategies,· Unpublished paper prepared for 
Workshop on Agricultural Credit, Kumasl, Ghana, March 20, 1976, Agricultural DeYeIopment Bank, 
Kumasi, Ghana, 1976,8 p. 
Author outlines sources of capital as foreign aid, private foreign Inwstment and domestic savings. 
He argues that the receNed wisdom that poor countries like Ghana cannot save because of ION per 
capita income Is a fallacy. Author considers lack of concrete policies and Institutions to mobilize 
saving as a major problem. He also emphasizes the crucial role of the rural sector In capital 
formation. [ARC. 1584] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Savings; Savings 
mobilization; 
424. HUI, Polly, The Migrant Cocoa-Farmers of Southern Ghana, London, England: Cambridge University 
Press, 1963, 265 p. 
Author documents the results of fieldwork conducted over a 3 % -year period ending In July 1960 
In the hinterlands of Ghana where cocoa was first established at the turn of the century. She argues 
that contrary to the orthodox view, the Gold Coast was opened up for cocoa by groups of migrant 
farmers who operated hundreds of acres and not by peasants operating Individual small farms. The 
leadership, enterprise, social composltlon,legal framework, and historical dewlopment of the cocoa-
gn:Mers are described in detail, highlighting interesting forms of group organization foilONed by the 
migrants: the 'company' system made up of (1) a group of matrilineal kin (female and male) acting 
as a corporate group under the leadership of a male who often times is the chief financier; and (2) 
a club-type group of men (friends and neighbors) organized to buy a block of land. Author notes 
ho.v the process of Investing the proceeds of one cocoa-Jand In the purchase of another by their 
·companles" was actually collective savings or accumulation, and hON mutual insurance for the 
entire group was plUllded by lineage structure. The details of various forms of contractual relations 
from land sales to hiring labor; with or without embedded financial transactions, are described. 
Author argues that In this segment of Ghanaian society, where sale, mortgage, and credit ante-date 
the coming of the modem market economy, "corporate"land-o.vning spurs expansionary enterprise, 
serves as a form of "banking" resources, and promotes individual economic achlewment. 
[Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HD9200G62H53] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Credit; 
425. Holtzman, John S., et al., ~ribusiness DSYelopment in Sub-Saharan Africa: Suggested 
Approaches, Information Needs and an Analytical Agenda, Volume II: Country Annexes,· Abt 
Associates, Bethesda, Maryland, September 1992, 185 p. 
This report is the second wlume of a study that consists of lessons learned through USAIDs 
approaches to agricultural marketing and agribusiness dSYelopment in twelve sub-saharan African 
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countries. The reports are based on literature nJllews for Ghana, Guinea, Madagascar, Rwanda, 
Senegal, Togo and Zimbabwe and field research In Cameroon, Kenya, Mali, Niger and Uganda. The 
first YOIume summarizes the lessons learned from traditional and targeted aproaches follONed by 
USAID to agricultural marketing and agribusiness deYeIoprnent while this report presents case 
studies regarding the go.lemment policy and regulatory environment that fosters prlVcite sector 
Investment and entrepreneurship. Country specific examples of agribusiness d6Yelopment are 
discussed In detan. [55738] 
Key Words: Agribusiness; Africa; Cameroon; Ghana; Guinea; Kenya; Madagascar; Mall; Niger; 
Rvenda; Senegal; Togo; Uganda; Zimbabwe; Enterprises; Government policy and programs; 
International donors; 
426. International DeYeIoprnent Association (IDA), "Financial Sector Restructuring In Ghana: A Report and 
Recommendation of the President of the International DeYeIopment Association," Presented at the 
International DeYeIopment Association Meeting, Washington, D.C., June 20-22, 1989, IDA, 
Washington, D.C., June 1989, 81 p. 
The credit program will support a go.lemment program for the deYeIopment of a well-functioning 
and broad-based financial sector through the Implementation of policy and Institutional reforms. The 
main risk relates to the complexity of undertaking a sector-wide restructuring of the banking system 
that requires the strong commitment of the Ghanaian authorities, as well as the full cooperation of 
the banks' management. [0332] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Formal finance; 
427. International Fund for Agricultural DeYeIopment (I FAD) , "Ghana: Smallholder Credit, Input Supply 
and Marketing Project - Appraisal Report: Volume 1- Main Report; IFAD, Rome, Italy, November 
1989,63 p. 
The major feature of IFADs Intervention includes continuous and strengthened support for 
smallholder food producers to enhance regional food security, and to increase the nationally 
marketed surplus of the main deficit cereal crops, maize and rice. IFADs credit operations are 
based on a number of considerations: relaxation of the eligibility criteria of lending Institutions and 
reorientation of lending policies to improve the access of the rural poor to Institutional credit; 
selection of appropriate support and technical packages; credit group formation; and beneficiary 
participation. This approach not only ensures that the rural poor haw access to institutional credit, 
but that they can contribute to the establishment of credit schemes that are, In the long run, cost 
effectlYe and financially viable. [4061] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Credit; International donors; 
428. International Fund for Agricultural DeYeIopment OFAD), "Ghana: Smallholder Credit, Input Supply 
and Marketing Project - Appraisal Report: Volume 11- Working Papers,· IFAD, Rome, Italy, No.Iember 
1989,547 p. 
The report is a collection of 15 working papers on the IFAD project in Ghana aimed at raising the 
incomes and living standards of the poorest smallholder farmers, among whom women and migrant 
farmers are particularly disadvantaged. The working papers describe in more detail hem the project 
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will be Implemented and nMew the targeted sectors. A description of the pRot projects Is glwn and 
a financial and economic analysis completes the report. [4062J 
Key WORIs: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Credit; Women; International 
donora; 
429. Kirsch, Ottfried C., ~rarkredlt In F6rderungsprogrammen fUr Klelnbauern: Die Rolle von Selbst-
HHfeorganlsatlonen, dargestellt an FaJlbelsplelen, - In Ole Oberwindung der landlichen Armut In der 
Ormen Welt - Probleme und Persoektlwn klelnbauerllcher Entwlcklyngsstratealen, Frankfurt am 
Main, Federal Republic of Germany: Hanisch, Rolf and Rainer Tetzlaff (Publ.), Alfred Metzner Verlag, 
1979, pp. 303-25. 
The author discusses the role of self-help organizations In the supply process of agricultural credit 
to small farmers. The contribution of various self-help programs to rural finance Is analyzed In the 
form of case studies from Africa (Cameroon and Ghana) and Asia. It Is pointed out that cooperative 
self-help organizations In rural finance ought to break dependencies of Individuals to money lenders. 
Therefore, pl'tNlslons for consumption credit Is equally Important as production credit. [GERJ 
Key WORIs: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Cameroon; Ghana; Credit; 
430. Kpohazounde, v., and D. Dinning, -Report on the Institutional Analysis of the Ghana Co-operative 
Credit Union Association LTD (CUA),- ACCOSCA, Nairobi, Kenya, September 1990, 127 p. 
Credit unions (CUs) In Ghana are among the oldest in Africa. There are currently 249 operating CUs 
all affiliated with CUA. The study reports that CUA has reached a crisis point. It has accumulated 
significant losses, the level of financial contribution by their chapter/credit union membership Is far 
too ION, and the lawI of service pl'tNided to primary societies Is poor or non-existent. The authors 
identified four problems that need to be dealt with urgently. They are: 1) the failure of the present 
structure, 2) the ION level of local financial support for CUA, 3) the poorly trained and poorly 
motivated staff, 4) a weakened credit union base. Recommendations are made in the report to 
correct these problems. [4053J 
Key WORIs: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Credit unions; Cooperatives; 
431. Krueger; Anne 0., Maurice Schiff, and Alberto Vald6s, ~rlcultural Incentives in Developing 
Countries: Measuring the Effect of Sectoral and Economywide Policies, - The World Bank Economic 
Aey!ew, Vol. 2, No.3, September 1988, pp. 255-271. 
Estimates the sector-specific (direct) and economywlde (indirect) Impact of agricultural price policies 
for eighteen developing countries (that Include COte d'rvoire, Ghana and Zambia) during 1975-84. 
Concludes that systematic and sizeable discrimination against agricultural producers Is a dominant 
pattern. [1146J 
Key WORIs: Agriculture; Africa; COte d'iwire; Ghana; Zambia; Finance; Prices; 
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432. Kwarteng, Kwasl, -Banking and Finance In Africa: A Review Article, - Savings and DeYeIopment, Vol. 
VI, No.3, 1982, pp. 247-263. 
This paper I'8YIsws two recent publications by Ali Issa Abdl, a Somali economist working with the 
IMF, and Professor G. O. Nwankwo of the University of Lagos, Nigeria, nON with the Central Bank 
of Nigeria. The two books deal with banking and financial structure In the Initial stages of economic 
d6Yelopment. Abdls book fMlIuates the commercial banking system In Kenya, Tanzania and 
Somalia In the first decade of Independence In the earty 1960s. Nwankwos book offers an analytical 
account of the 8IIOIution and present status of the financial system of Nigeria. This paper compares 
the extent of financial deepening and financial repression In Ghana, Nigeria, Kenya, Tanzania and 
Somalia. Author concludes that these African countries have financially repressed.. banking and 
monetary systems. A reform of interest rate policies is recommended but it should be accompanied 
by other structural and institutional reforms. The authors raise Important questions about the role 
of the banking system In the dewlopment process, and argue that policy reform should be 
Implemented together with Institution-building, e.g., creation of proper central banks, to supervise 
the financial system and manage the monetary system, as was done in Nigeria. [5171] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Ghana; Nigeria; Kenya; Tanzania; Somalia; Formal finance; 
Financial repression; Interest rates; Policy reform; 
433. La-Anyane, S., ~rlcultural Credit in Accra Agricultural District of Ghana - A Case Study, - Working 
Paper No.4, FAD Agricultural Credit Case Studies, Food and Agricultural Organization of the United 
Nations, Rome, Italy, ca. 1974,45 p. 
Study reports on credit use among about 80 farm households in 4 villages in Ghana. Most of the 
households surveyed were able to borlON very sma" amounts. Author goes on to analyze various 
household characteristics and hON these were associated with credit use. He also discusses the 
problems of supplying credit to rural areas In Ghana. An annex to the study describes the various 
sources of formal agricultural credit in Ghana. [ARC. 1535] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Credit; Formal finance; 
434. Leite, Sergio Pereira, -Interest Rate Policies In West Africa, - International Monetary Fund Staff 
Pacers, Vol. 29, No.1, March 1982, pp.48-76. 
This paper considers criteria for the determination of appropriate interest rate lewis In ten selected 
West African countries. The countries are Ivory Coast and Senegal, The Gambia, Ghana, and Sierra 
Leone, Guinea and Mall, Cape Verde and Guinea Bissau, and Uberia. Although definitive 
conclusions must await a specific study of that country. there are strong indications from the 
foregoing general OYerview of a sample of ten countries that the prevailing policies of ION and stable 
interest rates have resulted in an inappropriate structure of interest rates. In market and centra"y-
planned economies, it Is extremely Important to avoid distortions of relative prices. For this, interest 
rate reforms will have to constitute an important component of policy measures aimed at imprcwing 
economic performance. Interest rates will have to be managed to reduce the spread between 
borlONing and lending rates to -norma'- lewis while producing positive real interest rates. Fina"y, 
external shocks affect the conditions. This Is particularty true in agricultural countries, where 
climatic factors are the main determinant of economic activity. Under those circumstances, and 
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gJwn that foreign Interest ranges also fluctuate considerably, It Is desirable that Interest rate 
management techniques be kept flexible. [5142] 
Key Wold.: Geneml; Africa; COte d'ivolre; Senegal; The Gambia; Ghana; Sierra Leone; Guinea; 
Mall; cape Verde; Gulnea-Bis .. u; UberIa; Formal finance; Uberalizatlon; Monetary polley; 
Int ....... t .. ; 
435. MacFartand, Earl L, Jr: (ed.), Successful DMlooment In Africa: Case Studies of Projects. Programs 
and Policies. Analytical Case Studies No.1, EDI DMlopment Policy Case Series, Washington, D.C.: 
Economic DM!opment Institute of the World Bank, 1989,216 p. 
Collection of case studies of successful dSYelopment projects, programs, or policy actions 
undertaken In AfrIca where success Is defined In terms of having achl6Wd their Intended objectives 
and economic benefits having outweighed the costs. These Include four dMlopment proj~ and 
programs (Burkina Faso - project for controlling the runoff of ralnfal! In semi-arid areas; Malawi -
program to organize gravity-fed piped rural village water systems; Kenya- program to dMlop 
horticultural commodity exports; and Western AfrIca - multlcountry program to control 
onchocerciasis, or rl\ler blindness) and three macroeconomic programs or policies (Mauritius -
creation of an export processing zone; Ghana- balance of payments and structural adjustment 
program; and Botswana- macroeconomic management of commodity booms). Editor concludes that 
valuable lessons learned from these case studies are In learning from experience, the Importance 
of g<Nernment concentration on tasks that It can do best, the poNer of economic Incentives and 
getting the prices right for producer response, the adoption of appropriate technology and 
consulting with beneficiaries, the supportive role of external assistance - Including helping 
g<Nernments bear the short-run political and economic costs of reform programs. [4090] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Burkina Faso; Malawi; Kenya; Mauritius; Ghana; Botswana; 
Finance; International donors; Policy reform; 
436. Manuh, Takylwaa, and Mary Coyle, -Northern Ghana Women In DMlopment Project, - Midterm 
Evaluation Report Submitted to CUSO and the Canadian International Dewlopment Agency, Accra, 
Ghana, 1990, 93 p. 
The CUSO Northern Ghana Women in DMlopment Project has operated In the Northern, Upper 
East and Upper West regions since 1988 and was designed to meet womenS needs for credit and 
labour saving technology. Credit is channelled through the Bank of Housing and Construction and 
the Agricultural DMlopment Bank In each region to vil!age womens groups. The groups also 
receive training through the project. There Is a demonstrated high level of demand for credit among 
the women In the regions that Is not being met adequately by the projects of financial Institutions 
of the region. S8IIerai other findings and recommendations related to monitoring macro 18IIe1 
dMlopments and village social dynamics are prtMded in the report. [4103] 
Key Words: Women; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; CredH; Development bank; 
Bank8; International donors; 
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437. Mlgot-Adholla, Sham, Peter Hazell, Beno1t Blarel, and Frank Place, -Indigenous Land Rights Systems 
In Sub-Saharan AfrIca: A Constraint on Productivity?, - The World Bank economic RtMew, Vol. 5, 
No.1, 1991, pp. 155-175. 
Based on cross-sectional data from Ghana, Kenya and Rwanda In 1987-88, this article pnMcies 
EMdence In support of the hypothesis suggested by historical studies on the ENOIutlon of Indigenous 
land rights systems from communal to Individual rights In response to Increases In 
commercialization and population pressure. It finds no support for the view that land rights are a 
constraint to productivity, and also indicates that land titling Is not sufficient to Increase access to 
credit. In study areas like Kenya, land coIlatel8lls of little value because land transfers to outsiders 
are not always recognized as legitimate; mot'8CNer; where better nonfarm opportunities are absent, 
farmers are reluctant to mortgage land. [1210] 
Key Words: Agrlcultura; Africa; Ghana; Kenya; R_nela; Informal finance; Finance; 
438. Mussy, J. K D., -rhe Effect of Interest Rates on the Operations of Rural Credlt-Savlngs Actlvltles,-
Unpublished paper; National Savings and Credit Bank, Accra, Ghana, March 1976, 12 p. 
Discusses the role of real and nominal interest rates in financial markets. Emphasis Is placed on 
hcNv Interest rates affect savings. Presents recent Information on financial savings In Ghana, and 
concludes that interest rates may not ba an Important factor In mobilizing rural savings. [ARC. 
1317] 
Key Won:Is: General; Coastal anel Central West Africa; Ghana; Finance; 
439. Nlssanke, Machlko, -Domestic Resource Mobilization for AfrIcan Development and Dlwrslflcatlon: 
Summary of Main Findings,- Unlwrslty of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom, March 1991, 13 p. 
Because of the different stages of research of country studies, this summary Is based largely on the 
findings of Ghana, Kenya and Malawi; Tanzania and Zambia are also considered under the 
comparative study in the first phase of the project. The obJectlw of this phase was to study the 
structural characteristics of the system and identify impediments to financial intermediation. Tentatlw 
conclusions imply that despite the sizeable savings potential, mobilization of domestic resources 
is extremely fragmented between and within the formal and Informal financial sectors. The 
inadequate functioning of financial Intermediation in these economies has a deep rooted structural 
cause: high risk environments and rlsk-cCMlrlance, the resultant high transaction and intermediation 
costs, and the inability of the system to Internalize and manage these risks. [4021] 
Kay Won:Is: General; Africa; Ghana; Kenya; Malawi; Finance; Savings mobilization; 
Development; Intermediation; 
440. Ntl-I¥tl, -Credit Repayment ProbIems,- Unpublished paper; The Agricultural Development Bank, 
Accra, Ghana, March 1976, 9 p. 
Author discusses the problems of loan repayment from experiences gained In South Western Brong-
Ahafo, Ghana. Among these problems are unfavorable weather conditions, lack of Infrastructure 
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and storage facilities, marketing and pricing problems, attitudes of borro.Yers tcmards agricultural 
loans, and problems associated with supply of Inputs. [ARC. 1413] 
Key Words: Agricunure; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Credit; 
441. Nweke, Felix I., ~rlcultural Credit In Ghana: Priorities and Needs for Domestic Food Production,· 
Canadian Journal of Agricultural Economics, Vol. 26, No.3, 1978, pp. 38-42. 
The author attempts to describe the efforts made by the gOllemment of Ghana to meet the credit 
needs of the people and suggests ways to Improve the effectl\leness of these efforts. He concludes 
that the gOllemment of Ghana has made significant attempts to provide agricultural production 
credit to all groups of farmers during 1960-75. The author suggests that the program could be even 
more effectl\le If It were focused mainly on export and Industrial crop producers. More resources 
should be mobilized to improve food crop marketing Infrastructure before credit Is actually extended 
to small farmers and food crop producers. [1898] 
Key Words: Agrlcunure; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Credit; 
442. Obben, James, ·Evaluating and Modelling the Rural Banks of Ghana: Unpublished dissertation, 
University of New England, Armldale, Australia, September 1990, 270 p. 
This research tackles some of the viability Issues of the Ghanian rural banks. The dissertation 
addresses three main areas of study on banks: bank performance, bank costs and bank modelling. 
It was found that (a) posltl\le real rates of interest are necessary to reverse the decline in growth and 
debt collection; (b) Increased lending Is conducive to capital formation but Increases in reserve 
ratios are negatively correlated with capital formation; (c) aging of rural banks is shown to be 
positively associated with capital formation, debt collection performance and accumulation of excess 
reserves; and (d) Increases In the proportion of 'trading loans' in the loan portfolios are associated 
with reduced profitability. Economies of scale and scope may be achieved through gains from 
expansion or consolidation. MoreOller, the results indicate that the credit controls unduly restrict the 
representative rural banks. [1631] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Banks; 
443. Obben, James, ·Some Aspects of the Ghanaian Rural Banking Scheme, 1976-87,· African Review 
of Monw Finance and Banking, supplementary issue of Savings and Development, No.2, 1991, 
pp. 147-166. 
Describes the experience with Ghanaian rural banks during their first decade of operations. 1976-87. 
Three measures of capital adequacy are already showing negative trends, prompting a 
recommendation for serious capital planning. [5025] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Banks; 
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444. Ojermark, Paul, -Group Based Savings and Credit In Rural Africa. The experience of FAO - Peoples 
Participation In Rural D8Y8Iopment through Promotion of Self-Help Organizations,- (Draft), FAD, 
Rome, Italy. 1986, 32 p. 
Discusses the experiences In Implementing the financial component of the Peoples Participation 
Program In African countries. Outlines the major findings and recommendations of a training 
workshop for project staff, held In Mbabane, SwazUand, In December 1985, analyses the 
implementation of the financial component In African project countries and prtWldes conclusions 
and recommendations for Improving project performance. The paper Is based on reports and other 
documents on projects In sewn countries (Ghana, Sierra Leone, Kenya, Zambia, Lesotho, Swaziland 
and Zimbabwe), special studies of the four oldest projects and additional Information obtained at 
the Mbabane workshop. General recommendations C(N9r savings mobUizatlon as a project 
component to be emphasized, positive and realistic Interest rate l8Y8Is In the credit project design, 
and adequate training for both Implementers and beneficiaries. Striking a balance between 
contractual and voluntary savings, establishing a solid partnership with banks and dewlopment of 
appropriate training materials are some of the specific recommendations for future project design. 
[4737) 
Key Words: General; Africa; Ghana; Sierra Leone; Kenya; Zambia; Lesotho; Swaziland; 
Zimbabwe; Finance; 
445. Okorle, Aja, J. D. Rogers, and F. Otorl-Boadu, ')\.gricultural Credit in the West African Sub-Region: 
The Training Needs and Program for Action, - The National Consultants of WICACr. FreetONn, 
Sierra Leone, December 1985, 32 p. 
This report outlines the agricultural credit training needs and action program for the West African 
sub-region countries of Ghana, Nigeria and Sierra Leone. It argues for the utilization of pre-existing 
Institutions within the sub-region, ad\lOC8tes training for poIlcymakers, managers, and extension 
officers and credit end-users. Further; it proposes a curriculum that Includes policy formulation, 
human relations and communications, resource management and a tour of rural banks in Ghana. 
[4634] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Ghana; Nigeria; Sierra Leone; Formal finance; 
446. Opoku-Owusu, K, -Problems in the PrtWlslon of Institutional Finance and Agricultural Development 
In Ghana,-in Factors of Agricultural GroNth In West Africa, I.M. Otori (ed.), Legon, Ghana: Institute 
of Statistics, Social and Economic Research, 1973, p. 164-176. 
Prtwldes an historical background on formal and Informal agricultural credit In Ghana. Outlines the 
role of agriculture In Ghanas development process, as well as major issues which are tied In with 
further expanSion of the rural financial system. [ARC. 0950] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Finance; 
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447. OpokU-OwuSU, Kwame, -Rural Savings Mobilization In Support of Credit Activities: Unpublished 
paper; Agricultural Dewlopment Bank, Accra, Ghana, March 29-31, 1976, 14 p. 
This paper outlines some of the Institutions that can be used to attract rural people to save. These 
Institutions Include credit associations, cooperative societies, savings deposits with rural banks, etc. 
Author discussed the Importance of using rural savings for Investment in the area. [ARC. 1418] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central Welt Africa; Ghana; Finance; Savings mobilization; 
Rural finance; Credit; 
448. Opoku-Owusu, Kwame, and William Tetteh, -Small Farmer Group Lending Program (1969-1976),-
Unpublished paper presented at the Conference on Rural Finance Research, San Diego, California, 
July 28 - August 1, 19n, 59 p. 
This paper examines the small farmer group lending program of the Agricultural DeYeIopment Bank 
In Ghana for the period 1969-1976. Author indicates that reasonable success of the group lending 
program has been realized. For the program to succeed, author recommends effective farmer 
participation In the group, Improvements In the distribution of farm Inputs, cooperation between 
Institutions Involved In the group credit program, and a possible reYieIN upwards of the Interest rate 
for the program. [ARC. 1484] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central Welt Africa; Ghana; Finance; 
449. Opoku-Owusu, Kwame, and William Tetteh, ')\n experiment In Agricultural Credit: The Small Farmer 
Group Lending Program In Ghana (1969-1980),- Savings and Development, Vol. VI, No.1, 1982, pp. 
67-84. 
examines the experience of the Agricultural DeYeIopment Bank In Ghana with small farmer group 
lending, and finds that the majority of the small farmers remain to be reached by the Commodity 
Credit Scheme, with traditional farming stili dominant among the clientele. [5141] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central Welt Africa; Ghana; Formal finance; Supervised 
credit; 
450. Owusu, Theresa, -Regulatory Disposition of Insolvent Financial Institutions: What Can Be Learned 
from the Approaches Taken In Africa and Other Regions?, - Paper presented at the Regional 
Symposium on Savings and Credit for Dewlopment In Africa, Abidjan, COte d'rvolre, April 27-30, 
1992, Organized by the International Program on Savings and Credit for Dewlopment, United 
Nations Department of Economic and Social Dewlopment, Accra, Ghana, February 1992, 31 p. 
R6Y\6ws the phenomenon of financial distress, using the case of Ghana to highlight the Issues and 
solutions attempted at bank restructuring. Simultaneously with the Implementation of the Economic 
Reform Program In 1987, Ghana addressed the difficulties of the financial system which Is 
predominantly publicly ONIled, and dominated by a relatively small number of banks. Restructuring 
was chosen Instead of liquidation, merger and sale which was deemed unacceptable or unworkable. 
The allocation of losses became a critical issue at the same time that Insolvency rules and laws were 
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not In place; the protection of depositor and foreign creditor interests was felt to be necessary. with 
g<Mmment absorbing the losses. [5213J 
K8r Words: General; Co.NI and Central We. Africa; Ghana; Formal finance; Polley reform; 
Prudential sul*Ylalon; Regulation; 
451. PohIrneler; Lorenz, and S. ThUlairajah, -R6YIeN of Rul8l Financial Services In Sub-Saharan AfrIca,· 
Agriculture DMsion, AfrIca Technical Department, World Bank, Washington, D.C., June 30, 1989, 
45 p. 
-. 
Review of the financial structure Of Sub-Saharan AfrIcan (SSAs) countries, focusing on rul8l financial 
markets. This is part of a series of studies that are the foundation of World Bank efforts to promote 
the restructuring of rapidly deteriorating financial systems. R6Yi6ws the -state of the a~ In rul8l 
finance and recommends a systematic approach to financial reform: an approach integrating 
macroeconomic factors, financial sector policies, banking and other financial Institutions, and micro 
1M enterprises. Suggests financial restructuring programs In SSAs be carried out as a part of 
structul8l adjustment programs, as In the recent case of Ghana. Detailed case studies of 
Cameroon, Ghana, and Zambia were prepared to Ulustrate the recommendations. [1256] 
K8r Words: General; Africa; cameroon; Ghana; Zambia; Finance; 
452. Ramamurthy, G. v., ·Credlt Scheme for Sma" Farmers - Ghana, - Technical report prepared for the 
GCNemment of Ghana, i=I6D, Rome, 1985, 79 p. 
This report describes the CNera" financial system in Ghana with special emphasis on rul8l financing 
and agricultural lending. It discusses In great detaU the role of the GCNemment and Centl8l Bank 
in securing adequate financial resources for the agrlcultul8l sector and particularly for small farmers. 
It concludes that there Is no need for any additional legislation in Ghana for that purpose. The best 
results can be achi6Yed through an Integrated program Including the Bank of Ghana, Commercial 
Banks, Rul8l Banks and Cooperatives. [34OOJ 
Kay Words: Credit; Co.NI and Central We. Africa; Ghana; Finance; Rural finance; 
AgricuHural~it;Fann~; 
453. Regional Economic Dewlopment Services OffIcefWest Africa (REDSOfWA), -rhe African Flnancl6ire 
MCMtment: TONards the Creation of Indigenous Private Sector African Venture Capital Funds,-
USAlD, Washington, D.C., January 1989, 19 p. 
Describes the Flnancl6ire mCMtment as pl'Ollder of venture capital funds for SMEs In West Africa and 
proposes AID assistance to this and slmUar groups of financial mutual societies composed of 
educated entrepreneurial member-aNllers. Aside from Cote d'ivoire where the mCNement originated, 
operational Anancl6ires can also be found In Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Ghana, Mall and 
Senegal. The different Flnancleres encourage regular savings by monthly deposits to the 
associations treasury. just like a Tontine. The accumulated funds are an important source of 
investment funds. The creation of a regional coordinating center planned for early 1989 Is aimed 
at contributing to the dewlopment and management of common investment projects. [4288] 
Kay Words: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; COte d'ivolre; Burkina Faso; Cameroon; Ghana; 
Mall; Senegal; Finance; SeU-help groups; 
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454. Riedel, JOrgen, Hubert Schmitz, et aI., Grass-Root Industrialization in a Ghanaian T(lND; A Study. 
AfrIka-Studien 115, IFO-lnstitute for Economic Research, MOnchen; WeItforum Verlag, 1989, 255 p. 
In 1987, the Kradltanstalt fOr Wiederaufbau (KfW) commissioned this study to the IFO-Instltute for 
Economic Research. The objectives were (1) to assess the significance of small-scale production, 
(2) to examine groNth potential/constraints of small producers, and (3) to dawlop policy 
I'8COI1lmendations. For the purpose of the study, a census of all manufacture and repair activities 
was carried out In the secondary Ghanaian taNn, Techlman. 447 of the 578 enterprises Identified 
were Interviewed. Investment financing was found to be one constraint for small producers. FamBy 
savings are the most Important source of capital. The Inwstment requirements for groNth, hcMIBwr, 
are beyond the self-financing capacity of small enterprises. Yet, formal financial sources are not 
avalable to them. [Business Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HD2346G4R431989] 
Ker WOlds: Enterprises; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Finance; 
455. Robertson, A. F., '1\busa: The Structural History of an Economic Contract, - The JOYrnal of 
DawlQoment Studies, Vol. 18, No.4, July 1982, pp. 447- 478. 
Traces the tMJIutlon of the abusa (means -one-thlrd-In Twllanguage), a sharecropping arrangement 
Important in the dawlopment of the Ghanaian cocoa industry whereby the supplier of labor and 
other inputs receives from the farm aNner one-third of the cocoa produced. Argues that the 
tMJIutlon of the contractual features Is structured by the changing domestic circumstances of farm 
0Nner and farm Y«H'ker whose competing interests are negotiated and expressed in a sequence of 
contractual arrangements. Reports that, unlike land aNnershlp, usufruct In the cocoa economy Is 
durable, may be bought and sold, bequeathed, or used as collateral. Cites 6Yidence that one main 
distinguishing contractual feature Is the speed at which the contract matures Into proprietary rights 
to the land. The northem Immigrants more restricted access to capital and savings obliges him to 
seNe as an abusa man for longer periods. [5129] 
Ker WOlds: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Finance; Collateral; 
456. Roncoli, Marla Carla, 'Women and Small-Scale Farming in Ghana, - Women in International 
DENelopment Working Paper No. 89, Women In International Dewlopment Program, Michigan State 
University, East Lansing, Michigan, July 1985, 40 p. 
This paper starts from the perspective of the international debate on Women in Dewlopment of the 
S8It'8nties and focuses on a specific Instance of this issue, that Is, the Implications of rural 
dENelopment for societies with regard to their access to the means of production and the changes 
brought about by the commodltlzation of the economy and the Incorporation of such groups In the 
national society. The analysis points out that the process of -dewlopmenr has negatively 
Inftuenced 'M)ITl8nS opportunities for economic Improvement and self- determination, and terminates 
with a recent example of the Impact of plans -dewlopmenr on women as small-scale farmers. This 
example Is the MIDAS Project, Implemented by USAID In Ghana between 1976 and 1981 for the 
dENelopment of small-scale agriculture, with particular emphasis on credit, fertilizer, Improved seeds, 
small-farm system research, marketing and extension service. [4810] 
Ker WOlds: Women; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Micro and small enterprise; 
Cradlt; Technical assistance; Agribusiness; 
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457. Russell, Nathan C., and Christopher R. DCMSWeII (eds.) , AfrIca); Agricyltural Dewlopment In the 
1990s; Can It Be Sustained?, Proceedings of a Workshop, Amsha, Tanzania, May 14-18, 1991, 
Mexico; CASIN/SM/GlobaI2000, 1992,200 p. 
Documents the proceedings of a workshop on measures for helping Sub-Sahalan AfrIcan countries 
to achkNe greater food security. One group of papers awluates the agriculture projects established 
0\181' the last five years by SM and Global 2000 In six AfrIcan countries (Tanzania, Ghana, Sudan, 
Zambia, Benin and Togo). YIeld ImpltNernents were noted, but program awluators also note the 
need to Impn:Ne on farm technology (particularly to shift to animal traction/mechanization), and for 
ImplW8lTKK1t in the service delivery systems, including credit. [5402] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Tanzania; Ghana; Sudan; Zambia; Benin; Togo; Formal 
finance; SuparviHCI credit; 
458. Salami, King Adjai, -Impact of Formal Agricultural Credit on Small Farm Dewlopment In the Ashanti 
Region of Ghana, - Eastern Africa Economic Review. Vol. 4, No.2, 1988, pp. 1-8. 
This paper investigates whether formal institutional credit benefitted small-scale farmers by 
Increasing their productivity in using resources. To analyze this, multiple regressions were run on 
farm survey data from the Ashanti region of Ghana. The farmers In the region mostly used traditional 
methods. The author did not find a statistically significant difference in resource productivity existed 
between samples of credit and non-credlt receMng farmers. The policy Implication of the study was 
that an efficient supervised credit scheme, supported by continuous monitoring and awluatlon, 
should be introduced in the region. The author concludes the region needs an efficient, well 
monitored, supervised credit scheme. [4251] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Credit; 
459. Salami, King Adjai, -Role and Impact of Agricultural Credit on Small Farm Dewlopment with Special 
Reference to the Ashantl Region of Ghana, - Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Silsoe College, Cranfield 
Institute of Technology, Cranfield, England, April 1984, 188 p. 
The study alms to (1) identify the role of credit In small farm dewlopment, (2) examine the extent 
that financial institutions fulfdl this role, (3) analyze the constraints to effective credit utilization, (4) 
dewlop a method for credit performance evaluation, and (5) recommend policy guidelines. It uses 
data on 200 sample farmers from the Ashanti Region of Ghana to test the hypothesis that credit was 
a factor In making farmers more efficient in income maximization and resource allocation, and 
whether technology for effective Input use did not exist or was Ineffective In promoting farmer 
productMty Increases. It finds that traditional agriculture predominated In the sample, and that there 
was no statistically significant difference In the resource productMty of credit and non-credlt sample 
farmers. A parametric linear programming model was used to Investigate the potential effect of 
Increasing credit, which was found to contribute to Increased use of farm Inputs like land and hired 
labor. [4631] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Credit; 
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460. Sam, H. K A, "loan Repayment: Unpublished paper prepared for Workshop on Agricultural Credit 
In Ghana, Kumasl, Ghana, March 29-31, 1976,8 p. 
Author asserts that loan repayment problems disrupt banks' loan making programs and in'JOlves 
high cost In loan recoJery activities. Causes of delinquent loans are considered to be 
irresponslbnlty on the part of the borroNer, uncertainties In agriculture, lack of supervision and 
smallness of the farm. Author recommends that solutions to repayment problems Include adequate 
analysis of loan applications, formation of group coop-societies I:7t borroNers, Interagency coopera-
tion and assistance, education of the group farmers on loan repayment, and farmers' confidence 
that the bank will make prompt loans. [ARC. 1416] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central Welt Africa; Ghana; Finance; Loan repayment; 
461. Schmidt, Reinhard H., Siegfried Elberfeld, Harald HQttenrauch, and Volker M6nlkes, ·Cooperation 
with National Savings and Credit Bank, Ghana: Abridged English version of a Full Preliminary Phase 
Report, Interdlsziplinire Projekt Consult GmbH (IPC), Frankfurt, Germany. January 1988, 135 p. 
This Is a report on a 1987 project appraisal mission to conduct an analysis of the Ghanaian banking 
and financial systems, with focus on the countrys National Savings and Credit Bank (NCSB), Its 
structure, operations, and staff development aspects; and socioeconomic investigations among 
fishermen, market traders, craftsmen and farmers as NCSBs potential target groups. The appraisal 
of the financial system concludes that as a whole, banking services are deficient and too expensive; 
it is, hoNeYer, anticipated that reforms under the Economic Recovery Program will not be limited 
to liberalization but will Include strengthening of banking Institutions, Including the central bank. Lack 
of a clearly defined mission, weak strategy for deposit mobilization, absence of motivation for 
pn:Nldlng credit services to small-scale businesses and Insufficient training in the branches are major 
areas of concern for NCSB. It Identifies the rural bank system (instead of the NCSB) as the 
\Wrthwhile target for technical cooperation projects. As regards the target groups, it notes that both 
from the business and the development perspectives, viable options can be found in rural areas. 
[4054] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Coastal and Central Welt Africa; Ghana; Banks; 
Agribusiness; 
462. Songsore, Jacob, ·Cooperatlve Credit Unions as Instruments of Regional Development: The 
Example of N.W Ghana: Occasional Paper No. 17, Centre for Development Studies, University 
College of Swansea, Geo Books, Norwich, United Kingdom, 1982, 29 p. + appendices. 
Evaluates the role of credit unions as alternative credit sources in the region, arguing that the credit 
union organization advanced the d9llelopment of class and production relations which were 
encouraged by the colonial order: Advocates the undertaking of community-based collective 
ventures which are self-paying, and, overall, the adoption of a package that will steer credit unions 
from conflicts pitting urban against rural; and upper and middle strata against lONer strata. [4214] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central Welt Africa; Ghana; Credit unions; 
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463. SCM'S, Nil Kwaku, -Monetary Control In Ghana: 1957-1988: WorkIng Paper No. 45, Overseas 
D6Y81opment Institute, London, United Kingdom, May 1991, 43 p. 
this study examines some of the constraints against the effective Implementation of monetary 
policies In Ghana. The author nM6ws the state of the economy In the post-colonlal period and 
describes the history and structure of the financial market focusing on the process of monetization, 
the formal and Informal sectors and the role of cocoa production and financing In the financial 
system. A model of the money market, which discusses the determinants of money stock In Ghana, 
relates the money stock to macroeconomic aggregates and presents regression results. Monetary 
policies In Ghana and their effectiveness are also discussed with some elaboration on the difficulties 
which pnNent effective Implementation of monetary policies. The lessons from the past and the 
recommendations for future Implementation of monetary policies In Ghana are summarized In the 
conclusion of the paper. [4258] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Finance; Monetary policy; 
Formal finance; Intormal finance; Credit; Government polley and programsj 
464. Steel, WIlliam F., -Female and Small-Scale Employment Under Modemlzatlon In Ghana, - Economic 
pMlopment and CyltYral Change, Vol. 30, No.1, October 1981, pp. 153-167. 
examines female labor participation In Ghana during the period 1960-70 to test the hypothesis that 
Industrialization tends to diminish female employment opportunities In the traditional and small-scale 
sectors. Concludes that for Ghana a strong association exists between female manufacturing 
emplC7)'ment and small-scale production and argues that although modernization Is biased aNay 
from direct female employment, it can newrtheless be accompanied by increased female economic 
activity. Recommends policies oriented to.vards generating demand for small-scale production and 
avoiding subsidization of competing large-scale firms. [5175] 
Key WOlds: Micro and small enterprlsej Coastal and Central West Afrlcaj Ghanaj Flnancej 
Womenj 
465. Steel, Wlilam F., and LeUa M. Webster, -Small Enterprises Under Adjustment In Ghana, - World Bank 
Technical Paper No. 138, Industry and Finance Series, World Bank, Washington, D.C., 1991,67 p. 
This study Investigates the hypothesis that small enterprises play an Important dynamic role In the 
adjustment process and in Africas Industrial d6WIopment. A survey of small-scale enterprises in 
Ghana was carried out in N~mber 1989 to learn more about the impact of the adjustment 
program on their operations, to evaluate their potential contribution to dynamic industrial rec~ry. 
and to identify appropriate measures that would accelerate the gl'OtNth of small enterprises In 
numbers, size and productivity. The authors conclude that responses to adjustment policies 
generally have forced Ghanas small-scale Industries to become more competitive to survive and 
that significant structural changes are taking place across subsectors and within firms. [5259] 
Key WOlds: Micro and small enterprise; Coastal and Central West Afrlcaj Ghanaj Flnancej 
Credltj 
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466. Steel, WIlliam F., and LeUa M. Webster; -HON Small Enterprises In Ghana Haw Responded to 
hlJustment, - The World Bank Economic RevI§YI, Vol. 6, No.3, The World Bank, Washington, D. C., 
September 1992, pp. 423-438. 
Uses a survey of 82 manufacturing firms In Ghana to analyze haN small, private enterprises 
responded to structural adjustment reform. Finds that the adjustment process has strained most 
firms operations, with small scale Industries forced to become more competitive to survive. 
Dynamic, successful adapters among the sample small-scale entrepreneurs were found to lack 
access to finance for working capital and n§YI Inwstment as the most critical constraint. On the 
other hand, sample entrepreneurs classified as stagnant - mainly mlcroentrepreneurs- were seriously 
constrained by a lack of purchasing poNer among the 100000r-lncome population and by saturation 
of the sector. [5501] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Finance; 
467. Stryker, J. Dirck, -Ghana,- in The Political Economy of Agricultural Pricing Polic¥ Volume III: Africa 
and the Mediterranean, Anne O. Krueger; Maurice Schiff, and Alberto VaJd6s, (eds.), A World Bank 
Comparative Study, Baltimore, Maryland: The Johns Hopkins University Press, pp. 79-121. 
Analyzes Ghanas political and economic history between the early 1950s and the mid-1980s and 
assesses the Impact of gOJemment Intervention In agricultural prices on the allocation of resources 
and the welfare of producers and consumers. Concludes that feedback effects did not work In the 
political process shaping gOJemment intervention, too much time and energy were devoted to 
enhancement of patron-cllent relationships at the expense of productive endeavor, until withdrawal 
from the formal sector of the economy became the more net beneficial option. [4900] 
Key Words: Agricunure; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Finance; Political economy; 
Policy reform; Government policy and programs; Prices; 
468. Stryker; J. Dirck, et al., Trade. Exchange Rate. and AgricultUral Pricing Policies in Ghana, World 
Bank Comparative Studies - The Political Economy of Agricultural Pricing Policy, Washington, D.C.: 
The International Bank for ReconstructlonfThe World Bank, 1990, 363 p. 
This study utilizes the political economy framework to explain Ghanas economic decline during the 
three decades foilONing Independence in 1957. It reviews the history of government policy 
Interwntions as they adwrsely Impacted on agricultural incentives; pl'CNides quantitative measures 
of the direct and Indirect effects of price interventions for cocoa, rice and maize; and examines the 
hypotheses that the five phases representing distinct periods in the evolution of Ghanas political 
economy could be characterized by the political regimes set of objectives and the weights It 
attached to each of these objectives. It points to the failure of the political process as the ultimate 
underlying factor explaining the dissolution of the Ghanaian economy: Instead of feedback effects 
from special Interest groups affected by policy decisions, special patron-cllent relations determined 
resource allocation to the point where the rewards to producers altogether favored withdrawal from 
the formal sector of the economy. [4048] 
Key Words: Agricunure; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Finance; Political economy; 
Prices; 
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469. Sturgeon, R. M., ·Group Loans to Small Farmers: Unpublished paper prepared for the FAD/Finland 
Regional Seminar on Agricultural Credit for Africa, Accra, Ghana, December 3-14, 1973, 8 p. 
ReYi6ws the strengths and weaknesses of group lending programs for small farmers and reports on 
recent group lending programs In Lesotho. Concludes that group lending can only be successful 
when It Is Integrated with other services and activities. [ARC. 1314] 
Key WOlds: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Finance; Cradlt; Groups; 
470. Swedish Savings Banks Association (SSBA), ·Savlngs for Dewlopment: RaYlew of the International 
Programmes on the MobHizatlon of Personal Savings in Dewloplng Countries and Refilted Activities 
Focused on Savings and Credit Promotion for Rural Dewlopment,· Paper presented at the 
AFRICA/EN::N:f Seminar on Resource Mobilization for Rural Dewlopment, Nairobi, Kenya, 
January 3O-February 10, 1984, SSBA, Sweden, 1984,22 p. 
The paper nMews the United Nations-supported International program activities In the 19708 and 
early 19808 aimed at helping dewloplng countries mobilize domestic resources through personal 
savings. It cites the requests for assistance from a number of dewloplng countries, among them 
In Africa Benin and Upper Volta. for launching promotion campaigns; Burundi and Uganda. for 
assistance In the strengthening of financial institutions; the expansion/strengthening of Institutional 
savings facilities (Ghana, Swaziland, Kenya, Sudan. Zambia, and Nigeria), along with the broadened 
participation of International donors. among the major program Impacts. It concludes that the 
success of credit programs cannot be separated from deposit mobilization aspects. an area that 
Institutional management aspects can further be impl'OJed. [2962] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Benin; Burkina Faso; Burundi; Uganda; Upper Volta; Ghana; 
Swaziland; Kenya; Sudan; Zambia; Nigeria; Savings; Savings mobilization; 
471. Teal. Francis, and Y. M. GIwa, ·Domestlc Credit and the Balance of Payments In Ghana: A 
Comment,· The Journal of DewlQoment Studies, Vol. 21. No.4. July 1985. pp. 548-561. 
Argue that the problem facing the Ghanaian economy In the 1970s was much more complex than 
an earlier (1979) study indicated. In particular, there Is no simple way to control either the monetary 
or the real variables in the economy, so that the relationship between domestic credit and balance 
of payments Is not very straightforward. Government deficits and Inflation are simultaneously 
determined in an extended version of the model. and the authors conclude that the inflation process 
consequently la.Nered real exports and real GOP. [5126] 
Key WOlds: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Finance; Inflation; Monetary 
policy; 
472. Technoserve (Ghana). ·Rural Finance Study In Ghana.· Washington. D.C .• August 1988. 308 p. 
An analytic study of the rural financial market in Ghana. It sets out to clarify the impact the current 
economic and financial sector restructuring would have on small scale farmers. and to establish 
recommendations for increasing rural productivity and incomes. The study does not give only an 
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o.wvIew on the Informal and formal financial market In rural areas In Ghana but prtMdes also some 
good information on the macro-economlc situation and the role 01 agrlcl*ura In the country. [4056] 
Key Word.: G .... I; Coaatal and Central We .. Africa; Ghana; Finance: Rural finance: 
473. TechnoserYe, Inc, "'" 0YarvIew 01 the Formal and Non-FormaI Financial sector 01 Ghana, - Prepared 
Under Partnership G .. nt PDC-0280-A..()()..62()5'()() for USAlO, Ghana Mission, Technoserw, Inc., 
1989,41 p. 
The report pnMdes an CMH'VI6w of the Ghanaian financial sector; both formal and Informal, as of 
early 1989. 1Wo sections 01 the study are dlYOted to the description 01 the formal and Informal 
rnarlcets. The study pnMdes a description 01 the financial system and then bces the reasons for 
the underdawlopment 01 GhanaS formal financial system. The report emphasizes the vital role that 
the Informal sector plays as a secondary source 01 credit for the economy. [1715] 
Key Word.: General: Coaatal and Central We .. Africa; Ghana: Finance; Informal finance: . 
Formal finance: 
474. Thompson, A. M., -Institutional Changes In Agricultural Product and Input Markets and Their Impact 
on Agricultural Performance,- Economic and Social Oewlopment Paper No. 98, FAD, Rome, 1991, 
54p. 
This report Is a rwlslon 01 the theoretical basis for liberalization policies In the context d structural 
adjustment prog .. ms, the historical experience d gcMtmment Interwntlon In Africas agricultural 
sector; and the Institutional reform determined by structural adjustment. The study also prcMdes 
analyses of the Impact of reform In three specific cases: Ghana, Malawi, and Somalia. Finally. the 
concluding chapter offers guidelines formulated through theory and experience In Institutional 
reform. [4106] 
Kay WOlds: Agriculture: Africa: Ghana: Malawi: Somalia; Finance: Uberallzatlon: 
475. Turkson, K M., -Credit Repayment Problems: Unpublished paper. The Agricultural Oewlopment 
Bank, Kumasl, Ghana, March 1976, 8 p. 
Author outlines credit repayment problems In Ghana, and categorizes these problems as a\lOlclabie 
and non-aYOidabie ones. Other problems treated are concemed with marketing, management of 
loans, lack d InflBstructure, political, and others. [ARC. 1412] 
Kay Words: Genetal: Coaatal and Central Weat Africa: Ghana; CnMIIt: Loan rapayment: 
476. Ubogu, Roland E., -oernand for Mortgage Finance In Nigeria: A Cross-Sectional Analysis,· Savings 
and PMQoment, Vol. XII, No.3, 1988, pp.271-286. 
Examines the demand for mortgage finance by ONner-occupiers (social loans), multiple housing 
units (economic loans) and real estate d8Y8l0pers (commercial loans). Based on cross-sectional 
data fitted to a multiple linear regression model, author concludes that : (1) significant variables 
explaining demand for mortgage finance Include mortgage .. te, loan-lncome .. tlo, annual 
disposable Income and downpayment ratio; and (2) the Nigerian housing finance market Is 
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characterized by excess demand for mortgage credit so that the Federal Mortgage Bank practices 
Cl8d1t rationing. [4966] 
Kay WOlds: G.n .... l; Coaml and C.ntral W.at Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; 
4n. Watts, Michael, Peter D. little, Christopher Mock, Martin Ballngs, and Stewn Jaffee, -Contract 
farming In AfrIca: Executive Summary.- Paper prepared for the AfrIca Bureau, USAlD, IDA, 
Binghamton, Naw 'tbrk and Clark University, Worcester, Massachusetts, 1988, 32 p. 
field research on contract farming schemes In Gambia, Senegal, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Nigeria 
and MalawI to address USAlD~ concerns with Income generation, the role of -private sector 
organizations, technology transfer to AfrIcan small farmers, and sustainable d8Yelopment. The study 
found that the incidence of contract farming In AfrIca has expanded significantly CMtr the past 
decade and, regardless of political and economic Ideology, virtually all African states haw some 
form of contract farming. It Is the quality of management and technical support, the availability of 
capital, and the presence of favorable market conditions that set apart successful from unsuccessful 
schemes, rather than type of ONnershlp (private, public, or hybrid). [5343] 
Kay Words: Agriculture; Africa; The Gambia; Ghana; C&te d'ivolre; Ivory Coast; Kenya; Nigeria; 
Malawi; Senegal; Finance; 
478. World Bank, The, -Ghana, ReYlew of Rural Financial Services: Case Study,- Agriculture DMslon, 
AfrIca Technical Department, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., June 30, 1989,62 p. 
DetaDs structure and highlights problems of the Ghanian financial system. The study is optimistic 
about the gCMtmment~ systematic approach to d8Yelop and strengthen the rural financial sector: 
It highlights the factors responsible for the present weakness of the natlon~ financial system; 
specifically, sector policy, financial regulation, and d8Y8luatlons-aJ1 factors exacerbating portfolio 
arrears. In Its systematic approach to restructuring the financial system the gOJemment Is focusing 
on 1) n6W regulatory measures to prav'lde safeguards to the system; 2) restructuring of 
organizations and ImprtMtrnent of their management, staffing, cost-effectiveness, and operational 
efficiency. [0661] 
Kay WOlds: General; Coaml and Central West Africa; Ghana; Finance; Rural finance; 
479. World Bank, The, -Ghana: Private Small and Medium Enterprise D6Y8Iopment Project, - Report No. 
7440-GH, AfrIca Region, Westem AfrIca Departrnent,lndustry and Energy Operations DMslon, The 
World Bank, Washington, D.C., March 6.1989.88 p. 
The objective of the project was to finance the d6Y8l0pment of SMEs (Small and Medium 
Enterprises) In the private productive sectors to generate a supply response and thus Increase 
employment. output and Income. The project consisted of Q a line of credit component to finance 
the fbced asset and working capital needs of SMEs In all economic sectors other than agriculture, 
trading and real estate; IQ a paot mutualist credit guarantee scheme for mlcroenterprlse lending; Iii) 
an integrated package of technical assistance for SMEs. micro-enterprlses. and women 
entrepreneurs. [4050] 
Kay WOlds: Enterpris.s; Coamland Central West Africa; Ghana; Credit; International donors; 
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480. Wortd Bank, The, -Ghana: Progress on AdJustment,- Report No 9475-GH, AfrIca Region, The World 
Bank, Washington, D.C., AprI1991, 131 p. 
The report Muates the progress achl8ll8d under the structural adjustment program, the policies 
needed to promote InYestment, focuses on measures to be Implemented during 1991-92, and the 
projected Impact on the economy. It was found that Ghana has made significant progress since 
1983 In pursuing sound macroeconomic policies. Yet InYestment and savings are much loNer than 
the Iawls needed to maintain this groNth rate, absorb the expanding labor force at higher l8Y8Is of 
prod~ and achlaYa higher per capita Income. In order for Ghana to make the fullest use of 
the ~ assets, private IrNastments need to assume a greater role and become the engine of 
groNth. [4051J 
K8J Word.: General; Coastal and Central West AfrIcIl; Oluallll; Investment; Int..".tlonal 
donors; Policy .. torm.; 
481. Wortd Bank, The, -Report and Recommendation of the President of the Intematlonal D8Y8Iopment 
AssocIation to the ExecutNe Directors on a Proposed Cl8d1t of SDR 72.1 MUIIon to the Republic of 
Ghana for a Financial Sector Adjustment Project,- The World Bank, Washington, D.C., May 9, 1988, 
76p. 
Evaluates the economy and financial sector of Ghana In connection with a proposed credit In 
support of a comprahensNe gCMtmment program for the d6Y8l0pment of the financial sector 
through policy and institutional reforms. Notes the Informal nature of financial Intermediaries In rural 
areas and the reluctance of formal financial Institutions to undertake Intermediation activities In such 
areas. Supports the gCMtmments plan to conduct a comprahensNe study on the range of rural 
financial Intermediation and a diagnostic study of 10 - 15 rural banks to be used In the design of 
a sector-specific action program. [5010J 
K8J Word.: Oeneral; Coastal and Central West Africa; Oluallll; Intermedlarle.; 
482. World Bank, The, -ReYIew of Rural Financial Services In Sub-Saharan AfrIca, - Agriculture Division, 
AfrIca Technical Department, World Bank, Washington, D.C., June 30, 1989,45 p. 
RevIew of the financial structure of Sub-Saharan AfrIcan (SSAs) countries, focusing on rural financial 
markets. this Is part of a series of studies that are the foundation of World Bank efforts to promote 
the restructuring of rapidly deteriorating financial systems. ReYlews the -state of the arr In rural 
finance and recommends a systematic approach to financial reform: an approach Integrating 
macroeconomic factors, financial sector policies, banking and other flnal'Jclallnstitutlons, and micro 
I6Y8I enterprises. Suggests financial restructuring programs In SSAs be carried out as a part of 
structural adjustment programs, as In the recent case of Ghana. DetaUed case studies of 
Cameroon, Ghana, and Zambia were prepared to Ilustrate the recommendations. [3893] 
Key Word.: Oeneral; Africa; Cameroon; Oluallll; Zambia; Finance; Macroeconomics; 
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483. VVorId Bank, The, -Staff Appraisal Report: Republic of Ghana Rural Finance Project, - Report No. 
7554-GH, AfrIca Country Department Iv, Agrlcwrural Operations Division, The Wortd Bank, 
Washington, D.C., AprI19, 1989,97 p. 
this Is an appraisal mission report of a team that visited Ghana In October, 1988 In connection with 
the Ban~ proposed US$20 mliion Rural Finance Project consisting of a line of credit and technical 
assistance for the institution buDding component. It nMews the structure and performance of the 
countI'P agrlcwrure and rural financial sectors, citing the need to support Ghanas ongoing 
structural adjustment program by prtMdlng financing for projects that promote the expansion of 
productive capacity and employment In rural areas and supporting the financial restructuring of rural 
banks and credit unions. [1515] 
K8V Word.: Agricultan; Coastal and Cantril I Wast Africa; Ghana; Credit union.; 
484. Younger; Stephen D., -Ghana: Economic RecoJery Program - A Case Study of Stabilization and 
Structural Adjustment In Sub-Saharan AfrIca, - In Successful DMloDment In AfrIca: Case Studies of 
Prgjects. programs. and policies, Eari L Mcfarland (ed.), EDI D6Y8Iopment Policy Case Series No. 
1, Washington, D.C.: Economic D6Y8Iopment Institute of The Worid Bank, 1989, pp. 128-173. 
The effects of stabUlzatlon and liberalization programs Initiated In Ghana In 1983 are Investigated. 
The programs Include a series of exchange rate dewJuatlons and a reduction In the grcr.Yth of 
domestic credit. DewJuatlon has ImprtMKf exports across the board; fiscal and monetary discipline 
have reduced Inflation; and dewJulng the exchange rate, increasing real Interest rates, and 
decontrolling Internal prices have brought forth supply responses In the economy. [4090] 
K8V Word.: Ganeml; Coastal and Cantril I Weal Africa; Ghana; Flnanca; 
485. Yudelman, M., J. K Coulter; P. Goffin, D. McCune, and Ester Ocloo, -rhe Sasakawa-Global 2000 
Project In Ghana: An Evaluation, - Report of the Review Mission, Sasakawa-Global 2000, Atlanta, 
Georgia, March 1991, 69 p. + annexes. 
R6YIaws the flve-year performance of the Sasakawa Global 2000 program for agricultural 
d6Y8l0pment In Ghana, a program aimed at pnMdlng assistance to Increase maize and sorghum 
output of small-scale producers. Major Issues identified Include weaknesses In the credit and Input 
delivery system, for which It Is recommended that the possible role of farm associations and 
cooperatives be studied, along with the possible participation of a Ghanaian bank for credit delivery. 
[5055] 
Kay Word.: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Ghana; Formal finance; Supervi.ed 
endit; Agrlbuslne •• ; 
Guinea 
486. Qeaver, KsYin M., "The Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agrlcurure In Sub-Saharan 
AfrIca,· Staff WorkIng Paper No. 728, The Wortd Bank, Washington, D.C., AprI1985, 30 p. 
ThIs paper ravIews the avalable Iltenlture on the Impact of price and DChange rate policies on 
agricUture In Sub-Saharan AfrIca. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan AfrIcan 
countries to test stMnI hypotheses concerning policy Impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad, 
Ethiopia, Mall, MalavvI, Zaire, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, GUinea, 
Benin, Central African Republic, Siena Leone, Madagascar, Niger, Sudan, Togo, Ghana, Kenya, 
Senegal, Lesotho, UberIa, Zambia, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Cameroon, Botswana. Congo, and IYOry 
Coast. A regression equation with agricultural gl'ONth rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient was statistically significant but with a ION RI. Other Independent variables ware 
lnYestIgated Including fertlizer use per hectare, changes In the barter terms of trade, population 
gl'ONth rate, degree of concentration d export eamlngs, adult Iltera~ share of public consumption 
In GOP and the degree d gcMlmment InteNentlon In farm Input supply. Reductions In farm 1M 
price discrimination (nominal protection), share of g<Mtmment consumption In GOP, and population 
gl'ONth rates ware posltlwly related to agricultural gl'ONth rates, whUe the degree of gowmment 
IrNaIY8ment In the farm Input supply Industry was negatIwIy related. The findings tend to confirm 
the vI6Yi that Inappropriate price and exchange rate policies have a negatiw Impact on agricultural 
production. Other factors such as gCMmment Involvement In farm Input supply. population gl'ONth, 
and gcMlmments abllty to operate and maintain Its agricultural Investments are also Important. 
Appropriate price and exchange rate policies would have a relatlwly small Impact on agricultural 
gl'ONth so the policy package to remedy problems caused by poor price and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to each country. [Agricultural Ubrary. The Ohio State Uniwrslty. HC597W63 No. 
728) 
Key Worda: Agriculture; Africa; Chad; Ethiopia; Mall; Malawi; Zaire; Uganda; Burunell; Burkina 
Faao; Upper Volta; A_nela; Somalia; Tanzania; Guinea; Benin; Central African Republic; 
Siena Leone; Madagaacarj Niger; Sudan; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Leaotho; Uberla; 
ZIImbla; Nigeria; Zimbabwe; Cameroon; Bota_na; Congo; hay Coast; Cete d'ivolre; Finance; 
Interest ratea; Policy reform; Prlcea; 
487. CueYas, Carlos E., ·Rural Household Finance In the Kindla and Nzdrdkor. Regions of Guinea,· 
Report submitted to the World Councl of Credit Unions, Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology 
OccasIonal Paper No. 1576, Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology. The Ohio 
State Uniwrslty. Columbus, Ohio, March 1989, 25 p. 
examines the access to formal and Informal financial services, and the quality d these services by 
households In the rural regions of Kindla and Nzerekore. These households have no access to 
institutional finance and rely on Informal financial mechanisms. Kindla. the poorer of the two 
regions, Is more dependent on Informal finance, whle In Nzerekore participation In Informal savings 
groups Is most common. Finally. the author recommends the dewlopment of rural financial 
institutions focusing on local and regional Intermediaries. [3894) 
Key WOIda: General; Coastal.ncI Central West Africa; Guinea; Rural ftnance; Informal ftnance; 
Formal ftnance; 
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488. de Benoist, Joseph Roger, -Le R.seau des Flnancltres AfrIcalnes s'etend de Ia Tontine. la Banque 
CoopttratNe,- Marchls Trpp!caux. December 23, 1988, pp.3658-3659. 
ThIs article nM6WS the rapid groNth cI the Flnancltre roowrnent begun In June 1980 In Cote 
d'IYOIre. The author describes the Flnanclera as a modem Tontine association that groups mainly 
high IMS professionals. The rnoJ8rnent has been steadly glWllng and expanded to twelve AfrIcan 
countries (C6te d'lYOIre, Senegal, Ghana. Burkina Faso, Mall, cameroon, Benin, Gabon, Guinea, 
Morocco, Togo, and Zaire). The principal obJectNe cI fN8rY local chapter Is to motivate savings and 
faclltate credit for Investment In dMoprnent projects. The creation of the -Flnancltre 
Intematlonale- Is expected to help harmonize the rUes goY8ITllng the different financleres and permit 
joint collaboration In realizing dewloprnent projects. [0926] 
Key WonII: General; Africa; COte d'ivolra; Senegal; Ghana; BlR'klna FaIO; Mall; Cameroon; 
Benin; Gabon; Guinea; Morocco; Togo; Zan; Informal finance; 
489. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (00), -Central Banks, Agricultural Credit 
and Rural Dewlopment,- Agricultural Services DMslon, FAC, Rome, Italy, AprU 1980,80 p. 
This report discusses the actual or potential role cI national financial systems, especially the Central 
Banks, In dMoping countries In the pursuit cI rural dMopment programs In general, and 
agricultural credit programs In particular: The discussion Is particularly relewnt to countries In Asia, 
AfrIca and the Near East. Different roles of the Central Banks In dewloplng rural financial systems 
are described In detaR. Country papers on Sudan, Tanzania, Pakistan, Mall, India, Guinea, Colombia, 
BrazI, Egypt, and latin America are presented. [2374] 
Key Wordl: General; Africa; Sudan; Tanzania; Mall; Guinea; Banb; Agricultural credit; Central 
bank; 
490. GaNey. WIlliam, "",rlcultural Credit and Cooperatives In Guinea, - Report to the National Cooperative 
Business Association, National Cooperative Business Association, Washington, D. C., July 10, 1987, 
36p. 
Outlines the preliminary steps required in the area of agricultural credit to liberalize economic activity 
In the rural sector: Specifically Investigates the traditional or local methods of allocating credit and 
their potential for expansion, the uses and mechanisms for agricultural credit on a regional basis, 
the g01l8mment~ plans for the dewlopment of cooperatl\les, and the cooperative mechanism for 
credit management and Its sultabUlty, gNen GuineaS unique situation. [3591] 
Key WonII: AgricultLn; Coaltal and Central Welt Africa; Guinea; Cooperatives; Agricultural 
cnMIltj liberalization; 
491. Holtzman, John S., et aI., "",rlbusiness D6Y81oprnent In Sub-Saharan Africa: Suggested 
Approaches, Information Needs and an Analytical Agenda, Volume II: Country Annexes,- Abt 
Associates, Bethesda, Maryland, September 1992, 185 p. 
This report Is the second YOIume of a study that consists of lessons learned through USAIDs 
approaches to agricultural marketing and agribusiness dawlopment In tweIw sub-saharan African 
countries. The reports are based on literature nM6WS for Ghana, Guinea, Madagascar, Rwanda, 
Senegal, Togo and Zimbabwe and field research In Cameroon, Kenya, Mall, Niger and Uganda. The 
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first YOIume summarizes the lessons learned from traditional and targeted aproaches foIlCMI8d by 
USAlO to agrictjtural marketing and agribusiness dMopment whle this report presents case 
studies ragartllng the gowmment policy and ragulatory environment that fosters private sector 
IrMstment and entrepreneurship. Country specific examples of agribusiness dMopment are 
discussed In datal. [5573B] 
K8r Worda: Agrlbualn ... ; Africa; CIInta'OOII; Ghana; Guinea; Kenya; Madagaacar; Mall; Niger; 
~nda; Senega Ii TogOi Ugandai 21mbabwei EnterprtaHi Government polley and programa; 
International donorai 
492. International Fund for Agricultural DIN8Ioprnent ~FAD), "Republic of Guinea Second Siguirl Rural 
D6Y81opment Project AppIaIsal Report.- Report No. 0295-GU, Africa OMslon, Project Management 
Department. IFAD, Rome, Italy, 25 July 1991, 46 p. + &nnelC8S. 
Describes the project components of IFADs Second Slgulri Rural D6Y8Iopment Project In the 
Republic of Guinea. The credit component of the project would finance a network of -calsses 
mutuelles-, with local savings complementing the $1.5 milion credit line financed by the project .. 
Target groups Include women (20%), famlles with Income not exceeding US$75 (50%). [5331] 
K8r Worda: Agrlculturei Coastal and Central Weal Afrlcai Guinea; Formal finance; Credit 
unlona; 
493. Ie Brun, Olivier, -Urbanisation, Secteur Informal et Emplol, - Bureau International du Travail, Genew, 
Switzerland, 1990, 176 p. + annexes. 
this paper Is the result of a study for a project on the urban Informal sector In Guinea. Analysis of 
the financial sector I1N98Is that the Guinean financial system Is stili not up to date In ortler to 
adequately finance enterprises which face a very limited access to credit. Informal sector enterprises 
have to rely heavUy on self financing of their activities. [4189] 
K8r Worda: EnterprlHa; Coastal and Central West Africa; Guinea; Finance; 
494. leite, Sergio Pereira, -Interest Rate Policies In West Africa, - International Monetary Fund Staff 
Pacers, Vol. 29, No.1, March 1982, pp. 48-76. 
this paper considers criteria for the determination of appropriate Interest rate ISYels In ten selected 
West African countries. The countries are Iwry Coast and Senegal, The Gambia, Ghana, and Sierra 
Leone, Guinea and Mall, Cape Vertle and Guinea Bissau, and Uberla. Although definitive 
conclusions must await a specific study of that country, there are strong Indications from the 
foregoing general CNeI'VieN of a sample of ten countries that the prwailing policies of ION and stable 
Interest rates have resulted In an Inappropriate structure of Interest rates. In market and centrally-
planned economies, It Is extremely Important to avoid distortions of relative prices. For this, Interest 
rate reforms will have to constitute an Important component of policy measures aimed at ImprtNlng 
economic performance. Interest rates will have to be managed to reduce the spread between 
borraNIng and lending rates to -normal- IMS whAe producing positive real Interest rates. Finally, 
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external shocks affect the conditions. This Is particularly true In agrlc~ural countries, where 
climatic factors are the main determinant of economic activity. Under those circumstances, and 
given that foreign Interest nmges also fluctuate considerably. It Is desirable that Interest rate 
management techniques be kept flexible. [5142] 
Kay Wold.: General; Africa; C&le d'lwIre; Senegll; The Glmbll; GhlnI; S..,. Leone; Guln .. ; 
Mill; Clpe Ven:te; Guln .. -Bllllu; UberII; Formel flnlnee; Uberallzation; Monellry policy; 
Int81'811 rat .. ; 
495. Prod'hornme, Jacques, "Gulnee. Rapport De Mission Sur Le Credit Agrlcole, - Agricultural Credit 
Cons~nt. Credit and Marketing Services, Agricultural ServIces DMsIon, FAC, Rome, NCNember 
18-December 7, 1984, FAC, Rome, Italy. 1984,36 p. 
The objectNes of this mission were to analyze the existing banking system, identify Its problems, 
propose solutions, and recommend a scope of work for a task force to reorient the Institutional 
agrlc~ural credit system. The analysis focused on the -National Bank for Agricultural Dewlopmenr 
(BNDA), and identified three types of problems: (1) Structural problems, including total dependency . 
on the Central Bank, a weak financial structure, lack of own capital, Inadequate Infrastructure (the 
bank does not have a single rural branch), an excessive number of employees, balance sheet 
dlsequRlbrlum, and artificially Inflated 1M of activity due to Increasing delinquent and non-
I8CCN8rabie loans; (2) Functional problems, primarily lack of accountabDIty In decision-making, and 
diminished real credit activity; and (3) Problems related to the cunent economic situation Including 
demonetization of the economy. cunency CNervaluatlon, reduced savings due to Increased poverty 
lewis, and inappropriate land-tenure regime that reduces motivation to produce and gl"CM. 
Recommendations are to Impl'Oll'8 the monetary system, pursue stable and realistlc-exchange rate 
and monetary policies, reform of the banking system, clean-up the delinquent portfolio, and Increase 
the BND.lI8 own capital. Long-term recommendations are to create a task force to elaborate 
general credit policy and monetary control, dMOP credit cooperatives and a network of bank 
branches, Impl'Oll'8 savings rnobHlzatlon and allocation, and a program of human capital formation 
for the banking system. [3179] 
Key WOlds: Agriculture; Coastal Ind Central West Africa; Guinea; Credit; 
496. Tenconl, Roland, -Restructuring of the Banking System In Guinea, - Financial Policy and Systems 
Division, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., 1988,56 p. 
This report traces the post-coionlal (1958-88) dewlopment and tNOIutlon of the Guinean banking 
system and describes the measures taken to rehabilitate It In the aftermath of state control and 
nationalization of the economy. It highlights prospective problems with maintaining the profItabDIty 
of the system In the future as poor quality portfolios and high CNerheads Impact on the bank 
margins, as well as plans by the authorities for Instituting prudential ratios and reserve requirements. 
[3913] 
Kay Wold.: General; Coastal Ind Central West Africa; Guln .. ; Banks; Prudential supervision; 
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497. Wharton Econometrics and Dawlopment Economics Group of louis Berger International, Inc., .,.he 
Role of the African Financial Sector In Dawlopment: Report submitted to USAlD, Wharton 
Econometrics and Dawlopment Economics Group of louis Berger International, BaJa Cynwyd, 
Pennsylvania, July 31, 1987,366 p. 
This is an elewn-country (Guinea, Kenya, MalawI, Mall, Niger, Rwanda, Senegal, Somalia, Sudan, 
Zaire and Zambia) 6WIuatlon and assessment of the need and prospects for financial sector reform 
In Sub-Saharan Africa. From the Individual country studies, a ranking scheme was derived relating 
to (a) macroeconomic criteria - the perceived stabUIty and auspiciousness for financial sector 
reform In the particular country; and (b) financial sector criteria - the perceived strength of the 
financial sector. A three-pronged approach to financial sector reform Is recommended: (1) reforms 
aimed at strengthening and reforming existing financial Institutions; (2) liberalizing reforms foilONlng 
current account liberalization; and (3) reforms aimed at financial sector nMtaIlzatlon through 
Increased competition. Study argues that the models USing the McKinnon-Shaw financial 
dawlopment thesis are too nantrN for empirical Investigations of Sub-Saharan AfrIcan countries. 
Macroeconomic Issues that affect savings and Investment behavior should also be considered, 
along with the Importance of sequencing reforms. [3846] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Guinea; Kenya; Malawi; Mall; Niger; Rwanda; Sudan; Zaire; 
Zambia; Senegal; Somalia; Finance; Policy reform; 
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Uberia 
498. Behrens, Burt. and Rufus Long, ~rlcUturai Credit Bank Project: Uberla (FInal Evaluation): USAlD, 
Washington, D.C., October 15,1982,68 p. 
Reports the findings and racommendatlons r:I an end-of-pmJect 6Y8Iuation r:I the Agricultural Credit 
Bank Project, Including a nMaw r:I the proposed seed capital funding for the Agricultural and 
Cooperatlw DeYalopment Bank. Authors flnd that the Bank has not designed credit programs for; 
and has not lent to small fanners; It has, hcMewr, pR7llded savings deposit facUlties to them. FaDure 
r:I the planned technical assistance Inputs and funds committed by the host gcNemment to 
materialize compounded loan delinquency problems. MOI'8CMtr; despite the faDure to deYeIop a 
cooperatlw system to proIIde the linkage between the· bank and the small farmer; no altematlve 
dellwry mechanism was deYelopad. [4149] 
Kay WOlds: AgricuItU18; Coastal and Central Welt Africa; UberIa; Banks; Cooperatives; 
Deposit mobilization; 
499. Birch, Draper; VIvian Diggs, James Pagano, and Charles Strickland, -Nlmba County Rural 
Technology Project - Uberla (FInal Evaluation): USAlD, washington D.C., September 1984,50 p. 
This is the flnal 6Y8Iuatlon of a project of the Partnership for Productivity (PfP) to address ION 
productivity, ION lawI of entrepreneurial Inwstment and dependency on a mine concession 
dominating the communltys economy. Technical assistance and credit were targeted for agriculture 
and small scale Industries. For rural loan repayment problems, Clan Chief Courts were resorted to 
In light of unclear Jurisdiction for the Justices of the Peace. Authors report that despite problems 
encountered during the Initial stages r:I the project, the Agricultural, Enterprise and Credit Programs 
haw reached the stabUized policy stage. [4153] 
Kay WOlds: AgriCUItUl8; Coastal and Central West Africa; UberIa; Cnadlt; Small and micro 
enterprise; Technical a .. 'stanee; International donOl"l; 
500. Burphy, Nancy t, arhe Role of Informal Savings Clubs In the Promotion of Rural DeYeIopment: A 
Case Study of the Yarplay Relief Club of Uberla,· Research and Planning Department, Agricultural 
and Cooperative D6Yelopment Bank, Uberia, August 1983, 10 p. 
This paper presents a practical and realistic study of rural savings club In Uberla with Ideas and 
suggestions for Integrating their operations with the Agricultural and Cooperative Dewlopment 
BankS rural savings mobUization scheme. The author reYiErNs the method of ewlutlon of these clubs 
and their basic current operational practices. The presentation also Includes a case study conducted 
on the Yarplay Relief Club In Northern Uberla. The authcn view is that the exposure of the clubs 
to the banking system should ImprtM the existing guidelines of the clubs. HONeYer; the 
craativaness for the ImprtMment of the clubs existence should be supported, for no banking 
institution would be able to proIIde Independently the social function of these clubs. [4523] 
Kay WOlds: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; UberIa; Cooperatives; Savings clubs; 
Savings mobilization; Development bank; 
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501. Claassen, Eml-Marla, and Pascal Salin, -rhe Impact m StabHIzatIon and Structural Adjustment 
Policies on the Rural Sector. Case-studles m COte d'ivoire, SdMgaI, Uberla, Zambia and Morocco,· 
Report prepared for the ECA/oo Agriculture DMslon, 00, Rome, 1991,219 p. 
The obJectNe m the report Is to Muate the Impact m stabUlzatlon and structural adjustment 
programs m IMF and the World Bank. The authors think that programs are too often concerned with 
global problems, and there Is reason to beli6Y8 that farmers may suffer relatJwly more than other 
workers from the implementation m these programs. The World Bank and the IMF cannot be 
crttIcIzed on the grounds m a need for macro-economlc adjustment. The critical points that could 
be advanced against their programs concem the length m the adjustment process and, In the case 
m AfrIca, their possible, though unintended, adverse repercussions on the agricultural sector. The 
authors note that agriculture has been exploited for decades on behalf m Industry. Consequently, 
the agricultural sector should be protected In the transition period, during which an abrupt structural 
adjustment program has to be implemented. The period of the macro-economlc adjustment should 
be lengthened since, otherwise neither m these two plans may be realized. On the Impact of sector-
specific policies on agriculture, the authors note that the role of credit policy should be stressed. 
Because savings are generally ION In agriculture, credit could be considered an Important substitute 
for voluntary savings by farmers. In part II of the report, the authors nM9W the case-studies of five 
AfrIcan countries. (4105J 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; C6te d'ivolre; Ivory Coast; Uberia; Morocco; Senegal; Zambia; 
Credit; Policy reform; 
502. Cleaver, KsYIn M., -rhe Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture In Sub-Saharan 
Africa,· Staff Working Paper No. 728, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., April 1985, 30 p. 
This paper nM6WS the avaOabie literature on the Impact of price and exchange rate policies on 
agriculture In Sub-Saharan Africa. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan African 
countries to test S6Y8ra1 hypotheses concerning policy Impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad, 
Ethiopia, Mall, Malawi, Zaire, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Guinea, 
Benin, Central African Republic, Sierra Leone, Madagascar, Niger, Sudan, Togo, Ghana, Kenya, 
Senegal, Lesotho, UberIa, Zambia, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Cameroon, Botswana, Congo, and Iwry 
Coast. A regression equation with agricultural graNth rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient was statistically significant but with a ION R2. Other Independent variables were 
Investigated Including fertDlzer use per hectare, changes In the barter terms of trade, population 
graNth rate, degree of concentration of export earnings, adult literacy, share of public consumption 
In GOP and the degree of gCMtmment Interwntion In farm Input supply. Reductions In farm level 
price discrimination (nominal protection), share of gCMtrnment consumption In GOP, and population 
graNth rates were posItiwIy related to agricultural graNth rates, while the degree of gCMtrnment 
IrnIoIYement In the farm Input supply Industry was negatNaly related. The findings tend to confirm 
the view that inappropriate price and exchange rate policies have a negative Impact on agricultural 
production. Other factors such as gCMtmment Involvement In farm Input supply, population graNth, 
and gCMtmmenti abUlty to operate and maintain Its agricultural investments are also Important. 
Appropriate price and exchange rate policies would have a relatNaly small Impact on agricultural 
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grtMth SO the policy package to remedy problems caused by poor price and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to each country. [AgricLjturai Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HC597W63 No. 
728) 
Key WOld.: Agriculture; Africa; Chad; Ethiopia; Mall; Malawi; Zaire; Uganda; Burundi; Burkina 
FaaG; Upper Volta; RMnda; Somalia; ~nzanla; Guinea; Benin; Centnal African Republic; 
Sierra Leone; Madagaacar; Niger; Sudan; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Leaotho; Uberla; 
Zambia; Nigeria; Zimbabwe; cameroon; Botawana; Congo; Iwry Coaat; COte d'iwire; Finance; 
Intereat rate.; Policy raform; Price,; 
503. de TreYIIle, Diana, -Contract farming, The Private Sector, and the State: An Annotated and 
Comprehensive Bibliography with Particular Reference to Africa, - Contract farming In" Africa Project 
WorkIng Paper No. 2, I~ Binghamton, New York, Ncwember 1986, 329 p. 
this document contains abstracts of 114 publications on contract farming (authors and titles for 722 
publications are given In Section VI). The publications ccwer general papers as well as specific 
studies on Africa In general, Belize, Kenya, Lesotho, Uberla, Niger, Nigeria, SwazUand, Tanzania, " 
Zambia, Zimbabwe, (also Belgium, Central America, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, England, 
Guatamala, Honduras, India, Indonesia, Iran, Jamaica, Malasla, Mexico, the Middle East, New 
Guinea, Peru, the Philippines, ScoUand, South America, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey, and 
the United States). Some of the annotations discuss financial aspects of contract farming, and 
especially the supposed need by farmers for credit that Is being met by some contract farming 
operations. [5345] 
Key WOld.: Agrlcultunt; Africa; Belize; Kenya; Lesotho; UberIa; Niger; Nigeria; Swaziland; 
Tanzania; Zambia; Zimbabwe; Farm; Agricultural cradit; 
504. Deschamps, Jean.Jacques, -Credit for the Rural Poor: The experience In Six African Countries, 
Synthesis Report,- OAI and lOA, Washington, D.C., February 1989, 78 p. 
This report synthesizes the findings of five field ewluations and two desk studies of AID supported 
rural credit projects. The field 6Vclluatlons are of the Cameroon Cooperative Credit Union League, 
Kenya Agricultural Sector Loan Project, Uberla Upper Lopa County Rural Development Project, 
Lesotho Credit Union League DeYeIopment Project, and Malawi Union of Savings and Credit 
Cooperatl\ies. The Burkina Faso, Oncho-Freed Areas Village DeYeIopment Fund, and Kenya Union 
c:A Savings and Credit Cooperatives are nMewed In the desk study. The paper reaches several 
broad conclusions: a) Credit may be an effective tool to promote the adoption of Improwcl 
agricultural technologies and the achievement of higher yields by small holders. b) There Is no 
SYidence that In-kind credit produces higher economic returns than cash credit. c) Justification for 
betON-market Interest rates Is weak. d) The targeted credit schemes more often than not fail to 
achieYe stated objectives. e) Credit unions can be models for the pnwlslon of financial services to 
the rural poor. [3n3) 
Key Words: General; Africa; Cameroon; Kenya; Uberla; Lesotho; Malawi; Burkina Faso; Credit; 
Rural finance; Cradit unions; 
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505. Ernst and '1bung, -Uberia: Small and Medium Enterprise Assessment -FInal Report, - Report prepared 
for Bureau for Project Dewlopment DMslon, USAID/Uberla, through the Private Enterprise 
D6Y8Iopment Support Project II, Ernst and Young, Washington, D.C., October 1989, 90 p. + 
annexes. 
A sector assessment conducted to nMew O\I8ra1l AID program strategy for private sector 
dewlopment and define the Missions role In addressing Issues affecting SMEs. Finds an adverse 
business environment: ION lewis of labor; managerial and entrepreneurial skills; strong competition 
from larger expatriate firms, discrimination In marketing; gCN8mment Ineffective In stimulating SME 
dewlopment. Recommends adoption of operational definition of SMEs, separate strategies for SMEs 
In urban, rural and encIaw sectors of the economy, and credit programs to support timely, market-
rate financing. [4229] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Coastal and Central West Africa; Uberla; Formal 
finance; 
506. Grltzlnger; Douglas, Thomas Price, H. Schar; and Lauren Zeltzer; -Impact Evaluation of the Uberla 
Lofa County Agricultural Dewlopment Project, - Report prepared for Dewlopment Fund for Africa, 
USAID/AFR, DAI, Washington, D.C., February 1989. 10 p. + appendices. 
Evaluates the credit component of the Uberla Lofa County Agricultural Dewlopment Project and 
concludes that small farmer lending by agricultural dewlopment project management units should 
be avoided, and that the dewlopment of multifunctional cooperatives Is difficult. [5359] 
Key Words: AgricuHure; Coastal and Central West Africa; Uberia; Formal finance; 
507. Hamman. Sonia. -Informal Financial Circuits in West AfrIca: Occasional Paper Series. Office of 
Housing and Urban Programs. USAID. Washington. D.C., January 1984. 34 p. 
This paper explores the channels through which credit and savings flON In five West African nations. 
It presents the results of an Investigation of the variety and vitality of those Informal systems used 
to mobilize financial resources for Investment and credit needs In the Ivory Coast. Uberia. Niger; 
Senegal. and Togo. The paper demonstrates that formal financial institutions In these African 
countries must design credit and savings systems attractive to that segment of the urban population 
which nON uses only Informal financial networks. The relationship of financial patterns to the 
housing Industry is a further focus of the study. [1022] 
Key Words: General; Africa; COte d'lwlre; Uberla; Niger; Senegal; Togo; Informal finance; Self-
help groups; 
508. Huslck. Charles, Arthur SumrnervDle. and lewis Clark. -First Year Evaluation Report - Uberia 
Agricultural Credit Bank Project. - Report of a Project Evaluation Team. USAID /Uberla. Monf'Olla. 
Uberla, 1980. 11 p. 
Report Includes the most recent results of the operations of the Agricultural and Cooperative 
Dewlopment Bank of Uberla. and finds the abUity of the bank to serve Its mandated clients (small 
farmers and cooperatives) to be undermined by high administrative costs of serving small. distant 
clients and artificially ION lending rates. Outreach Is limited by absence of rural branches, and the 
use of western administrative and management models which CN8r1ooks the potentials of indigenous 
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cooperative organizations already present In rural communities. Recommends the maintenance of 
a broad rural sector loan portfolio and the prcNislon of savings and other banking services In order 
to achkNe and maintain financial vIabIlty. [4786] 
Kay WOlds: Agrlcultura; Coastal and Central West Africa; Uberia; Cooperatives; 
509. Lassan, Cheryl A., Noel Ouche, and John Vawar, "Extending Financial Services to Rural Producers 
In Africa: An Evaluation of Partnership for Productlvlty/Uberia," Report prepared for USAlD, 
ARIES/Robert R. Nathan Associates, Inc., Mlngton, Virginia, September 1989, 60 p. + annexes. 
Evaluates the impact and condition of PfP /Uberia, an AID grant-asslsted PYa, as an Intermediary 
extending savings, loan and management assistance to Nlmba county producers and Its capability 
to expand to small business people and farmers In adjacent areas. Finds that the small, though not 
absolutely the poorest, sector Is being reached so that credit proYlslon can stimulate micro/smail 
enterprises In rural areas. Concludes that PVOs that serve as financial Intermediaries aiming for 
financial vlabHIty and sustalnabllty could attain cost efficiency. Recommends service Improvement 
measures with expanSion, and prtMdes a basis for USAID/Uberias decision to allocate additional 
$2.4 million funding and the design of asset management strategy to counter against Inflation and 
currency d8Y8luatlon. [4234] 
Key WOlds: Micro and small enterprise; Coastal and Central West Africa; Uberia; Formal 
finance; Savings; Supervised credit; 
510. leite, Sergio Pereira, "Interest Rate Policies In West AfrIca," International Monetary Fund Staff 
Papers, Vol. 29, No.1, March 1982, pp. 48-76. 
This paper considers criteria for the determination of appropriate Interest rate lewis In ten selected 
West African countries. The countries are Ivory Coast and Senegal, The Gambia, Ghana. and Sierra 
Leone. Guinea and Mali, Cape Verde and Guinea Bissau. and Uberla. Although definitive 
conclusions must await a specific study of that country, there are strong Indications from the 
foregoing general o.Iervlew of a sample of ten countries that the pnMllling policies of ION and stable 
interest rates haw resulted In an Inappropriate structure of Interest rates. In market and centrally-
planned economies, It Is extremely Important to avoid distortions of relative prices. For this, Interest 
rate reforms will haw to constitute an Important component of policy measures aimed at ImproYlng 
economic performance. Interest rates will haw to be managed to reduce the spread between 
bolTCM'lng and lending rates to "normal" IEMlls whYe producing posltlYe real Interest rates. Finally, 
external shocks affect the conditions. This Is partlcularfy true In agricultural countries, where 
climatic factors are the main determinant of economic activity. Under those circumstances, and 
glYen that foreign Interest ranges also fluctuate considerably, It Is desirable that Interest rate 
management techniques be kept flexible. [5142] 
Key Words: General; Africa; COte d'ivolre; Senegal; The Gambia; Ghana; Sierra Leone; Guinea; 
Mali; Cape Verde; Guinea-Bissau; Uberia; Formal finance; Uberalizallon; Monetary policy; 
Interest rates; 
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511. Opoku-Owusu, Kwame, ·Preparatory Assistance to the Uberian Credit Institution,· Report prepared 
for UNDP /00, AgriclJturai D8Y8Iopment Bank, Accra, Ghana, March 1976, 149 p. 
PrtMdes suggestions on the fonnulatlon of a new cradlt Institution to pnMde financial services to 
the rural poor In Uberia. Author nMews historical d8Y8lopment of agricultural credit services In 
Uberia and suggests the formation of a new Agricultural and Co-Operatlve D6Y8Iopment Bank that 
would service small farmers and rural cooperatives. Includes projections on the proposed structure 
and activities of this new bank. [ARC. 1216] 
Key Words: Agrlcultunt; CoaNland Central West Africa; UberIa; Cntdlt; 
Nigeria 
512. Abe. S. I.. "Nigerian Farmers and Their finance Problems.· Paper presented at the Seminar on 
AgrlcUturai Credit and finance. UnlYerslty of lbadan. lbadan. Nigeria. AprIl 17 - May 2. 1981. 
Banking Supervision Department. Central Bank of Nigeria. Lagos. Nigeria. 1981. 29 p. 
identifies main sources of finance for Nigerian farmers. FarmenI financing problems are discussed 
from the perspectNe of the farrners themseMts and d the cl8dlt Institutions. The position d Interest 
rates as a phenomenon In exchange transactions and Its role In stimulating productivity especially 
In the area of agrlct.fture Is highlighted by establishing the faYOlBbly compal1ltlw I1lnges of Interest 
lates which apply to the productlw sectors In general and to agriculture In particular. Creation of 
a data base on economic activities of rural households. d8Y8lopment or procedures for estimating 
Income of farmers. encouraging the financial Institutions to supply more farm cl8dlt, creation of 
banking habits among farmers. and a number of other measures have been suggested for alleYlatlng 
the financial problems d farrners In Nigeria. [2512] 
Key Words: Agrlcunura; Coastal Ind Central West AfrlCI; Nigeria; Finance; 
513. Adegboye. R. 0 .• ·Procurlng Loans Through Pledging of Cocoa Trees.· IIC Reprint No. 94. Land 
Tenure Center, Unlwrslty of WIsconsin. Madison. Wisconsin. October 1978.14 p. Also appears in 
the Journal of the Geographical Association of Nigeria. Vol. 12. No. 1/2. December 1969. pp. 63-76. 
examines the Pl8ct1ce of pledging cocoa trees for securing loans In Western Nigeria. Uses data 
collected from 600 Interviews with pledges. Reports that the main reason for obtaining loans was 
to defray educational expenses. Suggests hoN the system could be ImpRMKf. [0693] 
Key Words: Agrlcunure; Coastal Ind Central West AfrlCI; Nigeria; Cladn; 
514. Adegboye. R. 0 .• ·Redemptlon of Pledged Property Through Rural Credit,· In Proceedings of the 
1972 Annyal Conference of the Nigerian Economic Society, lbadan. Nigeria: University of lbadan. 
AprIl 1973. pp. 181-188. 
Author examines the problems of rural d8Y8lopment In Nigeria. Analyzes some of the financial 
problems facing the rural people. In particular a constraint to rural dawlopment participation. 
Suggests a debt-repayment cl8dlt scheme to further Increase participation of the rural populace in 
d8Y8lopment. [1964] 
Key Words: General; Coastal Ind Central West Africa; Nigeria; Aural finance; 
515. Adenkaye, TomRayo 0 .• ~rlcultural Cradlt In AfrIca: Implications of the Nigerian experience: 
Agricultural Administration. Vol. 14. 1983, pp. 203-211. 
Evaluates the group loan scheme Implemented among farmers In southwestern Nigeria in 19n to 
finance cocoa production through In-klnd loans to members of cooperatives. Finds that farmers 
age. crop acreage and annual Income are significant determinants of the credit obtained. and 
1n 
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concludes that the group loan scheme promises to be an effectMt method for farm credit delivery. 
[5064] 
Key Words: Agrlcultunt; Coastal and Cantral Weal Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; Supervised 
endlt; 
516. Adeslml, A A, "Capital formation In Traditional AgrlWture: A Case Study of Farm Households In 
Ondo State of Nlgeria,- SayingS and DMooment Vol. VII, No.2, 1983, pp. 151-162. 
Uses data on 500 farm households surwyed In 1981 to examine capital formation. Finds that farm 
utlity structures comprise the bulk of farm capital, and concludes that capital formation Is posltlwly 
related to household Income and negatively to age, dependency ratio, credit In the last fNe ~rs 
and farm size. [4923] 
Key Words: Agrlcultunt; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Finance; 
517. Adeslml, A A, -Economic Analysis of Budgetary Decisions of Farm FamUles In Ogun State of 
Nlgeria,- Savings and DMloDment, Vol. VI, No.4, 1982, pp. 393~2. 
Analyzes data on farm household Income and expenditures between March 1979 and February 1980 
and finds that famUy IMng expenditures tend to be insensitive, while sayings tend to be very 
sensitive, to changes In Income. [4905] 
Key Words: Agrlcultura; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; 
. 518. Adeslml, A A, -FiON-of-Funds Analysis as a Basis for Policy on Rural Lendlng,- In Rural Banking 
In Nigeria, Adenlyl Osuntogun and WoIe Adswunml (eds.) , Har1ON, Esses, United Kingdom: 
Longman, Inc., 1983, pp. 103-111. 
Study examines hON farm-household make financial decisions and then draws Implications for rural 
lending policy. Cash-flON analysis was based on survey data from 300 sample farm families in 
Nigeria dur1ng the 1976 crop season. Findings Indicate linkages between farm and household 
decisions, and 8Yidence of the pal8rty -Wp. - Recommendations Include Increasing government 
credit for productive Investment as well as the Institutionalization of rural consumer credit. [3197) 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central Weal Africa; Nigeria; Rural finance; 
519. Adswunml, WoIe, "Money Matters In Economic Dawlopment: Some Tentative Emplr1ca1 Evtdence 
from Nlgeria,- Sayings and [)eye!oDment, Vol. V. No. 2/3, 1981, pp. 153-168. 
Author Investigates financial dMopment In Nigeria dur1ng 1960-1975 and obtains results Indicating 
a strong relationship between the real and the monetary sectors. [4910] 
Key Words: Agrlcultura; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; 
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520. Adewunml, WoIe, "The Perception of Nigerian Commercial Banks' lending Function by Industry,· 
Savings and p6Y8l0Rment, Vol. VII, No.2, 1983, pp. 97-120. 
Based on a sample of manufacturing establishments surveyed In 1981, author concludes that 
customers are less than fully satisfied with the quantity and quality of services prtWided by 
commercial banks, with credit services frequently mentioned as a major area of dissatisfaction. 
Author notes the general perception, particularly among smail-firm sample, that bank lending 
practices had been restrictlYe and argues that this could be undesirable Insofar as they are 
·und6Y8lopmental· tONard nascent businesses. [4920] 
K8y Word.: Enterpri ... ; Coastal and Central Welt Africa; Nigeria; Banks; 
521. Adeyemo, Reml, "" Appraisal of Financial Structure and Capital Management: The Case of 
Marketing CooperatlYes In Oyo State, Nigeria,· Savings and DHoRment, Vol. IX, No.2, 1985, 
pp. 189-202. 
Presents the status and structure of marketing cooperatlYes operating In the rain forest area of Oyo, . 
Nigeria and analyzes the relationship of lewrage with firm groNth, liquidity, profitability and Income 
stability. Concludes that lewrage had a posltlYe Influence on change In net worth for larger firms 
while negatlYely affecting income stability and profitability. For medium and small firms, no 
statistically significant relationship was detected between lewrage and firm groNth, profitability and 
Income stability. [4936] 
Key Words: Marketing; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Cooperatives; 
522. Adeyemo, Reml, ·Credlt as Input In Marketing: A Study of the Nature and Use of Credit by Food 
Marketers In Anambra State of Nigeria,· Savings and oHopment, Vol. VII, No.1, 1983, pp. 63-74. 
Uses data from 840 food crop marketers in Anambra State and finds their major sources of credit 
are not formal sources but rather friends and relatives, personal savings, moneylenders and the 
Isusu. [4627] 
Key Words: Output marketing; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Finance; 
523. Adeyemo, Reml, ·Loan Delinquency in MultI-Purpose Cooperative Union In Kwara State, Nigeria,· 
Savings and DMioRment, Vol. VIII, No.3, 1984, pp.267-274. 
Study assesses the loan repayment capacity of members of a rural cooperative In Nigeria. Data 
presented are drawn from interviews with CNer a thousand bor'rtJ.wrs In this cooperative. 
Characteristics of bor'rtJ.wrs are summarized; and their loan repayment performance is documented. 
The author concludes by summarizing the main bor'rtJ.wr characteristics associated with loan 
delinquency, and suggests strategies for increasing loan recCN'8ry rates. He places stress on the 
lenders doing a better job of identifying those farmers who are credit-worthy. [4822] 
K8y Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Cooperatives; Credit; 
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524. Ade-yemo, Remi, -Loans to Small Holders In Traditional Agriculture: The Nigerian Experience,-
Tropical Agriculture, Vol. 61, No.4, 1984, pp.281-284. 
InY8StIgatlons Into the sources and uses of loans in Nigerian agricultural production by small farmers 
were made In a survey carried out between June 1981 and February 1982 In six selected vOlages 
of O~ State, Nigeria. A two-stage stratified sampling procedure was used to select the vHlages and 
Interview 420 farmers. The principal findings were: 1) agricultural food production In the area is 
basically for subsistence and Is carried out by traditional farming methods; 2) contrary to some 
findings In the literature, money lenders do not prtMde the bulk of loans avaDabie to the farmers; 
3) friends, relatives, and co-operatlves prtMde most of the loans; 4) the existence of agricultural loan 
agencies Is unknoNn neither to the farmers, nor do they obtain loans from the commercial banks. 
[5167] 
Kay Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Cntdlt; 
525. Ade-yemo, Reml, -Strategies for ImprtMng Agricultural Credit in Nigeria, - Savings and Delopment, 
Vol. IV. No.1, 1982, pp. 85-96. 
This paper formulates possible strategies for impn1llng agricultural credit in Nigeria. Section 2 deals 
with an examination of past financial institutions and causes of their faBure. Section 3 is devoted 
to the analysis of Agricultural Credit Bank and Credit Guarantee Scheme Operation. Analysis of the 
data shaNed that credit operation by these financial institutions is by far better than previous institu-
tions. Strategies for improYlng credit operation in Nigeria are the focus in Section 4. These 
strategies Include decentralization and channelling of loans through cooperative societies. Other 
strategies include the need to promote savings by small holders, Involvement of the farming 
community In the operation of the bank, and establishment of research and experimental station 
units for banks and various institutions. In conclusion, the adoption of these strategies would aid 
the Impf'CNement of financial institutions, because these Institutions do have a challenging future In 
the expanding demand of credit for agricultural dMiopment. [5172] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Credit; 
526. Afolabi, J. A., ~esslng the Impact of Monetary Sector on the Real Sector of an Economy: The 
Case of Nlgerla,- Savings and Development, Vol. XII, No.1, 1988, pp. 63-74. 
Uses a model of consumption and desired money demand functions for Nigeria in order to test for 
the significance of monetary disequilibrium on the real sector. Concludes that the data support the 
hypothesis that discrepancies between the money stock and the desired money demand have a 
significant influence on a major component of aggregate demand. [4971] 
Kay Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Finance; Monetary policy; 
527. AfrIcan Technical ReYlew, -Nigerian Credit Impetus,- AfrIcan Technical ReYlew, London, United 
Kingdom, January 1986, pp. 19-21. 
Nigerias Agricultural Credit Guarantee Scheme Fund (PCGS) is analyzed. AGSC guarantees loans 
granted by trading banks to farmers in order to induce the banks to increase their credit to 
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agrict.lture. The poultry Industry has benefitted the most In terms of owraJl loan amount 
guaranteed. [4246] 
Key Words: Agrlcunura; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Credn; 
528. AfrIcan Technical ReYIeN, ·Sophlstlcated Zimbabwe,· AfrIcan Technical ReYlew, London, United 
Kingdom, January 1986, pp. 23-24. 
This article presents a brief summary of the formal financial market In Zimbabwe. The role In 
InYestrnent ~ by various formal financial Institutions Is presented. In addition, key macro-
economic data Is supplied. [4256] 
Key Words: General; Southern Africa; Zimbabwe; Finance; Macroeconomics; 
529. Agu, Cletus C., ·Can a Truly Co-operative Bank be an Efficient Commercial Bank?- (Nigerian case), 
Savings and DMlopment. Vol. X. No.1, 1986, pp 73-88. 
Argues that a cooperative bank cannot be an efficient commercial bank just as a commercial bank 
cannot play the dual role of a cooperative bank and a commercial bank efficiently. Points out that 
cooperative banks haw not existed or operated In the Nigerian financial system since 1962 and 
emphasizes the need for cooperative banking In Nigeria. [4819] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Banks; 
530. Agu, Cletus C., ·'nterest Rate Policy In Nigeria and Its Attendant Distortions,- Savings and 
DeYelopment, Vol. XII, No.1, 1988, pp. 19-33. 
Argues that wry ION Interest rate policies In Nigeria haw reduced a1locative efficiency. savings and 
Inwstment grotYth rates, encouraged the gl"ONth of Informal money markets and endangered the 
financial vlabUity of Institutional lenders. Recommends a discretionary but dynamic and flexible 
Interest rate policy In view of the absence of a competitive financial market. [4972] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; Monetary 
policy; 
531. Agu, Cletus C., ·On the Performance Analysis: The Definition and Measurement of Bank Output in 
Nlgeria,- Savings and pMlQpment, Vol. XII, No.2, 1988, pp. 107-126. 
Argues In fawr of measuring bank output through surrogate variables such as deposits and earning 
assets. Evaluates the output performance of the Nigerian banking system using these measures and 
concludes that long-run output performance exhibited an upward trend during 1960-80. [4965] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Banks; 
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532. Agu, Cletus C., .,.he Role of Commercial Banks In MobD1zat1on and Allocation of Resoumes for 
D8Y81opment In Nigeria,· Savfngs and PMlopmem, Vol. VIII, No.2, 1984, pp. 135-158. 
Commercial banks, the most Important component of the Nigerian financial system, are the most 
Important savings rnobIlzatlon and financial resource allocation Institutions In Nigeria. These roles 
make commercial banks essentially a phenomenon of dMlopment. The analysis raises an 
Important question: whether the assumed repressive measure are Indeed repressive. It Is 
I8COgnlzed that the adoption of appropriate policies by the monetary authorities is essential. [4826] 
Key Word.: General; Coaltlll and Centlal Welt Africa; NIg ..... ; Bana; 
533. AjayI, G. A., O. L OIudlmu, and S. A. Onl, '" FInancial Appraisal of the Nigerian Agricultural Credit 
Guarantee Scheme Fund,· International Journal of [)MIoomem Banking. Vol. 4, No.2, July 1986, 
pp.13-20. 
Undertakes a financial appraisal of the Nigerian Agricultural Credit Guarantee Scheme during 1978-
80 to Muate Its adequacy for the small farmer. Concludes that considerable efforts to reach a 
greater percentage of the small-scale farmers are needed If the Schemes objectives are to be 
attained. [4999] 
Key Word.: Agriculture; Coaml and Centlal Welt Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; Loan 
gual'llntee; 
534. Ajayi, S. Ibl, "'n Economic Analysis of Capital Flight from Nigeria,· Working Paper Series No. 993, 
Western AfrIca Department, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., October 1992,76 p. 
Estimates the capItaJ flight from Nigeria In the 1970s and conducts an econometric analysis of the 
explanatory factors. Concludes that domestic macroeconomic policy ·errors- such as Inflation, 
exchange rate misalignment, fiscal deficits and unfavorable Investment climate In the domestic 
economy are responsible. Recommends adoption of and consistency In reforms. [5565] 
Key Word.: Genel'lll; Coltiliand Centlal West Africa; Nigeria; Finance; Macroeconomic policy; 
535. Ajayi, S. Ibl, ·Exchange Rate Pdjustment In Selected African Countries,· Studies and Training 
DMslon, Economic Dewlopment Institute of the World Bank, Washington, D.C., January 1989, 
99 p. 
During the last 10-20 yaars, many AfrIcan countries have not only experienced sMre political 
Instabllty, but faced increasing economic difficulties. The problems Included deficits In current 
account, declining glONth rates, increasing external debt, adverse terms of trade, Inflation and 
currency misalignment. The paper focuses on fNe African countries: Malawi, Nigeria, Tanzania, 
Uganda, and Zambia. The economies of all fNe countries are small and dependent on trade. They 
are all, therefore, vulnerable to changes In the world economy. N8\I8rthe1ess, these countries have 
adopted an exchange rate adjustment during the past ffIN yaars. Exchange rate adjustment Is a 
powerful tool for economic stabllzatlon. It cannot, haNaYer, be used In isolation. The success of any 
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exchange rate adjustment depends on the extent to which a gCNemment also pursues other 
complementary policies. [1299] 
Kay Wordl: Gen8l81; Africa; Malawi; Nigeria; Tanzania; Uganda; Zambia; Finance; Exchange 
.. tel; 
536. Aku, P. S., -Problems In Ananclng Agriculture through the Agricultural Credit Guarantee Scheme 
Fund (ACGSF) In Kaduna State, Nigeria,- Agricultural Administration, Vol. 12, No.1, 1983, pp. 21-26. 
Uses sample survey data of 42 farmer participants In 1980 to Muate the performance of the 
ACGSF in proyIdlng finance to small farmers In Kaduna State, Nigeria. Concludes that the scheme 
does not reach a majority of the small farmers, and that Implementation problems (farmers' Inability 
to meet banks' collateral requirements, delays In loan disbursement, remoteness of banks and 
Iliteracy of farmers) pl'8Y8nt the pl'OYislon of adequate credit. Recommends the formation of 
cooperative groups. [5067] 
Kay Wordl: Agriculture; Coastal and Central Welt Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; Loan 
gua .. ntee; 
537. Akuazaoku, B. A, -Small FarmerS Finance: Prospects In the 1980s,- Paper presented at the Seminar 
on Agricultural Credit and Finance In Nigeria, University of lbadan, lbadan, Nigeria, 27 April - 2 May, 
1981, AfrIcan Continental Bank Umlated, Lagos, Nigeria, 1981, 11 p. 
Author discusses the food situation In Nigeria, and the role of small farmers In meeting food deficits. 
The world food problem Is also examined In brief. The study examines the thesis that the problem 
of Nigerian small farmers Is more social and psychological than financial. [2509] 
Kay Wordl: Agriculture; Coaltaland Central Welt Africa; Nigeria; Credit; 
538. AJadenola, J. 0., -Federal Agricultural Credit FacUities and the Implementation Problems with 
Particular Reference to Ondo State,· Paper presented at the Seminar on Agricultural Credit and 
Finance In Nigeria, University of lbadan, lbadan, Nigeria, 27 April- 2 May, 1981, 12 p. 
Inadequate farm credit has been identified as one of the constraints facing the agricultural sector 
In Nigeria. To alleviate this constraint, the gCNemment set up the Nigerian Agricultural Bank, and 
Agricultural Credit Guarantee Scheme. This study examines these tv.\:) financial Institutions, and the 
Ondo State Agricultural Credit Corporation with the view of establishing the extent to which they 
haw assisted farmers. Some suggestions are also made to Impl'CNe the performance of these 
institutions. [2484] 
Kay Wordl: Agriculture; Coaltaland Central Welt Africa; Nigeria; Credit; 
539. AIawode, A A, -Financial Deregulation and the Effectiveness of Bank Supervision In Nigeria," 
Savings and DMlooment, Vol. XVI, No.1, 1992, pp. 101-113. 
ArtIcle examines the Implications of financial deregulation which Nigeria adopted in 1986 as part of 
a medium-term structural adjustment program which Involved the ICMering of entry barriers Into 
banking and the granting of expanded po.wrs to banks In their acquisition of assets and liabilities. 
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By 1989 the financial condition of many banks had deteriorated as bad debts, managerial problems, 
and large-scale fraud became rampant. Concludes that urgent steps are needed to reshape the 
existing bank supervisory frameNOrk In order to Insure Its reltMlnce and the effectiveness of a 
IlbeIaIlzed financial system. [5184] 
Key Words: G ..... I; Coastal and C.ntral West Afrlc.; Nigeria; Banks; Prudential supervision; 
540. Aile, H. I., "CreatIng ApproprIate Regulatory, LegaJ and Tax Framaworks to StImulate Money and 
CapItal Market DMopment: Comments, - Paper presented at the Regional Symposium on Savings 
and Credit for DMoprnent In AfrIca, AbIdJan, COte d'r\Olre, AprI27-30, 1992, Organized by the 
International Programme on Savings and Credit for Dewlopment, United Nations Department of 
Economic and SocIal DMoprnent, The Nigerian Stock Exchange, Lagos, Nigeria, AprU 1992, 5 p. 
Outlines the recent efforts undertaken as part of the Structural IdJustment Program of Nigeria to 
deepen the financial system that Includes the elimination of Import licenses and price controls, the 
deregulation of Interest rates and of dividend policy along with enabling legislation for privatization, 
prudential guidelines for banks, greater autonomy for the central bank and the Security and 
Exchange Commission. Reports a glUNth In the number of listed securities, price Index and 
membership foilONIng the reforms. AcknoNledges the dominance of short-term gcwemment 
securities with little trading In Industrial and financial paper before the deregulation of Interest rates. 
(5257) 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Afrlc.; Nigeria; Formal finance Capital markets; 
Policy .. form; 
541. Aluko, S. A., -Industry In the Rural Settlng,- In Proceedings of the 1972 Annual Conference of the 
Nigerian Economic Society. lbadan, Nigeria: University of lbadan, April 1973, pp. 213-235. 
This study discusses the problem of mass migration from rural to urban areas In Nigeria. The author 
suggests that dewlopment policies should be oriented tONard rural Industrialization to reverse the 
present migration trend. He also emphasizes that economic policy should closely examine the 
structure and functioning of rural Industries. [2176] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Afrlc.; Nigeria; Investment; Rural finance; 
542. Anyanwu, J. C., -Deposit Insurance In Nigeria: Benefits, Costs and Operational Strategles,- Savings 
and DMlooment, Vol. X\( No.1, 1991, pp. 67-78 . 
. Algues that deposit Insurance bulds and maintains confidence In the financial system, fosters 
efficient competition among financial institutions and promotes equity. Recommends that the 
Nigerian Deposit Insurance Corporation be made Independent and be allONed to Insure all deposits, 
but continue charging fixed premiums using selaetiw regulation to reduce associated moral hazard 
problems. [4992] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Afrlc.: Nigeria: Formal finance: 
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543. Arena. C. J.. -Credit Potentials ci Small-Holder PWtry Farmers In Anambra State of Nlgerla.-
Department ci Agricultural Economics. University of Agriculture. Makurdl. Benue State. Nigeria. West 
AfrIca. 1990. 15 p. 
The study was designed to IlMStIgate the socIo-economIc characteristics ci small-hoIder poultry 
farmers who are beneficiaries of small-hoIder loan scheme of the Anambra State Supervised 
Agrlc~ural Credit Scheme (SACS). The ~ of a discriminant function analysis technique applied 
to SACS shaNs that In gMng loan to small-hoIder poultry farmers. the credit agency should focus 
attention on three major characteristics: age of farmers. distance between home and source of loan, 
and 1M ci formal education of farmers. The chances of belonging to the credit-worthy group will 
Incraase when age ci farmers and 1M of formal education of farmers Increase In magnitude and 
wli d8C188S8 when distance between home and source of loan Increases. [1530] ~. 
K-r Word.: Agrtculhn; COlistal and Central Well Africa; NIg ..... ; CnKIIt; 
544. Arubayl, Eddie, 'The Role ci financial Institutions In the Rural Dewlopment under the Structural 
Adjustment Programme, - In The Role of the Finance Industry In the Successful Implementation of 
the Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP): Papers & Proceedings of the 1987 Bank Plrectors' 
Seminar at PlateaY Hotel. Jos. Jyne 9-10.1987, Yaba, Lagos: Financial Institutions Training Centre 
(FIlC). pp. 92-111. 
After the 01 boom of the 1970s, the agricultural sector In Nigeria was neglected In favor of the urban 
environment. NON the country must shift attention to rural areas where the majority of the 
population INes. The role of the financial Institutions In rural dMopment under SAP Includes the 
need for banks to open up branches In rural areas tONards a -results oriented- rural banking 
strategy. financial Institutions can provide a credit r&S8rw useful to farmers facing risks and help 
a household accumulate savings to combine 8118ntually with a loan to finance a large investment. 
There should also be a credit for -special- target groups such as small holders. [4143] 
Key Word.: General; COlistal and Central Welt Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; 
545. AwosIka, Keziah, and Somayina G. Nwoko, -Some Aspects of Rural lending In Nigeria, - In.Bum! 
Banking In Nigeria, Adenlyi Osuntogun and Wale Adswunml (eds.), HarlON, Esses, United Kingdom: 
Longman Group Umlted, 1983, pp. 2-17. 
A description of economic activities In rural areas of Nigeria. and the formal financial market are first 
discussed. This leads to a discussion of policy measures needed to be adopted to meet the 
demand for credit. Policy recommendations Include the foIlCNVIng: formation of co-operatlves or 
group farming; reorganization of existing extension services; to mobDlze savings; and to reduce 
transaction costs for the borroNer and lender. [4247] 
K8y Word.: General; Coastal and Central Well Africa; NIg ..... ; Finance; 
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546. Ayandlke, Nnarndl, "Banking In Africa: New Trials for Nigerian Bankers,- New Afrfcan, March 1987, 
pp. 53 -57. 
Describes the dewlopments In Nlgerlas banking sector In light of the gCMtmmentsS promise to sell 
off Interests In the sector and to free It from bureaucratic tangles. Mushrooming credit unions and 
local bankers are increasingly mobDlzlng domestic resources. (5337) 
K8y Won:Is: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; NIg ..... ; Banks; Credit unions; 
547. INdard, G~ -La Mobilsation de l'Epargne Rurale par Ies Institutions de Type Coop6ratlf et son 
Impact sur Ie ~veloppement Local: Synth6se de Sept Etudes de Cas: Burkina Faso, Cameroun, 
Egypt. Nigeria, Rwanda, Togo, Zimbawe,- UnNarsit. Coop6ratlw Internatlonale, Qliibec, Canada, 
August 1985, 42 p. 
This paper Is a summary of case studies of sawn African countries on the Impact of savings 
mobIlzatlon by cooperatNe finance groups. Despite their dlwrsity within countries and from one 
country to another, the African cooperatlws haw pt'OIen their abOIty to mobUlze savings and to use 
accumulated resources toNards productlw uses. The challenge naN rests, If that Is their goal, to 
prow their capabUlty to become cooperatlYe d8ll'8lopment banks with a primary mission to prtWide 
credit to the rural agricultural and Industrial sectors. To reach such a goal, cooperatives haw to 
stop attributing loans for special purposes and to train farmers on good credit use. [4196] 
Key Won:Is: General; Africa; Burkina Faso; cameroon; Nigeria; Rwanda; Togo; Zimbabwe; 
Cooperatives; Agricultural Cl'8d1t; Credit unions; Savingl; 
548. Blldard, G~ Argent Chaud at Argent Froid. La Mobilisation de I'Epargne Locale par des Institutions 
Cooperatives at son Impact sur Ie D8II'8Iopoement LpcaJ. Synthese de Sept Etudes de Cas Afrlcalns. 
Serle: Cahlers de I'U.C.I., No.7, Quebec, Canada: Unlwrslt. Coop6ratlve Internatlonale, 1985, 
35 p. 
Summarizes different research projects and consultations on the mobilization of rural savings for 
African rural d6Y8l0pment through the Intermediary of cooperatives. The countries chosen were 
Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Egypt, Nigeria, Rwanda, Togo, and Zimbabwe. Analyses the IMS of 
saving, Its simulation parameters, the variety of Its Institutions and organizations, and risks with Its 
relnwstment. [4741] 
Key Won:Il: General; Africa; Burkina Falo; cameroon; Egypt; Nigeria; Rwanda; Togo; 
Zimbabwe; Finance; Cooperatives; 
549. Besley, TImothy, -HaN Do Market Falures Justify Interventions In Rural Credit Markets?,· Paper 
prepared for the AGRAP Division of the World Bank, WoodR1N WUson School Research Program 
In Dewlopment Studies, Princeton Unlwrslty, New Jersey, July 1992, 31 p. 
RsYIews the arguments undertylng intervention policies In rural credit markets of developing 
economies, citing Nigeria among the examples of faled gCMtmment attempts to Intervene on behalf 
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ci the rural sector. Concludes that arguments In favor of subsidized rural credit are weak. 
suggesting further empirical work on the question ci when credit market Interwntlon Is justified. 
[5412] 
Key Wolds: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; 
550. Cashman. KrIstin. ·Survey of Services of Indigenous Thrift Societies: Examples from Oye State. 
Nigeria,· Agricultural Education and extension Department, Uniwrslty of Oxford. Oxford. United 
Kingdom. 1989. 18 p. 
An existing hierarchy of operations of the rural credit and savings societies Is Ulustrated with Insights 
drawn from rural southwestern Nigeria. Three distinct types of indigenous credit operations are 
described. Differences In their functional operations highlight reputable structures in terms of 
services rendered. An Interest-based. non-rotational group appears to be the most beneficial to 
members. Groups or associations of this nature can provide a good base for Introducing and 
sustaining small farmer dEPJeloprnent projects. [4260] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Cooperatives; CnKlit; Savings; 
Informal finance; 
551. Central Bank of Nigeria, Nigerian Agricultural Credit System: Analysis of Operation and Performance. 
Report of the National Agricultural Credit Study Team - Vol. 1 Macro-Economic Analysis and 
Recommendations, Lagos. Nigeria: Central Bank of Nigeria. 1986. 104 p. 
Summarizes the background and operation of the agricultural credit system In Nigeria during the 
period 1978-84. Outlines the problems attendant to the system and presents recommendations 
which are aimed at ensuring the emergence of a more effectiw agricultural credit delivery system. 
[Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State Uniwslty. HG2051 N7N531986 VI] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Credit; Macroeconomics; 
Agricultural cl'8dit; 
552. Central Bank of Nigeria. Nigerian Agricultural Credit System: Analysis of Operation and Performance. 
RePOrt of the National Agricultural Credit Study Team - Vol. 2 Institutional Analysis and Survey 
Report. Lagos. Nigeria: Central Bank of Nigeria. 1986. 423 p. 
Contains a detaAed analysis of the activities and problems of various agencies which are engaged 
In the supply of agricultural credit in Nigeria. These agencies include the banking system. non-bank 
QCN8rnment-sponsored agencies. the cooperatiw credit system. and the non-institutional credit 
agencies such as pre-cooperatiws and moneylenders. Also examines the status of technical 
support services avaUabie for agricuitUlal credit and analyzes the demand side of credit on the basis 
of a countrywide farm-lewl survey carried out as part of the study. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio 
State Uniwrslty, HG2051N7N531986 '1.2] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Credit; Formal finance; 
Informal finance; Cooperatives; 
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553. CheYIIard, Nicole, -Las Grandes Banques Africalnes,- AfrIque Industrle, No. 321, 1985, pp. ~. 
The article Is a cornplatlon d different reports by BCEAO (Banque Centrale des Etats de l'Ouest) 
d operations and results d 60 West AfrIcan Monetary Union (UM~) banks and a classification of 
the principal West AfrIcan and Central AfrIcan commercial banks. There Is also a country-by-country 
survey d the major banks In Nigeria, Ivory Coast, Cameroon, Gabon, Senegal, Congo, Togo, 
Burldna Faso, Niger, Mall, and the Central AfrIcan Republic. The data were obtained from published 
statistics d the banks rast*s obtained In 1983. All UM~ banks have seen their net benefit drop 
due mainly to poor performance by dMopment banks and some commercial banks. Despite a 
slight Increase In total credit to the economy In 1982-83, all other bank services have slCMed dONn. 
When ranking the banks, Nigeria comes In a distinct flrst foIlONed by banks from the Franc Zone 
whle other banks with noncorN8I'tlbie currencies come last. [0789] 
I<8J Word.: G ..... I; Africa; NIg ..... ; COte d'lwlra; hay Coaat; Cameroon; Gabon; Senegal; 
Congo; Togo; Burkina Fa.o; Niger; Mall; C.ntral African Republic; Bana; 
554. ehldebelu, Angus N., -Problems d Formal Smallholder Credit In Southeastern Nigeria, - Agricultural 
tdmlnlstratlon, Vol. 13, 1983, pp. 1-9. 
examines the problems faced by smallholder farmers and commercial banks with regard to the liON 
of farm credit. Concludes that the commercial banks are HI-equlpped to service smallholder loans, 
and that smallholder farmers must prow themselves creditworthy through prompt repayment, 
adoption d ImprtMKi management and cultural techniques, and ffMler wasteful social ceremonies. 
(5065] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coaltal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; Supervised 
credit; 
555. ehlke, Agu Cletus, -Rural Banking: A Strategy for Rural Dcwelopment In Nigeria - An Appralsal,-
Savings and DMlQDment, Vol. VII, No.1, 1983, pp. 45-61. 
This paper attempts to examine the program of rural banking as a strategy for rural development 
through the mobHlzation d rural savings as a source d capital formation badly needed for the 
dcweloprnent d the rural economy In Nigeria. Policymakers, economists and politicians In most 
dcweloping countries of AfrIca ara becoming Increasingly aware of the fact that no country can 
boast d any real meaningful development without the development of the rural economy; and that 
one d the obstacles to development In these countries Is the problem of underdeveloped rural 
economy. An identified obstacle to rural d6Y8l0prnent Is the problem of mobilization of resources. 
Rural banks are Important flnanclallnstltutlons which are designed and expected to encourage and 
mobIlze savings and also channel such savings Into productive Investments In the· rural areas. The 
paper concludes that It Is not enough to merely establish banks; concerted efforts must be made 
to see that they are actually IrNoIved In the pnwIslon of the needed credit and In the Ov'erall 
dcwelopment of the rural economy. [5147] 
Key Word.: General; Coaltal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; SavIngs; Bana; Credit; Rural 
tlnanc8; 
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556. Chuta, Enylnna, '" Preliminary Appraisal d Rural Industrialization Policies and Programmes In 
Nigeria,- WorkIng Paper No.4, World EmplO'fR*1l Programme Research, International Labour 
OffIce, G8I'l6YB, AprI1980, 67 p. 
ThIs paper nMaws and assesses the fiscal and cradlt policies d rural industries. The currant 
policies l'8Y88Ied a bias tONBlds urban and large industries. Small-scale industrial entrepreneurs 
had no access to Institutional sources d cradlt and no policy measure existed for influencing liON 
d cradlt to rural small-scale enterprises. Decentralizing Interest rates CCMHing operating cost, credit 
gL8rantee schemes and prtMsIon d technical and managerial assistance were recommended. 
(3753] 
K8y Worda: General; Coastal and Cenhl Weal Africa; NIg"'; Rlnl ftnance; 
557. Cleaver; KsYIn M., -rhe Impad of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture In Sub-Saharan 
AfrIca,- Staff WorkIng Paper No. 728, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., AprU 1985,30 p .. 
ThIs paper nMaws the available literature on the Impad of price and exchange rate poliCies on 
agriculture In Sub-Saharan AfrIca. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan AfrIcan 
countries to test S8\18ra1 hypotheses concemlng policy Impads. The countries analyzed are: Chad, 
Ethiopia, Mall, Malawi, Zaire, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Guinea, 
Benin, Central AfrIcan Republic, Sierra Leone, Madagascar, Niger, Sudan, Togo, Ghana, Kenya, 
Senegal, Lesotho, UberIa, Zambia, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Cameroon, Botswana, Congo, and Ivory 
Coast. A regression eqL8tlon with agricultural gl"ONth rates as a fundlon of the nominal protedlon 
coefficient was statistically significant but with a ION R2. Other Independent variables were 
ImIestlgated including ferdlzer use per hedare, changes In the barter terms d trade, population 
gl"ONth rate, degree of concentration of export eamlngs, adult literacy, share of public consumption 
In GOP and the degree of gCMtmment Intervention In farm Input supply. Redudlons In farm level 
price discrimination (nominal protadion), share of gCMtmment consumption In GOP, and population 
gl"ONth rates were posItNely ralated to agricultural gl"ONth rates, whDe the degree of gcwemment 
Irwoivement In the farm Input supply Industry was negatively related. The findings tend to confirm 
the view that inappropriate price and exchange rate policies have a negathle Impad on agricultural 
produdlon. Other fadors such as gcM)mment InYOIYement In farm Input supply, population gl"ONth, 
and gowmments abltty to operate and maintain Its agricultural Investments are also Important. 
Appropriate price and exchange rate policies YtOUId have a relatNely small Impad on agricultural 
gl"ONth so the policy package to remedy problems caused by poor price and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to each country. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HC597W63 No. 
728] 
K8y Worda: AgricuHu ... ; Africa; Chad; Ethiopia; Mall; Malawi; Zal ... ; Uganda; Burundi; Burkina 
Faao; Upper YoHa; R_nda; Somalia; 'anzanla; Guinea; Benin; Central African RepubJlc; 
Siena Leone; Madagascar; Niger; Sudan; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Lesotho; Uberia; 
Zambia; Nigeria; Zimbabwe; Cameroon; Bota_na; Congo; hlOl'y Coast; COte d'ivol ... ; Finance; 
Interest rat.a; Policy ... form; Pric .. ; 
558. de TnMlle, Diana, -Contrad farming, The Private Sedor, and the State: An Annotated and 
Comprehensive Bibliography with Particular Reference to AfrIca, - Contrad farming In Africa Project 
WorkIng Paper No.2, 10\ Binghamton, New York, NCMtmber 1986, 329 p. 
This document contains abstrads of 114 publications on contrad farming (authors and titles for 722 
publications are given In Sadion VI). The publications cowr general papers as well as specific 
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studies on AfrIca In general, Belize, Kenya, lesotho, UberIa, Niger; Nigeria, Swazaand, Tanzania, 
ZambIa, Zimbabwe, (also Belgium, Central AmerIca, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, England, 
Guatarnala, Honduras, India, Indonesia, lIan, JamaIca, Malasla, Mexico, the Middle East, New 
Guinea, Peru, the Phllpplnes, Scotland, South AmerIca, Srt Lanka, Taiwan, Thaland, Turkey. and 
the United States). Some m the annotations discuss financial aspects m contract fanning, and 
especially the supposed need by fanners for cradlt that Is being met by some contract fanning 
operations. [5345J 
Kay Word.: Agriculture; Africa; aellze; Kenya; Lesotho; UbarIa; Niger; Nigeria; Swaziland; 
'DInzanla; zambia; Zimbabwe; Farm; Agriculllni credit; 
559. Duesen~ James S., and Malcolm F. McPherson, -Monetary Management In Sub-Saharan AfrIca: 
A ComparatiYa AnalysIs,- D6Y81opment Discussion Paper No. 395 EPS, HIID, Harvard Unlwrslty. 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, September 1991,149 p. 
This paper Is a comparatlw nMew presenting findings of studies done In Malawi, Ghana, Nigeria, 
Senegal, and The Gambia examining the measures Sub-Saharan AfrIcan (SSA) countries need for 
a succesfuI transition to a system m indirect monetary control. The authors report that the 
successful operation of an Indirect control system requires the completion of a number of financial 
reforms, training of staff, cooperation between the Central Bank and the ministry of finance and a 
gcMtmrnent committed to sound money and cradlt programs. The authors conclude that although 
SSA countrtes have continued to rely on cradlt ceDlngs for macroeconomic refonn, most of the 
changes required for Indirect control are desirable awn with a celing system. [4733] 
Kay WOld.: General; Africa; Malawi; Ghana; Nigeria; Senegal; The Gambia; Finance; 
Macroeconomics; Central bank; Government polley and program.; CnMllt; Policy .. form; 
560. Durojalye, Bamldele 0., -Rural Household Consumptlon-Savlngs Behaviour In l..aN-income Nations: 
The Case of Ago-lwaye, Nigeria, - AfrIcan ReY!ew of Monw Bnance and Banking, supplementary 
Issue of Sayings and pMlQDment, No.1, 1991, pp. 85-96. 
examines the household savings behavior of rural dwellers In Nigeria and finds that the households' 
marginal propensity to save out of pennanent Income Is about 20 percent while for transitory 
Income, about 33 to 100 percent. Concludes that wall-designed savings mobDlzation programs can 
succeed In mobUlzlng voluntary savings among such households. [5021] 
Kay Word.: General; Coastal and Central Weal Africa; Nigeria; SavIngs; 
561. Eboh, E. C., O. Ugama, and O. Kereke, -Nigerian Vllage Money Lenders and their Usurtous Interest 
Rates: An Analysis m Intervening Factors,- SavIngs and Dewlooment. Vol. X\( No.4, 1991, pp. 361-
372. 
Authors use data from a sample of three moneylenders and 36 bom7Ners to estimate the relative 
significance m the lenders' risk and collateral undervaluation In explaining the observed Informal 
loan Interest rates In Eastern Nigeria. Conclude that vllage lenders used their stronger bargaining 
pcMW to eam monopoly profits, with about 63% m the observed Interest rate accounted for by 
collateral undervaluation. [5028] 
Kay Word.: General; Coastal and Central Weal Africa; Nigeria; Informal finance; 
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562. Bike, Ucheuna, -Credit Control as a Tool for Monetary Policy: The Case of Nigeria,- Unpublished 
Ph.D. Dissertation, The UnIYersIty of Alabama, 1985,251 p. 
ExamInes the causes and affects of the Nigerian policy of raIyIng upon the direct control of bank 
cradlt as a major tool of monetary poI~ In contrast to what pnNBls In most dewloped countries 
like the United States that empl(7f the tnldltlonal tools of adjusting Interest I8tes and the money 
supply. Explores the geography, history, and economic and financial system of Nigeria to present 
an understanding of the fundamental regional differences that have Influenced most of the 
go.wnment_ behavior. findings indicate that the direct control policy has been employed In 
Nigeria generally because of the underdewlopecl nature of Its financial markets and the 
go.wnment_ desire to accelerate the pace of dewloprnent and CMtrcome pcN8rty and misery. 
Specifically. It has employed the policy to allocate funds to priority areas, to permit the gcMm1ment 
to barrON cheaply and minimize the debt service burden especially during the war )'88rs, and to 
check the flON of credit to the private sector without raising the domestic Interest rates. [3588J 
Key WOlds: Gen_l; Coastal and Cenllal West Africa; Nigeria; Credit; Monetary policy; 
563. Eze, Agom, .,.he Financing of Nigerian Cooperatives,· In N§W Trends In African Qoooerat!yes: The 
Nigerian Experience. M.O. IJere (ed.), Enugu, Anambra State, Nigeria: Fourth Dimension Publishers. 
1987, pp. 52-93. 
The author examines Internal and external souroes of finance for Nigerian cooperatives. In an 
attempt to be self-sufficient, cooperatives have tended to rely on their 0Nn sources of finance -
savings shares, reserves and loans from apex organizations; haMNer, these souroes have not been 
sufficient. The cooperative experience with financing through share capital reserves, loans from 
commercial banks, and bolTCM'Sd capital either from private or public sources has not been 
successful. On the one hand, either the funds were small, or they were irregular or mls-applled. On 
the other hand, the role of banks was very poorly supportive of cooperatives. The author uses the 
example of haN cooperative credit Is administered in the United States to make useful suggestions 
for the Nigerian situation. [4254J 
Key Wolds: Gen_l; Coastal and Cenllal West Africa; Nigeria; Coopatlves; 
564. Ezike, J. E., ·Short-Term Capital MCMtments and Monetary Policy Effectiveness: The Nigerian 
ExperIence,. Savings and Dewlopment, Vol. VII, No.2, 1983, pp. 121-138. 
Investigates the posslbllty of monetary control In Nigeria under the assumption of Imperfect capital 
mobllty using a model of offsetting capital fteMS under fixed exchange rates. Accepts the hypothesis 
that monetary authorities wDl retain some measure of control, particularly controls directed at 
commercial bank behavior. [4921 J 
Key WOlds: Genal; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; Monetary 
policy; 
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565. Fablyl, Yakub L, -rhe Adaptation of Co-operatlYe Structures to the Dewlopment of Nigerian 
Agriculture: The Problems of Managing Group fanning Co-operatlYes, - Agricultural Administration, 
No. 12, 1983, pp. 219-235. 
this study of group farming In Nigeria focuses on two organizations In Oyo State. The main 
characteristics of the groups are analyzed with respect to fann sizes, structure, age of members and 
haN avaRabie resources are organized. The major management problems of the groups were found 
to be lack of credit prtMsIon and the difficulty of ensuring true cooperation between members. The 
study suggests that In their present form group fanning activities are not a viable model for the 
count~ agrlct*uraJ d8Y8lopment and that there Is an urgent need to rethink support policy to 
group fanning d8Y8l0pment. [4380] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Credit; Cooperatives; 
566. Fablyl, Yakub L, and K O. Osotlmehln, 'An Analysis of the Impact of Credit on Rice Production: 
A Case Study of Ondo and Oye States, Nigeria: Savings and Dewlooment. Vol. VIII, No.4, 1984, 
pp. 351-362. 
Nlgerlas rice self-sufficiency ratio has been on the decline. Consequently, there has been a massive 
increase In rice Imports. To attain self-sufficiency In food production there Is need for the adoption 
of new technology requiring the In'Vestment of a substantial amount of capital by the fanner. 
Although the lack of credit facilities may not prawnt the adoption of nsw technology by some 
financially strong Individuals, experience In Nigeria and els6Where has demonstrated that unless 
credit Is made available on suitable tenns, the majority of small scale fanners will be seriously 
handicapped In adopting profitable technology. [4821] 
Key Words: Farmers; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Credit; 
567. Faklyesl, Taye, ~ and liability Management of Commercial Banking Firms In the Process of 
Monetary and Financial Policy Making In Nigeria: African Review of MonEN Finance and Banking, 
supplementary Issue of Savings and DMlopment, No.1, 1988, pp. 105-125. 
Examines the effects of bank portfolio management activities on macro-policy In Nigeria using the 
utUIty-of-wealth maximization framework. Concludes that Interest rates were less Important than 
other variables In banks' portfolio behavior; risk a'Verslon predominates o.ter speculative behavior 
among banks, and banks are more responsive In applying funds to their excess reserve portfolio 
than to the less liquid portfolio. [4994] 
Key Words: Gentnl; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Banks; 
568. Falegan, Samuel B., -Restructuring Nlgerlas Financial System for Economic Rec~ry; in The 
Nigerian Banking Environment and the Role of Banks In National Economic Rec~ry: Papers & 
Proceedings of the 1986 Bank Directors' Seminar, Yaba, Lagos, Nigeria: Financial Institutions 
Training Centre (FITC), June 1986, pp. 75-92. 
After noting the g~mments faUures to foilaN recommendations for a better financial system, the 
author Is not surprised to find that Nlgerlas financial system Is de.JOld of Institutional diversification 
(lack of financial Intermediaries) and functional specialization (because of ~rlapplng functions, and 
CMHCOI1C9ntratlon In glWlth centers and urban areas to the neglect of rural funding and 
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dewlopment). The author suggets a reconsideration and nM8w of various laws and legislations that 
place rastrlctlon on InYestments as extl'8tn8ly essential for promoting the securities market and 
expanding the financial system. Also, complementary and supporting financial institutions haw to 
be established In rural areas to nMtaIlze the agricUtural sector and Increase food production. [4142] 
Kay Word.: 0 .... 1; Coastal and Central West Africa; NIg ..... ; Finance; Investment; 
569. Falegan, Samuel B., Redesigning NIgerIa_ financial System: A Study of Nigeria at the FInancial 
Crossrpad In ApPlied financial Intermediation, lbadan, Nigeria: University Press Umlted, 1987, 
440 p. 
The author v.as encouraged to write this book because of his three-year term as Managing Director 
at the Federal Mortgage Bank of Nigeria. The book Is divided Into twaIw chapters, starting with a 
summary of NlgerID economic environment and performance at the time of writing, and a 
description of the NlgerID financial system (with a close look at Nigerian Securities Market). The 
author d8YOtes S8\18ra1 chapters to promoting financial Intermediaries Qnstltutlons and Instruments) 
for an active financial system In Nigeria. Particular attention Is given In Chapter 8 to examining ways 
to promote savings Institutions, especially In the rural areas of the country. In the words of the 
author. -although the report concentnltes on the Nigerian financial system, the Issues raised, the 
problems identified and the solutions prescribed are common to virtually all AfrIcan countries with 
varying degree of emphasis.· [4132] 
Kay WOld.: Oeneral; Coastal and Central We .. Africa; Nigeria; Finance; 
570. Falusl, Caleb 0)0, -Commercial Banks, and Thrift and Credit Cooperative Societies: A Survey of 
lagos State,· Sayings and pMlQpment. Vol. XII, No.4, 1988, pp. 375-390. 
This paper Intends to determine the relationship between commercial banks and thrift and Credit 
Co-operatiYe Societies In lagos state. The Idea behind this arises from the fact that the thrift and 
Credit Co-operatlve Societies are Increasing In number despite the high concentration of banks In 
Lagos and Its environs. The author ballews that the dENelopment of commercial banks could 
possibly depress the gl'ONth of the Credit Societies as v.as witnessed In Uganda. The credit 
societies are found to maintain narro.v financial dealings with the commercial banks. What exists 
between the two Institutions Is not more than that of debtor and creditor relationship. The author 
concludes that the cooperative credits fill some financial gap created by the Inadequacies of the 
commercial banks, and that commercial banks could derlw economies of scale In their operations 
I the openltlons of the two Institutions could be harmonized. [4988] 
Kay WOld.: General; Coastal and Central We .. Africa; Nigeria; Finance; Banks; Cooperatives; 
SavIng •• credit cooperative.; 
571. FarnorIyo. O. A, and P. B. Irnoudu, " CrItIcal Evaluation of Agricultural Credit Financing In Nigeria,· 
African RaYIsw of Moow Finance and Banking, supplementary Issue of Savings and [)eYeIoproent, 
No.1, 1988. pp.37-53. 
Revisws the Nigerian agricultural credit utllzatlon and the types of Institutional agricultural credit 
policies and strategies that have been dSYised. Among the recommendations are Intensification of 
efforts In rural banking, remOl8l of bottlenecks In the bureaucnltlc system of banking and lending, 
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and a reorientation of the go..-emment view of small farm credit from a social obligation to an 
economic policy for· boosting food production and agricultural deYeIopment. [4981 J 
Kay Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central Welt Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; Banks; 
Finance; Credltj 
572. Faust, Gerald, ·Smallindustries Credit Scheme In Northem Nigeria: An Analysis of Operational and 
lending Pattems,· The Nigerian Journal of Economic and Social Studies, Vol. 11, No.2, July 1969, 
pp. 205-227. 
R6YIews the performance of the Small Industries Credit (SIC) scheme In Northem Nigeria and 
concludes that the two factors which hindered It from deYeIoplng into a viable Institution are 
organizational structure and lack of deYeIopment strategy. Argues that a more autonomous entity 
such as a statutory corporation or a dewlopment bank would have alleYlated the operational 
disadvantages of operating within the Ministry of Trade and Industry. Notes a high correlation 
between successful projects and projects located In tCNmS with adequate economic Infrastructure. 
[4669J 
Kay Words: Micro and small enterprise; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Formal 
flnancej Supervised credit; 
573. Fischer, Bemhard, ·Savlngs Mobilization In Dewloplng Countries: Bottlenecks and Reform 
Proposals,· Savings and Dewlopment, Vol. XIII, No.2, 1989, pp. 117-131. 
Summarizes the main findings of a report on financial savings mobilization issues In dewloping 
countries wortdwlde, Including Botswana, Ivory Coast, Cameroon, Kenya and Nigeria. Concludes 
that a rewrsaJ of unfavorable financial and monetary policies Is the key to successful promotion of 
domestic financial savings. Indicates the process of financial Intermediation Itself as a promiSing 
area of Interest In the future, Including the viability of financial Institutions, the market structure of 
the banking sector and the potential role of the Central Bank as a promoter of well-functioning 
domestic financial markets. [1807J 
Key Words: General; Africa; BotsMna; Ivory Coast; Cote d'ivolre; Cameroon; Kenya; Nigeria; 
Savings; 
574. Fischer, Bemhard, Sparkapltalblldung In EntwicklungsiAndem: EngDAsse und ReformansAtze. 
Forschungsberlchte des Bundesmlnlsteriums fOr Wlrtschaftllche Zusammenarbelt, Vol. 78, Manchen: 
Weltforum Verlag, 1986,494 p. 
This report Identifies promising savings mobUlzation strategies to finance the national dewlopment 
of Third World countries. The results are based on Insights gained from the study of 12 countries 
In Africa, AsIa, and latin America. The AfrIcan countries Included In the report are: Botswana. 
Cameroon, Ivory Coast, Kenya, and Nigeria. The report points out that urban and rural households 
have a slmUar propensity to save. Howewr; rural households save more often In kind. The author 
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emphasizes that higher deposit Interest rates affect the rate of financial savings posltlwly. 
Furthermore, the avaRability of demand oriented savings and credit schemes Increases the 
propensity to save financially. The report examines the d6Y8l0pment potential and possible 
promotion schemes for the Informal financial Intermediaries and proposes sectoral adjustment 
strategies for the formal financial market. [GER] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Bots_na; Cameroon; COte d'ivolre; Kenya; Nigeria; Savings; 
575. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), -Promotion of WomenS Activities 
In Marketing and Credit: An Analysis, Case Studies and Suggested Actions, - Preliminary Y«>rklng 
paper, fitD, Rome, 1taI~ June 1984, 61 p. 
The objective of the paper Is to prt:Nlde suggestions for donor support to women engaged In food 
and agricultural marketing. The study refers to a comparative analysis of case studies of the lives 
of successful women entrepreneurs Y«>rklng In groups or as individuals, and of project or 
programme assistance which has had a favorable outcome for Y«>men In marketing. The case 
material documents experiences from Bangladesh, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Gambia, Ghana, India, 
Kenya, Korea, Lesotho, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Pakistan, Philippines, Sri Lanka, Syria, The Caribbean, 
Togo, Uganda, Upper Volta, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. In the analysis, an attempt was made to trace 
historical sequences and relations which haw affected and continue to Influence womens 
participation, both as individuals and as social beings. [3243] 
Key Words: Marketing; Africa; Burkina Faso; Cameroon; Ethiopia; The Gambia; Ghana; Kenya; 
Lesotho; Nigeria; Togo; Uganda; Upper Volta; Zambia; Zimbabwe; Women; 
576. Fosu, Yerfl K, -Franchising In the 06Y8l0plng Economies: An Agribusiness Case Study,· 
Agribusiness, Vol. 5, No.2, 1989, pp. 95-105. 
The article describes various types of franchise contracts and franchise systems. It points out the 
merits and problems of franchising. A case study which demonstrates a success story In 
agribusiness franchising In West Africa Is presented. Important Implications of the case study for 
economic d6Y8l0pment of dewloplng countries are Indicated, and suggestions for Improvement of 
the performance of franchise systems are also made. The article notes the paucity of research on 
agribusiness franchising In d6Y8l0ping economies and suggests the closure of this gap In 
krloMedge. [4694] 
Key Words: Agribusiness; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Finance; 
577. Frimpong-Ansah, J. H., and Barbara Ingham (eds.) , Savings for Economic RecOJery In Africa, 
London, England: James Currey. Ud. In association with the African Centre for Economic Policy 
Research, 1992, 242 p. 
This book Includes a set of papers presented at a symposium on -rhe Mobilization of Domestic 
Resources for Africas Economic RecOJery" held at the African D6Y8Iopment bank In 1988. It 
contains three general papers of case studies on Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda, Malawi, Nigeria, Cote 
d'IYOIre, and Cameroon. The studies analyze aggregate savings, or specific financial Institutions, 
or household Intervi6ws, and Involve the analysis of empirical data. The background papers discuss 
the need to impltN'e savings performance, which has declined In some countries, and the seYeral 
contl'tMH'Sles that exist about domestic savings such as the Impact of failing real Incomes, the 
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Importance cI export earnings In Income generation, and the Impact on savings cI taxation, Interest 
rates, inflation, external capItaJ InflCM'S, rural to urban population shifts, and the underdEP.l8lopecl 
state cI flnancIaIlntennedlation. (avaUable In the U.S. from Heinemann Inc., 361 Hancwer Street, 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 03801 FAX No. 601-431-7840] 
Kay Words: Africa; Ethiopia; Kenya; Uganda; Malawi; Nigeria; Cote d'ivolre; Cameroon; 
SavIngs; SavIngs mobilization; 
578. Ghatpande, S. M., "The Role cI the (Nigerian) Agrlc~raI Credit Guarantee Scheme Fund In 
Ag~raI Flnance,-Indlan Journal cI Agricultural Economics, Vol. 39, No.2, 1984, pp. 259-268. 
The 8UCC8SS cI the AgrtWtural Credit Guarantee Scheme Fund, established In Nigeria in 19n with 
the intention cI encouraging banks to undertake the risk cI financing agriculture by assuring them 
cI repayment In the 8Y8f1t cI a default on the part cI the farmer Is assessed. The paper first 
discusses the main proYIslons cI the N:;G Scheme Fund Decree and them makes a critical appraisal 
of the scheme. It concludes that the role of the N:;G Scheme Fund In agricultural finance Is not 
likely to be a dominant one, at least for some time. (5388] 
Kay Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Cradlt; Loan guarantee; 
Agricultural cradit; 
579. Hazell, Peter R. B., and ABsa Roell. -Rural Gl'ONth Unkages: Household Expenditure Patterns In 
Malaysia and Nlgerla,- Research Report No. 41. IFPRI. Washington, D. C., September 1983. 64 p. 
Estimates the relationship between income and consumption using farm household survey data In 
1972/73 In the Muda region of Malaysia and 19761" in the Gusau region of Nigeria. Finds an 
unusually ION share of incremental expenditure allocated to locally produced nonfoods by the high-
Income group in Gusau, possibly due to their relatNe isolation. Large-sized farms tend to exhibit 
linkage relations so authors conclude that households on large farms have the most desired 
expenditure patterns for stimulating secondary rounds of gl'ONth in the local economy. and are thus 
recommended for targeting for technology and public investment. [5310] 
Kay Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Finance; 
580. lbe, Narka C., "The Structure of the Informal Credit Market In Nigeria: Lessons from Awka TONn of 
Anambra State,- AfrIcan RtMew of Money Finance and Banking. supplementary Issue of Savings and 
pMlopment, No.1, January 1990, pp. 5-14. 
This study Is aimed at prtMdlng insights into the structure of the informal credit market In Nigeria. 
The approach adopted Im.dved selecting a segment of the market and examining Its structure while 
noting any features that local values and traditions may haw conditioned. By discounting these 
peculiar social Influences on the market, a representatNe social background for the credit market 
In Nigeria is constructed that permits a generalization of the findings for Nigeria. On the basis of 
this, It Is established that the associations are the major suppliers of funds in the market. and that 
these associations can easHy be nurtured into co-operatNe thrift and lending associations so that 
their financial Intermediation role can be ImprtMK:I and directed tONards national dswlopment. 
[0647] 
Kay Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Informal finance; 
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581. Ibru, M. C. 0., -Problems of Agricultural Financing In Nigeria, - Presented at the Seminar on 
Agricultural Credit and Finance In Nigeria, University of lbadan, lbadan, Nigeria, 27 AprU - 2 May, 
1981, IBRU Organization, Lagos, Nigeria, 1981,9 p. 
Agricultural policies In Nigeria have a dual objective: to Increase agricultural production and to 
generate employment for rural areas. To achieYe these objectives, It is necessary to support small 
farmers and, In the long run, to assist medium and large-scale fanning. Many efforts have been 
made In the past by the gc:Hernment to make credit easily and more abundantly avaUabie to farmers. 
HONSYer, a number of problems stUI persist. The author suggests that efforts should be directed to 
understand and solve these problems. The small farmers have limited access to banking facUlties. 
The problems such as title to land, ION creditworthiness, and high costs of lending to small fanners 
discourage the bankers from supplying fann loans. Special credit programs should· be deYeIoped 
for small fanners. The farmers should also be prcMded with crop Insurance facUlties by the federal 
goJernment. [2489] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Credit; Agricultural credit; 
Crop Insurance; 
582. Igben, M. S., -Detennlnlng Credit Worthiness of Peasant Fanners: Research Results In Nigeria,· 
Savings and DMlQoment, Vol. II, No.1, 1978, pp. 3-19. 
Author uses data from 850 fann Interviews carried out In the mlddlebelt of Nigeria In 1975 to test 
ways of detennlnlng credit worthiness. Discriminant analysis Is used to Identify fann-household 
characteristics associated with fann productivity. The analysis sho.wd that operational efficiency, 
Investment, motivation of fann operator, and Industry of operator explained most fann productivity. 
Author argues that credit worthiness ought to be based on fann productivity rather than the 
traditional four ·Cs· of character, capacity, capital, and collateral. [1729] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Credit; Loan repayment; 
583. Igben, M. S., "The Moneylender and the PrcNlslon of Short-tenn Agricultural Credit In the Peasant 
Economy of Western State of Nigeria,· Savings and DMlooment, Vol. I, No.2, 19n, pp. 89-96. 
examines the services prcNlded by moneylenders serving the peasant economy In Western Nigeria. 
Author argues that moneylenders are shreY.d businessmen who understand their soclo-cultural 
economic environment. Conclusions are that, despite some shortcomings, the moneylender 
prcNIdes useful services at a great risk due to the lack of acceptable collateral. It Is recommended 
that any credit scheme should consider Integrating reputable moneylenders. [1542] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastalanc:l Central West Africa; Nigeria; Informal finance; 
584. Igben, M. S., and S. O. Akande, ·Propenslty to Save Among Nigerians: The Rural-Urban Dichotomy 
and Its Implications for Rural-Urban Migration Phenomenon,· Savings and pMlooment, Vol. XII, 
No.1, 1988, pp. 75-88. 
Authors test for a significant difference In the propensities to save among rural and urban dwellers 
and find that the rural-urban distinction does not contribute significantly to differences (only the level 
of disposable income does). They conclude that there is no basis for viewing saving as a motive 
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for ruraI-urban migration and cite the need for IrnprtMHnents In the savings institutions, both formal 
and Informal. (4970] 
Kay Wolds: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; SavIngs; 
585. Ihlmodu, I. I., "The financing of Cooperative Food Marketing and Distribution In the Green 
RINoIutIon Programme In NIgeria,- Savings and PMQornent, Vol. IX, No.1, 1985, pp. 79-90. 
ArtIcle describes the dMopment of a system for financing cooperative food marketing and 
distribution activities In Nigeria during the 19708. It reports on the cooperative financing experience 
In Kwara State to IIUSbate the Inadequacy of Internally generated funds and the extent of loan 
repayment problems among cooperatlYes. The problems constrained cooperative participation In 
food marketing. Author recommends external financing, I.e., through gcMM'Ilment grants and bank 
loans, and changes In the cooperative finance structure. (4817] 
Kay Words: Marketing; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Cradlt; Cooperatives; Output 
marketing; 
586. Ihlmodu, I. I., -Problems of Agricultural Financing In Nigeria: An Analysis of Some Institutions In 
Kwara State,- AgriCylturai Administration, Vol. 12, No.4, 1983, pp. 237-251. 
Assesses the performance of institutional sources of agricultural credit In Kwara State, Nigeria In the 
1970s: the Nigerian Agricultural and Cooperative Bank (NACB), the commercial banks and the 
Ministry of Agriculture. More attractive ratums from other sectors of the economy and a shortage 
of funds for productive purposes whUe emphasis is credit for marketing of agricultural products are 
cited as problems. Recommends directed assistance to small farmers through the promotion of 
group farming societies. [5066] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; Supervised 
credit; 
587. Ihlmodu, Ifeyori I., -Financing of Green Re.Ioiution In Nigeria: Some Lessons from Kwara State," 
Sayings and pMlooment, Vol. \( No.4, 1981, pp. 271-288. 
R6YIeNs the Green Re.Ioiutlon Programme financing by the Ministry of Agriculture, a cooperative 
organization and a bank credit scheme in the Kwara State of Nigeria. Recommends expansion of 
the extension force and IrnproJement of the administrative procedUl8Sto Improve credit delivery. 
(4915] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; Supervised 
credit; 
588. IJere, M. 0., -Credit Infusion as Small Farmer D6Y8Iopment Strategy: The NTC-NSUKKA ProJect," 
The p6Y8Ioolng Economies, Vol. XI\( No.1, March 1976, pp. 72-84. 
This paper deals with a plot project by the Nigerian Tobacco Company. The attempt Is made to: 
a) identify the location of operation as well as cultivation and credit practices In the area; b) assess 
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the ablity of the project to meet the declared obJectlws; and c) put the spotlight on certain policy 
implications and lessons from the experience. [ARC. 2072] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Credit; 
589. IJere, M. 0., afNjfWortd Bank Survey of Rural Informal Financial Intermediation In Nigeria: Interim 
Report, a Center for Rural DeYeIopment and Cooperatlws, Unlwrslty of Nigeria, Nsukka, Nigeria, 
June 1991, 65 p. 
The author has examined the nature, characteristics and operations of rural Informal financial 
Intermediaries In four representatlw states of Nigeria. These Intermediaries seem to be well 
positioned by virtue of their socIo-cuitural origins, size and flexibility In comparison to formal 
financial Intermediaries. As a result of the Introduction of the structural adjustment program and 
more individuals engaging in financial intermediation, there are more opportunities to link with the 
formal credit system and perhaps more competition that would reduce the negative bearings of the 
operations of the Informal Intermediaries. A cautionary note from the authorS experience with 
registered Intermediaries as compared to unregistered cooperatlw bodies suggests that registration 
and go.-emment control lead to reduced efficiency. [4529] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Informal finance; 
Intermediation; Formal finance; 
590. Ijere, M. 0., -rhe Lessons of State Credit Institutions In Dewloplng Countries - The Nigerian 
experience,· Agricultural Administration, Vol. 2, 1975, pp. 129-145. 
This study Is divided Into three parts. The first part deals with the state of agriculture, and Fund for 
Agricultural and Industrial Dewlopment (FAID) In Nigeria. The second part Is dewted to the study 
of organization and activities of FAID. The last part of the paper discusses the future of FAID and 
similar credit Institutions In Nigeria. [2170] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Credit; 
591. IJere, M. 0., 'If\ Rural Credit Survey Commissioned by 00,· Centre for Rural Dewlopment and 
Cooperatlws, University of Nigeria, Nsukka, Nigeria, February 12, 1990, 86 p. 
The study focuses on rural informal savings and credit associations with a view to identifying their 
strengths and weaknesses and completing existing knoNIedge In the region. The emphasis was put 
on lsusu (susu) associations which present structural and organizational forms amenable to external 
modifying Influences. In particular the study looked Into their social structure, savings and credit 
operations, loan applications and loan sanction procedures, loan requirements, loan disbursement 
procedures, Interest rates, loan repayment and default as well as mechanisms to reduce the default 
rate. [5272] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Informal finance; 
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592. IJere. M. 0.. and E. C. Igwe. ·Fann Accounting Guide for Rural Fanners: University of Nigeria. 
Nsukka, Nigeria. May 1975. 44 p. 
The study is divided Into two parts. Part I deals with fann bookkeeping and helps the fanner to ShON 
the Inputs CNer the ~r, the profit made during the ~r, and the value of fann business. Part II 
deals with fann budgeting as a tool In management and future planning. [ARC. 2169] 
Kay Words: AgrlcuHure; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Credit; 
593. Ike. Don N .• ·Financlng Agricultural DeYeIopment In Nigeria: An Appraisal: International Journal of 
peYeIoDment Banking. Vol. 4. No.1. January 1986. pp. 13-21. 
Surveys and appraises the agricultural financing programs and Institutions of Nigeria Including the 
Nigerian Agricultural and Cooperative Bank Ud .• the Agricultural Credit Guarantee Scheme Fund. 
the Rural Banking Programme. the World Bank Agricultural D8II8Iopment Projects and the River 
Basin and Rural Dewlopment Authorities. Concludes that gCNemment Intervention. directly In tenns 
of Increased Infrastructure and otherwise In tenns of directed rural credit. Is necessary for 
dewloplng Nlgerlas rural fann sector. [5000] 
Kay Words: AgrlcuHure; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; 
594. lIori. C. 0 .. ~rlcultural Credit Problems In Nigeria: A Case Study; Working Paper No.3. Agricul-
tural Credit Case Studies, FAa. Rome. Italy, ca. 1974.26 p. 
Study presents a brief history of agricultural credit programs In Nigeria. Information on credit use 
among 95 randomly selected fanners Is also presented. About 30 percent of these fanners received 
loans from banks or cooperatives. about 28 percent got credit from merchants. 13 percent from 
moneylenders. and the remainder from friends and relatives. Author concludes that the supply of 
formal credit Is too small In the area studied. [ARC. 1536] 
Key Words: AgricuHure; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Credit; 
595. lrele, George T.. ~rlcultural Credit System In Nigeria under the Military, 1972-85.· Department of 
Land Economy, UnlYerslty of Cambridge. Cambridge. Massachusetts. 1989. 42 p. 
This paper comments on the effectiveness of prcMdlng cheap credit for rural dewlopment. a 
common practice among LOCs. The paper questions claims that cheap credit would stimulate 
agricultural production and hence rural dewlopment by examining agricultural credit programmes 
under successive mUitary administrations In Nigeria. The author prtMcles reasons for the failure of 
such rural credit programmes and why these conventional programmes of providing cheap credit 
wli newr succeed In less deYeIopect economies. [1144] 
Key Words: AgricuHure; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Credit; 
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596. Ituwe, C. E., ·Bank Management: Problems and Challenges In Nigeria,· DMopment Authority, YoIa, 
Nigeria, 1981,92 p. 
The author presents an OIerview of the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) regulatory measures and 
foilONS with an analysis of the commercial banks operations by means of assessing seYeral financial 
ratios. Suggestions for Nigerian banks Include recommendations to assist agriculture, manufacturing 
and small scale Industries through lending policies along with the appropriate incentives for banks 
from the federal gcMmlment. The foIlCANIng two parts present discussions of the management of 
bank profits and liquidity and the corporate planning of banks, and hON these reflect on the 
performance of banks. The high Incidence of bad debt in Nigerian banks Is examined and a panel 
for professional ethics Is suggested as one of the measures for ImprrNement. The last section 
discusses a number of methods for Impi'tMng banking services such as counter services, 
mechanization, educating staff, rerncNlng bank-customer gap, among others. [4135J 
Key Words: Gen ... lj Coallal and Central West Africaj Nigerlaj Banksj Formal financej 
Regulatlonj 
597. Jekaylnfa, A 0., rr'he Role of GOiemment In Agricultural Finance,· Paper presented at the seminar 
on Agricultural Credit and Finance In Nigeria, University of lbadan, Nigeria, AprU 27-30, 1981, 
Ministry of Agriculture and Natural Resources, lbadan, Nigeria, 1981, 13 p. 
The author stresses the need for agricultural credit. A l"6Yiew of credit programs In Nigeria Is next 
presented. It is then argued that the establishment of a special agricultural bank (versus credit 
corporations) Is more desirable. [2507] 
Key Words: Agrlculturej Coastal and Central West Africaj Nlgerlaj Credltj 
598. Jerome, Theo Afelkhena, rr'he Role of Rotating Savings and Credit Associations In Mobilizing 
Domestic Savings In Nigeria,· African ReylE!YI of Money. Finance and Banking, supplementary Issue 
of Savings and DMopment, No.2, 1991, pp. 115-128. 
Author 1"6Yie.w the role of ROSCAs In the mobilization of Nigerian domestic savings and finds that 
they played a major role despite the rudimentary nature of their operations and lack of legislation 
guiding and standardizing their services. [4990] 
Key Words: Agrlculturej Coastal and Central West Africaj Nlgerlaj Informal financej Self-help 
groupSj Savings mobllizationj ROSCAsj 
599. King, Roger, ·Experlences In the Administration of Cooperative Credit and Marketing Societies in 
Northem Nigeria,· AgricultUral Administration, No.2, 1975, pp. 195-207. 
Author examines hON gOlemrnent policy can Implement a cooperative credit scheme. He compares 
expected performance of cooperatives under the gOiemment plan and actual performance of 
existing cooperatives. The author concludes that credit cooperatives can achiew goals, but that 
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present dlYergence of expectations Is due to poor adaptation to local conditions. The author also 
feels that Improwd staff training and Increasing user knaNledge can help lessen this divergence. 
[1825] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Cooperatives; Savings & creelH 
cooperatives; 
600. King, Roger, ·Farmers Cooperatives In Northem Nigeria: A Case Study Used to Illustrate the 
Relationship Between Economic Dewlopment and Institutional Change,· Department of Agricultural 
Economics, University of Reading, United Kingdom, September 1976, 305 p. 
The study presents case studies of cooperatives In six vllages In Northem Nigeria. The study 
shaNed that each vUlage had radically different economic opportunities. Credit distribution was the 
main function of each of the six cooperatives. Author found very mixed results from credit use In 
the six vRlages. Chapter 5 of this study describes savings and credit activities In six vUlages In 
Nigeria. Most of the formal credit In these villages were prcMded by cooperatives. Author also 
discusses the economic Implications of taboos on Interest payments. [1403] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Cooperatives; Savings & credH 
cooperatives; Self-help groups; 
601. King, Roger, "Variations In VUlage Response to a GCNemment Rural DENelopment Programme In 
Northern Nigeria,· Unpublished paper, University of Reading, Reading, United Kingdom, 19n, 
18 p. 
Author studies the vDlage 1M Impact of gCNemment cooperative credit. Six vUlages In Northern 
Nigeria were studied In detaU between 1973 and 1975. The results of the study shONad that the 
eXisting possessors of political and economic po.wr within the villages were In no case displaced 
by new vUlage cooperative Institutions. Rather, the gCNemment relied on existing village leadership 
to Insure existence of cooperatives. The distribution of the benefits arising from cooperative credit 
and Its utUlzatlon was largely limited by membership of the cooperative which was chosen by village 
leaders. [1769] 
Kay Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Cooperatives; Savings & credH 
cooperatives; Self-help groups; 
602. Kwartenc, Kwasl, ·Banklng and Finance In AfrIca: A ReYlew Article,· Sayings and oewlooment, Vol. 
VI, No.3, 1982, pp. 247-263. 
This paper nM6WS two recent publications by All Issa Abell, a Somali economist working with the 
IMF, and Professor G. O. Nwankwo of the University of Lagos, Nigeria, nON with the Central Bank 
of Nigeria. The two books deal with banking and financial structure In the Initial stages of economic 
dewlopment. Abells book fMliuates the commercial banking system In Kenya, Tanzania and 
Somalia In the first decade of Independence In the earty 1960s. Nwankwos book offers an analytical 
account of the 8YOIution and present status of the financial system of Nigeria. This paper compares 
the extent of financial deepening and financial repression In Ghana, Nigeria, Kenya, Tanzania and 
Somalia. Author concludes that these AfrIcan countries have financially repressed banking and 
monetary systems. A reform of Interest rate policies Is recommended but It should be accompanied 
by other structural and Institutional reforms. The authors raise Important questions about the role 
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d the banking system In the dawlopment process. and argue that policy reform should be 
Implemented together with Institution-buDding, e.g., creation of proper central banks, to supervise 
the financial system and manage the monetary system. as was done In Nigeria. [5171] 
Kay WOlds: General; Africa; Ghana; Nigeria; Kenya; 'anzanla; Somalia; Formal finance; 
Financial ,. ..... ion; Internt ratea; Policy ratorm; 
603. ladlpo. P. A.. -Banking ServIces for Rural Needs. - In Rural Banking In Nigeria. Adenlyl Osuntogun 
and WoIe Adewunml (eds.), HariON. Esses, United Kingdom: Longman, Inc., 1983, pp. 61-69. 
Paper IrMstlgates the form of rural banking services demanded by farm famUies. Field survey 
eYldence from 14 vUlages d the lsoya Rural Dawlopment Project Indicates very ION rates of bank 
use by farmers In the past and present but widespread wlilngness to patronize rural banks In the 
future. It highlights Iliteracy, seasonality d farm Incomes and tlansportation difficulties as factors 
for consideration In dawloplng InllCMltive banking services for Nlgeria~ small farmers. [3197] 
Kay WOlds: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Banks; 
604. Le Francois. louis, -Les Banques Commerclalles en Afrique Subsaharlenne: Orlglne - Evolution -
Awnlr,- Marches TroDlcaux, June 1987. pp. 1679-1706. 
The author discusses the origin, 6YOIution and future of commercial banks In Sub-Sahalan Africa. 
The International economic crisis and the crisis of the banks Is I'8YIEMed. Specific case studies are 
presented from Nigeria, Zaire, Mauritania, Guinea and Equatorial Guinea. [4722] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Nigeria; Zaire; Mauritania; Guinea; Equatorial Guinea; Finance; 
Formal finance; Commercial banks; 
605. Lele, Uma J., -Managing Agricultural Dewlopment In Africa: Three Articles on Lessons from 
Experience,· MADIA Discussion Paper No.2, Managing Agricultural Development In Africa, The 
World Bank, Washington, D. C., 1989,40 p. 
This summary of gCNemment and donor experience with agrlcultulal development In Kenya, Malawi, 
Tanzania, Cameroon, Nigeria and Senegal concludes that the key Issues are: (1) the links between 
the nature of resource endo.vments, the substance of dewlopment stlategy and the content of 
technology polley need to be strengthened; (2) better and more consistent assistance In the 
dawlopment of Indigenous capacity for d6Y8l0pment planning and Implementation to maintain the 
gains made under structural adjustment; (3) further research on export crops to I'8YIve tladitional 
and export crop production In which African countries have comparative advantage; and (4) the 
gCNemment role In providing the preconditions for successful privatization and for smallholder 
agricultural gl"ONth. Another article describes the agricultural gl"ONth pattems In Kenya, Malawi and 
Tanzania and suggests that gCNemment action at the sectoral lew! Oand policy, smallholders' 
access to Inputs, and agricultural research) needs to be combined with macroeconomic reforms 
to achleYe sustained and broad based agricultural gl"ONth. [4085] 
Kay WOlds: Agriculture; Africa; Kenya; Malawi; Tanzania; Cameroon; Nigeria; Senegal; 
Finance; International donors; Technical assistance; Policy reform; 
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606. MabalNonku, A. F., and A. S. Clomola, -Monetary and Fiscal Policies in Nigeria 1970-1985: Some 
Implications for Agrlc~ural Dewlopment, - Savino, and pMlopment, Vol. XII, No.4, 1988, pp. 343-
362. 
Paper discusses the relationship between gl'CfNth and dewlopment of agriculture and monetary-
fiscal policies In Nigeria during 1970 to 1985. It reports substantial cases of Incoherent and 
Inconsistent application of policy measures with undesirable consequences on agriculture. Authors 
conclude that the sector was under-dewloped by fiscal austerity and fiscal mismanagement actions 
which faUed to recognize the need for medium and long-term Investment In agriculture. [4989] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coaatalend Central Weat Africa; Nigeria; Finance; Government policy 
end programs; . 
607. Makonl, Julius, -Creating Appropriate Regulatory, Legal and Tax Framevvorks to Stimulate Money 
and Capital Market D6Y8Iopment,· Paper presented at the Regional Symposium on Savings and 
Credit for Dewlopment In AfrIca, AbIdjan, COte d'fvolre, April 27-30, 1992, Organized by the 
International Programme on Savings and Credit for D6Y8Iopment, United Nations Department of 
Economic and Social Dewlopment, International Finance Corporation, Washington, D. C., March' 
1992,23 p. 
Argues that the regulatory and legal framevvork of the financial system Is the most distinguishing 
characteristic of financial systems In countries with slmBar l6Y8Is of economic d6WIopment. In Sub-
Saharan Africa, only broad monetary and fiscal policies and supervisory regulations of financial 
Institutions can be found - except In Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Kenya and Botswana where some form of 
money and capital market laws can be found. Underd6Y8l0ped Infrastructure and communication 
facUlties, lack of trained personnel, unpredictable gOJemment policies and deteriorating terms of 
trade make It Impossible to eYen adhere to existing poliCies and regulations (Ethiopia, Tanzania and 
Mozambique). Author argues that Inappropriately designed policies and regulatory, legal and tax 
framevvorks as the single most Important factor for the sluggish dSYelopment of financial markets 
in AfrIca. [5251] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Zimbabwe; Nigeria; Kenya; Botswana; Ethiopia; Tanzania; 
Mozambique; Formal finance; Prudential supervision; Regulation; 
608. Mbat, David 0., ·Commerclal Banks and Rural Banking Polley In a D6Y8Ioping Economy: Policy 
Implications,· Savings and pMopment, Vol. VI, No.4, 1982, pp. 367-380. 
Author argues for the establishment of rural banks In Nigeria specifically for rural clientele in light 
of costs and risks undertaken by commercial banks whose liabilities are mainly short-term, but were 
mandated to serve clients with long-term credit requirements. [4903] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal end Central Weat Africa; Nigeria; Banks; 
609. Mbat, David 0., -Savings Habit of Rural Households in Cross River State: An Exploratory Study,· 
Savings and pewlopment, Vol. IX, No.4, 1985, pp. 469-484. 
Examines the savings habit among rural households in NlgeriaS Cross River State to identify factors 
related to savings behavior: Based on SUNey data from 600 sample households, author concludes 
that rural households saw for a rainy day hoNeYer ION their Income 1M may be. Absence of 
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accessible banking fac.1lIes makes the rotating savings schemes popular despite the risks InvoI\I8d. 
[4939] 
Kay Word.: Agrlcultan; Coaltlll and Central West Africa; Nig ..... ; Savings; 
610. Mbata, J. N., "" Evaluation of Institutional Credit and Its Role In Agrlc,"*ural Production In River 
State, Nigeria,· African ReY!ew of Monw Finance and Banking. supplementary Issue of Savings and 
pMlQoment, No.1, 1991, pp. 5-22. 
field surwy data of 120 sample small-scale farmers with Institutional credit Indicate bureaucratic 
procedureS, untimely fund release, high Interest rates, and absence of banking facUlties In rural 
areas. Author also finds that small-scale farming was profitable, with farmers owrutUlzlng land and 
labor but not credit. Recommends an Increase In the amount of loanable funds and In the number 
of rural branches of financial Institutions. [5024] 
Kay Word.: Agriculture; Coaltlll and Central Welt Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; Supervised 
credit; 
611. MUler; Leonard F., Agricultural Credit and Finance In Africa, NeN York, NeN York: The Rockefeller 
foundation, 19n, 115 p. 
Four chapters of this book deal with the research, documented experience and unresolved Issues 
of the 1970s concemlng agricultural credit and savings In AfrIca. From a sample of 399 small food 
crop farmers In Nigeria, the predominance of small, short-term loans for farm use (mostly for hired 
labor) and non-farm use (mostly for ceremonies and school fees) was reported. Formal lenders 
prtMded only a small proportion of the credit, with Informal sources (friends and relatives, 
moneylenders and trader/merchants) being major sources. A separate study cowrlng 156 loans 
mainly from Informal sources shONed no security requirements other than personal reputation, or 
joint IlabDIty, with very feN having real estate mortgages or pledged crops as collateral. A high 
degree of variation In Interest rates is reported, with the rates apparently varying with the bolTC1N9r's 
personal and financial circumstances. Among Interest-free loans, some carried no Interest while for 
others reciprocity arrangements or obligation to sell the produce to the lender constituted indirect 
but hard-to-measure charges. Experiences with alternative approaches - I.e., using Informal lenders 
and groups, e.g., Input dealers, as channels (Kenya); group loans (Malawi); packaging credit with 
education, Input supply and marketing through cooperatives or through agriculture service centers 
(Uganda); and linking savings with credit through cooperative savings schemes (Kenya), credit 
unions (Zambia) or indigenous savings/credit societies <uuiY clubs In Nigeria; savings associations 
In West Cameroon} - have been limited. The author concludes that It would be worthwhile for 
d6Y9lopment agencies and gCMtmment Institutions to support experiments of InnOJatlve approaches 
to building rural financial markets. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HG2051A35A54] 
Kay Word.: Agriculture; Africa; Kenya; Malawi; Nig ..... ; Uganda; Zambia; Cameroon; Finance; 
Informal finance; Cooperatives; Credit unions; International donors; Savings & credit 
cooperative.; SeH-help groups; Savings mobilization; Interest rate; Collateral; Supervised 
credit; Group lending; Input marketing; Output marketing; Agricultural Credit; 
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612. MInot, Nicholas, "Economic Aspects of Contract farming In Less Dewloped Countries: An 
Annotated Bibliography,- Contract farming In AfrIca Project WorkIng Paper No.3, IDA, Binghamton, 
New York, July 1986, 22 p. 
This document contains abstracts of 46 publications on contract fanning. The publications cowr 
general papers as well as specific studies on AfrIca In general, West AfrIca, COte d'ivolre, Kenya, 
Nigeria, Swazland, Uganda (also the Americas, Central America, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, 
Guatemala, Honduras, Jamaica, latin America, Malaysia, Mexico, Papua New Guinea, The 
PhDlpplnes, ThaDand, Turkey, and the United States). Some of the annotations discuss financial 
aspects of contract farming, and especially the supposed need by farmers for credit that Is being 
met by some contract fanning Operations. [5233] 
Key Word.: Agricultlft; Africa; COte d'ivon; Kenya; Nigeria; Swaziland; Uganda; Farm; 
Agricultural credit; 
613. Monu, Erasmus D., "" InnOlatlon In Small-Scale Fanner Credit Administration In Northern Nigeria; 
Agricultural e<tmlnlstratlon, Vol. 10, No.4, 1982, pp. 255-263. 
Describes the credit/savings scheme Included In an experimental agricultural development project, 
the Guided Change Project, operated In the GIwa District of Kaduna State, Nigeria during 1974-78. 
To enable fanners to pay loans In Installments and to avoid embezzlements due to huge cash 
Inventories, each fanner was Issued a savings/credit card on which to place stamps purchased as 
proof of repayment or savings. A high repayment rate and Increasing percentage of savers was 
noted up to project completion. Author concludes that vUlage Iewl administration, farmer 
Involvement In the design and Implementation of the scheme, simplicity of the scheme, and joint 
liabUIty for default were the factors responsible for success. [5068] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; Savings; 
614. Morss, Elliott R., John K Hatch, Donald R. Mickelwait, and Charles F. Sweet, -Zaria Tomato 
Production Project, North Central State, - In Strategies for Small Farmer Development: An Empirical 
Study of RUral Development Projects In The Gambia. Ghana. Kenya. Lesotho. Nigeria. Bolivia. 
Colombia. Mexico. ParaguaY and Peru, Volume II: Case Studies, Westview Special Studies in 
Social, Political and Economic Dewlopment, Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1976, pp. 213-221. 
This joint project of Nlgerias North Central State Gowrnment, FAD, and Cadbury, Ud. Involved the 
Introduction of Irrigated tomato production for commercial processing, Introduced through farmer 
associations. Only around 60 per cent of the In-klnd loans were collected through this contract-
groNlng scheme because so much of the crops were sold In the local market Instead of being 
delivered to CadburyS tomato paste plant. Lessons identified Include those on the division of 
responsibility for project Implementation, the need for timely supporting aSSistance, and the need 
to take Into account local p<7N9r structures In the project design. [5143] 
Key Words: Output marketing; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; 
Supervised CI'8CI1t; Agribusiness; 
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615. Morss, Elliott R., John K Hatch, Donald R. Mlckelwalt, and Charles F. Sweet, -Nigerian Tobacco 
Company. Western State,· In Strategies for Small Farmer QMlooment: An Empirical Study of RYral 
PMloprnent Projects In The Gambia. Ghana. Kenya. Lesotho. Nigeria. Bo/Ma. Colombia. Mexico. 
Paraguay and Peru, Volume II: Case Studies, WestvIew Special Studies In Social, Political and 
Economic D8Y8Iopment, Boulder; Colorado: WestvIew Press, 1976, pp. 203-212. 
this project was a continuation of earlier efforts of the Nigerian and the British American Tobacco 
Companies to encourage tobacco production In the lseyln Division of Nlgerlas Western State. This 
time the focus was Introduction of ftue-curlng through farm famUy units which utUlzed 0Nn labor to 
construct barnsltes, do the curing, and grading. Notes that this prtMKI profitable enough for 
BarciayS Bank to prt7JIde seasonal and medium-term loans for barnslte construction at commercial 
rates. Concludes that with special organlzatlonaJ arrangements and a profitable crop, commercial 
channels can be used to prt7JIde credit. [5144] 
Key Words: Output processing; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; 
Supervised credit; Agribusiness; 
616. Njoku, J. E., and M. A. C. A. Cdil, -Determinants of Loan Repayment Under the Special Emergency 
Loan Scheme (SEALS) In Nigeria: A Case Study of Imo State: African Review of Monw Finance 
and Banking, supplementary Issue of Savings and DHopment, No.1, 1991, pp. 39-52. 
Analyzes the loan repayment performance among smallholders under the Special Emergency Loan 
Scheme (SEAL) In Nigeria and finds late loan fund release, cumbersome application and 
disbursement procedures and politically based lending decisions among the factors responsible for 
ION repayment. Concludes that Increasing Income and productivity, and hence, savings capacity 
should be the primary goal of loan administration to ensure less dependence on external financing. 
[5022] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; Supervised 
credit; Loan repayment; 
617. Njoku, J. E., and P. C. Obasl. -Loan Repayment and Its Determinants Under the Agricultural Credit 
Guarantee Scheme In lmo State, Nigeria: African Review of Monw Finance and Banking. 
supplementary Issue of Savings and DMloement. No.2, 1991, pp. 167-180. 
Examines the loan repayment performance from a sample of 46 loan beneficiaries under the 
Agricultural Credit Guarantee Scheme In lmo State, Nigeria. Estimates loan repayment to be only 
34% and ftnds loan amount recelwd, Interest rate and household size as the most Important 
determinants of repayment. Argues that moderating the amount granted as loans and keeping 
interest rates ION may be appropriate measures for Imprtwing repayment performance. [5026) 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; Supervised 
credit; Loan repayment; Loan guarantee; 
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618. Nto, O. A, "Problems ~ AgrlclJtul8l Finance In Nigeria, - Paper presented at the Seminar on 
AgrJc&jtul8l Credit and FInance In Nigeria, University of lbadan, lbadan, Nigeria, AprU 27-30, 1981, 
16 p. 
The paper discusses three areas that group agrlclJtul8l finance problems In Nigeria. The areas are: 
{1} problems associated with agriculture Itself, I.e., Inherent to agrlcultul8l production; {2} problems 
created by farmers; and {3} other problems resulting from gcN8mment policies and economic 
situation. Solutions offered Include suggested solutions to the Inherent problems In agricultural 
production, afflclent management of the farm, appraisal of agrlcultul8l project, provision of adequate 
and suitable securities, and coordinated gc:N8mment policies. [2491 J 
Key WOld.: AgrlcuHure; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Finance; 
619. Nwabughuogu, Anthony I., .,.he Isusu: An Institution for Capital Formation Among the Ngwa Igbo; 
Its Origin and D6Y8Iopment to 1951,-.Af!:lg, Vol. 54, No.4, 1984, pp. 46-58. 
Uses archival, 0181 and written sources to trace the pre and post-colonlal origin, grt7Nth and 
d6Y8lopment of the lsusu (also called oha, utu and ogbo) as an Indigenous credit Institution of the 
Ngwa Igbo of Nigeria. Argues that: (a) the Isusu played a significant role In raiSing capital for major 
undertakings such as marriage, land acquisition, purchase of household goods, buDding of houses, 
payment of debts, education of chUdren and supply trading; (b) It created a large capitalist class 
In Ngwaland; and (c) far from being a transient Institution, has remained as an Important credit 
Institution and has outlived the -more rational· credit Institutions established by the colonial 
administration. [515OJ 
Key Word.: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Informal credit; Self-help 
groups; ROSCAs; 
620. Nwank\vo, G. 0., -Managing the Nigerian Economy under the Structural h:ljustment Programme 
(SAP), Monetary Policies and the Second Tier Foreign Market-SFEM; Savings and Development, 
Vol. XII, No.3, 1988, pp. 207-219. 
PrcNldes an Interim assessment of the Nigerian Structul8l Adjustment Program, and concludes that 
the policies are In the right direction. Author observes that the sellers market syndrome Is giving way 
to consumer sOllerelgnty; foreign exchange allocation through the Second Tier Foreign Exchange 
Market Is more orderty compared to past performance; and exporters are reacting more favorably 
to the more realistic exchange rates and export decontrols. [4969J 
Key Word.: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; Monetary 
policy; 
621. NwanlMo, G. 0., -Public Participation In the Nigerian Financial Sector,- Savings and Development, 
Vol. III, No.3, 1979. pp. 185-197. 
examines the public sectorS participation In the entire range of financial Institutions and Instruments 
In Nigeria. and concludes that a thorough rationalization Is required to address anomalies and to 
bring about a truly Indigenous financial sector. SpecifiC recommendations Include a clear definition 
of operating phUosophy (whether as a social service, a commercial enterprise. or both); a clear 
understanding of the ~hree Cs· (costs. convenience and confidence) and ~rllog1 (the banker, the 
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customer and the poIlcymaker) d finance; and a direct commercial banking by the Federal 
gc:MHnment, to prOIIde leadership In rural banking. [4902] 
Key Words: G.n .... l; Coastal and C.ntral West AfrIca; NIg ..... ; Formal finance; 
622. Nwankwo. G. 0.. -rechnlques d Monetary Control: The Nigerian Experience.· Savings and 
p8Y8l0j>ment Vol. \( No. 2/3. 1981. pp. 115-122. 
ReYiews the Nigerian central banking experience OYer the two decades of Its existence. arguing that 
Its reliance on ·Guldellnes· rather than traditional tools such as open market operations and rate 
changes enabled the Central Bank to effect structural transformation In the banklng...systems loans 
and advances In favor d preferred sectors. [4909] 
Key Words: Agrlcultunt; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; Prudential 
lupervlslon; 
623. Nweze, Noble J., -rhe Role of WomenS Traditional Savings and Credit Cooperatlws In Small-Farm 
D8Y8Iopment,· Research Report No. 11, AfrIcan Rural Social Science Series, Winrock International 
Institute for Agricultural D8Y8Iopment, Morrilton, Ari<ansas, 1991, 20 p. 
This study examines womens savings and credit cooperatlws In two Nigerian states, Nambra and 
Benue. Interviews conducted with 150 women members rswaIed that these cooperatlws could help 
to ImprtMt smallholder framing. The cooperatlws main economic activity was mobilizing members' 
savings with extending credit to members an Important secondary economic function. Participants' 
opinion Is that cooperatlws are particularly effectlw In making loans, a1IONlng a long time for 
repayment, offering moderate Interest rates, and keeping the loan-transaction process simple. In 
some cooperatlws, work groups are organized to prtMde farm labor to members, In rotation, during 
peak periods of labor demand. The authors conclusion Is that members plan to continue patronizing 
their cooperatlws 911en If banks are established In their areas. [4282) 
Key Words: Women; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Cooperatives; Savings; Credit 
624. Nwlnla, Christian S., -rhe Regulatory Gearing Ratio and the Nigerian Banking System,· Savings and 
DMlopment, Vol. XI, No.2, 1987, pp. 191-200. 
examines the 1 :10 minimum gearing ratio requirement for commercial banks In Nigeria In light of 
criticisms that this Is too ION and damaging to the grtMth of the economy. This paper points out 
that for the promotion of financial and economic dewlopment It Is not necessarily the volume, but 
the quality or the allocation efficiency of credits that Is Important. The gearing ratio requirement 
appears reasonable glwn the poor management of most Nigerian banks. A higher gearing ratio 
would not offer better protection to depositors whose confidence Is required for effective 
moblizatlon of savings. [4974) 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Banks; Prudential supervision; 
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625. Nwlnla, Christian S., "The Statutory liquidity Requirements and the Nigerian Merchant Banking 
System,· Savings and pMlopment, Vol. X. No.2, 1986, pp. 197-206. 
Argues that Nigerian merchant banking has been CN8rreguiated and cites the statutory liquidity 
requirements embodied In the Minimum liquidity Ratio (MLR) as an example. [4977] 
Key Words: G .... I; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Banks; Prudential supervision; 
626. Nwoko, SomayIna, "" Institutional Appraisal of Nigerla~ Agricultural Credit Guarantee Scheme,-
Agricultural Administration, Vol. 8, No.5, 1982, pp. 337-342. 
Analyzes Nlgerla~ Agr1cultural Credit Guarantee Scheme and the Fund~ operations l.f1978. Argues 
that the Fund~ collateral requirements work against small-scale traditional farmers without collateral 
who are required to Join groups or cooperative farms. Recommends the Implementation of a village 
guarantee system for traditional farms and that loans granted under such a system carry higher 
guarantees from the Fund. [5070] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; Loan 
guarantee; Collateral; 
627. Nyong, Michael 0., -"The Impact of Quality of Management on the Profitability of Commercial Banks: 
The Nigerian Experience,· Savings and Development, Vol. XIII, No.2, 1989, pp. 199-211. 
Author constructs a managerial ability index for commercial banks in Nigeria to test for the 
significance of variations In management quality on profitability. Concludes that the Index 
significantly, positively and strongly Influences bank profitability. [5014] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Banks; 
628. Odedokun, M. 0., -Causalities Between Financial Aggregates and Economic Activities in Nigeria: 
The Results from Grange~ Test,- Savings and Development, Vol. XIII, No.1, 1989, pp. 101-111. 
Utilizes the Granger~ causality test model to examine the causality between each of M, (nalTCM' 
money), M2 (wider money) and total credit on the one hand, and the GOP, the price level, industrial 
activities, and Imports on the other, for the Nigerian economy during 1970-83. Concludes among 
others that there was a rewrse causation between GOP and M2; causation from GOP to total credit; 
and causation from each of M, and M2 to industrial production. [5016] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Finance; Monetary policy; 
629. Odedokun, M. 0., ·Fungibility and Effectiveness of Selective Credit Policies: Evidence from Nigerian 
Data,· The DMloping Economies, Vol. xxv. No.3, 1987, pp. 234-248. 
Evaluates the effectiveness of selective credit policies on both proximate and ultimate polley goals 
In a dMloping economy. Concludes that selective credit policies appear to be effective on both 
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the approdmate objectiw mlnfluenclng sectoral expenditure on real estate and construction, and 
the Ulimate objectlYe of Influencing sectoral output. [0496] 
K8y Words: General; COlistal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Cntdlt; 
630. Odedokun, M. 0., -rhe Impacts of Fiscal Variables, Financial Variables and Composition of Financial 
Aggregates on Nigerian Economy,· Savings and DMopmem, Vol. XI, No.2, 1987, pp. 127-144. 
examines the efficiency of flscaI policy vis-a-vis monetary and credit policy on GDP, the price lewl, 
industrial production and Imports using quarterty data for Nigeria during the period 1970-83. Based 
on reduced-form slngle-equatlon model estimates, author concludes that monetary and credit 
policies are more potent than flscaI policy, and that bank portfolio composition has no Influence on 
the economic activity. [4973] 
Key Words: General; Coastal end Central West Africa; Nigeria; Finance; Government policy 
end programs; 
631. Ogloglo, Genewsl 0., -Ownership Structure and Firm Performance In Nlgerias Commercial Banking 
Industry: A Cross-Sectional Analysis,· African R6Ylew of Mon~ Finance and Banking, 
supplementary Issue of Savings and Dew/ooment, No.2, 1991, pp. 101-114. 
examines the factors that determine profItabUIty among a sample of 24 Nigerian commercial banks 
during 1976-86. Aside from 1M of risk exposure, the quality of management skills (apparently 
derived from foreign Investors' management skills), degree of volatility of deposits and lewl of 
liquidity of assets are very significant determinants of profltabnlty. Author suggests that the 
gCNemment exercise caution In the Implementation of the Indlgenlzatlon program In light of the 
Significance of management skills which Is usually associated with foreign Investment. [4991] 
Key Words: General; Coastal end Central West Africa; Nigeria; Banks; 
632. Ogunblyl, AkIn, and O. Aylnde Orafldlya, -Prospects of livestock Insurance In Nigeria,· Savings and 
pMlQPment, Vol. XII, No.4, 1988, pp. 391-402. 
Authors examine the practicability of a poultry Insurance scheme In Nigeria. They conclude that 
premium calculations are best based on stock mortality data on farms. The Implementation of an 
insurance scheme Is prone to problems such as lack of reliable data, differences In on-farm 
management services, and unwUllngness of insurance houses to underwrite policy cover due to the 
high risks Involved. Authors also recommend gOJemment assistance In the generation of reliable 
data for premium calculations. [4987) 
K8y Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Finance; Insurance; 
Agribusiness; Poultry; 
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633. Ojlaku, Alamezle A Enwereaku, -Flnanclallntennedlatlon and Savings MobOlzatlon In a D6Y8Ioping 
Economy: The Nigerian ExperIence (1960-1983),- Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Ho.vard Univer-
sity. 1986, 251 p. 
Focuses on the belief that efficient management and 'Iberallzatlon- of financial resources wUI lead 
to successful economic growth and dewlopment, In contrast to the traditional views of -stages- in 
economic d6Yelopment or dewlopment through Industrial planning with Import substitution, foreign 
aid, or international trade. Analyses the monetization of the Nigerian economy to test the basic 
hypothesis that a -repression- of the financial sector of a dewloplng economy Is likely to Increase 
economic growth and d6Y8l0pment. Findings and empirical results reject the hypothesis that 
financial -repression- and other financial restrictions wli result In greater econom!~ growth and 
d6Y8lopment. Major contributions of the study Include the disccNery that In Nigeria there Is an 
excess demand for credit that makes the awOabAIty of funds more Important to the deficit spending 
units than their cost, and the derivation of an Interest rate structure which takes Into consideration 
the elements of both -Institutional- and -non-Instltutlonal- markets of the dualistic economy which 
can be applied In any d6Y8l0ping economy. [3587] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Finance; Savings mobilization; 
634. Ojo, Ade T., -Economies of Scale In Banking: The Nigerian Case, - Savings and Development, Vol. 
III, No.4, 1979, pp. 2n-295. 
Analyzes the existence of scale economies In Nigerian banking, and recommends ways of exploiting 
such economies through a modified bank merger approach. [4919] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; 
635. Ojo, Ade T., -Real Estate Financing In Nigeria,- Savings and Dswlopment, Vol. VII, No.4, 1983, 
pp. 339-358. 
Examines the real estate financing problem In Nigeria. Argues for the promotion of mortgage 
lending, and suggests the dewlopment of a universal mortgage instrument, the establishment of a 
mortgage guarantee/insurance system by the Gowmment, and the dewlopment of a secondary 
market system. [4926] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; 
636. Ojo, M. 0., and E. Palmer; "" Appraisal of the Role of the Public Sector In Agricultural Finance In 
Nigeria, - Paper presented at the National Seminar on Agricultural Credit and Finance In Nigeria, 
University of lbadan, lbadan, Nigeria, AprA 27-May 1, 1981,23 p. 
The public sector In Nigeria has Intervened In four ways to Increase the supply of agricultural credit. 
These Interventions are regulation of Institutional credit agencies, directing spending through annual 
budgets, encouraging foreign Inwstments and mobUlzatlon of savings. A critical examination of the 
main results of public sector agricultural finance policies during the last decade I"M8ls that some 
progress has been made, but very often achlewments of policies haw not exactly tallied with 
expectations. The credit policies haw not served effectively to fulfill needs of small farmers. The 
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author suggests the use of a package approach in credit schemes, expansion of branch network 
of financial Institutions In rural areas, and modification of Interest rate policies. [2490] 
K8y Wordl: Agrlcultunt: Coastal and Central Welt Africa: Nigeria: Finance: 
637. Okonjo, Kamene, -Rural WomenS Credit Systems: A Nigerian Example,- Studies In family Planning, 
NCMHnber/December 1979, Vol. 10, No. 11/12, republished In Tell Me of a Place Where You Can 
Mine Money from the Ground: Women. Monw and pMlopment, Usette Van der WeI (ed.), Women 
and Autonomy, University of Lelden, Lelden, Netherlands, 1986, pp. 326-331. 
This article looks at rotating savings and credit groups (ROSCAs) used by women In Nigeria. 
Warne,. roles in the famUy and the economic priorities Cl8Bted by these roles are revealed. 
Women can inYest In their chUdrenS education, In trade Y8I1tures, and In their famU~ well-being 
through ROSCAs. [4715] 
Key Word I: Women: Coastal and Central Welt Africa: Nigeria: ROSCAI: Credit: Informal 
finance: 
638. Okonjo, Ngozl, -MobUlzatlon of Savings In Nlgerlas Rural Areas, - Preliminary draft of unpublished 
paper. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, March 1979, 22 p. 
This paper discusses the findings regarding savings mobilization efforts by rural people In Nigeria. 
The study finds a widespread Interest In savings and In savings Institutions among the majority of 
Nlgerlas rural population. Suggestions have been made for the cooperation of Indigenous Insti-
tutions and the use of Interest rate policies for mobilizing savings. [2018] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa: Nigeria; Savings; Savings mobilization; 
639. Okonjo, Ngozi Nkerndillm, -Indigenous Rural Savings and Credit Systems: A Case Study from 
Bendel State, Nigeria, - Unpublished Masters Thesis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, May 
1978,208 p. 
Author analyzes the various sources and magnitudes of Informal savings and credit associations In 
Ogwashi-Uku In Nigeria. She found that there Is a substantial savings capacity In rural areas. She 
then goes on to discuss the alternative ways of combining the Indigenous system with some formal 
financial mechanisms to ImprtMt savings mobUlzation In rural areas. [1987] 
Kay Words: General: Coastal and Central Welt Africa: Nigeria: Cooperatives: Rural finance; 
Credit: 
640. Okonjo-iweala, Ngozi, -OeYeIoping Ananclal Institutions In Nlgerias Rural Areas: Some Farm-
Household Perspectlves,- Savings and DMlopment, Vol. VI, No.1, 1982, pp. 169-194. 
This paper asks the questions: What are the opinions of rural Nigerian dwellers about the formal and 
Informal financial Institutions with which they come In contact? HON can these opinions be usefully 
Incorporated Into efforts to d6Yelop modem financial Institutions capable of attracting the patronage 
of the majority of people In the rural areas? In order to answer these questions, the author presents 
survey data from fNe Nigerian vUlages. The data concern rural household heads' (all farmers) 
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opinions on the advantages and disadvantages of rural financial institutions with which they are 
famUlar. Based on these opinions the author formulates guidelines for the d6Y8l0prnent of financial 
institutions capable of attracting the patronage of large numbers of rural clients. The author 
concludes that current rural financial institutions In Nigeria possess certain operational characteris-
tics which serve to reduce their attractiveness to the rural population. [4828] 
Key Words: AgricultUl'8; Coastal and Centrlll West Africa; Nigeria; Finance; 
641. Okorle, Aja, "'orlcultural Insurance In Nigeria: Mirage or Reality?- pMlQoment Policy Rey!ew, Vol. 
5, No.2, 1987, pp. 149-163. 
Attempts to prtMde empirical 6Yldence regarding the feasibility of an agricultural Insurance scheme 
In Nigeria and analyzes the problems that need to be tackled In the process. Current gOlemment 
efforts at setting up an Insurance scheme are examined, as are the constraints to successful 
implementation analyzed. [5155] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Centrlll West Africa; Nigeria; Finance; Crop Insurance; 
642. Okorle, Aja, rr'he Extent of Risk In Commercial Banks' lending to Agriculture In Nigeria: Some 
Evidence, - Savings and DMlooment. Vol. X. No.4, 1986, pp. 409-18. 
Tests for the presence of significant difference between the lending risk of agricultural and non-
agricultural loans In the portfolio of the United Bank of Africa Umlted during the period 1980-84. 
Concludes that the commercial bank contention that agricultural lending Involves greater risk Is not 
supported by wldence which shc::Med no statistically significant difference between agriculture and 
non-agrlculture CNer the flve..yaar period. [4980] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Centrlll West Africa; Nigeria; Banks; 
643. Okorle, Aja, -Major Determinants of Agricultural Sma"holder Loan Repayment In a Developing 
Economy: Empirical Evidence from Ondo State, Nigeria: Savings and DMlooment, Vol. X, No.1, 
1986, pp. 89-99. 
examines loan repayment among smallholders from Ondo State, Nigeria and finds a high correlation 
between loan repayment and the nature and timing of disbursement, number of visits by credit 
officers after disbursement and the profitability of the enterprise financed. Recommends loans in 
kind to smallholders, released one to two months after applications are made. Supervisory visits by 
credit officers are recommended to facDltate proper loan use and enhancement of chances for 
higher profitability and loan repayment. 14976] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Centrlll West Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; Supervised 
credit; 
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644. Okorle, Aja, ~1gerIan GCMtmment Prescribed Allocations to Agriculture: A case Study of the 
Performance Qf the Trading Banks, - AfrIcan BeY!aw of Monvt Finance and Banking, supplementary 
Issue of SayIngs and QawloDfDlnt, No.1, 1987, pp.55-67. 
Inadequate supply of production credit Is kncMn to be one of the key problems of the agricultural 
sector In Nigeria. In Older to ameliorate the situation, the SuccessNe Federal GCMtmments have 
taken S8Y8raI measures Including requirement by banks to set budgetary allocations for agriculture. 
IMlIabie 6Yldence from the study sh<Ms that the prescribed budgetary allocations have been ION. 
These varied from 6.0% In 1975 to 10.0% In 1983 for merchant banks. this has resulted In under-
funding of agriculture, with imminent chain reactions such as stagnation In agricultural dSYelopment 
with ION productivity outputlSYels, food and raw material scarcity. possible closure of Industries and 
retlanchment of Workers, which could precipitate high IMS of unemplCf)'m8nt and possible socio-
political unrest. To avert such crumbling of the agricultural sector In particular and the entire 
economy In general, the author suggests that the prescribed budgetary allocations to agriculture 
be Increased to 15% and 10% of the loan funds of commercial and merchant banks respectively as 
from 1986. It Is equally necessary that the commercial and merchant banks allocate and release the 
funds prescribed for agriculture accoltUngly. This can be done by stricter enforcement of penalties . 
against defaulting banks by the Central Bank of Nigeria. [4984] 
Key Worda: Agriculture; Coastal and Central Welt Africa; Nigeria; Credit; aanles; 
645. Okorle, Aja, -rhe Role of Commercial Banks In Funding Agriculture In Nigeria, (1960-1984),- African 
R6Y1ew of Money Finance and Banking, supplementary Issue of Savings and Development, No.1, 
1988, pp. 17-36. 
This paper examines the role of commercial banks In financing agricultural production credit In the 
past 25 years since Independence (1960-1984). The commeiclal banks' lending to agriculture has 
been on the Increase since Independence; hoNewr, the greatest proportion of this has been 
channelled to financing of agricultural exports. The setting up of the Agricultural Credit Guarantee 
Scheme has resulted In Increased channelling of funds to agricultural production by the commercial 
banks, although more than 60 percent of this has been concentrated on livestock. Major problems 
encountered by commercial banks In financing agricultural production credit are the high rate of 
loan delinquency by farmers, high administrative cost resulting from small sizes of loans farmers 
demand, non-cornpetltive Interest rate prescribed for the agricultural sector by monetary authorities, 
lack of adequate and raleuandy trained manpcM'8r to handle agricultural loans In commercial banks, 
and other problems arising from gCMtmment policy InstabUIty. Improving the farmers' attitude and 
repayment abUIly and banking environment, as well as formulating more consistent gOJemment 
policies on agricultural dMopment, wli enhance a the flON of funds from the commercial banks 
to agriculture. [4982] 
Key Worda: Agriculture; Coastal and Central Welt Africa; Nigeria; Finance; aanles; Credit; 
Loan guarantee; Agrlbualne .. ; Uveatock; 
646. Okorle, Aja, -Rural Banking In Nigeria: Empirical Evidence of Indicative Policy Variables from 
Anambra State,- Agricultural Economics. Vol. 7, 1992, pp. 13-23. 
Uses discriminant analysiS on rural household survey data to Investigate the factors associated with 
the use of banking services. Household Income, years of formal education, gender and awareness 
of the existence of a rural bank In the area are found to be significant in discriminating between 
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users and non-userB. The prodmlty of the bank to the respondents' l8Sidence was not a significant 
determining variable. (5299] 
Kay Word.: Agrlcultura; Coastal and Cenbal Welt Africa; Nig ..... ; Banka; 
647. OkDrle, Aja. J. D. Rogers, and F. Ofori-Boadu, ~rlcultural Credit in the West African Sub-Region: 
The Training Needs and Programme for ActIon, - The National Consultants of WN:ICr, FraetC»m, 
Siena Leone, December 1985, 32 p. 
This raport outlines the agrlcUturai cradlt training needs and action program for the West African 
sub-region countries of Ghana, Nigeria and Siena Leone. It argues for the utDlzatlon of pre-exlstlng 
institutions within the sub-region, advocates training for poIicymakers, managers, and extension 
offIcera and cradlt end-users. Further, It proposes a curriculum that includes policy formulation, 
human raIations and communications, resource management and a tour of rural banks In Ghana. 
(4634] 
Kay Word.: G ...... I; Africa; Ghana; Nig ..... ; Siena Leone; Formal finance; 
648. Okorle, Aja, -Rural Banking in Nigeria: Determining Appropriate Policy Variables,· Wlnrock 
International Institute for Agricultural DENelopment/ African Rural Social Sciences Series, Research 
Report No.9, 1990, 16 p. 
This paper examines the central assumption of the Rural Banking Scheme: that increasing the 
physical prodmlty of banks to rural people will enhance rural savings mobilization and Increase the 
ftON of funds to the rural sector. Rural residents and rural banks were suMrtSCf to determine which 
variables played a factor in determining rural bank use. Discriminant analysis determined that the 
prodmlty of the bank to the respondent~ residence was not a significant determining variable. The 
Nigerian rural banking system is merely an extension of the urban banking system. It was not 
designed to meet the needs of the rural poor people. The author suggests that a neN strategy must 
focus not only on the dENelopment of the physical banking environment, but also on the institutional 
infrastructures to reduce the socloeconmlc distance between the rural ppor and the banks. [4146] 
Kay Word.: G ...... I; Coastal and Cenbal Welt Africa; Nigeria; lanka; 
649. OkDrle, Francis A., and Leonard F. MUler, -Esusu Clubs and Their Performance in MobUizlng Rural 
SavIngs and Extending Credit, - Technical Report AETR/76.1, Department of Agricultural Economics, 
UnlYerslty of lbadan, Nigeria. January 1976, 39 p. 
Reports on a study of 25 ROSCAs In one al88 of Nigeria. This included lntervieNS with 25 
association leaders and 100 members. Authol8 describe the structure and organization of the 
associations and hON they treat their savings and cradlt activities. The authors suggest that formal 
cradlt-savings activities might be handled by some of these associations. [1449] 
Kay Word.: Generlll; Coastal and Cenbal Welt Africa; Nig"'; Informal finance; ROSCAs; 
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650. OIadejl. S. IdONU. and I. OIUI8nt1 Ogunrlnola. ·Forms and Pattems of SavIngs Among the Poor In 
the Southwestern Nigeria,· SocIal Science Councl of Nigeria. Nigeria. 1992.30 p. 
Analyzes the forms and patterns of savings among the poor In the Southwestern Nigeria Informal 
sector basad on a household survey conducted In 1989. Concludes that there Is significant savings 
capacity among the poor; and that the Informal savings and credit associations IU8 affective In this 
ragatd. (5279] 
Key WOld.: Agriculture; eoallal end Cenbal W8It Africa; NIg .... ; InfonnIl finance; Savings; 
651. Ollar, Walter G .• and Emmanuel O. OI«7ie. "'" Appraisal of the AgrlclMurai Cradlt Performance of 
Nigerian CommarcIaI Banks. 1970-1980.· Agricultural Administration. Vol. 13. 1983. pp. 137-152. 
ThIs study uses a cost-benaflt analytical frarnawork to assess the performance of Nigerian 
commercial banks In pmyIdlng cradlt to agriculture. The results shoN a negative relationship 
between the nat Income of commercial banks and the amount of cradlt lent to the agricultural sector 
during the period. The study suggests ways of raducing the transaction costs of commercial banks 
In order to sustain a higher 18Y8I of bank cradlt to agrlclMure. (4383] 
Key WOld.: AgricunUl'8; Coalial end Cenbal We .. Africa; NIg .... ; aenks; 
652. OIomoia. A. S .• "Cradlt Control Policies for ImpnMKt AgrlclMural Financing In Nigeria: Panacea. 
Placebo. or Structural Bottieneck?· African ReY!ew of M~ Finance and Banking. supplementary 
Issue of SavIngs and P8Y8lopment. No.1. 1991. pp. 23-38. 
Examines the credit control mechanisms adopted In Nigeria to target loans for agricultural finanCing. 
Argues that the persistent pursuit of· such controls Ooan portIoilo raqulrements. Interest ceilings. 
bank blanching regulations) does not genuinely promote small farmer access to cradlt and gives 
rise to bottlenecks Impeding financial service delivery to the sector. (5023] 
Key Word.: Agrlcunure; eoallal end Cenbal Welt Africa; NIg .... ; Formal finance; Supervised 
cntdn; 
653. OIornoia. A. S .• ·Dlmenslons of Institutional and Policy DefIciencies In the Nigerian Agricultural Credit 
System,· QMlopment Policy BeY!ew. Vol. 7. No.2. 1989. pp. 171-183. 
This paper attempts to identify the sources of the deficiencies In the institutional and policy 
flamawork of the credit programs. and to examine the Influence of ralated macro policies to 
prescribe ramedlal measures. The author\l view Is that there Is no single delivery channel that will 
cater for the needs of all categories of borI'cM9rs. taking Into consideration the need for efficient and 
compatltNe credit markets. the size of the lending portIailo raqulrad. and the seasonal aspects of 
credit raqulrement. A number of policy recommendations Include: 1) separation of delivery channels 
by category of borI'cM9rs; 2) separation of delivery channels on a tempond basis; 3) a rwlew of 
concasslonal Interest rate for agribusiness loans; 4) co-ordlnatlon of loan repayment with produce 
marketing. [4281] 
Key WOld.: Agrlcunura; Coalial end Cenbal Welt Africa; Nigeria; Credit; Government policy 
end programs; 
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654. OIudlmu, O. L, and Y. L Fablyl, -PrtMdlng and UtUislng Credit for Agricultural CHopment In 
Nigeria: A Case Study of the Cross River State,- Savings and DMlooment. Vol. VIII, No.2, 1984, 
pp. 175-188. 
this study identifies the wrlous sources of credit avaAable to farmers In the Cross River State of 
Nigeria, appraises the credit needs of the fanners and the uses to which credit Is put, and assesses 
the role played by formal loan agencies in Cross River State with respect to credit delivery. It 
concludes that: before farmers apply for loans, they need to be well acquainted with the technical 
knoN-hoN of projects they undertake and should be further enlightened on the modus operandi of 
credit institutions; gcMtmrnent should 1'6Yiew, as a matter of urgency, the requirement that fanner 
bor'rcNver should procure a certificate of occupancy on land especially when the fanner requires 
-soft" loans; since agricultural extension field offices appear to be an effective loan outlet for small 
farmers, gcMtmrnent should consider the necessity for substantially Increasing allocations to these 
stations for on-Iendlng to farmers; cooperative societies should be strengthened especially with 
regard to patronage, and their loan-awardlng capacity greatly Increased; banks should relax their 
rigid, securlty-oriented lending policy and decentralize some of their operations so as to be able to 
cope with greatly Increased and rapidly Increasing demands for agricultural credit. [4824] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal.net Central Welt Africa; Nigeria; Credit; 
655. OIudlmu, O. L, and Y. L Fablyl, "The MobUlsatlon of Credit for Agricultural DMopment In Anambra 
State, Nlgerla,- Savings and DeYelopment. Vol. VII, No.4, 1983, pp. 379-392. 
The main objectives of this paper are to assess the performance of farmers obtaining credit and to 
identify some of the constraints on the mobUlsatlon of funds, especially -group loans, - In the area 
of study. The study was conducted In the Anambra State of Nigeria. Data was collected from 
primary and secondary sources. Through the use of structured questionnaires, primary data was 
collected from fanners In five local gowmment areas selected at random from the 23 local 
gowmment areas In the state. Results ShON that loans have not produced the expected favorable 
Impact on fannerS Income or on their products. This study recommends that adequate and timely 
credit be given to fanners to expand their scale of fann operation and to Introduce supplementary 
enterprises which can Increase labour utUlzation and promote a steady flON of Income. A well-
managed agricultural credit scheme can rellew the fanner of the -yJclous cycle of pcweny- by 
Increasing fann productivity through the adoption of ImprtMKi fann technology and by Increasing 
Income, savings and the degree of capital accumulation. [4829] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal.net Central West Africa; Nigeria; Credit; 
656. OIudlmu, OIufeml, "" Evaluation of the Financial Position of Cooperative Ventures In· Ogun State, 
Nigeria, - Paper presented at the Seminar on Agricultural Credit and Finance In Nigeria, held at the 
UnNersity of lbaclan, Nigeria, 27 AprH - 1 May, 1981, Department of Agricultural Economics, 
University of Ite, 1Ie-lte, Nigeria, 1981, 17 p. 
This paper ewIuates and appraises the financial position of cooperatives In Ogun State. The 
organizational structure of cooperatives In the state Is discussed In Section II. In Section III, analysis 
of the operations of cooperative societies and an assessment of their achlewments Is made. Some 
suggestions for Improwrnent are given In the concluding section. LON membership grDNth rate, lack 
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d adeqtate capital, poor loan r&paymant, and Inadequate volume d trade were the weaknesses 
d cooperatlYe societies as recognized In this stud}{ The author suggests Incr8aslng membership 
and proIIIslon of gcMHTlmant assistance to the cooparatIYes. (2511] 
K8y WoIda: G ...... I; COliItaI and Cenllal Welt Africa; NIg ..... ; Finance; 
657. OIudlmu, OIufeml, -Cooparatlw Financing In Southwest Nigeria,- Canadian Journal of Agricultural 
Economics, Vol. 31, No.1, March 1983, pp. 111-118. 
This paper Muat .. the financial performance of COOperatNes In southwestern Nigeria. Specific 
studies of the financial status and future vlabDlty of cooperatNes In dawloplng countries can help 
In diagnosing soma of their weaknesses so that COI'I'8dIYe measures can be taken. The main types 
d cooperatNes Included In this study are engaged In produce marketing, thrift and credit, 
production and group farming, transport and saw-mUllng, fishing, butchering, and consumer 
rataUlng. The organizational sat-up Is a four-tier system with the mother union at the apex and 
primary societies at the base. Primary societies are affiliated to secondary societies, which are In 
tum affiliated to central societies. These three tiers are individually and coIlectNaly affiliated to the 
mother cooperative. The study also nMtaIs that the cooparatlws suffer from a poor degree of loan 
repayment and an Inadequate volume of trade. The paper concludes that cooperatives In the 
SUMIY area are largely underflnanced, a condition based on the ION degree of capital accumulation 
by some of the societies. (5590] 
Key Worda: General; Coaltal and Cenllal Welt Africa; Nigeria; Cooperatlvea; Agribusiness; 
658. OIudlmu, OIufeml, -Unking Saving with Credit: Agricultul8l Financing In S.W Nigerla,- Savings and 
pawlopment. Vol. VI, No.1, 1982, pp.41-52. 
Examines the d6Y8lopment of Institutional credit and the potential contribution of rural savings to 
small-scale farming In Southwestem Nigeria. Concludes that agrlcultul8l credit Institutions should 
combine loan extension with savings mobilization for rul8l credit programs to be self-sustaining. 
(4904] 
Key Worda: Agriculture; Coaltal and Centrel West Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; Savings & 
crac:l1t cooperatives; 
659. OIudlmu, OIufeml, "The Demand for Institutional Credit In the Rural Sector of Nigeria: Some 
ConsIderations,· Savings and [)MIQDment, Vol. VII, No.2, 1983, pp. 139-150. 
Studies the factors which Influence demand for Institutional credit In rul8l Nigeria and, using survey 
data on 70 sample farmers from Oye State, concludes that larger-scale operators have -greater 
credit needs·. (4922] 
K8y Worda: Agriculture; Coaltal and Cenllal Welt Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; 
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660. OIudlmu, OIufeml, -rhe Tlalnlng of AgrlcWturai Cladlt Staff In Nigeria: An Insight,· Savings and 
QMlopment Vol. VIII, No.3, 1984, pp. 257-266. 
The paper InYestlgates the implications of tlalnlng opportunities avaUabie to agricultural credit staff 
In Southem Nigeria. Primary data for the study were collected from a sample of one hundred 
agrIWtuIBI cradlt staff members drawn equally from banks and specialized agricultural credit 
corpondIons. After a nMaw c:A existing rel8Wnt literature, the paper discusses some of the socio-
economic chalacterlstlcs c:A the respondents. From the suNl'f, 95 percent of the respondents were 
found to have undergone some form of training or another. Income receivable was found to be 
significantly correlated to training opportunities, among other factors. In conclusion, It could be 
perceI\I8d that some c:A the benefits derivable from In-servIce training for agricultural credit staff 
Include higher Income for staff, Introduction of modem management techniques to credit operations 
and, generall~ better staff performance at \\Ork. [4823] 
K8y Wordl: Agrlcultunt; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; CnKllt; 'hlnlng; 
661. OIufokunbl, Banwo, ·Sources of Credit to Agricultural Food Marketers In Southwestern Nigeria,· 
Sayings and DMloprnent, Vol. V, No. 2/3,1981, pp. 153-168. 
Data from 1,009 food crop marketers In Southwestern Nigeria were collected to Investigate the 
cradlt aspects of food marketing. Author finds the main sources of credit to consist of 
moneylenders, esusus and own funds, and recommends the formation of cooperative societies to 
facDltate commercial bank lending. [4911) 
K8y Wordl: Output marketing; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Finance; 
Agrlbullnell; 
662. OIufokunbl, Banwo, ·Suggested Strategies for Marketing Financial Services In the Rural Sector of 
a Dual Economy with Special Reference to Nigeria,· Agricultural Administration, No.9, 1982, 
pp. 179-187. 
In hinting at ways that the Nigerian gCMHTlment can carry out Its recent Intentions of making banks 
operating In the country 'go rural' and yield dividends, this paper posits the Idea that the financial 
system should be an Information supply and processing system whose functions would be to 
Indicate the claims that people and organizations may make on the community resources, to clarify 
their entitlement to purchasing poNe!; to enable them to trade present for future purchasing poNer 
and certainty for risk, and to enable individuals, organizations and the community as a whole to 
channel resources Into the activities of their choice. It also submits that. given the present level of 
NlgeriU economic, social and legal structure. the count~ rural banks can effectively perform 
these functions through the adoption c:A many policies and stlategles derNed from the observations 
and Inferences obtained from a study of 60 landomly selected banks In Nigeria and of 5000 farmers, 
randomly drawn from 24 divisions of the Oye State of Nigeria. with a minimum of 200 farmers per 
division. [4320] 
Key Wordl: Agrlcultunt; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Banks; 
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663. OIuwasanml, H. A, and J. A Alao, -rhe Role of Credit In the Tmnsformation of Tmdltlonal 
AgrlcLfture: The Westem Nigerian Experience,· The Nigerian JOYrnal of Economic and Social 
Studies. Vol. 7, No.1, March 1965, p. 31-50. 
ArtIcle presents a general discussion of credit and capital needs In traditional agriculture. A brief 
description of agrlcLfturai credit Institutions In Nigeria and an analysis of data from 22 local loan 
boards In Westem Nigeria are also presented. The authors stress the problems of loan repayment 
and the large number of loans going to non-farmers. They suggest farm planning as a way of 
CMHCOmlng some of these problems. [ARC. 0065] 
K8y Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Credit; 
664. Onl, S. A, ~It In Rural Dewlopmern: An Appraisal of the Supervised Credit Scheme for the Farm 
Settlers In Westem Nigeria,· In Prpceedlng of the 1972 Annual Conference of the Nigerian Economic 
Society, lbadan, Nigeria: Unlwrslty of lbadan, AprIl 1973, pp. 191-205. . 
ReYlews history of the supervised credit scheme. Evaluates paper scheme In order to understand 
farm settlement finances and to see the ftamework for Improwment of such progmms. Author states 
that Incorrect gcNemrnent policy has caused poor economic performance, high dropout mtes and 
underutUlzatlon of resources for farmers IIWOIved In this credit scheme. Policy recommendations to 
correct these faults are put forth. [1965] 
K8y Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central Welt Africa; Nigeria; Credit; Rural finance; 
Supervised credit; 
665. Orjl, Herbert 0., Regional Banking and Economic DMlopment In Nigeria, USA: Fourth Dimension 
Publishers, n.d. 
In the first chapter, the author states that the purpose of the study was to justify the need for, and 
the the economic vitality of a state-chartered banking system for each of the 19 states -Including 
those that may be created In the future In Nigeria. In chapter 6, the author concludes that the 
present banking system has failed to play a significant role In Nlgerlas savings-Investment process. 
The need for an Intm-State-Reglonal-Banklng System Is great. This system, according to the author, 
wli be effectlYely superior and more results oriented than the Ruml Banking Progmm. [4141 - partial 
copy, Chapters I and VI only] 
K8y Words: 0_1; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Finance; 
666. Oaner, Kart, Alexander Muser, Karl SchOck, et a/., 'Approaches to Owrcomlng Pcwerty through Self-
help and Target-group-orlented Financing Instruments,- WorkIng Paper, Federal Ministry for 
Economic Coopemtlon (BMZ), German Dewlopmern Institute (OlE), Bonn, Federal Republic of 
Germany, June 1984, 284 p. 
This policy orientation paper of the Federal Ministry for Economic Coopemtlon (FRO) states that 
financial Instruments exist that effectNely reach the poor. These Instruments can be designed to 
become cost efficient and autonomous. The authors argue that further knONledge and analysis of 
these Instruments wli ultimately encoumge Intemational dMopment organizations to Include them 
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In their d6Y8lopment portfolio. The cases discussed In this document comprise self-help 
organizations from Nigeria, Benin, Morocco, and others. [3920] 
K8y Wold.: General; C.II8I and Central Welt Africa; Nigeria; Benin; Finance; 
667. Osuntogun, Adernoyl, Banwo OIufokunbl, and Yakubu L Fablyl, ~ Nigerian Agricultural Credit 
Guarantee Scheme,· Department of Agricultural Economics, Faculty of Agriculture, University of Ife, 
Ile-Ife, Nigeria, 1981, 16 P . 
Paper analyzes the performance of the Nigerian Agricultural Credit Guarantee Scheme. The study 
Is organized In six sections; In sections II and III, the historical background of modem banking In 
Nigeria and the role of the Central Bank are discussed, respectNaly. Sections IV and V present the 
analysis of the AgrlcLltural Credit Guarantee Scheme and Its performance, whUe section VI Is 
dENOted to the problems and prospects of the Agricultural Credit Guarantee Scheme. [2352] 
K8y Wold.: Agrlcunure; C.II8I and Central Welt Africa; Nigeria; Credit; 
668. Osuntogun, Adenlyl, " Statistical Study of Some Determinants of Membership Participation In the 
Western Nigeria Rural Credit Cooperatives,· Journal of Rural Economics and DMlQoment, Vol. 9, 
No.1, March 1974/75, pp. 15-22. 
This study focuses on the main determinants of member partiCipation In rural credit cooperatives, 
based on 57 rural cooperative thrift and credit societies In Western Nigeria. Fieldwork was done In 
late 1972. Farmer attendance at cooperetlve meetings Is used to measure membership participation. 
Participation Is explained through regression analysis. The Independent variables used were total 
loans made to members, total deposits In the society, and lew! of education of members. Author 
argues for more emphasis on savings mobilization to strengthen cooperatives. [ARC. 1218] 
K8y Word.: General; Coall8l and Central Welt Africa; Nigeria; Credit; 
669. Osuntogun, Adenlyl, ·Unklng Credit with Marketing: A Quantitative Assessment of the Effect of Credit 
on the MarketIng Operations of the Western Nigeria Cooperative Produce Marketing Unions,· 
Eastern Africa Journal of Rural Dew!ooment, Vol. 12, No. 1/2, 1979, pp. 107-118. 
Study examines the relationship between the volume of produce handled and the loans made by 
the cooperative produce marketing unions In the western State of Nigeria. The data from 17 unions 
for 1970-71 marketing season were analyzed In the study. Simple regression was used as an 
analytical technique. The results of the study shoN the usefulness of linking credit with marketing. 
The author concludes that the marketing cooperatives can serve as an effective channel to supply 
production loans to small scale farmers. [2486] 
K8y Wold.: Marketing; Coall8l and Central Welt Africa; Nigeria; Credit; 
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670. Osuntogun, Adenlyl, -some Aspects of Farm l.swI Credit Use of a Sample of Co-operatlve Farmers 
In Oyo, Ogun, and Ondo States of Nigeria, - Paper presented at the Workshop on Rural Ananclal 
Markets and Institutions, Wye College, Wye, United Kingdom, June 12-14, 1979, Cosponsored by 
Owrseas DeYeloprnent Institute, London, United Kingdom, and the Department of Agricultural 
Economics and Rural Sociology. The Ohio State University. Columbus, Ohio, 1979, 17 p. 
The author attempts to analyze farm 1M credit use of some cooperative farmers In Oyo, Ondo and 
Ogun States In Nigeria. He finds out that less than 40 percent of the total funds borroNed were 
used for farming. Land clearing v.as found to be a main use of borrtMed funds spent on farming. 
The bulk of the loans used by farmers were provided by the cooperatives. The author has also 
suggested some ways of encouraging farmers to II1Y8St men In agriculture and haN to make 
cooperative societies work men efficiently. [1976) 
Kay Wolds: Agricultan; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Credit; 
671. Osuntogun, Adenlyl, and OIufeml OIudlmu, " Study of Farm Loan Repayment Problems In . 
Southwestern Nigeria, - Agricultural Administration, Vol. 10, No.4, 1982, pp. 285-294. 
Il1Y8Stlgates the loan repayment problems of the Ondo State and Ogun State Agricultural 
Dewlopment Corporations using data from 150 sample respondents. Concludes that failure to 
release the In-kind (package Inputs) loans on time Is the most Important cause of delinquency, along 
with natural hazards and health problems. Reports a positive association between the magnitude 
of bor'ro.wrs' repayments and the amount of savings. [5069] 
Kay WOlds: Agriculture; Coastal and Central Weal Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; Loan 
repayment; 
672. Osuntogun, Adenlyl, and Olufeml OIudlmu, -extending Agricultural Credit Through Public Institutions 
In Nigeria: A Comparative Study of the Ondo State Agricultural Credit Corporation and the Ogun 
State Agricultural DMoprnent Corporation, - Paper presented at the Seminar on Agricultural Credit 
and Anance in Nigeria, the University of lbadan, lbadan, Nigeria, 27 AprU - 2 May, 1981, 25 p. 
Paper presents a comparative analysis of the operations of the Ondo State Agricultural Credit 
Corporation and the Ogun State Agricultural DMopment Corporation. 80th primary and 
secondary data are utllzed to assess the performance of the two Institutions. After the reYlew of 
literature, credit and administration by the Institutions Is discussed. Major constraints of credit 
institutions are also identified In this study. The results of the analysis rawaI that although the Ondo 
State Agricultural Credit Corporation has shONn relatively better performance than the Ogun State 
Agricultural DtwaIopment Corporation, the CMtrall performance of both institutions has not been 
encouraged. [2505] 
Kay WOlds: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Finance; Credit; Agricultural 
credit; 
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673. Osuntogun, Adeniyl, and Reml Adeyemo, -MobUlzatlon of Rural Savings and Credit extension by 
Pre-Cooperatlve Organizations In South Westem Nigeria: Savings and DMlopment, Vol. V. No.4, 
1981, pp. 247-262. 
Reports on findings from research conducted In 1979-1980 among 59 groups In Southwestem 
Nigeria. The groups can be classified Into -closed- (with ellglbUlty requirements such as occupation), 
or -open-(unrestrlcted membership). They are organized primarily for financial aid through loans to 
members, contributions to rotary collection and village project development, and/or savings toward 
the purchase of luxury Items. Authors conclude that their operations are characterized by 
accessibility, fiexlbllity and community solidarity. [4913] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Informal finance; Savings 
• credit cooperatives; 
674. Osuntogun, Adeniyl, and Rex Ugo~I, (eds.) , Financing Agricultural Development In Nigeria, 
Agricultural and Rural Management Training Institute, 1I0rln, Nigeria: Atoto Press Ud., 1986, 299 p. 
Papers presented to an ARMTI seminar focusing on lack of adequate financing as major constraint 
to agricultural and rural dMlopment In Nigeria. ReYlews federal and state government role In 
financing of agricultural dMlopment, the role of Indigenous banks, and of International funding 
agencies, and focuses on the problems of Implementation with special reference to the Ministries 
of Agriculture, Agricultural DMlopment Projects, and research Institutes. The papers complied in 
this \dume fall under five major categories as failONS: part one presents a perspective of the 
challenges facing agricultural and rural dMlopment; part two describes and analyzes what the 
federal and state gCNernments try to do by way of financing to raise the IMng standards of rural 
people and to boost local food production; part three describes and analyzes the roles of private 
sector funding Institutions, especially banks; part four Includes papers describing the roles of 
International funding agencies; part five focuses on the projects pnMding services to farmers and 
to local communities after the funds haw trickled dONn from various funding agencies; the last part 
contains a summary of observations and recommendations. [3555] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Finance; Banks; 
International donors; 
675. Osuntogun, C. A., -Credit as an Input In Agricultural Production: A Study of the Nature and Use of 
Credit by a Sample of Cocoa Producers in Some Villages of Western Nlgeria,- in proceedings of the 
Fifth International Cocoa ReSearch Conference, September 1975, Nigeria: Cocoa Research Institute 
of Nigeria, 19n, pp. 607-613. 
Reports on credit use among 120 cocoa farmers In two Western Nigerian villages in 1973-74. 
Cooperatives were found to be the most Important source of credit for these farms. Most of the 
loans were received In cash. Purchase of various farm Inputs including labor and paying school fees 
were the main uses of credit. Author concludes that cooperatiws can be an effective way of 
pnMdlng credit to small farmers. [1731] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Credit; Cooperatives; 
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676. Ottenberg, Simon, -rhe O6Y8Iopment of Credit AssocIations In the Changing Economy of the Aflkpo 
Igbo, -~ Vol. 38, No.3, July 1968, p. 237-252. 
The author; a social anthropologist, describes the structure and 8IIOIution of various credit groups 
In Eastem Nigeria. The main questions asked are why these groupings arose, and why they have 
taken their particular organizational fonns. The author concludes that informal credit associations 
are formed because Individuals have a glONlng need for money to take advantage of economic 
opportunities. [0977] 
Key WOlds: G.n .... l; Coastal and C.ntral W.st Africa; Nigeria; Credit; 
677. OwuaIah, S. I., -Competition for Bank Deposits In Nigeria, - Savings and DevelQpment, Vol. VIII, No. 
2, 1984, pp. 105-114. 
In this paper; an attempt has been made to review the competition between banks for the available 
bankable deposits In the Nigerian economy during the past decade. From the available statistics, 
It Is clear that ewer the years the volume of bank deposits has steadily gl"CNVn. In each category of 
banking Institutions, an upward gl'ONth In deposits Is 6Yident and the Impression thus created Is that 
of an active and desirable competition for deposits by banks. This Is far from the reality as a 
number of Imperfections Impinging on the forces of competition were stili wident In the decade 
under review. 
The conclusion that emerges from their apparent aloofness to the needs of small depositors Is that 
the era of Intense competition for the patronage of the small saver disappeared with the advent of 
the Increased monetization of the petro-naira in the economy In the middle of the 1970s. It Is 
therefore not saying the obvious that the Increasing sophistication In the banking habits of most 
Nigerians rather than the concerted efforts of the banks to mobilize savings has accounted for the 
enlarged volume of bank deposits In the economy. [4825] 
Key Words: Gen .... l; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Banks; Savings; 
678. Owualah, Sunday I., -Scale Economies and Efficiency of Bank Operations: Further Evidence from 
Nlgerla,- Savings and Development, Vol. X. No.4, 1986, pp. 419-431. 
Author Investigates the Impact of scale on the efficiency of commercial bank operations In Nigeria 
using total assets as the measure of output In a multiple regression equation. The data on the 
fourteen banks ccwered In this paper were collected from 1975 to 1979. Economies of scale exist 
In the operations of the banks examined. There Is no point In the range of banks In the sample In 
which further increases in size leads to higher costs. Large banks were found to be technically 
more efficient than small banks, [4820] . 
Key WOlds: Gen .... l; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Banks; 
679. Oyaide, O. F. J., -External Financing for Agricultural DENelopment In Nigeria; Paper presented at 
Seminar on Agricultural Credit and Finance In Nigeria, 27-30 April, 1981, University of lbadan, 1981, 
13 p. 
External financing for Nigeria has been limited principally to the World Bank. It Is considered 
necessary, hOlt'eY8r, that Nigeria should rapidly expand Its sources of extemal finance for 
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agricultural d6Y8l0pment, especially to COler the d6Y8l0pment of large plantations and estates as 
well as for increasing the infrastructural components of the integrated rural d6Y8l0pment projects. 
[2503] 
Kay Word,: Agricunure; Caellaland Central Wnt Africa; Nigeria; Finance; 
680. Oyatoye, E. T. 0., "'" Economic Appraisal of Small Farmers Credit Schemes: A Cost Study of 
Westem Nigeria,· Savings and D6Y8Iopment, Vol. VII, No.3, 1983, pp. 279-292. 
Evaluates gcNemment credit schemes in Nigeria, argues that substantial economic peed does not 
arise for nevi credit institutions in traditional agriculture and that gOlemment participation in 
supervised credit Is Justified by the need for technological change in the sector: [4925] 
Kay Words: Agrlcunure; Caellal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; 
681. Oyatoye, E. T. 0., .,.he Nigerian Banking System and Credit Needs for Rural D6Y8Iopment,"In Rural 
Banking in Nigeria, Adenlyl Osuntogun and WoIe Adewunmi (eds.), HarlON, Esses, United Kingdom: 
Longman, Inc., 1983, pp.25-31. 
Paper examines the suitability of commercial banks as farm credit suppliers through a revl9'N of the 
banking principles under which they operate and a survey of selected commercial bank branches. 
It concludes that commercial banks are not In the best position to finance rural dewlopment and 
suggests the establishment of specialized rural dewlopment banks and the adoption of changes 
in commercial banking operational policies as altematlws. [3197] 
Kay Word,: General; Coallal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Finance; Banks; 
682. Oyejide, T. A., ·Structural Adjustment and Its Implications for Financing Small Enterprises In Nigeria,· 
Small Enterprise Development, Vol. 2, No.4, December 1991, pp. 31-39. 
Examines the extent to which recent Nigerian structural adjustment programs have affected small 
and mlcro-enterprise access to institutional credit. Concludes that commercial and merchant bank 
credit to small and mlcroenterprises (SMEs) has risen sharply during 1980-90, both in terms of 
volume and proportion to all credit available, and thus raises doubt about the desirability of 
subsidized and targeted credit for SMEs. [5054] 
Kay Word,: Micro and Small enterprise; Caellal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Formal 
finance; . 
683. PhUllp, Dayo O. A., '1\n Empirical Preview of the Proposed Agricultural Insurance Scheme in 
Nigeria,· AfrIcan ReYiew of Money. Finance and Banking, supplementary issue of Savings and 
Development, No.1, 1988, pp. 5-15. 
Reports the findings from a sample survey of 70 poultry farmers among whom the proposed 
agricultural insurance scheme was of concem. Author concludes that respondents were mostly risk 
neutral and risk Ioong in their attitudes, and recommends gOlemment support through evaluation 
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d the Insurance companies based on criteria for detennlnlng their capabUltles to compensate 
fanners'losses. [4983] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Formal finance; Insurance; 
684. Resrnan Associates Umlted, 'A Draft Report on a Study d Apex Cooperative financial Institutions 
In Four States d Nigeria,· Report submitted to FAC, Resman Associates Ud., Lagos, Nigeria, July 
1991,98 p. 
The objective of the study Is to nMew and assess the financial viability d state apex cooperative 
Institutions engaged In prcNIdlng rural finance In four selected states. This task Includes EMlIuating 
the financial performance d the institutions as well as their organization and management. The 
analysis rawals that there Is a declining InflON of resources to the Institutions, ralatl\lely weak 
organization and management and poor loan r&COJery performance In all Institutions. The authors 
recommend assistance to these Institutions by addressing their organization and management 
weaknesses. [4535] 
Key Words: General: Coastal and Central West Africa: Nigeria: Cooperatives: 
685. Samuels, J. M., and N. Vacout, ·Stock Exchal",lges In Developing Countries,· Savings and 
Development. Vol. V. No.4, 1981, pp. 217-232. 
Authors utUize the Nigerian experience to argue that stock exchanges have been established In 
d6Y8l0ping countries despite the absence of conditions necessary for a reasonably pricing efficient 
exchange. [4912] 
Key Words: General: Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria: Finance; 
686. Seibel, Hans Dieter; AnsatzmOglichkelten fUr die Mobilisierung yon Searkapital zur 
Entwlcklungsfinanzierung: Genossenschaften ynd autochthone Soar- ynd Kreditvereine in Nigeria, 
Forschungsberlchte des Bundesmlnlsterlums fOr Wlrtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit (BMZ) Vol. 63, 
Munchen: Weltforum Verlag, 1984, 223 p. 
This research report Is based on an empirical study carried out In 1984 In Nigeria. It analyzes the 
savings mobilization capacity ot credit unions and Indigenous financial societies. The author stresses 
that credit unions that EMlIved from Indigenous financial groups ShON a higher degree of financial 
vlabUIty and better performance indicators. The report recommends symbiotic cooperations between 
credit unions and financial groups. [GER] 
Key Words: General: Coastal and Central West Africa: Nigeria: Finance: Savings mobilization; 
Cooperatives; ROSCAs; Clubs; 
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687. Seibel. Hans Dieter; and Michael T. Marx, '" Guide on the Promotion of Unkages Between Formal 
and Informal Rural Financial Institutions based on Field SUN8'fS Carried Out In AfrIcan Countries-
In Close Cooperation with the National Institutions.· Agricultural Services Division. FAO. Rome. Italy, 
1986.106 p. 
The obJectIYe of this paper Is to shaN heM Informal and formal financial institutions can be linked 
to ImprtM the functioning of rural financial markets and to initiate seIf-sustalned dewlopment 
processes. Authors identify the following as Instrumental to the linkage procedure: (1) survey and 
mobIlzatlon campaigns carried out Jointly b'f a team of social scientists and local bank personnel; 
(2) appropriate participation strategies follCMad In communication with local authorities and with the 
Informal financial institutions; and (3) agreement between the Informal and formal financial 
institutions on a loan savings scheme designed to create related incentives to save and reimburse. 
Guidelines are also Included for ·upgradlng- Informal financial institutions and for ·dONngrading· 
formal financial Institutions where linkages are not Immediately feasible so as to require changes in 
the concepts and behaviors of the two parties irwolYed. Examples of suggested ·upgrading· 
activities for ROSCAs are increasing the amounts of regular savings contributions and leamlng about 
the different systems of calculating interest. WhUe for formal financial institutions. measures to 
bridge the communication gaP. and CNercome spatial and psychological distance from the rural 
dlentele are examples of ·dONngrading- activities. [5270J 
Kay Words: General; Africa; COte d'hlOlre; The Congo; Togo; Nigeria; Self-help groups; 
Finance; Informal finance; Formal finance; ROSCAs; 
688. Seibel. Hans Dieter, and Michael Marx, ·Mobllzatlon of Personal Savings Through Co-operative 
Societies or Indigenous SavIngs and Credit Associations: Case Studies from Nigeria.· In ·Savlngs 
for DaYalopment: Report of the Third International Symposium on the Moblization of Personal 
Savings In Dewloplng Countries. Yaound •• Cameroon. December 10-14. 1984.· Department of 
International Economic and Social Affairs. United Nations. NSIN York. 1986. pp. 107-112. 
This paper reports the findings of a preliminary study on personal savings mobUization In Nigeria 
conducted In earty 1984 among sample cooperative societies and Indigenous savings and credit 
associations. It found the Indigenous savings and credit associations to be more effective mobilizers 
of savings as compared to cooperative societies. and among cooperative societies. those based 
on Indigenous dubs were found to perform better. [1571 J 
Kay Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Savings; Self-help groups; 
Savings • cradlt cooperatives; 
689. SeIbel. Hans Dieter, and Michael T. Marx, Dual Financial Markets In Africa: Case Studies of Unkages 
between Informal and Forma! Institutions, Cologne Dewlopment Studies; Fort Lauderdale. florida: 
Verlag Breitenbach Publishers. 1987. 144 p. 
The obJectIYe of this book Is to Ilustrale and document the various modes of linkages between 
formal and Informal institutions based on experiences In !wry Coast (dENelopment bank. with 
diverse ethnic groups); Peoples Republic of Congo (savings and credit cooperative. with ROSCAs); 
Togo (savings bank. with ROSCAs); and Nigeria (ROSCAs transformed Into cooperatives. and 
ROSCAs IInkad with a commercial bank). The authors hypothesize that the rigid separation between 
formal and Informal institutions has limited the contribution of the financial system to d6WIopment 
In the rural areas. It highlights the Importance of emphasizing self-help among the Indigenous 
Informal financial institutions and customer-orientatlon among the formal financial Institutions as a 
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simultaneous d8\l8loprnent process, and suggests guidelines for initiating area surveys and 
negotiating Ilnicage anangements. [1137] 
K8y Word.: General; Africa; Togo; People" Republic of the Congo; Nigeria; Cote d'ivolre; 
Rani finance; Self-help gnMIP.; finance; SavIng. • Cl'8d1t cooperatives; Coop .... tlve.; 
ROSCAa; 
690. Swedish SavIngs Banks Association (SSBA), -Savings for 08\l8l0prnent: ReYIew of the International 
Programmes on the MobIlzation of Personal Savings In 08\l8l0plng Countries and Related Actlvttles 
Focused on Savings and Credit Promotion for Rulal O6Yeloprnent, - Paper presented at the 
AFRK:A/EI'C1Cf Seminar on Resource MobIlzation for Rulal O6Yelopment, Nairobi, Kenya, 
January 3O-February 10,1984, SSBA. Stockholm, Sweden, 1984,22 p. 
The paper nM6ws the United Nations-supported International program actlvttles In the 1970& and 
early 1980& aimed at helping d8\l8loplng countries rnobUlze domestic resources through personal 
savings. It cites the requests for assistance from a number of d6Yeloplng countries, among them 
In AfrIca Benin and Upper Volta, for launching promotion campaigns; Burundi and Uganda, for 
assistance In the strengthening of financial Institutions; the expansion/strengthening of Institutional 
savings facRlt1es (Ghana, SwazHand, Kenya, Sudan, Zambia, and Nigeria), along with the broadened 
participation of International donors, among the major program Impacts. It concludes that the 
success of credit programs cannot be separated from deposit mobUlzatlon aspects, an area that 
Institutional management aspects can further be ImprtNed. [2962] 
K8y Word.: Gen8l81; Africa; Benin; Burkina FaIO; Burundi; Uganda; Upper Volta; Ghana; 
Swaziland; Kenya; Suclan; Zambia; Nigeria; Saving.; Saving. mobilization; 
691. SwIndell, Ken, 'l6.grarlan Change and Perl-Urban Fringes In Tropical Africa, - In Rural Transformation 
In Tropical Africa. O. Bommer (ed.), Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press, 1988, pp.98-115. 
This chapter describes urban fringes as geographically and historically specific loci of Intersecting 
rulal and urban Interests which are manifest In various forms of agricultulal production and 
exchange. The author outlines the historical d6Yelopment of peri-urban farms, urban food markets, 
and non-fann employment In close-settled tONnS In Nigeria. HCNWNer; more Information Is needed 
concerning the relationship of these producers to buyers and sellers according to particular crops 
marketed. [1231] 
Key Word.: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Employment; Migration; 
Marketing; 
692. Teriba, 0., -aulal Credit and Rulal O6Yeloprnent In Nlgerla,- In Proceedings of the 1972 Annual 
Conference of the Nigerian Economic Society, lbadan, Nigeria: University of lbadan, AprU 1973, 
pp. 145-180. 
This paper is discussed In fNa parts. Part one deals with the role of the rulal sector In dewlopment 
of the Nigerian economy. The concept of ruIaI credit and rulal d6Y8l0pment Is discussed In Part II. 
Rulal credit sources, credit problems and remedies to rulal credit problems are dealt with In part 
three and four: Part fNa presents the summary and conclusions of the discussion. [2177] 
Kay Word.: Gen8l81; Coastal and Central West Africa; NIg ..... ; Cradlt; Rural finance; 
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693. Ubogu, Roland E., -Demand for Mortgage Finance In Nigeria: A Cross-Sectional Analysis, - Savings 
and OMIoornenl Vol. XII, No.3, 1988, pp. 271-286. 
examines the demand for mortgage finance by ONner-occupiers (social loans), multiple housing 
units (economic loans) and real estate dewlopers (commercial loans). Based on cross-sectional 
data fitted to a multiple linear regression model, author concludes that : (1) significant variables 
explaining demand for mortgage finance Include mortgage rate, loan-income ratio, annual 
disposable Income and dONnpayrnent ratio; and (2) the Nigerian housing finance market Is 
characterized by excess demand for mortgage credit so that the Federal Mortgage Bank practices 
credit rationing. [4966] 
Key Word.: General; Coastal .nd Central West AfrIC8; NIg ..... ; Forrn8I flNlnce; 
694. Udry. Christopher, '" Competitive Analysis of Rural Credit: State-Contlngent Loans In Northern 
Nigeria, - Center Discussion Paper No. 630, Economic Gl'ONth Center, Yale University, New Haven, 
Connecticut, AprI1991, 48 p. 
A general equAlbrium model of contingent contracts In a dynamic setting was constructed based 
on data from Zaria, Nigeria. The loan transactions Include significant state-contlngent payments. 
Results show that credit transactions utUlze the free flaN of information present In rural communities. 
Furthermore, credit transactions Influence pooling risk between households. Ha.ovewr, additional 
data shaN that a risk pooling equUlbrium Is not achlEN8d In these transactions. [4564] 
Key Word.: General; Coastal.nd Central Welt Africa; Nigeria; Credit; 
695. Udry. Christopher, -credit Markets In Northern Nigeria: Credit as Insurance In a Rural Economy,· 
The World Bank Economic R6Yiew. Vol. 4, No.3, September 1990, pp. 251-271. 
This article addresses the Issue of Incomplete markets and Imperfect Information In the context of 
credit markets In rural northern Nigeria. In much recent theoretical literature, the problems of moral 
hazard and adwrse selection are assumed to be decisive for the organization of agrarian 
Institutions. In contrast, It Is found that In the four villages surveyed, credit transactions take 
advantage of the free-flaN of Information within rural communities. Information asymmetries between 
bor'rc1Ner and lender are unimportant, and their Institutional consequences- the use of collateral and 
interlinked contracts- are absent. Credit transactions play a direct role In pooling risk between 
households through the use of contracts In which the repayment CM8d by the born:Mer depends 
on the realization of random production shocks by both the bol1'ON8r and the lender: [5116] 
Key Word.: General; Coastal .nd Central Welt Africa; Nigeria; Credit; Insurance; 
696. Udry. Christopher, "On Collecting Data on Credit In AfrIca, - Unpublished paper, Department of 
Economics, Northwestern University, Evanston, illinois, August 1992, 19 p. 
Discussed the problems and Issues In collecting credit data In AfrIca, arguing that researchers 
should be closely InYOIwd In the data collection process. [5502] 
Key Word.: Agriculture; Coastal .nd Central Welt Africa; Nigeria; FINlnce 
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697. Ud~ ChrIstopher, "Rural Credit In Northern Nigeria: Testing the Role of Credit as Insurance,· 
Department of Economics, Yale UnNersIty, September 1989, 70 p. 
This paper addrasses the Issues of Incomplete markets and Imperfect information In the context of 
cradlt markets In rural northern Nigeria. It Is often argued that problems of moral hazard and 
adwrse selection 818 assumed to be decIsNe factors for the organization of agrarian Institutions. 
In contrast information asymmetries are unimportant and their Institutional consequences are absent. 
Credit transactions play a direct role In pooling risk between households through the use of 
conbacts. The author uses a competitive model to explore general equUlbrium consequences of 
contingent conbacts, and with a blateral model investigates the relationship between a borrtNVer 
and a lender. [1059] 
Key Words: Geneml; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Credit; 
698. Umeball, Emmanuel E., 'An Economic Analysis of the Rural Banking Programme In Nigeria,· African . 
BeY!ew of Money Finance and Banking, supplementary Issue of Savings and pMlQDment, No.1, 
1989, pp. 91·187. 
This study alms at carrying out economic analysis of rural banking program In Nigeria. The specific 
objectives are 1) to assess the 181181 of credit disbursement to the rural dwellers against the 
statutorily set target, 2) to assess the 181181 of deposit IlabUltles collected from the rural dwellers as 
a proportion of total deposit liabilities of commercial banks, 3) to appraise the effectiveness of the 
scheme In the rural areas. The rural banking programme benefits are summarized In that It helps 
In d8ll8l0pment of banking habit, stimulate agricultural production, promote commercial and 
industrial activities and, consequently, check rural-urban migration. To achi6Y8 optimum results of 
the program, recommends an Increase In the statutory requirement for the proportion of rural 
deposits that banks disburse as loans to rural customers, the establishment of a rural bank 
department In the Central Bank and the training of commercial bank personnel for posting In rural 
areas. [4993] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Nigeria; Finance; Banks; Credit; 
699. Watts, Michael, Peter D. UttIe, Christopher Mock, Martin BUlings, and St6Y8n Jaffee, ·Contract 
Farming In Africa: Executive Summa~· Paper prepared for the AfrIca Bureau, USAID, IDA, 
Binghamton, New York, and Clark University, Worcester, Massachusetts, 1988, 32 p. 
FIeld research on contract farming schemes in Gambia, Senegal, Ghana, Iwry Coast, Kenya, Nigeria 
and Malawi to address USAIDi concerns with Income generation, the role of private sector 
organizations, technology transfer to AfrIcan small farmers, and sustainable d8ll8l0pment. The study 
found that the Incidence of contract farming In AfrIca has expanded significantly CNer the past 
decade and, regardless of political and economic Ideology, virtually all AfrIcan states have some 
form of contract farming. It Is the quality of management and technical support, the avaUabll1ty of 
capital, and the presence of fawrable market conditions that set apart successful from unsuccessful 
schemes, rather than type of ownership (private, public, or hybrid). [5343] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; The Gambia; Ghana; C6te d'iwire; Ivory Coast; Kenya; Nigeria; 
Malawi; Senegal; Finance; 
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700. Wright, J. A., ·ProbIems c:i Nigerian AgricWiurai finance,· Paper presented at Seminar on 
AgrlcWturai Credit and finance In Nigeria, 27-30 AprI, 1981, UnlYerslty c:i lbacian, 1981,6 p. 
The paper discusses the problems In agricWiurai finance. The identified problems are 1) the 
outdated methods adopted by the bulk c:i the fanning community, 2) the present Nigerian land law, 
wheraby most agrlcWturailand Is not a bankable security, 3) the limited number c:i Nigerian bankers 
who understand the needs c:i the farmers and are able to prtMde the sound guidance, and 4) the 
raIatIYaIy ICNi social standing c:i the farmer compared with a white collar Job. Recommendations 
suggest a more agrlcWturaily oriented banking system and more advanced marketing and cost 
efficient agricultural Industry as answers to agrlcWturai finance problems. [2485] 
Kay Word.: Agrlcultunt; Coastal and Central Weal Africa; Nigeria; finance; 
Republic of the Congo 
701. CheYlllard, Nicole, ·Les Grandes Banques AfrIcalnes,· AfriQue Industrle, No. 321, 1985, pp. 36-48. 
The article Is a compUatlon of different reports by BCEAO (Banque Centrale des Etats de l'Ouest) 
of operations and results of 60 West African Monetary Union (UMQO.) banks and a classification of 
the principal West African and Central African commercial banks. There Is also a country-by-country 
sul'YSy of the major banks In Nigeria, Ivory Coast, Cameroon, Gabon, Senegal, Congo, Togo, 
Burkina Faso, Niger, Mall, and the Central African Republic. The data were obtained from published 
statistics of the banks results obtained In 1983. All UMQO. banks have seen their net benefit drop 
due mainly to poor performance by dewlopment banks and some commercial banks. Despite a 
slight incr88se In total credit to the economy In 1982-83, all other bank services have slONed dONn. 
When ranking the banks, Nigeria comes In a distinct first followed by banks from the Franc· Zone 
whle other banks with nonconvertlble currencies come last. [0789] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Nigeria; COte d'iwire; Ivory Coast; Cameroon; Gabon; Senegal; 
Congo; Togo; Burkina Faso; Niger; Mali; Central African Republic; Banks; 
702. Cleaver, KiMn M., -rhe Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture In Sub-Saharan 
Africa,· Staff Working Paper No. 728, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., April 1985, 30 p. 
This paper reYlews the avaUabie literature on the Impact of price and exchange rate policies on 
agriculture In Sub-Saharan Africa. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan African 
countries to test sewral hypotheses concerning policy Impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad, 
Ethiopia, Mall, Malawi, Zaire, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Guinea, 
Benin, Central African Republic, Sierra Leone, Madagascar, Niger, Sudan, Togo, Ghana, Kenya, 
Senegal, Lesotho, Uberla, Zambia, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Cameroon, Botswana, Congo, and Ivory 
Coast. A regression equation with agricultural gl'ONth rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient was statistically Significant but with a ICItY R2. Other Independent variables were 
Investigated Including fertilizer use per hectare, changes In the barter terms of trade, population 
gl'ONth rate, degree of concentration of export earnings, adult literacy, share of public consumption 
in GOP and the degree of gOJernment intervention In farm Input supply. Reductions In farm level 
price discrimination (nominal protection), share of gOJernment consumption in GOP, and population 
gl'ONth rates were posltNely related to agricultural gl'ONth rates, while the degree of government 
Involvement In the farm Input supply Industry was negatNely related. The findings tend to confirm 
the view that Inappropriate price and exchange rate policies have a negative Impact on agricultural 
production. Other factors such as gOJernment Involvement In farm Input supply, population growth, 
and gOJernments abUIty to operate and maintain Its agricultural Investments are also Important. 
Appropriate price and exchange rate policies would have a relatNely small Impact on agricultural 
gl'ONth so the policy package to remedy problems caused by poor price and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to each country. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HC597W63 No. 
728] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Chad; Ethiopia; Mali; Malawi; Zaire; Uganda; Burundi; Burkina 
Faso; Upper Volta; Rvenda; Somalia; Tanzania; Guinea; Benin; Central African Republic; 
Sierra Leone; Madagascar; Niger; Sudan; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Lesotho; Uberia; 
Zambia; Nigeria; Zimbabwe; Cameroon; Botsvena; Congo; Ivory Coast; COte d'lwlre; Finance; 
Interest rates; Policy reform; Prices; 
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703. Deutsche GeseIlschaft fOr Technlsche Zusammenarbelt (GTZ), ·Etude sur les Organisations Rurales 
Autochtones d~o-Aide en Rj§publique Populalra du Congo,· Coopj§ratlon Technique de Ia 
Rj§publique F4kJj§rale d~lemagne avec Ia R6publique Populalra du Congo dans Ie Domalne du 
F1nancement Rural, AprI1987, Eschbom, West Germany, 137 p. 
The obJectIYe of the study was to collect enough Information on the GPCs (pre-cooperatlve groups), 
COOPEC (credit unions) and other Informal financial Institutions and to d6Y8l0p a model of 
collaboration between these institutions and the CNCA (Congolese Bank of Agricultural 
OeYeIopmem) to work toNard an Improl8rT1ent of the rural financial system. The role of the team 
was to specifically find methods of 1) rnobRlzlng rural savings, 2) creating an efficient credit system, 
3) insuring the relmbursment of loans, and 4) guaranteeing a productlw use of loans. The targeted 
group was small holders. The long term success of the project, In the words of the team, will 
depend on gcNemment acceptance of the Informal sector and investigating the possibilities of 
linking formal and Informal Institutions together. [3600] 
Kay Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Republic of the Congo; Informal 
finance; CooperatiY81; Self-help groups; 
704. laure, Mario, ·Rapport de An de Mission du Consultant 00 en Cr4kJit Agrlcole en R6publique 
Populalra du Congo,· 00, Rome, Italy, August 1983, 30 p. + annexes. 
The report Is a summary of findings of a 00 mission In Congo (Central Africa). It states that rural 
credit In Congo Is stUI In Its early stages and funds recently have been allocated for the creation of 
a pUot rural credit program, and the creation of CNCA (the National Bank for Agricultural Credit). 
CNCA wUI haw the most Important role In distributing credit to farmers and should pay particular 
attention to women. [4392] 
Kay Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Republic of the Congo; Credit; 
Development banks; International donors; Gender; 
705. Seibel, Hans Dieter, ·laendllche Selbsthllfeorganlsatlonen In der VoIksrepublik Kongo· [Trans!. Rural 
Self-Help Organizations In the Republic of Congo], Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Technische 
Zusammenarbelt (GTZ), Eschbom, Federal Republic of Germany, 1986,23 p. 
Describes rural self-help organizations In the Republic of Congo, with special reference to the scope 
for linking Informal and formal self-help organizations with the Agricultural Dewlopment Bank of 
Congo (CNCA). Reports on the survey carried out on the present role of Indigenous self-help 
organizations In rural areas, and discusses the strategy for linking these self-help organizations with 
banking Institutions and pn:NIdes a detaUed action programme. [GER] 
Kay Words: G.n .... l; Coastal and C.ntral West Africa; Republic of the Congo; Cooperatives; 
S.If-help groups; 
706. Seibel, Hans Dieter, and Michael T. Marx. Dual Financial Markets In Africa: Case Studies of Linkages 
between Informal and Forma! Institutions, Cologne D6Y8Iopment Studies, Fort Lauderdale. Florida: 
Verlag Breitenbach Publishers. 1987. 144 p. 
The obJectlw of this book Is to Ulustrate and document the various modes of linkages between 
formal and Informal Institutions based on experiences In Ivory Coast (dewlopment bank. with 
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dlYerse ethnic groups); Peoples Republic of Congo (savings and credit cooperative, with ROSCAs); 
Togo (savings bank, with ROSCAs); and Nigeria (ROSCAs transformed Into cooperatives, and 
ROSCAs linked with a commercial bank). The authors hypothesize that the rigid separation between 
formal and Informal Institutions has limited the contribution of the financial system to dSY8lopment 
In the rural 8I88S. It highlights the Importance of emphasizing self-help among the indigenous 
Informal financial Institutions and customer-orientatlon among the formal financial Institutions as a 
simultaneous dSYelopment process, and suggests guidelines for Initiating area surveys and 
negotiating linkage arrangements. [1137] 
Kay Word,: Generalj Africaj Togo; People" Republic of the Congo; Nigeria; COte d'ivoire; 
Rural finance; Self-help group'; Finance; Saving, • credit cooperative,; Cooperatives; 
ROSCAa; 
707. Seibel, Hans Dieter; and Michael T. Marx, "Guide on the Promotion of Unkages Between Formal 
and Informal Rural Ananclallnstitutlons based on Field Surveys Carried Out in African Countries -
In Close Cooperation with the National Institutions, - Agricultural Services Division, FAC, Rome, Italy. 
1986,106 p. 
The objective of this paper Is to show hON Informal and formal financial Institutions can be linked 
to Improw the functioning of rural financial markets and to Initiate self-sustained development 
processes. Authors Identify the foilONing as instrumental to the linkage procedure: (1) survey and 
mobUlzatlon campaigns carried out Jointly by a team of social scientists and local bank personnel; 
(2) appropriate participation strategies follo.Yed In communication with local authorities and with the 
Informal financial Institutions; and (3) agreement between the Informal and formal financial 
institutions on a loan savings scheme designed to create related Incentives to save and reimburse. 
Guidelines are also Included for -upgrading- informal financial Institutions and for -dONngrading-
formal financial Institutions where linkages are not Immediately feasible so as to require changes In 
the concepts and behaviors of the two parties Involved. Examples of suggested -upgrading-
activities for ROSCAs are Increasing the amounts of regular savings contributions and learning about 
the different systems of calculating Interest. While for formal financial institutions, measures to 
bridge the communication gap, and overcome spatial and psychological distance from the rural 
clientele are examples of -dONngradlng- activities. [5270] 
Key Words: General; Africa; COte d'ivolre; The Congo; Togo; Nigeria; Self-help groups; 
Finance; Informal finance; Formal finance; ROSCAs; 
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Sierra Leone 
708. Ashe, Jeffrey. '" RevI6w of the Freedom from Hunger foundation Applied Nutrition Credit Program 
In Siena Leone, - Report submitted to USAlO fF\A/PVC, Freedom from Hunger Foundation, 
Sponsored by USAlO, ARIES/Robert R. Nathan Associates, Arlington, Virginia, October 19, 1987, 
74 p. 
The credit component of the program was part of the rice and groundnut production project aimed 
at IncI8asIng the annual Income of farmers through the proIislon of Impn:N8d rice seed and 
groundnuts fertUlzer, transportation and technical assistance. All loans ware In kind and all recipients 
of groundnut loans ware women. Despite the accomplishments realized to date, the author belI6"oI8s 
that the credit component of the Sierra Leone Program must 8\IOIve substantially. It must speclfica"y 
be targeted effectiYely. CCMK' Its costs through Interest charge and other fees, expand Its outreach 
and become institutionalized In Sierra Leone. [3723] 
Key Word.: Agrlcultunt; COIIII8' end Centm. Welt AfrICII; Siena Leone; Cntdlt; .nternatlonal 
donors; 
709. Baird, Alec, -Extension and Credit In an Integrated Rural Oewlopment Project In Siena Leone,· 
'nstltute of pHQPment Studies Bulletin, Vol. 10, No.1, 1978, pp.27-32. 
The paper summarizes the finding of research undertaken In 1974 on the organization and 
management of the Integrated Agricultural Oewloprnent Project In Eastern and Southern provinces 
of Sierra Leone. The author suggests that greater consideration should have been given Inltla"y to 
the relative emphasis between credit and extension. He further suggests that Instead of choosing 
a single point of emphasis, a suitable design should choose from a number of possible alternatives. 
The organizational designs should be those that are suitable to specific situations rather than rely 
on the traditional concepts. [0404] 
Kay Word.: General; COlIna I end Centml Welt AfriCII; Siena Leone; Credit; 
710. Bank of Sierra Leone, RePOrt on the National Workshop on Agricultural Credit and Banking In Sierra 
.J.Iwli. FreetaMl, Sierra Leone, 8 October - 4 NCMtmber, 1978, Bank of Sierra Leone, FreetONn, 
Sierra Leone, 1978, 252 p. 
This report contains a number of papers presented at the workshop. The major objectives of the 
workshop ware: (1) to provide an opportunity for the exchange of VIENVS among the participating 
institutions, QCMmrnent departments and other agencies on planning and Implementation of 
agricultural credit-schemes; (2) to identify constraints In operations of agricultural credit Institutions; 
(3) to discuss the needs for training and education of the credit Institutions; to identify the technical 
assistance needs from UNOP and AFP.N:'A In the field of agricultural credit; and (4) to explore the 
possIbUlty of establishing a National Agricultural Credit Institution. The papers presented mainly deal 
with supplying credit services to the agricultural sector and the role of different financial Institutions 
In achl8Ying this objective. [2453] 
Key Word.: Agriculture; COIIII8. end C,ntml Welt AfriCII; Siena Leone; Cntdlt; 
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711. Cleaver, KsYIn M., "The Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture In Sub-Saharan 
Africa.. Staff WorkIng Paper No. 728, The Wor1d Bank, Washington, D.C., AprU 1985,30 p. 
This paper nMews the avaUabie literature on the Impact of price and exchange rate policies on 
agriculture In Sub-Saharan AfrIca. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan African 
countries to test S6Y8raI hypotheses concerning policy Impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad, 
Ethiopia, Mall, Malawi, Zaire, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Guinea, 
Benin, Central African Republic, Sierra Leone, Madagascar, Niger, Sudan, Togo, Ghana, Kenya, 
Senegal, Lesotho, Uberla, Zambia, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Cameroon, Botswana, Congo, and Ivory 
Coast. A regression equation with agricultural gl"CNlth rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient was statistically significant but with a JON R2. Other Independent variables were 
Investigated Including fertUlzer use per hectare, changes In the barter terms of trade, population 
gl"CNlth rate, degree of concentration of export earnings, adult literacy, share of public consumption 
In GOP and the degree of goJernment Intervention In farm Input supply. Reductions In farm lewl 
price discrimination (nominal protection), share of goJernment consumption In GOP, and population 
gl"CNlth rates were posltlYely related to agricultural gl"CNlth rates, while the degree of government 
Involvement In the farm Input supply Industry was negatlYely related. The findings tend to confirm 
the view that Inappropriate price and exchange rate policies have a negative Impact on agricultural 
production. Other factors such as gOv'ernment Involvement In farm Input supply, population gl"CNlth, 
and gOv'ernments ability to operate and maintain Its agricultural Investments are also Important. 
Appropriate price and exchange rate policies would have a relatively small Impact on agricultural 
gl"CNlth so the policy package to remedy problems caused by poor price and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to each country. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HC597W63 No. 
728] 
Key Words: AgrlcuHure; Africa; Chad; Ethiopia; Mall; Malawi; Zaire; Uganda; Burundi; Burkina 
Falo; Upper VoHa; Rwanda; Somalia; -..nzanla; Guinea; Benin; Central African Republic; 
SlemI Leone; Madagascar; Niger; Sudan; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Lesotho; Uberia; 
Zambia; Nigeria; Zimbabwe; cameroon; Botswana; Congo; Ivory Coast; COte d'ivolre; Finance; 
Interest rates; Polley reform; Prices; 
712. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAD), ~nalysis of Credit Schemes 
Benefiting Rural Women In Selected African Countries,· FAC, Rome, Italy, February 1988, 52 p. 
This study rwJews credit projects In five countries (Kenya, Malawi, Sierra Leone, Zambia and 
Zimbabwe from NOv'ember 1986 to January 1987) to identify factors that contributed to their success 
and faMure. There were 21 credit projects reviewed. Sewral factors Identified In contributing to the 
success of credit projects are: the Institutions set up or selected to administer credit should be 
financially sound; administration of credit schemes should minimize the risk associated with default, 
and transaction costs; and, It Is essential to train beneficiaries In the obligations of credit. Choosing 
a financially sound Institution to administer credit Is a crucial factor; encouraging links among 
support services should also be encouraged. Proper administration, from loan appraisal to loan 
collection and foil ON-UP, Is likewise found to be Important. [4397] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Kenya; Malawi; Zimbabwe; Sierra Leone; Zambia; Credit; Women; 
Gender; 
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713. Harrison, Alan, ·Some Aspects of Rural Banking In Ghana and In Siena Leone: Being a Report to 
the Credit and Marketing Division of FAa at the End of a Short (30 worklng-day) Period of Study,· 
Department of Agrict*ural Economics and Management, Reading University, Reading, United 
Kingdom, 1991, 21 p. 
This study about the rural banking system In Ghana and In Siena Leone, though anecdotal and 
statistically deficient, concludes the foilONlng: that inflation requires a change In rural banking 
accounting and operation, and that there Is a need to mobilize deposits. In addition, further 
dewlopment of formal financial intermediation Is constrained by the absence of viable bol'l'tMers 
In the farming community. (4168] 
Key WOlds: Agriculture; Coaataland Central Welt Africa; Ghana; Siena Leone; Rural finance; 
714. Johnny, Michael, Informal Credit for Integrated Rural DMlQpment In Sierra Leone, Studlen zur 
Integrierten laendllchen Entwlcklung nr. 6, Hamburg, Federal Republic of Germany: Vertag 
Weltarchlv, 1985, 212 p. 
Reviews the credit markets In Siena Leone and also discusses the limitations and strengths of 
Informal lending. Results of a survey shONed farmers willingly pay high Interest rates to Informal 
lenders because of the promptness of disbursements, non-targeting credit features, and the 
simplicity of operations. Study concludes that Inform,;) systems are better channels for farm loans 
than are cunent formal Institutions. Author recomr-, ·····lds the use of Informal systems to channel 
loans to borroNers of small amounts. [3516] 
Key WOlds: General; Coaatal and Central W.~! Africa; Siena Leone; Informal finance; 
715. Kanneh, Mohamed, ·Small-Scale VHlage-lsYei Credit Scheme of the Siena Leone Peoples 
Participation Project,· RUral DMlopment In Practice. August 1988, pp. 8-9. 
This article n:Mews the Peoples Participation Project (PPP) which was Introduced into Sierra Leone 
In 1982. The alms of PPP Is to Increase the participation of the rural poor In fulfilling their ONn 
needs. The key elements of the project are seIf-organlsation of the rural poor In small, Informal and 
soclo-economlcally homogeneous groups undertaking seIf-chosen common food production and 
Income generating actMtles. The groups are assisted by specially selected and trained group 
promoters living with the group members. A poot credit scheme Includes disbursement in cash and 
In kind depending on the type of activity. Some problems are discussed with a number of measures 
to CH8FCome them. The project has already been extended to many areas In the country which 
Indicates Its potential for proYldlng at least some of the rural poor with the basis for self-reliance. 
[4263] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central Welt Africa; Sierra Leone; Credit; 
716. KeIth, Robert W W, "" 0YervIew of Operational Problems In Rural Credit Institutions. Implications 
for National Training Policy In Siena Leone for the Rural Banking Programme: A discussion 
paper/training manual, Landell MUls Associates, Bath, United Kingdom, 1985, 30 p. 
SeNes as a training guide for analysis of operational problems of rural financial institutions. The 
main objective Is to suggest a definitive way forward In the use of operational, management 
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appnlIsaI and technical manuals as foundation stones for Bank c1 Sierra Leone through a rural 
banking and credit unit which wli act as a training centI8 for rural banks. [4744] 
~ WoIdI: Agricultura; Coastal and Central West Africa; Si ...... Leone; CraclIt; 
717. KeIth, Robert W W, "The Future for Rural Banking In Sierra Leone,· Landell MUls Associates, Bath, 
United Kingdom, February 1987, 46 p. 
The author discusses considerations that need to be taken Into account In the creation of rural 
banking such as Integrated banking services and non-banklng services related to credit, technical 
assistance, Input supply. marketing and Infrastructure, among others. The management phUosophy 
Is based on the presence c1 well-managed, ION-cost systems that ensure the timely and efficient 
coordination/delivery c:A basic services. Personnel administration, community participation, 
technology generation and dissemination are Important factors that Impact the rural banks. The rural 
bank agricultural credit program follONS a non-tradltlonal approach where property guarantees will 
not be demanded but the bomMer would be Judged on his/her honesty and willingness to 
progress. The author proposes that national program EMlIuatlon and planning be Implemented to 
monitor the efficiency and viability of the suggested programs In the future of rural banks. [4531] 
~ WoIdI: Gen .. l; Coastal and Central Welt Africa; SI ...... Leone; Banks; 
718. Klby, Peter, carl Uedholm, and Richard L M8')'8r, -working capital, Rural Non-Farm Firms and 
Rural Financial Markets,· Discussion Paper No.5, Presented at the Colloquium on Rural Finance, 
Washington, D.C., September 1-3, 1981, Economic Dewlopment Institute, The World Bank, 
Washington, D.C., 1981,31 p. 
Although rural farm activities are an Important component of the rural economy, they have generally 
been 0YeI100ked by those examining rural financial markets. Yet, the funglbUIty of finance. 
particularly for working capital, Insures that they are an Integral part of the reiEMlnt tenaln. The 
relationship of these activities to the rural households are examined; quantitative benchmarks of 
rural non-farm enterprises, particularly those engaged In manufacturing. and their use of working 
capital are presented. A demand and supply analysis of working capital with reference to rural 
manufacturing Is dewloped and the results of econometric analysis Is reported for Siena Leone. 
SeYeraI policy recommendations are also fOl'Yt8rded. [2413] 
Key WoIdI: Micro and Irnall enterprlH; Coastal and Central West Africa; SI...... Leone; 
Finance; Rural non-farm; 
719. Leite, Sergio Pereira. ·Interest Rate Policies In West AfrIca,· International Monetary Fund Staff 
Papers, Vol. 29, No.1, March 1982, pp. 48-76. 
this paper considers criteria for the determination of appropriate Interest rate lewis In ten selected 
West AfrIcan countries. The countries are IYory Coast and Senegal. The Gambia, Ghana. and Sierra 
Leone. Guinea and Mall, cape Verde and Guinea Bissau. and Uberla. Although definitive 
conclusions must _It a specific study c1 that country. there are strong Indications from the 
foregoing general cwervlew c:A a sample of ten countries that the praY8Ulng policies of ION and stable 
Interest rates have resulted in an inappropriate structure d Interest rates. In market and centrally-
planned economies, It Is extremely Important to aYOld distortions c:A relative prices. For this. Interest 
rate reforms wli have to constitute an Important component of policy measures aimed at Improving 
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economic performance. Interest rates wli have to be managed to reduce the spread between 
borroNing and lending rates to ·normaI· lewis whBe producing positive real Interest rates. Anally. 
external shocks affect the conditions. This Is particularly true In agricultural countries, where 
climatic factors are the main determinant of economic activity. Under those circumstances, and 
given that foreign Interest ranges also fluctuate considerably. It Is desirable that Interest rate 
management techniques be kept flexible. [5142] 
Key Words: General; Africa; CMe d'ivoire; Senegal; The Gambia; Ghana; Si ..... Leone; Guinea; 
Mali; cape Verde; Gulnea-BIDlu; UberiI; Formal finance; Uberalizltion; Monetary policy; 
Int8l'8lt rat .. ; 
720. Uedholm, Carl, ·Small Scale Enterprise Credit Schemes: Administrative Costs and the Role of 
Inventory Norms,· WorkIng Paper No. 25, Department of Agricultural Economics, Michigan State 
University. East lansing, Michigan, 1985, 24 p. 
examines the scope for reducing loan administrative costs in small enterprise lending and argues 
that ION cost schemes Involve ION information cost. DeYeIops Inventory norms for working capital 
requirements, based on primary data collected from major small scale enterprise types In the U.S., 
Jamaica, Honduras, and Sierra Leone during the late 70s and early 80s. [3258] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Coastal and Central West Africa; Sierra Leone; Credit; 
Tranlletlon costs; 
721. Uedholm, Carl, and Donald Mead, ·Small Scale Industries In DeYeIoplng Countries: Empirical 
Evidence and Policy Implications,· International Studies Series No.9, Department of Agricultural 
Economics, Michigan State University. East Lansing, Michigan, 1987, 141 p. 
This paper unCCNers, describes and analyzes small-scale industrial enterprises In a dozen countries. 
In depth SUNeys and analyses of small Industries were undertaken in Sierra Leone, Jamaica, 
Thailand, Honduras, Egypt and Bangladesh. The determinants of the demand for and supply of 
small-scale enterprise activities are extensively reYiewed. The key findings from the case studies 
on these countries as well as their implications for policy and programs pl"C1Jide the main focus of 
this paper. [0259] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Coastal and Central West Africa; Sierra Leone; 
Finance; 
722. Ojermark, Paul, ·Group Based Savings and Credit In Rural AfrIca. The experience of FAC - Peoples 
Participation In Rural Dewlopment through Promotion of Self-Help Organizations,· (Draft), FAC, 
Rome, Italy. 1986, 32 p. 
Discusses the experiences In Implementing the financial component of the Peoples Participation 
Programme In AfrIcan countries. Outlines the major findings and recommendations of a training 
workshop for project staff, held In Mbabane, SwazUand, In December 1985, analyses the 
Implementation of the financial component In African project countries and provides conclusions 
and recommendations for Improving project performance. The paper is based on reports and other 
documents on projects In sewn countries (Ghana, Sierra Leone, Kenya, Zambia, Lesotho, Swaziland 
and Zimbabwe), special studies of the four oldest projects and additional Information obtained at 
the Mbabane workshop. General recommendations CCNer savings mobilization as a project 
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component to be emphasized, positive and realistic Interest rate ISYels In the credit project design, 
and adequate training for both Implementers and beneficiaries. Striking a balance between 
contractual and voluntary savings, establishing a solid partnership with banks and dewlopment of 
appropriate training materials are some of the specific recommendations for future project design. 
[4737) 
Key Wordl: General; Africa; Ghana; Sierra Leone; Kenya; Zambia; Lelotho; Swaziland; 
Zimbabwe; Finance; 
723. Okorle, Aja, J. D. Rogers, and F. Oforl-Boadu, ~rlcultural Credit In the West AfrIcan Sub-Reglon: 
The Training Needs and Programme for Action,· The National Consultants of W/ICItCr, FreetONll, 
Sierra Leone, December 1985,32 p. 
This report outlines the agricultural credit training needs and action program for the West African 
sub-region countries of Ghana, Nigeria and Sierra Leone. It argues for the utUlzatlon of pre-exlstlng 
institutions within the sub-reglon, advocates training for poIlcymakers, managers, and extension 
officers and credit end-users. Further; It proposes a curriculum that Includes policy formulation, 
human relations and communications, resource management and a tour of rural banks In Ghana. 
[4634] 
Key Wordl: General; Africa; Ghana; Nigeria; Sierra Leone; Formal finance; 
724. Reno, Barbara Morrison, Jane de Veil, Jonea Gurwltt, and Virginia Delancey, ·Report of the Bilingual 
Regional Seminar-Dakar; Senegal. March 2~, 1981: Increasing Womens Access to Credit Through 
Credit Unions In West AfrIca,· ACOSCA, Nairobi, Kenya, September 1981, 47 p. 
The purpose of this seminar that grouped eight West African countries (Cameroon, The Gambia, The 
Ivory Coast, Niger; Senegal, Sierra Leone, Togo and Upper Volta) was to address the Issue of 
promoting the access of 'M)men to credit unions. Participants to the seminar agreed to take 
Immediate steps: 1) to Initiate research on the difficulties 'M)men face to access credit and to use 
avaHabie credit efficiently: 2) to Increase the percentage of 'M)men attending courses at ACOSCA 
training centers; and 3) to Increase the number of 'M)men on the staff of ACOSCA Country action 
plans were drafted to Insure fallON-UP of the adopted resolutions. [2496] 
Key Wordl: Women; Africa; Cameroon; The Gambia; C6te d'iwire; Niger; Senegal; Siena 
Leone; Togo; Burkina FaIO; Upper Yolta; CreelH unionl; Government polley and programs; 
725. Sey, S., arhe Role of Financial System In General and Central Banks In Particular;· Paper prepared 
for the AFRN:A/EN:JCr Seminar on Resource MobUizatlon for Rural Dewlopment, Nairobi, Kenya, 
30 January-10 February 1984, AFRJtCA. Nairobi, Kenya, NCMtmber 1983, 34 p. 
This Is a report based on the authorS visits to Sierra Leone and The Gambia to reYlew the central 
banks In these countries with respect to their role In the planned dSYelopment of non-monetlsed 
areas, dSYelopment and regulation of an Institutional marketing system to Inculcate financial 
discipline, and fNOIutlon of appropriate manpoNer training and dewlopment facUlties for rural credit 
Institutions. Central banks had been active In the setting up of agricultural dewlopment banks, in 
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the proYIsion d initial capital, Interest subsidy, proYIslon of loan guarantee and buDding up of 
technical personnel needed by the dewlopment banks In helping prepare projects for farmer-
bomMers. [4636] 
Kay Words: Gena..lj Afrlcaj The Gamblaj Siena Leonej Formal flnancej 
726. Taylor; Alwin, "The Demand for and the Supply of Credit In the Agricultural and Small Scale Sectors 
of the Sierra Leone,· Savings and DewlQoment, Vol. III, No.1, 1979, pp. 24-59. 
Examines the Institutional arrangement for financing the agricultural and small scale Industries 
sectors In Sierra Leone during the period 1960-76, estimates the ·Credlt Gap· and argues the need 
for creating a separate Agricultural Bank, along with the prtMslon of supervised credit to the small 
scale Industry sectoa: [4916] 
Kay Words: Agrlculturej Coastal and Central West Afrlcaj Sierra Leonej Formal finance; 
Supervised cracllt; Micro and small enterprlsej 
727. Thomas, Christopher, ·Post-Project Study of the 00 Peoples Participation Programme: Pujehun, 
Sierra Leone, - 00, Rome, Italy, February 10, 1990, 61 p. 
R6YIews the experience of the OO-asslsted Peoples Participation Program In the Pujehun district 
of Sierra Leone from 1982 to 1986. Aimed at assisting In the formation of local groups to lead in the 
seIf-dewlopment of their communities, the program Included the setting up of a guarantee-cum-rlsk 
and a J'8lJOIvIng fund for onlending to small enterprises; a group savings component; and an intra-
group credit component. Sustainability of PPP groups hinged on the quality of the group formation 
process, the training for group promoters and traders, success of Income generating activities, 
homogeneity of group members, and wUlingness of group participants to engage In mutual self-help. 
Among the five groups that failed (out of 55 functional by proJect-compietlon), factors cited Include 
lack of tangible benefits for the group members, lack of support from or corrupt practices of 
extension agents, extreme Isolation and limited access to resources, heterogeneity and inability to 
enforce group bylaws. [4671] 
Kay Words: Micro and small enterprisej Coastal and Central West Africa; Siena Leone; 
Informal financej SeH-help groups; 
728. van EId,k, Abraham, -Commercial Joint Ventures In West AfrIcan Trade Systems, - Draft paper, 
Department of Agrarian Law, Agricultural University, Wagenlngen, The Netheriands, May 1990, 19 p. 
The paper describes the self-help forms of organizations engaged In food trade In northern Sierra 
Leone that Interiink food trading activities with savings and credit. These are categorized as (1) 
market banking, (2) rotating schemes of the ROSCA type, (3) mutual credit funds, (4) rotating trade 
Joint Yentures/rotatlng commodity pools, (5) rotating capital trade Joint ventures, (6) Joint share-
trading ventures, and (7) produce banking. The author argues that through these Interconnected 
associations that enjoy sanction (at times participation as members) by authorities, other functions, 
such as coordination, arbitration, supply control and product standards, are served as well. [0522] 
Kay Words: Marketing; Coastal and Central West Afrlcaj Siena Leonej Informal flnancej Self-
help groups; Savings mobllizationj Output marketlngj 
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729. Wapensky. Basi A., -Banking and Finance In Siena Leone-A Dewloplng Economy,- Research Paper 
No. 43, Bureau of Business and Economic Research, School of Business Administration, Georgia 
State College, Atlanta, Georgia, May 1968, 34 p. 
Author prtMdes a brief o..eerview of Sierra Leones economy and then goes on to describe Its 
banking and financial system, where foreign CNmed banks play a major role. He also notes that 
agricultural credit makes up a very small part of tota/loans In the country. [Agricultural Ubrary, The 
Ohio State University, HG3399S5W3] 
Key Word,: Gen .. l; Coaltal and Central Welt Africa; Siena Leone; Finance; Banks; 
730. WIlliams, OIu, -Formal Credit and Default Problems In IRD-Programmes In Sierra Leone: Verlag 
Weltarchlv, Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation, Hamburg, Federal Republic of Germany, 
1985,252 p. 
The study attempts to identify some of the major problems for loan default In the Eastern Area 
Integrated Agricultural Dewlopment Project. It found that the formal credit fiCM' Into the farm sector . 
Is stUllnslgnlflCant despite gCJJernment efforts to ImpJ'tMI the situation. Major causes of defaults are 
poor institutional set-up and Inefficient technological packages (poor technical advice, poor 
marketing arrangements, poor accountability). [GER] 
Key Word,: Gen ... l; Coaltal and Central Welt Africa; Siena Leone; Finance; Credit; 
731. Zack-Wdliams, A. B., -Sierra Leone: Crisis and Despair: ReY!ew of African Political Economy. No. 
49, Winter 1990, pp. 22-33. 
examines the performance of the Sierra Leone economy during 1970-85, tracing economic decline 
to both Internal (muffled democratic participation by a -kleptocracy-) and external (011 price Increase 
and deteriorating terms of trade) factors. Argues that the economic crisis Is closely tied up with the 
wider political question of the need for democratic accountability. [5156] 
Key Word,: Gen ... l; Coastal and Central Welt Africa; Siena Leone; Finance; 
Togo 
732. Baydas, Mayada, and Carlos E. Cu8Y8S, -rhe Demand for Funds from Rural Credit Unions In Togo,· 
Savings and Oe.!eIooment, Vol. 14, No.4, 1991, pp.371-380. 
The paper shaNs that credit rationing Is not exercised through transaction costs In Togo rural credit 
unions, as Is the case In other financial Institutions. Rules of proportionality between deposit 
holdings and loan amounts determine loan size, although risk-related factors Influence the 1M of 
bomMer transaction costs. [1058] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Togo; Cntdit; Credit unions; 
733. Btkfard, Guy, -La MobUlsatlon de l'Epargne Rurale par les Institutions de Type Coopt\ratif et son 
Impact sur Ie D4ve1oppement Local: Syntlltse de Sept Etudes de Cas: Burkina Faso, Cameroun, 
Egypt, Nigeria, Rwanda, Togo, Zimbawe,· UniversU Coopt\ratlve Internatlonale, Qu~bec, Canada, 
August 1985, 42 p. 
This paper Is a summary of case studies of sewn African countries on the Impact of savings 
mobUlzatlon by cooperative finance groups. Despite their diversity within countries and from one 
country to another, the African cooperatives have prcNen their ability to mobilize savings and to use 
accumulated resources tONartiS productive uses. The challenge nON rests, if that is their goal. to 
prcNe their capability to become cooperative dewlopment banks with a primary mission to provide 
credit to the rural agricultural and Industrial sectors. To reach such a goal, cooperatives have to 
stop attributing loans for special purposes and to train farmers on good credit use. [4196] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Burkina Faso; Cameroon; Nigeria; Rwanda; Togo; Zimbabwe; 
Cooperatives; Agricultural cntdit; Cntdlt unions; Savings; 
734. Btkfartl. Guy, Argent Chaud et Argent Froid. La Mobilisation de l'Eoargne Locale oar des Institutions 
Coooeratlves et son Imoact sur Ie Deve!oDDement Local. Synthese de Sept Etudes de Cas Africains. 
Serle: Cahiers de I'U.C.I., No.7. Quebec. Canada: Universlt~ Coop~rative Internationale. 1985. 
35 p. 
Summarizes different research projects and consultations on the mobilization of rural savings for 
African rural deYeIopment through the Intermediary of cooperatives. The countries chosen were 
Burkina Faso. Cameroon, Egypt. Nigeria, Rwanda. Togo, and Zimbabwe. Analyses the levels of 
saving, Its simulation parameters, the variety of Its Institutions and organizations, and risks with Its 
reinvestment. [4741] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Burkina Faso; cameroon; Egypt; Nigeria; Rwanda; Togo; 
Zimbabwe; Finance; Cooperatives; 
735. Bhatia, Rattan J., -rhe West AfrIcan Monetary Union: An Analytical R6Y1ew,. Occasional Paper No. 
35, IMF, Washington, D.C., May 1985, 59 p. 
Untl 1984, the West African Monetary Union (WAMU) consisted of the six West African countries 
of Benin, Burkina Faso, Ivory Coast. Niger, Senegal. and Togo. For nearly two decades these 
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countries have had a fraely circulating common cunency Issued by the Banque Centlale des Etats 
de INrique de l'Ouest (BCEAO). The CFA franc has I9m8lned pegged at 50 to the French flanc 
since 1948. ThIs study analyzes the Implementation of WAMU monetary policy. The study nMews 
the theory m optimum cunency areas and the structure and function of BCEPO from 1962-74, 
summarizes the money supply process, and reports StNeIai financial ratios for the six countries. 
One section discusses the BCEPO reforms made In 1974 Including a new tool for controlling credit 
expansion, domestic and International Interest rates were harmonized, an Interbank money market 
was established, and limits were set on the amount m assets that banks could hold outside the 
Union. Credit policy and other d6Yelopments are then discussed for 1974-82. This study makes 
no deflnltNe analysis m WAMU but identifies some m the constraints member countries have In 
dealing with their unique problems. For example, Interest rate and exchange rate policies cannot 
be talored to meet the situations found In each country. [4667] 
Key Worda: General; Africa; Benin; Burkina Faao; Ivory Coast; Cote d'ivolre; Niger; Senegal; 
Togo; Finance; Monetary policy; 
736. Camara, I., ales Structures Mutuallstes d'Epargne et de Credit (SMEC) dans l'Unlon Mom§talre 
Ouest-Africalne· In The ILO and the Financial Sector: Small Financial Mechanisms In Support of 
PCMrtV A116Y1atlon. Enterorise Promotion and Self-Reliant DMlooment. RePOrt of a technical 
consultation organised bv the International Labour OffIce. GeD8Y8. 19-20 September 1991, Geneva, 
SwItzerland: ILO, 1991, pp. 11-17. 
The paper Is a nMew of Informal financial settings In the StNen West AfrIcan Monetary Union 
(UM~) countries of B6nln, Burkina Faso, COte d'lvoIre, Mall, Niger, S6n6ga1 and Togo. The author 
belkNes that mutuaJlsts and cooperative forms of financial organizations remain a viable alternative 
for meeting the financial needs of farmers as well as small and micro enterprises. Two financial 
arrangements are predominant In rural areas In the 8tN8n countries. They are savings and credit 
cooperatives (COOPECs) and vllage banks. COOPECs are very slmaar to credit unions with a feN 
of them closely foilOlilng the Grameen bank approach. Village banks, on the other hand, do not tie 
savings to credit. They are relatNely neN to West AfrIca. Their major weakness are their Isolation 
and their fragmentation as no formula has been found to d6Yelop a viable link with the formal 
financial sector. The author recommends a support program be set up for networking In the UMQ4. 
countries with the help of donor agencies. [5322] 
Key Worda: Finance; Africa; Benin; Burkina Flao; COte d'ivolre; Mall; Niger; Senegal; Togo; 
Micro and amall enterprlae; Credit; Savlnga; 
737. CheYllartl, Nicole, ales Grandes Banques AfrIcalnes: Afrique Industrie, No. 321, 1985, pp. 36-48. 
The article Is a complatlon of different reports by BCEAO (Banque Centlale des Etats de l'Ouest) 
of operations and results of 60 West AfrIcan Monetary Union (UM~) banks and a classification of 
the principal West AfrIcan and Central AfrIcan commercial banks. There Is also a country-by-country 
SUN8Y of the major banks In Nigeria, Ivory Coast, Cameroon, Gabon, Senegal, Congo, Togo, 
Burkina Faso, Niger, Mall, and the Central AfrIcan Republic. The data were obtained from published 
statistics of the banks results obtained In 1983. All UM~ banks have seen their net benefit drop 
due mainly to poor performance by d6Yelopment banks and some commercial banks. Despite a 
slight Increase In total credit to the economy In 1982-83, all other bank services have slOIIecJ dONn. 
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When .. nklng the banks, Nigeria comes In a distinct first foIlONed by banks from the F .. nc Zone 
whle other banks with nonconvertlble currencies come last. [0789] 
Key Words: GIft ... I; Africa; Nigeria; Cete d'ivon; Ivory Coall; Cameroon; Gabon; Senegal; 
Congo; Togo; Burkina Faso; Niger; Mall; C .... I African Republic; Bana; 
738. Cleawr; KsvIn M., -rhe Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agrlc~ure In Sub-Saharan 
AfrIca,- Staff WorkIng Paper No. 728, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., AprI1985, 30 p. 
This paper nMews the avalable literature on the Impact of price and exchange rate policies on 
agrkUture In Sub-SahalBn AfrIca. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan AfrIcan 
countries to test S6Y8IBI hypotheses concerning policy Impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad, 
Ethiopia, Mall, Malawi, Zaire, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Guinea, 
Benin, Central AfrIcan Republic, Sierra Leone, Madagascar; Niger; Sudan, Togo, Ghana, Kenya, 
Senegal, Lesotho, Uberla, Zambia, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Cameroon, Botswana, Congo, and Ivory 
Coast. A regression equation with agricultural grt7Nth rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient was statistically Significant but with a ION R2. Other Independent variables were 
Investigated Including fertUlzer use per hectare, changes In the barter terms of trade, population 
grt7Nth rate, degree of concentration of export eamlngs, adult literacy, share of public consumption 
In GOP and the degree of gOlamment Intervention In farm Input supply. Reductions In farm level 
price discrimination (nominal protection), share of gOlamment consumption In GOP, and population 
grt7Nth rates were positNely related to agricultural grt7Nth rates, whOe the degree of gOlamment 
IrwoIwment In the farm Input supply Industry was negatNely related. The findings tend to confirm 
the view that inappropriate price and exchange rate policies haw a negative Impact on agricultural 
production. Other factors such as gOlamment IrwoIwment In farm Input supply, population growth, 
and gcMtmments abalty to operate and maintain Its agricultural Investments are also Important. 
Appropriate price and exchange rate policies would haw a relatNely small Impact on agricultural 
grt7Nth so the policy package to remedy problems caused by poor price and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to each country. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HC597W63 No. 
728] 
Key WOlds: Agricunure; Africa; Chad; Ethiopia; Mali; Malawi; Zaire; Uganda; Burundi; Burkina 
Faso; Upper VoHa; Rwanda; Somalia; 'DInzania; Guinea; Benin; Central African Republic; 
Siena Leone; Madagascar; Niger; Sudan; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Lesotho; Uberia; 
Zambia; Nigeria; Zimbabwe; Cameroon; Botswana; Congo; Ivory Coall; Cete d'ivoire; Finance; 
Interell rates; Policy reform; Prices; 
739. Cue\Ias, Carlos E., -Baseline Study of the Togo Credit Union MOIament, - Report submitted to the 
World Counea of Credit Unions, Department of Agrlc~ural Economics and Rural Sociology, The 
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, September 1987, 86 p. 
Analyzes the ENOIutIon and performance of credit unions In Togo OIar the last decade and 
documents the current status of credit union members on the basis of data pn:Mded by Federation 
des Cooptiratives d'Epargne et de Cr6d1t (FUCEC)-Togo and some 390 questionnaires from the field 
surwy carried out In the rural areas of the country. Findings Indicate a strong and steady graNth 
m credit unions (COOPECS) for the period 1976-1986. Important scale differences between rural 
and urban Coopecs, that can be traced back to the different common bond associated with rural 
vis-a-vis urban cooperatNeS, and the transaction costs differential Implied by this organizational 
contrast are also observed. On the other hand, the graNth performance of rural Coopecs has been 
consistently superior to that of urban credit unions, hence scale differences tend to gradually 
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decrease. The analysis c:I financial Indicators shows that the network of Coopecs and the CLF are 
eYOIvIng In a promising path of financial grt7Ntfl. [1099J 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Togo; Credit unions; 
740. CuENas, Carios E., -Rural FInance Profile of Togo,- Report submitted to F1NAFRICA. NCMtmber 1987, 
Economics and Sociology Occasional Paper No. 1415. Department of Agricultural Economics and 
Rural Sociology, The Ohio State University. Columbus. Ohio. NCMmber 1987, 109 p. 
Presents an CNervIew c:I rural finance In Togo and identifies the major uses and sources of funds 
In the financial system. Concludes that ImpR7led returns to rural enterprises, In addition to the 
substantial capital InfIONS Involved In rural dewlopment projects represent currenUy and potentially 
a strong base for financial Intermediation In rural areas. The significant progress being made by 
rural credit unions, and successful deposit mobilization efforts by the Caisse Natlonale de Cr~it 
Agricole (CNCA) are posltiw signs In the assessment of the dewlopment potential of rural finance 
In Togo. [1129] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Togo; Rural finance; 
741. CuSYas, Carios E., -Savings and Loan Cooperatiws In Rural Areas of Dewloplng Countries: Recent 
Performance and Potential,· Savings and DMlooment, Vol. XII, No.1, 1988, pp. 1-17. 
This paper relies on data from four case studies to analyze some of the main Indicators of credit 
union performance and draw Implications about their potential as an Institutional basis for the 
d6Y8iopment of rural financial systems. The cases reviewed are Cameroon, Rwanda, and Togo In 
AfrIca, and Honduras In latin America. The findings Indicate that cooperatiw savings grtNV in 
general faster than quasi-money In the economy, thus IncreaSing the reiatiw Importance of credit 
unions In the countrys monetary system. This trend Is awn more visible when comparing the 
lending performance of credit unions with the grtNVth of private sector credit. The results presented 
suggest that cooperative organizations can be a dynamic form of financial Institutions, and are likely 
to substantially Increase access to financial services In rural areas of ION Income countries. [0579] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Cameroon; Rwanda; Togo; Cooperatives; Rural finance; Credit 
unions; Savings; 
742. CUEMlS, Carios E., -rogo,· In RUral Finance Profiles In African Countries, Vol. 2. Marlo Masini (ed.), 
MBan, Italy: Flnafrlca-Carlplo, 1989, pp. 209-308. 
This book chapter discusses the main features of the economy, monetary policy. and financial 
d6Y8iopment, financial Institution performance, and rural dewlopment Infrastructure and agricultural 
pricing policies In Togo. The Institutional nMSW CCMrs the CNCA (agricultural dewlopment bank) 
which Is the single biggest lender to agriculture, the CET or the post-office deposit network, and the 
credit union network (FUCEC). The CNCA has been saddled with grtNVing arrears partlculariy In 
agriculture, while the CET Is a net deposit-taker with the gcNernment sector as the main bomJNers. 
Thus. In view of Its grtNVth performance. author sees the expansion of the credit union system and 
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deposit mobIlzatlon efforts of the CNCA as promising alternatives for financing dENelopment In the 
rural areas. [0021] 
Key WOrds: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Togo; Rural finance; Development 
bank; CI'8dIt unions; 
743. de Benoist,. Joseph Roger, -La Rdseau des Financitres Africalnes setend de Ia Tontine A Ia Banque 
Coopdratiw, - Marcb6s Troplcaux. December 23, 1988, pp. 3658-3659. 
This article nMEMIs the rapid groNth of the FlnancltJre mCNement begun In June 1980 In Cote 
d'ivoire. The author describes the Flnanclere as a modem Tontine association thafgroups mainly 
high IENels professionals. The mo.I8ment has been steadUy groNlng and expanded to twelve African 
countries (COte d'ivolre, Senegal, Ghana, Burkina Faso, Mall, Cameroon, Benin, Gabon, Guinea, 
Morocco, Togo, and Zaire). The principal objectl\le of fN8ry local chapter Is to motivate savings and 
facDitate credit for Investment In dENelopment projects. The creation of the -Financiilre 
Internationale- is expected to help harmonize the rules gCNemlng the different flnancleres and permit 
joint collaboration In realizing dENelopment projects. [0926] 
Key Words: General; Africa; CGte d'ivolre; Senegal; Ghana; Burkina Faso; Mall; Cameroon; 
Benin; Gabon; Guinea; Morocco; Togo; Zaire; Informal finance; 
744. de Stemper, Gloria Almeyda, -rhe Role of Credit In DfN8Iopment Projects: The Credit Union 
MCNement In Togo, - African Rey!ew of Money Finance and Banking. supplementary Issue of Savings 
and pMlopment. No.1, 1987, pp. 27-44. 
This article analyzes the dENelopment of CUs (Credit Unions) In Togo. It describes the types of loans 
gl\len by CUs and their financial Intermediation role In Africa. CUs facDltate access to credit to those 
who are ignored by the formal financial system and could not gain access to credit otherwise. The 
study shaNs that CUs allON savings mobilization by responding well to the needs of members. 
Ninety Togolese CUs serving more than 9,000 members clear1y shCNJS indigenous Institutional 
dENelopment. Concludes that In credit unions, the sense of ONnershlp by members Is a crucial 
confidence buDder, the source of credit Is the members' 0Nn savings, and that credit is demand 
drl\len in that members assess their 0Nn needs. [5145] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Togo; Credit unions; 
745. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), -Promotion of Womens Activities 
In Marketing and Credit: An Analysis, Case Studies and Suggested Actions, - Preliminary working 
paper, FAC, Rome, Italy. June 1984, 61 p. 
The objectlYe of the paper Is to prtNide suggestions for donor support to women engaged in food 
and agricultural marketing. The study refers to a cornparatlYe analysis of case studies of the Il\Ies 
of successful ~n entrepreneurs working in groups or as individuals, and of project or 
programme assistance which has had a favorable outcome for women In marketing. The case 
material documents experiences from Bangladesh, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Gambia, Ghana, India, 
1<erT.ia, Korea, Lesotho, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Pakistan, PhUlpplnes, Sri Lanka, Syria, The Caribbean, 
Togo, Uganda, Upper Volta, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. In the analysis, an attempt was made to trace 
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historical sequences and relations which have affected and continue to Influence women's 
participation, both as Individuals and as social beings. [3243] 
Kay Words: Marketing; Africa; Burkina Faao; Cameroonj Ethiopiaj The Gambia; Ghana; Kenya; 
Leaotho; Nigerlaj Togoj Ugandaj Upper Voltaj Zambiaj 21mbabwej Womenj 
746. GentU, Dominique, Yws Fournier, Claude Mouret, M'Baye Dlao, Gaudens Dagnon, Jean-Baptiste 
Nan&, and Aorentln AgOU8, -Etude sur les Perspectives at Modalit's de Cretlon de Nouvelles 
Institutions Bancalres de Type Coop'ratif at Mutualiste: Rapport de Synthllse,-IRAM, Paris, France, 
N0J8mber 1990, 74 p. 
747. 
This report summarizes studies on perspectives and modalities for creating mutual and cooperative 
banking Institutions. Studies were done In S6Y8n AfrIcan UMOA countries: S'n'gaI, Burkina Faso, 
Mall, Niger; COte d'lYOIre, Togo, and B'nln. ExIsting Institutions such as CNCA, COOPECs, 
D6Y8Iopment Banks, and tontines are reYiewecJ. Other experiences of Banques Populalres in 
Rwanda and Unit Banks In Ghana and Grameen Banks In Bangladesh are analyzed for comparison 
and possible application to West Africa. The Investigations Indicate that the creation of new finance 
Institutions don't seem necessary because there exists already a lot of different savings and credit 
groups, especially In the rural sector. The suggestion Is to rather focus attention on designing 
projects for the urban sector which rapid gl'ONth and Importance of Its Informal sector cannot be 
Ignored. [4190] 
Kay Words: Generalj Africaj Senegalj Burkina Fasoj Malij Nigerj COte d'iwirej Togoj B6nin; 
Financej Banksj Cooperatives; Cradit unionsj Development banksj 
G'rard, Ren'e, Danlelle Dedegbe, and Michael T. Marx, -Etude Pn§paratoire pour la Mise en Place 
d'Un Fonds de Roulement pour PrOts Toumants au B'nlfice des Groupements F'mlnlns: Rapport 
de Mission au Togo,- FAO/UNIFEM, Rome, Italy, September 1987, 14 p. + annexes. 
This Is a preliminary report on setting up funds for rotating credit to benefit womens' groups In 
Togo. The authors recommend that savings mobUlzation be addressed and pressed on to prevent 
non-repayment of loans. A cooperation should be established between existing financial institutions, 
uncluding CNCA (the Togolese National Credit Association) and womens' groups. The report states 
hCNV funds should be allocated among diverse economic activities and hCNV womens' groups should 
be given more attention. [4311] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Togo; Finance; International donors; 
Women; Gender; Informal finance; SeH-help groups; 
748. Germldls, Dimitri, Denis Kessler; and Rachel Meghlr; Financial Systems and DMlopment: What Role 
for the FOrmal and InfOrmal Financial Sectors?, Paris, France: DMlopment Center Studies, OECD, 
1991,253 p. 
Based on extensive case studies In 12 d6Y8l0ping countries on three continents, the authors provide 
an analysis of the OJ8ra1l fram6'NOrk for financial Intermediation In dMloplng countries, Including 
both the formal and Informal sectors, and the economic policy environments In which they operate. 
The book looks specifically at domestic savings, and concludes that owrall financial dMlopment 
cannot be achleYed by focusing attention on formal sector Institutions alone, but neither can the 
Informal sector be left to Its CNVn dEWices if financial dualism and Its impact on dMlopment are to 
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be raduced. The authors propose ways to ImpltlW the efficiency of the financial system In 
d6Y8loping countries by linking the two sectors In Older to establish a more balanced economic, 
financial and monetary environment. [Agricultural Ubrary. The Ohio State Unlwrslty, 
HG195G471991] 
K8r Wold.: General; Africa; Burundi; Ethiopia; Togo; Zambia; Zimbabwe; Mauritania; Senegal; 
Finance; Informal ftnance; Formal ftnance; Savings mobillDtlon; 
749. Germldls, Dimitri, Dennis Kessler, and Rachel Meghlr; -MobIlzlng DomestIc Savings for 
D6Y81opment: What Role for the Formal and Informal Financial Sectors?-, Summary Note on the 
D6Y8Iopment Centre Study. OECD, Paris. France, September 1989,12 p. 
WIth the International financial crises of 1981-1982. d6Y8loping countries haw been forced to rely 
on the mobilization of domestic resources to finance d6Y8l0pment. This change has highlighted 
inefficiencies and deficiencies in the financial systems of these countries. This study is based on 
the results from case studies of Burundi. Ethiopia. Togo. Zambia, Zimbabwe. India. Indonesia, the 
PhUlpplnes and Mexico. Analyzes the role of formal and Informal finance In the context of financial 
dualism, focusing on the CMHBII fralTl6Y«)l'k for financial Intermediation. By underlining the 
slmDarttles and differences In function, identifies areas where the two sectors are complementary 
and substitutable, thereby uncowrlng points for bridge building between the sectors. [0351] 
K8r Words: General; Africa; Burundi; Ethiopia; Togo; Zambia; Zimbabwe; Savings 
mobilization; Formal ftnance; Informal ftnance; 
750. Hamman. Sonia, -Informal Financial Circuits In West AfrIca,· Occasional Paper Series, OffIce of 
Housing and Urban Programs. USAID. Washington. D.C .• January 1984. 34 p. 
This paper explores the channels through which credit and savings flON In flw West African nations. 
It presents the results of an Inwstlgation of the variety and vitality of those Informal systems used 
to mobUlze financial resources for Inwstment and credit needs In the Ivory Coast. Uberla, Niger, 
Senegal. and Togo. The paper demonstrates that formal financial Institutions In these African 
countries must design cradlt and savings systems attractlw to that segment of the urban population 
which nON uses only Informal financial networks. The relationship of financial pattems to the 
housing Industry is a further focus of the study. [1022] 
K8r Words: General; Afrlcaj COte d'ivolre; UberIa; Niger; Senegal; Togo; Informal ftnance; Self-
help groups; 
751. Holtzman. John S., et aI .• 'It.gribuslness D6Y8Iopment In Sub-Saharan Africa: Suggested 
Approaches. Information Needs and an Analytical Agenda. Volume II: Country Annexes.· Abt 
Associates, Bethesda. Maryland. September 1992, 185 p. 
This report Is the second volume of a study that consists of lessons leamed through USAlDs 
approaches to agricultural marketing and agribusiness d8Yelopment In twelw sub-saharan African 
countries. The reports are based on Iltelature I'8Yiaws for Ghana. Guinea. Madagascar, Rwanda, 
Senegal, Togo and Zimbabwe and field research In Cameroon. Kenya, Mall. Niger and Uganda. The 
first volume summarizes the lessons leamed from tladltlonal and targeted aproaches foilONed by 
USAID to agricultural marketing and agribusiness dtN8lopment whUe this report presents case 
studies regarding the gcNemment policy and regulatory environment that fosters private sector 
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irwestment and entrepreneurship. Country specific examples of agribusiness d6WIopment are 
discussed In detaO. [5573B] 
Key Words: Agribusiness; Africa; -Cameroon; Ghana; Guinea; Kenya; Madagascar; Mall; Niger; 
~nda; Senegal; Togo; Uganda; Zimbabwe; Enterprises; Government policy and programs; 
International donors; 
752. InnCMltlons at R.seaux pour Ie D.Y8loppement ORED), -Epargne, Cr~1t at Autopromotion des 
Communaut.s de Base en AfrIque de l'Ouest - Synthtse d'une Etude RNlIHe en 1989 au Burkina 
Faso, en Gamble, au S.n.ga1 at au Togo," IRED and Services d'Echanges et d)\ppul i Ia Gestion 
(S&G), Niamey, Niger; 1989,55 p. 
This report nMews the status of savings mobUlzation and credit in some Western African countries 
for the purpose of creating a regional savings and credit system In rural Sahel. The report examines 
the constraints and difficulties for savings mobilization and credit distribution In the rural sectot The 
recommendations fawr solutions to make the savings and credit system In the Sahel more 
accessible to the majority of poor farmers. Specific recommendations call for the creation of village 
groups concerned with savings mobUizatlon and the education of their members, especially the 
young and women. V~lage groups should seek cooperation with similar organizations and with the 
formal banks. The g<Nernments and NGOs should not try to Impose their Ideas on the groups. 
[4554] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Burkina Faso; The Gambia; Senegal; Togo; Finance; Credit: 
Savings; Savings mobilization; 
753. Kaufman, HCNiard K, Normal L Ulsaker, Frederick E. Brusberg, Galen Hull, and Graham Owen, 
-Final Report: Midterm Evaluation of Togo Rural Institutions and Private Sector Project (TRIPS)" 
Report prepared for USAID, Wlnrock International Institute for Agricultural Dewlopment and 
Dewlopment Assistance Corporation, Washington, D.C., May 6, 1991,82 p. 
Four project components, Implemented through CARE International and the Credit Union National 
Association of North America (CUNA), were ewIuated: (1) Promotion and strengthening of rural 
producer groups, through credit infusions designed to induce adoption of InnCMltions -
recommended discontinuance of component; (2) Small and mlcro-enterprlse development -
recommended discontinuance, or hiring of an experienced small-enterprise specialist; (3) Training -
recommended better focus and client selection recommended; and (4) Credit union dewlopment -
recommended continued support for appropriate legislation. Overall, the faUure to expand the farm 
economy, and hence, the failure to dewlop a sustainable savings and credit mechanism, was 
reported. [4235] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Coastal and Central West Africa; Togo; Credit unions; 
Technical assistance; 
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754. Kodzo, Akemakou Kotsonl, -Epargne dans les Secteurs FormeI et Informal: Exp4r1ence des 
COOPECs au Togo,- Presented at the S.mlnalre sur les Secteurs Formal et Informel, Dakar, 
~n.gaI, 21-22 January 1991, Federation des Unions Cooperatives d'Epargne et de Credit du Togo, 
togo, January 1991, 24 p. 
this paper describes the CU or COOPEC mo.eement In Togo, their organization, operation and 
performances as well as some difficulties that have arisen. The author suggests that the 
gCMHTlmental authorities establish laws that \\aUld protect and promote COOPECs, and Implement 
policies for savings mobHlzatlon. [4170] 
Key Word.: General; Coastal and Central Welt Africa; Togo; Credit union.; Cooperatives; 
755. Koffi-Tesslo, E. M., -Credit Rural au Togo: Impasse ou Espoir'r, Paper presented at the International 
Seminar on Finance and Rural [)ewIopment In West AfrIca, Ougadougou, Burkina Faso, 21-25 
October 1991, Cosponsored by the Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, The 
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, and ClRAD, Montpeiller, France, October 1991, 25 p. 
The author discusses the rural credit markets In Togo and attempts to reflect whether It Is a dead-
end situation or there Is hope for Imprt:Nement. The paper raises some criticism about the situation 
and proposes an endogenous rural credit structure taking Into account the rural population. The 
author suggests that the gOl8rnment should disengage Its InteNention policies because that Is the 
basis for an efficient rural financial market. [4297] 
Key Word.: General; Coastal and Central Welt Africa; Togo; Credit; 
756. Lassan, Cheryl A, and John E. SchUler, -rhe Green RENOiution AfrIca-Style: TONard Defining a 
Technology for Rural Productivity In Togo, West AfrIca - The Zio River Economic Dewlopment 
Project Midterm Evaluation,· Association pour la Productlvit. au Togo, Togo, March 1987, 56 p. 
Reports that In two years time, APP /Togos Integrated approach, conSisting of applied agronomic 
research, extension, credit training and small business dewlopment program, has established the 
potential for profitable small farmer agriculture In the region. It notes that turning this potential Into 
reality would require dewloplng the abUIty to replicate this AlD-asslsted project, and serve larger 
numbers more cost effectively. [4233] 
Key Word.: Micro and small enterprl .. ; Coastal and Central Welt Africa; Togo; Credit unions; 
Technical a •• lstance; Supervlled credit; 
757. leite, Sergio Pereira, and Dawit Makonnen, -Savings and Interest Rates In the BCEAO Countries: 
An Empirical Analysis, - Savings and pMlooment, Vol. X. No.3, 1986, pp. 219-232. 
Study Investigates the determinants eX saving In the Banque Centrale des Etats de IltUrIque de 
l'Ouest (BCEAO) countries eX Benin, Iwry Coast, Niger, Senegal, Togo, and Upper Volta. The 
sample COIers the period 1967-1980. Three models eX saving behavior were chosen In which the 
real Interest rate was Introduced as an explanatory variable. These models were: 1) model based 
on the Keynesian Absolute Income Hypotheses; 2) a model using the lagged savings hypotheses; 
and, 3) a model employed by Houthakker and TaylorS dynamic adjustment hypotheses. The basic 
determinants eX saving behavior In BCEI'C countries are the lew! of changes In disposable Income 
and the past saving performance. The results Indicate that the direct effect of Interest rate policies 
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on CMHaII savings Is ralatlYely small In the BCEIO countries, but that Its effect on financial savings 
may stli be significant. [5027] 
Kay Word.: Gen ... l; Africa; Benin; COte d'ivolre; Niger; Senegal; Togo; Upper Volta; Burkina 
Faao; SavIng.; InteIwt rate.; 
758. Lalart, Michel, La Tontine Pratique Informalle D'epargne at de Cr4d1t dans las Pays en Vole de 
D4ya!oppement, Paris, France: John Ubbey Eurotext, 1990, 356 p. 
The theme c:i this book Is th8 tontine Infonnal savings and credit practices In dMOplng countries. 
The book Is divided Into thrae parts, each containing a number c:i articles. The first part Includes 
articles discussing the practices c:i tontines In Senegal, Benin and China. The second part Includes 
articles discussing empirical research on tontines In Senegal, Niger and Togo. The third part 
Includes articles discussing the dynamics and rationality of tontines In AfrIca In general. [4688] 
Kay Word.: Gen ... l; Africa; Senegal; Niger; _OJ Informal financej Credit; SavIng.; ROSCA.j 
Coop..-tlvHj 
759. Maldonado, C., "The Underdogs of the Urban Economy Join Forces: Results of an ILO Programme 
In Mall, Rwanda, and Togo,·lnternatlona! Laboyr RtMew. Vol. 128, No.1, 1989, pp.65-84. 
The author l'8Yiews the design, achi6Yements and Impact of the ILOs World Employment 
Programme to assist small-scale activities In Mall, Rwanda, and Togo. The aim of the program Is 
to encourage small-scale urban craftsmen (such as carpenters, blacksmiths, masons, and 
I9palrmen) to organize themselYes In order to secure better access to production I9SOUrces and 
credit, acqull9 occupational skUls and so ImprtNe their earning capacity. Unlike traditional methods 
which rely on decisions taken t1t outsiders, this program emphasizes the participation of the 
disadvantaged In decision-making. One of the principal achlewments of the program has been to 
assist small-scale producers' seIf-organlzatlon to form associations and gain negotiating pcM'er. 
Support workshops and training allON craftsmen groups easier access to production facUlties; 
groups that raise their 0Nn funds al9less vulnerable and less dependent on outside assistance than 
bom7Nlng groups. The financing of mlcroenterprlses faces mainly two problems: their savings 
capacity and credit facllties. Problems persist In Mall while InnCNative financial mechanisms 
promoted the success of these two sources of financing In both Rwanda and Togo. Apart from a 
faw exceptions, 6Yaiuations reflect positive effects on the participants' Incomes and employment. 
The conclusion raachad Is In support of grass-roots Initiatives and the mobUlzatlon of local 
resources as effective means c:i promoting mlcro-enterprtses. [1240] 
Kay Word.: Micro and email enterprl"; Afrlcaj Mall; "-nda; Togo; Flnancej Employment; 
760. MasIni, Jean, "The Role of Rnanclallntermedlatlon In the MobUlzatlon and Allocation of Household 
Savings In P8Ye1oping Countries: Interlinks between Organized and Informal Circuit-The Case of 
Togo,· Unpublished paper pntSented at the Internal Experts' Meeting on Domestic Savings 
MobIlzatlon Through Formal and Informal Sectors; Comparative experiences in Asian and African 
DMoplng Countries, Honolulu, Hawaii, June 2-4, 1987, OECD, Paris, France, AprU 1987, 16 p. 
Author discusses the dualism of the financial system in Togo where the formal and the Informal 
sector co-exIst side t1t side. She concludes that the informal savings schemes take many forms, 
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81'8 saIf-perpetlatlng, and do not have non-economlc dimensions. The main raason why people rely 
on the Informal rather than the fom1aI system Is aCC8S8Ib1~ (0034] 
Key Wold.: Ge~l; Co.atal and Central Weal Africa; Togo; Informal finance; Savings 
mobilization; Self-help gruup.; 
761. Masini, Marlo (ed.), Rural Finance Profiles In African Countries, Vol. 2, The Credit Markets of AfrIca 
Series No. 20, MUan, Italy: FlNAFRICA-C'ARIPLO, 1989, 462 p. 
Document Is part of a series of country profiles meant to assist In the assessment of the different 
types of efforts IrwoIvIng Institutional finance In rural d6WIopment In AfrIca. Volume Includes Burkina 
Faso, Cameroon, Togo, Zambia and Zimbabwe for which the main features of the economy, 
monetary policy and financial d6WIoprnent, financial institution performance, rural credit and 
d6WIopment InfJastructures, and agrlc'*tJraI pricing policies, key financial Institutions and OJarview 
of rural finance are presented. The Preface discusses some conclusions, with one on project design 
and rural financial institution performance suggesting that a financial institution be vIawed as an 
Intrinsically useful d6Ylce, organized In the form of a business firm and specifically adapted to· 
resource allocation activities. Editor recommends: shifting of all activities and functions Involving 
unlateral wealth transfers trNaY from rural finance Institutions to fiscal agencies; starting with 
relatively small financial institutions whose projected grcrNth path takes into account the availability 
of technical and managerial skills needed for an efficient banking Institution; and add emphasizing 
skills needed for general management for organizational survival In addition to the ability to 
negotiate with customers, assess risk, build portfolios. [0021 B) 
Key Wonts: General; Africa; Burkina Faso; Cameroon; Togo; Zambia; Zimbabwe; Finance; 
Credit unions; Savings. cntdlt cooperatives; Development banks; 
762. Mlnlst.re du 04ve1oppement Rural, Recherche de Nouye!les Uanes di6,ction et de Strat6ales Dour 
un p6ve10poement CooDfratlf prpPre a I~frlgue de l'Ouest: Toao, International Co-operatlve 
Alliance, German Foundation for Intemational D8Y8Iopment, May 1986. 
this document is based on Information from national consultants and trusteeships. A survey of 
cooperatiws, pre-cooperatiws, and mutual self-help groups completes the data. The report analyzes 
production, commercialization, and savings and credit cooperatives. In 1985, Togo counted 115 
credit unions with a total membership of 12,700 headed by the 'Ffiidratlon des Unions Coopdratlves 
d'Epargne et de Crfiilt' (FUCEC). The FUCEC assumes training responslbnitles for local credit union 
staff. In addition, the report describes credit policies and Institutional structure of Togos National 
AgricLfturai Credit Bank (CNCA). It Is not a critical appraisal. (GER] 
Key Wold.: General; Co.stal and Central Welt Africa; Togo; Credit unions; 
763. Nelson, Eric R., -Evaluation Report: Entente AfrIcan Enterprises Loan/proJect; Report to USAlD, 
USAlD, Washington, D.C., February 1976, 44 p. + tables and annex. 
Evaluates the Entente Enterprises program as an exercise In the Institutionalization of the African 
SME d6Y8l0pment process In Benin (Dahomey), Burkina Faso (Upper Volta), Ivory Coast, Niger and 
Togo. Reports that the first loan fund was well-disbursed, reached a wide variety of enterprises and 
bom:MacI mainly for working capital. Recommends a more rigorous definition of African enterprise 
(to require at least 50% AfrIcan capital and control); channeling more loans to SMEs; greater use 
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of the 18SOU1C8S of the commercial banking sector; maintaining experimental character of the loan; 
discontinue targeting of special sector; and limit In participation In firms to prawnt abuse through 
appropriation of expatriate enterprises. [4220) 
Kay Wordl: Micro end Inll 8f1terprlle; AfrIc8; Benin; Burkln. F81O; Ivory Co.lt; COte 
d'lvo"'; Niger; Togo; B8nkl; Development b8nk; Int8rn8tlon.1 donora; 
764. Regional Economic D8Y81opment Services OfficejWest AfrIca (REDSOJWA), -Evaluation of Entente 
Fund Rural DSYelopment Projects: LNestock II, and Food Production, - Project Evaluation Report, 
prepared for USAID / AbIdjan, REDSO JWA, AbIdjan, COte d'lwlre, December 1981, 85 p. + 
appendices. -. 
Report concludes that the Entente Fund was a cost effective whlcle for channeling AID funds for 
agrlcLlturai dSYelopment projects In Iwry Coast, Upper Volta, Niger; Togo and Benin. Under the 
Food Production component, the Fund and the member states agreed, among others, to adjust 
small farmer credit policies so as to Increase the amount of Institutional credit avaHable, offer longer 
grace and repayment terms and allCNI higher Interest rates. Notes that the 15 sub-projects haw not· 
been adequately monitored, indicating weaknesses In data collection and reporting. [4790] 
Kay Wordl: Agriculture; Africa; Ivory Co.lt; COte d'ivolre; Burkln. F810; Upper Volta; Niger; 
Togo; Benin; Formal fln.nce; Supervlled credit; 
765. Reno, Barbara Morrison, Jane de Veil, Jonea Gurwltt, and Virginia Delancey. -Report of the BIlingual 
Regional Seminar-Dakar; Senegal. March 2-6, 1981: Increasing Womerm Access to Credit Through 
Credit Unions In West AfrIca: ACOSCA. Nairobi, Kenya, September 1981, 47 p. 
The purpose of this seminar that grouped eight West African countries (Cameroon, The Gambia, The 
Iwry Coast, Niger; Senegal, Sierra Leone, Togo and Upper Volta) was to address the Issue of 
promoting the access of women to credit unions. Participants to the seminar agreed to take 
immediate steps: 1) to Initiate research on the difficulties women face to access credit and to use 
avaRabie credit efficiently: 2) to Increase the percentage of women attending courses at ACOSCA 
training centers; and 3) to Increase the number of women on the staff of ACOSCA. Country action 
plans were drafted to insure fallCNI-up of the adopted resolutions. [2496] 
Kay Wordl: Women; Africa; Cemeroon; The Gemble; COte d'ivolre; Niger; Senegal; Sierra 
Leone; Togo; Burkln. F810; Upper Volta; Credit unlonl; Government policy end programs; 
766. Russell, Nathan C., and Christopher R. DoNswaII (eds.) , Africa' Agricultural PMloDment In the 
1990s: Can It Be Sustained?, Proceedings of a Workshop, Arusha, Tanzania, May 14-18, 1991, 
Mexico: CASIN/SM/GlobaI2000, 1992,200 p. 
Documents the proceedings of a workshop on measures for helping Sub-Saharan AfrIcan countries 
to achM greater food security. One group of papers awluates the agriculture projects established 
OM the last five years by SM and Global 2000 In six AfrIcan countries (Tanzania, Ghana, Sudan, 
Zambia, Benin and Togo). Yield impnwements were noted, but program 6Y8Iuators also note the 
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need to imprtMt on farm technology (particularly to shift to animal traction/mechanization). and for 
Impn:Mtl'l'l8Ot In the service delivery systems. Including credit. [5402] 
~ Word.: Agrlcultunt; Africa; Tanzania; Ghana; Sudan; zambia; Benin; Togo; Formal 
finance; Supervlaed cntdlt; 
767. Seibel. Hans Dieter, and Michael T. Marx, " Guide on the Promotion of Unkages Between Formal 
and Informal Rural Financial Institutions based on FIeld Surveys Carried Out In African Countries -
In Close Cooperation with the National Institutions.· Agricultural Services Division, FAD, Rome. Italy. 
1986. 106 p. 
The obJectlw of this paper Is to shaN haN Informal and formal financial Institutions can be linked 
to ImprtMt the functioning of rural financial markets and to Initiate self-sustained dEPJelopment 
processes. Authors Identify the foilONing as Instrumental to the linkage procedure: (1) survey and 
mobUlzation campaigns carried out jointly by a team of social scientists and local bank personnel; 
(2) appropriate participation strategies foilaNed In communication with local authorities and with the 
Informal financial Institutions; and (3) agreement between the Informal and formal financial 
Institutions on a loan savings scheme designed to Cl88te related Incentiws to save and reimburse. 
Guidelines are also Included for ·upgradlng· Informal financial Institutions and for ·dONngrading-
formal financial Institutions where linkages are not Immediately feasible so as to require changes In 
the concepts and behaviors of the two parties Involved. Examples of suggested ·upgradlng-
activities for ROSCAs are Increasing the amounts of regular savings contributions and leamlng about 
the different systems of calculating Interest. WhYe for formal financial Institutions. measures to 
bridge the communication gaP. and OI9rcome spatial and psychological distance from the rural 
clientele are examples of ·dONngradlng· activities. [5270] 
Key Word.: General; Africa; COte d'ivolre; The Congo; Togo; Nigeria; Self-help groups; 
Finance; Informal finance; Formal finance; ROSCAs; 
768. Seibel. Hans Dieter. and Michael T. Marx. Dual Financial Markets In Africa: Case Studies of Linkages 
between Informal and Formal Institutions. Cologne DSYelopment Studies. Fort Lauderdale. Florida: 
Verlag Breitenbach Publishers, 1987. 144 p. 
The objectiw of this book Is to Illustrate and document the various modes of linkages between 
formal and Informal Institutions based on experiences In Ivory Coast (dewlopment bank, with 
dlwfS8 ethnic groups); Peoples Republic of Congo (savings and credit cooperative, with ROSCAs); 
Togo (savings bank. with ROSCAs); and Nigeria (ROSCAs transformed into cooperatives. and 
ROSCAs linked with a commercial bank). The authors hypothesize that the rigid separation between 
formal and Informal Institutions has limited the contribution of the financial system to dewlopment 
In the rural areas. It highlights the Importance of emphaSizing self-help among the Indigenous 
Informal financial Institutions and customer-orlentatlon among the formal financial Institutions as a 
simultaneous dMOpment process. and suggests guidelines for initiating area surveys and 
negotiating linkage anangernents. [1137] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Togo; People's Republic of the Congo; Nigeria; COte d'ivolre; 
Rural finance; Sen-help groups; Finance; Savings & cntdlt cooperatives; Cooperatives; 
ROSCAI; 
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769. SoedJdc::I~, Douato AdJ~mlda, ·CEpargne et Ie Crdc::llt Informels au Togo: La Tontine Commerclale,· 
Notes de Recherche No. 90-9, UnlYerslt~ des R~seaux d'Expresslon ~e (UREF) , Paris. 
France. 1990.23 p. 
The author describes what he calls a commercial tontine In Togo. By contrast with the mutual or 
financial tontine, a commercial one does not foIlCNi any partlclHr' regulation. It Is less restrlctlYe and 
men libelal with regard to membership participation, funds collection or loan allocation. It Is also 
'more savings oriented. [4546] 
K8J Wordl: 0 .... 1; COII ... I and Central Welt Afrtca; Togo; Informal fl.-nee; 
770. SoedJ~~, Douato AdJ~mIda, ·CEpargne et Ie Crdc::IIt Informels au Togo: La Tontine Flnancl6re sans 
Encht\res,· Notes de Recherche No. 90-1 0, UnlYerslt~ des R~seaux d'Expression FIa~lse (UREF). 
Paris, France. 1990. 22 p. 
This report describes the financial tontine In Togo. SlmAar to the mutual tontine. the financial tontine 
arises for solidarity and savings purposes. HOMNer, the financial tontine does not rotate Its funds 
to Its members. N. the end c:I a stated period. loans are glYen to members at a much higher Interest 
rate than banks. To awld such high Interest costs. the author recommends that farmers reorganize 
themselves Into COOPECs Instead. [4544] 
Key WOItII: Oeneral; COliItaI and Central Welt Africa; Togo; Informal fl.-nee; 
771. United States Agency for International Dewlopment (USAID). "Togo Rural Institutions and Private 
Sector Project: Project Paper, Center for Dewlopment Information and Evaluation. USAID. 
Washington. D.C., n.d., 55 p. + appendices. 
The Togo Rural Institutions and Private Sector (TRIPS) goal Is to Increase rural Incomes In Togo 
through the Increase and dlYerslficatlon of agriculture sector output. The major thrust Is an 
expanded participation of private sector institutions In agriculture and rural financial markets by 
pnMdlng $12.0 mAlion assistance to: Togo~ credit union federation (FUCEC); CARE, for 
dSYelopment of rural producer groups and private enterprises; and the Togo Ministry for Rural 
Dewlopment. for Project monitoring and coordination. Envisions a viable credit union IT1O\I8ment 
as a sustainable source of financing for rural and agricultural dewlopment Investments with the 
accomplishment of 8 objectlYes that Include ImprOllement In the credit union mCNement~ legal and 
policy framework; expansion of FUCECs production credit program; member education and 
promotion programs; and operational support for policy changes such as upward adjustment of 
Interest rates on loans and savings, hiring of competent [personnel and setting of regular business 
hours. [4797) 
K8J Wordl: Agrleultlft; COII ... I and Central Welt Afrtca; Togo; Credit unlonl; 
772. World CouncB of Credit Unions (WOCCU) , ·MobUlzatlon of Rural Savings Through Savings and 
Credit CooperatlYe Institutions for Inwstment In local Dewlopment - Case Study Togo,· WOCCU. 
Madison. Wisconsin. 1985. 28 p. 
The report clearly points out that the credit union experience through the world, and especially In 
Africa, has been one of success when patient pel'S8\l8rance has been applied. The credit union 
mCNement In Togo has gone beyond the point of ·having potential· just a fsw short ~rs ago to 
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where It today services CMtr 10,000 people throughout the entire country. The report concludes that 
perhaps the most Important lesson leamed from the Togolese credit union experience Is that, In 
both a local and national context, private individuals can work together through private Institutions 
throughout the country to meet their financial needs, whether they be a safe place to save, access 
to credit, or both. [5195] 
K8y Word.: Oeneral; Coastal and Central Welt Africa; Togo; Cooperatlvea; Savings 
mobilization; 
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Zaire 
n3. Appleby. Gordon, Jan van Laouwen, and Robert Hammang, -Informal Financial Markets: Zaire and 
Senegal, - Final draft prepared for USAlD, Bureau for Africa/MOl, Washington, D.C., March 1989, 
113 p. + appendices. 
The authors give a descriptive CMtrvlew of the Informal financial sector In Zaire and Senegal. They 
recommend linking the Informal financial markets with formal financial markets In both countries. 
AID could InteNana I7t Indirect support to financial markets through regional market centers and 
Increase the abAIty of Informal markets to Intermediate financial services. The report also compares 
the relative strength of Informal Intermediation -greater flexibAIty- to the formal financial market -
more structure and security. [073OJ 
Key Words: Gen .... l; Africa; Senegal; Zaire; Informal finance; 
774. Cleaver; KsYIn M., -rhe Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture In Sub-Saharan 
Africa: Staff Working Paper No. 728, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., Aprl11985, 30 p. 
This paper I'8YIeNs the avaUabie literature on the Impact of price and exchange rate policies on 
agriculture In Sub-Saharan Africa. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan African 
countries to test sewral hypotheses concemlng policy Impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad, 
Ethiopia, Mall, Malawi, Zaire, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Guinea, 
Benin, Central African Republic, Sierra Leone, Madagascar; Niger; Sudan, Togo, Ghana, Kenya, 
Senegal, Lesotho, Uberla, Zambia, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Cameroon, Botswana, Congo, and Ivory 
Coast. A regression equation with agricultural grONth rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient was statistically significant but with a ION R2. Other independent variables were 
Investigated Including fertilizer use per hectare, changes In the barter terms of trade, population 
grONth rate, degree of concentration of export eamlngs, adult literacy, share of public consumption 
In GOP and the degree of g~mment InteNantion In farm input supply. Reductions in farm level 
price discrimination (nominal protection), share of gCNemment consumption in GOP, and population 
grONth rates were posltiwly related to agricultural grONth rates, while the degree of govemment 
Invo/wment In the farm Input supply industry was negatiwly related. The findings tend to confirm 
the view that Inappropriate price and exchange rate policies haw a negative Impact on agricultural 
production. Other factors such as govemment involvement in farm input supply, population growth, 
and gCNemments ability to operate and maintain Its agricultural investments are also important. 
Appropriate price and exchange rate policies would haw a relatiwly small impact on agricultural 
grONth so the policy package to remedy problems caused by poor price and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to each country. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HC597W63 No. 
728J 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Chad; Ethiopia; Mall; Malawi; Zaire; Uganda; Burundi; Burkina 
Faso; Upper Volta; A.nela; Somalia; Tanzania; Guinea; Benin; Central African Republic; 
Sierra Leone; Madagascar; Niger; Sudan; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Lesotho; Uberia; 
Zambia; Nigeria; Zimbabwe; Cameroon; Bots.na; Congo; Ivory Coaal; C6t. d'lwlre; Finance; 
Intareal rates; Policy reform; Prices; 
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775. CueYas, Cartos E., -rhe Banque de Cr6d1t Agrlcole of Zaire: CrItIcaJ Appraisal and Policy 
Recommendations, - Report submitted to the USAID Mission, Kinshasa, Zaire under Project Number 
660-0510, Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio State University, 
Columbus, Ohio, NCNember 1988, 34 p. 
Assessment of the -Banque de Cr6d1t Agrlcole- (BC'A) shaNS that It has made efforts to adjust to 
the environment of market concentration and financial regulations that characterize zaires banking 
system. The bankS performance, hcMewr; has been belCM' average as compared to the rest of the 
commercial banking system. Major weaknesses of the bank are In the areas of funds mobilization, 
risk exposure, and loan recc:N8ry performance. Concludes that If the weak and worsening financial 
performance of the bank continues, recc:N8ry and financial viabDIty may prt1J8 to be unattainable 
goals for the Institution. [1131] -
Key Words: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa; Zaire; Banks; Agricultural credit; 
776. CU6Y8S, Cartos E., et aI., -Financial Intermediation In Rural zaire: Main Issues and Dewlopment 
A1ternatives,- Presented at Agricultural Policy Conference, Kinshasa, Zaire, May 29-30, 1990, 
Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio State University, Columbus, 
Ohio, May 1990, 39 p. 
This paper analyzed the access to financial services by the rural population In Bandundu and Shaba, 
and the most promising mechanisms of financial Intermediation to dEPJelop rural financial markets 
In Zaire. An active monetized Informal credit market exists In these regions. Rural households also 
engage In substantial savings activities, primarily with non-bank financial Institutions. The credit 
union network and the Informal financial groups appear as the most promising modes of financial 
Intermediation In rural areas. Female participation Is awn more significant in Informal financial 
groups. They mobilize a significant amount of liquidity and prtMde reliable and stable financial 
services to their members. [1016] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central We .. Africa; Zaire; Rural finance; Formal finance; 
Informal finance; CreelH unions; 
777. de Benoist, Joseph Roger; -Le Rl§seau des Flnancl6res Africaines s'etend de la Tontine i la Banque 
Coopl§rative, - Marchis TroDlcaux. December 23, 1988, pp. 3658-3659. 
This article nMews the rapid graNth of the Flnancl6re IllOoIement begun In June 1980 in Cote 
d'I\IOIre. The author describes the Flnanclere as a modem Tontine association that groups mainly 
high IEPJeIs professionals. The rrIOJ8ment has been steadily gro.ving and expanded to twelve African 
countries (COte d'l\IOIre, Senegal, Ghana, Burkina Faso, Mali, Cameroon, Benin,· Gabon, Guinea, 
Morocco, Togo, and Zaire). The principal objective of awry local chapter Is to motivate savings and 
facDltate credit for Investment In dEPJelopment projects. The creation of the -Financi6re 
InternatlonaJe- Is expected to help harmonize the rules gCNeming the different financleres and permit 
joint collaboration In realizing dEPJelopment projects. [0926] 
Key Words: General; Africa; COte d'ivolre; Senegal; Ghana; Burkina Faso; Mali; Cameroon; 
Benin; Gabon; Guinea; Morocco; Togo; Zaire; Informal finance; 
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778. Dietz, A., "l.es BesoIns de Financement pour Ia R6al1sation du Projet Haut-8haba,· Draft Annex to 
DOC report on ZaIre, 1984, 23 p. 
The report undertakes an CMNBII nMew ci the financial HClor In ZaIre to detennlne haN the 
agrlc~ul8l project In Haut-8haba wli be financed. Although 40 percent of commercial banks' credit 
Is I888N8d for agrlc~ul8l and particiArly for coffee production, the agrlcultul8l HClor financial 
needs stli remain great Detals are gNen on the precautions needed In order to Implement a credit 
program. [4388] 
Kay Worda: Agrlcultlft; Co.atal and Central West Africa; Zan; CnJcIIt; 
779. D,k, M. P. van, 'nformal Finance Structures for Small Enterprises (West AfrIcan and Indian 
ExperIences),. u.k., 1983, pp. 151-164. 
An assessment Is made ci the Importance, the characteristics of the Informal credit market and the 
possibility to use these structures to dewlop small enterprises In India and West AfrIca. Informal 
credit markets are almost non-exlstent In some West AfrIcan countries, which brings doubt about 
the posslbBltles of channeling Investment funds to small enterprises through Informal credit markets 
In AfrIca. Yet, large regional differences exist, and no clearcut solutions are avaHabie for the 
question ci credit for small enterprises that can be applied 8Y8rywhereln the world. [0631] 
Kay Worda: Micro and amall enterprtH; Western Africa; Africa; Informal finance; 
780. Dlmpex Associates, Inc., ·Evaluatlon of the North Shaba Integrated Rul8l OewIopment Project: 
Report prepared for USAlD, Dlmpex Associates, Inc., Washington, D.C., 1979, 52 p. + annexes. 
ImprtMKJ small farmer production of maize and Increased rul8l Incomes In consonance with the 
gcMmlment~ goal of self-sufficiency In maize were the objectlwts this AlD-asslsted project. Project 
achieYements Included the formation of farmer groups gNen access to technical assistance; 
hoN6Yer, the ewluatlon team doubts the prospects for success considering the absence of such 
factors as supportiw output pricing and fertilizer supply policies, along with the absence of any 
proyIslon for farmer credit In the project. Recommends the establishment of a $500,000 revolving 
production credit fund to be matched with Z 1 million, and slmBarly for marketing credit for the 
purchase of maize at the farmgate. [4230] 
Kay Worda: Marketing; Co.atal and Central Weal Africa; Zaire; Formal finance; Supervised 
credit; Output marketing; Input marketlngj Technicalaaalatancej 
781. Flammang, Robert A., ·Informal Financial Markets In Senegal and Zaire: Presented at the Seminar 
on Informal Financial Markets In Dewlopment, Washington, D.C., October 18-20, 1989, Department 
of Agrlcultul8l Economics and Rul8l Sociology, The Ohio State UnNersity, Columbus, Ohio, 1989, 
13 p. 
The paper presents a gene181 0J8NIew of Informal financial markets In Senegal and Zaire. Emphasis 
Is placed on heM' macroeconomic polley affects the performance of these markets, the linkages 
between formal and Informal finance, and the problem of collecting useful Information on informal 
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finance through short- term research. Author Is skeptical about the advlsabllty of donors mcMng 
funds through Informal financial Intermediaries. [1979] 
Key Wonts: General; Africa; Senegal; Zaire; Informal finance; International donors; 
782. Kabongo, Katoylshl, -Demand for Ananclal Services by Members of Credit Unions In Zaire: 
Unpublished MasterS ThesIs, Graduate School and the Department of Agricultural Economics and 
Rural Sociology, The Ohio State UnlYerslty. Columbus, Ohio, 1991, 137 p. 
this thesis identifies the detennlnants of saving and borrowing behavior among credit union 
members In two regions of Zaire. Data was collected from a sample of 57 credit unions, and 188 
interviews with credit union members. The findings nwaaI a ION marginal propensity to save, and 
shON no support for FriedmanS permanent Income hypothesis. It was also found that maturity 
period was the driving force In the decision to bol'l'ON. [0318] 
Key Wonts: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Zaire; Credit unions; 
783. Kabor~, Herv~ T., -L:Epargne Non Agricole en MAieu Rural au Burkina Faso,· Paper presented at 
the International Seminar on Finance and Rural DeYeIopment In West Africa, Ougadougou, Burkina 
Faso, 21-25 October 1991, Cosponsored by the Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural 
Sociology, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, and CIRAD, Montpellier, France, October 
1991,21 p. 
The author discusses non-agricultural savings In rural Burkina Faso. Results of the study ShON that 
only a small portion of artisans are able to save. The artlsanal activity Is still a subsistence one for 
most artisans whose reYenues are almost entirely used for taking care of their families. In 
conclusion, the author suggests that credit should be made more easUy avaUabie to artisans by 
banks allocating short tenn credit. In addition, the author suggests that a guarantee fund can also 
be created as a cooperative to help artisans with their credit needs. [4299] 
Kay Wonts: General; Sahel West Africa; Burkina Faso; Savings; Informal finance; Enterprises; 
784. Kato-KaI~, Lutlna M. I., -Le SystAme Mon~talre Bancalre au Zalre,- D~pOt 1~ga1 No. 458/78, Banque 
du Zaire, Kinshasa, Zaire, January 31, 1978,38 p. 
this report describes the formal financial system In Zaire from Information and documentation 
obtained from the Central Bank (Ja Banque du Zaire). The author finds that the financial system in 
Zaire Is stUI new and almost foreign to the population. Barter Is still widely practised and credit by 
financial Institutions Is limited and strictly controlled by the Central bank. All of these facts make the 
author wonder about the contribution of the formal financial system to the economic dewlopment 
of the country. [4134] 
Key Wont.: General; Coastal and Central West Africa; Zaire; Formal finance; 
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785. La FIancoIs, louis, .... Banques Commeroialles en AfrIque Subsaharienne: Orlglne - E'JOIutIon -
Nenlr;- March.s Trooicaux. June 1987, pp. 1679-1706. 
The author discusses the origin, Mutlon and future d commercial banks In Sub-Saharan Africa. 
The international economic crisis and the crisis d the banks Is nMewed. Specific case studies are 
presented from Nigeria, Zaire, Mauritania, Guinea and Equatorial Guinea. [4722] 
K8y Word.: Generali Afrlcai Nigeriai Za .... i Maurltanlai Guln"i Equatorial Guln"i Flnancei 
Formal financei CornrnM:lal banlcai 
786. Masini, Marlo (ed.), Rural Finance Profiles In AfrIcan Countries, Vol. 1, The Credit Markets d AfrIca 
SerIes No. 19, MIan, Italy: FlNAFRI~-CARIPLO, 1987,278 p. 
Part d a series of country profIes prepared In cooperation between FAD and FlNAFRIC'A, with the 
aim d pro.rIdlng an assessment d the various styles d InwIvement d institutional finance In rural 
dewlopment, In order to S8I'W as a basis for effectlw action at the policy assessment and 
formulation 1M and for technical assistance. The countries CCNer a variety d situations and those 
Included In this first 'JOIume are: Kenya, Mall, Niger; Somalia and Zaire. Another set of countries will 
be CCMK8d In a second 'JOIurne. The analysis Is drawn as far as possible according to a common 
conceptual scheme CCNerlng: main features of the economy; monetary policy and financial 
dewlopment; performance of financial Institutions; rural credit outside financial institutions; 
Inflastructure for rural dewlopment and agricultural pricing policies; key financial lnstItutlon(s) and 
CHBrVI6w d rural finance. [0021 A] 
Key WOld.: Generali Afrlcai Kenya; Mall; Niger; Somalia; Zaire; Flnancei Formal finance; 
Informal finance; Rural finance; 
787. Pizarro, J. L, M. Marx, and R. C&nessa, 'AssIstance preparatolre au secteur du credit agrlcole. 
Project ZAI/83/004,- FAD/UNDP, Kinshasa, Zaire, December 1986, 2 'JOIs., 114 p. 
Presents the recommendations for the establishment of a rural credit system and the conclusions 
drawn from the analysis d the present situation. Glws a proposal for technical assistance In the 
sector. The annex report glws the basic facts that underlie the presented conclusions and 
aYBIuates the present situation of rural credit. [0115] 
Key Word.: Agricunurei COIatal and Cerdlal Weat Africa; Zalrei Cradni 
788. RossIgnoll, Bruno, ~rlcultural Credit In Zalre,- Flnafrica Bulletin, Vol. 3, No.1, 1976, pp. 14-27. 
ArtIcle nwIeNs the obstacles to agricultural d8Y8lopment In Zaire and outlines the credit system 
which currently services agriculture. The author also ewiuates recent agricultural credit policies and 
programs, and suggests policy changes. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State Unlwrslty, S560F5] 
K8y WOld.: Agrlcunure; COIatal and Cardlal Weat Afrlcai Zalrei Credit; 
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789. SlO\I8r, Curtis H .• Wfhe Effect c:A Membership Homogeneity on Group Size. Funds Mobilization. and 
the Engendennem c:A Reciprocal Obligations Among Inforrnal Financial Groups In Rural Zaire,· Paper 
presented at the Seminar on Finance and Rural D6Y8Ioprnent In West AfrIca. Ouagadougou, Burkina 
Faso. October 21-25.1991. Economics and Sociology Occasional Paper No. 1917. Department of 
Agrlcuttural Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio State University, Columbus. Ohio. October 
1991.27 p. 
Tests the hypothesis that Inforrnal financial groups In rural Zaire are homogeneous In terms of 
gender, occupation and geographical prodmlty using a slmlJtaneous equation model corrected for 
heteroscedastlclty. Concludes that membership homogeneity Is significant In explaining variations 
In membership size. volume c:A funds mobilized and reclprocaJ obligations among the sample. 
Gender was significant in explaining variations In the key organizational characteristics. (4783) 
K8y Words: General; Coaatal and Central Weat Africa; zaire; Informal finance; Savings; Self-
help groups; Savings & credn cooperatives; Gender; 
790. SICNer, Curtis H.. and Carlos E. CUeYBs. ·Informal Financial Groups In Rural Zaire,· Paper presented 
at the Symposium on Technology, Culture and DSYelopment in the Third World: Lessons and 
Examples from Africa, Columbus, Ohio, May 23-25, 1991, Economics and Sociology Occasional 
Paper No. 1916, Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio State 
University, Columbus, Ohio, October 1991, 27 p. 
Explores the hypothesis that Inforrnal financial groups OFGs) In Zaire are well-adapted to their 
members' needs. Finds that aside from savings and credit, IFGs also engage In a variety of activities 
aimed at the engenderment of reciprocal obligations within the membership. Also, their operating 
procedures are flexible and adaptable. (4781) 
K8y Words: General; Coaatal and Central West Africa; zaire; Informal finance; Savings; Self-
help groupSj Savings & credn cooperatives; 
791. Smith, Cameron L, and Robert E. Laport, ·USAID/Botswana Private Sector Strategy Study,· 
Intemational Science and Technology Institute, Inc., Washington, D. C., September 1987, 48 p. + 
appendices. 
An Internal USAID study to support national and Mission program objectives of employment 
generation through stimulation of the private sector in Botswana. Pn:McIes recommendations on the 
pn:MsIon of Incentives for capital transfer to productive enterprises, management and entrepreneur-
Ial dSYelopment, Inwstment promotion, and small and medium-scale enterprise access to land and 
credit. Specific recommendations Include pl'CNlding training to organizations such as the Botswana 
Buldlng Society, Tswelelo, NOB, and credit unions; the use of avaHabie U.S. agricultural assistance 
funds to capitalize a SSE-Iendlng guarantee fund; and prcMding technical assistance and funding 
to a local firm entering the field of foreign collaborative-venture brokerlng, for 6Y8ntual expansion. 
(5342) 
K8y Words: Micro and small enterpri .. s; Southern Africa; Botswana; Formal finance; 
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792. United States Agency for International D6Y8Iopment (USAlD), ·Informal Financial Markets: Senegal 
and Zaire,· MOl, AFR/USAlD, Washington, D.C., July 1989,167 p. 
The study focuses extenslYely on Informal financial markets In Senegal and Zaire. A discussion Is 
presented about the Informal and the formal sectors In the tYtO countries. The question of linkages 
between the formal and the Informal systems Is explored as a way of encouraging financial 
d6Y8lopmenl The paper enumerates other areas for future study and some action points for A.I.D. 
(0361] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Senegal; Zaire; Intormal finance; 
793. Wharton Econometrics and D6Y8Iopment Economics Group of louis Berger International, Inc., -rhe 
Role of the AfrIcan Financial Sector In D6Y81opment,· Report submitted to USAlD, Wharton 
Econometrics and D6Y8Ioprnent Economics Group of louis Berger International, BaJa Cynwyd, 
Pennsylvania, July 31, 1987, 366 p. 
This Is an el6Y8n-country (Guinea. Kenya. Malawi, Mall. Niger, Rwanda, Senegal, Somalia, Sudan. 
Zaire and Zambia) eYBIuation and assessment of the need and prospects for financial sector reform 
In Sub-Saharan AfrIca. From the individual country studies. a ranking scheme was deriwd relating 
to (a) macroeconomic criteria - the perceived stability and auspiciousness for financial sector 
reform In the particular country; and (b) financial sector criteria - the perceived strength of the 
financial sector. A three-pronged approach to financial sector reform is recommended: (1) reforms 
aimed at strengthening and reforming existing financial institutions; (2) liberalizing reforms foilONlng 
current account liberalization; and (3) reforms aimed at financial sector nMtaIization through 
Increased competition. Study argues that the models using the McKinnon-Shaw financial 
d6Y8lopment thesis are too nal'l'tNt' for empirical Inwstlgatlons of Sub-Saharan AfrIcan countries. 
Macroeconomic Issues that affect savings and Inwstment behavior should also be considered. 
along with the Importance of sequencing reforms. (3846] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Guln .. ; Kenya; Malawi; Mall; Niger; Rwanda; Sudan; Zaire; 
Zambia; Senegal: Somalia; Finance: Policy reform: 
794. Wortd Bank, ·Zaire - Staff Appraisal Report of a S6Y8nth IDA Credit for Soci~tt! Flnancl~re de 
D~w1oppement (SOFIDE),· Report No. 4943-ZR. Regional Projects Department. Eastern Africa 
Regional Office. The Wortd Bank. Washington, D.C .• May 9. 1984.79 p. 
This report nMews the performance of the manufacturing and financial sectors of Zaire. along with 
the operations and prospects of the countrys sole d6Y8l0prnent banking institution, the Socl~t~ 
Flnanc\tre de D~w1oppement (SOFIDE). To pnMde support through its economic difficulties. It 
advocates assistance to the gCNemment In buDding up technical capacity for dealing with 
macroeconomic and sectoral policy Issues, support for SOFIDE to maintain its effectiveness and 
pn7Iisions for foreign exchange resources required In the rehabilitation and stimulation of Industry 
and manufacturing. [1199] 
Key Words: General; Coastal and Central West Africa: Zaire; Banks; Development bank; 
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Burundi 
795. Blgaylmpunzl, I., "The Experience of the Women, Credit, and Production Project In Burundi, - Paper 
presented at the Regional ConsWtatlon on the Economic Advancement of Rural Women In 
Subsaharan AfrIca,- Juy 29 - August 3, 1991, Sakar; Senegal, International Fund for Agricultural 
DaYelopment OFAD), Dakar; Senegal, 1991,24 p. 
this paper examines the traditional role of women In Burundi as well as recent poIltlcaIlT1CMments 
In incorporating women Into the d6Y8lopment process. The Women, Credit and Production Project 
Is highlighted as a successful attempt to encourage female CMned small scale business. It Is 
racommended that programs be specific to the local environment and population In Older to be 
successful. (5083] 
K8J Wolds: Women; East Africa; Burundi; CnMllt; Micro and small enterprise; 
796. Brand and Duault. -Rapport de Ia Mission d'Evaluatlon du ProJet Coop.!ratlves d'Epargne et de 
Cnktlt - Coopec,- R6publlque du Burundi, Mlnlst6re du D6YSloppement Rural, AprU 1987,44 p. + 
tables. 
The report 6Y8Iuates the Coopec (credit union cooperatives) that have been In operation for less 
than two years and finds that they are doing well In general. All the Coopec activities are analyzed 
In dataB with a disclosure of the amount of credit allocated and the success In savings mobilization. 
An optimistic projection unt. 1994 Is given for future cooperatives. [4379] 
Key Words: General; East Africa; Burundi; Cooperatives; Credit unions; Credit; Savings; 
797. Cleaver; KeYln M., "The Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture In Sub-Saharan 
AfrIca,- Staff Working Paper No. 728, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., AprU 1985,30 p. 
This paper reviews the avaRable literature on the Impact of price and exchange rate policies on 
agriculture In Sub-Saharan AfrIca. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan African 
countries to test S8Y8ral hypotheses concemlng policy Impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad, 
Ethiopia, Mall, Malawi, Zaire, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Guinea, 
Benin, Central AfrIcan Republic, Sierra Leone, Madagascar; Niger; Sudan, Togo, Ghana, Kenya, 
Senegal, Lesotho, UberIa, Zambia, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Cameroon, Botswana, Congo, and Ivory 
Coast. A regression equation with agricultural glt7Nlh rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient was statistically significant but with a ION R2. Other Independent variables were 
lnYestIgated Including fertllzer use per hectare, changes In the barter terms of trade, population 
glt7Nlh rate, degree of concentration of export eamlngs, adult literacy. share of public consumption 
In GOP and the degree of go.wnment inteN8nt1on In farm Input suppl~ Reductions In farm level 
price discrimination (nominal protection), share of gcwemment consumption In GOP, and population 
glt7Nlh rates were posltlYely related to agricultural glt7Nlh rates, whUe the degree of gcwemment 
InYolvement In the farm Input supply Industry was negatlYely related. The findings tend to confirm 
the view that Inappropriate price and exchange rate policies have a negative Impact on agricultural 
production. Other factors such as gcwemment Irwolvement In farm Input supply, population gl'ONth, 
and gcwemment~ ablUty to operate and rnalntaln Its agricultural Investments are also Important. 
Appropriate price and exchange rate policies would have a relatively small impact on agricultural 
glt7Nlh so the policy package to remedy problems caused by poor price and exchange rate policy 
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must be adapted to each country. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HC597W63 No. 
728] 
Key Wordl: Agriculture; Africa; Chad; Ethiopia; Mall; Malawi; Zaire; Uganda; Burundi; Burkina 
FaIO; UpI*' Volta; Rwanda; Somalia; Tanzania; Guinea; Benin; Central African Republic; 
S ...... Leone; MadagalC8r; Niger; Sudan; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Lelotho; UberIa; 
Zambia; Nigeria; Zimbabwe; Cameroon; BolIMlna; Congo; Ivory Coast; COte d'ivolre; Finance; 
Interest rat .. ; Policy reform; Prlcel; 
798. Gennldls, Dimitri, Denis Kessler, and Rachel Meghlr, FInancial Systems and DMQDment: What Role 
for the Forma! and Informal Financial Sectors?, Paris, France: DMopment Center Studies, OECD, 
1991,253 p. 
Based on extensive case studies In 12 dMoping countries on three continents, the authors p~lde 
an analysis of the CNerail framework for financial Intermediation In dMoping countries, Including 
both the formal and Informal sectors, and the economic policy environments In which they operate. 
The book looks specifically at domestic savings, and concludes that CNerail financial d6Y8lopment 
cannot be achleYed by focusing attention on formal sector Institutions alone, but neither can the 
Informal sector be left to Its CNm d6YIces If financial dualism and Its Impact on dMopment are to 
be reduced. The authors propose ways to Impt"CNe the efficiency of the financial system In 
dMoping countries by linking the two sectors In order to establish a more balanced economic, 
financial and monetary environment. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, 
HG195G471991 ] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Burundi; Ethiopia; Togo; Zambia; Zimbabwe; Mauritania; Senegal; 
Finance; Informal finance; Formal finance; Savings mobilization; 
799. Germldls, Dimitri, Dennis Kessler, and Rachel Meghlr, -Mobilizing Domestic Savings for 
DMopment: What Role for the Formal and Informal Financial Sectors?-, Summary Note on the 
DMopment Centre Study, OECD, Paris, France, September 1989, 12p. 
WIth the International financial crises of 1981-1982, dMoplng countries have been forced to rely 
on the mobilization of domestic resources to finance dMopment. This change has highlighted 
Inefficiencies and deficiencies In the financial systems of these countries. this study Is based on 
the results from case studies of Burundi, Ethiopia, Togo, Zambia, Zimbabwe, India, Indonesia, the 
Phllppines and Mexico. Analyzes the role of formal and informal finance In the context of financial 
dualism, focusing on the O\Ierail framev«:>rk for financial Intermediation. By undertinlng the 
similarities and differences In function, identifies areas where the two sectors are complementary 
and substitutable, thereby uncCNering points for bridge buUdlng between the sectors. [0351] 
Key Wordl: General; Africa; Burundi; Ethiopia; Togo; Zambia; Zimbabwe; Savings 
mobilization; Formal finance; Informal finance; 
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SOO. Nyamoya, Prime, and Marceilin Dayer; '"The Role of Financial Intermediation In the MobUlzatlon and 
Allocation of Household Savings In DeYeloping Countries: Interlinks Between Organized and Informal 
Circuits, The Case of Burundi, - Paper presented at the International Experts' Meeting on Domestic 
Savings MobUlzatlon through Formal and Informal Sectors: Comparatl\le experiences In Asian and 
AfrIcan D8Y8Ioping Countries, Honolulu, Hawaii, June 24, 1987, Unpublished document, OECD 
D8Y8Iopment Center; AprI1987, 36 p. 
This study attempts to analyze the different actors Involved In the mobilization and allocation of 
household saving In Burundi. It co.oers the formal financial sector as well as Informal networks, and 
seeks to examine the efficiency of present systems, as well their compatibility with monetary, fiscal, 
and economic policies. The analysis r&YeaIs that the financial system contributes mJnlmally to the 
mobilization of household saving. This Is because Its operations, which are Inappropriate to the 
environment, and to CNerty rigid regulation, which does not allON an adaptation to the local context. 
Informal saving systems remain largely unknCNVn and have few relations with organized systems. 
HCMeWr; links are always possible between formal and Informal circuits. [0039] 
Key Words: General; East Africa; Burundi; Intarmedatlon; Savings mobilization; 
801. SemkCM', Roman, -Financial Sector Study for Burundi,- International Science and Technology 
Institute, Inc., Washington, D.C., September 1989, 58 p. 
The structure and behavior of financial institutions, their lending policies to.vard small enterprises, 
and the Impact of public sector policies on the availability of financial services to small-scale 
enterprises are examined. This study concludes the foilONlng: the legal frameM)ri< Is Inadequate 
for the needs of a modem banking system; the enforceability of guarantees Is legally difficult and 
time consuming; and there Is no 6Yidence of discrimination by financial Institutions against bankable 
small and medium enterprise projects. [4714] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; East Africa; Burundi; Finance; 
802. Swedish Savings Banks Association (SSBA), -Savings for DeYe!opment: Review of the International 
Programmes on the Mobilization of Personal Savings in D6Y9Ioplng Countries and Related Activities 
Focused on Savings and Credit Promotion for Rural Dewlopment, - Paper presented at the 
AFR/lCA/E./JCX:r Seminar on Resource MobUlzatlon for Rural DeYeIopment, Nairobi, Kenya, 
January 3O-February 10, 1984, SSBA, Stockholm, Sweden, 1984,22 p. 
The paper reYIews the United Nations-supported International program activities In the 19705 and 
early 19805 aimed at helping d8Y8loping countries mobUize domestic resources through personal 
savings. It cites the requests for assistance from a number of dewloping countries, among them 
In AfrIca Benin and Upper Volta, for launching promotion campaigns; Burundi and Uganda, for 
assistance In the strengthening of financial institutions; the expansion/strengthening of institutional 
savings facUities (Ghana, Swaziland, Kenya, Sudan, Zambia, and Nigeria), along with the broadened 
participation of international donors, among the major program impacts. It concludes that the 
success of credit programs cannot be separated from deposit mobRlzation aspects, an area that 
Institutional management aspects can further be ImprtMKt. [2962] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Benin; Burkina Faso; Burundi; Uganda; Upper Volta; Ghana; 
Swaziland; Kenya; Sudan; Zambia; Nigeria; Savings; Savings mobilization; 
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Ethiopia 
803. Begashaw, Glnna, -Urub: The Rotating Credit Association In Ethiopia and Its Role In MobDization of 
Saving, - Unpublished paper, Department of ~ricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio 
State Unlwrslty, Columbus, Ohio May 19n, 10 p. 
Author focuses on one of the most widespread traditional methods of mobnlzation of savings In the 
Ethiopian society. kooNn as.llsub (Rotating Saving and Credit Association). A description of one 
Wlriant of such an association Is given. Also, cost of borrowing and retum to savings In such 
associations are discussed. Finally, author raises some questions and hypotheses to guide future 
research and agricultural policies In low Income countries. [1457] 
Key Words: G.n .... l; East Africa; Ethiopia; Informal finance; ROSCAs; 
804. Begashaw, Glnna, -rhe Economic Role of Traditional Savings and Credit Institutions In Ethlopla,-
Savings and oMlQoment, Vol. II, No.4, 1978, pp.249-262. 
Paper analyzes the role of rotating savings credit association In mobilizing savings and providing 
loans In Ethiopia. Author reports that these Institutions are popular among people of all social and 
occupational groups. He attributes this popularity to accessibility, simple procedures, flexibility, 
adaptability, and the multiple functions these associations perform. [2068] 
Key Words: G.n .... l; East Africa; Ethiopia; Informal financ.; 
805. Cleawr. KsYIn M., -rhe Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture In Sub-Saharan 
Africa,- Staff WorkIng Paper No. 728, The Worid Bank, Washington, D.C., April 1985, 30 p. 
this paper reYlews the available literature on the Impact of price and exchange rate policies on 
agriculture In Sub-Saharan Africa. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan African 
countries to test se.leral hypotheses concemlng policy Impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad, 
Ethiopia, Mali, Malawi, Zaire, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Guinea, 
Benin, Central African Republic, Sierra Leone, Madagascar, Niger. Sudan, Togo, Ghana, Kenya, 
Senegal, Lesotho, Uberia, Zambia, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Cameroon, Botswana, Congo, and Ivory 
Coast. A regression equation with agricultural gl'ONth rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient was statistically significant but with a low R2. Other Independent variables were 
Inwstlgated Including fertilizer use per hectare, changes In the barter terms of trade, population 
gl'ONth rate, degree of concentration of export earnings, adult literacy, share of public consumption 
In GOP and the degree of gCNemment intervention In farm Input supply. Reductions In farm lewl 
price discrimination (nominal protection), share of gOJemment consumption In GOP, and population 
gl'ONth rates were positively related to agricultural gl'ONth rates, while the degree of government 
Involvement In the farm Input supply Industry was negatively related. The findings tend to confirm 
the view that Inappropriate price and exchange rate policies haw a negative Impact on agricultural 
production. Other factors such as gCNemment Irwolvement in farm Input supply, population gl'ONth, 
and goyemments ability to operate and maintain Its agricultural Inwstments are also Important. 
ApproprIate price and exchange rate policies would haw a relatively small Impact on agricultural 
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groNth SO the policy package to ramedy problems caused by poor price and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to each country. (Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HC597W63 No. 
728] 
Kar Word.: Agrlcult .... : Africa: Chid: Ethiopia: Mill: MlIIwI: ZI ... : Uglndl: B.."ndl: Burkina 
Flso; Up.,.. Voltl; "'-nell; SomiliI: ~nzlnil; Gulnel; Benin; Central Afrlcln Republic; 
SI ... Leone; MldlglSCIr, Niger: Sudln; Togo; Glllna; Kenya; Senegll; Lesotho; Uberla: 
21mbll; NIg ..... ; 21mblbwe; Clmeroonj Botswana: Congo; Ivory COIat: COte d'ivolre; Finance: 
Interut ratea; Policy rdHm; Prices; 
806. Coates, J., J. Intrator, and J. Tobom, -Ethiopia FInancIal Sector RevIew: WorkIng Paper on. Rural 
Flnance,- The World Bank/International Finance CorporatIon, Washington D.C., September 1990, 
89p. 
This paper presents the first draft of findings of a mission to Ethiopia In June/July 1990 to nMew 
the rural financial market. The report glws an CMH'Vi6w of the rural economy and the rural financial 
market Including savings and credit cooperatlws and Informal financial institutions. The financial 
system In Ethiopia Is centrally managed with little flexibRlty. The dominant Institution Is the National 
Bank of Ethiopia (NBE) which acts as the count~ central bank. Thera Is little competition, prices 
of financial Instruments are closely regulated, and Institutions have been forced to specialize In non-
CMtrlapplng functions. The Commercial Bank of Ethiopia (CBE) proIIdes short tenn and trade credit, 
Is the main repository of currant and savings deposits, Is the dominant Institution In rural arass and 
Its main rural customers are the regional offices of the large gcN8mment parastatals. Informal 
finance Is dominated by the -ekub- and -edl'" organizations, based on savings generated by small 
groups. Although they pervade communities, the funds prtNided are limited. Measures to Impl'tNe 
the efficiency and CCMHBge of the rural financial market are part of the March 1990 new economic 
policy. They Include: ~ alloNIng interest rates to fluctuate; I~ channelling funds to dewlopment of 
small enterprise; II~ alloNIng more competition In commercial banking; and Iv) rehabUltatlng the 
Agricultural and Industrial Dewloprnent Bank (AlDB). (4026) 
Kar Word.: General; Eaat Africa: Ethlopil: Rural finance: 
807. Coleman, Glrey, -Monitoring a Rural Credit Project In Ethiopia, - Agrlcultyral Pdmlnlstration and 
Extension, No. 24, 1987, pp. 107-127. 
ThIs paper considers part of the monitoring system proposed for a rural credit project In Ethiopia 
In the light of design criteria specified pl'8Ylously. FoIloNIng a brief description of the project, the 
paper examines a set of reporting formats designed for the financial, Institutional, and activity 
monitoring systems and Indicates heM these wli be used to keep track of major project variables 
whle prompting action when performance falls short of pradetennln8d standards. The paper 
concludes by assessing the extent to which the proposed monitoring systems match the design 
criteria. (4272] 
K8J Word.: General; Eaat Africa: Ethlopil: Credit; 
2n 
808. Daba, Aiemayehu, -Savings MobUization for Rural Oewlopment In Ethiopia,· Paper prepared for 
Seminar on Resource MobBizatlon for Rural Dewlopment In Selected Eastem and Southem AfrIcan 
Countries, Nairobi, Kenya, January-February 1984, Commercial Bank of Ethiopia, Addis Ababa, 
Ethiopia, October 1983, 42 p. 
The report begins with a background of the Ethiopian economic condition within which savings are 
mobilized. A detaled description of the saving facUlties (banks, cooperatlws and traditional savings 
and credit associations) and their contribution to prcMsIon of credit Is presented. The paper states 
that savings are stagnant and ION due to ION IMs of Il1Y8Stment and Income. It Is also reported 
that the major portion of the agrictjtural credit went to state agriculture and very little to the peasant 
agrictjture sector. A coordinated and Integrated effort of banking Institutions, gcMmment and 
international assistance Is required to Increase the rate of resource mobilization. [4637] 
Key Words: Agriculture; East Africa; Ethiopia; SavIngs mobilization; Banks; Cooperatives; 
Savings • cnKIlt cooperatives; Development; 
809. 01 Antonio, Marco, 'The Excess Uquldlty of Commercial Banking In Ethiopia; African REMew of 
Mone:t Finance and Banking, supplementary Issue of Savings and OMlopment, No.1, 1988, 
pp.71-104. 
ReYl8Yt'S the recent measures adopted to address excess liquidity In Ethioplas sole bank (the CBE, 
Commercial Bank of Ethiopia) which aim to ICMer interest rates on loans. Argues against a leNt' 
Interest rate policy, recommending Instead the granting of freedom to CBE to directly finance 
Il1Y8Stments through long-term loans, to charge near-market rates on advances to the public sector 
and In general restore flexible Interest rates. [4995] 
Key Words: General; East Africa; Ethiopia; Banks; 
810. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAD), ·Promotion of Womens Activities 
In Marketing and Credit: An Analysis, Case Studies and Suggested Actions,· Preliminary working 
paper; FAD, Rome, Italy, June 1984, 61 p. 
The objectlw of the paper Is to prcMde suggestions for donor support to women engaged In food 
and agricultural marketing. The study refers to a comparatlw analysis of case studies of the lives 
of successful women entrepreneurs working In groups or as Individuals, and of project or 
programme assistance which has had a favorable outcome for women In marketing. The case 
material documents experiences from Bangladesh, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Gambia, Ghana, India, 
Kenya, Korea, Lesotho, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Pakistan, Philippines, Sri Lanka, Syria, The Caribbean, 
Togo, Uganda, Upper Volta, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. In the analysis, an attempt was made to trace 
historical sequences and relations which have affected and continue to Influence womens 
participation, both as individuals and as social beings. [3243] 
Kay Words: Marketing; Africa; Burkina Faso; Cameroon; Ethiopia; The Gambia; Ghana; Kenya; 
Lesotho; Nigeria; Togo; Uganda; Upper Volta; zambia; Zimbabwe; Women; 
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811. Frtmpong-Ansah, J. H., and Barbara Ingham (eds.), Savings for Economic ReccMt'Y In AfrIca, 
London, England: James Cuney, Ud. In association with the AfrIcan Centre for Economic Policy 
Research, 1992, 242 p. 
This book Includes a set of papers presented at a symposium on "The MobAlzatlon of Domestic 
Resources for AfrIca~ Economic ReccMtry" held at the AfrIcan Dewlopment bank In 1988. It 
contains three general papers of case studies on Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda, Malawi, Nigeria, Cote 
d'lvoIre, and Cameroon. The studies analyze aggregate savings, or specific financial Institutions, 
or household Intervlsws, and II1'JOIve the analysis of empirical data. The background papers discuss 
the need to ImprtNe savings performance, which has declined In some countries, and the S6WraI 
contn:MH'Sles that exist about domestic savings such as the Impact of failing real Incomes, the 
Importance of export earnings In Income generation, and the Impact on savings of taxation, Interest 
rates, inflation, external capital 1nftCM'S, rural to urban population shifts, and the underdewloped 
state of financial Intermediation. [avalable In the U.S. from Heinemann Inc., 361 Hanowr Street, 
Portsmouth, N6YI Hampshire 03801, FAX No. 603~1-78401 
Key Words: Africa; Ethiopia; Kenya; Uganda; Malawi; Nigeria; Cote d'lwlre; cameroon; 
Savings; Savings mobilization; 
812. Germiclis, Dimitri, Denis Kessler; and Rachel Meghlr, Financial Systems and DMlopment: What Role 
for the Founal and Infounal Financial Sectors?, Paris, France: D6Yelopment Center Studies, OECD, 
1991,253 p. 
Based on extensive case studies In 12 d6Y8l0ping countries on three continents, the authors plOv'icle 
an analysis of the o.eeraIl frameNOrk for financial Intermediation In dENeloplng countries, Including 
both the formal and Informal sectors, and the economic policy environments In which they operate. 
The book looks specifically at domestic savings, and concludes that CNerail financial dewlopment 
cannot be achieYecl by focusing attention on formal sector Institutions alone, but neither can the 
Informal sector be left to Its 0Nn devices If financial dualism and Its Impact on dewlopment are to 
be rac:luced. The authors propose ways to ImprCNe the efficiency of the financial system In 
dENeloplng countries by linking the two sectors In order to establish a more balanced economic, 
financial and monetary environment. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, 
HG195G471991] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Burundi; Ethiopia; Togo; Zambia; Zimbabwe; Mauritania; Senegal; 
Finance; Intormal finance; Formal finance; Savings mobilization; 
813. Germlclls, Dimitri, Dennis Kessler; and Rachel Meghir; -MobUlzlng Domestic Savings for 
D6Y8Iopment: What Role for the Formal and Informal Financial Sectors?-, Summary Note on the 
DeYelopment Centre Study, OECD, Paris, France, September 1989, 12 p. 
WIth the International financial crises of 1981-1982, dewloplng countries haw been forced to rely 
on the mobilization of domestic resources to finance dewlopment. This change has highlighted 
inefficiencies and deficiencies In the financial systems of these countries. This study Is based on 
the results from case studies of Burundi, Ethiopia, Togo, Zambia, Zimbabwe, India, Indonesia, the 
Phllpplnes and Mexico. Analyzes the role of formal and Informal finance In the context of financial 
279 
dualism, focusing on the CMHBII flameNOl"k for financial Intermediation. By under1lnlng the 
slmlaritles and differences In function, kientifles al'88s where the tYtO sectors are complementary 
and substitutable, thereby unco.wing points for bridge buDding between the sectors. [0351] 
Kay Words: Gen ... l; Africa; Burundi; Ethiopia; Togo; zambia; Zimbabwe; Savings 
mobIllDtlon; Formal finance; Informal finance; 
814. Glorgls, Fana W, ~rlcultural Credit In Ethiopia,· Paper presented at the Workshop on Rural 
financial Markets and Institutions, Wye College, Wye, England, June 12-14, 1979, Cosponsored by 
0Yerseas D6Wlopmenl Institute, and Department d Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology. 
The Ohio State University. Columbus, Ohio, 9 p. 
The author discusses the main features d the agricultural credit system In Ethiopia. He finds that 
use d credit for ImprtMMll9nt d the land tenure system has been given a priority In the reform 
programs. He also finds that use of credit and extension services by rural masses has Increased 
productivity. [1980] 
Kay Words: Agriculture; East Africa; Ethiopia; Credit; 
815. Holmberg, Johan. ·Survey of Consumption Pattems In Etheya extension Area: Chllalo Agricultural 
D6Wloprnent Unit, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, October 1973, 128 p. 
Reports on a rural household consumption study carried out In Ethiopia In 1971 and 1972. In the 
study a total of 103 households were sampled and interviewed four times CMtr a six-month period. 
Savings d the awrage famHy were conservatively estimated as 11 to 14 percent of annual cash 
Income. [ARC. 1165] 
Kay Words: Agriculture; East Africa; Ethiopia; Savings; 
816. Lundquist, Martin. Mobilizing Savings in Chilalo, Minor Research Task Paper No.8, Addis Ababa. 
Ethiopia: CADU, Ministry of Agriculture, EPID. April 1973. 64 p. 
Reports on attitudes of rural households tONard savings In one dENelopment project area of 
Ethiopia. A sample of 100 farm households were Interviewed in 1972. Interviews shONed that 
households were In favor of savings, but that tMy had ff!IN opportunities to do so outskie of holding 
more crop surpluses or buying livestock. Author describes a number of Informal savings Institutions 
found In rural Ethiopia and suggests haN savings activities might be promoted through 
cooperatlYes. [1396] 
Kay Words: General; East Africa; Ethiopia; Savings; Cooperatives; SeH-help groups; 
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817. Makonl, Jwlus, -CleatIng ApproprIate Regulat~ Legal and Tax FIamewor1c& to StimUlate Money 
and CapItal Market D6Y8Iopment, - Paper pr8S8f1ted at the Regional Symposium on Savings and 
Cradlt for D6Y81opment In AfrIca. Abidjan, COte d'rwlre, AprIl 27-30, 1992, Organized by the 
International Programme on Savings and Cradlt for D6Y81opment, United Nations Department of 
Economic and SocIal D6Y81opment. International finance Corporation, Washington, D. C., March 
1992,23 p. 
Argues that the regiAtory and legal fram6work of the financial system Is the most distinguishing 
characteristic rA financial systems In countries with similar l6Y8Is rA economic d6Y8lopment. In Sub-
Saharan AfrIca. only broad monetary and fiscal policies and. supervisory regulations of financial 
institutions can be found - eccept In Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Kenya and Botswana where some form of 
money and capital market laws can be found. Undertl6Y8loped Infrastructure and cOmmunication 
faclltles, lack of trained personnel, unpredictable gcMHTlment policies and deteriorating tenns of 
trade make It impossible to awn adhere to existing policies and regulations (Ethiopia, Tanzania and 
Mozambique). Author argues that Inappropriately designed policies and regulat~ legal and tax 
fram6worIcs as the single most Important factor for the sluggish d6Y8l0pment of financial markets 
In AfrIca. [5251] 
Key Words: Gen ... l; Africa; Zimbabwe; Nigeria; Kenya; Bots.na; Ethiopia; Tanzania; 
Mozambique; Formal finance; Prudential supervision; Regulation; 
818. Mauri, ArnaIdo, -rhe Role of Flnanclallnterrnedlatlon In the MobHlzatlon and Allocation of Household 
Savings In D6Y81oplng Countries: Interlinks between Organized and Informal Circuit-The Case of 
Ethlopla,- Unpublished paper presented at the Internal Experts' Meeting on Domestic Savings 
Mobilization Through Formal and Informal Sectors; Comparative ExperIences In Asian and African 
D6Y81oping Countries, Honolulu, HawaII, June 2-4, 1987, FlnafrIca, MUan, Italy. 1987,28 p. 
Author assesses the performance of the formal and Informal financial sector In promoting and 
mobAlzlng savings In Ethiopia. He states that the formal financial market has mobUlzed ffNi private 
deposits. This Is attributed to social, political, and demographic factors common to many 
dewloplng countries, as well as to economic policies. The principal factors which make the 
Informal Institutions more attractive Include: the Integration of the savings and credit activities with 
the posslbHIty of obtaining credit under fawrable terms through the Informal savings and credit 
associations called elcubs In Ethiopia, the offer of fonns of life Insurance (I.e., Idlrds), and the 
opportunity for contractual saving. [0013J 
Key Words: General; East Afrlcaj Ethloplaj SavIngs; SeH-help groups; Deposit mobllizationj 
Informal finance; 
819. Mauri, ArnaIdo, arhe Role rA Flnanclallntennedlatlon In the Mobilization and Allocation of Household 
Savings In Ethiopia: Interlinks Between Organised and Informal Circults,- Working Paper No. 5/88, 
OECO D6Y81opment Center; Paris, France, 1988, 196 p. 
The first part of the paper prtMdes an cwervI6w of the economic sltutation In Ethiopia. A general 
nM6w rA the formal institutions In the financial system Is presented. A discussion of the Institutional 
circuits rA savings rnobAlzatlon deals with the Investment gap, Its causes, policies pursued to 
encourage savings mobU1zat1on and their limitations and shortcomings. The author discusses the 
Informal market and Its various systems, and the mobilization of savings which Is perceived to be 
mora successful than the formal sector in this task. Questions about whether or not Institutional 
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ftnance and the Informal market are In competition are also discussed. finally. some considerations 
r&galdlng the Informal and formal markets are advanced. [0571] 
K8y Word.: G_I; Ea.t Africa; Ethiopia; Flnanc.; Formal ftnance; Intermediation; Savings 
mobilization; InfonnIl ftnance; 
820. Teele. Tesfal. -rhe EYOIutlon of Altel'l18tlw Rural D6W1opment Strategies In Ethiopia: Implication for 
Employment and Income Distribution.· AfrIcan Rural Employment Paper No. 12. Contract No. 
AlD/csd-3625. Prepared for AlDjWashlngton and USAID/kJdls Ababa. Ethiopia. Department of 
AgrlcLlturai EcOnomics. Michigan State UnlYerslty. East IJlnslng. Michigan. 1975. 113 p. 
This report describes activities In three Integrated rural dewloprr·tnt projects In Ethiopia. The author 
Muates the performance of these credit activities mainly In • 'fmtS of repayment records. Some 
group lend'ng was Included In these activities. Overall. repaym&id: experience has been satisfactory. 
[5203] 
K8y Word.: G.n .... I;. Ea.t Africa; Ethiopia; Finance; Rani finance; Development; 
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Kenya 
821. Abell, All Issa, Commercial Banks and Economic [)eye!Qprnent: Tbe Experience of ea!it@m AfrIca, 
New'tbrk: Praeger Publishing, 1977, 148 p. 
Book foc!..1888 on the dwalopment role of banks In Kerr;a, Somalia, and Tanzania from 1950 to 
1973. Author clarifies the relationship between financial and r&aI dMOpmeDl He also discusses 
the structure and recent performance of financial systems In these three countries. [Agricultural 
Ubrary, The Ohio State Un~ HG3392A6A21977) 
K8y Wordl: G .... I: £all Africa: Kenya: Somal .. : _nzan": Banles: 
822. Adair, Carol, " Study of Local Community Economic DMopment In K.enya,. The CommOI'!' . Jealth 
Relations Trust Bursary, London, United KIngdom, February, 1991, 39 p. 
The main obJectlw of this paper Is to present an CN8rv1ew of local economic dMopment In Kenya 
and the role played by community enterprise. The agricultural sector Is predominantly make up of 
small scale farmers who work together through a cooperatlw structure that enables the farmers to 
market their products and purchase farm Inputs. Though people haw worked collectively for 
generations, there are many problems In the success of community enterprises that Include: limited 
education, language, culture, Inadequate Infrastructure, and general lack of managerial experience. 
[4241] 
K8y Wordl: General: £all Africa: Kenya; Finance: 
823. Agricultural Finance Corporation, ·Credlt Manual for Training Purposes,· Agricultural Finance 
Corporation, NaIrobi, Kenya, 1980, 69 p. 
This credit manual Is dedicated to loan officers. It goes from basic definitions to describing the role 
of a loan officer. The manual Is a guide to loan officers as they perform their task of dellwrlng credit 
to local farmers. [2332] 
Key Wordl: General: £all Africa; Kenya; Cr8dit; 
824. Aleke-Oondo, C., ·SurY&')' and Analysis of Credit Programmes for Small and Mlcro-enterprlses In 
Kenya: Analysis of Programme Components and Models,· Overseas DMopment Administration, 
London, United Kingdom, 1989, 94 p. 
The obJectlw of this paper was to surY&')' all the organizations and schemes that provide credit to 
small and mlcro-eoterprlses In Kenya, and to analyze critically the key components of the 
programmes. Most of the lending to small and mlcro-enterprlses through commercial banks, and 
NGOs haw been facUltated by foreign credit lines or donor funds channelled through those 
organizations. In the case of foreign credit lines to small scale enterprises, the gCN8mment has 
guaranteed these loans as well as undertaking the foreign exchange risk. [4231] 
Key Wordl: Micro and lmall enterpriH; £all Africa; Kenya; Cradit; 
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825. Andresen, Mattell, and Helena Wallden, -ReYIew Mlsslon~ Report on Women~ Programme In 
AgrlclJturai Credit and Banking: Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia, Uganda,· USAlD, Washington, D.C., June 
1986,31 p. 
The purpose of this report Is to nMeN the first phase of the wome~ program In agricultural credit 
and banking. In all four countries under study, Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia and Uganda, It was found 
that go.,oemments, financial Institutions and womeni organizations were keen on the Involvement 
of rural women In the social and economic dMopment. Most emphasis has been paid to the 
training of women In order to create a basic awareness of the constraints women face In getting 
access to credit. Only one savings scheme has been established during the first phase of the 
project. The access to credit has been facDltated In Kenya and to some extent In Tanzania and 
Zambia. A guarantee fund awaits the final gcMmment apprcMllln Uganda. [4532] 
. Key WOlds: Women; Africa; Ka ... · .~; Tanzania; 21mbla; Uganda; Finance; CnMIIt; Savings; 
826. Appleton, S., D. L Bevan, K Burger. P. Collier. J. W Gunning, L Haddad, and J. Hoddinott, ·Credlt-
Section C of a Draft Manuscript of ·Publlc Services and Household Allocation In AfrIca: Does Gender 
Matter?- Institute of Economics and Statistics, University of Oxford, Oxford, England, 1991, 16 p. 
This section of the manuscript refers to access to credit In three countries: Cote d'ivolre, Kenya, and 
Tanzania. It seeks to examine the hypotheSis that women have significantly poorer access to 
financial markets; If this Is the case, the authors study the usefulness of the self-help group as an 
appropriate mechanism for channeling credit to smallholders, particularly women. They find the 
same pattem of limited access to the credit market In the three countries studied, and It appears 
that the main determinant to women~ participation In self-help groups Is the 1M of Income, so 
poor women are less likely to Join. The study found a lONer use of credit by female-headed 
households that could be due to an Inferior credit-worthy status In a rationed market, than to a Icmer 
demand for credit. Time constraints play some role In limiting membership In self-help groups but 
Its effects are not strong. [4041] 
Key WOlds: Finance; Africa; COte d'lwlre; Kenya; Tanzania; Gender; Credit; Women; 
827. Arvidson, Sten, Olof Murelius, and Blrger Moller, -Savings Promotion In Kenya,- Report from a 
Project Identification Mission, O6Wiopment Co-operatlon Committee, SSBA, Stockholm, Sweden, 
October-NOJember 1984, 26 p. 
This report Is based on the authors' mission to identify ways that donor agencies could support 
Kenyan efforts to promote domestic savings. An Important aspect of these efforts Is to imprcwe 
credit facUlties for the less privileged groups In rural areas In line with the savings promotion and 
basic Kenyan dewloprnent objectives. A number of measures are recommended to strengthen the 
Kenya Post Office Savings Bank, the most promising Institution for dMopment, and Its possibilities 
to mobilize more savings. [4640] 
Key Words: General; East Africa; Kenya; Savings mobilization; Banks; Credit; International 
donOl"l; 
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828. Balcer, James C., John M. Abraham, and James D'Mello, '"The Bank/Business finn Relationship In 
a D6Ya1opIng Country: The Kenyan Experience, - foreign Tilde RIYIsw. Vol. 21, No.2, July-
September 1986, pp. 123-134. 
this study evaluates the quality and role of services pnMded by financial institutions as perceived 
by business In Kenya. Members of the Kenya AssocIatIon of Manufacturers W8I'8 questioned about 
their raIatIonshlps with their banks. The size of flnns In Kenya does have a significant Influence on 
whether the firms obtain funding. (4248] 
K8y Words: E~""'s,,; Ealt AfrIca; Kenya; Finance; 
829. Blgsten, Arne, and Paul Collier; -Unkages from AgricUturai GroNth In Kenya,- Paper presented at 
AgrlcUture on the Road to Industrialization, Taipei, Taiwan, Unit for the Study of African Economics, 
UnNersity of Oxford, Oxford, United KIngdom, December 1990, 48 p. 
The authors begin with the observation that Kenya has experienced sustained groNth abow the 
AfrIcan average In both agriculture and other sectors. They speculate whether the explanation might· 
be that relatively pro-agrlcultural policies not only raised the agricultural groNth rate but, through 
linkages, raised the groNth rates of other sectors. Although the authors do not refute this 
interpretation, they report that their results fall short of fully supporting It. An examination of the two 
major agricultural shocks found pcMWfuI pecuniary multiplier effects but only weak real multiplier. 
The origin of all such effects Is either a distortion or faHure In some other market, such as those for 
labor and credit, or agricUturai technical progress. Although they persist a pro-agrlculture policy can 
be supported on efficiency as well as equity grounds. HOIWN8r; there Is also a case for addressing 
policy tON8lds ImptWlng the functioning of markets. (4025] 
K8y Words: Agriculture; Ealt Africa; Kenya; Finance; 
830. Blasberg, B., W Haan, at a/., Manual Flnanzlerung: Leltfaden zur Anwenduog von 
Flnanzlerungslnstrumentan In PrqJekten der WirtschaftsfOrderung der Frledrlch-Ebert-Stlftung. Bonn, 
Federal Republic of Germany: SchRllnger; Hubert Ren. and Erwin Schwelsshelm {Publ.}, Frledrlch-
Ebert foundation, February 1990, 264 p. 
this manual documents valuable guidelines for financial d8Y8lopment planners and project staff 
regarding the choice of appropriate financial Instruments for economic dfN8loprnent. On one hand, 
It can be used to train field personal. On the other hand, It pnMdes an CMI'VI8w of the financial 
dMoprnent strategies, especially of the two-stage credit guarantee scheme. Friedrich-Ebert 
foundation projects In Kenya, Zambia, ~ndonesla, Costa Rica, Chle, and Honduras) are assessed 
In detaR. [GER] 
K8y Words: Oen ... ; Africa; Kenya; Zambia; er.dlt; 
831. Brothers, DwIght, -financial Management Aspects of Macroeconomic Policy Implementation: A Case 
Study of ExperIence In Kenya, 1980-85,- The Economic DMopment Institute of the World Bank, 
Washington, D.C., March 1989, 34 p. 
This study pertains to the Importance of financial management procedures In facUltatlng successful 
Implementatl~ of macroeconomic policies In Kenya. StabUlzatlon and structural adjustment 
objectiYes during the period 1980-85 are InYlStlgated. This study focuses on the practical financial 
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management problems and procedures rather than with theoretical speculation and policy 
prescriptions. (4084] 
Kay Words: G.n .... l; East Africa; Kenya; Finance; 
832. Chid. Frank C .• and Mary E. Kempe (eds.). Small Scale Enterprise: Proceedings of a Conference 
Organized bv the Instttyte of OMlooment Studies. University of NairobI, February 16-17. 1973. 
Occasional Paper No.6. Instttute of Dewlopment Studies. Unlverstty of Nairobi. Kenya. 1973. 
162 p. 
Role of rural small-scale enterprises In emplC¥'Mnt creation and Income distribution. and promotion 
a rural enterprises are 8Xia ""'lined In this report. ".1anagement and marketing were reported to be 
major problems. Case stu ,as from AfrIca shaN '.~ that small-scale firms had Insufficient access to 
crecftt and 'technical assistance. Effective extens,on service. research on appropriate technologies 
for labor Intensive, productive activities, linking ctecfit and marketing were recommended. (3754] 
Kay Words: Enterprises; East Africa; Kenya; CI'8ClIt; Marketing; Technical a .. lllance; 
833. Cleawr, KeYln M., -rhe Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture In Sub-Saharan 
AfrIca,- Staff Working Paper No. 728, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., April 1985, 30 p. 
This paper I'8Yi6Yt'S the 8\'BUabie Itterature on the Impact of price and exchange rate policies on 
agriculture In Sub-Saharan AfrIca. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan African 
countries to test S8Y9ra1 hypotheses concerning policy Impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad. 
Ethiopia, Mali, Malawi. Zaire, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Guinea, 
Benin, Central African Republic, Sierra Leone, Madagascar, Niger, Sudan, Togo, Ghana, Kenya, 
Senegal. Lesotho, Uberla, Zambia, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Cameroon, Botswana, Congo, and Ivory 
Coast. A regression equation with agricultural groNth rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient was statistically significant but with a ION R2. Other Independent variables were 
Investigated Including fertUlzer use per hectare, changes In the barter terms of trade, population 
groNth rate. degree of concentration of export earnings, adult Itteracy, share of public consumption 
In GOP and the degree of ga.Jernment Intervention In farm Input supply. Reductions In farm lewl 
price discrimination (nominal protection), share of gOJernment consumption In GOP. and population 
grotYth rates were posttiwly related to agricultural groNth rates, while the degree of gCNernment 
irMJNement in the farm Input supply Industry was negatiwly related. The findings tend to confirm 
the view that Inappropriate price and exchange rate policies haw a negative Impact on agricultural 
production. Other factors such as gc:MHTlment IrNOIwment In farm Input supply, population groNth, 
and ga.Jernments abatty to operate and maintain tts agricultural Investments are also Important. 
Appropriate price and exchange rate policies would haw a relatively small Impact on agricultural 
grotYth so the policy package to remedy problems caused by poor price and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to each country. (Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HC597W63 No. 
728] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Chad; Ethiopia; Mall; Malawi; Zaire; Uganda; Burundi; Burkina 
Faso; Upper Volta; Rwanda; Somalia; Tanzania; Guinea; Benin; Central African Republic; 
Siena Leone; Madagascar; Niger; Sudln; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Lesotho; Uberia; 
Zambia; Nigeria; Zimbabwe; Cameroon; Botswana; Congo; Ivory Coast; COte d'ivolre; Finance; 
Interest tates; Policy reform; Prices; 
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834. Collier, Paul, -Contractual Constraints on Labour Exchange In Rural Kenya,- International Labour 
ReYIew, Vol. 128, No.6, 1989, pp. 745-768. 
Article examines the Impact of commercialization (marketing of output, hiring of labor, and 
privatization of land rights) on the efficiency of resource allocation among the Kenyan peasantry. 
Argues that factor market transactions haw simply amplified pre-exlstlng differences In man/land 
ratios, thus worsening rural powrty. Concludes that simply increasing the scope for market 
transactions does not always Increase either efficiency or equity where such markets dewlop by 
partly destroying tladltlonal allocatlve mechanisms. Argues that In Kenya, unlike sewral Asian 
economies, factor markets are constrained to inefficient contractual forms. Commercial bank 
lending policies tend to favor those with land to offer as collateral, whBe for land acquisition, 
commercial banks favor lending to those with secure formal 'sector wage employment which Is more 
I common among hou~ds with large holdings. On the other hand, cooperatives filvor those 
,~ already engaged In commercial cropping. In the absence of Informal lenders, smallholder credit Is 
nearly absent. [5160] 
Key WoRts: Agriculture; East Africa; Kenya; Informal finance; Collateral; Cooperatives; 
835. DANIDA, -Cooperative DSYelopment Fund (CDF) Kenya, - Evaluation report prepared by a joint 
Kenyan/Danish mission visiting Kenya from 16 January to 10 February 1989, Report No. 1989 E4, 
Department of International Dewlopment Cooperation, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Copenhagen, 
Denmark, April 1989, 60 p. + appendices. 
Final awluatlon of the Danish-assisted Cooperative DSYelopment Fund project aimed at promoting 
smallholder agriculture In areas In Kenya with less dSYeloped cooperatives. Concludes that the CDF 
has been successful but siaN fund disbursement has been a barrier to fund utnlzatlon. Recommends 
project extension, along with the retention of existing management and accounting requirements 
for target beneficiaries. [5333] 
Key Words: Agriculture; East Africa; Kenya; Formal finance; Cooperatives; Credit unions; 
836. de TreYllle, Diana, -Contract Farming, The Private Sector, and the State: An Annotated and 
Comprehensive Bibliography with Particular Reference to Africa, - Contract Farming In Africa Project 
Working Paper No.2, IDA, Binghamton, New York, NCNember 1986, 329 p. 
This document contains abstracts of 114 publications on contract farming (authors and titles for 722 
publications are given In Section VI). The publications CCNer general papers as well as specific 
studies on Africa In general, Belize, Kenya, Lesotho, Uberia, Niger, Nigeria, SwazUand, Tanzania, 
Zambia, Zimbabwe, (also Belgium, Central America, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, England, 
Guatamala, Honduras, India, Indonesia, Iran, Jamaica, Malasla, Mexico, the Middle East, New 
Guinea, Peru, the PhUlpplnes, Scotland, South America, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, ThaUand, Turkey, and 
the United States). Some of the annotations discuss financial aspects of contract farming, and 
especially the supposed need by farmers for credit that Is being met by some contract farming 
operations. [5345] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Belize; Kenya; Lesotho; Uberia; Niger; Nigeria; Swaziland; 
Tanzania; Zambia; Zimbabwe; Farm; Agricultural credit; 
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837. Deschamps, Jean.Jacques, -cradlt for the Rural Poor: The ExperIence In Six AfrIcan Countries, 
Synthesis Report.- [W and I~ Washington, D.C., Febnary 1989, 78 p. ' 
ThIs report synthesizes the findings of flw field Muatlons and two desk studies of AID supported 
rund credit projects. The field Muations are of the Cameroon Cooperatlw Cradlt Union League, 
Kenya AgricultuIBI Sector Loan Project. Uberia Upper Lope County Rural Dawlopment Project, 
Lesotho Credit Union League Dawlopment Project, and Malawi Union of Savings and Credit 
Cooperatlws. The Burkina Faso, Oncho-Freed Araas Vllage Dawlopment Fund, and Kenya Union 
of SavIngs and Cradlt Cooperatlws are nM8wed In the desk study. The paper reaches SSYeral 
broad concI~:. a) Cradlt may be an effective tool to promote the adoption of Improwd 
agrlcWtuIBI technologies and the achlaYament of higher yields b'f small holders. b) There Is no 
avldenee that In-klnd credit produces higher economic retums ~han cash credit. c) Justfficatlon for 
belON-rnarket Interest rates Is weak. d) The targeted cr.dlt sc1·"mes more often than not faU to 
achl8Ya stated obJectIYes. e) Cradlt unions can be mod( ~ for t:-::' proYIsIon of financial services to 
the rural poor. [3m] 
Ker Wordl: Geneml; AfrIcI; cameroon; Kenya; Uberia; .... otho; Malawi; Burkina FaIO; Credit; 
Rural finance; Cradlt unlonl; 
838. Deschamps, Jean-Jacques, Peter Castro, Michael Cauglhlln, Peg Clement, and Dick Howes, -Impact 
Evaluation of the Kenya Agriculture Sector Loan I Project, - Report prepared for USAlD, DAI and IDA, 
Washington, D.C., February 1989, 23 p. + appendices. 
Analysis of the Institutional and financial markets project Impacts, social analysis, case studies on 
gender and cooperatlw training Issues and an economic analysis Mre conducted to Muate this 
$13.5 mllion multl-sector (AID, Nordic Group, IBRD and DANIDA) loan to agriculture. Large farmers 
benefitted most from the project component channelled through the Kenya Farmers Association, 
whUe smallholder credit was plagued b'f serious Institutional weaknesses In two of the Implementing 
financial Institutions (Agricultural Finance Corporation and the Cooperatlw Bank of Kenya). It 
concludes that Institutional capacity and performance at the time of project design Is Important, and 
recommends that undue expectations be avoided In the future regarding the ability of 'N8ak 
institutions to handle large amounts of donor funds. [4227] 
Ker Wordl: Agriculture; East Africa; Kenya; Formal finance; Cooperativel; Gender; Women; 
Technical a .. lllance; 
839. DONning, Jeanne, and Jennifer Santer, "Women In Rural-Urban Exchange: Implications for Research 
and Intervention Identification: Report to the OffIce of Rural and Institutional Dawlopment, USAlD, 
Clark Unlwrslty, February 1989, 64 p. 
Examines gender roles In marketing In the Kutus region of Kenya, reporting that male urban-rural 
marketers are more mobUe and had access to more lucratlw markets than women. Concludes that 
interventions to increase the retums to womenS crops wUl be Important to Increasing regional 
Income mWtlpller effects. Recommends further research on problems that women face In the 
production and marketing of women. crops. [5564] 
Key WOIdI: Women; East AfrIcI; Kenya; Finance; Gender; 
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840. Dublin. Jack, and Salem Dublin, Credit Unions In I Changing World: The Tanzania-Kenya 
Experience, DetroIt, Michigan: Wayne State UnlYarsity Press, 1983, 301 p. 
ThIs book Is organized In -..n parts. Parts I and II discuss the historical background of Cl8d1t 
oolons In Africa. The _rch studies conducted on Cl8d1t unions In Tanzania and Kenya are 
discussed In Parts III and I\C respectNaly. The foreign aid to cl8d1t unions In Tanzania and Kenya 
Is discussed In Part V and major credit union legislations In these countries are described In Part 
VI. The cl8d1t union rI'ICPI8IY18nts of Australia, the United States and Canada are discussed In the last 
part. The Kenya research reports tremendous gl'ONth In membership, assets, and loans In 
coopemtlw savings and cl8d1t societies during 1972-1976. ProfUes of selected savings and credit 
societies are pitMded to lIustrate differing membership bonds and management styles. Authors 
note an -... pr8sent. threat of an adwrse gcMmment policy", and a gRMth pace that makes 
" malnt.~nlng ~I democratic, member-controlled organization among the problem areas for Kenya. 
On tfo"' othrA'. tend, the Tanzanian experience with savings and cl8d1t societies Is cited for the 
-mlrac.ie of jts survival- for having persisted often times without good bookkeeping or good 
mana~ment. Grassroots support, and proyIsJon of savings and loan services for rural communities 
within the Ujawaa natlon-buIdlng rI'ICPI8IY18nt are among the factors cited by the authors for the . 
reslience of Tanzanian Cl8d1t unions. [Agrlc&jtural Ubrary. The Ohio State Unl\ierslty, 
HG2039T37D81983] 
Kay Word.: General; Ea8t Africa; Tanzania; Kenya; Cradlt union.; 
841. Due, Jean M., Rosebud KurwtDa. C. Aleke-Dondo. and Kaozo Kogo. -Funding Small-Scale 
Enterprises for African Women: Case Studies In Kenya. MalawI. and Tanzania. - AfrIcan pMlQoment 
BIdsw. Va. 2. No.2. 1990.pp.57~. 
Many organizations and some African gowmments are funding programs for men and women to 
establish micro enterprises to Increase famUy Incomes and nutrition. and CMH'COIT18 some of the 
negatlw effects of structural adjustment programs. Non-gCMtmmental organizations. which formerty 
often funded projects as grants. are finding that grants have not been self-sustaining and are turning 
to loans for Income generating activities. This report concentrates on funding for women but many 
programs are for both men and women. It presents a summary of the major funding sources In 
Botswana. Kenya and Tanzania and the purposes and target groups of the funds. Where data are 
avalable. repayment rates are glwn and an assessment Is made as to whether NGOs or 
gowmment organizations are more cost effective In administering credit funds for these purposes. 
As the programs are fairly recent. It Is too earty to make conclusions on their relative performance. 
HCMlNer; It appears that amounts of funds avalable to date can benefit only a small proportion of 
potential program beneficiaries. [4274] 
Kay Word.: Micro and ..... 11 entwprI_; Africa; Kenya; Malawi; Tanzania; NGo.; Credit; 
842. Duncan. Alex. and John HCM'8I1 (eds.). Structural Adjustment and the AfrIcan Farmer. London. 
United KIngdom: James Currey. Ud .• 1992. 213 p. 
This book focusses on the Impact of structural adjustment measures on Income and welfare of small 
farmers and farm laborers in Ghana. Kenya. Madagascar; Malawi and Nigel: The responses of 
product and factor markets and economic and social infrastructure that establish micro-macro 
economic linkages are examined. The authors found that public marketing Institutions. rural 
Infrastructure. and the lawI of private sector dawlopment significantly influence the Impact of 
IWforms. In capital markets. the Informal lenders that charged high Interest rates were the primary 
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8OLII'C8S m small farmer credit and the Impact m reforms was negligible on Informal credit markets. 
The authors argue for price Incentlws and Infrastructure dawloprnent to be accompanied by better 
links beNJ88n product, labor, and formal and Informal capital markets. and for more project specific 
approaches to small farmer dawloprnent. [5572] 
K8J Wold.: Agrlcultan; Africa; Ghana; K8nya; Madagascar; Malawi; Niger; Macroeconomic.; 
......... ng; Policy rRMm; capital marketl; UnkagH; Informal ftnance; Formal ftnance: Credit: 
843. fischer. Bernhard. "SavIngs MobIlzatlon In DMoping Countries: Bottlenecks and Reform 
PmposaIs.· SavIngs 8nd QMlopment. Vol. XIII. No.2 •. 1989. pp. 117-131. 
Summarizes the main findings m a report on ftnanclal savings mobIlzatIon lr~U8S ~. dewloplng 
countries \\UIdwIcIe. including Botswana. Iwry Coast. Cameroon. Kenya and ·JlgerL· Concludes 
that a I'8Y8I'S8I m unfawrable financial and monetary policies Is the key to succassfU promotion of 
domestic financial savings. Indicates the process of financial Intermediation itself as a promising 
8188 m Interest In the future. Including the vlabUIty of financial Institutions. the market structure of 
the banking sector and the potential role d the Central Bank as a promoter of well-functioning 
domestic financial markets. [1807] 
K8J Wolds: G..,...I; Africa; BoII_na: Ivory Coall: COte d'ivolre; Cameroon: Kenya: Nigeria: 
SavIngs: 
844. FIscher, Bernhard. SparkapltalbDdung In Entwlclduogsllndem: Engolsse und Reformansltze. 
Forschungsberlchte des Bundesmlnlsterlums fOr Wlrtschaftllche Zusammenarbelt. Vol. 78. Munchen: 
Weltforum Verlag. 1986. 494 p. 
This report identifies promising savings mobDlzatlon strategies to finance the national dewlopment 
of Third World countries. The results are based on Insights gained from the study of 12 countries 
In AfrIca. Asia. and latin America. The AfrIcan countries Included In the report are: Botswana. 
Cameroon. Ivory Coast. Kenya. and Nigeria. The report points out that urban and rural households 
have a slmAar propensity to save. HOMNer, rural households save more often In kind. The author 
emphasizes that higher deposit Interest rates affect the rate of financial savings positively. 
Furthermore. the avaUabUIty of demand oriented savings and credit schemes Increases the 
propensity to save financially. The report examines the dewlopment potential and possible 
promotion schemes for the Informal financial Intermediaries and proposes sectoral adjustment 
strategies for the formal financial market. [GER] 
K8J Wolds: General: Africa: BoII __ : Cam.-oon; C6te d'ivolre: Kenya: Nigeria: Savings; 
845. Food and AgrlcWture Organization m the United Nations (FAD). 'YwlIysls of Credit Schemes 
Benefiting Rural Women In Selected AfrIcan Countries.· 00. Rome. Italy. February 1988. 52 p. 
ThIs study nMews credit projects In five countries (Kenya. Malawi. Sierra Leone. Zambia and 
Zimbabwe from NCMKnber 1986 to January 1987) to identify factors that contributed to their success 
and faAure. There were 21 credit projects 1'8YitMed. S6WraI factors identified In contributing to the 
success of credit projects are: the Institutions set up or selected to administer credit should be 
financially sound; administration of credit schemes should minimize the risk associated with default, 
and transaction costs; and. It Is essential to train beneficiaries In the obligations of credit. Choosing 
a financially sound Institution to administer credit Is a crucial factor; encouraging links among 
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support services should also be encouraged. Proper administration, from loan appraisal to loan 
collection and foilON-up, Is likewise found to be Important. (4397) 
Key Words: Generalj Afrlcaj Kenyaj Malawlj 21mbabwej SI_ Leonej Zamblaj CredHj Women; 
Gender; 
846. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (00), ·Promotlon of Womens Activities 
In Marketing and Credit: An Analysis, Case Studies and Suggested Actions,· Preliminary working 
paper. FA9, Rome, Italy, June 1984, 61 p. 
The objectIYe of the paper Is to prtNIde suggestions for donor support to women engaged In food 
and agricultural marketing. The stlY'y refers to a comparative analysis of case studies of the lives 
of successful women ent19prene'··, IS working In groups or as individuals, and of project or 
programme assistance wt". h has :.ad a favorable outcome for women In marketing. The case 
material documents experiences from Bangladesh, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Gambia, Ghana, India, 
Kenya, Korea, Lesotho, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Pakistan, PhUlpplnes, Sri Lanka, Syria, The Caribbean, 
Togo, Uganda, Upper Volta, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. In the analysis, an attempt was made to trace 
historical sequences and relations which haw affected and continue to Influence womens 
participation, both as individuals and as social beings. [3243] 
Key Words: Marketing; Africa; Burkina Faso; Cameroon; Ethiopia; The Gambia; Ghana; Kenya; 
Lesotho; Nigeria; Togo; Uganda; Upper YoHa; Zambia; Zimbabwe; Women; 
847. Freeman, Don, and Glenn Norcllffe, -rhe Rural Nonfarm Sector: Dewlopment Opportunity or 
EmplC1)'8r of Last Resort?· .Qiru. January-February 1983, pp. 28-34. 
It Is widely recognized that the Informal sector Is an emplC1)'8r of last resort for those who are 
unfortunate enough to be forced out of agricultural occupations, or who, on entering the work force 
for the first time, haw no hope of obtaining a Job In agriculture. In Kenya, another Interpretation of 
the rural nonfarm sector Is emerging, partly as a result of a number of surveys conducted in the late 
1970s by the gOJemments Central Bureau of Statistics. Surveys haw shONn that most of the capital 
used to start and operate small enterprises comes not from the banks, gOJemment loans or 
moneylenders, but from the savings of peasants and small businessmen themselves. The results 
Indicate that this sector Is helping to allaYlate some of the more urgent problems that Kenya faces. 
This Interpretation suggests that the nonfarm sector may play a useful role In Kenyas future 
dtNelopment. Sewral aspects are discussed In the paper. [4381] 
Key Words: AgrlcuHunt; East Africa; Kenya; Savings; Development; Employment; Rural non-
farm; 
848. Frlmpong-Ansah, J. H., and Barbara Ingham (eds.) , Savings for Economic RecC1tery In Africa, 
London, England: James Currey, Ud. In association with the African Centre for Economic Policy 
Research, 1992, 242 p. 
This book Includes a set of papers presented at a symposium on -rhe MobUlzation of Domestic 
Resources for Africas Economic RecCNery" held at the African Dewlopment bank In 1988. It 
contains three general papers of case studies on Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda, Malawi, Nigeria, Cote 
d'IYOire, and Cameroon. The studies analyze aggregate savings, or specific financial institutions, 
or household IntervieNS, and Involve the analysis of empirical data. The background papers discuss 
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the need to ImproYS savings perfonnance, which has declined In some countries, and the several 
COI'1tro.Iersie that exist about domestic savings such as the Impact of failing real Incomes, the 
Importance of export eamlngs In Income generation, and the Impact on savings of taxation, Interest 
rates, inflation, external capttaJ InflONS, rural to urban population shifts, and the underdeveloped 
state of financial Intermediation. [avalable In the U.S. from Heinemann Inc., 361 HamNer Street, 
Portsmouth, N6YI Hampshire 03801, FAX No. 603-431-7840] 
Key Word.: Africa; Ethiopia; Kenya; Ug.nd.; .... IawI; Nigeria; Cote d'ivolre; C.meroon; 
s.ving.; s.ving. mobilization; 
849. Gachara, D. N., "The FInancing of Agriculture In Kenya,- Paper presented at the Seminar on 
Agricultural Credit and Finance In Nigeria, University of lbadan, lbadan, Nigeria, AprU 27-30, 381, 
Central Bank of Kenya, Nairobi, Kenya. 1981, 13 p. 
The farm sector In Kenya Is mainly sustained on self-financing. Both formal and Informal credit 
agencies contribute only a small proportion of agricultural Investments. The paper describes the 
pr8Y8Ulng structure of Institutional agricultural credit In Kenya and the role of the Central Bank of 
Kenya In agricultural credit operations. The structure of Institutional credit Is discussed under the 
sub-headings: cooperative credit, credit from financial Institutions and credit from statutory boards. 
[2506] 
Key Word.: Agriculture; East Africa; Kenya; Credit; SavIng. & creelit cooperatives; Agricultural 
creel It; 
850. GoIkOt\'Sky, Rudolf, -Financial Aspects of Smallholder Development with Special Reference to 
Kenya, - Planyng, purchfuhrung und Kontrolle der Flnaozlerung von LBndwirtschaft ynd Aararoolitik. 
BlY Verlagsgesellschaft, Munich, West Germany, 1978, pp. 567-578. 
This paper Is divided Into three parts: (a) a nM6YI of types of smallholders, financial requirements 
and sources of finance of smallholders; (b) a presentation and analysis of the essential features of 
agricultural finance and smallholder household expenditures In Kenya; and (c) a discussion of the 
role of credit In developing smallholder agriculture based upon empirical data. [1994] 
Key Word.: Agriculture; East Africa; Kenya; Credit; 
851. Grosh, Barbara, -Parastatal-L..ed Dewlopment: The Financial Sector in Kenya, 1971-1987,· African 
QeYefQoroent Review. Vol. 2, No.2, December 1990, pp. 27-48. 
This paper reviews the gl't)Nth and development of depository institutions, including commercial 
banks and non-bank financial Institutions from 1971-87. An account Is glYen of the entry of the 
Kenya gcNemment Into direct participation in the sector. Parastatal gl't)Nth In the seventies, was 
Important in Increased lending to Kenyans of African origin, the creation of non-bank financial 
Institutions, and extenslYe rural branching. Financial parastatals played a key role in changing the 
behavior of what was once a tight oligopoly, making It more dynamic and competitive. The 
performance of the parastatal firms Is compared with the performance of the financial sector as a 
whole. [4275] 
Key Word.: General; East Africa; Kenya; Finance; Banks; 
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852. Grosh, Barbara, Public Enterorise In Kenya: What Works. What Doesn'. and Why, Boulder, 
Colorado: Lynne Rlenner Publishers, 1991,223 p. 
examines the public enterprise system In Kenya and shcNvs that on average, performance Qn terms 
of profItabilty. efficiency. prices paid to suppliers, and prices charged consumers) conformed to 
conventional expectations of state enterprises, I.e., had been poor. Many, hoNswr, have performed 
wall for long periods - Including 3 depository Institutions credited with expanding financial services 
Into the rural areas and 3 manufacturlng-orlented dewlopment finance Institutions that apparently 
serve fairly competitive firms at well-managed costs. Author notes the abAIty to successfully resist 
pressures to extend loans to politically well-connected Individuals as one of the success factors, and 
the mandated financing of bankrupt parastatals as a weak spot of the stronger institutions. 
Concludes that neither privatization nor measures to tighten control of firms and their managers are 
likely to solve the problems, and recommuilds focusing on the 8~"JI number of firms that constitute 
the bulk of the problel'JlS, and a reYlew 'Jf the pricing and fir '~nclal policies that render them 
financially -Vulnerable. [Business Ubrary. "1;;8 Ohio State Unlverst~/' HD4346.5G761991] 
Key Words: Agrlcunure; East Africa; Kenya; Development banks; 
853. GyilstrOm, BJOm, State-Administered Ryral Change: Agricultural Coooeratives In Kenva, New York: 
Routledge, Chapman and Hall, Inc., 1991,319 p. 
Analyzes the history and dewlopment of Kenyas agricultural cooperatives from the 1940s to the 
1980s, focusing on geographical/regional variations In operating environments In relation to the 
survival rates. Agricultural cooperatives have been used as an Instrument for promoting agricultural 
and rural dewlopment and often were given unrealistically high goals given their physical. 
technological and economic environments. Among smallholder households, the pmvlslon of credit 
and Inputs tended to accentuate the bias to the advantage of the privUeged strata. Author 
concludes that given Its record of reliance on bureaucratic superstructures and administrative 
engineering, 8Y8n a reYlsed d8Y8l0pment strategy for cooperatives pl"C1lides little reason for 
optimism. The measures recommended for Improll'ement of the rural smallholder economy Includes 
go.IeIT1ment pn:Mslon of needed public utUltles, donor a\lOldance of aid programs InYOlvlng transfers 
of resources of ·prlvate goods· nature, dismantling of the existing gC1.l8mment bureaucracy to 
reduce It to the traditional role of ·registrar of cooperatives.· [Agricultural Ubrary. The Ohio State 
University. HD1491 K4G951991] 
Key Words: Agrlcunure; East Africa; Kenya; Cooperatives; 
854. Haan, Willi, ·Kredltgarantlegernelnschaften - eln erprobtes Konzept,· Entwicklung ynd 
ZUsammenarbeit, Vol. 32, No.4, 1991, pp. 6-8. 
The article explains the concept of the two-stage-credit guarantee system. This system Is frequently 
used by the friedrich-Ebert Foundation (FRG), where the author works. The encouraging results of 
this concept for small enterprise financing are documented along with case studies from Kenya and 
Columbia. It Is mentioned that it Is not the construction of the financial framEMOrk that is dtfficult. 
but the creation of sustainable beneficiary groups. LocaJ partner organizations can help in this 
endea\lOr. [GER] 
Key Words: Small and micro enterprise; East Africa; Kenya; Credit; 
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855. Haas, Jan W, ""-ttochthone FInanzIeIle SelbsthDfeorganlsatlonen 1m Undllchen Kenya: 
Dlplomarbelt, Instltut fOr Bank- und Flnanzwlrtschaft, Frele Unlversltlt Beriln, Federal Republic of 
Germany, 1989, 112 p. 
The empirical part of this Master Thesis Is based on a survey carried out In the Murang'a District 
In Kenya. The sample shCMed a high savings Inclination and potential. this Is especially true for the 
female lntervte.Nees. Women tend to use the Informal financial market to obtain financial services 
more than men. Recently, Informal financial groups In the survey area accessed the formal market 
as depositors, which led to Interest nwenues without sanctioning their 0Nn Informality. [GER] 
Kay Word.: Women; Ea8t Africa; Kenya; Saving.; Gender; . 
856. Hayanga, C. A, -Case Studies on Gender-Orlented lending Policies for Income Generating 
ActIvItIes: Paper written for NlSM/FPD, FPD, Nairobi, Kenya, September 1990, n p. 
The author reports that, on one hand, women provide three-fourths of the labor on small holdings 
In agriculture as well as large percentages In some non-agrlcultural economic activities. On the other 
hand, the majority of existing financial Institutions are located in urban areas although a majority of 
women are In the rural areas. This factor; In addition to supply side constraints, leads to most 
women being locally unfamUlar with banking and credit systems except their 0Nn revolving funds. 
The author provides five case studies of entrepreneur clienteles of the Kenya Women Finance Trust, 
which Is tied with the Barclays Bank of Kenya, In order to reflect the potential that women hold If 
exploited. It Is recommended that the creation of small financial Institutions for women, revolving 
funds, cooperatives and mob"e banks be accelerated to engage more women In handling credit. 
[4518] 
Kay Word.: Gender; Ea8t Africa; Kenya; Credit; 
857. Hayanga, C. A, -Mobilization of Savings and Credit Resources for Women: Paper presented at the 
MobUlzatlon of Savings and Credit Resources for Women: Workshop Organized by Womens 
Progress Umlted In Conjunction with AFRICA, Nairobi, Kenya, March 31, 1984, FNJ/AFRICA, 
Nairobi, Kenya, March 1984, 7 p. 
Outlines means that urban women, through the formation of groups to pursue Income-generating 
activities, can Impro.l9 themselves. Savings mobilization, borrtM'ing through the use of guarantee 
schemes on savings deposited or through Kenya Women Finance Trust Umited, and becoming 
Involved In Income generating activities are possible avenues to Impro.l9 womens' welfare. [4312] 
Key Words: Women; Ea8t Africa; Kenya; Finance; 
858. Hayanga, C. A, "Womens Access to Banking Services, - Paper presented at the Seminar on 
Resource Mobilization for Rural Dewlopment In Selected Eastem and Southern AfrIcan Countries, 
Nairobi, Kenya, January 31 - February 4, 1984, FPD/AFRICA, Nairobi, Kenya, 1984, 19 p. 
This paper l'8Yiews the constraints women face In gaining access to financial services of formal 
financial Intermediaries. Selected on-golng projects In Kenya, Zambia, and Tanzania, as they relate 
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to women, are very brIeRy described. SeYeraI case studies of loans from an agricultural finance 
company are discussed. [4313] 
Key Wordl: Gend .. ; Africa; Kenya; Tanzania; Zambia; Finance; 
859. Holtzman, John S., et aI., ""rlbuslness DeJelopment In Sub-Saharan Africa: Suggested 
Approaches, Information Needs and an Analytical Agenda, Volume II: Country Annexes,· Abt 
Associates, Bethesda. Maryland, September 1992, 185 p. 
This report Is the second \dume of a study that consists of lessons learned through USAIDs 
approaches to agrlclJtural marketing and agribusiness d8Y8lopment In· twelve sub-saharan African 
countries. The reports are based on literature reYIews for Ghana, Guinea, Madagascar, RW8 ;da, 
Senegal, Togo and Zimbabwe and field research In Cal'nfii'OOll, Kenya, Mall, Niger and Uganda. 'rhe 
first \dume summarizes the lessons leamed from traditional and targeted aproaches follC1Nel.1 by 
USAID to agricultural marketing and agribusiness dENelopment while this report presents case 
studies regarding the gOl.'8mment policy and regulatory environment that fosters private sector . 
Investment and entrepreneurship. Country specific examples of agribusiness d8Y8l0pment are 
discussed In detail. [55738] 
Key Wordl: Agrlbullnell; Africa; Cameroon; Ghana; Guinea; Kenya; Madagalcar; Mali; Niger; 
Rvenda; Senegal; Togo; Uganda; Zimbabwe; Enterprises; Government policy and programs; 
International donors; 
860. Hunt, Robert W, and S. M. A. Mlrero, ·End of Project Evaluation of the Small Business Scheme of 
the National Christian CouncH of Kenya,· USAlD, Washington, D.C., March 1985, 54 p. 
This project Is responsible for raising income and ImprtMng the quality of life of client families. 
Changes would need to be Incorporated if the project Is to expand Its lending and extension 
services to other urban and rural areas, and to increase the volume of loans extended. Specifically. 
more careful selection of clients on the basis of business potential and careful follow-up for 
assistance and repayment, as well as greater stability In leadership, are required. [0337] 
Key Wordl: Micro and lmall enterprise; East Africa; Kenya; Credit; 
861. Jaffee, St6Y8l1 M., aHON Private Enterprise Organized Agricultural Markets in Kenya,· Policy 
Research WorkIng Paper Series No. 823, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., January 1992, 44 p. 
The author investigated the effect of agricultural market liberalization and private enterprise 
inYoIYement In Kenyas export oriented horticultural sector. Firm characteristiCS, competition among 
firms, and Institutional arrangements that facDlate exchange relations between producers and 
exporters were examined based on transaction cost economies for different horticultural crops. The 
trade arrangements between producers and exporters were found to be vertically Integrated or 
contract based rather than open market ties leading to certallzed private sector. A close monitoring 
by the gc1J8mment for a greater Inwlvement of small farmers In private firms' trade operations was 
recommended. [5318] 
Key Words: Marketing; East Africa; Kenya; Agribusiness; Finance; Trade; 
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862. Kenya Woman finance Trust (KWFT). -cradlt PosItion d Women In Kenya: A Directory of Banks and 
Nonbank financial InstIutIons.· Dlractory compled under the auspices d KWFT for the UN 
Women\s Decade ·Forum '85·. KWFT, Nairobi. Kenya, July 1985. 28 p. 
The r&port Is organized In three parts. The first part proyIcIes an CMrvIew of credit In Kenya. which 
Is a historical basis for understanding the pattem d credit flON and an assessment d credit types 
and purposes for which credit Is avalable. The second part focuses on credit to women In Kenya. 
In partlcUar the extent to which women In both rural and urban areas haw access to credit from 
bank and non-bank financial Institutions. The findings show that women In urban and rulal areas 
haw been able to obtain only limited access to credit from banks and non-banks. This leads to 
analyzing the cOnsbaInts women face In securing credit. The third part Is a directory of banks and 
financial institutions In Kenya. (4639] . 
-'II Wolds: Women; Eaat Africa; Kenya; Cnldlt; 
863. Klby, Peter. ·Small Scale Industry In Kenya·. Rural D6Y81opment Series. WorkIng Paper No. 20. 
Department of Agricultural Economics. Michigan State University, East lansing. Michigan. 1982. 
111 p. 
The industrial structure. scope of rulal enterprises and assistance programs avaHabie to small scale 
enterprises are critically rwIawad In this paper. Transaction costs of channeling assistance to rural 
enterprises were high. Interest rates were subsidized and formal credit agencies Insisted on high 
collateral and disbursed ffNI short term loans. Channeling of funds through commercial banks 
under a guarantee program at market Interest rates. reducing default rates and graduating small 
firms were recommended. (3708] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprl.e; Eaat Africa; Kenya; Credit; 
864. Kristjanson. Patricia. Mark D. NeNman. Cheryl Christensen. and Martin Abel. ·Export Crop 
Competitiveness: Strategies for Sub-Saharan AfrIca- Final Report of the African Cash Crop 
Competitiveness Strategy Study, APAP Technical Report No. 109. Bureau for Africa. Office of 
Dswlopment Planning. Policy Analysis and Research Division. USAID. Washington, D.C., July 1990, 
313 p. 
Examines the competitiveness of traditional export crops in Sub-Saharan Africa using cost and 
l8turns studies for cotton. coffee and groundnuts (peanuts). and country-based 6Yk:Ience from 
Cameroon. Kenya. Senegal. Tanzania. The Gambia, and Zimbabwe. Conclusions regarding the 
combined Impact of the microeconomics d production. policies and Intematlonal market forecasts 
Indicate that countries which haw been most successful In staying competitive In world markets are 
the ones which adhered the closest to basic marketing principles. Suggests further attention to the 
consequences d 8)CChange rate policy on the competitiveness of exports. along with continued 
donor assistance In the dawlopment of price and Institutional policies and the definition of 
appropriate roles for private business and gCMmment. (5181] 
Key Worda: Agriculture; Africa; Cameroon; Kenya; Senegal; Tanzania; The Gambia; Zimbabwe; 
Finance; Output marketing; Exchange rate,; 
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865. Kuiper, K, "The ScrCalled Exorbitant Costs of Small Farmers Seasonal Loan Schemes,· Unpublished 
paper presented at the Eastern AfrIcan Agricultural Economics Society Lusaka Conference, May 23. 
1974, Agricultural Finance Corporation - Kenya, Nairobi. Kenya. 1974, 13 p. 
Author challenges some orthodCJ)( beliefs about costs of lending to small farmers. He argues 
against crash programs, credit tied Into a package approach, and credit which ties repayment to 
a marketing outlet. Author also expresses serious reservations about group lending. Citing cases 
from Kenya and Indonesia, he concludes that standard lending programs for small farmers can be 
carried out which are not extremely costly. [ARC. 1313] 
K8y Words: AgrlcuHUI'8; East Africa; Kenya; CntdH; Supervised cntdH; Group lending; 
lianuctlon colts; 
866. Kwarteng, Kwasl. ·Banklng and Finance in AfrIca: A ReYlew Article.· ~,:."';gs and pHopment. Vol. 
VI, No.3, 1982. pp. 247-263. ,\, ' 
This paper ""iews two recent publications by Ali Issa Abdl. a Somali economist working with the 
IMF, and Professor G. O. Nwankwo of the Unlwrslty of Lagos, Nigeria. nON with the Central Bank 
of Nigeria. The two books deal with banking and financial structure In the Initial stages of economic 
dENelopment. Abdis book ewJuates the commercial banking system In Kenya, Tanzania and 
Somalia In the first decade of Independence In the early 1960s. Nwankwos book offers an analytical 
account of the 6\fOIution and present status of the financial system of Nigeria. This paper compares 
the extent of financial deepening and financial repression In Ghana, Nigeria, Kenya. Tanzania and 
Somalia. Author concludes that these AfrIcan countries have financially repressed banking and 
monetary systems. A reform of Interest rate policies Is recommended but It should be accompanied 
by other structural and Institutional reforms. The authors raise Important questions about the role 
of the banking system in the dMopment process, and argue that policy reform should be 
Implemented together with institution-buDding. e.g .• creation of proper central banks. to supervise 
the financial system and manage the monetary system. as \NBS done in Nigeria. [5171] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Ghana; Nigeria; Kenya; Tanzania; Somalia; Formal finance; 
Financial repression; Interest rates; Policy reform: 
867. Lele, Uma J., ·Managlng Agricultural DENelopment in Africa: Three Articles on Lessons from 
Experience,· MADIA Discussion Paper No.2, Managing Agricultural Dewlopment in Africa. The 
World Bank, Washington, D. C., 1989, 40 p. 
This summary of g0Y8rnment and donor experience with agricultural dMopment in Kenya, Malawi. 
Tanzania, Cameroon. Nigeria and Senegal concludes that the key Issues are: (1) the links between 
the nature of resource endONments, the substance of deYeIopment strategy and the content of 
technology policy need to be strengthened; (2) better and more consistent assistance In the 
deYelopment of Indigenous capacity for dMOpment planning and Implementation to maintain the 
gains made under structural adjustment; (3) further research on export crops to nMve traditional 
and export crop production In which African countries have comparatlw advantage; and (4) the 
gOYernment role in prtMding the preconditions for successful privatization and for smallholder 
agricultural gro.vth. Another article describes the agricultural gro.vth patterns in Kenya, Malawi and 
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Tanzania and suggests that QCN9mment action at the sectoral 18YeI (land policy. smallholders' 
access to Inputs, and agric~ural research) needs to be combined with macroeconomic reforms 
to achleYe sustained and broadbased agric~ural grtrNth. [4085] 
Key WonII: Agriculture; Africa; Kenya; Malawi; "DInzanla; cameroon; Nigeria; Senegal; 
Finance; International donors; Technical ailistance; Policy reform; 
868. UMtsky. Jacob, -Report on Interim Assessment ci Bank Small Scale Enterprise Lendlng-, Industry 
Department, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., July 1982, 106 p. 
The various forms of institutional arrangements for small scale Industrial d8Yelopment In Kenya, 
Mexico, Morocco, PhAlppinr. .nd Sri Lanka are reported In this paper: The economic Impact of 
small and medium ent~rpri.~ '# d8Yelopment projects and the effect of technical and managerial 
assistance Is also examinee.. Small scale enterprises generated employment but the effect of 
technical assistance was not significant. Minimizing administrative costs and risks, better monitoring 
of loans and more flexible approach Is suggested for formal Institutions. [3749] 
Key Wordl: Enterprll8l; East Africa; Kenya; Cradlt; Technicalailistance; Supervlled credit; 
869. Uly. Ma~orle, '" Report on the Third In a Series of Pisces Workshops: Acclon International (A1TEC). 
Washington, D.C., June 1984, 37 p. 
This document provides abridged versions of papers presented by members of the Pisces team In 
AfrIca, latin America, and Asia-In AfrIca, Pisces Is working In Kenya. A brief CNerview of the 
National Christian CouneR of Kenya (NCCK) Is presented. The program faces serious administrative 
problems. In addition, loan repayment has been poor: [4215] 
Key Wordl: Micro and lmall enterprise; East Africa; Kenya; Cradlt; 
870. little, Peter D., and Michael M. HoroNltz, -Subsistence Crops are Cash Crops: Some Comments 
with Reference to Eastern Africa." Human Qrganizatlon, Vol. 46, No.3, Fall 1987, pp. 254-258. 
ReYlews the basis of recommendations placing greater emphasis on cash/export crops to promote 
d8Yelopment In AfrIca. Using data from Rwanda and Kenya, concludes that at the small farm level. 
subsistence crops are often cash crops, thus raising questions about the wisdom of policies that 
favor large export crop production. [5340] 
Key WonII: Agriculture; East Africa; Kenya; R_nda; Finance; 
871. MacFarland, Earl L, Jr: (ed.), Successful DMlooment In Africa: Case Studies of Projects. Programs 
and Policies, Analytical Case Studies No.1, EDI DSYelopment Policy Case Series, Washington, D.C.: 
Economic DMopment Institute of the World Bank, 1989,216 p. 
Collection of case studies of successful dSYelopment projects, programs, or policy actions 
undertaken In AfrIca where success Is defined In terms of having achieved their Intended objectives 
and economic benefits having outweighed the costs. These Include four dMlopment projects and 
programs (Burkina Faso - project for controlling the runoff of rainfall in semi-arid areas; Malawi -
program to organize gravity-fed piped rural village water systems; Kenya- program to develop 
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hortJctjturaJ commodity exports; and Western AfrIca - m~lcountry program to control 
onchocerciasis, or rlwr blindness) and three macroeconomic programs or policies (Mauritius -
creation of an export processing zone; Ghana- balance of payments and structuraJ adjustment 
program; and Botswana- macroeconomic management of commodity booms). Editor concludes that 
valuable lessons learned from these case studies are In learning from experience, the Importance 
of gOJernment concentration on tasks that it can do best, the power of economic IncentNes and 
getting the prices right for producer response, the adoption of appropriate technology and 
consulting with beneficiaries, the supportlYe role of external assistance - Including helping 
gOJernments bear the short-run political and economic costs of reform programs. [4090] 
Key Words: AGriculture; Africa; Burkina FaIO; Malawi; Kenya; Mauritius; Ghana; Botswana; 
Finance; International donora; Policy raform;' . 
872. Makonl, Juilus, -Creating Appropriate Regulatory, LegaJ and Tax Frameworks to Stlmuiate Money 
and Capital Market Development,· Paper presented at the Regional Symposium on Savings and 
Credit for Development In Africa, Abidjan, COte d'rYOlre, April 27-30, 1992, Organized by the 
International Programme on Savings and Credit for DSYelopment, United Nations Department of 
Economic and Social DSYelopment, International Finance Corporation, Washington, D.C., March 
1992,23 p. 
Argues that the regulatory and legal framework of the financial system Is the most distinguishing 
characteristic of financial systems In countries with slmUar ISYels of economic development. In Sub-
Saharan AfrIca, only broad monetary and fiscal policies and supervisory regulations of financial 
institutions can be found - except In Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Kenya and Botswana where some form of 
money and capital market laws can be found. Underdeveloped Infrastructure and communication 
facUlties, lack of trained personnel, unpredictable gcNernment policies and deteriorating terms of 
trade make It Impossible to ewn adhere to existing policies and regulations (Ethiopia, Tanzania and 
Mozambique). Author argues that Inappropriately designed policies and regulatory, legal and tax 
frameworks as the single most Important factor for the sluggish dewlopment of financial markets 
In AfrIca. [5251] 
Key Words: Genel; Africa; Zimbabwe; Nigeria; Kenya; Botswana; Ethiopia; Tanzania; 
Mozambique; Formal finance; Prudential lupervlsion; Regulation; 
873. Malkamakl, Markku, -Financial Intermediation for Mlcroenterprises In Bangladesh, Kenya, Tanzania 
and Zambia,· Consultants In Social D6Y8Iopment (SO DE CON) Ud., The World Bank, Washington, 
D.C., 1990, 191 p. 
Examines the financing of mlcroenterprises In Kenya, Tanzania and Zambia with focus on their 
transactions with sernl-formaJ and Informal sources. Most of the Initial capital comes from the 
entrepreneurs' ONn savings, with famUy members as the second largest source of Initial and 
expansion capital. Less than 10% of the respondents In all three countries were ROSCA members 
with women accounting for majority of the membership. Professional moneylenders who lend to 
m1croenterprises were more numerous In Zambia and Kenya than In Tanzania, charging 40 - 50 % 
per month on amounts that were too small for working capital purposes. Recommends FINNIDA 
support for the Grameen Bank In Bangladesh, the Small Enterprise Finance Company In Kenya, the 
Kenya Rural Enterprise Programme and six other NGOs Implementing credit programmes In Kenya 
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and Tanzania. ConsIders the policy environment In Zambia to be partlcularty hostIe to the survival 
and groNth of mIcroenterpises. [5283] 
Kay WOld.: Micro and ..... 11 _.-priM; Africa; Kenya; "nzanla; Zambia; Credit; 
874. MasIni. Marlo (ed.). Rural Finance PrpfUes In AfrIcan Countries. Vol. 1. The Credit Markets of Africa 
SerIes No. 19. Mian. Italy: FiNAFRI~-C'ARIPLO. 1987.278 p. 
Part of a series of country profiles prepared In cooperation between FAD and FiNAFRICA. with the 
aim of pnMcIlng an assessment of the various styles of Involvement of institutional finance In rural 
dEMllopment. In Older to seM as a basis for effeCtNe ·actlon at the policy assessment and 
formulation IEMII and for technical assistance. The countrlf',\,. CCNer a variety of situations and those 
Included In this first volume are: Kenya, Mall, Niger; Somal'" and ZaIre. Another set of countries wUJ 
be 00Y8I'8d In a second volume. The analysis Is drawn as ... r as possible according to a common 
conceptual scheme CCNering: main features of the ecC:"lOn1Y; monetary policy and financial 
dEMllopment; performance of financial Institutions; rural credit outside financial Institutions; 
Infrastructure for rural dEMlloprnent and agricultural pricing policies; key financial Instltutlon(s) and 
CHervlaw of rural finance. [0021 A] 
Key Word.: General; Africa; Kenya; Mall; Niger; Somalia; Zaire; Finance; Formal finance; 
Informal finance; Rural finance; 
875. Matln. Kazl M., and Bernard WaSON, ~Justment and Private Investment In Kenya·, Working Paper 
Series No. 878, Country Economics Department, The Workf· Bank, Washington, D.C., March 1992, 
45 p. 
Studies the determinants of private Investment In Kenya during the 1980s and finds that declining 
avanabUlty of credit to the private sector; failing stock of public Infrastructure capital and the 
relatNely ICMer leYeI of Import allocations relatlw to the 1970s are the main factors behind the 
decline In the rate of private Inwstrnents. Finds that Kenyas Inability to Implement adjustment 
policies contributed to this decline, and suggests that efficient fiscal adjustment and more liberal 
Imports will be critical to Increasing private Investment. [5346] 
Key Word.: General; Eal! Africa; Kenya; Finance; 
876. McDonald, Vincent R., ·Crop and Uwstock Insurance: An AId to Small Farm Development,· 
Unpublished working paper; Agriculture and Rural DeYeIoprnent Department, World Bank, 
Washington, D.C .• August 1975, 75 p. 
This paper considers the economic setting within which crop Insurance programs haw operated; 
pnMcIes a brief history of some Insurance programs In ION-Income countries; and makes some 
recommendations for Impn:Mtrnent In these programs. Case studies of Insurance programs In 
Kenya and Mauritius are also presented. The author recommends that the World Bank seriously 
consider assisting In the establishment of Insurance programs In association with small farmer credit 
programs. [ARC. 1195] 
Key WOld.: Agriculture; Africa; Kenya; Maurltlu'j .... otho; Senegal; Cntdlt; Insurance; 
SupervlHd crac:l1t; 
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8n. Migot-Adholla, Sham, Peter Hazell, Beno1t Blarel, and Frank Place, ,ndlgenous Land Rights Systems 
In Sub-Saharan AfrIca: A Constraint on Productivity?, - The World Bank Economic BErt!ew, Vol. 5, 
No.1, 1991, pp. 155-175. 
Based on cross-sectional data from Ghana, Kenya and Rwanda In 1987-88, this article provides 
8\11dence In support of the hypothesis suggested by historical studies on the tNOIutIon of Indigenous 
land rights systems from communal to individual rights In response to Increases in 
commercialization and poptUtion pressure. It finds no support for the vIaw that land rights are a 
constraint to prod~ and also Indicates that land titling Is not sufficient to increase access to 
cradlt. In study.areas like Kenya, land collateral Is of little value because land transfers to outsiders 
ant not always recognized as legitimate; rnor8OI8r; where better nonfarm opportunities are absent, 
farmers are reluctant to mortgage land. [1210] 
K8J We ~1.: Agrlcun ... ; Africa; Ghana; Kanya; Rwanda; Informal finance; finance; 
878. Miler; Leonard F., Agricultural Credit and Finance in Africa. New York, New York: The Rockefeller . 
Foundation, 19n, 115 p. 
Four chapters of this book deal with the research, documented experience and unresolved issues 
of the 19708 concerning agricultural credit and savings In AfrIca. From a sample of 399 small food 
crop farmers in Nigeria. the pradomlnance of small. short-term loans for farm use (mostly for hired 
labor) and non-farm use (mostly for ceremonies and school fees) was reported. Formal lenders 
prtMded only a small proportion of the credit, with Informal sources (friends and relatives, 
rnorleYIenders and trader/merchants) being major sources. A separate study CCMH'Ing 156 loans 
mainly from Informal sources shoNed no security requirements other than personal reputation, or 
Joint llabllty, with very few having raaI estate mortgages or pledged crops as collateral. A high 
degree of variation in Interest rates is reported, with the rates apparently varying with the botTONer's 
personal and financial circumstances. Among Interest-free loans, some carried no Interest whUe for 
others reciprocity arrangements or obligation to sell the produce to the lender constituted indirect 
but hard-to-measure charges. experiences with alternative approaches -I.e., using informal lenders 
and groups, e.g., Input dealers, as channels (Kenya); group loans (Malawi); packaging credit with 
education, Input supply and marketing through cooperatives or through agriculture service centers 
(Uganda); and linking savings with cradlt through cooperative savings schemes (Kenya), credit 
unions (Zambia) or indigenous savings/credit societies CiIYJLI clubs In Nigeria; savings associations 
In West Cameroon) - have been limited. The author concludes that It would be worthwhUe for 
d8Y8lopment agencies and go.wnment institutions to support experiments of InncMltlve approaches 
to buDding rural financial markets. [Agricultural Ubrary. The Ohio State University, HG2051A35A54] 
K8J WOld.: Agrlcunuraj Africa; Kenya; Malawi; Nigeria; Uganda; Zambia; Cameroon; Finance; 
Informal finance; Cooperative.; CnKllt union.; International donora; Savings & credit 
cooperatives; SeH-help groups; Savings mobilization; Interest rate; Collateral; Supervised 
Cl'8d1t; Group lending; Input marketing; Output marketing; Agricultural CnKllt; 
879. Minot. Nicholas, -Economic Aspects of Contract farming in Less !)Moped Countries: An 
Annotated Bibliography,- Contract farming In Africa Project WorkIng Paper No. 3, I~ Binghamton, 
New York, July 1986, 22 p. 
ThIs document contains abstracts of 46 publications on contract farming. The publications cover 
general papers as well as specific studies on Africa In general, West Africa, COte d'ivolre, Kenya, 
Nigeria, Swazland, Uganda (also the AmerIcas, Central America, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, 
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Guatemala, Honduras, Jamaica, latin AmerIca, Malaysia, Mexico, Papua New Guinea, The 
PhUlpplnes, ThaUand, Turkey, and the United States). Some of the annotations discuss financial 
aspects of contract farming, and especially the supposed need by farmers for credit that Is being 
met by some contract farming operations. [5233] 
Key Words: Agrlculturej Afrlcaj COte d'lwnj Kenyaj Nigerlaj SVI8ZIlandj Ugandaj Farm; 
Agricultural credltj 
880. Mullel, AndI'8W K, and Joshua M. Ng'elu, -Evolution, Structure and Performance of Kenyas Financial 
System: Sayings and DMgpment, Vol. XI\( No.3, 1990, pp. 265-284. 
Analyzes the dMopmem of Kenyas financial system with a focus on commercial bani. and non-
bank financial institutions. Concludes that the financial system has performed efficlen' \. through 
time, with the non-bank financial Institutions haying expanded their sayings mobllilatlon and 
dMopmental role, and the commercial banks haying extended banking seMces to remote rural 
areas of the country. [5018] 
Key Words: Generalj East Afrlcaj Kenya; Formal financej Banksj 
881. Mutlso, Roberta, -P0v'9rty, Women, and Cooperatlws In Kenya: Working Paper No. 135, Women 
In International D6Y8Ioprnent Program, Michigan State Unlwrslty, East lansing, Michigan, January 
1987,18 p. 
Presents the background, conceptual Issues, and preliminary findings of an Informal survey of 14 
poor womens cooperatlws In Kenya. Concludes that the major Issues for further Investigation 
Include the optimal combination of member trust with healthy suspicion over the use of group funds 
to enhance the possibilities for collectlw action, and the proper role of change agents In extending 
womens perceptions of their capabilities. [4799] 
Key Words: General; East Africa; Kenya; Cooperatives; Women; Gender; 
882. Mutua, Albert Kimanthl, StENen Mlrero, and Chrltopher A. Dondo, -Juhudl Credit Scheme: A Proposal 
for expanding REPs Credit Programme to Informal Sector Entrepreneurs,· WEREP, Ud. and Kenya 
Rural Enterprise Programme (KEREP), Nairobi, Kenya, N0v'9mber 1990, 56 p. 
Proposes the establishment of two Area Credit Offices for lending to small-scale entrepreneurs that 
become self-sustaining In three years. [4928] 
Key Words: Micro and amall enterprlsej East Afrlcaj Kenya; Credit; 
883. Mwega, F. M., -Mobilization of Domestic Savings for African D6Y8Iopment and Industrialization: A 
Case Study of Kenya, - Paper presented at the Workshop on Mobilization of Domestic Resources 
In AfrIca, Unlwrslty of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom, July 16-20, 1990, Department of Economics, 
Unlwrslty of Nairobi, Nairobi, Kenya, 1991, 65 p. 
Analyzes the potential and the constraints faced by Kenya In the mobilization of household, business 
and public savings to finance industrialization and dlwrsiflcation. REwie.NS the literature on 
household savings In Kenya and recommends consideration for rural household savings in the 
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CMHaII economic policies cI monetization and financlallntennedlatlon, fiscal and monetary policies. 
Alao notes the Importance cI Informal and seml..forrnal financial markets In both rural and urban 
araas. which Is vkMted as a consequence cI the shortcomings In the cradlt policies of the formal 
financIaIlnsdtutlons. Argues that there may be a case for policy lnteN8ntlons In enterprise financing 
where retained earnings and short-term credit al8 the most Important SOUIC8S cI finance. [5056] 
Kay Word.: 0 .... 1; East Africa; Kenya; INng.; 
884. Mwega, F. M., and S .. M. NgoIa. -Causal Directions In the Relationship Betwaen Domestic Credit and 
Changes In Net foreign Reserves In Kenya.· Savings and PMlQornent, Vol. XII, No.3, 1988, 
pp. 221-233. . . 
Authors use the Granger test to IrNef. .'JBte the direction cI causation betweendoinestlc credit and 
net foreign I8S8rY8S In Kenya during the 1970-85 period. They conclude that rasuIts support the 
monetarist view on the basis cI the finding that the ftON cI domestic credit was a significant 
Granger-cause of changes In the net foreign reserves. [4968] 
Kay Word.: Oen .. l; East Africa; Kenya; Finance; Monetary policy; 
885. Mwega, F. M., S. M. Ngola, and N. Mwangl, -Real Intel8st Rates and the MobUlzatlon of Private 
Savings In Africa,- AERC Research Paper No.2, African Economic Research Consortium, Nairobi, 
Kenya, Nowmber, 1990,20 p. 
The objectIYe cI the paper was to test the Mcklnnon-Shaw hypotheSis that an upward adjustment 
In real deposit rates In Kenya significantly Incl88S8S the private sectorti financial and non-financial 
savings which are then utUized to support a high IswI of credit supply and imlestment In the 
economy. The I8Sults Imply that the private saving rate and the 1881 demand for money are not 
significantly correlated. The study suggests that the major Impact of the high Intel8st rate policy 
Is a reduction In the private secto~ demand for credit. [4243] 
Kay Word.: Oeneral; East Africa; Kenya; Finance; 
886. Nlederstucke, K H., '" Socia-Economic Evaluation of the Smallholder Credit Scheme: Kerlcho, 
Kenya,. Unpublished paper presented at the Eastem Africa Agricultural Economics Society Lusaka 
Conference, May 23, 1974, University of Nairobi, Nairobi, Kenya, 1974,21 p. 
Evaluates the performance cI small dairy farmers In one al88 of Kenya who have racel\led loans 
under a German sponsored program begun In 1969. Repayments under the program has been 
satisfactory with only 13 percent cI the loans being In arl88rs at the time of the study. Concludes 
that economic changes at the farm IswI appear to Justify the project costs. [ARC. 1311] 
Kay Word.: Agriculture; East Africa; Kenya; Cnldlt; 
887. Nlssanke, Machlko, -Domestic Resource MobUizatlon for African DMlopment and Diversification: 
Summary cI Main Flndlngs,- University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom, March 1991, 13 p. 
Because cI the different stages cI research cI country studies, this summary Is based largely on the 
findings of Ghana, Kenya and MalawI; Tanzania and Zambia al8 also considered under the 
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cornparatNe study In the first phase of the project. The obJectNe of this phase was to study the 
structural characteristics of the system and identify Impediments to flnanclallntennedlatlon. Tentative 
conclusions Imply that despite the sizeable savings potential, mobIlzatlon of domestic resouroes 
Is extremely fragmented between and within the formaJ and Informal financial sectors. The 
Inadequate functioning of financial Intermediation In these economies has a deep rooted structural 
cause: high risk environments and rIsk-ccMUlance, the resultant high transaction and Intermediation 
costs, and the lnabllty of the system to Internalize and manage these risks. [4021) 
K8y Wold.: Gen .. l; Africa; Ghana; Kenya; M ..... ; Finance; SavIng. mobilization; 
Developmant; inlMnedlatlon; 
888. NorcIl\.:. G., D. Freeman, and N. Mles, -Rural Industrialization Policies and Programmes In Kenya,· 
Rural I,. ,..JustrIaIlzatlon and Employment Project, World Employment Researoh WorkIng Paper, ILO, 
GentMl. Swltzertand, February 1980, 133 p. 
A critical tMlIuatlon of rural Industrialization policies In Kenya. Presents two Interpretations of rural 
dEN8lopment: the modemlzatlon approach, positing progresslw dEN8lopment under market foroes; 
and the dependency approach, the belief that without strong gCNemment intervention, market foroes 
wlilead to a dependent form of dEN8lopment. Present d8Y8l0pment of rural Industries Is hampered 
by their dependence on Nairobi for Inputs, lack of access to markets beyond the local market, and 
finally the nature of Nairobi as a center of communication policy. and control. Past policies have 
focused on the supply side: loan schemes to provide capital, extension services, training and 
education programs, and the provision of education. Concludes by noting that the main barrier to 
continued groNth of rural Industry Is not the lack of productlw capacity. but the lack of effective 
demand. [1319] 
K8y Wont.: Geneml; Eaat Africa; Kenya; Finance; 
889. Nyarlbo, Fanny B., and Douglas L Young, "The Impacts of Capital and Land Constraints on the 
Economics of New livestock Technology In Westem Kenya,. Agrlcyltyral Economics, Vol. 6, No. 
4, AprIl 1991 , pp. 353-364. 
Authors use linear programming models to assess the Impact of size of landholding and credit 
avalabllty constraints on response to new forage technology and Improwd mDk marketing 
Infrastructure by smallholders In westem Kenya. Find that expanded credit permitted medium and 
large farms to exploit these InncMltlons; credit also expanded Income more than did goat 
management ImprtMments. [5036) 
K8y WOld.: Agriculture; Eaat Africa; Kenya; Finance; Agrlbu.lne •• ; Uveatock; 
890. OJermark, Paul, -Group Based Savings and Credit In Rural Africa. The experience of FAO - Peoples 
Participation In Rural DMopment through Promotion of Self-Help Organizatlons,- (Draft), FAD, 
Rome, Italy. 1986, 32 p. 
Discusses the experiences In Implementing the financial component of the Peoplek Participation 
Programme In AfrIcan countries. Outlines the major findings and recommendations of a training 
YO'kshop for project staff, held In Mbabane, SwazUand, In December 1985, analyses the 
implementation of the financial component In African project countries and provides conclusions 
and recommendations for improving project performance. The paper Is based on reports and other 
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documents on projects In sewn countries (Ghana. Siena Leone, Kenya, Zambia, lesotho, Swazland 
and ZImbabwe), special studies d the four oldest projects and addltlonallnfonnatlon obtained at 
the Mbabane worIcBhop. General racommendatIons CCMtr savings mobIlzatlon as a project 
component to be emphasized, positive and realistic Interest rate lewis In the cradlt project design, 
and adequate training for both Implernenters and beneficiaries. StrIking a balance between 
COI'ItIactuai and YOIuntary savings, establishing a solid partnership with banks and d6Y8l0pment of 
appropriate training materials 818 some c:A the specific recommendations for future project design. 
[4737] 
K-v Wordl: 0. ... 1; Africa; Ghana; S.... Leone; Kenya; Zambia; Lelotho; Svazilandj 
Zimbabwe; Finance; . 
891. Ok8yo, AchoIa Pala, "DaUghters c:A the lakes and RNer's: CoIonIzat: , n ancf the lanct Rights of Luo 
Women,· In Women and Colonization: Anthropological PerspectlYfi, Mona Etienne and Eleanor 
Leacock (eds.), Naw York: Praeger; 1989, pp. 186-213. 
this article examines the colonial and current Impact c:A the Individualization of land tenure system 
In the Luo region of Kenya. Of 135 women surveyed, all are c"*lvators but almost all work land 
reglsterad In male names. The new system does not recognize use rights. None of the respondents 
control enough land to qualify for official cradlt. (5118] 
Kay Wordl: Agrlcultura; !all Africa; Kenya; Women; Government policy and programSj 
892. Onyonka, Zachary Theod0f8, ~rlcultural Dewiopment Banking: A Case Study of Kenya,· 
Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Syracuse University, Syracuse, Naw York, 1968,246 p. 
ReWMs the dewlopment of agricultural cl8d1t Institutions In Kenya. Reports on Intervlsws with 
various cradlt officials and 60 large farmers In Kenya. Sources and uses of cradlt among the 
farmers Is detaUed. Recommendations for Improving the performance of the rural financial system 
are presented. (Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State Unlwrslty, HG2051 K4051976] 
Kay WOIdI: Agrlcultunti !all Afrlcai Kenyai Banksi 
893. Parker; Joan, and C. Aleke Dondo, ·Kenya: K1beras Small Enterprise Sector; Baseline Survey 
Report,· GEMINI WorkIng Paper No. 17, CAl, Bethesda, Maryland, April 1991, 31 p. + annex. 
this paper reports on a baseline survey d small enterprise activities In, K1bera DMslon, Nairobi, 
Kenya. which was undertaken In 1990. The survey was undertaken for three ntasons. One, the 
surwy rneasuf8S the extent c:A small enterprise sector; both In absolute terms and relatlw to the 
total population c:A K1bera, and pn:McIes some descrlptlws c:A the types and characteristics of small 
enterprises In an urban slum setting. Second, the survey spread the n6WS that a new found credit 
scheme In KJbera has started Its operations. third, the survey wli also provide a list of potential 
bonoNers for a newly found cradit scheme In KJbera. (5597] 
Key WOIdI: Micro and lmall enterprlsej !all Africa; Kenya; Cntditj 
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894. Peterson, George E., "Volume I: Infrastructure Finance: Financing Urban Infrastructure In Less 
DeYeloped Countries,- The Urban Institute, Washington, D. C., March 1991,69 p. 
Discusses the public roles In Infrastructure finance and examines the gap between funds available 
for financing Infrastructure and the 18Y8I required to adequately serve urban needs. Notes that In 
smaller cities In Kenya, Zimbabwe, and other countries, a large part of the social Infrastructure has 
been Installed through YOIuntary, mutual self-help and suggests that the public sector extend legal 
recognition of community and private Inltiatiws, and to c1earty spell out the procedures for handling 
facUlties buRt at the communltys expense. (5507) 
Key Word.: Gen_l; Africa; Kenya; Zimbabwe; Finance; 
895. Raikes, PhD, -Savlngs.\nd Credit In Kisll, Westem Kenya,- CDR Working Paper No. 88.7, Center for 
D8Y8Iopment Researdl (CDR). Copenhagen, Denmark, May 1988, 52 p. 
Traces the Impact of extemally-asslsted credit programs on the beneflciartes' ordering of their 
production, expenditure and transactions flCM'S for smallholder coffee gl'CM4ers In Kisll District, Kenya. 
Age and gender differentiation were noted, along with gender-based patterns of savings and credit 
transactions. Individualistic credit patterns were obseNed among the men, where the Involvement 
of ~nesses· to the transaction apparently helped In loan collection, although group-based 
relationships were often used by the women with ROSC'A-type contribution clubs being popular. 
Concludes that donor-assisted programs in Kenya In the 1970s significantly harmed the cooperatives 
and peasants primarily through deterioration In marketing channels for their products from credit-
induced losses. Recent steps to mC1J9 WI8Y from d6lJ8l0pment credit to local banking appear more 
useful but limited considering that Investments outside of agriculture do not address problems of 
ION agricultural productivity coupled with Increasing population pressure. The banking approach 
may aggravate the existing bias tONardS rich peasants and/or men as borrt:M'8rs. Recommends 
caution In the adoption and Implementation of aid policies and projects. [4145] 
Key Words: AgrlcuHure; East Africa; Kenya; Formal finance; Supervised credit; 
896. Rolling, Niels, Fred Chege, and Jos Ascroft, -Rapid D6lJ8Iopment for Kenyas Small Farms,· 
Discussion Paper No. 173, Institute for D8Y8Iopment Studies, University of Nairobi, Nairobi, Kenya, 
July 1973, 11 p. 
Paper present the results of a two-year field experimentation In the Tetu SRDP extension Pilot 
Project. It briefly describes some of the results obtained, the objectives, the problem to which the 
tested strategy addresses Itself, the description of the strategy and the benefits to be expected. The 
strategy alms to II'IlpI'OJ8 food production. employment opportunities and Income of less-progressive 
small farmers by supplying them Integrated services In the form of credit, Inputs, and training is 
presented. The project achlewd Its objectiws except for the ION repayment rate on unsecured 
crop loans. The future focus of the project will be on this Issue. [2456] 
Key Words: AgrlcuHure; East Africa; Kenya; CreelH; 
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897. Saldl, Khosn:7N, -Small Business Credit for Samburu Wornen~ Groups In Kenya, - Rural DMlooment 
In Practice, August 1988, pp. 9-10. 
This article reYIews the recent successful introduction of the women~ group mowment to Samburu 
v.ornen In Kenya. The loan program proYIdes small loans for a short term with no security required, 
and Ilustrates the Importance of mutual confidence between creditors and debtors. The author 
concludes that women~ groups have rendered a most Impressive performance which presents 
good reason to encourage other d6Y8l0pment agencies to experiment with projects slmUar to this 
scheme to enable the most Impowrlshed members of society. who are often women, to Improve 
their IMng conditions. [4264] 
Kay Words: Genenal; East Africa; Kenya; cl'8dn; Woinen; 
898. Schapiro, Morton Owen, and Stephen Walnalna, -Kenya: A Case Study of the Production and Export 
of Horticultural Commodities, - In Successful DMlopment In Africa: Case Studies of Projects, 
Programs and Policies. Earl L MacFarland, J[ (ed.), Analytical Case Studies No.1, EDI 
Dewlopment Policy Case Series, Washington, D.C.: Economic DMlopment Institute of the World 
Bank, 1989, pp. 79-96. 
This Is a mlcrostudy of a program carried out In Kenya jointly by the gOJemment, a para statal 
(Horticultural Crops D6Y8Iopment Authority), and the private sector to stimulate the production and 
export of horticultural products. The parastatal provided research, training, extension services, basic 
Infrastructure, seeds and marketing assistance whUe aJlONIng market forces to determine output 
prices. Gowmment and foreign Investors assisted In the penetration of a highly competitive exports 
market. Authors conclude that the manageable scale of the program, the judicious use of the 
parastataJ~ pcMIers, and the policy of relying on market prices to provide producer Incentives 
helped achlew the goal of boosting horticultural commodity production. [4090] 
Key Words: Agricunure; East Africa; Kenya; Formal finance; Output marketing; Prices; 
Technical aSSistance; 
899. Stringer, William L, -rhe Dewlopment of Credit Markets In Kenya for Urban Infrastructure and 
Housing Finance,- Chambers Associates Incorporated, Washington, D. C., January 31,1991,48 p. 
Explores the feasibility of Immediate application of USAID guarantees to the current housing and 
Infrastructure program, and the possibility of using USAID assistance In dewloplng an ongoing 
financial market to enhance housing and Infrastructure d6Y8l0pment In Kenya. Concludes that the 
d6Y8lopment of a public securities market suffers from the poor credit of the potential bol1"ONers, 
the lack of a secondary market for the securities, and the necessarUy long maturity of debt. [5506] 
Kay Words: General; East Africa; Kenya; Finance; 
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900. Swedish Savings Banks Association (SSBA). -Savings for DSYelopment: ReYiew 01 the International 
Programmes on the MobBlzatlon 01 Personal Savings In DSYeloping Countries and Related Activities 
Focused on Savings and Credit Promotion for Rural DSYelopment. - Paper presented at the 
AFPJICA/EN:X;r Seminar on Resource MobUlzatlon for Rural DSYelopment. Nairobi, Kenya, 
January 3O-February 10. 1984. SSBA, Stockholm. Sweden. 1984. 22 p. 
The paper nMews the United Nations-supported International program activities In the 1970s and 
early 1980s aimed at helping dSYeloplng countries mobHlze domestic resources through personal 
savings. It cites the requests for assistance from a number of dSYeloplng countries. among them 
In Africa Benin and Upper Volta. for launching promotion campaigns; Burundi and Uganda. for 
assistance In the strengthening of financial Institutions; the expansion/strengthening of Institutional 
ravings facUlties (Ghana. SwazUand. Kenya. Sudan. Zambia, and Nigeria). along with the broadened 
pE ,tlclpatlon of International donors, among the major program Impacts. It concludes that the 
II' '::&IS 01 credit programs cannot ")8 separated from deposit mobilization aspects. an area that 
Inl:Stltutlonal management aspects t .. ,1 further be ImprtMK'l. [2962] 
Key Words: Gen ... l; Africa; Benin; Burkina FaSOj Burundlj Uganda; Upper Voltaj Ghana; 
Swaziland; Kenya; Sudan; Zambia; Nigeria; SaYings; SaYings mobilization; 
901. United States Agency for International Dewlopment (USAtO). 'l6Jrica Bureau Sector Strategy: A 
Strategic Framework for Promoting Agricultural Marketing and Agribusiness Development In Sub-
Saharan AfrIca.- Publications Series No. 91-1. Office of Technical Resources, Africa Bureau, USAID. 
Washington. D.C .• January 1991. 78 p. 
Document identifies and analyzes key problems affecting the efficiency of agricultural marketing 
Iystems In Sub-Saharan AfrIca to pn:Mcle a strategic framework to guide the Agency In the design 
and Implementation of Interventions to Impn:JJe market efficiency and promote the role of 
agribusiness In market dSYelopment. Building on lessons learned from preYlous AID and other 
donor-asslsted activities. framework focuses on three basic elements: 1) macroeconomic and 
sectoral policies and regulations that define the scope. nature and Incentives for marketing activities; 
2) necessary Infrastructure for conducting and expanding marketing activities; and 3) capability of 
market participants. especially agribusiness, to engage In marketing activities partlcular1y In 
response to enhanced environments as constraints under 1) and 2) are alleviated. In this regard, 
It recognizes five stages In the evolutionary dSYelopment for agricultural marketing systems, and 
appraises most of Sub-Saharan Africas to be -mired- In the first two stages, with none having 
ruched the fourth stage at all. Stage 3 Is when viable formal sector financial Institutions 
emerge/serve the needs of marketing agents, and a ffIN countries are identified with this: Kenya. 
Cote d'ivoire. Senegal, Nigeria. Malawi and Botswana. [4155] 
Key Words: Marketing; Africa; Kenya; COte d'lwlre; Botswana; Senegal; Niger; Malawi; 
Finance; Agribusiness; Output marketing; International donors; 
902. United States Agency for International DSYeIopment (USAtO). -Proposal and Recommendations for 
the ReYiew of the DSYeIopment Loan Conlmlttee: Kenya - Agricultural Sector Loan I.-Capital 
Assistance Paper, USAtO. Washington. D.C .• June 12. 1975.28 p. + annexes. 
Contains recommendations for authorization of a $13.5 mUlion loan to the Kenyan gOl8rnment to 
assist In financing foreign and local currency costs of supporting activities for agriculture sector 
dSYelopment. Credit for food crop production wUl be channelled through the AFC and the Kenya 
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Farmers Association (large commercial wheat and maize fanners), and the CooperatNe Bank of 
Kenya (for farming society members cunantly not producing food crops). [4787) 
Key WonI.: Agriculture; East Africa; Kenya; Formal finance; SupervlHCI credit; 
903. Urban Institute, The, "Volume 3: Infrastructure finance: Roundtable on Urban Infrastructure 
FInancIng,- Washington, D. C., March 1991, 15 p. 
Summarizes U. presentations and discussions cI a roundtable held In Washington, D. C. on 
mobIlzIng and alloCatIng capital for urban Infrastructure. The discussions Included one on the role 
cI municipal credit institutions or municipal d6Y8lopment banks with Kenya cited as an example of 
local governments political pressures to Influence lending decisions. [5509] 
Key WonI.: Gen .. l; East Africa; KMya; Finance; D8velopment banlea 
904. van Steenwyk, Mark A, -eanklng and Small Farmer Agricultural Credit In East Africa: Selected . 
Experiences from Sudan, Kenya, Tanzania and Zambia, - WorkIng Paper for the East African 
Banking/Smail Farmer Agricultural Credit Workshop, Agricultural Coopemtiw Dawlopment 
International, AFRJCA. Nairobi, Kenya, February 2-6, 1981, 77 p. 
This workshop discussion paper nMews the performance cI agricultural banks and small farmer 
credit progmms In four African countries during the late 1970s: for Sudan, the Agricultural Bank and 
the Coopemtiw D6Y8Iopment Bank of Sudan; for Kenya, the Agricultural Finance Corpomtion and 
the Cooperatlw Bank of Kenya Umlted; for Tanzania, the Tanzania Rural D6Yelopment Bank; and 
for Zambia, the Agricultural Finance Company Umlted. In the absence of loan reporting by farm 
size, weak management Information and staff d6Yelopment systems, the author mlses questions as 
to the abUlly of the lending institutions to achlew their mandate of servicing small farmers. As 
regards the Institutions' dependence on gCNemment for loanable funds, he suggests that 
performance-based gmnts of capital assistance and rediscount privHeges be considered. [4573] 
Key WonI.: General; Africa; Kenya; tanzania; zambia; Formal finance; Development banks; 
905. Vasthoff, Josef, ·Small Farm Credit and D6Yelopment: Some ExperIences In East Africa with Special 
Reference to Kenya,· Afrika-Studlen No. 33, Info-Instltut fur Wlrtschaftsforschung, Munich, Germany, 
1968, 144 p. 
PrOIides a brief 0Y8rvi6w of the formal credit system and Its procedures for servicing small scale 
farmers In Kenya In 1965. The study goes on to report the economic Impact of credit use among 
68 sample farms sul'Y8')'8d In 1966. Research problems faced by this type of credit study are also 
outlined. The study also discusses small farmer credit progmms In Uganda and Tanzania. 
Concludes by suggesting changes for small farmer credit In Kenya. [2840] 
Key WonI.: Agriculture; East Africa; Kenya; Uganda; tanzania; Cradlt; Farm.; Farmers; 
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906. Ventura-Dlas, Vlvianne, "Modernization, Production Organization and Rural Women In Kenya, - In 
Technology and Rural Women: Conceptual and Emplrica! Issues, Iftlkhar Ahmed (ed.), Boston: 
George Allen and Unwin, 1985, pp. 157-210. 
examines the effects d technical change on employment and Income among rural women In Kenya, 
arguIng that technologies adapted to "female- activities are likely to leave the scale of domestic 
production unaltered, preserving commercial scale production as a male domain. Argues also that 
short-run solutions based on small-scale technologies need to be combined with longer-run 
solutions to womerfti limited access to training skUls, credit, education, agricultural services, off-farm 
employment, and modem means d production. [5174] 
Key Words: Micro and smalr 'nterprlse; East A1dca; Kenya; Finance; Women; 
907. von Stockhausen, Joachim, Cmdlt guarantee schet]18S for Small farmers, IFO-Forschungsberlcht Nr. 
68, IFO-London, England: Institute for Economic Research, Weltforum Verlag, 1988, 71 p. 
The study analyzes inl'KMltive credit guarantee strategies for small farmers. The author focuses on 
the two-stage credit guarantee scheme. This approach combines a counter guarantee fund that Is 
acceptable to lending Institutions with grass-root credit guarantee associations. Such arrangements 
are expected to lead to a greater flOIt' of formal credit to smallholders and other small-scale 
enterprises. The two-stage credit guarantee scheme of the Friedrich-Ebert Foundation (FRG) In 
Kenya Is given as a vivid example for this financial Intermediation approach. [4460] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; East Africa; Kenya; Credit; 
908. Von Pischke, J. D., ')\ Penny Saved ... : Kenyas Cooperative Savings Scheme and Some Related 
Aspects of Rural Flnance,- Working Paper No. 204, Institute for Dewlopment Studies, University of 
Nairobi, Nairobi, Kenya, January 1975, 54 p. 
Reports on a cooperative savings scheme Initiated in Kenya In 1972. In 2 years the number of 
depositors reached 110,000 and the value deposited was appltDCimately 40,000,000 shillings. The 
amount of savings exceeded the amount lent by the cooperatives to farmers. [ARC. 0955] 
Key Words: General; East Africa; Kenya; Finance; Cooperatives; Savings; 
909. Von Pischke, J. D., -Credit Projects, Real Sector Objectives and Financial Sector Objectives: 
Consistency or Conftict?,- Trade Industry & Finance Division, Asia Technical Department, The World 
Bank, Washington, August 1989, 26 p. 
This paper outlines the factors relating to the objectives of the real and financial sectors of the 
economy vis-a-vis a credit project. It prcMdes a guide to determining the existence of conflicts or 
consistency in credit projects such as a look at some performance Indicators In meeting project 
funding objectives. The paper contains data In tables from Kenya and Bangladesh. [0547] 
Key Words: General; East Africa; Kenya; Finance; 
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910. Von Pischke, J. D., "Credit Use and D8Y8Iopment on Nineteen Murang'a Farms, 1969-1973," 
Unpublished paper, Institute for D8Y8Iopment Studies, UnlYerslty of Nairobi, Nairobi, Kenya, January 
15, 1974, 274 p. 
Reports on credit use and farm d8Y8loprnent I7i 19 small credit users In a rural area of Kenya. All 
of these bom7Ners had defaulted at some point on their loans. The author found that economic 
performance on the farm had almost no statistical relationship to the bom7Ners repayment 
performance. BOI1ONers with the highest 18Y8I of off-farm jobs tended to be the worst repayers. 
(1179) 
~ Wonts: Agricultunt; &at Africa; Kenya; Cr8d1t; . 
911. ~ton Pischke, J. D., "Farm Credit In Kenya: The Poor Farmer Parad(]l(," Institute for Dewlopment 
.. ~udles, University of Nairobi, Kenya, September 1973, 81 p. 
Paper was prepared for the D8Y8Iopment Economics Department of the International Bank of 
Reconstruction and D8Y8Iopment for their African Rural D8Y8Iopment Study. The Kenyan 
agricultural credit system Is examined. Author notes that Interest rate repreSSion and non price 
credit rationing rnake rural markets unattractive to financial Intermediaries operating In the larger 
economy, which contributes to the lack of financial services In rural areas. [ARC. 1088] 
K8y Words: Agriculture; Eaat Africa: Kenya: Credit: Farms: Farme ... : Agricultural credit:: 
912. Von Pischke, J. D., and John Rouse, "Selected Successful experiences In Agricultural Credit and 
Rural Finance In Africa," Agricultural and Rural D8Y8Iopment Department, The World Bank, 
Washington, D.C., 1981,35 p. 
Authors present an CNervl6w of the performance of agricultural credit programs In Africa and discuss 
six cases of partial success In pnwlding financial services in rural Africa. The examples discussed 
are: (A) Caisse Natlonale de Credit Agrlcole (Morocco); (8) Kenyas Cooperative Savings Scheme; 
(C) Credit Unions and Agricultural lending In Cameroon; (0) Rural Savings Club In Zimbabwe; (E) 
Group Credit In Malawi; and (F) Rotating Savings and Credit Associations In different African 
countries. Based upon the observations made In this study, the authors conclude that relatively 
simple systems of rural financial services can be successful In reaching large numbers of people 
without Intensive outside assistance If they serve a real demand. Favorable economic 
circumstances In rural areas promote the establishment and survival of rural financial Institutions. 
(2537) 
Key Words: General; Africa; Kenya; cameroon; Zimbabwe; Malawi; Finance; ROSCAs; 
Cooperatives; 
913. Walnalna, Njokl, "Indigenous Savings and Credit Schemes for Women In Kenya," Swedish 
International 08Y8l0pment Authority, Nairobi, Kenya, June 1990, 72 p. 
The main objective of the study was to Identify and analyze Indigenous credit systems in Kenya in 
hopes of deriving lessons, experiences and principles that can be replicated or adapted in 
d8Y8l0ping credit programmes for women. The major factors that have contributed to the 
persistence of Informal financial groups In Kenya Include the foilONing: discipline In foilONing rules 
and regulations, productivity. desire for long-term Investment, linkage to dewlopment agencies, 
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minimal administrative costs, flexibllty, accessibUlty, conwnlence, ownership and control by 
participants. Umttatlons Include ION lewis of financing, InabUIty to expand, slON grt7Mh, and lack 
of equity of benefits. [4240] 
K8y Wolds: Women; Ea81 Africa; Kenya; InfoI'm8l finance; 
914. Watts, Michael, Peter o. little, Christopher Mock, Martin BUlings, and Stewn Jaffee, ·Contract 
Farming In AfrIca: Executive Summary,· Paper prepared for the AfrIca Bureau, USA/D, IDA, 
Binghamton, . New York, and Clark University, Worcester; Massachusetts, 1988, 32 p. 
field research on contract farming schemes In Gambia, Sen&gal, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Nigeria 
and Malawi to address USA/Os concems with income Q ~nerr'lon, the role of private sector 
organizations, technology transfer to AfrIcan small farmers, a' ~: sl':;talnable dewlopment. The study 
found that the Incidence of contract farming In Africa has expanded significantly OJer the past 
decade and, regardless of political and economic Ideology, vlrtU&lly all African states have some 
form of contract farming. It Is the quality of management and technical support, the availability of 
capital, and the presence of fa\lOrabie market conditions that set apart successful from unsuccessful 
schemes, rather than type of a.vnershlp (private, public, or hybrid). [5343] 
Key Words: AgrlcuHure; Africa; The Gambia; Ghana; Cote d'lwlre; Ivory Coast; Kenya; Nigeria; 
Malawi; Senegal; Finance; 
915. Weidemann, Wesley C., -Institutional Analysis and Recommendations for the Kenya Small-Scale 
Business Association (KSSBA): Report prepared for Projects OffIce, USA/o/Nalrobl, Robert R. 
Nathan Associates, Inc., Washington, D.C., NOJember 1986, 36 p. 
Outlines the strengths that KSSBA must dewlop to become an effective support Institution for small 
businesses. The report Includes a detailed discussion on assessing and maintaining a membership 
base, financing of association activities and services offered In relation to the groNth and deYelop-
ment of KSSBA. It Is recommended that the KSSBA should dewlop cost-effective sustainable credit 
programs to support small firms. [0338] 
Key Wolds: Micro and small enterprise; Ea81 Africa; Kenya; Finance; 
916. Wharton Econometrics and D6Y81oprnent Economics Group of louis Berger International, Inc., -rhe 
Role of the African Ananclal Sector In oewlopment,· Report submitted to USAID, Wharton 
Econometrics and oewloprnent Economics Group of louis Berger International, Bala Cynwyd, 
Pennsylvania, July 31, 1987,366 p. 
This Is an elewn-country (Guinea, Kenya, Malawi, Mall, Niger; Rwanda, Senegal, Somalia, Sudan, 
Zaire and Zambia) eYaluation and assessment of the need and prospects for financial sector reform 
In Sub-Saharan Africa. From the Individual country studies, a ranking scheme was derived relating 
to (a) macroeconomic criteria - the perceived stability and auspiciousness for financial sector 
reform In the particular country; and (b) financial sector criteria - the perceived strength of the 
financial sector. A three-pronged approach to financial sector reform Is recommended: (1) reforms 
aimed at strengthening and reforming existing financial Institutions; (2) liberalizing reforms follc'Ning 
current account liberalization; and (3) reforms aimed at financial sector reYltalizatlon through 
Increased competition. Study argues that the models using the McKinnon-Shaw financial 
dewlopment thesis are too narraN for empirical Investigations of Sub-Saharan African countries. 
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Macroeconomic Issues that affect savings and InYestment behavior should also be considered, 
along with the Importance d sequencing reforms. (3846) 
Kay Wordl: General; AfrIca; Gul ... ; K8nya; Malawi; "'11; Niger; R_nda; Sudan; Zaire; 
211mb .. ; Senegal; Somel .. ; Finance; Policy raformj 
917. Wiliams, K. G., and Kabagambe, "The GroNth d Small Scale Enterprises In Meru District, Kenya: 
Kenya Research Project WorkIng Paper No.3, Institute d Planning Studies, Unhlerslty of 
Nottingham. NC?ttIngham, United Kingdom. Aprl 1985. 55 p. 
The project had thr8e obJectIws: 1) conduct an in depth surwy d small scale enterprises In Meru 
district by '-neuurfng operations. production costs. capital assets and characteristics of employees 
and CMne'~, 2) asess haN far the coffee boom had led to Increased Investment and manufacturing 
actMtJes, iand ,;~j detennlne what happened to small scale manufacturing enterprises since end of 
coffee boom with failing coffee prices and declining coffee production. Outlined recommendations 
are ghlen with ~rd to premises and Infrastructure, licensing, marketing and materials. and capital. . 
S8\I8ra1 suggestions concerning types of financial services are made with reference to some 
financial Intermediaries. [4136] 
Kay WonIl: Micro and amall enterprlaej East Africa; Kenya; Finance; 
91 B. Wiliams. Simon. and Ruth Karen, &Jrlbuslness and the Small-Scale farmer: A Dynamic Partnership 
for QeYa!Qpment, WestvIew Special Studies In Agriculture Science and Policy, Boulder, Colorado: 
WestvI6w Press, 1985, 305 p. + bibliography and Index. 
examines cases of successful cooperation between private agribusiness firms and small farmers in 
Third World countries, Including four African cases: Kenya (Simon, "The Mumlas Sugar Company: 
A Nuclear Estate In Kenya- and -Kenya Canners Umlted: A Pineapple Plantation and Cannery In 
Kenya,'; Sudan (Karen, "The Haggar Group: Cultivation of Tea, Coffee and Tobacco In Southern 
Sudan-) and Swaziland (Simon, -Commonwealth DlN8lopment Corporation: Sugar Production and 
Settlement Scheme'. In these wntures, small farmers are organized around a core company that 
assures a market for output and prtMdes managerial, marketing and technical expertise. The 
Sudanese case also Includes credit to the grtM8rs. Autho~ recommendations include both global 
(such as (Simon): capitalizing on the presence of agro-Industrfal enterprises for rural deYeIopment 
In the Third World, and creation of an International center for training managers for rural 
dlN8lopment), and local (for Sudan (Karen): creation of a credit delhlery mechanism to the bush 
'. country for financing additional cash/food crops production). [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State 
UnlYerslty, HD9018D44W551985] 
Kay Wordl: Agrlbullne .. ; Africa; K8nya; Sudan; S.uI .. nd; Formal finance; Input lupplyj 
Agriculture; 
919. Wortd Bank, The, -Staff Appraisal Report - Kenya: KlE Second Small Industry Credit, - Report No. 
5773-KE, Eastern and Southern AfrIca Projects Department, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., 
August 28, 1986, 53 p. 
The findings of an appraisal mission that visited Kenya earty In 1985 Indicate the Importance of the 
small-scale enterprise sector In the Kenyan economy durtng Its structural adjustment process: 
empIC1/m&nt of labor displaced from other subsectors; production of domestic resource-based 
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substitutes at a time of fOl8lgn mcchange scarcity; and Incr8ased AfrIcan economic participation 
during a period of social unrest Maanwhle, lack of entrepreneurial and management skUls, and 
access to tenn finance 81'8 perceNed to be the main problems and constraints In the sector. The 
report racommends I~ assistance to the Kenya Industrial Estates (KIE) to dawlop Its capabUltles 
In financing the small-scale Industry sector. [1032] 
Kay YIoftII: Micro and II1II11 .nt ........ ; Eall Africa; Kenya; finance; Developm.nt bank; 
Madagascar 
920. Bldeaux. Eric, Raphael Bul, louis Femlque, and Vincent Magnat, "Cr6d1t Rural a Madagascar: 
Banque au Paeudobanque?·, Ingttnleurs sans Frontitres QSF), Paris, France, NCMamber 1990, 
SSp. 
ThIs raport deals with nnI credit In Madagascar where the credit prognun d Vaklnankaratra Is 
de8crIbed. The Grameen Bank experience Is not recommended for Madagascar where credit needs 
to be focused principally on farmers. The authors recommend creating pseudobanks to play the role 
that InaxIstant tontines should haw pIayad. Tontines have nawr existed In Madagascar. 
Paeudobanks In their design wli function like communal cereal (rice) banks, although their final 
apecIfIcatIon Is adl to be determined. [4643] 
921. CIeaYar; KalIn M., -rhe Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture In Sub-Saharan 
Africa,. Staff WorkIng Paper No. 728, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., April 1985, 30 p. 
i 
This paper nMews the avaHabie literature on the Impact of price and exchange rate policies on 
agrlcUture In Sub-Saharan AfrIca. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan AfrIcan 
countries to test S6Yerai hypotheses concerning policy Impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad, 
Ethiopia, Mall, Malawi, Zaire. Uganda, Burundi. Upper Volta. Rwanda, Somalia. Tanzania, Guinea, 
Benin, Central AfrIcan Republic. Sierra Leone, Madagascar, Niger, Sudan, Togo. Ghana, Kenya, 
Senegal, Lesotho, Uberla. Zambia, Nigeria. Zimbabwe, Cameroon, Botswana. Congo, and Ivory 
Coast. A regression equation with agricultural groNth rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient was statistically significant but with a ION RI. Other Independent variables were 
Irwestlgated Including fertBlzer use per hectare, changes In the barter terms of trade, population 
grONth rate. degree of concentration d export eamlngs, adult literacy, share of public consumption 
In GOP and the degree d gcNemment Intervention In farm Input supply. Reductions In farm level 
price discrimination (nominal protection), share of gCMamment consumption In GOP, and population 
groNth rates were positively related to agricultural groNth rates. whOe the degree of gcwemment 
InvoIYement In the farm Input supply Industry was negatNely related. The findings tend to confirm 
the vI6w that Inappropriate price and exchange rate policies haw a negative Impact on agricultural 
production. Other factors such as gCMamment Involvement In farm Input supply, population gl'ONth, 
and gcNemments ability to operate and maintain Its agricultural Irwestments are also Important. 
Appropriate price and exchange rate policies would have a relatively small Impact on agricultural 
grONth so the policy package to remedy problems caused by poor price and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to each country. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HC597W63 No. 
728] 
K8r Wordl: Agrlcultunt; Africa; Chad; Ethiopia; Mall; Malawi; Zaire; Uganda; Burundi; Burkina 
FaIO; Upper Volta; "-nela; Somalia; ~nzanla; Guinea; Benin; Central African Republic; 
S .... Leone; Madagascar; Niger; Sudan; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Lelotho; Uberia; 
Zambia; Nigeria; Zimbabwe; Cameroon; BotaMna; Congo; Iwry Coast; COte d'ivolre; Finance; 
Interelt ratel; Policy reform; Prlcel; 
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922. Duncan, Alex. and John HCM'8I1 (eds.) , Structural Adjustment and the African Farmer. London, 
United Kingdom: James Currey, Ud., 1992, 213 p. 
This book focusses on the impact of structural adjustment measures on Income and welfare of small 
farmers and farm laborers In Ghana, Kenya, Madagascar, Malawi and Niger. The responses of 
product and factor markets and economic and social Infrastructure that establish micro-macro 
economic linkages are examined. The authors found that public marketing Institutions, rural 
Infrastructure, and the leYeI of private sector deYeIopment significantly influence the Impact of 
"orms. In capital markets, the Informal lenders that charged high Interest rates were the primary 
sources of small farmer cradlt and the Impact of .. orms was negligible on Informal credit markets. 
The authors argue for price Incentlws and Infrastructure deYeIopment to be accompanied by better 
links between product, IaboI; and formal and Informal capital markets, and for more project specific 
approaches to small farmer deYeIopment. [5572] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Ghana; Kenya; Madagascar; Malawi; Niger; Macroeconom. .I; 
Marketing; Policy reform; Capital markets; Unkages; Informal finance; Formal finance; Credltj 
923. Fontana, Francesco, ·Credlt and Agriculture In the Economy of Madagascar," Savings and 
pMlooment, Vol. VII, No.3, 1983, pp.243-260. 
ReYiews the structure and performance of credit and agriculture In Madagascar during the 1970s 
and argues that agricultural productivity can be ImpJ"CMKf with the creation of the appropriate 
Institutions. [4924] 
Key Words: Agriculture; East Africa; Madagascar; Formal finance; 
924. Holtzman, John S., et aI., ~ribuslness Dewlopment In Sub-Saharan AfrIca: Suggested 
Approaches, Information Needs and an Analytical Agenda, Volume II: Country Annexes," Abt 
Associates, Bethesda, Maryland, September 1992, 185 p. 
This report Is the second volume of a study that consists of lessons learned through USAIDs 
approaches to agricultural marketing and agribusiness dewlopment In twelve sub-saharan African 
countries. The reports are based on literature reYiews for Ghana, Guinea, Madagascar, Rwanda, 
Senegal, Togo and Zimbabwe and field research In Cameroon, Kenya, Mali, Niger and Uganda. The 
first YOIume summarizes the lessons learned from traditional and targeted aproaches foilONeCl by 
USAID to agricultural marketing and agribusiness dewlopment while this report presents case 
studies regarding the gCPJemment policy and regulatory environment that fosters private sector 
Investment and entrepreneurship. Country specific examples of agribusiness dewlopment are 
discussed In detail. [55738] 
Key Words: Agribusiness; Africa; cameroon; Ghana; Guinea; Kenya; Madagascar; Mali; Nigerj 
R_nda; Senegal; Togo; Uganda; Zimbabwe; Enterprises; Government policy and programs; 
International donors; 
925. MondeU, R., ·Le CrMJIt Agricole ~ Madagascar,· Unpublished, Paris, France, 1986,55 p. 
This report discusses agricultural credit In Madagascar. The author presents the different financial 
arrangements through which farmers have access to credit. Different Informal arrangements are 
described such as money lending and Interlinked market transactions, which Involve the exchange 
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cI products or land uuge for credit. The disbursement cllnstltutlonal cradlt Is analyzed based upon 
discussions with farrner&, interviews and studies cI the Internal operations at the bank cI agricultural 
producers "Banque des paysans producteurs·. The author concludes the report with 
recommendations to Implement new procedures and rnobIlze savings at the bank. (4305J 
Kay WoftI.: AgricultLft; Ealt Africa; MIId.g.scar; Cntdlt; Banka; SavIng. mobilization; 
Intormal endlt; 
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Rwanda 
926. Augustin, Blzlmana. -La Mobilsation de l'Epargne Rurale pour Ie o.valoppement: ~riences des 
Banques PopulaJras du Rwanda, - Paper presented at the S.mlnalre sur les Tontines, les Structures 
~ratlves at Mutuallstes, Bl8ZZ8Vllle, Congo, 18-19 Febn.ary, 1991, BEAC, BrazzavDle, Congo, 
February 1991, 32 p. 
The obJectNe d the paper was to raYIM the entire financial system In Rwanda to assess the state 
d savings mobllzatlon In the country. The author explains that the limitations of the formal financial 
aector are In part responsible for the proliferation of Informal institutions that are more flexible and 
adaptable to the AfrIcan environment. CUs called Banques PopuIalras (BPs) In Rwanda haw had 
great success, especially In rural areas. The challenge facing BPs Is to demonstJate the long term 
vIabIlty d the system that Is tax exempt for the moment and enjoys subsidies from SwItzerland. 
ContInuous support d the rural seelor Is one function It Is h(~, that BPs wal perform In the future. [4173] ... . 
Key Word,: General; Ealt Africa; RMnda; CI8dIt union,; Intonnal finance; Formal finance; 
927. B~ard, Guy, -La MobDlsatlon de l'Epargne Rurale par les Institutions de Type Coo~ratlf et son 
Impact sur Ie D.valoppement Local: Synth6se de Sept Etudes de Cas: Burkina Faso, Cameroun, 
Egypt, Nigeria, Rwanda, Togo, Zimbawe, - Unlverslt. Coo~ratlve Internatlonale, Qu6bec, Canada, 
August 1985, 42 p. 
ThIs paper Is a summary of case studies of sewn AfrIcan countries on the Impact of savings 
mobUlzation by cooperative finance groups. Despite their diversity within countries and from one 
country to another, the AfrIcan cooperatives haw prtMtn their ability to mobUlze savings and to use 
accumulated resources tCM'8rds productive uses. The challenge nc:NI rests, If that Is their goal, to 
prtMt their capabllty to become cooperative d6Y8lopment banks with a primary mission to provide 
credit to the rural agricultural and Industrial sectors. To reach such a goal, cooperatives haw to 
stop attributing loans for special purposes and to train farmers on good credit use. [4196] 
Key Word,: General; Africa; Burkina Fa,o; cameroon; Nigeria; A_nda; Togo; Zimbabwe; 
Cooperative,; Agricultural cl8d1t; CI8dIt union,; SavIng'; 
928. EWdard, Guy, Argent Chaud at Argent Froid. La Mobllsatlon de l'Epargne Locale par des Institutions 
Cooperatives at son Impact sur Ie DMlopoement Local. Svnthese de Sept Etudes de Cas Afrlcains. 
Serle: Cahlers de I'U.C.I., No.7, Quebec, Canada: UnlYerslt6 ~ratlYe Internatlonale, 1985, 
35 p. 
Summarizes different research projects and consultations on the mobBlzatlon of rural savings for 
AfrIcan rural dwelopment through the intermediary of cooperatives. The countries chosen were 
Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Egypt, Nigeria, Rwanda, Togo, and Zimbabwe. Analyses the lewis of 
saving, Its simulation parameters, the variety of Its Institutions and organizations, and risks with Its 
reinvestment. [4741] 
Key Word,: General; Africa; Burkina Fa,o; cameroon; Egypt; Nigeria; A_nda; Togo; 
Zimbabwe; Finance; Cooperative,; 
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929. B~, Guy, Gerd Gunter K10tNer, and Martin Harder (eds.), The Importance of Savings for Fighting 
Against Porerty by Self-Help, Vol. I, Report on a Workshop, Bonn, West Germany, June 18-20, 1986, 
Bonn, Federal Republic of Germany: German Foundation for International DMopment, 1987, 
116 p. 
This report Is a summary c:A discussions aimed to stress the contribution that saving can make to 
the autonomous d6Y8lopment of the poorer sectors c:A the population, to determine the prerequisites 
and the framework necessary for an effective promotion of savings and to \\Uk out approaches 
faclltatlng the ImprtNement and reinforcement of the role c:A saving as a means of finanCing the 
target clientele. The report contains case studies c:A savings Institutions In Mall, Peru, Zimbabwe and 
Rwanda. [0419A] 
~Words: General; Africa; Mall; R".nda; Zimbabwe; Savings; SeH-help groups; 
930. B6dard, Guy, Gerd Gunter K10Ner; and Martin Harder (eds.), The Importance of Savings for Fighting 
Against Party by Self-Help, Vol. II, Report on a Workshop, Bonn, West Germany, June 18-20, 
1986, Bonn, Federal Republic of Germany: German foundation for International Dewlopment, 1987, 
268 p. 
This volume contains a description and performances of diverse self-help savings groups and other 
savings Institutions In Germany, Peru, and four African countries: Rwanda, Zimbabwe, Mali, and 
Burkina Faso. [0419B] 
Kay Words: General; Africa; Burkina Faso; Mall; R".nda; Zimbabwe; Savings; Self-help 
groups; 
931. Blarel, Benoit, ·Summary Report: Land Tenure and Agricultural Production under Land Scarcity: The 
Case of Rwanda,· The World Bank, Washington, D.C., circa 1990, 16 p. + tables. 
Analyzes the land distribution, tenure security and farm fragmentation Issues to determine whether 
Rwandas tenure system Is conducive to agricultural dewlopment. Survey data tend to Indicate that 
the relationship between tenure security and land Improwment Investments Is weak, and that tenure 
security has a negative relationship with plot productivity. Concludes that government intervention 
In the form c:A land accumulation ceilings and regulation of rental contract conditions will probably 
be more efficient than absolute and Indiscriminate privatization of all the land. [5336] 
Kay Words: AgrlcuHure; East Africa; R".nda; Finance; Collateral; 
932. Oeaver; KsYIn M., -rhe Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture in Sub-Saharan 
Africa,· Staff Working Paper No. 728, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., April 1985, 30 p. 
This paper nMews the available literature on the Impact c:A price and exchange rate policies on 
agriculture In Sub-Saharan AfrIca. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan African 
countries to test S6Y8ra1 hypotheses concemlng policy Impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad. 
Ethiopia, Mall, Malawi. Zaire, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Guinea. 
Benin, Central African Republic, Sierra Leone, Madagascar; Niger; Sudan, Togo, Ghana, Kenya, 
Senegal, Lesotho, Uberla, Zambia, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Cameroon, Botswana, Congo, and Ivory 
Coast. A regression equation with agricultural gl'ONth rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient was statistically significant but with a ION R2. Other Independent variables were 
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InYestIgated including fertllzer use per hectare, changes In the barter terms of tlade, population 
glONth late, degree of concentlatlon of export eamlngs, adult IItelacy, share of public consumption 
In GOP and the degree of goyemment Intervention In farm Input supply. Reductions In farm level 
price discrimination (nominal protection), share of goyemment consumption In GOP, and population 
glONth rates were posItlYely related to agricultural groNth lates, whUe the degree of gCMlmment 
Imdvement In the farm Input supply Industry was negatlYely related. The findings tend to confirm 
the view that Inappropriate price and exchange late policies have a negative Impact on agricultural 
production. Other factors such as goyemment Irwolvement In farm Input supply, population groNth, 
and goJemments ability to operate and maintain Its agricultural Investments are also Important. 
Appropriate price and exchange late policies would have a relatively small Impact on agricultural 
groNth so the policy package to remedy problems caused by poor price and exchange late policy 
must be adapted to each country. r Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HC597W63 No. 
728) 
Key WOlds: Agriculture; Africa; CJt...sd; Ethiopia; Mall; Malawi; Zaire; Uganda; Burundi; Burkina 
Faso; Upper Volta; Rwanda; Somalia; ~nzanla; Guinea; Benin; Central African Republic; 
SI ..... Leone; Madagascar; Niger; Sudan; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Lesotho; Uberla; 
Zambia; Nigeria; Zimbabwe; Cameroon; Botswana; Congo; Ivory Coast; COte d'lwlre; Finance; 
Interest rate.; Polley reform; Prices; 
933. Cuevas, Carlos E., -Savings and Loan Coopelatlves In Rural Areas of Oewloplng Countries: Recent 
Performance and Potentlal,- Savings and OMiopment, Vol. XII, No.1, 1988, pp. 1-17. 
This paper relies on data from four case studies to analyze some of the main Indicators of credit 
union performance and draw Implications about their potential as an Institutional basis for the 
deYeIopment of rural financial systems. The cases rwlewed are Cameroon, Rwanda, and Togo in 
AfrIca, and Honduras In latin America. The findings Indicate that cooperative savings gl"CM' In 
general faster than quasi-money In the economy, thus Increasing the relative Importance of credit 
unions In the countrys monetary system. This trend Is ewn more visible when comparing the 
lending performance of credit unions with the gl"CM'th of private sector credit. The results presented 
suggest that cooperative organizations can be a dynamic form of financial Institutions, and are likely 
to substantially Increase access to financial services In rulal areas of ION income countries. [0579] 
Key Word.: General; Africa; Cameroon; Rwanda; Togo; Cooperatives; Rural finance; Credit 
unions; Savings; 
934. Dalrymple, BUI, and Jim Abrutz, -Final Report on the Rwanda Local Crop Storage (lCS) Project, 
Rwanda Project No. ~107,- National Coopelatlve Business AsSOCiation, Washington, D.C., 
December 1987, 17 p. 
The project included activities connected with the deYeIopment of a credit system to pl'OYide access 
to working capital along with the deYeIopment of a local leYeI food storage and marketing system 
In Rwanda. Frequent staff tulTlOll8r, accounting errors and communication problems were cited, with 
poor management listed as the primary problem associated with lack of vlabUIty of the participating 
cooperatives. Authors argue that loan recuperation and the proYislon of technical assistance were 
conftlctlng objectives and therefore recommend working with private sector lending Institutions to 
eliminate the conflict. (5361) 
Key WOlds: Output marketing; East Africa; Rwanda; Formal finance; Supervised credit; 
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935. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAD), -Banques popuIalres du Rwanda. 
Mission de reconnalssance,- AgricLfturai Services Division, 00, Rome, Italy, 1986,27 p. 
The purpose of the mission was to IrNeStigate the experience, activities and performance of the 
Banques Populaires, considered to be an Important part of the financial system of Rwanda. Analyses 
organizational and operatJonal aspects, and the reasons for their success. (5268] 
Key Wordl: General; Eall Africa; R_nell; IIna; COOperativel; 
936. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Natlolis (FAD), -Composition, Termes de Ref~rence 
at D6rou1ement de la Mission ·d'Etude Organls6e par Ia 00 aupr6s des Banques Populaires du 
Rwanda,- 00, Rome, Italy, July 1986, 90 p. + annexes. 
The objective of the 00 mission was to nw/aN the concept of BPs (Banques Populalres) In 
Rwanda and investigate hON the system can be Introduced to other African countries. BPs In . 
Rwanda are no more than Coopec In other countries or credit unions. Started In 1975, BPs have 
become Important In Rwandas rural credit distribution, although with limited Intervention In the 
agricultural sector: Despite some problems, such as the lack of efficient credit activities coordination, 
BPs are becoming better managers of their funds and need more qualified personnel to function 
well. The report recommends taking precautions before creating new BPs, which means establishing 
a national credit policy to pl"6Y8nt non repayment of loans, and carefully plan hOlt' many BPs should 
be -born- to maintain financial equUlbrium. [4324] 
Key Words: General; EIII Africa; R_nell; Finance; International donors; 
937. Fournier. Yves, -Une Exp6r1ence de MobDlsatlon de L:Epargne Rurale au Service du D6veloppement 
Rural au Rwanda : Les Cas des Banques Populalres du Rwanda: IRAM, Paris, France, September 
1990,8 p. 
The article describes rural banks or Banque Populalres In Rwanda created In 1975. Today 109 such 
banks exist and aim at mobilizing rural savings and granting loans to farmers. Interest rates are 3 
percent for savings and between 8 and 12 percent on loans. Rural banks have helped In Improving 
rural savings as well as small and medium trade In rural areas as most loans are used for herding, 
construction and consumption. [5394] 
Key Words: Finance; Eaat Africa; R_nell; Rural finance; Savings mobilization; Interest rates; 
938. Goidmark. Susan, -Anancial Sector ReYlew of Rwanda: DAI, Washington, D.C., January 1987, 
97 p. 
This study prtMdes an OYerview of Rwandas financial system and recommendations for Improving 
the effectiveness of the Institutions delivering credit to agriculture and Industries. It was found that 
an extensive Informal financial system and untapped savings potential exists. Formal sources 
prtMded small and short-term loans only to mlcroenterprlses and small farmers. An examination 
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of Informal credit characteristics and replication of desirable features In the formal sector was 
recommended. The relationship between Informal credit and savings mechanisms for agricultural 
and mIcroenterprise needs were suggested to design an assistance strategy. [0365] 
Kay Words: Micro and small ant."... .. ; East Africa; Rwandaj Credit; Informal financej Savings 
mobilization; 
939. Gueymard, VYes, -Methode de Mobllsatlon de l'Epargne Rurale dans les Pays Africalns, - Institute 
d'Etudes du 06va1oppement Economlque et Social ~EOES) - Recherche Unlverslt6 de Paris I, Paris, 
France, AprU 1984, 9 p. 
this study deals with existing foons of rural savings mobUlzat~ on In African countrie&. SpeCific 
examples In Mall, Upper Volta, and Rwanda are given. The stud~ 'ound that rural populr; ,ons have 
recourse to Informal savings associations because of an insufficient number of formal financial 
Institutions. Tontine clubs continue to be more successful than credit unions (CUs) In savings 
rnobllzatlon and seem to be preferred by rural people. In general tontines and CUs have had little 
relation with each other although they could be vI6wed as complementary Institutions. In the 
authorS view, the ENOIutlon of tontines tCM'8l'd a CU type Institution would mean their legalization 
and the subsequent loss of their originality and protection against poor administration. [On4] 
Kay Words: Generalj Africa; Burkina Faso; Mallj Upper Volta; Rwandaj Savlngsj Savings 
mobllizationj Credit unlonsj SeH-help grouPSj 
940. Gullemaln, C., -S6mlnalre National sur Ie Crttdlt Agricole: Compte Rendu des Travaux, Discussion 
et Recommendatlons,- 00, Rome, Italy, December 1989, 65 p. + annexes. 
The report Is a summary of a seminar on agricultural credit In Rwanda. The purpose of the meeting 
was to analyze the factors that limit farmers' access to credit and assess the prewHing situation. 
The recommendations call for a better support of the Informal credit sector so that It could playa 
greater role In savings mobilization and credit distribution. For the formal financial sector, 
gCNemments should launch programs that would complement credit distribution schemes to farmers 
and prewnt high non-repayment of loans. Credit mechanisms must be decentralized for better 
access to savings and credit information to the rural population, and should not be specialized 
credit institutions to avoid the bad experiences of other AfrIcan countries. Existing formal banks 
should be encouraged to extend credit to the agricultural sector and wUI be given necessary funds 
for that purpose. [4378] 
Kay Words: Agrlculturej East Africaj R_nelaj Credltj Banksj Informal financej International 
donorsj 
941. Holtzman, John S., et aI., ~ribuslness Dewlopment In Sub-Saharan AfrIca: Suggested 
Approaches, Information Needs and an Analytical Agenda, Volume II: Country Annexes,- Abt 
Associates, Bethesda. Maryland, September 1992, 185 p. 
This report Is the second '«)Iume of a study that consists of lessons learned through USAIDs 
approaches to agricultural marketing and agribusiness dewlopment In twelve sub-saharan African 
countries. The reports are based on literature I'8Yiews for Ghana, Guinea, Madagascar. Rwanda, 
Senegal, Togo and Zimbabwe and field research In Cameroon, Kenya, Mali, Niger and Uganda. The 
first '«)Iume summarizes the lessons leamed from traditional and targeted aproaches foilONed by 
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USAID to agricultural marketing and agribusiness dewlopment whUe this report presents case 
studies regarding the gowmment policy and regulatory environment that fosters prI\Iate sector 
Investment and entrepreneurship. Country specific examples of agribusiness dewlopment are 
discussed In detaR. (55738J 
Key Words: Agribusiness; Africa; cameroon; Ghana; Guinea; Kenya; Madagascar; Mall; Niger; 
R_nda; Senegal; Togo; Uganda; Zimbabwe; Enterpri ... ; Government policy and programs; 
International donors; 
942. little, Peter D., and Michael M. Horowitz, ·Subsistence Crops are Cash Crops: Some Comments 
with Reference to Eastem AfrIca,· HUman Organization, Vol. 46, No.3, Fall 1987, pp. 254-258. 
R6YIews the basis of recon, tendatlons placing greater emphasis on cash/export crops to promote 
dawlopment In AfrIca. Using data from Rwanda and Kenya, concludes that at the small farm level, 
subsistence crops are often cash crops, thus raising questions about the wisdom of policies that 
favor large export crop production. (534OJ 
Key Words: Agriculture; East Africa; Kenya; R_nda; Finance; 
943. Maldonado, C., arhe Underdogs of the Urban Economy Join Forces: Results of an ILO Programme 
In Mall, Rwanda, and Togo,· International Labour ReYiew, Vol. 128, No.1, 1989, pp. 65-84. 
The author l'8YIews the design, achlewments and Impact of the ILOs World Employment 
Programme to assist small-scale activities In Mall, Rwanda, and Togo. The aim of the program Is 
to encourage small-scale urban craftsmen (such as carpenters, blacksmiths, masons, and 
repairmen) to organize themselves In order to secure better access to production resources and 
credit, acquire occupational skUls and so ImprtMt their earning capacity. Unlike traditional methods 
which rely on decisions taken by outsiders, this program emphasizes the participation of the 
disadvantaged In decision-making. One of the principal achlewrnents of the program has been to 
assist small-scale producers' self-organlzatlon to form associations and gain negotiating pCNVer. 
Support \NOrkshops and training allON craftsmen groups easier access to production facilities; 
groups that raise their 0Nrl funds are less vulnerable and less dependent on outside assistance than 
borroNIng groups. The financing of mlcroenterprlses faces mainly !\NO problems: their savings 
capacity and credit facUlties. Problems persist In Mali while Innovative financial mechanisms 
promoted the success of these !\NO sources of financing In both Rwanda and Togo. Apart from a 
ffNI exceptions, SYaluatlons reflect positive effects on the participants' Incomes and employment. 
The conclusion reached Is In support of grass-roots Initiatives and the mobUlzatlon of local 
resources as effective means of promoting mlcro-enterprlses. [1240] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; Mall; R_nds; Togo; Finance; Employment; 
944. Mead, Donald C., and Carl Uedholm, ·PoIlcles to Promote Industrialization, and the Role of SMEs: 
The Case of lDN-Income AfrIcan Countries,· Draft chapter for Emoloyment and Enterprise Policy 
In Economic DMlQoment, Department of Agricultural Economics, Michigan State University, East 
lansing, Michigan, September 1989, 39 p. 
This paper prtMdes an CMtrvlfNI of small and medium enterprises In ION income African countries. 
After discussing the background of economic grtMth, the authors examine the characteristics of 
small enterprises by magnitude, composition, location. and grtMth. For Malawi, the authors report 
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thrae categories d small I1OI'Hlg~ural producers: small enterprises with hired labor; mainly In 
rataI bade; self-employed individuals, with non-farrn activities as their primary occupation; and 
individuals engaged In non-farrn acttvItIes on an occasional or part-time basis. In Rwanda, on the 
other hand, bnlwIng d badltlonal b6Y8rages Is the major manufacturing activity In terms of 
employment - the I'8St are small, unregistered enterprises such as brlckmaklng and tie manufacture, 
talorlng, and carper1tI\( The paper emphasizes that demand constraints are particularly S8'J8re In 
most AfrIcan countries. GCMmment policies Introduced market distortions through subsidized credit, 
Interest rate cellngs, Import duties, quotas, exchange rates and tax IncentNes. In most Instances 
the net CMtraIllmpact has been to subsidize the large scale and penalize the small. Recommenda-
tions str8ss the expansion d demand for small and medium enterprise products. (1411) 
. . 
. . 
K8y Words: Micro and small..."... .. ; Africa; Malawi; RMncla; Finance; Rural non-\tirm; 
Employment; Int .. at .. n; ElIchange ratea; Prices; 
945. Migot-Adholla, Sham, Peter Hazell, Beno1t Blarel, and Frank Place, -Indigenous Land Rights Systems 
In Sub-Saharan AfrIca: A Constraint on Productivity? ,- The Wortd Bank Economic Reylew. Vol. 5, 
No.1, 1991, pp. 155-175. 
Based on cross-sectional data from Ghana, Kenya and Rwanda In 1987-88, this article prtMdes 
EMdence In support d the hypothesis suggested by historical studies on the ENOIutlon of Indigenous 
land rights systems from communal to individual rights In response to Increases in 
commercialization and population pressure. It finds no support for the vI6w that land rights are a 
constraint to productMty. and also Indicates that land titling Is not sufficient to Increase access to 
cradlt. In study areas like Kenya, land collateral Is of little value because land transfers to outsiders 
are not always recognized as legitimate; rnot'8CM)r; where better nonfarm opportunities are absent, 
farmers are reluctant to mortgage land. [1210] 
Key Words: Agrlcunlft; Africa; Ghana; Kenya; RMncla; Informal finance; Finance; 
946. Mugesera, Antoine, -Les Banques Populalres au Rwanda,- Perspectives, 1987, pp. 37-42. 
The author I'8YIews the origin and ENOIutlon of Banques Populalres In Rwanda. The functions 
performed by the training office of the Banques Populalres Is nM6wed. The author discusses six 
principles of the operation of the Banques PopuIalres which are: limited territory; limited 
responslbllty of the people; voluntary administrative functions; allocation of credit only to ordinary 
members; exclusion of dividends; and affDlatlon of individual banks to the union of Banques 
PoplAlres. [4300] 
Key Words: Gen_l; Eaat Africa; RMnda; Cooperatives; 
947. Nglrabalware, Augustin, leonidas Murembya, and Donald Mead, -Medium and Large Private 
Manufacturing Firms In Rwanda: Diagnostic Study of Current Situation and Policy Impact, - Working 
Paper No.9, Department of Agricultural Economics, Michigan State University, East Lansing, 
Michigan, August 1988, 112 p. 
ThIs study Is an analysis of large and medium-sized private manufacturing enterprises In Rwanda, 
focussing on the economic characteristics of the enterprises and the effect of goJemment policies 
on these enterprises. There existed an Inverse relationship between firm efficiency and lewl of 
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gaYernment protection. Accelerating the loan Huatlon process, Information dissemination about 
alternate sources of finance, and dewloplng Inflastructure facUlties are recommended. [3711] 
Key Words: Enterprtl8l; Ealt Africa; Rwanda; Finance; 
948. NCMBk, Marla, -NolMlles Approaches en MatlOre d'Epargne at de Cr6d1t Rural pour I~que au Sud 
du Sahara, - Notes at Etudes No.5, eccE, Paris, France, August 1986, 50 p. 
This report describes the experience of rural savings and credit activity In two AfrIcan countries 
(Burkina Faso, Rwanda) and the Grameen Bank ~nce In Bangladesh. According to the author, 
many lessons can be learned from these experiences f;,r rural credit In Sub-saharan AfrIca. More 
specifically, the studies prtNe that rural credit and savln~" schemes must be based on: 1) a good 
general conception of the program to be directed tONar, , a specific population with specific needs 
and social constraints; 2) the sustainability of the propram because It must take Into account 
transaction costs, loan default possibilities, and the setting of an Interest rate that Is not too ION; 3) 
the Impact of the program on rural dewlopment that can be observed through higher productivity 
and higher Income for the rural population. [0959] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Burkina Faso; Rwanda; Finance; 
949. Ntagunglra, Carpophore, -Credit Rural at Cooperation Internatlonale Au Rwanda: La Question du 
Taux d'interet et de l'Usure- Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Unl'llerslty of GeneYa, GeneYa, 
Switzerland, 1991,374 pp. 
The study deals with the general Issue of rural credit and International cooperation In Rwanda. A 
particular focus Is given to the question of Interest rate charges. The study Is divided Into three 
parts. The first part nMews the history of Rwanda from colonial periods until contemporary times 
and describes the physical environment and human capital resources. The second part discusses 
the Informal credit markets, the supply side principals and demand side agents. The third part 
"",Iews the Suisse cooperation and the foundation of the -Banques Populaires-. The author 
concludes with some future recommendations for the benefit of the rural environment In Rwanda. 
[5320] 
Key Words: Ealt Africa; Rwanda; Informal creel"; Int8l'81t rates; 
950. Nzlsablra, Jean, -Les Associations TontlnlOres,- Notes de Recherche No. 91-15, Unl'llersit~ des 
R'seaux d'Expresslon Franc;alse (UREF), Paris, France, July 1990, 56 p., 
An analysis of tontine associations In Rwanda found that 75 percent of collected funds are 
maintained as savings and not redistributed as loans. HONeWr, only 35 percent of the tontines are 
keeping their funds with formal banks despite efforts of the latter to encourage them to do so. 
[4547] 
Key Words: General; East Africa; Rwanda; Informal finance; 
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951. Sidambaram, M., "Rapport de mission sur Ie credit agrlcole • Rwanda,- FAD, Rome, Italy, 1985, 
33 p. 
Presents the findings of the mission on agrlc&jtural credit In Rwanda In 1985. Describes the 
economic situation and the financial Institutions In Rwanda, and argues that the rural areas need 
resources for assistance and training as well as for enquiries for the identification of suitable 
projects. Makes recommendations for the -CaIsse Centrale- and the Central Bank. [4748] 
Key Word,: Agrlcultunt; East Africa; Rwanda; CnMIIt; Banke; 
952. Union des Banques Populalres du Rwanda, -Rapport Annuel 1988,- Union des Banques Populalres, 
Kigoll, Rwanda, AprIl989, 73 p. 
This annual report Is composed of fIw parts. The first part Includes reports of the activities of the 
units of the union, the admlnlstratNe and surveUlance councils, and the activities of the central 
headquarters (Caisse Centrale) of the Banques Populalres, basically the admlnlstratNe, financial and 
participating deYeIopment departments. The second part Is a review of the financial management 
of the Banques Populalres, analyses of deposit and credit services. The third part presents the 
financial statements, the balance sheet and Incorne statement, of the Banques Populalres and the 
central headquarters. The fourth part describes the cooperative life of the BanquesPopulalres, and 
the last part Is a brief discussion of future perspective. [4304] 
Key Words: General; East Africa; Rwanda; Cooperatives; Finance; 
953. Uvin, Peter, -DNerslfier les Formes de Credit: l'Exampie des Banques Populalres du Rwanda,· 
Reyues et Articles, 1987, pp. 105·115. 
The author outlines and defines dNersJfied forms of credit allocated by the Banques Populalres In 
Rwanda. These forms Include: 1) harvest credit; 2) emergency credit; 3) group credit; 4) credit to 
tontines; 5) commercial credit; 6) equipment credit; 7) community Investment credit; 8) vehicle credit 
which Is similar to commercial credit; 9) housing credit; 10) agricultural Investment credit; 11) 
consumption and Investment credit; 12) coffee season credit; 13) agricultural equipment credit; 14) 
agricultural and livestock credit; 15) standard of IMng credit; 16) transportation credit; and 17) 
school tuition credit. [4301] 
Key Words: General; East Africa; Rwanda; Cooperatives; CredH; 
954. Wharton Econometrics and Dewlopment Economics Group of louis Berger International, Inc., "The 
Role of the AfrIcan Financial Sector In Dewlopment,· Report submitted to USAID, Wharton 
Econometrics and Dewlopment Economics Group of louis Berger International, Bala Cynwyd, 
Pennsytvania, July 31, 1987, 366 p. 
This Is an elewn-country (Guinea, Kenya, Malawi, Mall, Niger, Rwanda, Senegal, Somalia, Sudan, 
Zaire and Zambia) eYaiuatlon and assessment of the need and prospects for financial sector reform 
In Sub-Saharan AfrIca. From the Individual country studies, a ranking scheme was derived relating 
to (a) macroeconomic criteria - the perceived stability and auspiciousness for financial sector 
reform In the particular country; and (b) financial sector criteria - the perceived strength of the 
financial sector. A three-pronged approach to financial sector reform Is recommended: (1) reforms 
aimed at strengthening and reforming existing financial Institutions; (2) liberalizing reforms follo.ving 
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cunent account 11beIaI1zat1on; and (3) I8forms aimed at financial sector nMtaIlzation through 
IncIaased competition. Study algues that the models using the McKinnon-Shaw financial 
dawlopment thesis al8 too nal'l'ON for empirical Il'N8StIgatlons of Sub-Saharan African countries. 
Macroeconomic Issues that affect savings and Investment behavior should also be considered, 
along with the Importance of sequencing reforms. (3846] 
K8y Worda: Oen .. lj Afrlcaj Gulneaj Kenyaj Malawlj Mallj Niger; Rwandaj Suclanj Zaire; 
Zamblaj Senegalj Somalia; FIMnee; Policy 18fonn; 
Somalia 
955. Abell. All lsaa. Commercia! Banks and Economic PtyeIoprnent: The Experience of Eastern Africa, 
N8'tN'tbric: Praeger Publishing, 1977. 148 p. 
Book focuses on the dwalopment role of banks In Kenya, Somalia. and Tanzania from 1950 to 
1973. Author clarifies the relationship between financial and real dewloprnent. He also discusses 
the structure and I'8CInt performance of financial systems In these three countries. [Agricultural 
LIbIar)( The Ohio State University. HG3392A6A21977] 
K8V Wolds: 0 .... 1; Eall Africa; K8nya; 8oIM1 .. ; _nzan .. ; Banles; 
956. Besteman, Catherine, and Michael Roth, -Land Tenure In the Middle Jubba: Issues and Policy 
Recommendations, - lJ"C. UnMtrslty of WIsconsin-Madlson. Madison, WIsconsin. August 1988, 
39 p. 
Reports the preliminary findings of a vUlage lwal land tenure study that was undertaken In the 
Middle Jubba region of Somalia from June 1987 to May 1988 to proYide an CNervl8'tN of land tenure 
characteristics and Issues In the region. Concludes that the customary tenure system that had 
pr&YIousiy proYided a high degree of security of access to land and v.ater has been circumvented 
by the formal land registration process that enabled outsiders to acquire pnwlously untitled land. 
Notes points of dlwrgence between customary practices and pl'OYislons under the land law, such 
as the policy of single parcel registration which runs counter to multiple parcel ownership which 
SIMS as an Important risk aversion strategy for smallholders. Concludes that land registration has 
not resulted In capital dwalopment or higher productivity, and Instead appears to haw given rise 
to tenure Insecurity among smallholders thus adversely affecting their Investment, output and 
participation In the economic dwalopment of the Valley. [5341] 
Kay Words: Agriculture; Eall Africa; Somella; Finance; 
957. Cleaver, KeYln M., -rhe Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture In Sub-Saharan 
Afrlca,- Staff WorkIng Paper No. 728, The World Bank, Washington, D.C .• AprIl 1985, 30 p. 
This paper nM6ws the avaRabie literature on the Impact of price and exchange rate policies on 
agriculture In Sub-Saharan AfrIca. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan African 
countries to test sewtral hypotheses concerning policy Impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad, 
Ethiopia, Mall, Malawi. ZaIre, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Guinea, 
Benin, Central African Republic, Sierra Leone, Madagascar, Niger, Sudan, Togo, Ghana, Kenya, 
Senegal, Lesotho, Uberla, Zambia, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Cameroon, Botswana. Congo, and Ivory 
Coast. A regression equation with agricultural gRJNth rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient was statistically significant but with a ION RI. Other Independent variables were 
investigated Including fertilizer use per hectare, changes In the barter terms of trade, population 
gRJNth rate, degree of concentration of export earnings, adult literacy, share of public consumption 
In GOP and the degree of gcMtrnment Intervention In farm Input suppl}'. Reductions In farm level 
price discrimination (nominal protection), share of gcMH1lment consumption In GOP, and population 
groNth rates were positively related to agricultural groNth rates, whae the degree of gCNernment 
Involvement In the farm Input supply Industry v.as negatNely related. The findings tend to confirm 
the vI6w that Inappropriate price and exchange rate policies haw a negative impact on agricultural 
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production. Other factors such as goJ8mment Involvement In farm Input supply, population gl'ONth, 
and gcN8mment~ abUIty to operate and maintain Its agricultural Investments are also Important. 
Appropriate price and exchange rate policies would haw a relatively small Impact on agricultural 
grONth so the policy package to remedy problems caused by poor price and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to each country. [Agricultural Ubrary. The Ohio State University, HC597W63 No. 
728] 
Key Words: Agrlculturej Afrlcaj Chadj Ethloplaj Mallj Malawlj Zalrej Uganda; Burundlj Burkina 
FaSOj Upper VoHaj Rwandaj Somallaj ~nzanlaj Gulneaj Benlnj Central African Republicj 
Siena Leone; Madagascar; Nlgerj Sudanj Togoj Ghanaj Kenyaj Senegalj Lesothoj Uberlaj 
Zambia; Nigerlaj 21mbabwej Cameroonj Bots_naj CongOj Ivory Coastj COte d'ivolrej Finance; 
Interest ratesj Policy reformj PrlceSj 
958. Delancey. Virginia, -Rural Credit In an Islamic AfrIcan Country: Somalia,· Paper presented at the 
Seminar on Informal Financial Markets In DeYeIopment, October 18 - 20, 1989, In Washington, D.C., 
Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio State University, Columbus, 
Ohio, 1989, 19 p. 
Paper presents credlt-use Information In Somalia from a recent farm-leYeI study and also describes 
the major source of loans In the country. The author compares her results In Somalia with earlier 
studies done In Cameroon In light of the small-scale farmers' relative lack of access to credit and 
the possible steps that could be taken to remedy the disparity. Credit unions, which are nonexistent 
In Somalia, are apparently successful In Cameroon and appear to be a promising Institutional 
InncMltlon. [2070] 
Kay Words: Generalj East Afrlcaj Somallaj Cameroonj Credltj Rural flnancej Credit unions; 
959. Delancey, Virginia, -Rural Finance In Somalia,· In Informal Finance In loN-Income Countries, Dale 
W Adams and Delbert A Fitchett (ads.), Boulder; Colorado: Westview Press, 1992, pp. 57-70. 
examines the extent of small-scale farmer (defined here as those with less than 30 hectares of land) 
access to credit In Somalia using field surwy data collected In 1986 In Somalla~ l..oNer Shabelle 
Region. Concludes that whOe farmers In general have difficulty In obtaining formal credit, the 
problem Is more acute for small-scale farmers. Attributes this to IC1Ner educational levels, lack of 
collateral, and distance from formal Institutions on the part of those with land titles. Recommends 
a closer look at hON Informal sources service the small-scale farmers to determine ways to assist 
them In obtaining formal credit and thus enable them to participate In the deYeIopment process. 
[5061] 
Kay Words: Agriculture; East Afrlcaj Somallaj Formalj 
960. Delancey. Virginia, Deborah E. Undsay, and Anita Spring, "" Assessment of SWDO, and of the 
Social and Economic Status of Women In the l.oNer Shebelle,· Report submitted to USAID/Somalia, 
ARIES/Robert R. Nathan Associates, Ar1lngton, Virginia, June 25, 1987, 171 p. 
R6Ylews donor programs and projects with particular emphasis on womens role within Somali 
society and the economy focusing on the Somali Womens Democratic Organization. Women were 
found to be taking an IncreaSing role In deYeIopment, especially In the urban areas. In the 
agricultural sector; women perform more than half of the labor In farming and herding. Despite the 
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increasing Importance m women In daYelopment, craclit programs and technical training tend to 
Ignore the needs m women. The document makes three recommendations for project Intervantlon: 
1) technical assistance to radlrect the activities of SWDO; 2) build In components to assist female 
farmers In the upcoming USAID Shebelle Water management project; and 3) Increase women\; 
access to all types cradlt. Flnall~ SWDO should encourage the formation of non-farm savings and 
cradlt associations among women. [3865] 
Key Wold.: Women; Ealt Africa; Somalia; Flunee; Int8l'llltioul donOl"l; 
961. Food and AgrtclAlre Organization of the United· Nations (FAO)/(UNDP), -Rural Credit for 
Cooperatives and Small Farmers - Somalia Project Findings and Recommendatlons,- Terminal 
report, 1.0\0, Rome,ItaI~ 1990,34 p. 
The report CCMKS tv.o UNDP funded projects to d8Y8lop a rural craclit system and to Initiate a rural 
craclit plot project In three selected districts of Somalia. The objective was the d6Y8l0pment of a 
sound banking structure and the achlaYement of self-sufficiency In basic foodstuffs. [5266] 
Key Wold.: 0_1; Ealt Africa; Somalia; Credit; Bana; R&nl ftunee; 
962. Jamal, Vall, -Somalia: Understanding an Unconwntlonal E~- pMlopment and Change, Vol. 
19, No.2, AprI1988, pp. 203-265. 
examines the welfare situation of the Somali people using alternative estimates of food production 
and consumption, and assesses the appropriateness of the cunent structural adjustment program, 
partlcularty the efficacy of the d6Y8luation as a remedy. Argues that the crisis depicted by the 
official data m fiscal and balance of payments deficits and Inflation Is not reflective of the real 
situation because m the dichotomy between the formal and Informal economies, the existence of 
a 'Vast" subsistence economy and the conduct of transactions via a vast network of Inter-familial 
relationships. In effect, ClY8rali Incomes have actually risen, and so has the quantum of trade, 
Independently of gOYemment price controls and the Internal and external Imbalances. [5152] 
Key Word.: Agriculture; East Africa; Somalia; Informal finance; 
963. Kwarteng, Kwasl, -Banking and Finance In Africa: A R8Yfew Article, - Savings and pMlopment. Vol. 
VI, No.3, 1982, pp. 247-263. 
This paper nM6ws two recent publications by All Issa Abeti, a Somali economist working with the 
IMF, and Professor G. O. Nwankwo of the University of Lagos, Nigeria, nON with the Central Bank 
m Nigeria. The two books deal with banking and financial structure In the initial stages of economic 
daYelopment. Abetl\; book fMlluates the commercial banking system In Kenya, Tanzania and 
Somalia In the first decade of Independence In the earty 1960s. Nwankwo\; book offers an analytical 
account of the ewiutlon and present status of the financial system of Nigeria. This paper compares 
the extent of financial deepening and financial repression In Ghana, Nigeria, Kenya, Tanzania and 
Somalia. Author concludes that these African countries have financially repressed banking and 
monetary systems. A reform of Interest rate policies is recommended but It should be accompanied 
by other structural and Institutional reforms. The authors raise Important questions about the role 
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d the banking system In the dMopment process, and argue that policy reform should be 
Implemented together with institution-building, e.g., creation of proper centl8l banks, to supervise 
the financial system and manage the monetary system, as was done In Nigeria. [5171] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Ghana; Nigeria; Kenya; Tanzania; Somalia; Formal finance; 
Financial repression; Interest rates; Policy reform; 
964. Masini, Marlo (ed.), Ryl8l Finance Profiles In African Coyntrles, Vol. 1, The Credit Markets of Africa 
Series No. 19, MUan, Italy: FINAFRICA-CARIPLD, 1987,278 p. 
Part d a series of country profiles prepared In cooperatlon'between FAC and FlNAFRICA. with the 
aim d pnMdlng an assessment of the "I8r!ouS styles of inYoIwment of Institutional finance In rural 
dMopment, In order to serve as , ~Is for effective action at the policy assessment and 
formulation 1M and for technical assi.~l.8nce. The countries CCNer a variety of situations and those 
Included In this first volume are: Kenya, Mall, Niger; Somalia and Zaire. Another set of countries will 
be CCNered In a second volume. The analysis Is dravm as far as possible acCOltflng to a common 
conceptual scheme CCNerlng: main features of the economy; monetary policy and financial 
deYeIopment; performance of financial Institutions; rul8l credit outside financial Institutions; 
Infrastructure for rul8l deYeIopment and agrlcultul8l pricing policies; key flnanclallnstltutlon(s) and 
CNerview of rural finance. [0021 A] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Kenya; Mall; Niger, Somalia; zaire; Finance; Formal finance; 
Informal finance; Rural finance; 
965. Roth, Michael, -Somalia Land Policies and Tenure Impacts: The Case of loNer Shabelle,· Land 
Tenure Center; University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, Wisconsin, September 1989, 41 p. 
Describes and Muates the Impact of gCNemrnent policy on tenure security and land allocation In 
Somalia, using the loNer Shabelle region as a case study of tenure Impacts and conflicts between 
state and leasehold tenure and customary tenure arrangements. Concludes that the current legal 
environment prOlides disincentives for cultivating fodder and fallON crops while encouraging 
permanent cultivation and deforestation. [5338] 
Key Words: Agriculture; East Africa; Somalia; Finance; Collateral; 
966. Thompson, A. M., -Institutional Changes In Agricultural Product and Input Markets and Their Impact 
on Agricultural Performance: Economic and Social DMopment PaperNo. 98, FAC, Rome, Italy, 
1991,54 p. 
ThIs report Is a reYlsion of the theoretical basis for liberalization policies In the context of structural 
adjustment programs, the historical experience of gCNemment Intervention In Afrlcas agricultural 
sector, and the institutional reform determined by structural adjustment. The study also prOlldes 
analyses of the Impact of reform In three specific cases: Ghana, Malawi, and Somalia. FInally, the 
concluding chapter offers guidelines formulated through theory and experience In institutional 
reform. [4106] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Ghana; Malawi; Somalia; Finance; Uberalization; 
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967. Trlpathl, H. S., -Strengthening Institutional FInancing to Agriculture Sector In Democratic Republic 
d Somalia - Central Bank of Somalia: FAO/UNDP Technical Report, Mogadishu, Somalia, May 14, 
1990, 143 p. 
Despite the agricultural sectcn predominant role In the national economy. the banks and financial 
Institutions In Somalia are not oriented to flCM their resources to production credit needs of small 
fanners who constitute a large segment of the population. By the nature of central banking, CBS 
(Central Bank of Somalia) does not finance directly non-bank, non-financial Institutions and Individual 
bol'l'ONers. On the. other hand, It appears that none of the existing banks and financial Institutions 
are capable of prtMdlng the type of financial support expected from an apex agricultural credit 
Institution. One of the recommendations of the report calls for the CBS Law to be amended with a 
view to making pn:Msions for short, medium and long term credit to agriculture and Industrial 
sector. [1588] 
Key Words: Agriculture; East Africa; Somalia; Banks; 
968. Wharton Econometrics and Dewlopment Economics Group of louis Berger International, Inc., "The 
Role of the AfrIcan Ananclal Sector In Dewlopment: Report submitted to USAlD, Wharton 
Econometrics and Dewlopment Economics Group of louis Berger International, Bala Cynwyd. 
Pennsylvania. July 31. 1987.366 p. 
This Is an elewn-country (Guinea. Kenya. Malawi. Mall. Niger; Rwanda. Senegal. Somalia, Sudan. 
Zaire and Zambia) eYaluation and assessment of the need and prospects for financial sector reform 
In Sub-Saharan AfrIca. From the Individual country studies. a ranking scheme was derived relating 
to (a) macroeconomic criteria - the perceived stability and auspiciousness for financial sector 
reform In the particular country; and (b) financial sector criteria - the perceived strength of the 
financial sector. A three-pronged approach to financial sector reform Is recommended: (1) reforms 
aimed at strengthening and reforming existing financial institutions; (2) liberalizing reforms foliOOlng 
current account liberalization; and (3) reforms aimed at financial sector reYitallzation through 
Increased competition. Study argues that the models using the McKinnon-Shaw financial 
deYeIopment thesis are too na/'I'CM for empirical Investigations of Sub-Saharan AfrIcan countries. 
Macroeconomic Issues that affect savings and investment behavior should also be considered. 
along with the Importance of sequencing reforms. [3846] 
Key Words: Generalj Afrlcaj Guinea; Kenya; Malawi; Mall; Niger; Rwandaj Sudan; Zairej 
Zamblaj Senegal; Somalia; Flnancej Policy reform; 
969. Zulu, Justin B., and Saleh M. NsouIl, ")tdjustment Programs In AfrIca: The Recent Experience •• 
Occasional Paper No. 34, IMF, Washington, D.C., AprIl 1985, 37 p. 
This study examined the design and Implementation of adjustment programs supported by IMF 
resources In AfrIca during 1980-81. These programs emphasized both supply and demand-oriented 
policies. The pursuit of an Independent credit policy was constrained by budgetary policies that 
dictated credit to the gcNemment sector. The Implementation of programs shoNed mixed results. 
Only about one fifth of the countries reached the targeted lawI of economic grtM1h; nearly half 
reached their Inflation targets, and about a third attained targets related to the current account 
balance. Slippages In Implementation In\'Olved primarily the emergence of unforeseen developments. 
an Inability to mobilize sufficient political support to Implement the requisite adjustment measures, 
limitations In the admlnlstratlw Infrastructure. CNerly optimistic targets, and delays or shortfalls In 
net InfiONS of dawlopment assistance. case studies were presented of Somalia and Mali to shoo 
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that differences In design ci the programs and the adoption ci policies to changing and unforeseen 
circumstances were critical to the progress made during the period ci adjustment. [4668] 
K8y Wordl: General; Africa; Somalia; Uall; finance; 
Tanzania 
970. Abdl, All 1888, Commercia! Banks and Economic DMlopment: The ExPerience of Eastem AfrIca, 
Naw'tbrk: Praeger Publishing, 1977, 148 p. 
Book focuses on the d6Y81opment role of banks In Kenya, Somalia, and Tanzania from 1950 to 
1973. Author clarifies the ralatlonshlp between financial and real d8Y8l0pmant. He also discusses 
the structure and recent performance of financial systems In these three countries. (Agricultural 
Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HG3392A6A21977] 
K8y Wold.: Gen_l; East ~frIca; Kenya; Somal.; 'DInan.; Banles; 
971. AjaVi, S. IbI, -&change Rate Adjustment In Selected AfrIcan C. Jntries, - Studies and Training 
DMsJon, Economic D8Y81oprnent Institute of the World Bank, washington, D.C., January 1989, 
99p. 
During the last 10-20 ~rs, many AfrIcan countries have not only experienced S8II8re political 
Instabllty, but faced Increasing economic difficulties. The problems Included deficits In current 
account, declining grotYth rates, Increasing external debt, adverse terms of trade, Inflation and 
currency misalignment. The paper focuses on five AfrIcan countries: Malawi, Nigeria, Tanzania, 
Uganda. and Zambia. The economies of all five countries are small and dependent on trade. They 
are all, therefore, vulnerable to changes In the wortd economy. N8\I8rtheless, these countries have 
adopted an exchange rate adjustment during the past few years. Exchange rate adjustment Is a 
pcMI8rfu1 tool for economic stabRlzation. It cannot, hCM8Wr, be used In isolation. The success of any 
exchange rate adjustment depends on the extent to which a gowmment also pursues other 
complementary policies. (1299] 
K8y Wold.: General; Africa; Malawi; Nigeria; 'DInan.; Uganda; Zambia; Finance; Exchange 
.. te.; 
972. Amanl, Haldari KR., lucian A. Msamblchaka, Stefan Hedlund, and Mats Lundahl, "oricultural Credit 
In Tanzania: A Peasant Perspective,- Savings and pMlgpment, Vol. XI, No.4, 1987, pp. 379-402. 
examines the validity of the vI6W that InteNentlon through the prtNIsion of access to credit facilities 
Is necessary for financing capital Investments among Tanzanian peasants by Investigating the 
sources of credit In rural areas based on a three-reglon survey undertaken at the end of 1984. 
Reports that IlYestock are the most poptjar form of asset holding, only a quarter of the respondents 
had bomMed (mainly from Informal sources though no professional moneylending was reported), 
and that, generally, respondents perceive lack of capital as a constraint to output and that 
lnstltut1onai credit Is preferable to loans from individuals. (4941] 
K8y Wold.: Agriculture; East Africa; 'DInan.; Formal finance; Uveltock; 
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973. Andresen, Mettell, and Helena Wallden, -ReYlew Mlsslorm Report on Womens Programme In 
AgrlcLJturai Credit and Banking: Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia, Uganda: USAlD, Washington, D.C., June 
1986,31 p. 
The purpose of this I9port Is to rwIew the first phase of the womerm program In agricultural credit 
and banking. In all four countries under study, Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia and Uganda, It was found 
that goJ8ITlments, financial Institutions and womerm organizations wel9 keen on the Involvement 
of rural women In the social and economic d6Yelopment. Most emphasis has been paid to the 
training of women In order to create a basic awal9ness of the constraints women face In getting 
access to credit. . Only one savings scheme has been established during the first phase of the 
project. The access to credit has been facUltated In Kenya and to some extent In Tanzania and 
Zambia. A guarantee fund awaits the final gowmment apprtMllln Uganda. [4532] 
K8y Words: Women; Africa, .(enya; Tanzania; Zambia; Uganda; f I".nce; Cntdit; Savings; 
974. Appleton, S., O. L B8Y8n, K Burger; P. Collier; J. W Gunning, L Haddad, and J. Hoddinott, -Credit-
Section C of a Draft Manuscript of -Public Services and Household Allocation in Africa: Does Gender 
Matter?- Institute of Economics and Statistics, Unlwrslty of Oxford, Oxford, England, 1991, 16 p. 
This section of the manuscript refers to access to credit in three countries: Cote d'ivolre, Kenya, and 
Tanzania. It seeks to examine the hypothesis that women have significantly poorer access to 
financial markets; If this is the case, the authors study the usefulness of the self-help group as an 
appropriate mechanism for channeling credit to smallholders, particularly women. They find the 
same pattern of limited access to the credit market in the three countries studied, and It appears 
that the main determinant to womens participation in self-help groups is the lew! of income, so 
poor women al9 less likely to JOin. The study found a lONer use of credit by female-headed 
households that could be due to an inferior credit-worthy status in a rationed market, than to a lONer 
demand for credit. Time constraints play some role in limiting membership in self-help groups but 
Its effects are not strong. [4041] 
Key Words: Finance; Africa; COte d'lwlre; Kenya; Tanzania; Gender; Credit; Women; 
975. Cleaver; KevIn M., -rhe Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture In Sub-Saharan 
AfrIca,- Staff VVorkIng Paper No. 728, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., April 1985, 30 p. 
this paper nMews the avaAable literature on the impact of price and exchange rate policies on 
agriculture In Sub-Saharan AfrIca. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan African 
countries to test sewraI hypotheses concerning policy impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad, 
Ethiopia, Mali, Malawi, Zaire, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Guinea, 
Benin, Central AfrIcan Republic, Sierra Leone, Madagascar; Niger; Sudan, Togo, Ghana, Kenya, 
Senegal, Lesotho, Uberla, Zambia, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Cameroon, Botswana, Congo, and Ivory 
Coast. A regression equation with agricultural gl'ONth rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient was statistically significant but with a ION R2. Other Independent variables were 
Investigated Including fertUlzer use per hectare, changes In the barter terms of trade, population 
gl'ONth rate, degree of concentration of export earnings, adult literacy, share of public consumption 
In GOP and the degree of gcNernment Intervention in farm Input supply. Reductions In farm level 
price discrimination (nominal protection), share of go..oernment consumption In GOP, and population 
gl'ONth rates were positively related to agricultural gl'ONth rates, whUe the degree of gcwernment 
Imdvement in the farm Input supply Industry was negatively related. The findings tend to confirm 
the view that Inappropriate price and exchange rate policies have a negatlw Impact on agricultural 
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production. Other factors such as gcMmment IrwcNament In farm Input supply, population gl'ONth, 
and go.wnment" ablity to opetate and maintain Its agrlcLJturai ilwestments ara also Important. 
ApproprIate price and mcchange rate policies would haYS a ralatlYely small Impact on agricultural 
gRMth so the policy paclcage to ramedy problems caused by poor price and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to each cou~ [AgrlcLJtural Ubrary, The Ohio State UnlYerslty, HC597W63 No. 
728] 
K8r Wolds: Agrlcun ... ; Africa; Chad; Ethiopia; Mall; Malawi; Zan; Uganda; Burundi; Burkina 
Faso; UpI*' Volta; Rwanda; Somalia; Tanzania; Guinea; Benin; Centnll African Republic; 
S .... L..eQne; Madagascar; Niger; Sudan; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Loatho; UberIa; 
Zambia; Nigeria; Zimbabwe; Cameroon; Botswana; Congo; Ivory Coast; COte d'ivolre; Finance; 
InterHt .. t .. ; PoUcy monn; Prices; 
976. de TnMlle, Diana, -contract Farming, The Private Sector, and the State: An Annotated al1d 
ComprahenslYe Bibliography with Particular Reference to AfrIca,· Contract Farming In AfrIca Project 
WorkIng Paper No.2, lOA, Binghamton, New York, Nowmber 1986, 329 p. 
This document contains abstracts of 114 publications on contract farming (authors and titles for 722 
publications ara glYen In Section VI). The publications CCNer general papers as well as specific 
studies on AfrIca In general, Belize, Kenya, Lesotho, UberIa, Niger, Nigeria, SwazUand, Tanzania, 
Zambia, Zimbabwe, (also Belgium, Central America, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, England, 
Guatamala, Honduras, India, Indonesia, Iran, Jamaica, Malasla, Mexico, the Middle East, New 
Guinea, Peru, the Phllpplnes, Scotland, South America, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, ThaDand, Turkey. and 
the United States). Some of the annotations discuss financial aspects of contract farming, and 
especially the supposed need by farmers for credit that Is being met by some contract farming 
operations. [5345] 
Key Words: Agrlcun ... ; Africa; Belize; Kenya; Lesotho; UberIa; Niger; Nigeria; Swaziland; 
Tanzania; Zambia; Zimbabwe; Farm; Agrlcunural cntdlt; 
977. OJ lbo, Marlama, ·UNIFEM" Experience with Financial Services for Women,· Paper presented at the 
Interagional Training Seminar: HON to ImpnM! lending to Women, Nicosia, Cyprus, Nowmber 19-
30, 1990, IFAD, Nicosia, Cyprus, Nowmber 1990, 21 p. 
The paper prtNides a brief background on UNIFEM and then discusses credit concepts and 
programs which ara Intending to pro.tIde credit to women. Programs Including the FeIoIvlng Loan 
Fund (RLF), the Credit Support Systems (CRESS), as wall as the Credit Scheme for Productive 
ActivIties of Women In Tanzania. The author concludes that credit projects should Incorporate a 
savings component, that group solidarity Is desirable, that competent field staff ara needed, and that 
training Is essential In ensuring loan rapayment. [5086] 
K8r Words: Women; East Africa; Tanzania; er.ctlt; International donora; 
978. DcMsweII, ChrIstopher R. (ed.), feeding the Futura: AgrlcLJturalQMIOQlDeot Strategies for Africa, 
Proceedings of a Wortcshop, Accra, Ghana, August 1-3, 1989, Atlanta, Georgia: ~IN/SAA/Global 
2000, 1990, 197 p. 
Documents the fourth In a series of gatherings of International specialists to rwlew the food 
strategies for AfrIca and examine the range of policy options for sustained self-reliance. This 
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worIcshop nMawad the achlawments of projects In Ghana, the Suclan, Zambia and Tanzania. The 
d8Y8lopment role of Informal finance In AfrIca and elsewhere In the world was also revleYt'ed (Dale 
W Adams, '"Taking a Frash Look at Informal Finance·), with a suggestion that poIlcymakers try to 
learn from and understand Informal finance Instead of trying to drlw the Informal lender out of 
business. [5401] 
K8y Word.: Agrtculbn; Africa; Ghana; Sudan; _nzanla; Zambia; Formal finance; Informal 
finance; SupervlHd cnMIn; 
979. Dublin, Jack, and. Salem Dublin, Credit Unions In a Changing World: The Tanzanla-Kenva 
Expertence. DetroIt. Michigan: Wayne State University p~, 1983,301 p. 
ThIs book Is organized In sawn parts. Parts I and II dlst"1SS the historical back:'r'Qund of credit 
unions In Africa. The research studies conducted on CI.:d1t unions In Tanzanl£ :tnd Kenya are 
discussed In Parts III and IV, respectlYely. The foreign aid to credit unions In TanZania and Kenya 
Is discussed In Part V and major credit union legislations In these countries are described In Part 
VI. The credit union ITKN8I'n8nts of Australia, the United States and Canada are discussed In the last 
part. The Kenya research reports tremendous gl"ONth In membership, assets, and loans In 
cooperative savings and credit societies during 1972-1976. Profiles of selected savings and credit 
societies are pmyIded to Ilustrate differing membership bonds and management styles. Authors 
note an ·8\I8r present threat of an adverse gcN8mment policY', and a gl"ONth pace that makes 
maintaining a democratic, member-controlled organization among the problem areas for Kenya. 
On the other hand, the Tanzanian experience with savings and credit societies Is cited for the 
·mlracle of Its survival- for having persisted often times without good bookkeeping or good 
management Grassroots support, and prcMslon of savings and loan services for rural communities 
within the UjaINaa nation-buDding mowment are among the factors cited by the authors for the 
resUlence of Tanzanian credit unions. [Agricultural Ubrary. The Ohio State University, 
HG2039T37D81983] 
Kay Word.: General; Eaat Africa; _nzan .. ; Kenya; Cradn unions; 
980. Due, Jean M., ~rlcultural Credit In Tanzania,· Journal of Southem African Affairs, Vol. 3, No.1, 
1978, pp. 99-113. 
The author discusses the allocation of credit to small farmers and vllages In Tanzania between 
1972-73 and 1975-76 crop ~rs. The article also describes the manner that credit Is pra-llcled to 
the farmers and their repaying capacity. She recognizes that In Tanzania, capital for agricultural 
expansion comes mainly through Individual savings or from the public sector through different banks 
and cooperative unions. She also found that I1N8nues eamed by the Tanzania Rural Dewlopment 
bank from Interest rates ware sufficient to CCMtr all operating costs. [1835] 
K8y Word.: Agrtcununt; Eaat Africa; _nzan .. ; cl'8dn; Agrlcunural credit; 
981. Due, Jean M., ·Update on Financing Smallholders In Zimbabwe, Zambia and Tanzania,· Illinois 
Agrlculutural Economics Staff Paper 83 E-261, Department of Agrlculutural Economics, University 
of IIlInios at Urbana-Champalgn, Urbana, illinois, July 1983, 28 p. 
This update on the allocation of credit to the small farm sector In Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe 
also contains the authorS hypothesis that, as economic conditions have deteriorated (or changed 
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with the acNant of black majority rule In Zimbabwe), political consIdelatlons have become more 
Important In policy determination of the agrlcWturai d6Y8lopment banks than economic factors 
Intended to materially Incr8ase agrlcWturai production. These policy decisions, principally In 
Tanzania, have raUted In gcMImment and international donor contributions to these programs 
becoming Income banSfers to satisfy political obJectiYas rather than Infusions that wli Increase 
agrlcWtural production. [2798] 
K-r Word.: Agrlculbn; Africa; Zimbabwe; Zambia; '-'nzanla; Finance; CnIcIIt; International 
donora; 
982. Due, Jean M., Costs. Returns and Repayment Experience of Ularnaa VIllages In Tanzania. 1973-
.1m. WashIngton, D.C.: UnN&~ Press of AmerIca, 1980, 141 p. 
Study proYIdes a description of the Tanzanian Rural D6Y81opment Bania; (TRDB) lending In the 
Iringa Region of Tanzania. The data, gathered from a sample of vUlages which had applied for and 
receNad loans from TRDB, Included value and cost of production, net returns, yields and Information 
on the napayment experience of the borrtMers. The single more significant predictor of total 
cumulative arrears for the food crop vUlages was total Inputs and depreciation (machinery). The net 
returns from maize production contributed to high loan repayment rates. [2134] 
Kay Word.: Gen ... l; bit Africa; '-'nzanla; Development banks; 
983. Due, Jean M., and Rosebud Ku~Ua, "'n Evaluation of the Donor Funded Tanzanian Womens Loan 
Program, - illinois Agricultural Economics Staff Paper No. 89 E-444, UnlYerslty of illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, Urbana, Illinois, December 1989, 22 p. 
Reports the findings of an aYaIuatlon of a $3 mU110n loan program for Tanzanian women conducted 
In 1989 In 4 regional offices of the Coopelatlve and Rural D6Y8Ioprnent Bank. Repayment 
performance, lending to politically prominent Individuals, high transport costs connected with 
screening and monitoring of rural projects, and admlnlstlatlve bottlenecks are cited as areas of 
concern In program Implementation. Recommends the continuation and expansion of the program 
using an existing organization (CRDB) and the credit plus education and equity approach. [5292] 
Kay Word.: Ganci .. ; bit Africa; '-'nzania; Women; Formal finance; Supervised credit; 
Development bank; 
984. Due, Jean M., Rosebud Ku~Ua, C. Aleke-Dondo, and Kaozo Kogo, -Funding Small-Scale 
Enterprises for AfrIcan 'Nomen: Case Studies In Kenya. Malawi and Tanzania, - African QMlooment 
BsYiaw, Vol. 2, No.2, December 1990, pp. 58-82. 
Many organizationS and some AfrIcan gcNemments are funding programs for men and women to 
establish micro enterprises to Increase family Incomes and nutrition, and overcome some of the 
negative effects of structural adjustment programs. Non-gcNemmentaJ organizations, which formerly 
often funded projects as grants, are finding that grants have not been self-sustaining and are tumlng 
to loans for Income generating actMtIes. This report concentrates on funding for women but many 
programs are for both men and women. It presents a summary of the major funding sources in 
Botswana, Kenya and Tanzania and the purposes and target groups of the funds. Where data are 
avalable, repayment lates are given and an assessment Is made as to whether NGOs or 
gcMmment organizations are more cost effective In administering credit funds for these purposes. 
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As the programs are fairly recent, It Is too early to make conclusions on their relative performance. 
HCMeWr, It appears that amounts of funds avaUable to date can benefit only a small proportion of 
potential program beneficiaries. [4274] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; Kenya; Tanzania; Malawi; Cntdit; NGOs; 
985. Due, Jean M., Emmanuel Mblha, Timothy Rocke, Marcia White, and Renee Schwartz, -Farming 
Systems Data and On-Farm Trials of Beans (phaseolus Vulgaris), Mgeta and Kloss Areas, Tanzania, 
1985,- Sokoine Unl'lerslty of Agriculture Technical Report No.5, Morogoro, Tanzania, and University 
d illinois at Urbana-Champalgn aAe-462O, 1986, 97 p. 
Reports the results d trials of Kabanlma seed In the Mgeta and Klosa areas of Tanzan·.~ In 19&.>. 
Only tv.Io of the 12 sampled Mgeta famAles reported having borrt:M9d during the }Ur, '.mlle da'La 
for three villages In Kloss Indicate huge deficits during the drought year: [5295] 
Key Words: Agriculture; East Africa: Tanzania: Formal finance: Supervised credit: 
986. Due, Jean M., Jeremiah Rugamblsa, Negussle TUahun, and Renee Schwartz, -Beans (Phaselous 
Vulgaris) In the Farming Systems In Tanga Region, Tanzania, 1985,- Sokolne University of 
Agriculture Technical Report No.6, Morogoro, Tanzania, and University of illinois at Urbana-
Champaign aAE-4626, July 1987, 54 p. 
Reports the findings of a 1985 survey of 78 smallholder farm famAles In the Tanga region of 
Tanzania to collect Information on their farming systems, the Importance of beans In those systems, 
farming practices and the adequacy of the famllys diet. Only fIw families reported having borrowed 
during the}Ur, whUe on average, positive net Incomes were reported; post office savings accounts 
were more widely held than bank accounts. [5294] 
Key Words: Agriculture: East Africa; Tanzania: Formal finance; Supervised credit: 
987. Due, Jean M., Marcia White, and Timothy Rocke, -Beans In the Farming Systems In Two Regions 
of Tanzania, 1980-82,- Sokolne University of Agriculture Technical Report No.4, Morogoro, Tanzania 
and University of illinois at Urbana-Champalgn aAE-4602, August 1985, 62 p. 
Reports the findings of a baseline survey of farms In two regions of Tanzania between 1980 and 
1982. Beans are an Important component of the farming systems, prtMdlng both for consumption 
and Income of at least 90% of the sample. Concludes that Improvements In bean yields and prices 
would Improw both famUy Income and nutrition. [5293] 
Key Words: Agriculture; East Africa; Tanzania; Formal finance: Supervised credit; 
988. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (00), -Central Banks, Agricultural Credit 
and Rural DSYeloprnent,- Agricultural Services DMslon, 00, Rome, Italy, AprU 1980, 80 p. 
This report discusses the actual or potential role of national financial systems, especially the Central 
Banks, In dSYeloping countries In the pursuit of rural dSYelopment programs In general, and 
agricultural credit programs In particular: The discussion is particularly relevant to countries in Asia, 
Africa and the Near East. Different roles of the Central Banks in dew/oping rural financial systems 
. \ 
989. 
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ara described In datal. Country papers on Sudan, Tanzania, Pakistan, Mall, India, Guinea. Colombia, 
BrazI, Egypt, and latin AmerIca are prasented. [2374] 
Kar Word.: G ..... I; Africa; Sudan; ~nzan"; Mall; Guinea; Banks; Agricultural credit; Central 
bank; 
Food and Agrlc'*ure Organization of the United Nations (FAO), "Tanzania: Integrated Technical 
AssIstance and Credit Project for ArtIsanaI fishermen In Lake Tanganyika,· Joint Dutch 
GowrnmentjlW) RaYiaw formulation Mission, FAC, Rome, Italy, October 1987, 22 p. 
The project~ immediate obJ~, on the one hand, Include prtMdlng technical assistance and 
loans In kind to artisanal flshermen In order t~, Increase fishing productivity through Improwment 
of fish catching and proCessIng methods, as \ ' il as marketing and tJansport arrangements for fish 
products. On the other hand, the long-term obJectNe of the project Is to establish a self-perpetuating 
system to ensure for fishermen effectIye locally-based technical support and simple, equitable 
access to credit faclltles. Although a promising beginning has been made to the project with regard 
to credit delivery and reccMtry to individual fishermen, some recommendations are given to shape 
the credit delivery mechanism so that It Incorpomtes the principles of need, circulation and flexibility, 
timeliness, and simplicity. [4522] 
Kar Word.: General; Eaat Africa; ~nzan"; Cradlt; Technical ••• Iatanee; Agribusiness; 
FIsherI .. ; 
990. Fortmann, lDulse P., "Women~ Work In a Communal Setting: The Tanzanian Policy of Ujamaa,·ln 
Women and Work In Africa, Edna G. Bay (ed.), Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1982, 
pp. 191-205. 
Women farmers, though central to Tanzanian agricultural production, are disadvantaged In a number 
of ways. They face a series of constraints mainly concerned with access to Inputs such as land, 
capital, labor, and Information. Women farmers who are heads of households (estimated at 25 
percent of the population) are particularly subject to these constraints. The Tanzanian policy of 
ujamaa, which IrnIOIves nucleated settlements and communal agriculture, promised to Improve the 
productivity of women farmers and Increase their control owr cash Income. HOIt'9Ifer, uJama has 
not fulfUled this promise. [5119] 
Kar Word.: Agriculture; Eaat Africa; ~nzan"; Women; Government polley .nd programs; 
991. Fortmann, lDulse P., -Observations on the Mbulu Small Farmer Food CrOp Loan Program,· USAlD, 
Washington, D.C., AprI1979, 29 p. 
Describes the operation of the Tanzania Rural Dewlopment Bank Small Farmer Food Crop Loan 
Program In the Mbulu district during the 1977 /78 wheat cropping season to pl'Ollde baseline data 
for subsequent SYBIuations. Based on data from 290 sample farmers from program and non-
program vllages, no significant differences In yield between bolTOYt'ers and non-borrowers was 
found. One third of the sample, Including 38 percent of the boITOYt'ers, felt no need for loans at all. 
[4228] 
Kar Word.: Agriculture; Eaat Africa; ~nzan"; Development banks; Supervised credit; 
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992. Hayanga, C. A, -womens Access to Banking ServIces,· Paper presented at the Seminar on 
Resource MobIlzatIon for Rural D6Y81oprnent In Selected Eastern and Southem AfrIcan Countries. 
NaIrobi, Kenya, January 30 - February 4, 1984, FIO/AfRK'A. NaIrobi, Kenya, 19 p. 
ThIs paper nMews the constraints women face In gaining access to financial services of formal 
fInancIaIlntermedlaries. Selected on-goIng projects In Kenya, Zambia, and Tanzania, as they relate 
to women, are wry brIeRy described. SaYeraI case studies of loans from an agricultural finance 
company are discussed. [4313] 
Kay Wold.: Gender; Africa; ~; Tanzania; Zambia; FI_nee; 
993. Hyden, G., 'Agricultural Cladlt In Three Vllage Areas In North-Eastern Tanzania: A Case Study,· 
WorkIng Paper No.2, FlO, Rome, Italy, 1975, 25 p. 
This study discusses the agricultural cradlt problems In three vllage areas In North-Eastem 
Tanzania. The analysis Is based upon the Information collected from a sample of 100 peasants. The 
findings of this study state that cradit played a marginal role In farm development. It Is argued that 
farmers must be better educated about the need for Improwment of farm productivity before cradit 
can effectlYely be utDlzed. Centrallyadmlnlsterad cooperative Institutions are emphasized to Increase 
the efficiency of cradlt administration. [ARC. 1533] 
Kay Wold.: Agrlcunure; e.8I Africa; Tanzania; creeln; Cooperative.; 
994. Hyuha, M., and M. O. Ndanshau, ·Unorganlzed Rnanclal Markets In Tanzania: Scope, Structure. and 
Policy Implications,· Unpublished paper, Department of Economics, University of Dar-es-Salaam. 
Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania, December, 1987,45 p. 
Authors undertook a surwy of the literature on unorganized rural financial markets In Tanzania and 
conclude that there Is a need to examine the role, structure, and size of this sector. A study Is 
proposed to test sewral hypothesis, Including: (1) Informal cradlt Is an Important complement rather 
than a substitute for formal Cl8d1t; (2) the formal sector Is one of the major sources of funds for the 
Informal financial sector; and (3) both small and large-scale production units depend on Informal 
cradlt. [0707] 
Kay Wold.: General; e.8I Afrlcaj Tanzanlaj Informal ft_ncej 
995. Hyuha. M., M. O. Ndanshau, and J. P. KJpokola. ·Scope. Structure and Policy Implications of 
Informal Financial Markets In Tanzania.· Draft research paper, African Economic Research 
Consortium. Nairobi, Kenya. 1991.31 p. 
This study examines the scope and nature of Informal financial Institutions In Tanzania. The study 
IrMtstlgates four hypotheses. The first Is that Informal cradlt Is a complement rather than a substitute 
for formal Cl8d1t. Secondly, that the formal financial sector Is one of the major sources of funds for 
the Informal financial sector: Third. both small-scale and large-scale production units depend on 
Informal cradlt. The last hypothesis Is that Cl8d1t In the Informal sector Is more expensive. with 
higher Interest rate and other charges. than In the formal sector. The results of a 262 households 
surwy confirm the existence of the Informal financial Institutions operations. and also demonstrate 
the Important role played by the Informal financial Intermediaries In the savlng-lnvestment process 
In Tanzania. The study also shcMs that bol'lONing/iendlng amongst the respondents was not solely 
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for financing consumption expenditures. It Is also indicated that some d the Informal loans are free 
d Interest whle others are not. These facts lead to a conclusion that the Informal financial sector 
complements the formal financial sector In dawloprnent financing. [4129] 
K8f Wold.: 0..,..1; !all Africa; ~nzanla; Informal finance; SavIng. mobilization; 
996. Johnson, J. K, -Preparing, AppnlIslng, and Evaluating Loan Packages: Insights from a Tanzanian 
Case ~. SavIngs and PtNBIOQrneot, Vol. VIII, No.1, 1984, pp. 41-72. 
This case study anilyzes the loan appraisal and 8Y8Iuatlon approach adopted by the Tanzanian 
Rural DMIIopment Bank In relation to the performance of four loan projects It apprtMld In 1978. 
Author dE:WJOnstrated the desllabllity of adopting S6lJ8ra1 vIw,t)Oints In loan appraisal and utUlzlng 
these to, JW8I' key questions on the proposed proJect~ d.Nn'~lpm8ntaIlmpacts, as against simply 
foIlC7Ning the standard forms d cost-beneflt analysis. [4827] 
K8f Word.: Agriculture; Ellil Africa; ~nzanla; Development bank; 
997. Kerner, Donna, ·'Hard Work' and Informal Sector Trade In Tanzania,· In Traders VersYs the State: 
Anthropological ApPrOaches to Unofficial Economies, G. Clarke (&d.), Boulder, Colorado: Westview 
Press, 1988, pp.41-57. 
This chapter discusses the Human Resources Deployment Ai:;t, knoNn as the Ngyyy Kazl or Hard 
Work campaign concIucted by the Tanzanian gcMmrnent In 1983-4 to ensure the engagement of 
Tanzanian citizens In productiYe labor. The Nguvu Kazl dawlopecllnto a campaign of detention, 
registration, and resettlement of the urban Jobless, traders, vendors, workers, and housewives to 
rural gcMmrnent~ sisal, tea, and sugar plantations experiencing labor shortages. Unlicensed 
petty traders and casual laborers congregated In core and satellite urban areas, and "olterlng- blue 
and white collar workers, became targets of netting, ·repatrlation·, and registration, although 
Individuals promising to cultivate plots In the c~ periphery would be aliONed. to remain. Nguvu 
Kazi Is Interpreted by the author as an attempt to extract surplus labor from rural production by 
COIlY8rtlng peasants and petty traders Into rural casual laborers. The continuing economic crisis 
In Tanzania threatens to undermine gcMtmment control. Current structural adjustments Imposed 
by the World Bank and the IMF to stabUlze the situation Include: currency dewJuatlon, elimination 
of price controls, Increase In producer prices, nMtaIlzatlon of peasant cooperatives, encouragement 
of private businesses and Investment. and relaxation of foreign exchange restrictions. [Business 
Ubrary. The Ohio State University, GN4482T7311988] 
Kav Word.: Oen .. l; Ellil AfricI; ~nzanla; Informal finance; 
998. Klhunrwa, F. AndI1lW, -ProYlslon of Institutional Credit for Small Farmers In Non-NALERP Regions 
of Tanzania,· Paper prepared for OO-sponsored National Workshop on the Organization and 
Management of Agricultural Services for Small Farmers In Non-NALERP Regions of Tanzania. May 
28-30, 1990, SUA-Morogoro, Tanzania, May 1990, 23 p. 
The author discusses agrlc'*ural credit problems and recent achlwements and lessons from 
administering credit. It Is emphasized throughout the paper that a critical Ingredient of a rural 
dawlopment strategy is the fostering of conditions conducive to the dawlopment of small, farmer-
managed Institutions. Loan repayment problems are affecting the profitabllty and threatening the 
solvency d banks. The Introduction of savings and credit schemes seems a feasible alternative to 
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assist small farmers who frequently lack tangible securities. Because differences In credit 
administration In the NALERP (National AgricLiturai and LlYastock extension and Research Project) 
and non-NALERP ntglons aralnslgnlficant, the recommendations glYen apply to allntglons. [4533] 
K-v Worda: 0..,..1; East Africa; 1'IInzanla; CnMIIt; Agricultural; Banks; Loan repayment; 
999. Kimel. C. S •• "The Impact m Monetary and Fiscal Policies on the financial System In Tanzania.- Bank 
of Tanzania. Tanzania, 1989. 38 p. 
The obJectNa of the" paper Is to avaIuate the Impact of monetary and fiscal policies on the financial 
system drawing on TanzanlU experience. The paper starta with a brief summary of a theory of 
financial grt1tYth In a regulated economy. Section two presents a nMaw of Tanzanias financial 
system and an avaIuatlon of Its performance during 1980 • 1987 In terms of groNth m total financial 
assets. Th8 third section dwells on the weaknesses m central banking and conduct of monetary 
policies. Section four discusses the weakness In the financial Institutions such as poor handling of 
deposit accounts. bureaucratic handling of loan and CMHdraft applications. and little or no control 
owr limits of exposure to Its major clients ~.e.. parastatal. marketing boards. and cooperative 
unions). Finally, the paper presents an Nuatlon of the causes of the observed financial trends and 
suggestions for financial reform. [0333] 
K-v Worda: Oaneml; East Africa; 1'IInzanla; Formal finance; Monetary policy; Regulation; 
Central bank; 
1000. Koopman Henn. Jeanne. -Feeding the Cities and Feeding the Peasants: What Role for Africas 
Women Farmers?- World pMlgoment. Vol. 11. No. 12. 1983. pp. 1043-1055. 
Arguing that Increased attention to the problems of women farmers In Africa can help solve both 
urban and rural food supply problems. this paper bulds Its case on a close examination of the 
extensive farming system of the Betl peoples of southem Cameroon and the Intensive farming 
practices of the Hays m northwestern Tanzania. The first part of the paper addresses technological 
and socia- economic problems constraining the expansion of food production and marketing; the 
second describes two situations In which the rernOJal of specific constraints allo.vecI women 
farmers to demonstrate their capacity and willingness to expand their output and Impl'CNe their 
welfare. [5178] 
Key Worda: Agriculture; Coastal and Central West Africa: Cameroon: Tanzania; Women; 
Output marketing: 
1001. Kristjanson. Patricia. Mark D. Nawrnan. Cheryl Christensen. and Martin Abet. -Export Crop 
CompetitlYeness: Strategies for Sub-Saharan AfrIca- Final Report of the African Cash Crop 
Competitiveness Strategy Study, APAP Technical Report No. 109. OffIce of DMiopment Planning, 
Policy Analysis and Research DMslon, Bureau for Africa, USAlD, Washington, D.C .• July 1990, 
313 p. 
examines the competitlYeness of traditional export crops In Sub-Saharan Africa using cost and 
returns studies for cotton, coffee and groundnuts (peanuts), and country-based eYidence from 
Cameroon. Kenya, Senegal, Tanzania, The Gambia, and Zimbabwe. Conclusions regarding the 
combined Impact of the microeconomics of production, policies and International market forecasts 
indicate that countries which have been most successful In staying competitive In worid markets are 
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the ones which adhered the closest to basic markatlng principles. Suggests further attention to the 
consequences d mcchange IBte policy on the competltlwness d exports, along with continued 
donor assistance In the d8Y8lopment d price and institutional policies and the definition of 
appropriate roles for prNate business and gcMmm8nt. [5181] 
Ker Wold.: AgricunLnj Afrlcaj C8ma'OOnj Kenyaj Senegal: ~nzanlaj The Gambia: Zimbabwe: 
Flnancej Output markallng: Exchange ratH: 
1002. KurwlIa. Rosebud, and Jean M. Due, -credit for Wornet'm Income Generatlon-A Tanzanian Case 
~- Canadian Journal of African Studies, Vol. 25, No.1,. 1991, pp. 90-103. 
The gcMH1Vn8nt d Tanzania receNad c' glBnt d $3 million from the gcMK~ment of Australia aid 
program In 1987 for loans for poor rult M)IT18n. The Tanzanian g<MtI'M\6; I~ decided to have the 
Cooperative and Rural D8Y81opment Bank (eRDS) administer the funds; CRDS Is a parastatal 
established In 1971 to prtMde capital for the rumI sector. The glBnt was administered along with 
the l8QuIar lending program; funds were divided equally among the count~ 20 raglons. This study , 
lYlluated the manner In which the glBnt was administered, describes the opinions of women 
borroNars as to the effectiveness of eROS, gives the kind of enterprises dewloped, repayment 
rates, and recommendations for ImprtN8ments In the lending program. [5291] 
Ker Word.: Gen .. l: East Africa: ~nzanla: Women: Cradn: International donors: Loan 
repayment: 
1003. Kwarteng, Kwasl, -Banking and Finance In Africa: A ReYiew Article, - SayIngs and [)eye!opment, Vol. 
VI, No.3, 1982, pp. 247-263. 
ThIs paper nM6ws two recent publications by All Isse Abdl, a Somali economist working with the 
IMF, and Professor G. O. Nwankwo of the University of lagos, Nigeria, nON with the Central Bank 
of Nigeria. The two books deal with banking and financial structure In the Initial stages of economic 
d8Y8l0pmem. Abdl~ book lYlluates the commercial banking system In Kenya, Tanzania and 
Somalia In the first decade of Independence In the earty 1960s. Nwankwo~ book offers an analytical 
account of the 6YOIutIon and present status of the financial system of Nigeria. This paper compares 
the extent d financial deepening and financial repression In Ghana, Nigeria, Kenya, Tanzania and 
Somalia. Author concludes that these African countries have financially repressed banking and 
monetary systems. A l8farm of Interest rate policies Is recommended but It should be accompanied 
by other structural and institutional l8farms. The authors IBlse Important questions about the role 
d the banking system In the d8Y8lopment process, and argue that policy l8form should be 
Implemented together with institution-building, e.g., creation of proper central banks, to supervise 
the financial system and manage the monetary system, as was done In Nigeria. ,[5171] 
Ker Word.: Gen .. l: Africa: Ghana: Nigeria: Kanya; Tanzania: Somalia; Formal finance; 
Flnanclalrepreulon: Interest ratH: Policy reform: 
1004. Lele. Uma J., -Managing Agricultural D8Y81oprnent In AfrIca: Three Articles on Lessons from 
Experience, - MADIA Discussion Paper No.2, Managing Agricultural Dewlopment in Africa, The 
Wortd Bank, Washington, D.C., 1989, 40 p. 
This summary of go.wnment and donor experience with agricultural dewlopment In Kenya. Malawi, 
Tanzania, Cameroon, Nigeria and Senegal concludes that the key issues are: (1) the links between 
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the nature of resource endONments, the substance of d6Y8lopment strategy and the content of 
technology policy need to be strengthened; (2) better and more consistent assistance In the 
d6Y8l0pment of indigenous capacity for d6Y8lopment planning and Implementation to maintain the 
gains made under structural adjustment; (3) further research on export crops to nMve traditional 
and export crop production In which African countries haw comparative advantage; and (4) the 
gcMmlment role In prtMdlng the preconditions for successful privatization and for smallholder 
agricultural groNlh. Another article describes the agricultural gl'ONth patterns In Kenya, Malawi and 
Tanzania and suggests that goIemment adlon at the sectoral 16Y8I ~and policy, smallholders' 
access to Inputs, and agricultural research) needs to be combined with macroeconomic reforms 
to aOOIew sustained and broadbased agricultural groNlh. [4085] 
:t., Words: Agrlcultlft; Africa; Kenya; Malawi; Tanzania; Clmeroon; Nigeria; Senegal; 
F; ... nee; InternatlOl1lI donOl'l; TechnlCllalilltince; Polley raform; 
1005. Lundahl, Mats, and lucian A. Msamblchaka, ')\grlcultural Credit In Tanzania 1961-1966,- Savings and 
PMlopment, Vol. XIII, No.2, 1989, pp. 149-168. 
ReYiews the history of formal agricultural credit In Tanzania during the first years of Independence 
when efforts were made to reach the small AfrIcan farmer with credit and Impl"CW9d produdlon 
technology. Concludes that little was achlewd In quantitative terms and . public Institutions 
fundioned Inadequately. [5015] 
Key Words: Agriculture; East AfrlCI; Tanzania; Formal finance; Supervised credit; 
1006. Makonl, Julius, -Creating Appropriate Regulatory, legal and Tax Frameworks to Stimulate Money 
and Capital Market D6Y8Ioprnent, - Paper presented at the Regional Symposium on Savings and 
Credit for DMoprnent In AfrIca, Abidjan, COte d'rwlre, April 27-30, 1992, Organized by the 
International Programme on Savings and Credit for D6Y8Iopment, United Nations Department of 
Economic and Social Dewlopment, International Finance Corporation, Washington, D. C., March 
1992,23 p. 
Argues that the regulatory and legal framework of the financial system Is the most distinguishing 
charaderlstlc of financial systems In countries with similar lewis of economic dewlopment. In Sub-
Saharan AfrIca, only broad monetary and fiscal policies and supervisory regulations of financial 
Institutions can be found - except In Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Kenya and Botswana where some form of 
money and capital market laws can be found. Underd6Y8l0ped Infrastrudure and communication 
facUlties, lack of trained personnel, unpredictable gowmment policies and deteriorating terms of 
trade make It Impossible to ENen adhere to existing policies and regulations (Ethiopia, Tanzania and 
Mozambique). Author argues that inappropriately designed policies and regulatory, legal and tax 
frameworks as the single most Important fador for the sluggish dewlopment of financial markets 
In AfrIca. [5251] 
Key Words: General; AfrlCI; Zimbabwe; Nigeria; Kenya; Botswana; Ethiopia; Tanzania; 
Mozambique; Formal finance; Prudentialsupervillon; Regulation; 
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1007. Malkamakl. Markku. "FInancial Intermediation for Mlcroenterprises In Bangladesh, Kenya. Tanzania 
and ZambIa. - ConslJtants In Social ofMIOpment (SOoECON) Ud .• The World Bank, Washington. 
D.C •• 1990, 191 p. 
Examines the financing c:I rnIcroenterprises In Kenya, Tanzania and Zambia with focus on their 
transactions with seml-formal and Informal sources. Most c:I the Initial capital comes from the 
entrepraneurs' CMI1 savings. with famly members as the second largest source of initial and 
expansion capital. Less than 10" c:I the I'8Spondents In all three countries were ROSCA members 
with women accounting for majority of the membership. Professional moneylenders who lend to 
mlcroenterprlses Wera mora numerous In Zambia and ~ than In Tanzania, charging 40 - 50 " 
per month" on amounts that "were too small for working capital purposes. Recommends FINNIDA 
support for the Grameen Bank In Bangladesh. the Small Enterprise FI'" anca Company In Ke"YB. the 
Kenya Rural Enterprise Programme and six other NGOs Implementln~· credit programmes I" Kenya 
and Tanzania. ConsIders the policy environment In Zambia to be par .iCuiarly hostile to the ~urvlval 
and groNth of mlcroenterpises. [5283] 
K8J WOIdI: Micro and lmall em"""I.; Africa; Kenya; 'DInania; zambia; Credit; 
1008. MbllnyI, Marjorie. ~rlbuslness and Women Peasants In Tanzania, - oMlopment and Change. Vol. 
19. No.4. October 1988. pp.549-583. 
Author challenges the -mainstream- vi6W that Tanzania Is a peasant economy based on traditional 
peasant household production which Is unduly taxed by the state~ unfavorable pricing policies. 
Argues that the experience with the Wortd Bank-asslsted Rungwe smallholder tea production 
scheme typifies (1) the feminization of agricultural labor and the grtMing Significance of nonfarm 
activities for household and famay Income; (2) the subsumptlon of smallholder commodity 
production and petty trading to transnational agribusiness (TNA), focusing on the women tea 
grtJW8l"S In relation to the TNA which Is the major buyer and supplier of tea In the area. Observes 
that the Wortd Bank has been mora explicit about Its support for large scale agricultural farming In 
Africa. Argues that the TNAs, the IMF and the World Bank haw taken advantage of the financial 
and political crises In Africa to consolidate the wrtlcal Integration of agroindustry. Concludes that 
the Bank Is not acting against state InteMntlon In the economy In general, but only with respect 
to the newly Independent African nation-state. [5153] 
Kav WOIdI: Agrlbulln ... ; Ealt Africa; 'DInania; Cradit; Supervlled creelit; Women; 
International donors; 
1009. Msamblchaka, L A.. and Robert B. M. Mabele. "",rlcultural Craclit and the oMlopment of UJamaa 
Vllages In Tanzania. - Unpublished paper. Economic Research Bureau. Uniwrslty of Dar es Salaam, 
Dar as Salaam. Tanzania, 1973, 35 p. 
ReYIaws the grONthln formal rural cracllt systems In Tanzania, noting that prior to Independence, 
most of the formal craclit was directed to white settlers. Suggests that a capitalist cracllt system will 
I'16Y8I' affect a socialist rural transformation and argues against using cracllt-worthlness as the criteria 
for lending. The paper concludes by recommending changes In lending procedures so that the 
UJamaas are better S8N8d. [1350] 
Kav WOIdI: Agriculture; Ealt Africa; 'DInania; Cradlt; 
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1010. Russell, Nathan C., and ChrIstopher R. DoNswaII (eds.), Africa_ Agricultural PMlooment In the 
199ps: Can It Be SustaJned7, PlOC8edlngs of a Wor1cshop, Arusha, Tanzania, May 14-18, 1991, 
Mexico: OOIN/SAA/GlobaI2OOO, 1992,200 p. 
Documents the proceedings of a workshop on measures for helping Sub-Sahatan African countries 
to aOOIalle greater food secur1t¥ One group of papers 8Y8Iuates the agrlcLfture projects established 
CMtr the last fNe years by SAA and Global 2000 In six African countrIas (Tanzania, Ghana, Sudan, 
ZambIa. Benin and Togo). YIeld imprtMtmants were noted, but proQtam 8Y8Iuators also note the 
need to imprtMt on farm technology (particularly to shift to animal ttaction/mechanlzatlon), and for 
imprtJIament In·the service dellwry systems, including credit. [5402] 
KeY Wold.: AgricuItUl8; Afrf~.; ~nzanla;. Ghana; Sudan; zambia; aenln; Togo; Formal 
finance: Sul*'YiHd credit; 
1011. Srnlth-Sraen, Poonam, 'Women, Coopetatiws - A Vehicle for DMlopment,- Women In 
International DMopment WorkIng Paper No. 201, Woman In International Dewlopment Program, 
Michigan State UnlwlSlty, East lansing, Michigan, February 1990, 24 p. 
Evaluates the performance of alght women, coopetatiws In SENen AfrIcan and Asian countries 
(Mall, Malaysia, Zambia, Tanzania, Zimbabwe, India, Bangladesh and Zambia) In terms of 
consttalnts, admlnlsttatlw sttategles and organizational procedures. Identifies member participation, 
political linkages, organizational doctrine, management skUls and resource linkages as some of the 
factors which are critical to successful outcomes. Credlt-ralated problems cited Include lack of 
access (Zambia) and poor repayment (Zambia, Zimbabwe). [5100] 
Key Word.: Ganeml; Africa; Mall; ~nzanla; zambia; Zimbabwe; Cooperative.; Women; 
Gender; 
1012. Tarlno, M. B. K., worhe Dynamics of Agricultural Credit ReccNery Mechanism In Tanzania,· African 
Regional Agricultural Credit Association Newsletter, No.2, July 1982, pp. 1-5. 
Study discusses Important ramedles to ImprtMt the rural loan ntCCMtry tates In Tanzania. The rural 
banks In Tanzania face high loan default and delinquency rates. The reasons for non-repayment 
of loans are tied to both ability and wlllngness to repay. The author suggests that to reduce loan 
defaults, the credit should be advanced for the adoption of high yielding technology. The emphasis 
should be to supply loans In kind. The banks should closely supervise the use of credit by 
bomMers. Thera Is also a need to ImprtMt the coordination between the lander; the bom:7lJer; and 
the marketing agencies. lending to cooperatlw unions In vUlages rather than to Individuals was 
found to Improw loan raco.wy lewis. [2579] 
Key Wold.: Agriculture; East Africa; ~nzanla; Cl'8d1t; Agricultural credit; 
1013. van Steenwyk, Mark A.,-Banklng and Small Farmer Agricultural Credit In East Africa: Selected 
experiences from Sudan, Kenya, Tanzania and Zambia, - Working Paper for the East African 
Banking/Smail Farmer Agricultural Credit Workshop, Nairobi, Kenya, February 2-6, 1981, Agricultural 
Cooperatlw DMoprnent International, AFRJICA. Nairobi, Kenya, 1981, n p. 
This v.orkshop discussion paper nMaws the performance of agricultural banks and small farmer 
credit progtarns In four AfrIcan countries during the late 1970s: for Sudan, the Agricultural Bank and 
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the Cooperative D8Y8Iopment Bank of Sudan; for Kenya, the Agricultural Finance Corporation and 
the CooperatlYe Bank of Kenya Umlted; for Tanzania, the Tanzania Rural D8Y8Iopment Bank; and 
for Zambia, the AgrlcUtural Finance Company Umlted. In the absence of loan reporting by farm 
size, weak management Information and staff d8Y8l0pment systems, the author raises questions as 
to the ability of the lending Institutions to achleYe their mandate of servicing small farmers. As 
ntgards the institutions' dependence on gcNemment for loanable funds, he suggests that 
performance-based grants of capital assistance and rediscount prtvIeges be considered. [4573] 
Key WOld.: Generalj Afrlcaj Kenyaj Tanzanlaj zamblaj Formal flnancej Development banksj 
1014. Vasthoff, Josef, -Small Farm Credit and D8Y8Iopment: Some Experiences in East Africa with SpeclcJ 
Reference to Kenya, - Afrika-Studien No. 33, Info-lnstltut fur Wirtschaftsforschung, Munich, Germa~, 
1968, 144 p. 
PrtMdes a brief OJervlew of the formal credit system and Its procedures for servicing small scale 
farmers In Kenya In 1965. The study goes on to report the economic Impact of credit use among 
68 sample farms surwyed In 1966. Research problems faced by this type of credit study are also 
outlined. The study also discusses small farmer credit programs In Uganda and Tanzania. 
Concludes by suggesting changes for small farmer credit in Kenya. [2840] 
Key WOld.: Agrlculturej Eaat AfrIcaj Kenya; Uganda; Tanzania; Credit; Farms; Farmers; 
1015. Yona, D. A N., -Savings and Credit for L..o.Y Cost Housing: The Experience of the Tanzania Housing 
Bank,- Savings and [)eYeIQpment, Vol. III, No.1, 1979, pp. 60-74. 
ReYiews the flYe-year experience of the Tanzania Housing Bank (THB) , particularly Its savings 
mobilization techniques. Concludes that the bank demonstrates an optimal combination of adequate 
financing, qualified manpoNer and flexible management policy in servicing the countryside and the 
ION Income sector: The THB generates deposits for the sole purpose of financing housing loans, 
and uses a combination of Interest rate, lottery and flexibility in product offerings as incentives to 
small sawrs. [4917] 
Key WOlds: General; East Africa; Tanzania; Savings; 
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Uganda 
1016. Ajayi, S. IbI, -Exchange Rate h:ljustrnent In Selected AfrIcan Countrles,- Studies and Training 
DMslon, Economic DMopment Institute of the Wor1d Bank, Washington, D.C., January 1989, 
99p. 
During the last 10-20 years, many AfrIcan countries have not only experienced sewre political 
InstabUIty, but faced Il'lCI88slng economic difficulties. The problems Included deficits In current 
account, declining growth rates, increasing external debt, adverse tenns of trade, Inflation and 
currency misalignment. The paper focuses on fNe AfrIcan countries: Malawi, Nigeria, Tanzania, 
Uganda, and Zambia. The economies of all fNe countries are small and dependent on trade. They 
are all, therefore, vUn&rabie to changes In the world economy. Newrtheless, these countries have 
adopted an exchange rate adjustment during the past few years. Exchange rate adjustment Is a 
pcM8rfu1 tool for economic stabUization. It cannot, hoNsYer, be used In isolation. The success of any 
exchange rate adjustment depends on the extent to which a gowmment also pursues other 
complementary policies. [1299] 
Key WOld.: Oeneral; Africa; Malawi; Nigeria; Tanzania; Uganda; Zambia; Finance; Exchange 
rate.; 
1017. Andresen, Mettell, and Helena Wallden, -RevIew Missions Report on Womens Programme In 
Agricultural Credit and Banking: Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia, Uganda,- USAlD, Washington, D.C., June 
1986,31 p. 
The purpose of this report Is to nMew the first phase of the womens program In agricultural credit 
and banking. In all four countries under study, Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia and Uganda, It was found 
that gowmments, financial Institutions and womens organizations were keen on the Involvement 
of rural women In the social and economic dewlopment. Most emphasis has been paid to the 
training of women In order to create a basic awareness of the constraints women face In getting 
access to credit. Only one savings scheme has been established during the first phase of the 
project. The access to credit has been facilitated in Kenya and to some extent In Tanzania and 
Zambia.. A guarantee fund awaits the final gowmment apprcNalln Uganda. [4532] 
Key WOld.: Women; Africa; Kenya; Tanzania; Zambia; Uganda; Finance; Credit; Savings; 
1018. Banuglre, Firlmooni R., -rOlNClrds an Appropriate Financial System for Rural Transformation with 
Special Reference to Uganda, - Unpublished mimeographed paper prepared for the 19th International 
Conference of Agricultural Economists In Malaga, Spain, August-September, 1985, Department of 
Economics, Makerere Unlwrslty, Kampala, Uganda, 1985, 11 p. 
Paper argues for an -lnnOJatlw financial dewlopmem- policy directed at 1000ring transaction costs 
of rural credit, as an a1ternatlw to financial liberalization for effecting rural transformation In Uganda. 
It advocates the promotion of -peoples rural dewlopment banks- to meet the Inadequacies of the 
existing rural financial system, and cites the success of a pRot peoples bank initiated in 1982 in the 
Rukunglrl district. [3199] 
Key Word.: Oeneral; East Africa; Uganda; Rural finance; 
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1019. Cleaver, KsYIn M., "The Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture In Sub-Saharan 
AfrIca,· Staff WorkIng Paper No. 728, The WOOd Bank, Washington, D.C., Apra 1985,30 p. 
This paper nM6ws the avalable literature on the Impact of price and exchange rate policies on 
agriculture In Sub-Saharan AfrIca. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan African 
countries to test S6Y8ra1 hypotheses concemlng policy Impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad, 
Ethiopia, Mall, Malawi, Zaire, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Guinea. 
Benin, Central African Republic, Sierra Leone, Madagascar, Niger, Sudan. Togo, Ghana. Kenya. 
Senegal, Lesotho, Uberia. Zambia. Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Cameroon, Botswana, Congo, and Ivory 
Coast. A regression eqLBtion with agricultural gl'OtYth rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient· was statJstlcally· significant but with a ION F\2. Other Independent variables were 
lnYestIgated including fertDlzer use per hectare, changes In the barter terms of trade, population 
grtNith rate. riegree of concentration of export eamlngs, adult literacy. share of public ccn. 'Imptlon 
In GOP all(. 'he degree of gcMHT1ment inteNentlon In farm Input supply. Reductions In f" m level 
price discrimination (nominal protection), share of gcMmment consumption In GOP, and poDulatlon 
grtNith rates were positively related to agricultural grtNith rates. whOe the degree of gC7llemment 
InvoNement In the farm Input supply Industry was negatively related. The findings tend to confirm 
the vieN that Inappropriate price and exchange rate policies have a negative Impact on agricultural 
production. Other factors such as gOJemment Involvement In farm Input supply. population grc7Nth. 
and gOJemments ability to operate and maintain Its agricultural Investments are also Important. 
Appropriate price and exchange rate policies would have a relatively small Impact on agricultural 
grtN/th so the policy package to remedy problems caused by poor price and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to each country. [Agricultural Ubrary. The Ohio State University. HC597W63 No. 
728] 
Kay Wordl: Agriculture; Africa; Chad; Ethiopia; Mall; Malawi; Zaire; Uganda; Burundi; Burkina 
FaIO; Upper Volta; Rwanda; Somalia; Tanzania; Guinea; Benin; Central African Republic; 
Sierra Leone; Madagalcar; Niger; Sudan; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Lesotho; Uberia; 
zamblaj Nigerlaj Zimbabwej Cameroonj Botlwanaj CongOj Ivory Coastj COte d'lwlrej Flnancej 
Interest rat.lj Policy reformj Pricelj 
1020. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO). ·Promotlon of Womens Activities 
in Marketing and Credit: An Analysis. Case Studies and Suggested Actions.· Preliminary working 
paper, FAD, Rome. Italy. June 1984. 61 p. 
The objective of the paper Is to provide suggestions for donor support to women engaged In food 
and agricultural marketing. The study refers to a comparative analysis of case studies of the lives 
of successful women entrepreneurs working In groups or as Individuals. and of project or 
programme assistance which has had a favorable outcome for women In marketing. The case 
material documents experiences from Bangladesh. Cameroon. Ethiopia. Gambia. Ghana. India. 
Kenya. Korea, Lesotho, Nicaragua. Nigeria. Pakistan. PhHlpplnes. Sri Lanka. Syria. The Caribbean, 
Togo, Uganda. Upper Volta, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. In the analysis. an attempt was made to trace 
historical sequences and relations which haw affected and continue to Influence womens 
participation, both as Individuals and as social beings. [3243] 
Kay Words: Marketingj Africa; Burkina FaIO; Cameroonj Ethloplaj The Gamblaj Ghanaj Kenya; 
Leaothoj Nigeria; Togo; Ugandaj Upper Volta; zambia; Zimbabwe; Women; 
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1021. Frlrnpong-Ansah, J. H., and Barbara Ingham (ads.), SayIngs for Economic Recq.terv In Africa. 
London. England: James Curl'8'io lJd. In associatJon with the AfrIcan Centre for Economic Policy 
Research, 1992, 242 p. 
this book Includes a set d papers presentad at a symposium on -rhe MobIlzation d Domestic 
Resources for AfrIcU Economic RecxNery" held at the AfrIcan D8Y8Iopment bank In 1988. It 
contains three general papers d case studies on Ethiopia. Kenya, Uganda, Malawi, Nigeria, Cote 
d'lYoIre, and Cameroon. The studies analyze aggregate savings, or specific financial institutions, 
or household 1ntervIEMs, and InYoNe the analysis d empirical data. The background papers discuss 
the need to ImpItH8 savings performance, which has declined In some countries, and the S8II8ra1 
contrtMtrsIes that exist about domestic savings such· as the Impact d falling real Incomes, the 
importance of export eamlngs In Income generation, and the Imp:·.ct on savings of taxation, interest 
rates, InIIation, extemal .capital InfICMIS, rural to urban populatir .,. shifts, and the underdewloped 
state d financial Intermediation. [avalable In the U.S. mm Hei • .ernann Inc., 361 HanCNer Street, 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 03801, FAX No. 601-431-7840] 
Key WOlds: Africa; Ethiop"; Kenya; Uganda; Malawi; Nigeria; Cote d"lwire; Cameroon; . 
Savings; Savings mobilization; 
1022. Good, Charles M., -Market DeIIeIoprnent In Traditionally Marketless Societies: A Perspective on East 
AfrIca,- AfrIca Series No. 12, Papers In International Studies, AfrIca Program, Center for International 
Studies, Ohio University. Athens, Ohio, 1971, 34 p. 
Case study uses the Ankole d westem Uganda to trace the d8Y8l0pment of the market institution 
and market network among a people traditionally conslderad as -marketless-. Using historical and 
field work SYldence, author generalizes that such market systems 8IICIved from the impetus of 
Intrusive colonial administration that established local security through law and order; monetization 
and taxation, colonial trade, and dewloprnent of urban demand through differentiation of native and 
alien economic roles. Notes the presence of -peripheral markets- among subsistence producers who 
establish customary bonds of raclproclty within the clan or vllage as an Insurance mechanism 
against short-term risks of shortages In staples. Market sellers of farm and range products are part-
timers with very specific requirements for cash. The fulltlme traders are ratallers of Imported and 
Iocally-manufacturad shop goods and clothing. Recommends gCNemment attention to the creation 
of a flexible, efficient tertiary system responsive to changing consumer habits. [4670] 
Key WOlds: Marketing; East Africa; Uganda; Informal finance; 
1023. Holtzman, John S., et &I., ~ribuslness DeIIeIopment in Sub-Saharan AfrIca: Suggested 
Approaches, Information Needs and an Analytical Agenda, Volume II: Country Annexes,- Abt 
AssocIates, Bethesda, Maryland, September 1992, 185 p. 
This report is the second YOIume of a study that consists of lessons leamed through USAIDs 
approaches to agricultural marketing and agribusiness deYeIoprnent in twelve sub-saharan African 
countries. The reports are based on literature nM6ws for Ghana, Guinea, Madagascar; Rwanda, 
Senegal, Togo and Zimbabwe and field research In cameroon, Kenya, Mall, Niger and Uganda. The 
first YOIume summarizes the lessons leamed from traditional and targeted aproaches follCMed by 
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USAID to agricultural marketing and agribusiness d6Y8lopment whDe this report presents case 
studies regarding the gcMmment policy and regWitory environment that fosters private sector 
IrMstrnent and entrepreneurship. Country specific examples d agribusiness d6WIopment are 
discussed In datal. (5573B] 
Kay Wordl: Agrfbulln .. l; Africa; cameroon; Ghana; Guinea; Kenya; Madagalcar; Mall; Niger; 
"-nela; Senegal; Togo; Uganda; Zimbabwe; Enterprl"'; Govanment policy and programl; 
International donors; 
1024. Hubner, Gunther, 'Private Savings In Uganda, - In Financial Aspects of QM!opmem In East Africa, 
Peter Marlin (ed.), AfrIk&· Studlen No. 53, Info-Instltut fur Wlrtschaftsforschung, Mun:ch, Germany. 
1970, p. 93-174. 
PrtMdes a brief cwerviaw d institutional savings In Uganda as d 1966-67. Reports on a survey of 
2,007 urban employees and their savings activities. Concludes by suggesting various ways to 
promote more \/OIuntary financial savings in Uganda [Business Ubrary, The Ohio State University, 
HG188A4F55] 
Kay Words: General; Ealt Africa; Uganda; Savings; 
1025. Hunt, Diana, Credit for Agricultural DMlQDment: A Case Study of Uganda, Nairobi, Kenya: East 
AfrIcan Publishing House, 1975, 401 p. 
Discusses the role d agricultural credit In promoting agricultural gl'ONth In Uganda during the 1950s 
and 1960s. Describes the historical gl'ONth In the fannal credit system In Uganda and reports on 
Information collected from a sample of 255 farmers In 1966 who participated In a Cooperative Credit 
Scheme, a Progressive FarmerS Loan Scheme, a Tea Outgl'ONth Scheme, or people who did not 
receive credit. Also presents Information on Informal credit use and suggests changes In credit 
programs. [1340] 
Kay Wordl: Agrfcunura; Ealt Africa; Uganda; Cntdn; Savings. creeln cooperatives; Informal 
finance; SeH-help groupl; 
1026. Kahenano, J. F., -Rural Savings MobUizatlon In Uganda: Paper presented at the seminar on 
Resource Mobllzatlon for Rural D6Y8Iopment, Nairobi, Kenya, January 10 - February 10, 1984, 
D6Y8!opment Finance Department, Bank d Uganda, Uganda, 1984, 28 p. 
The author states that there Is 8Yldence of savings In rural households. The cooperative bank should 
be recognized, strengthened and entrusted with the responslbUIty to mobUize rural savings. In 
Uganda, Co-operatlYe Societies are found to ccwer many of the vllages In the coffee, cotton, 
tobacco and tea grONlng areas and have a large membership. The author concludes that these 
cooperatives are Ideally suited to collect the surpluses generated In the rural areas. [4525] 
Kay WOrdI: General; Ealt Africa; Uganda; Savingl mobilization; Cooperatives; Development; 
Agrfbullne .. ; 
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1027. Klvumbl. 'benl. "The Role of AgrlcLlturai Cr8cIIt In Uganda Economy,- Paper presented at the 
International Agrictjtural Cr8cIIt Training Program. Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural 
Sociology, The Ohio State Unlw~ Columbus. Ohio. December 1966. 13 p. 
The lOIe of agrlcLlturai credit In the Ugandan economy Is discussed and. In particular, the role of 
the Uganda Commercial Bank In assisting farmers with credit Is stressed. Problems facing the bank 
are discussed and solutions are suggested. Author concludes by stressing the need for an effective 
cooperative credit institution. (ARC. 1628] 
Key Wonts: Agrlcunlft; East Africa; Uganda; Banks; Savings , cradH cooperatives; 
1028. ~muleslre. Ala,'Slus, A Historv of the Uganda Coooerative Movement: 1913 - 1988, Kam '~lla, 
Uganda: Uganda Cooperatlw Alliance. 1988. 207 p. 
Earty Ugandan rural cooperatives were organized by grtMers In order to compete with non-native 
traders. Absence of a regular class of moneylenders was noted ENen In 1946 when the cooperative 
I'1lOoI9ment was officially recognized. Cooperative credit was Introduced In 1950 through the creation 
of the Uganda Credit and Savings Bank. and through production credit from marketing societies in 
the 1960s with AID assistance. Political turmoil and clvD unrest during 1971-86 has resulted in 
substantial damage to the I'1lOoI9ment but the cooperative structure remained Intact for subsequent 
rebuUdlng efforts. (4566] 
Key Wonts: Marketing; East Africa; Uganda; Cooperatives; 
1029. Miller, Leonard F.. Agrlcyltural Credit and Finance In AfrIca, New York, New York: The Rockefeller 
Foundation, 1977. 115 p. 
Four chapters of this book deal with the research, documented experience and unresolved issues 
of the 1970s concerning agricultural credit and savings In Africa. From a sample of 399 small food 
crop farmers In Nigeria, the predominance of small, short-term loans for farm use (mostly for hired 
labor) and non-farm use (mostly for ceremonies and school fees) was reported. Formal lenders 
provided only a small proportion of the credit, with Informal sources (friends and relatives, 
moneylenders and trader/merchants) being major sources. A separate study covering 156 loans 
mainly from Inforrnal sources sho.Yed no security requirements other than personal reputation, or 
joint liability, with very few having real estate mortgages or pledged crops as collateral. A high 
degree of variation In Interest rates Is reported. with the rates apparently varying with the bom:7Ners 
personaJ and financial circumstances. Among Interest-free loans, some carried no Interest while for 
others reciprocity arrangements or obligation to sell the produce to the lender constituted Indirect 
but hard-to-measure charges. Experiences with alternative approaches - I.e., using Inforrnallenders 
and groups, e.g., Input dealers. as channels (Kenya); group loans (Malawi); packaging credit with 
education, Input supply and marketing through cooperatives or through agriculture service centers 
(Uganda); and linking savings with credit through cooperatlw savings schemes (Kenya), credit 
unions (Zambia) or Indigenous savings/credit societies ~ clubs In Nigeria; savings associations 
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In West Cameroon) - haw been limited. The author concludes that It \WUId be worthwhile for 
dewlopment agencies and ga.l8mment Institutions to support experiments of InlKMltlve approaches 
to building rural financial markets. [Agricultural Ublary, The Ohio State University. HG2051A35A54] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Kenya; Malawi; Nigeria; Uganda; Zambia; Cameroon; Finance; 
Informal finance; Cooperatlvn; CnMIIt unions; International donora; Savings & credit 
cooperatives; Self-help groups; SavIngs mobilization; Interest .. te; Collateral; Supervised 
cradlt; Group lending; Input marketing; Output marketing; Agricultural Credit; 
1030. Minot, Nicholas, -Economic Aspects of Contract fanning In Less Dewloped Countries: An 
Annotated Bibliography,- Contract fanning In AfrIca Project WorkIng Paper No.3, IDA, Binghamton, 
New York, July 1986, 22 p. 
this document contains abstracts of 46 ,;;ubllcatlons on contract fanning. The publications cOYer 
general papers as well as specific studiea on Africa In general, West Africa, COte d'ivolre, Kenya, 
Nigeria, Swazland, Uganda (also the AmerIcas, Central America, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, 
Guatemala, Honduras, Jamaica, latin America, Malaysia, Mexico, Papua New Guinea, The 
Phllpplnes, ThaDand, Turkey, and the United States). Some of the annotations discuss financial 
aspects of contract fanning, and especially the supposed need by farmers for credit that Is being 
met by some contract fanning operations. [5233] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; C6te d'lwlre; Kenya; Nigeria; Swaziland; Uganda; Farm; 
Agricultural credit; 
1031. Swedish Savings Banks Association (SSBA), -Savings for D6Y8Iopment: ReYlew of the International 
Programmes on the Mobilization of Personal Savings In D6Y8Ioplng Countries and Related Activities 
Focused on Savings and Credit Promotion for Rural D6Y8Iopment, - Paper presented at the 
AFPJCA/~ Seminar on Resource MobRlzatlon for Rural Dewlopment, Nairobi, Kenya, 
January 3O-February 10, 1984, SSBA, Stockholm. Sweden, 1984,22 p. 
The paper reYl8WS the United Nations-supported International program activities In the 19705 and 
early 19805 aimed at helping deYeIoplng countries mobilize domestic resources through personal 
savings. It cites the requests for assistance from a number of dewloplng countries, among them 
In AfrIca Benin and Upper Volta, for launching promotion campaigns; Burundi and Uganda, for 
assistance In the strengthening of financial Institutions; the expanSion/strengthening of institutional 
savings facilities (Ghana, Swaziland, Kenya, Sudan, Zambia, and Nigeria), along with the broadened 
participation of international donors, among the major program Impacts. It concludes that the 
success of credit programs cannot be separated from deposit mobUlzatlon aspects, an area that 
InstltutlonaJ management aspects can further be ImprtMKi. [2962] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Senln; Burkina Faao; Burundi; Uganda; Upper Volta; Ghana; 
Swaziland; Kenya; Sudan; Zambia; Nigeria; SavIngs; Savings mobilization; 
1032. Uganda Commercial Bank, -UCB Rural Farmers' Scheme: (RFS),- Uganda Commercial Bank, 
Uganda, May 1987, 144 p. 
This report discusses the structure of the UCB Rural Fanners' Scheme and the operating guidelines 
and EMlIuatlon/monltoring schedules. The scheme alms at aSSisting a number of small rural farmers 
engaged In gR7tYing crops and/or keeping livestock throughout the country. Initially the bank will 
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establish a rwoIvIng fund and 6Y8f1tually be wiling to administer any fund on agency basis through 
the scheme~ three year experimental period. The fund should prtNIde the much needed capital and 
operational costs. As a l'8SuIt of the assistance, farmers should be able to expand their operations, 
Increase their output. and change from subsistence to commercial production. An Interesting feature 
Is that priority lending to women farmers should eliminate discrimination against 'NOmen and Impose 
a preference for 'NOmen group borrowers CMH' men In extension of credit. The scheme~ lending 
approach wli emphasize capacity and character of the participants rather than demanding collateral 
against lending. [4638] 
Key Wonts: Agricultura; East Africa; Uganda; Finance; Bana; CnN:IIt; Women; 
1033. Uganda GCNemrTl$fll/WOrid Bank, -Final Report - Agricultural Credit,- The World Bank, Washington, 
D.C., Marctl25, 1987, 42 p. + annexes. 
This report Is the l'8Sult of work by the agricultural credit group at the World Bank In conjunction 
with the gCNemment of Uganda to reactlwte production credit to small farmers. It begins by 
analyzing the potential role of the various existing banking Institutions In prcMding agricultural credit 
and the need for Il6W Institutions. This Is follc:J.Ned by proposals and recommendations for broad 
norms (polIcies and procedures) of lending, supervision and collection for I) Individual loans, Ii) 
cooperative loans, and lJij loans made to Individual within Informal groups based on the Bangladesh 
Grameen Rural Bank model. Typical loan packages (farm models) are then presented. A proposed 
training program for rural credit staffs and borrtflt4ers Is described. Potential sources of funds for 
Initiating and sustaining a rural credit program are discussed and, lastly, Investment and technical 
assistance projects for pUot rural lending schemes are identified. Further detans on the various 
lending Institutions and their proposed rural credit schemes are Included In annexes at the end of 
the report. [4094] 
Key Words: Agriculture; East Africa; Uganda; Credit; International donors; 
1034. United States Agency for International D6Yelopment (USAID), "-1.0. Economic Policy Reform 
Programs In Africa: A Synthesis of Findings from Six Evaluations: AID Program and Operations 
Assessment Report No.1, OffIce of Evaluation, Center for D6Yelopment Information and Evaluation, 
USAID, Washington, D. C., December 1991, 33 p. 
Reports the findings of an ewluatlon of AID-supported reform programs In six African countries: 
Cameroon and Malawi (fertilizer market liberalization); Mall (policy shift from centralized statist 
economic approach to a less regulated economy); Senegal (Increased competitiveness of the 
private Industrial sector. and Impl'CNed efficiency and equity of the tax system); The Gambia (greater 
private sector InYOlwment In agricultural marketing and Investment, whne sharply reducing 
gcNeITlment regulation of agricultural and financial markets); and Uganda (reform of the foreign 
exchange system and promotion of private sector nontraditional exports). Concludes that once 
controls were lifted the benefits were clear, but noted the general inability of the respective private 
sectors to make longer term investments. [5510] 
Key Words: Agricultura; Africa; cameroon; Malawi; Mall; Senegal; The Gambia; Uganda; 
Finance 
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1035. Vasthoff, Josef, -Small Farm Credit and DeYelopment: Some Experiences In East AfrIca with Special 
Rafarance to Kenya. - AfrIka-Stud1en No. 33, Info.InstItut fur Wlrtschaftsforschung, Munich, Germany, 
1968,144 p. 
PRMdes a brief CMKView m the formal credit system and Its procedures for servicing small scale 
farmers In Kenya In 1965. The study goes on to report the economic Impact of credit use among 
68 sample farms survayad In 1966. Research problems faced by this type of credit study are also 
outlined. The study also discusses small fanner credit programs In Uganda and Tanzania. 
Concludes by suggesting changes for small farmer credit In Kenya. (2840] 
K8y WonIs: Agrlcult ... ; Eaat Africa; KMIya; Uganda; ~nzanla; Credit; Farms; Farma ... ; . 
1036. Waldorf, Wlilam H., " Comparison m SavIngs Rates In -..;ganda: AfrIcans, AsIans, and Europeans,· 
The Journal of DMlopment Studies. Vol. 13, No.3, Aprl1977, pp. 229-237. 
Author examines the differences In savings behavior among various ethnic groups In Uganda. Study 
Is based on household survey data collected In 1963. The author concludes that there Is little 
difference In marginal savings rates among the three groups he studies. (ARC. 1580] 
Ker Words: Gan ... '; Eaat Africa; Uganda; SavIngs; 
1037. Wortd Bank, -Report and Recommendation of the President of the International D6Y8lopment 
Association to the Exacutlw Directors on a Proposed Credit m SDR 14.2 MUIIon to the Republic of 
Uganda for a Second Technical Assistance Project, - Report No. P-3691-UG, The World Bank. 
Washington, D.C., December 5,1983.51 p. 
The report summarizes the status of the gCMtmments RecCMtry Program which experienced 
technical manpoNer constraints In the area of economic management. It recommends appl"OWl of 
a second Technical AssIstance Project that alms to strengthen the gCMtmments economic 
declsionmaking and simBar capabHlties, and transfer skUls to Ugandans through training. [2135] 
Ker Words: Gen ... '; Eaat Africa; Uganda; Finance; 
1038. Wortd Bank, -Staff Appraisal Report - Uganda: Agricultural DMlopment Project, - Report No. 5009-
UG, Northem Agriculture Division, Eastem AfrIca Projects Department, The Wortd Bank, Washington. 
D.C., December 1984,75 p. 
This Is an appraisal report m a mission that visited Uganda late In 1983. It found Justification for a 
joint IFAD and Wortd Bank InYoIvement In a project sequel to the Agricultural Reconstruction 
Program (ARP) that targets Increased food production among smallholder farmers and fishermen 
In an economically depressed area consisting of S6Y8n of the countryS administrative districts. 
(1334] 
Ker Word.: Agrlcultu .. ; Eaat Africa; Uganda; Finance; Agrlbusln .. s; 
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1039. World Bank, ·Uganda - Financial Sector R6Y16w, Volume I: Summary and Recommendations,· 
Report No. 9099-UG, The Wortd Bank, Washington, D.C., May 7, 1991,44 p. 
This report Is an executIYe summary designed to I'8YIeYI the key Issues to be addressed In 
formulating a strategy for l8form and d8Y8lopment of the financial sector In Uganda consistent with 
the GCMtmment Economic RecCMtry Program (ERP). Some of the problems facing the financial 
sector In Uganda are a} the lack of confidence In the financial system, b} lack of control on credit 
expansion, c} Internal and external constraints facing the Bank of Uganda, d} the high risk of 
financial system Instabllty rising from solvency problems at the two largest banks, and e) 
unsustalnabUlty of DFi (D8Y8Iopment Finance Institution) operations. The World Bank mission 
findings on the IssLies that deemed most Important are classified Into three categories for ease of 
presentation: Q credit management policies and their Implications for macroeconomic stabUlzatlon 
and JlONth; IQ Institutional strenghtenlng and restructuring; and 110 sequencing of l8forms In an 
actir'! program. A list of recommendations Is outlined for the gCMtmment of Uganda to follow. 
[4OSJj 
Key Words: Generalj East Afrlcaj Ugandaj Finance; International donors; 
1040. World Bank, ·Uganda - financial Sector R6Y16w, Volume II: Main Report,· Report No. 9099-UG, The 
World Bank, Washington, D.C., May 7, 1991, 134 p. + annexes. 
This report of the World Bank mission Nuates the main constraints facing the Ugandan financial 
sector and identifies the policies and Institutional changes needed to support reform and efficient 
d8Y8lopment of the sector. The report consists of eight chapters starting with an identification of the 
main Issues facing the gCMtmment of Uganda In formulating a strategy for the financial sector. Then, 
fNe other Issues are addressed: a) the two-way link between the financial sector and the 
macroeconomy, b) the distress In the commercial banking system, c) the role and functioning of 
the Bank of Uganda, d) adequacy of working capital and other financial services to support real 
economic activity, and e) the role and viability of DFls (DeYeIopment Financial Institutions). The 
mission belI9119S that the main objectives of financial reforms In Uganda should be to support the 
economy and encourage a more efficient mobilization of savings, while at the same time ensuring 
that adequate financing Is available by key sectors to sustain economic grtNlth. The missions 
recommendations are presented In the form of an action program outlining the timing and seqence 
of l8forms. [4096] 
Key Words: General; East Africa; Uganda; Finance; International donors; 
1041. World Bank, ·Uganda Private Rural Enterprises Dewlopment Project,· The World Bank, Washington, 
D.C .• NCMtmber 21, 1989,38 p. + annexes. 
The private I'UI8I enterprise dewlopment project of the World Bank In Uganda Is aimed at financing 
both the establishment of rural agroindustrles and agribusiness support services by providing 
critically needed InYestment credit and management training for aspiring enterpreneurs. The project 
wli also address areas of 0 rural finance; II) womens credit; III) small scale and micro enterprise 
lending with emphasis on exploring ways of prtMdlng formal credit to those without adequate 
collateral and In this regard d8Y8loping measures to enhance the effecti\l8ness of Bank of Ugandas 
credit guarantee scheme. The report gives detailed features of the credit scheme to be In effect until 
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1993, datals the agraements to be reached with the goanrnent m Uganda, and lists some 
racommendatIons [4093J 
K-r Word.: Agribu ...... , Eaat Africa, Uganda, CnMllt, International donOl'8, 
1042. varon, Jacob, -Uganda-Rural Finance,· AgrlcUture and Rural D6Y81opment Department, The WoIid 
Bank, Washington, D.C., May 1990, 28 p. 
A brief description of the means m financing the agrlcLJturai aector In Uganda Is first presented. 
ThIs paper deals with demand and credit allocation, term credit, seasonal credit, crop finance, and 
other aelectad IssUes, as well as presenting recommendatIOns. Recommendations Include letting 
;.he marIcat set the 1M d Interest rates and integrating rural and agrk:lltural credit Into the CMtraJl 
t~nanclal aector, Instead d adopting a policy of targeting and admlr';\1ratlYe allocation of credit. 
(4020] 
Key Word.: General, Eaat Africa, Uganda; Finance; 
Sahel West Africa 
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Burkina Faso 
1043. Agral Const.bnts International, ·Le Flnancement du Monde Rural au Burklna-Faso,· Presented at 
the Workshop on Les Structures Instltutionelles pour Am6llorer 181 Services financiers en MDleu 
Rural, Abidjan, ~te d'lYo!re, Febnary 1991, laRA! Consultants, Paris, France, 1991, 10 p. 
The paper Is concemed with rural finance In Burkina Faso. It finds that financing agricultural 
dewlopment has been left to CNCA-B (Caisse Natlonale de Credit Agrlcole du Burklna-Faso) alone. 
HOMNeI'; HGOs' (Non GCN8mmental Organizations) role In financing the rural sector Is not 
negligible. For the dewlopment rI rural credit In Burklna-Faso, the article recommends that a very 
flexible organization slmIar to CNCA-B be created and allONed to cooperate freely with all. other 
HGOs and other ylliage group 9f'98nlzatlons. [4377) , 
Kay Words: General; sahel Welt A; ,:'C8; Burkina FaIO; Rumlflnance; 
1044. Assistance to Resource Institutions for Enterprise Support (ARIES), ·Four Small Enterprise Credit, 
Models,· ARIES Project for Catholic Relief Services, Small Enterprise Dewlopment Workshop, 
Weshlngton, D.C., September 1987, 55 p. 
The paper presents four variations of a small enterprise credit program throughout the world. The 
case study In AfrIca Is In Burkina Faso, West AfrIca. The credit program dewloped by PfP 
(Partnership for Productivity) In eastem Burkina Faso Is Intended for people who have had relatively 
little experience of the acquisition, obligation and management of Investment credit. The PfP /Burkina 
Faso credit program Is one of the most replicated small enterprise credit models. It has been 
successfU In Burkina Faso with more than 1,500 loans administered to more than 1,000 people 
between 1978 and 1984 and a repayment rate between 80 and 90 percent. [3767] 
Kay Words: Micro and small entarprlle; Sahel Well Africa; Burkina Faso; Credit; 
1045. Barrett, Vincent, Gregory lassiter; David WDcock, Doyle Banker; and Eric Crawford, ","Imal Traction 
In Eastem Upper Volta: A Technical. Economic. and Institutional Analysis.· MSU International 
Dewlopment Paper No.4, Michigan State University, East lansing. Michigan, 1982. 
This paper reports on the EORD ANTRAC (Animal Traction) program that Is associated with a ten-
fold Increase In animal traction from 1974 to 1979 when there were apPJ'O)(lmately 1.800 donkey and 
CllC8n units. S6Yeral weaknesses ware identified. Evaluation of debt-carrylng capacity of farmers 
must be strengthened because the collection ratio averaged only 47 percent over the 1976-79 
period. Substantial problems exist In the prtMsion of equipment and spare parts. Veterinary 
services are inadequate to help protect the farmers' Investment In draft animals. Draft animal use 
Is associated with an expansion In acreage In crops but there seems to have been little Impact on 
cropping mix, yields. and farmer net Income. Recommendations Included the dewlopment of a 
range rI ImprtNed technical packages through farming systems research. restructuring and 
strengthening extension. tightening the granting and administration of loans. adjusting loan 
repayment to the life cycle of expected returns. promotion of marketing activities to ImprtN8 farm 
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returns, train blacksmiths for equipment repair, and Improwment of Ilwstock extension and 
Y8lerinary services. [AgrlclJturai Ubrary, The Ohio State Unlwrslty. XAGI6829739J 
Key Words: Gen .. l; Sahel Weat Africa; Upper Volta; Burkina Faso; Inveatment; Marketing; 
Agrlbuslneu; Livntock; 
1046. B«iard, Guy. "La MobRlsatlon de l'Epargne au Burkina Faso et son Impact Socio-Economlque,-
Workshop on the Importance of Savings for FIghting Against PCNerty by Self Help, Bonn, West 
Germany, June 18-20, 1986, Unlwrslt' Coo~ratlw Intematlonal, Quebec, Canada, January 1988, 
~~ . 
This paper addresses the Issues of .. ' ~ngs mobUlzatlon ary.' lts sociological Impact on Burkina Faso. 
The author nM6ws the different kinds of rural coop&ratlws and CUs engaged In savings 
mobDlzatlon and credit distribution In the country. A new iavv passed recently by the gCNemment 
has made clearer that CUs wUl be able to freely engage In savings and credit activities they seem 
to perform so well. [4202J 
Key Words: General; Sahel Weat Africa; Burkina Faso; SavIngs; Cntdlt unions; 
1 047. B~ard, Guy. -La MobUlsatlon de l'Epargne Rurale par les Institutions de Type Coo~ratif et son 
Impact sur Ie D'veloppement Local: Synthltse de Sept Etudes de Cas: Burkina Faso, Cameroun, 
Egypt, Nigeria, Rwanda, Togo, Z1mbawe, - Unlwrslt' Coo~ratlw Intematlonale, Qul§bec, Canada, 
August 1985, 42 p. 
This paper Is a summary of case studies of sewn African countries on the Impact of savings 
rnobIlzatlon by cooperatlw finance groups. Despite their dlwrslty within countries and from one 
country to another, the AfrIcan cooperatives have prtNen their ability to mobilize savings and to use 
accumulated resources tONardS productlw uses. The challenge nON rests, If that Is their goal, to 
prtNe their capability to become cooperatlw deYeIopment banks with a primary mission to provide 
credit to the rural agricultural and Industrial sectors. To reach such a goal, cooperatives have to 
stop attributing loans for special purposes and to train farmers on good credit use. [4196) 
Kay Words: General; Africa; Burkina Faso; Cameroon; Nigeria; Rwanda; Togo; Zimbabwe; 
Cooperatives; Agricultural cr8d1t; Cntdlt unions; Savings; 
1048. B~ard, Guy. Argent Chaud et Argent Froid. La Mobilisation de l'EPargne Locale Par des Institutions 
Coooeratives et son ImPact syr Ie DMoooement Local. Synthese de Sept Etudes de Gas Africains, 
Serie: Cahlers de I'U.CJ., No.7, Quebec, Canada: Unlwrsltl§ Coo~ratNe Intemationale, 1985, 
35 p. 
Summarizes different research projects and consultations on the mobilization of rural savings for 
AfrIcan rural d6Yelopment through the Intermediary of cooperatives. The countries chosen were 
Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Egypt, Nigeria, Rwanda, Togo, and Zimbabwe. Analyses the levels of 
saving, Its simulation parameters, the variety of Its Institutions and organizations, and risks with its 
reinvestment. [4741J 
Kay Words: General; Africa; Burkina Faso; Cameroon; Egypt; Nigeria; Rwanda; Togo; 
Zimbabwe; Finance; Cooperatives; 
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1049. Btktard, Guy. Gerd Gunter 1(J(M18r, and Martin Harder (eds.), The ImPOrtance of Savings for FIghting 
Against Party bv Self-Help, Vol. II, Report on a Workshop, June 18-20, 1986, Bonn. West 
Germany, Bonn, Federal Republic of Germany: German Foundation for International D6Wlopment. 
1987,268 p. 
This volume contains a description and performances of dNer'se self-help savings groups and other 
savings institutions In Germany. Peru. and four AfrIcan countries: Rwanda. Zimbabwe. Mall. and 
Burkina Faso. [04198] 
K8y Words: Oen ... l; Africa; Burkina FaIO; Mall; Rwanda; Zimbabwe; SavIngs; Self-help 
groups; 
1050. Bhatia. Rattan J .• "The West AfrIcan Monetary Union: An Analytical R6Y1eN. - Occasional Paper No. 
35, IMF, Washington. D.C., May 1985, 59 p. 
UntU 1984, the West African Monetary Union (WAMU) consisted of the six West AfrIcan countries 
of Benin, Burkina Faso, Ivory Coast. Niger, Senegal. and Togo. For nearly two decades these 
countries haw had a freely circulating common currency Issued by the Banque Centrale des Etats 
de INrique de I'Ouest (BC&D). The CFA franc has remained pegged at 50 to the French franc 
since 1948. This study analyzes the Implementation of WAMU monetary policy. The study reviews 
the theory of optimum currency areas and the structure and function of BCEAO from 1962-74. 
summarizes the money supply process. and reports sewral financial ratios for the six countries. 
One section discusses the BCEAO reforms made In 1974 Including a new tool for controlling credit 
expansion. domestic and International Interest rates were harmonized. an Interbank money market 
YtI8S established. and limits were set on the amount of assets that banks could hold outside the 
Union. Credit policy and other deYeIopments are then discussed for 1974-82. This study makes 
no definitive analysis of WAMU but identifies some of the constraints member countries have In 
dealing with their unique problems. For example. Interest rate and exchange rate policies cannot 
be taUored to meet the situations found In each country. (4667) 
Key Words: General; Africa; Benin; Burkina Faso; Ivory Coast; COte d'lwlre; Niger; Senegal; 
Togo; Finance; Monetary policy; 
1051. Blnswanger, Hans P.. and John Mcintire, -Behavioral and Material Determinants of Production 
Relations In Land-abundant Tropical Agriculture. - Economic DeYe!Qpment and Cyltural Change, Vol. 
36. No.1. October 1987. pp. 73-99. 
Among the Institutions that the paper aims to explain In the context of production relations and 
conditions stUI found In many parts of Sub-Saharan AfrIca Qand abundance. simple technology. and 
high transport costs} are: (1) the minimal nature of credit markets and the absence of professional 
moneylenders. (2) the Importance of livestock wealth as an Insurance substitute In semiarid zones. 
and (3) the Insurance function performed by extended famlles. It predicts that with Induced 
InllCMltions and Jnwstment. the responses to Increases In population density Include the 
dewloprnent of a land market. This sharply increases credit supply as land acquires collateral value 
and a class of moneylenders emerges. [5123] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Sahel West Africa; Burkina Faso; Informal finance; Collateral; 
Insurance; 
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1052. Bremer..fac, Jennifer; Laura BaUey, Irving Rosenthal, Jeswald Salacuse, Thomas T1mberg, and 
Wendy Weidner; "" Analytical Fram6WOrk for Assistance to the Informal Sector In the Sahel: 
Report prepared for the Africa Bureau, USAlD, Robert R. Nathan Associates, Inc., Washington, D.C., 
NCNember 1989,51 p. 
AssIstance to small and mlcroenterprlses In the Informal sector In AfrIca has become a common 
component of dewlopment programs Implemented by AfrIcan gcMmlments, donors, . and private 
voluntary organizations (PVOs). These programs have generally focused on two activities: 1} 
research designed to ImprcN8 our understanding of the scope and activities of the Informal sector 
and 2} project assistance, generally taking the form of a small-scale credit program accompanied 
by technical assistance and training by boI'roNers, Implemented by a PVC or a state-o.vn8cl bank. 
This paper describes seYeral such projects In the Sahel, In Burkina Faso, Sdnt§gaI, ard Mall. The 
authors observe that these two activities do not CC'~lStitute an adequate approach to r. ''38ting the 
needs of the Informal sector In the Sahel. Progr2'j'l under way In other regions, n~.lb1y latin 
America, point the way to a more comprehensive dnd effective attack on the barriers to grtM'th 
facing the Informal sector. The strategy proposed ~ the authors departs radically from what Is 
currently In use. It questions the use of the formal/Informal category as a basis for programming 
In the Sahel, and suggests Instead that the failure of the legal and administrative framework and the' 
absence of functioning formal Institutions Is the primary barrier to enterprise development for both 
formals and Informals. [4091] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Sahel West Africa; Sahel; Burkina Faso; Senegal; Mali; 
Credit; Development; Informal finance; Government polley and programs; International donors; 
1053. Camara, I., -Les Structures Mutualistes d'Epargne et de Credit (SMEC) dans l'Union Mondtalre 
Ouest-Africaine- In The ILO and the Financial Sector: Small Financial Mechanisms In Support of 
Party Alleviation. Enterprise Promotion and Self-Reliant Development. Report of a technical 
consultation organised by the International Laboyr Office. Geneva. 19-20 September 1991, Geneva, 
Switzertand: ILO, 1991, pp. 11-17 . 
. The paper Is a nMeYI of Informal financial settings In the seven West African Monetary Union 
(UMOA) countries of B~nin, Burkina Faso, COte d'iwire, Mali, Niger; S~n~gaI and Togo. The author 
beliews that mutuallsts and cooperative forms of financial organizations remain a viable alternative 
for meeting the financial needs of farmers as well as small and micro enterprises. Two financial 
anangements are predominant in rural areas in the seven countries. They are savings and credit 
cooperatives (COOPECs) and village banks. COOPECs are very simUar to credit unions with a ffiN' 
of them closely foilONing the Grameen bank approach. VIllage banks, on the other hand, do not tie 
savings to credit. They are relatively new to West Africa. Their major weakness are their Isolation 
and their fragmentation as no formula has been found to develop a viable link with the formal 
financial sector. The author recommends a support program be set up for networking in the UMOA 
countries with the help of donor agencies. [5322] 
Key Words: Finance; Africa; Benin; Burkina Faso; COte d'lwlre; Mall; Niger; Senegal; Togo; 
Micro and small enterprise; Credit; Savings; 
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1054. CaputO, Vincenzo, "Le Cr6d1t et l'Eparagne RuralDC dans Ie Sahel, - Paper presented at the Regional 
Meeting on La Gestlon des Terroirs VUlageois au Sahel Segou, Mall, 22-27 May 1989, Club du Sahel, 
ParIs, France, December 1988, 45 p. 
This paper discusses rural credit and savings In the Sahel. The author documents the origin, 
characteristics and problems of selected financial Inn<Mltlons which have faDed to perform as 
efficient rural financlallnterrnedlarles. The study Includes a nMew of financial arrangements, In Mall, 
Burkina Faso and ZImbabwe, which have succeeded In mobBlzlng savings and allocating credit. 
[4295] 
Key Won:Ia: G .... I; Africa; Uall; BurkJl'1II FaIO; Zimbabwe; Fll'1IInce; CreelH; Savings 
mobilization; Intormal ftl'1llllCe; Formal ftl'1llnce; Internatlol'1lll donors; 
1055. Chao-Beroff, Renee, -CapltaJlsatlon d'une Experience de Mise en Place de Calsses VUlageolses 
d'Eparagne at de Credit Autogerees: S'appuyant sur les Cas du Burkina Faso (Oudalan), du Mali 
(Pays Dogon) et de Ia Gamble (JahaJly-Pacharr),- First Draft, ecCE, Paris, France, NCM!mber 1990, 
73 p. 
This study discusses the experience of founding selfhelp groups In the context of savings and credit 
vUlage associations with particular reference to three cases In Burkina Faso, Mall and The Gambia. 
A definition of savings and credit vUlage associations Is proYlded In addition to a deSCription of the 
functioning of these groups. The three cases are discussed In more detail to capture their 
emergence, results of the rnoI9ment and their role In their respective local economies. It Is 
concluded that the political fraFn6Yt'Orks, administrative and Institutional, and soclo-cultural, economic 
and organizational conditions, at the local and regional les attribute to the success of the village 
associations. [4204] 
Key Worda: General; Sahel West Africa; Mall; Burkll'1ll Faao; The Gambia; Finance; Savings; 
CreelH; SeH-help groupa; Informal f1l'111nce; Formal ftl'1llnce; 
1056. CheYIIlard, Nicole, -Las Grandes Banques AfrIcalnes,- Afrique Industrie, No. 321, 1985, pp. 36-48. 
The article Is a compilation of different reports by BCEAO (Banque Centrale des Etats de l'Ouest) 
of operations and results of 60 West AfrIcan Monetary Union (UM~) banks and a classification of 
the principal West African and Central AfrIcan commercial banks. There Is also a country-by-country 
surwy of the major banks in Nigeria, Ivory Coast, Cameroon, Gabon, Senegal, Congo, Togo, 
Burkina Faso, Niger, Mall, and the Central African Republic. The data were obtained from published 
statistics of the banks results obtained in 1983. All UM~ banks have seen their net benefit drop 
due mainly to poor performance by dewlopment banks and some commercial banks. Despite a 
slight Increase In total credit to the economy In 1982-83, all other bank services have slCMed dONn. 
When ranking the banks, Nigeria comes In a distinct first folla.Yed by banks from the Franc Zone 
whUe other banks with nonconvertlble currencies corne last. [0789] 
Key Worda: General; Africa; Nigeria; COte d'ivolre; Ivory Coast; cameroon; Gabon; Senegal; 
Congo; Togo; Burkll'1II FaIO; Niger; Uall; Central African Republic; Banks; 
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1057. Christensen, Garry, -SensItNe Information - Collecting Data on LNestock and Infonnal Credit,- Draft 
of Chapter 8 for FIeIdwprk In AfrIca and South Asia, Stephen D6Y8reux and John Hoddinot (eds.), 
1991, 15 p. 
Author discusses the fact that sensitlYe Information for personal, cultural or legal reasons poses a 
special set of problems for field workers. Information Is sensitive when It can be used In a manner 
contrary to the Interests or wishes of the Informant. For example, Informal credit transactions are 
frequently reported as -shameful· activity In AfrIca because borrtNIIng Is considered shameful. 
Accurate data on Infonnal credit transactions are considered difficult to obtain because of the 
connotations of exploitation, usurious Interest rates and shame. Thus the data are prone to severe 
bias and Its use may lead to Incorrect research conclusions. The author subsequently describes the 
methodology dMioped during a World Bank research project on ·capltal accumulation and formal 
and Infonnal credit markets In rural West AfrIca· conducted In Bt ,kina Faso during 1984-86 and 
aimed at minimizing problems and biases faced by fIeIdworkers. [,. <: 00] 
Kay Words: Generalj Africaj Sahel We .. Africaj Burkina FaSOj Wnformal financej 
1058. Christensen, Gary NleI, -Determinants of Private Investment In Rural Burkina Faso,· Unpublished 
Ph.D. dissertation, Cornell UnlYerslty, Ithaca, New York, May 1989, 130 p. 
This dissertation describes and explains the demand for Investment among farmers In Burkina Faso, 
using the flex:lble-accelerator model of Inwstment demand. The author uses switching regression 
and censored Tobit procedures to capture the underlying behavioral relationship. As a measure of 
Inwstment, the discrete Investment expenditure Is preferred to the aggregate capital stock because 
asset portfolios are dominated by cereal and IlYestock Inventories. The results of empirical analysis 
shaN: a) the probabUIty of an Inwstment occurring was determined by regional factors which 
support the proposition that agro-cllmatlc conditions determine Investment opportunities; b) wealth 
and access to credit had a greater Influence on the probability of an Investment than rates of 
Investment; c) non-farm Income is more Important for financing consumption than Inwstment; d) 
the Internal liquidity variables haw negatlYe signs which support the 'Imlng effect" of liquidity on 
Inwstment due to the lumpiness of Investments and/or the extreme variability of farm income. 
[0139] 
Kay Words: Generalj Sahel West Africaj Burkina fllo; Investment; Rural financej Uvestock; 
1059. Cleaver. KsYIn M., -rhe Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture In Sub-Saharan 
AfrIca," Staff Working Paper No. 728, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., AprIl 1985, 30 p. 
This paper I'8YIBWS the avaOabie literature on the Impact of price and exchange. rate policies on 
agriculture In Sub-Saharan Africa. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan African 
countries to test S6Y8ra1 hypotheses concerning policy Impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad, 
Ethiopia, Mall, Malawi, Zaire, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Guinea, 
Benin, Central AfrIcan Republic, Sierra Leone, Madagascar, Niger, Sudan, Togo, Ghana, Kenya, 
Senegal, Lesotho, Uberla, Zambia, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, cameroon, Botswana, Congo, and Ivory 
Coast A regression equation with agricultural grONth rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient was statistically significant but with a 1C7N R2. Other Independent variables were 
Investigated Including fertRlzer use per hectare, changes In the barter terms of trade, population 
grONth rate, degree of concentration of export earnings, adult literacy, share of public consumption 
In GOP and the degree of gCNemment Interwntlon In farm Input supply. Reductions In farm level 
price discrimination (nominal protection), share of gCN8rnment consumption In GOP, and population 
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gl'ONth ndes W8I8 posItNaIy related to agricultural grtMth rates, whDe the degree of gowmment 
IrNoIYernent In the farm Input supply Industry was negatively related. The findings tend to confirm 
the vIaN that inappropriate price and 8lCChange rate policies haw a negatlYa Impact on agricultural 
production. Other factors such as gcMHTlment IrNoIvement In farm Input supply, popUatlon grtMth, 
and gcMHT1ITI8ntts abDlty to operate and maintain Its ag~uraI ImIastments 8f8 also Important. 
ApproprIate price and 8lCChange rate policies would haw a raIatIYaIy small Impact on agricultural 
gl'ONth 80 the policy paclcage to ramedy problems caused by poor price and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to each country. [AgrIcultural Ublary, The Ohio State UnIYarsIty, HC597W63 No. 
728] -
ICey Words: Agrlcultlft; Africa; Chad; Ethiopia; Mall; Malawi; zan; Uganda; Burundi; BUrkIna 
..... 80; Upper Volta'; Rwanda; 'Somalla; ~nzanla; Guinea; Benin; Central African Republic; 
. ~... ~ne; Madagascar, Niger, Sudan; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Lesotho; Uberia; 
7.ambla; Nigeria; Zimbabwe; Cameroon; Bots.ns; Congo; Ivory Coast; C6te d'ivolre; Finance; 
Interest .. tes; Policy reform; Prices; 
1060. Congo, Issoufou, -L:Evaluatlon de 1'0ffr8 Serni-forrnelle de Services Financiers aU)( M6nages Ruraux: 
l'Exampie des Syst6mes Mutuallstes Burkinab6 et Iwlrlen, - Paper presented at the Intematlonal 
Seminar on Finance and Rural DeYalopment In West AfrIca, Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso, 21-25 
October 1991, Cosponsorad by the Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, The 
Ohio State UnlYarslty, Columbus, Ohio, and CIRAD, Montpeiller; France, October 1991, 24 p. 
The purpose c:i this article Is to Muate the role of semi formal financial institutions In providing 
services to rural households In Burkina Faso and OOte d'lwlre. The findings nweaI that the main 
seml-formal Institutions are caisse Populalre d'Epargne et de Cr6d1t (CPEC) and caisse Rurale 
d'Epargne et de Pret (CREP). Although these Institutions haw yielded promiSing results, they are 
stUl wry far from meeting all the financial needs of rural households. [4465] 
K8J Words: General; Sahel West Africa; Burkina Faso; C6te d'ivolre; Ivory Coast; Finance; 
1061. de Benoist, Joseph Roger, -La R6seau des Financl6res AfrIcalnes s'etend de la Tontine A la 8anque 
Coop4ratlYa, - March6s Troplcayx, December 23, 1988, pp. 3658-3659. 
This article I'8Ylews the rapid gltM'th of the Flnancltre mCNement begun In June 1980 In Cote 
d'IYOlre. The author describes the Flnanclere as a modem Tontine association that groups mainly 
high IMS professionals. The rnCMtment has been steadBy groNlng and expanded to twelve African 
countries (OOte d'lwlre, Senegal, Ghana, Burkina Faso, Mall, Cameroon, Benin, Gabon, Guinea, 
Morocco, Togo, and Zaire). The principal objectlYa c:i fN8ry local chapter is to motNate savings and 
faclltate credit for Investment In dewlopment projects. The creation of the -Flnancl6re 
InternatIonaIe- Is expected to help harmonize the rules geMming the different financleres and permit 
joint collaboration In realizing dMopment projects. [0926] 
K8J Words: Gen ... l; Africa: C6te d'ivolre; Senegal; Ghana; Burkina Faso: Mall; Cameroon; 
Benin; Gabon: Guinea; Morocco; Togo; zaire; Informal finance; 
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1062. de Lattra. Anne. ·ObseNatlons on the Private Sector In Senegal. Niger; and Burkina Faso. 
Summa~· OCDE/OECD CILSS. Oub du Sahel. ParIs. France. NCMHnber 1988.15 p. 
This preliminary IrMstigatIon d the private sector In three Sahellan countries was aimed at helping 
to Identify realities. Three main forms of private enterprise In Sahel emerged from the authort 
studies and they are found In agrtcUture. IlYastock. and fisheries. In Senegal the modem private 
sector (Ind~ trade. services) Is dominated by foreign capital. Is In a very bad state and the out 
look Is not promising. In Niger; traditional trading Is very dynamic especially with Nigeria and 
ramifications throughout many other countries. The author argues traditional traders are wrongly 
classified as part dthe Informal sector. The outlook for the already very dynamic Informal private 
sector could ImproYe If conditions were created such as access to financial services because 
traditional loans ant too expensNe. [0790] 
K8y Worda: Agrlbualn ... ; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; NIgr,· Burkina Faso; T'.~de; Finance; 
1063. Deschamps. JearWacques. ·Credlt for the Rural Poor: The Experience In Six AfrIcan Countries, 
Synthesis Report.· CAl and lOA. Washington. D.C .• February 1989. 78 p. 
this report synthesizes the findings of five field 6Y8Iuatlons and two desk studies of AID supported 
rul8l credit projects. The field 6Y8Iuatlons are of the Cameroon Cooperathle Credit Union League. 
Kenya Agrlcultul8l Sector Loan Project. Uberia Upper Lopa County RuI8l Development Project. 
Lesotho Cradlt Union League Development Project. and Malawi Union of Savings and Credit 
Cooperatives. The Burkina Faso. Oncho-Freed Areas VIllage DMopment Fund. and Kenya Union 
of Savings and Cradlt Cooperatives are nMewed In the desk study. The paper reaches sSlleral 
broad conclusions: a) Cradlt may be an effecthle tool to promote the adoption of Improved 
agricultural technologies and the achkNement of higher yields by small holders. b) There Is no 
8Yldence that In-kind credit produces higher economic returns than cash craclit. c) Justification for 
belON-market Interest rates Is weak. d) The targeted credit schemes more often than not fall to 
achkNe stated obJectives. e) Credit unions can be models for the prtMslon of financial services to 
the rural poor. [3773] 
K8y Worda: General; Africa; Camervon; Kenya; UberIa; Leaotho; Malawi; Burkina Faso; Credit; 
Rural finance; CI'8ClIt unlona; 
1064. Dulansey, Maryanne, "Women In DENelopment Program Concems In Francophone Sahel.· Report 
of a Workshop. Bobo Dioulasso. Upper Volta. July 5-7. 1979. USAID. Washington. D.C .• 1979. 
11 p. 
The purpose of this workshop was to exchange experiences and develop Ideas for Improving 
wornerm economic participation. meeting WOIn8nS needs. and resulting In better development for 
women In the Sahel. One recommendation. related to making craclit more avaDabie to Sahel ian 
women. calls specifically for analysis d Information about traditional Informal credit as well as 
commercial and gcMtmmental systems to help design projects that would meet women~ needs. 
A ff!ttN credit prOjects are beginning to be Implemented In Upper Volta with the SWID (Strengthening 
WarnenS Roles In DMOpment) and TWlS (Training of Women In the Sahel). [ARC. 0919] 
K8y WOIda: Women; Sahel Welt Africa; Burkina FatO; CI'8CI1t; 
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1065. EUsasser; Konrad, and Modou DIop, .... Banque Exp4§rimentaIe de Banh: Une o.marche de 
Recherche-DdYSIoppement sur Ie Cnldlt en Mlleu Rural Sahdllen,· O.partement Syst6rnes Agralres, 
ClRAD, MontpeIller. FIance, 1990,47 p. 
The obJectIw of the article Is to 8Y8Iuate the success of an experimental rural banking arrangement. 
The credit system In effect In the vllage of Banh In Burklna..faso Is similar to the Grameen bank 
experience In Bangladesh. Banh Is essentially a vllage of Il\testock and rnllet farmers. After 20 
months, the Banh project seems to be successfU with women, the first targeted group. The long 
tenn obJectIYa of the project Is to craate a formal bank that would 88M a greater number of people. 
[4319] 
K8y Word.: G .... I; Sahel w..t Africa; BW'kIna Faso; CnMIIt; Banlcs; Development; Women; 
1066. Faure, G.,' G. Nouleau, and O. Olallo, "VenJ une Plus Grande ResponsabRlt. des exploitations 
MotortHes de l'Ouest du Burkina Faso dans Ia gestJon de leurs Crddlts,· Paper presented at the 
International Seminar on finance and Rural OMOpment In West AfrIca, Ouagadougou, Burkina . 
Faso, 21-25 October 1991, Cosponsored by the Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural 
Sociology, The Ohio State Unlvers~ Columbus, Ohio, and ClRAD, Montpeiller, France. October 
1991,18 p. 
The JntnxIuctJon of new technology (motorized tractors) In Western Burkina Faso has required a 
complex credit system with the IrNoIYement of diverse organisms such as CNCA A rather 
satisfactory tNCIutlon of the situation has arisen with the local vUlagers, some of whom haw become 
mechanics. gaining greater control and participating actMlly In the credit distribution program. The 
authors are, nwartheless, skeptical about the long term success of such an operation to modemlze 
agriculture by principally increasing tMH'klng capital. [4463] 
K8y Word.: General; Sahel West Africa; Burkina Faso; Cr8d1t; 
1067. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAD), ·Programme de O.veloppement 
Rural du O.partement du Centra-Est Burkina Faso: Programme de Crddlt Agricole,· Rapport Pr.par. 
pour Ia R.unlon Tripartite du Demler Trimestre 1988, FAD, Rome, Italy. September 1988, 41 p. + 
tables. 
This report Is a summary of rural credit activities In central-east Burkina Faso. The rural credit 
program Is Intended to assist In the distribution of credit to the production and marketing sectors 
and to promote cooperative groups. After nMewlng the activities so far undertaken, the mission 
racomrnends that CNCA (Caisse NatIonaIe de Craclit Agricole) alone be responsible for future credit 
deilYery. and that an effort be made to encourage loan officers to pursue bad debtors. [4456] 
K8y Word.: Agrlculbn; Sahel West Africa; Burkina F •• o; Credit; International donors; 
1068. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAD), ·Promotlon of WomenS Activities 
In Marketing and CraclIt: An Analysis, Case Studies and Suggested Actions,· Preliminary working 
paper, FAD, Rome, Italy. June 1984, 61 p. 
The objective of the paper Is to prtMcIe suggestions for donor support to women engaged In food 
and agricultural marketing. The study refers to a comparative analysis of case studies of the lives 
of successful women entrepreneurs working In groups or as Individuals, and of project or 
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programme assistance which has had a fawrable outcome for women In marketing. The case 
material documents experiences from Bangladesh, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Gambia, Ghana, India, 
Kenya, Korea, Lesotho, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Pakistan, Phllpplnes, Sri lanka, Syria, The caribbean, 
Togo, Uganda, Upper Volta, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. In the analysis, an attempt was made to trace 
historical sequences and relations which haw affected and continue to Influence womens 
participation, both as Individuals and as social beings. [3243] 
Key WOlds: Marketing; Africa; Burkina FaIO; Cameroon; Ethiopia; The Gambia; Ghana; Kenya; 
Lesotho: Nigeria; Togo; Uganda: Upper Volta; Zambia; Zimbabwe: Women: 
1 069. G~ntA, Dominique, Yves fournier; Claude Mouret, M'Baye Dlso, Gaudens Dagnon, Jean-Bapt:ste 
t-4' '.na, and Florentln Agoua, -Etude sur les PerspectlYes et Modallt4ls de Cr4latlon de Nouwk,:,s 
Ir :.tltutlons Bancalres de Type Coop4lratlf et Mutualiste: Rapport de Synth6se: IRAM, Paris, Fran._ J, 
NCM!mber 1990,74 p. 
This report summarizes studies on perspectlYes and modalities for creating mutual and cooperative 
banking Institutions. Studies were done in sewn AfrIcan UMOA countries: S4ln4lgal, Burkina Faso, 
Mall, Niger; COte d'ivolre, Togo, and B4lnln. ExIsting Institutions such as CNCA, COOPECs, 
DtweIopment Banks, and tontines are rwl8W'ecI. Other experiences of Banques Populaires In 
Rwanda and Unit Banks In Ghana and Grameen Banks In Bangladesh are analyzed for comparison 
and possible application to West AfrIca. The Inwstlgatlons Indicate that the creation of new finance 
Institutions don't seem necessary because there exists already a lot of different savings and credit 
groups, especially In the rural sector. The suggestion Is to rather focus attention on designing 
projects for the urban sector which rapid groNth and Importance of Its Informal sector cannot be 
Ignored. [4190] 
Key WOlds: General; Africa: Senegal; Burkina Faso; Mali; Niger; CGle d'lwlre; Togo; B6nln; 
Finance; Banks; Cooperatives; Credit unions; Development banks; 
1070. Graziosl, Ascanlo, -Monnale et Credit au Burkina: Unpublished paper; FAD, Rome, Italy, 1985, 
35 p. 
A study of the banking and agricultural credit system In Burkina Faso, with an analysis of the role 
and financial operation of the local caisse Natlonale de Credit Agrlcole (CNCA). [4735] 
Key WOlds: Agriculture; Sahel West Africa; Burkina Faso; Credit: 
1071. Gueymard, VYes, -Methode de MobUlsatlon del'Epargne Rurale dans les Pays Afrlcalns,· Institute 
d'Etudes du D4lveloppement Economlque et Social (IEDES) - Recherche UnlYerslt4l de Paris I, Paris, 
France, AprIl 1984, 9 p. 
This study deals with existing forms of rural savings mobUlzatlon In African countries. Specific 
examples In Mall, Upper Volta, and Rwanda are glYen. The study found that rural populations have 
recourse to Informal savings associations because of an Insufficient number of formal financial 
Institutions. Tontine clubs continue to be more successful than credit unions (CUs) In savings 
mobilization and seem to be preferred by rural people. In general tontines and CUs haw had little 
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relation with each other although they could be vI8W8d as complementary institutions. In the 
authcn view, the SYOIution of tontines tCMtBrd a CU type Institution would mean their legalization 
and the subsequent loss of their originality and protection against poor administration. [On4] 
Key Won:Is: General; Africa; Burkina Flaso; Uall; Upper Vola; R_nela; Savings; Savings 
mobilization; Credit unions; SeH-help groups; 
1072. InllCMltlons et R6seaux pour Ie D6ve1oppement ORED), -Epargne, Cr6d1t et Autopromotlon des 
Cornmunaut6s de Base en AfrIque de l'Ouest - Synth6se d'une Etude RNlis6e en 1989 au Burkina 
Faso, en Gamble, au S6n6ga1 et au Togo, - IRED and Services d'Echanges et d1\ppul A IaGestlon 
(SEAG),~NIarney, Niger, 1989,55 p. 
This repe . reviews the status ( A savings mobilization and credit In some Western African countries 
for the purpose of creating a r ~glonal savings and credit system In rural Sahel. The report examines 
the constraints and difficulties for savings mobHlzatlon and credit distribution In the rural sector. The 
recommendations faYOr' solutions to make the savings and credit system In the Sahel more 
accessible to the majority of poor farmers. Specific recommendations call for the creation of vDlage 
groups concemed with savings mobBlzatlon and the education of their members, especially the 
young and women. VIllage groups should seek cooperation with similar organizations and with the 
formal banks. The gOJemments and NGOs should not try to Impose their ideas on the groups. 
[4554] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Burkina Faso; The Gambia; Senegal; Togo; Finance; Credit; 
Savings; 
1073. Issoufou, Sanou, -Le PMnomime Tontinier au Burkina Faso (Etude sur 69 Cas),- Notes de 
Recherche No. 90-12, UniYersltt§ des Rt§seaux d'Expression Fran!;aise (UREF), Paris, France, 1990, 
23 p. 
This study of the tontine phenomenon was concemad with the urban sector where tontines are at 
a more advanced stage than the rural sector. The author finds the tontine system is so important 
In Burkina Faso that It has to be taken into consideration, especially for savings mobilization 
objectives. [4545] 
Key Word.: General; Sahel West Africa; Burkina Faso; Informal finance; 
1074. Kabor6, Herv6 T., "CEpargne Non Agrlcole en MUleu Rural au Burkina Faso,- Paper presented at 
the International Seminar on Finance and Rural Dewiopment In West Africa, Ougadougou, Burkina 
Faso, 21-25 October 1991, Cosponsored by the Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural 
Sociology, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, and ClRAD, Montpeiller, France, October 
1991,21 p. 
The author discusses non-agrlcultural savings in rural Burkina Faso. Results of the study shcm that 
only a small portion of artisans are able to save. The artlsanal activity Is stili a subsistence one for 
most artisans whose nNenues are almost entirely used for taking care of their families. In 
conclusion, the author suggests that credit should be made more easily available to artisans by 
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banks allocating short term credit. In addition, the author suggests that a guarantee fund can also 
be craated as a cooperatNe to help artisans wtth their credit needs. [4299] 
Key Words: General; SIIhel w..t Africa; Burkina Fe80; Sllvings; Informal finance; Enterprises; 
1075. Kane, Karim, ·La ROle des Institutions Informelles at CooP4Iratlws / Pr6coop4ratlves dans les 
Systtmes financiers en MUleu Rural,· Paper presented at the AFRN:A/Gr'Z Workshop on·Le Role 
des Institutions Informelles at Cooperatlws/precooperatlws dans les Systemes financiers en Milieu 
Rural,· OuagadougOu, Burkina Faso, 11-16 December; 1989, CNCA du Burkina, Ouagadougou, 
Burkina Faso, December 1989. 18 p. 
The author classHies the orr )nlzatlons In rural Burkina Faso under two principal types of 
assoclatloris, namely cooperatives and village groups, and other associations which Include tontines. 
The author discusses the organization, administration, legislation and activities of both the 
cooperatives and village associations. The author concludes that no matter what type of 
organization Is discussed, cooperativeS or village groups, the problem rests wtth the formation of 
these associations which can be addressed at three l6Y8Is, particularly the participation, decision 
making and operational l6Y8Is. Mutual confidence and group solidarity remain as the most crucial 
elements for the success of these associations. [5262] 
Key Words: Finance; Sahel West Africa; Burkina Faso; Informal Groups; Finance; 
1076. lh>t, L, ·Rapport d'Evaluatlon du Renforcement de la Structure Flnancltre et des Ressources de 
Ia Caisse Nationale de Cr6d1t Agricole du Burkina Faso,· Caisse Centrale de Coo~ration Technique, 
Burkina Faso, June 1989, 65 p. + annexes. 
This is a report on the 6Y8Iuatlon of haN to reinforce the financial structure and ressouces of CNCA-
B (Caisse Nationale de CooP4Iration Agricole du Burkina Faso). The report favorably revi6YJS CNCA-
B, which Is the primary financial Institution that distributes credit to farmers. All the programs and 
future actions of CNCA-B are presented. The desire of CNCA-B to computerize Its operations Is seen 
as a necessary step to.vard groNth and efficiency. [4401] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Sahel West Africa; Burkina Feso; Credit; Banks; 
1077. Lalte, Sergio Pereira, and Dawit Makennen, ·Savlngs and Interest Rates in the BCEAO Countries: 
An Empirical Analysis,· Savings and DMopment, Vol. X. No.3, 1986, pp. 219-232. 
Study Investigates the determinants of saving In the Banque Centrale des Etats de l1l.frlque de 
l'Ouest (BCEAO) countries of Benin, Ivory Coast, Niger; Senegal, Togo, and Upper Volta. The 
sample CCMtrs the period 1967-1980. Three models of saving behavior were chosen In which the 
reaJ Interest rate was Introduced as an explanatory variable. These models were: 1) model based 
on the Keynesian Absolute Income Hypotheses; 2) a model using the lagged savings hypotheses; 
and, 3) a model emplC7)'8d by Houthakker and TaylorS dynamic adjustment hypotheses. The basic 
determinants of saving behavior In BCEAC countries are the lew! of changes in disposable Income 
375 
and the past saving performance. The ntUts indicate that the dllact effect c:A Interest late policies 
on CN8I8II savings Is raIatIYaIy small In the BCEAO countries, but that Its effect on financial savings 
may stli be significant. [5027) 
Ker WoIdI: 0 .... 1; Africa; Benin; COle d'lvoIr'e; NIgr, Senegal; Togo; Upper Volta; Burkina 
FaIO; s.vtngl; Interaat rat .. ; 
1078. MacFarland, Earl L, Jr. (ed.), Successfij OHORma", In AfrIca: Case Studies of Prgfects. Programs 
and Policies, Analytical Case Studies No.1, EDI D6Y8Iopment Policy Case Series, Washington, D.C.: 
Economic D6Y8Iopment Institute c:A the World Bank, 1989,216 p. 
- . 
Collection c:A _ case ·stuc;lles c:A aucce:tfuI t~6Y8Iopment projects, programs, or policy .ctlons 
undertaken In AfrIca wher8 success Is l fine. 'In terms c:A having achl6wd their Intended obJectNes 
and economic benefits having outweighed the costs. These Include four d6Y8l0pment projects and 
programs (Burkina Faso - project for controlling the runoff c:A rainfall In seml-arld al98S; Malawi -
program to organize gravlty-fed piped rural vllage water systems; Kenya- program to dewlop . 
horticultural commodity exports; and Western AfrIca - multicountry program to control 
onchocerciasis, or r1wr blindness) and thrae macroeconomic programs or poliCies (Mauritius -
craation of an export processing zone; Ghana- balance of payments and structural adjustment 
program; and Botswana- macroeconomic management of commodity booms). editor concludes that 
valuable lessons learned from these case studies are In learning from experience, the Importance 
of gCMtmment concentration on tasks that It can do best, the pcMer of economic IncentNes and 
getting the prices right for producer response, the adoption c:A appropriate technology and 
consulting with beneficiaries, the supportlw role c:A external assistance - including helping 
gcMmm8f1tS bear the short-run political and economic costs of reform programs. [4090J 
Ker Wordl: Agriculture; Africa; Burkina FaIO; Malawi; Kenya; Maurltlul; Ohana; Botswana; 
Finance; International donora; Policy .. form; 
1079. Masini, Marlo (ed.), Rural Finance Profiles In African Countries, Vol. 2, The Credit Markets of Africa 
Series No. 20, MUan, Italy: FlNAFRI~-CARIPLO, 1989,462 p. 
Document Is part of a series of country profiles meant to assist In the assessment of the different 
types c:A efforts InYoIving Institutional finance In rural dMopment In AfrIca. Volume Includes Burkina 
Faso, Cameroon, Togo, Zambia and ZImbabwe for which the main features of the economy, 
monetary policy and financial d6Y8l0pm8nt, financial Institution performance, rural credit and 
d6Y8lopment Infrastructures, and agricultural pricing policies, kay financial Institutions and C\'8rview 
c:A rural finance are presented. The Preface discusses some conclusions, with one on project design 
and rural financial institution performance suggesting that a financial Institution be vIENved as an 
intrinsically useful d6YIce, organized In the form of a business firm and specifically adapted to 
resource allocation activities. Editor recommends: shifting of all activities and functions Involving 
unlateral wealth transfers tNI8'J from rural finance institutions to fiscal agencies; starting with 
ralatNaly small financial institutions whose projected groNth path takes Into account the availability 
c:A technical and managerial sklls needed for an efficient banking Institution; and add emphasizing 
skUls needed for general management for organizational survival In addition to the ability to 
negotiate with customers, assess risk, buHd portfolios. (0021 BJ 
Ker WoIdI: 0 .... 1; Africa; Bwklna FaIO; Cameroon; Togo; Zambia; Zimbabwe; Finance; 
Cntdlt unlonl; s.vtngl • cnKIlt cooperatlvel; Development banks; 
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1080. McKenzIe, John, "The Role of FlnanciallnstJtutlons In the Promotion of Micro and Small Enterprises 
In Burkina Faso; Evaluation and Analysis of Funds RON, - GEMINI Technical Report No. 29, 
GEMINI/CAl, Bethesda, Maryland, February 1992, 34 p. + appendices. 
examines the \dume and type of Institutional credit to micro and small enterprises (MSEs) In 
Burkina Faso. Recommendations Include Increasing the avaRabUIty of financial services to MSEs, 
d8ll8l0plng new types of intermediary institutions adapted to MSE financing, and ensuring 
coordination among donors, banks and other intermediaries. [5500] 
ICe, Words: Micro and small enterprise; Sahel West Africa; Burkina FaIO; Finance; Entefprises; 
1081. Michigan State University (MSU), -USAID Integrated Rural Ot- "opment Project - ORO de l'Est, Fada 
N'Gourma, Upper Volta - Six Month Report, No.8: December 1, 1980-May 31, 1981,- Michigan 
State University Contract Team, USAID Integrated Rural Dewlopment Project, ORO de l'Est, Fada 
N'Gourma, Upper Volta, Michigan State University, East lansing, Michigan, September; 1981, 12 p. 
This report highlights recent activity of the MSU contract team In the E. Ord of Upper Volta. Farm-
Iewl economic research, facAltatlng smooth operations of the regular activities performed in the 
credit section, examining ways of establishing better management practices for Impf"O\'lng viability 
of alternative Inwstment opportunities In the region were the major activities carried out. [4217] 
Key Wonts: Agriculture; Sahel West Africa; Burkina Faso; Credit; 
1082. Monlmart, Marie, -Femmes et Lutte contre la Diversification au Sahel: Etude d'exp~rience dans Six 
Pays: Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Mall, Mauritanie, Niger; Senegal: Club du Sahel, Ouagadougou, 
Burkina Faso, June 1988, 164 p. 
The document deals with womens battle against decertification In six countries of the sahel region. 
The author argues that cash generating activities are highly correlated with the battle against 
decertification and credit plays a major role In assuring the success of these activities. Examples 
of successful experiences that promote womens participation In the economic system are outlined. 
[0964] 
Key Wonts: Women; Africa; Burkina Faso; Cape Verde; Mall; Mauritania; Niger; Senegal; 
Credit; 
1083. Nelson, Eric R., -Evaluation Report: Entente African Enterprises Loan/Project: Report to USAID, 
USAlD, Washington, D.C., February 1976, 44 p. + tables and annex. 
Evaluates the Entente Enterprises program as an exercise In the Institutionalization of the African 
SME d8ll8lopment process In Benin (Dahomey), Burkina Faso (Upper Volta), Ivory Coast, Niger and 
Togo. Reports that the first loan fund was well-disbursed, reached a wide variety of enterprises and 
borI'oNed m.~inly for working capital. Recommends a more rigorous definition of African enterprise 
(to require at least 50% African capital and control); channeling more loans to SMEs; greater use 
of the resources of the commercial banking sector; maintaining experimental character of the loan; 
3" 
discontinue targeting of special sector; and limit In participation In firms to pnJI8f1t abuse through 
appropriation of expatriate enterprises. (4220] 
K8J Words: Micro and small enterprtae; Africa; Benin; Bl81dna FeIO; Ivory Coast; COte 
d'ivon; Niger; Togo; Bena; Development benk; International donors; 
1084. NCMak, Marla, "Nowelies Approaches en Matl6ra d'Epargne at de Crtktlt Rural pour INrique au Sud 
du Sahara.- Notes at Etudes No.5, CCCE, Parts, FIance, August 1986, 50 p. 
ThIs raport describes the experience of rural savings and cradlt activity In tv.o AfrIcan countries 
(Burkina Faso, Rwanda) and the Grameen Bank experience In Bangiadesh. According to the author, 
many lessons can be learned from ~ experiences for r.~'81 cradt. In Sub-saharan AfrIca. More 
specJfIcaIl~ the studies prtN8 that rural cradlt and savings t~ J\ernes lust be based on: 1) a good 
general conception of the program to be directed tC1N8rd a specific population with specific needs 
and social constraints; 2) the sustalnabUlty of the program because It must take Into account 
transaction costs, loan defat.* posslblltles, and the setting of an Interast rate that Is not too ION; 3) . 
the Impact of the program on rural dtNalopment that can be observed through higher productivity 
and higher Income for the rural population. (0959] 
K8J Words: G..,..I; AfrIca; Bl81dna Feso; Rwanda; Finance; 
1085. OuMjraogo, Mariam, Marceilin Kabore, and Alpha O~raogo, Recherche de NoMles Ugnes 
dktlon at de Strat'gles pour un p'Viloppement CooD6ratlf AmDre a INrigue de l'Ouest: Burkina 
fIIQ, Germany: International Co-operatiw Alliance, German Foundation for International 
DtNal0pm8nt, December 1985. 
This document Is based on information from national consultants and trusteeships. A survey of 
cooperatlws, pre-cooperatlws, and mutual self-help groups completes the data. The report analyzes 
production, commercialization, and savings and credit cooperatiws In Burkina Faso. General 
problems identified In the Burklnab4! cooperatiw mcMtment are their tributary situation tONclrds 
subsidies and International aid, decapltallzatlon of cooperatiw funds, and lack of appropriate 
management. The savings and credit cooperatlws, haNsller, haw been wall established during the 
past 15 years. The number of members gl'8\N from 2,910 In 1976 to 9,704 In 1983. In the same 
period, the savings gl'8\N from 35,099,1" FCFA to 183,620,146 FCFA. (GER] 
K8J Words: General; Sahel West Africa; Burkina FeIO; Cooperatives; 
1086. OusYnI, CIss6 Abdou, -Exp6r1ence de Ia Caisse Natlonale Agrlcole du Burklna-Faso (CNCA-B),· 
Paper presented at the Workshop on Las Structuras Instltutlonelles pour Amt!lIorer les Services 
financiers en MUIeu Rural, AbIdjan, C6te d'lwlre, February 1991, CNCA, Burkina Faso, 24 p. + 
annex. 
The article presents the experience of CNCA-B, a sernl-prlvate bank whose obJectiw Is to help 
technically and financially the rural sector In Burkina Faso. The decentralization of CNCA-B, In an 
effort to get closer to potential customers, resulted In a greater number of farmers being denied 
access to credit as CNC'A-B became more selectiw and prudent In Its lending policy. HOIWMtr, the 
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author bellews that financing only selective agricutural activities wli pr8Wnt high nonrepayment 
rates of loans and Insure the survival of CNC'A-B In the future. [4375] 
Key Words: Agrlcunura; Sahel West Africa; Burkina t=.so; BlInks; 
1087. Par un groupe de CESAO, -Las Coop'ratiYes d'Epargne et de Cnkflt de la PrtMnce du Bam,-
Excerpt from a report of Stage-tenaln sur Ia Promotion, Gestion et ContrOle des Coo~ratives 
d'Epargne et de Cr~1t, Burkina Faso, May 12-16, 1986, CESAO, Burkina Faso, 6 p. 
The article states that farmers In Bam Pl'OIInce In Burkina Faso have found a sure W8:f to meet their 
financial needs with the creation of credit unions or Coopecs. The paper describes ti~e history, 
organization and functioning of Coopecs In Bam, the difficulties they have and the pre. "Ipect of 
possible solutions. Coopecs In Bam are Independent from state supervision and control. T ~ have 
the total trust of farmers who participate actively In savings activities despite their meager Income 
and the drought that pr8Y8US In Bam. Repayment of loans Is stili pursued In a friendly atmosphere. 
[4321] 
Key Words: General; Sahel West Africa; Burkina F.so; creeln unions; 
1088. Popper, Roger, David P. Harmon, HONard K Kaufman, Henry Van Blake, and Julius S. Prince, -Mid-
Project Evaluation Seguenega Integrated Rural Dewlopment Project, Upper Volta, - Ronco 
Consulting Corporation, Washington, D.C., 1982, 120 p. 
Some progress Is noted regarding project outputs, e.g., the livestock components. Team 
recommends pre-condltlons before the project Is continued, Including the nwlew of project 
management, financial systems dewlopment and rural education; and adoption of a monitoring and 
reporting system to enable AID/Ouagadougou and USAID /Washington to monitor both the technical 
and financial progress of project components. [4222] 
Key Words: Agrlcunure; Sahel West Africa; Burkina t=.so; Upper VoHaj Formal finance; 
Uvestock; 
1089. Reardon, Thomas, Christopher Delgado, and Peter MatJon, -Determinants and Effects of Income 
Diversification Amongst Farm Households In Burkina Faso,- Joyrnal of Dsyelopment Studies, 
January 1992, 39 p. 
Examines the determinants and effects of household Income diversification using household data 
from the Sahel ian, Sudanian and Guinean zones of Burkina Faso. Concludes that unlike findings of 
slmlar studies In Asian settings, harvest shortfalls and terms of trade promote diversification but land 
constraints do not. Given a credit constraint for nonfarm activities, cash cropping does not appear 
to be a substitute for non-farm activity. Suggests that deY8lopment of non-farm activities should 
complement agricultural deYeIopment efforts because Income diversification Is a valuable 
mechanism for smoothing Income and food consumption owr the years, thus compensating for lack 
of credit markets and poor harvests. [5063] 
Key Words: Agrlcunure; Sahel West Afrlcaj Burkina t=.SOj Flnancej 
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1090. Regional Economic DMopment ServIces OffIcejWest AfrIca (REDSO/WA), ·Evaluatlon of Entente 
Fund Rural DMopment Projects: LiYastock II, and Food Production,· Project Evaluation Report, 
prepared for USAID/AbidJan, REDSO/WA. AbIdjan, COte d'lvoIre, December 1981, 85 p. + 
appendices. 
Report concludes that the Entente Fund was a cost effectIYe vehicle for channeling AID funds for 
agrlcWtural dMopment projects In Iwry Coast, Upper Volta, Niger; Togo and Benin. Under the 
Food Production component, the Fund and the member states agreed, among others, to adjust 
small farmer credit policies so as to Incraase the amount of Institutional credit available, offer longer 
grace and r&payment terms and allON higher Interest rates. Notes that the 15 sub-proJects have not 
been adequately mOnItored, indicating weaknesses In data collection and raportIng. (4790] 
K8y Worda: AgrICulture; Africa; Ivory Coaat; COte d"lvonj Burkll'III Fe~o; Upper Volta; Niger. 
Togo; Benin; Formal ftl'lllnee; Su.,.vlHd cradlt; . 
1091. Regional Economic DMopment ServIces OffIcejWest AfrIca (REDSO/WA), -rhe AfrIcan Flnancl~re 
MCMment: Towards the Creation of Indigenous Private Sector AfrIcan Venture Capital Funds,· 
USAlD, Washington, D.C., January 1989,19 p. 
Describes the Rnanck§re rncMtment as proIider of venture capital funds for SMEs In West Africa and 
proposes AID assistance to this and similar groups of financial mutual societies composed of 
educated entrepreneurial member-ONners. Aside from Cote d'ivoire where the mcwement originated. 
operational Flnanc". can also be found In Benin. Burkina Faso. Cameroon. Ghana. Mali and 
Senegal. The different Flnancleres encourage regular savings by monthly deposits to the 
assocIatiorm tlaasury. Just like a Tontine. The accumulated funds are an Important source of 
Investment funds. The creation of a regional coordinating center planned for early 1989 Is aimed 
at contributing to the dMopment and management of common Investment projects. [4288] 
K8y Worda: Micro and amallenterprtae; Africa; COte d'ivolre; Burkll'lll Faao; Cameroon; Ghana; 
Mall; Senegal; Finance; Self-help groupe; 
1092. Reno, Barbara Morrison, Jane de Veil. Jonea Gurwltt, and Virginia Delancey. ·Report of the BIlingual 
Regional Seminar-Dakar; Senegal. March 2-6. 1981: Increasing Worne,. Access to Credit Through 
Credit Unions In West AfrIca,· ACOSCA, Nairobi. Kenya. September 1981. 47 p. 
The purpose of this seminar that grouped eight West AfrIcan countries (Cameroon, The Gambia. The 
!wry Coast, Niger; Senegal. Sierra Laone, Togo and Upper Volta) was to address the Issue of 
promoting the access of women to credit unions. Participants to the seminar agreed to take 
immediate steps: 1) to initiate research on the dlfflc"*ies women face to access credit and to use 
available credit efficiently: 2) to Increase the percentage of women attending courses at ACOSCA 
tlalnlng centers; and 3) to Increase the number of women on the staff of ACOSCA Country action 
plans W8I'8 drafted to Insure foIION-UP of the adopted resolutions. (2496] 
Key Worda: Women; Africa; Cameroon; The Gambia; COte d"lvolre; Niger; Senegal; Siena 
Leone; Togo; Burkll'III Faao; Upper Volta; Cradlt unloM; Govanrnent policy and programs; 
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1093. Rippey, Paul, -On Bringing Vllage Banks to Africa: Observations After VIsIting the Grameen Bank,· 
Coune. for International D8Y8Iopment, Washington, D.C., NCMHnber 1988, 23 p. 
This Is a report on a visit by the author to the Grameen Bank ~ Bangladesh In Older to assess the 
posslbllty ~ adapting Its approach to African conditions In general, and to Burkina Fasos 
AssocIation Pour Ia ProductMt' (APP) program In particular. It attributes much of Grameen Banks 
success In financing microenterprises among the poor to responsiw management and -corporate 
culture,- and aspects of loan terms and conditions and mode of operations that are conducive to 
loan repayment; such as group guarantees for noncoIlaterallzed loans, frequent small repayments, 
axlensNe training fOr born::Mers (mainly "working capital management,· -business plannbig,· and 
-cash flew planning-) before loans are granted, and careful client .selectlon. It concludes that the 
Grarneen approach coUd work In Burkina Faso and elsewhere In Africa. with management quality 
as the single most linportant factot [5009] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Sahel West Africa; Burkina Faso; Credit; 
1094. Satana, Suha, " Comparatiw Study of Cereal Banks In Upper Volta, - Report to USAID /Upper Volta, 
CAl, Washington, D.C., August 1981, 61 p. 
The report compares the loan terms and management systems of ten externally-asslsted cereal bank 
projects that help villagers by buying excess food grains and reselling to them during the lean 
months prior to the next haNest season. It finds a variety of arrangements, mainly In the extent to 
which village participation In the construction of the warehouse Is encouraged (from full 
responsibility to donor sharing of the costs), the leYeI of Interest charged (varies from zero to 20 
percent) and procedure for handling Idle cash balances. Except for those where Idle balances 
I'8rnaIn unutUlzed, project linkages with local banks and/or credit unions are established through 
deposit accounts and/or loan arrangements. [2627) 
Key Words: AgrlcuHure; Sahel West Africa; Burkina Faso; Upper VoHa; Rural finance; Self-help 
groups; Agribusiness; 
1095. Satana, Suha, "'" Economic Analysis of Loan Projects of the ONCHO Freed Areas Village 
D8Y81oprnent Fund Project of Upper Voitas Volta Yalley Authority,· Report prepared for 
USAID/Upper Volta, CAl, Washington, D.C., August 1981, 46 p. 
The report 8Y8Iuates the operations of eight projects financed under the USAID-assisted Village 
D6Y81oprnent Fund Project In Upper Volta: village stores, blacksmithing, looms, savings and credit 
union, cereal bank, grain mUI, mechanic/repair and carpentry. It reports a wide variation In project 
rates ~ return, noting the high rates required to accommodate loan repayment reqUirements. [2626] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprlH; Sahel West Afrlcaj Upper VoHaj Burkina Fasoj Credit; 
Supervised cradHj CreelH unlonsj 
1096. Slangen, Anthon, -Burkina Faso, - In Rural finance Profiles In African Coyntrles, Vol. 2, Marlo Masini 
(ed.), Milan, Italy: Flnafrlca-Carlplo, 1989, pp. 3-&4. 
Chapter describes the rural finance profile of Burkina Faso during the early half of the 198Os. 
Commercial banks Invest few resources In agriculture, leaving the agricultural development bank 
(CNCA) as the main credit source for the sector along with the UREBA which Is a rural development 
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bank. Reports a sound CMmIII financial structure for the CNCA, although spreads do not appear 
auffIcIent to CCMI' both admlnlsbatiYa expenses and total pmyIsIon for bad debts. In view of the 
lack of formal rural savings faclltles and the dewlopment of NGO-supported savings and Cl9dit 
cooperatIYes, suggests a collaboration betlJJ98n the cooperatlw unions and CNCA which Itself does 
not mobIlze individual rural savings due to lack of a branch network and n&rI'ON financial spreads. 
[0021] , 
Kay WonJ.: Agrlcult&n; Sahel Weat Africa; Burkina Flao; Rural finance; Credit unions; 
Development bank; 
1097. Somda. Aubert, -Une ~rIence de eoop.ratlw, d'Epargne at de Cr6d1t: l!Union des Co .p'ratlves 
d'Epargne .at de Cr6d1t Burklnabtl,- CESAO, 1988, 6 p. ' 
The article describes the experiences of two CUs (Credit unions) In two vllages In Burkina Faso, 
their structure, as wall as the daly operation of their activities. The author reports that In Western 
Burkina Faso, there are 46 CUs with a total membership of 4,000 farmers and all CUs belong to the 
federation called UCECB O'Unlon des Coopc!ratlYes d'Epargne at de Cr6d1t Burklnabc!). [4368] 
Kay Wordl: Gen8l81; Sahel West Africa; Burkina Flao; Credit unions; 
1098. Stickley. Thomas, and Craig Olson, -CNCA: The National Agricultural Craclit Bank of Upper Volta 
(CaIsse Natlonale de Credit Agrlcole) - An Appraisal of Its Organization and Policies,· Report 
prepared for USAlD, [W, Washington, D.C., December. 1980, 113 p. 
This Is an appraisal report on the NatIonal Agricultural Bank of Upper Volta (CNCA) COJering 
aspects of Its training, financial vIabIlty, management practices, rural savings rnobIlzatlon, consumer 
cracllt, bank policies and current capablltles during Its transition phase from a gOJemment 
administrative unit Into an agricultural bank. It contains recommendations Involving administrative, 
accounting and financial procedures to ensure operational vlabDIty. [2321 ] 
Key Words: Gen8l81; Sahel West Africa; Burkina Fllo; Upper Volta; Rural finance; Savings 
mobilization; Banks; 
1099. Stickley. Thomas, and Edouard Tapsoba, -Loan Repayment Delinquency In the Eastern C.R.D. 
(Organlsme Regional de Dewloppement) of Upper Volta, - Paper presented at the Workshop on 
Rural Financial Markets and Institutions, Wye College, Wye, United KIngdom, June 12-14, 1979, Co-
sponsored by OYerseas Dewlopment Institute and the Department of Agricultural Economics and 
Rural Sociology. The Ohio State UnlYerslty, Columbus, Ohio, 1979, 14 p. ' 
Based upon an empirical sury8y, the authors attempt to locate some of the main causes of loan 
delinquency among the farmers. They found that 37 percent of the cases of delinquency studied 
were the fault of bonoNers, 37 percent were due to fault of lending Institutions, and 26 percent due 
to natural hazards. They argue that Improwment In lending services could eliminate loan 
delinquency significantly. [1974] 
Key Word.: Gen8I8l; Sahel West Africa; Burkina Fllo; Finance; Loan repayment; 
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1100. Swedish Savings Banks AssociatIon (SSBA). "SavIngs for DaYelopment: R6YIew of the International 
Programmes on the MobIlzatIon of Personal Savings In Oewloplng Countries and Related Activities 
Focused on SavIngs and Credit Promotion for Rural DaYelopment,. Paper presented at the 
AFRN:A/EK'JCr Seminar on Resource MobIlzation for Rural DaYelopment. Nairobi. Kenya, 
January 3O-February 10.1984. SSBA. Stockholm. Swaden. 1984.22 p. 
The paper nMews the United NatIonS-supported international program activities In the 19708 and 
earty 19808 aimed at helping dewloplng countries mobIlze domestic ntSOUl'C8S through personal 
savings. It cites the requests for assistance from a number of dewloplng countries. among them 
In Africa Benin and. Upper Volta. for launching promotion campaigns; Burundi and Uganda. for 
assistance In the stntngthenlng of financial institutions; the expanslon/sb9ngthenlng of Institutional 
savings faelltles (Ghana. SwazIland. Kenya. Sudan. Zambia, and Nigeria). along with the broadened 
participation c:i international donors. among the major program impacts. It concludes that the 
success c:i credit programs cannot be separated from deposit mobD1zat1on aspects. an area that 
institutional management aspects can further be ImprOl8d. (2962) 
Key Words: General; Africa; Benin; BlM'klna fllO; Burundi; Uganda; Upper Volta; Ghana; 
Swaziland; Kenya; Sudan; Zambia; Nigeria; SavIngs; SavIngs mobilization; 
1101. Tapsoba. Edouard Kouka. "'" Economic and Institutional Analysis of Formal and Informal Credit 
In Eastern Upper Volta: Empirical Evidence and Policy Implications.· Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 
Department of Agricultural Economics. Michigan State Unlwrslty, East lansing, Michigan. 1981, 
308 p. 
Study analyzes the economic and Institutional constraints on the performance of the galernment 
agricultural cl'8dlt program and the Informal cl'8dlt system In the Eastern Region of Upper Volta. 
The data for the study were gathel'8d from 480 small farmers In the region. The surwy for 1978-79 
nN8aIed that various organizational and operational deficiencies In the EORD credit program 
l8Sulted In untimely dellwry c:i cl'8dlt. The Impact c:i medium term cl'8dlt supplied under the program 
was modest. The repayment performance of the EORD cl'8dlt program was generally poor with 
collection rates declining from about 43 percent In 1976-77 to 25 percent In 1979-80. The informal 
agencies mainly supplied short term consumption loans. The rate of Interest charged on these 
loans was 21 percent per month; howaYer, some loans were also glwn Interest free. Repayment 
lates c:i Informal loans were higher than on the formal borrONings by farmers. [2454] 
Key Words: General; Sahel West Africa; Burkina flso; Finance; Formal finance; Credit; 
Inlonnal credit; 
1102. von Braun. Joachim. ·RuraI Credit In Sub-Saharan Africa: Enabling Smallholder Production Gl'C7Nth 
and Food Security,· Paper presented at the Workshop on Agricultural D8Y8Iopment Policy Options 
for Sub-Saharan Africa. AI1lngton. Virginia. August 23-25. 1992. IFPRI. Weshlngton. D. C., 1992. 
16 p. 
lists the factors. mostly policy and Implementation-related. that hinder financial market dewlopment 
In Sub-Saharan Africa. and nMaws recent Inn(MItions Irt rural savings and credit programs (e.g., 
CaIsse Vllageolse d~pargne at de Cnktlt de BANH In Burkina Faso, CamCCUL In Cameroon. Caisse 
VDlageoulse d~pargne at de cr6d1t Autoger_-' In Gambia, Mall and Madagascar, Mudzl Fund In 
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MalawI) . Concludes that savings schemes play a crucial role, noting that temporary sponsoring 
(subsidy) of Institutional buId-up fraquenUy precedes financial sustalnabllty. [5400K) 
Key WoftII: Agriculture; Africa; Burkina FaIO; cameroon; The Gambia; Mall; Malawi; Finance; 
1103. von Thun, Franz, and Gabriele J. Ullrich, Armutsbeklmofung durch Selbsthllfe, Vol. I, Report of the 
111 International Conference on Fighting PCJ\Ierty through Self-Help, Feldafing, Federal Republic of 
Germa~ January 14 - 19, 1985, Echbom, Federal Republic of Germany: German foundation for 
International DeYalopment (DSE), Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation (BMZ), 1986,54 p. 
The ntpOrt describes self-help strategies that Increase the productlYe capabllty and Income of poor 
popLAtlon groups In dtNelopirlg countries. A major section of the report relates viable financial 
intermediation to pCJ\IertY all6Yiation. Recommendations are gl\len with respect to financial poliCies 
and strategies. Savings, credit, and guarantee schemes dominate the discussion. The NAAM-group 
project In Burkina Faso of the Six'S' International Association that applies a flexible project fund 
(fonds souple) Is mentioned as an example for a successful self-reliant dENelopment Inltlatl\le. [0151] 
Key Words: General; Sahel West Africa; Burkina Faso; Informal finance; 
1104. West African Economic Community, ·Programme Communautalre Caisse Rurale d'Epargne et de 
PrOt,· Rural Savings and Loan CooperatNes, Summary Report, CREP /CENJ Community Project, 
Vol. II, APPUI, Sherbrooke, Canada, AprIl 1987, 37 p. 
Gl\Ies the context of and describes the programme and Its organization. Presents the structure of 
the savings and loan cooperatl\les (CREPs) and describes the national programmes envisaged for 
Benin, Burkina Faso, COte d'ivoire, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, and Senegal respectl\lely. [4740] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Benin; Burkina Faso; COte d'lwlre; MslI; Cooperatives; Savings; 
1105. Yonll, P. Ernest, ·La Dynamlque des Banques de ~r~ales dans Ie Nord du Plateau Central du 
Burkina Faso,· Paper presented at the International Seminar on Finance and Rural Development in 
West Africa, Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso, 21-25 October 1991, Cosponsored by the Department 
of Agrlcuttural Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio State Unl\lerslty, Columbus, Ohio, and 
CIRAD, Montpellier, France, October 1991, 15 p. 
This article discusses the vitality of cereal banks In Burkina Faso. Created to first alleviate food 
deficits between two harvesting periods, cereal banks serve today many other roles. They help 
regulate the market, stabUlze prices and farmers' rewnues as well as allocate credit to needy 
villagers. [4469] 
Key Words: General; Sahel West Africa; Burkina Faso; Banks; Credit; 
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1106. lalla. Tom, " Proposed Structure for the Medium Term Credit Program In the Eastern ORO of 
Upper Volta,· Wor1dng Paper No. 10, Department of Agricultural Economics, Michigan State 
Un~ East lansing, Michigan, February 1976, 47 p. 
The study I'8Ykrtw existing medium term credit programs In the eastern ORO of Upper Volta. The 
8I18flrs on loans have been rising. The author argues that specific and decisive action Is 19qulred 
to conect the situation. WhUe proposing new credit programs, he suggests ImprtMng the repaying 
capacity of bomMters. Credit through groups, In order to saw the loan processing time cost and 
as a partial guarantee, has also been discussed In the article. (1818) 
Key Word.: General; SahelWeat Africa; Burkina Faso; CnMIIt; 
Cape Verde 
1107. Leite, Sergio Pereira, -lnt8l8St Rate Policies In West AfrIca,- International Monetary Fund Staff 
Papers, Vol. 29, No.1, March 1982, pp. 48-76. 
ThIs paper considers criteria for the determination of appropriate Interest rate IMS In ten selected 
West AfrIcan countries. The countries are Ivory Coast and Senegal, The Gambia, Ghana, and Sierra 
Leone, Guinea and Mall, Cape Verde and Guinea Bissau, and Uberla. Although definitive 
conclusions must _It a specific study of that country. there are strong Indications from the 
foregoing general CMtrvl6w of a sample of ten countries that the pr8Y8Ulng policies of ION and stable 
Int8l8St rates have resuted in an inappropriate structure of Interest rates. In market and centrally-
planned economies, It Is extremely Important to awld distortions of relative prices. For this, interest 
rate refoms ~ril have to constitute an Important component of poliCy measures aimed at Impl'CNing 
economic r:rformance. Interest rates wli have to be managed to reduce the spread between 
borroNing &:d lending rates to -normaJ-IMS whUe producing positive real Interest rates. Finally, 
external sheeks affect the conditions. This Is particularly true In agricultural countries, where 
climatic factors are the main determinant of economic activity. Under those circumstances, and 
given that foreign Interest ranges also fluctuate considerably, It Is desirable that Interest rate 
management techniques be kept flexible. [5142] 
Key Words: General; Africa; e6te d'ivolre; Senegal; The Gambia; Ghana; Siena Leone; Guinea; 
Mall; cape Verde; Guinea-Bissau; UberIa; Formal finance; Uberallzatlon; Monetary policy; 
Intereat rates; 
1108. Mayer, Jean, -Dewlopment Problems and Prospects In Portuguese-speaking Africa,- International 
Labour ReYfew, Vol. 129, No.4, 1990, pp. 459-478. 
ReYIews the colonial history and assesses the dewlopment problems and prospects of the five 
Portuguese-speaking Sub-saharan countries - Angola, Cape Verde, Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, 
and Sao TOI'1l4 e Prfncipe. Concludes that In all countries the dMopment Indicators are lem: 
Insufficient Industrialization, too little investment in agriculture, poor financial management, markets 
dominated by barter and unofficial trading, and a ION Iewl of monetization. Predicts that it will take 
at least a generation for the war-ravaged countries, e.g., Mozambique, to resettle displaced persons, 
dewlop human resources, relax administrative controls, open up the economy, create a sound 
financial system, and reconstruct transport netY«>rI<s. Foresees enormous challenges for the future 
considering the primacy of the bottle of beer as a form of currency and wage good, against the 
backdrop of disruptions by war, Internal migration, and smuggling; and the considerable time 
needed for the emergence of qualified public officials, competent private entrepreneurs and 
representative trade union leaders. [5161 ] 
Key Words: General; Afrlcaj Angolaj cape Verde; Guinea-Bissau; Mozambique; Sao Tom6 e 
Prfncipej Financej Developmentj wages; 
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1109. MonImart, MarIe, "Femmes at Lutte contra Ia DlYerslficatlon au Sahel: Etude d'expdrlence dans Six 
Pays: Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Mall, Mauritanie, Niger; Senegal,. Club du Sahel, Ouagadougou, 
Burkina Faso, June 1988, 164 p. 
The document deals with WOI'n8Iis battle against decertification In six countries of the sahel region. 
The author argues that cash genenItIng activities are highly conaIated with the battle against 
decertification and credit plays a major rele In assuring the success of these activities. Examples 
of successful experiences that promote warne" participation In the economic system are outlined. 
[0964] 
K-r WonIa: Women; AfrIca; BLWkIna Faao; Cepe VeRle; "Mall; UalA1tanla; Niger, S.negal; 
er.cIlt; 
Chad 
1110. AlbertcI, Adalberto, and Maurlzlo Barawlll (eds.), -chad,- In SayIngS Banks and Savings facUlties 
In African Countries. MIan, Italy: Carlplo, 1973, pp. 11-18. 
The authors note that cradlt In Chad Is directed mostly to agl'lc:Uture and related activities. Poor 
wages leaves little room for savings 8\I8n In urban areas. The only group with savings potential 
ramaln public employees and people engaged In trade and tertiary activities. To mobilize more 
savings, the few banks In existence need to ImprtMt their organization and educate the population 
on the social and personal advantages related to savings. [0943] 
Kay Words: Gar,."'I; Sahel w.at A~; Chad; SavIngs; 
_> 1111. Butler; George, and Irving Rosenthal, -chad: Evaluation of the VITA Private Enterprise Project -
Phase 11,- Final Report to the Bureau for Private Enterprise, USAlD, Washington, D.C., March 1990, 
66p. 
Reports the findings of an 8YBIuation to I8COI11mend whether AID should fund a Phase III project. 
FIndings Indicate that this Small Enterprise Promotion Project that utilized a PVC for delivery 
mechanism Is an appropriate complement to the strategy of distributing economic benefits to the 
low Income poor. Among Its main accomplishments Is the creation of a new financial Institution 
capable of prtNIding business and advisory services to clients. Authors conclude that the 
experiment Is a unique success, and recommend that Phase III be funded. [4150] 
Kay Words: Micro and small enterprise; Sahel West Africa; Chad; Cntdlt; lRhnlcal assistance; 
1112. ChettalI, M'hamed, -rchad: Des er.c:tlts pour les Entreprlses,- Jeune AfrIque, No. 1514, January 8, 
1990, pp. 52-53. 
The author argues that neither the modem sector nor the Informal sector are doing well In Chad. 
Small private enterprises are the most disadvantaged by heavy taxes and other regulations. With 
the exception of VITA (USAID-funded credit program), there Is no access to credit for the private 
sector: The gCMtmment Is, hoNever; opposed to VITA raising Its interest rate to 12 and 14 percent 
to CCMtr high transaction costs. The author feels that the financial sector in Chad needs to be 
nMtaIlzed and to expand Its credit operations to both the private and Informal sectors for the sake 
of the whole economy. [4345] 
Kay Words: Enterprl ... : Sahel West Africa; Chad; Cntdlt; Int .... st rates; International donors; 
1113. Cleaver; KaYln M., -rhe Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture In Sub-Saharan 
AfrIca,- Staff WorkIng Paper No. 728, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., Aprl1985, 30 p. 
This paper nMsws the avalable literature on the Impact of price and exchange rate policies on 
agriculture In Sub-Saharan AfrIca. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan African 
countries to test S6Y8ra1 hypotheses concerning policy Impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad, 
Ethiopia, Mall, Malawi, Zaire, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Guinea, 
Benin, Central AfrIcan Republic, Siena Leone, Madagascar; Niger; Sudan, Togo, Ghana, Kenya, 
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Senegal, Lesotho, Uberla, Zambia, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, cameroon, Botswana, Congo, and Ivory 
Coast. A regression equation with agricultural gl'ONth rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient was statistically significant but with a 1eM' R2. Other Independent variables were 
lrNastigated including fertllzer use per hectare, changes In the barter terms of tracie, population 
gl'ONth rate, degree of concentration of export eamlngs, adult literacy. share of public consumption 
In GOP and the degree of gcMtmment Intervention In farm Input supply. Reductions In farm level 
price discrimination (nominal protection), share of gCNemment consumption In GOP, and population 
gl'ONth rates were positively related to agricultural grcNlth rates, whBe the degree of gcwemment 
inYoIwment In the farm Input supply Industry was negatively related. The findings tend t~ confirm 
the vI6w that Inappropriate price and exchange rate policies have a negative Impact on agricultural 
production. Other factors such as g~mment Involvement In farm Input supply, population grcM'th, 
and gcMtmments abUlty to operate ai' f maintain Its agricultural Investments are also Important. 
ApprQpriate price and exchange ratei . Ucles would have a re·.1tlvely small Impact on agricultural 
gl'ONth so the policy package to remedy problems caused by ~ '.>Or price and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to each country. [Agricultural Ubrary, The OhIo State University, HC597W63 No. 
728] 
Key Wordl: Agriculture; Africa; Chad; Ethiopia; Mall; Malawi; Zaire; Uganda; Burundi; Burkina 
FaIO; Upper Volta; Rwanda; Somalia; Tanzania; Guinea; Benin; Central African Republic; 
Sierra Leone; Madagascar; Niger; Sudan; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Lesotho; Uberia; 
Zambia; Nigeria; Zimbabwe; cameroon; Botswana; Congo; Ivory Coast; COte d'ivolre; Finance; 
Internt ratel; Policy ... form; Prlcel; 
1114. de Comprelgnac, P., "Etude de PnJ-FalsabUity d'Un Syst6me de Crtkllt Rural Mutuel au Tchad.· FAC. 
N'Djamena, December 1989. 36 p. + annexes. 
The article Is about the results of a study to determine the possibilities of the creation of rural 
mutualist credit system In Chad. The author finds that the credit scheme will be confronted with 
numerous obstacles that may be difficult to CNercome. He recommends a maximum of two-year 
waiting period before a pRot project Is launched that will have the objective of savings mobilization 
as well as credit distribution to local farmers. [4373] 
Key Wordl: General; Sahel West Africa; Chad; Credit; International donors; 
1115. Dhonte, Robert, "Le Anancement des Petites Enterprises en AfrIque: Reflexlons sur la Methodes 
d'interventlon," Notes et Etudes No. 39, DMsion des Etudes Generales. CCCE, Paris, France, 
January 1991, 38 p. 
The author reftects on Intervention methods In financing small scale enterprises In Africa. The text 
sheds some light on the new methodology which permits obtaining some significant results in terms 
of the number of enterprises financed and the rate of reimbursement. Efficient projects are analyzed 
with reference to their common characteristics, autonomy and relationship with clients, variables 
associated with the environment and the concept of credit, and their structure. These projects do 
not target the enterprise or employment but target the entrepreneur for the purpose of developing 
an entrepreneurial generation. The author proYIdes examples from Mall. Senegal and Chad with 
comparative general data and notes that the new Intervention strategy. and the projects In Senegal 
and Chad proYIde Interesting Ilustrations. [4188] 
Key Wordl: Micro and lmall enterpriae; Sahel West Africa; Mali; Senegal; Chad; Finance; 
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1116. International Money Fund (lMF), ·Chad • Recent Economic Dewloprnent.· IMF, Washington, D.C., 
May 28, 1987, 100 p. 
The paper Is a pI'Ogl8SS report of the Chadian economy since 1977. Because of the civil war, the 
banking system stopped operating In 1980. A moratorium YeS twice Imposed on the banking system 
In 1980 and 1983. Upon resuming their activities In 1983, the principal banks SIIN their net foreign 
assets rise and also an Increase In credit to the private sector that has been frozen during the 
moratorium. New gcMmment monetary policy. hatYlNar, resulted In a considerable decline In 
private sector credit In 1985 except for a few large firms. Declines In the Income for the banks 
resulted from huge unpaid debts by COTONCHAD, the largest cotton exporter which business was 
hard hit by wry IoN world cotton prices. The report concludes that despite some problems, the 
effect ~ the banK moratorium on economic d8Y8lopment has been raIatNaIy minor. [4348] 
K-r Word.: General; Sahel Weat AfrIcII; Chad; Banles; Monetary policy; 
1117. Malley, Raymond, ·PromotIng Small and Medium-Sized Business In Chad: The VITA Private 
Enterprise Project,· Prepared for the Office of Private Enterprise, AfrIca Bureau, USAlD, Dimpex 
Associates, Inc., Washington, D.C., January 1988, 38 p. 
this paper tNaluates the VlTAfPrivate Enterprise Project (VITAfPEP) In Chad. The VITA/PEP Is nON 
the chief source ~ term credit for small and medium-sized businesses In Chad. VITA/PEP Is nON 
faced with a declining loan \/OIume, high operating costs that have exceeded the \/OIume of loans, 
and loan default. If these problems are not dealt In a satisfactory way, the project Is In danger of 
collapsing. [4216] 
K8y Word.: Enterprl ... ; Sahel West Africa; Chad; Cradtt; 
1118. Mlnlstera du Plan et de Ia Cooperation, .,.chad: Comptes Economlques. 1983-1988. Document 
PlWlsoIre,· Chad, March 1988, 59 p. 
this document published by the Chadian Ministry of Planning and Cooperation gives preliminary 
results of data collected as of December, 1987. It mainly describes the 6YOIution of Chads economy 
from 1983 to 1987 with perspectives for 1988. The report offers an optimistic projection for grtNlth. 
The savings Iewlis expected to reach 3.3 percent of GNP by 1988 from the 1 percent Iewlin 1986-
87. HCM6Y8r, the savings Iewl remains too small to finance the economy. thereby making external 
financial aid necessary. [0779] 
Ker Word.: G.,..I; Sahel Weal Africa; Chad; Finance; SavIngs; 
1119. Mock, Christopher, ~rlcultural Marketing In Chad: Preliminary Project Identification Assessment,· 
Report prepared forUSAlD, Abt Associates, Washington, D.C., August 1989, 61 p. 
The author found an agricultural marketing system in Chad that Is traditional, with ION productivity, 
limited capital, and few modern pructices. There Is also a serious shortage of marketing credit. The 
racommenclatlons call for more credit for small farmers for transport, storage, and operating capital 
to Increase their productivity and Income and to enable them to compete with large traders. 
Therefore, viable credit programs need to be established using alternative approaches such as 
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farmer groups. Also, existing institutions should be str8ngthened to prtMde cradlt, market 
information, and other mark8t support for an CMIBII better mark8tlng system. (093OJ 
Key Words: Mark8tlng; Sahel West AfrIca; Cud; CnNIIt; Agricultural credit; 
1120. Mock, ChrIstopher, "Promoting the Private Sector: An Evaluation of the VITA Small Business 
AssIstance Project In Chad,- Report prepared for USAID/Chad, The Pragma Corporation, Falls 
Church, VIrginia. No.wnber 26, 1986, 127 p. 
The VITA (VoIunteeni In Technical Assistance) project was initiated In Chad In 1984 to prtNIde credit 
and management and technical assistance to small-scale entrepreneurs, Including farmers. This 
report Is an Nlluatlon of the VITA project two )'88rs "':ar Its initiation. It shoNs that almost half of 
the project loans were for agricultural production ar Jvltles while the rest were for agricultural 
mark8tlng and processing (11%); manufacturing and ,'apalr activities (24%); and services (16%). 
HCM'IN8r, VlTP6 records shaN that a majority of clients are late In their monthly payment although 
the default rate Is only 1-7 percent. Also operating costs are somewhat high and the project would· 
need ranawad AID funding to continue Its operations. [4328J 
Key Words: Micro .nd small enterprise; Sahel West Africa; Cud; Credit; Agricultural credit; 
Technical .sslstance; International donors; Agribusiness; 
1121. Mustapha, Mahamat, -Las ~rlences des Organisations non gouvemementales dans l'Epargne 
at Ie Cr~It,- Paper presented at S.mlnalre sur lea Tontines, les Structures Coopt§ratives et 
Mutuallstes, Brazzaville, Congo, 18-19 February. 1991, BEAC, Brazzaville, Congo, 1991,23 p. 
This paper I8YieNs NGO experiences with savings and credit In Chad. The author describes one by 
one each NGO and the particular credit program It Is IrNOIved In. [4175J 
Key Words: General; Sahel West Africa; Cud; Finance; 
1122. Roadlnger-Mlglengar, Michel, "'Pe~u Synth,tlque sur les Banques de C4r'ales, - Paper presented 
at the International Seminar on Finance and Rural DMopment In West AfrIca, Ouagadougou, 
Burkina Faso, 21-25 October 1991, Cosponsored by the Department of Agricultural Economics and 
Rural Sociology, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, and CIRAD, Montpellier, France, 
October 1991, 6 p. + annexa. 
This article discusses cereal banks, their purpose and rel6Y8nCY for Chad. Cereal banks started in 
1974 to accumulate collective reseN8S In deficient agricultural zones. Today cereal banks exist In 
Burkina Faso, Mauritania, Niger, Mall, and Senegal. Since Chad Is a country whose agriculture is 
often subject to drought and other natural disasters, cereal banks are a necessity that need to 
combined with a good mark8tlng policy. [4461] 
Key Words: General; Sahel West Africa; Chad; Banks; 
1123. Tamml, M. G., -Rapport de MIssion sur Ie Cr~1t Agrlcole,- FAD, Rome, Italy, 1984,48 p. 
The report Is a summary of an FAD mission In Chad to Muate the state of rural credit. The mission 
recommends the reorganization of the rural credit system that centers on cotton production and 
391 
agrlclltural product diversification with emphasis on staple food. The creation of a dewlopment 
bank Is recommended whose principal objective Is the financing of the agricultural sector by 
creation of an Independent credit service. [4374] 
Kay WoftIs: Agrlcunurej Sahel West Africa; Chad; Cr8dn; Development bank 
1124. United States Agency for International D8Y8Iopment (USAlD), 'J\ID Evaluation Summary: Chad,-
USAlD, Washington, D.C., September 15,1988,21 p. 
This summarizes the Mid-Term Evaluation: Chad PVO D8Y81opment Initiatives Project documenting 
the progress of a food production project Implemented through PVOs engaged In relief operations 
among famine-:.. 'l"rlcken Chadians. Major project components Include soU, agronomic and water 
management a, 'iVltles, plus credit and technical assistance to small urban and rural enterprises. 
Among others, It concludes that the PVC umbrella mechanism has advantages In terms of 
identifying Interventions, Implementing follow-up activities and effectlwness In countries with a 
history of strong PVC Involvement. [1002] 
Kay Words: Agrlcunure; Sahel West Africa; Chad; Rural finance; Supervised credit; Micro and 
small enterprise; 
1125. United States Agency for International Dewlopment {USAlD)/N'Djamena, Chad, -Mid-Term 
Evaluation - Chad - PVO Dewlopment Initiatives Project,· USAID/N'Djamena, Chad, May 1988, 
141 p. 
The report Is an 6Y8Iuation of USAID /Chads PVC (Private Voluntary Organization) project. The four-
year project authorized In 1985 Is aimed at assisting small farmer production and support sector 
activities with demonstration and institutional d6Y9l0pment effects. Three out of four PVO sub-
projects had credit components. The VITA private enterprise promotion in the Chad sub-project has 
deYeIoped a supervised credit program that ran Into trouble In 1987 due to low loan repayment 
mtes. D8Y8Ioping a relationship between export activity and existing supervised credit might be a 
solution for VITA. The 6Y8Iuation team recommends that all the other sub-projects (CARE for 
Irrigated agriculture, AFRICARE for Ouaddal rural dewlopment and ORT for Lake Chad) be more 
results-orlented and concentrate on activities that will not require the continued presence of the 
Go.I9mment or outside donor Inputs. [0980] 
Kay Words: Agrlcunure; Sahel West Africa; Chad; Credit; 
1126. YeroIbe, Djongall Louahlkba, and YondaDaou Gue Tolioum, ·Credit et AutresSources de 
Financernent du Secteur Informel au Tchad et Partlcullerement dans Ia Region de N'Djamena,-
USAID/Tchad, VITA/PEP, Washington, D.C., September 1988, 21 p. 
The obJectlw of this AID project in Chad was to document the different types of credit and informal 
finance particularly In the N'Djamena region. The research team also focused on the role of Chadian 
'M)m9fl In the d8Y8l0pment of the country. TN.! findings suggest that due to strict conditions 
Imposed by formal banks, most people tum to the informal financial sector for credit. Women were 
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very actNe and generally leaders ~ credit associations such as Azouma. Pari-vente. Tontine. 
HCM16Y8r, wornenS activity remained very limited In the formal sector ~ banks and credit Institutions 
such as VITA/Pep which extends Irwestment rather than consumption loans to the private and 
Informal sector to help finance micro enterprises. [0978] 
Kay Word.: General; Sahel West AfrIcII; Child; Finance; Informal finance; Credit; Micro and 
small enterprise; 
The Gambia 
1127. Centre International de DeY8loppement et de Recherche (ClDR), -Jahally-Pacharr Vllage Savings 
and Credit AssocJatIons, - Draft paper; Paris, FIance, May 1990, 6 p. + appendix 
ThIs paper prcMcIes background on the Jahally-Pacharr Area which Is characterized by an awrage 
Income, thus, representing average famly budgets and savings of other areas In Westem AfrIca. 00-
farm activities, such as crafts and trades, are well represented In the vllages. The report nMeYt'S 
heM the banks are set up and operated by the Centre Intematlonal de DeY8loppement at de 
Recherche (ClDR), and the principles by which they operate, that Is, collect savings without, making 
any loans untl sufflc1ent funds are mobUlzed from Individual or coIlectiYe deposits, during the initial 
stage. The report concludes with fIw Interesting facts Including: first, the remarkable participation 
d '"omen; second, the location of the ban~; third, the gR7tYlng size of membership; fourth, the 
shr-:l'J of savings; and fifth, the high repayrne' ,.t rate. [4725] 
~ WOlds: Generalj Sahel Well Afrlcaj The Gamblaj Village banksj Savingsj Credltj Rural 
banksj~lfinancejFOnnalfinancej 
1128. Chao-Beroff, Renee, -CapltaJlsatlon d'une Experience de Mise en Place de Calsses Vlllageoises 
d'Eparagne et de Credit Autogerees: S'appuyant sur les Cas du Burkina Faso (Oudalan), du Mali 
(Pays Dogon) et de Ia Gamble (Jahally-Pacharr)," First Draft, eccE, Paris, France, NCNember 1990, 
73 p. 
This study discusses the experience of founding selfhelp groups In the context of savings and credit 
vAlage associations with particular r8ference to three cases In Burkina Faso, Mall and The Gambia. 
A definition of savings and credit vAlage associations Is pn::Mcled In addition to a description of the 
functioning of these groups. The three cases are discussed In more detaO to capture their 
emergence, resuhs of the mowment and their role In their respective local economies. It is 
concluded that the political frameworks, administrative and Institutional, and soclo-cultural, economic 
and organizational conditions, at the local and regional leYeIs attribute to the success of the village 
associations. [4204] 
Key Words: Generalj Sahel Well Afrlcaj Malij Burkina FasOj The Gambiaj Financej Savings; 
Credltj SeH-help groupSj Informal financej Formal financej 
1129. Clark, R. H., " Study of Agricultural Credit Operations of the Cooperative MCNement In the Gambia,· 
Cooperatlw DeY8loprnent Project, ILO, Banjul, Gambia, 1987, 76 p. 
ReYIews the Gambia Cooperatlw Union and the activities of complementary agencies. The task of 
rehabilitating agricultural credit In the Gambia requires the systematiC Implementation of a 
coordinated programme d action IrNOIvIng the GCU fully supported by other agencies. It is 
envisaged that a first phase wli take 5 years to complete. Argues that the private sector should be 
encouraged to compete on an equal footing with the GCU In both produce marketing and farm 
Input supply. [4745] 
Key WOlds: Agriculture; Sahel Well Africa; The Gambia; Credit; International donors; 
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1130. Duesenberry. James S., and Malcolm F. McPherson, ·Monetary Management In Sub-Saharan Africa: 
A Comparative Analysis,· DeYalopment Discussion Paper No. 395 EPS, HIID, Harvard University, 
Oimbrfdge, Massachusetts, September 1991,149 p. 
ThIs paper Is a comparative nMaw presenting findings of studies done In Malawi, Ghana, Nigeria, 
Senegal, and The Gambia examining the measures Sub-Saharan AfrIcan (SSA) countries need for 
a succesfuI transition to a system of indirect monetary control. The authors report that the 
successful operation of an indirect control system requires the completion of a number of financial 
raforrns, balnlng of staff. cooperation between the CentIaJ Bank and the ministry of finance and a 
go.wnment committed to sound money and credit programs. The authors conclude that although 
SSA countries have continued to rely on credit ceilings for macroeconomic reform, most of the 
changes required for indirect ~"'ntroI are desirable awn with a ceal~ system. [4733] 
Kay Wolds: Geneialj 'Afrlcaj ~.alawlj Ghanaj Nigerlaj Senegalj The Gam,';--Iaj Flnancej 
MacroeconomlClj Central bankj Government policy and programs; Credit; Poll'" reform; 
1131. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAD), ·Promotlon of Womens Activities 
In Marketing and Credit: An Analysis. Case Studies and Suggested Actions,· Preliminary working 
paper; FAO, Rome, Italy. June 1984, 61 p. 
The objective of the paper Is to pn:NIde suggestions for donor support to women engaged In food 
and agricultural marketing. The study refers to a comparative analysis of case studies of the lives 
of successful women entrepreneurs working In groups or as Individuals, and of project or 
programme assistance which has had a favorable outcome for women In marketing. The case 
material documents experiences from Bangladesh, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Gambia, Ghana, India, 
Kenya, KoI88. Lesotho. Nicaragua, Nigeria, Pakistan. PhUlpplnes, Sri Lanka. Syria, The Caribbean, 
Togo, Uganda, Upper Volta, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. In the analysis, an attempt was made to trace 
historical sequences and relations which have affected and continue to Influence womens 
participation, both as individuals and as social beings. [3243] 
Kay WOlds: Marketing; Africa; Burkina Fa80; Cameroonj Ethloplaj The Gamblaj Ghana; Kenya; 
Lesotho; Nigeria; Togo; Uganda; Upper Volta; zambia; Zimbabwe; Women; 
1132. Gambia. Govemment of The Republic of. ·Credlt Subsector Programme,· Paper presented at the 
conference of donors on Agriculture, Banjul, The Gambia, October 21-22, 1987, Govemment of the 
Republic of the Gambia, Banjul, The Gambia, July 1987, 34 p. + annex. 
This paper Is divided Into 88'118n sections. The first section presents an overvleYt' of the subsector; 
the credit Institutions In The Gambia and the performance and'experlenee of the subsector during 
the ten years prior to the Economic Recovery Program. The second section suggests a credit policy 
orientation and the third section I'8YI6ws the principal constraints of agricultural credit In The 
Gambia. The fourth and fifth sections discuss an overall credit dawlopment strategy and the 
necessary conditions and economic policies for institutional reforms of the credit subsector. The 
sbcth section lists the studies and technical assistance requirements. and the last section addresses 
the II'IY8Strnent strategy. human and financial resources requirements. [5209] 
Kay WOlds: Flnancej Sahel West Afrlcaj The Gamblaj Credltj 
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1133. Graham, Douglas H., Richard L M8'J8r, and Carlos E. Cu6tJas (eds.), '" ReYi6w of Formal and 
Informal Finance In the Gambia, 1981·1991: Markets, Institutions, Programs, and Policies: Report 
submitted to USAID /Banjul, Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio 
State Uniwrsity. Columbus, Ohio, 1991, 418 p. 
This report nMaws the Importance of financial services pn:Mded by commercial banks. 
cooperatiws, vllage savings and credit associations, non-gCN8rnmentai organizations, private 
traders, and mlcroentrepreneurs In The Gambia. Specifically. the nature of financial services offered, 
the markets In which they operate, the type of clientele served, the terms and conditions of their 
financial services, aticI the efficiency of their financial services are examined. Commercial banks are 
absent In rural areas, NGOs operate with diwrse phUosophles. creating negatJw externalities, 
cooperatiws are affected by. groundnut price policies In Senegal, vllr Je savings and credit 
associations perf.m w.all In locations that have assured Income gener'tlng prospects" private 
traders are actM'\ In food commodity rather than agricultural Input an..; output markets. and 
mlcroentrepreneurs are serviced by Informal rather than formal sources of credit. The report 
recommends stNeral policy measures to Improw the efficiency of financial services offered by the 
financial Intermediaries, and outlines regulatory and supervision frameworks to be followed to 
streamline the activities of the financial Intermediaries. [5537) 
Key Words: Finance; Sahel West Africa; The Gambia; Infonnal finance; Formal finance; NGOs; 
Credit; Savings; Micro and small enterprise; li'ade 
1134. InncMltlons et RtSseaux pour Ie DtSveloppernent ORED), -Epargne, CrtSdlt et Autopromotion des 
CommunauttSs de Base en AfrIque de l'Ouest • Synthtse d'une Etude RUllstSe en 1989 au Burkina 
Faso. en Gambie, au StSntSgaI et au Togo,- IRED and Services d'Echanges et d)\ppul A la Gestion 
(SEAG). Niamey, Niger, 1989, 55 p. 
This report nMews the status of savings mobilization and credit In some Westem African countries 
for the purpose of creating a regional savings and credit system In rural Sahel. The report examines 
the constraints and difficulties for savings mobilization and credit distribution In the rural sector. The 
recommendations favor solutions to make the savings and credit system In the Sahel more 
accessible to the majority of poor farmers. Specific recommendations call for the creation of village 
groups concerned with savings mobilization and the education of their members, especially the 
young and women. VUlage groups should seek cooperation with similar organizations and with the 
formal banks. The gCN8mments and NGOs should not try to Impose their Ideas on the groups. 
[4554] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Burkina Faso; The Gambia; Senegal; Togo; Finance: Credit; 
Savings; 
1135. International Monetary Fund OMF): The Gambia. -Staff Report for the 1987 Article IV Consultation 
and RsYI6w Under the Stand-By Arrangement,· African Department and the Exchange and Trade 
Relations Department, IMF, Washington, D.C., July 29, 1987,45 p. 
A report on recent economic dMopments In Gambia, including such Issues as the groNth In real 
GOP was higher than anticipated; the rate of Inflation declined markedly; and the Increase in gross 
official reserves plus the reduction In external payments arrears was considerably larger than 
expected. The dMOprnents In 1986-87 were associated largely with relatively strict adherence to 
program policies, especially the continued smooth functioning of the Interbank exchange rate 
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system and appropriate financial restraint, both c:A which were supported by a more fiexlble Interest 
rate poIlc~ [0935] 
Kay Words: Gen ... l; Sahel West Africaj The Gamblaj Finance; 
1136. Jabara, Cathy L, -Economic Refonn and PCNerty In The Gambia: A Survey of Pre- and Post-ERP 
ExperIence, - MonoglaPh No.8, Cornell Food and Nutrition Policy Program, Cornell University, 
Ithaca, Naw York, ~ 1990, 123 p. 
The author presents a r8YI6w of the economic background 01 The Gambia and the CNerall economic 
structure prior to the Economic ReccNery Program (ERP). The -:conomlc I8CCMtry Is then assessed 
In terms of economic grtMth, real Incomes and prices under 'I~ ERP. PCNerty In The Gambia Ir 
terms of nutritional, educational, and health profile of Gam.;,ian households Is given partlculal 
attention. Decentralizing the Internal marketing structure has oj)8ned the door to private traders to 
enter the market and induce competition. The restructuring of the financial sector has involved 
liberalizing lending and deposit rates, imposing more stringent lending conditions, and thus the fiCM' 
of more funds Into the hands of the urban and larger economic agents. The author concluded that 
the financial situation In The Gambia has benefitted from the ERP; hON6Ver, the program has 
resulted In sharp changes In Income and prices In the rural and urban sectors. [4700] 
Kay Words: General; Sahel West Africa; The Gambia; Finance; Formal finance; Credit; 
Savings; International donoraj Uberalizatlon; Interest rates; 
1137. Jabara, Cathy L, Marjatta Tolvanen, Mattias KA. Lundberg, and Rohey Wadda, -Incomes, Nutrition, 
and PCNerty in The Gambia: Results from the CFNPP Household Survey,- Cornell Food and Nutrition 
Policy Program, Washington, D. C., July 1991,124 p. 
This report Is based on the Cornell Food and Nutrition Policy Program (CFNPP) household survey 
In The Gambia to identify important socioeconomic characteristics of urban and rural households, 
as well as characteristics of 1000-lncome and high-Income households. Significant income differences 
are found between urban and rural households. In general, most of rural households are dependent 
on agricultural production for household Income, in addition to secondary off-farm employment. 
Substantial sources of savings exist among urban households although rural savings seem ICM', both 
In absolute sense and as compared to savings rates in the urban areas. The analysis rewals that 
the determinants of rural household income include the avaUabUIty of male labor to the household, 
access to ImprtNed farming techniques, and the avallabUIty of opportunities for off-farm work, as 
the primary and secondary source of Income. The CFNPP Is currently attempting to dewlop a 
policy model that can be used to analyze the effects of future policy changes on rural and urban 
households. [4701] 
Key Words: Gen ... l; Sahel West Africa; The Gamblaj Financej Agriculture; Rural non-farm; 
Savings; Income; Poverty; 
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- 1138. Kebbeh. Mohamed B .• and Lydia Zepeda, ·Farmer Response to Price Incentives Under Risk: The 
Case m Inland WoIm Farmers In Eastern Gambia.· Selected paper submitted for presentation at the 
MEA Meeting. Manhattan. Kansas. August 4-7. 1991. Department m Agricultural Economics, 
Unlwrslty of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, WIsconsin, February 1991. 11 p. 
The study models the WoIof farmerS response to different production and risk scenarios to Identify 
optimum crop combinations. farm constraints and their Impact on production. thereby assessing 
the effects m agricultural policies on food production and farmers' Incomes. It reports that 
accounting for risk results In minimal response to pricing policy, and greater farm Income response 
to IrnprtMKf yield stabllty and labor productivity. Land shortages are apparent problems among 
small and medium farms. H0N8Y8r, for large farms It Is not clear whether or not the apparent 
surplus represents marglnal-qI!Sl1ty areas. or the occurrence m -strange farming- (a contract 
InYoIvIng exchange of labor for t! ~ right to use land by the landless). Credit utDlzatlon patterns show 
some variations by farm size: a' farms do not utAlze credit In their optimal cropping plans; large 
farms fully utDlze the amount avalable. medium farms do not. [4526] 
K8y Word.: AgricuHunt; Sahel We8t AfriC8; The Gambia; Rural finance; Prices; 
1139. Kristjanson, Patricia, Mark D. Newman, Cheryl Christensen, and Martin Abel, -Export Crop 
Competltlwness: Strategies for Sub-Saharan AfrIca- Final Report of the African Cash Crop 
Competltlwness Strategy Study, APAP Technical Report No. 109, Bureau for Africa, Office of 
Dewlopment Planning, Policy Analysis and Research DMslon, USAlD, Washington, D.C., July 1990, 
313 p. 
Examines the competltlwness of traditional export crops In Sub-Saharan AfrIca using cost and 
returns studies for cotton. coffee and ground nuts (peanuts). and country-based evidence from 
Cameroon, Kenya, Senegal. Tanzania, The Gambia, and Zimbabwe. Conclusions regarding the 
combined Impact of the microeconomics of production, policies and International market forecasts 
Indicate that countries which have been most successful In staying competltlw In wor1d markets are 
the ones which adhered the closest to basic marketing principles. Suggests further attention to the 
consequences of exchange rate policy on the competltiwness m exports, along with continued 
donor assistance In the dewlopment of price and Institutional policies and the definition of 
appropriate roles for private business and gCNemment. [5181] 
Key Word.: AgricuHure; Africa; Cameroon; Kenya; Senegal; Tanzania; The Gambia; Zimbabwe; 
Finance; Output marketing; Exchange ratea; 
1140. Leite, Sergio Pereira, -Interest Rate Policies In West AfrIca, - International Monetary Fund Staff 
Papers, Vol. 29. No.1, March 1982, pp. 48-76. 
This paper considers criteria for the determination m appropriate Interest rate lewis In ten selected 
West AfrIcan countries. The countries are Ivory Coast and Senegal, The Gambia, Ghana, and Sierra 
Leone. Guinea and Mall, Cape Verde and Guinea Bissau, and Uberla. Although definitive 
conclusions must &Yelt a specific study of that country, there are strong Indications from the 
foregoing general CNervl6w of a sample m ten countries that the pl'BYaUlng policies of low and stable 
Interest rates have resulted In an Inappropriate structure of Interest rates. In market and centrally-
planned economies, It Is extremely Important to aYOld distortions m relative prices. For this, Interest 
rate reforms will have to constitute an Important component of policy measures aimed at ImplUling 
economic performance. Interest rates will have to be managed to reduce the spread between 
born:7tYIng and lending rates to -normal- lewis whUe producing positive real Interest rates. Finally, 
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external shocks affect the conditions. ThIs Is partlcularty true In agricultural countries, where 
climatic factors 818 the main detennlnant of economic activity. Under those circumstances, and 
gIVen that foreign Interest ranges also fluctuate considerably, It Is deslmble that Interest rate 
management techniques be kept flexible. [5142] 
Key Wontt: Gen ... l; Africa; COte d'lwlra; Senegal; The Gambia; Ghana; Siena Leone; Guinea; 
"all; Cape Venle; Guln .. -Blt .. u; UberIa; Formal finance; Ubemllzatlon; Monetary policy; 
Interest .. tel; 
1141. McAuliffe, Catherine, and Malcolm F. McPherson, -Exchange Rate Reform In The Gambia: 
Performance and Prospects: D8Y8Iopment Discussion Paper No. 349, HIID, Harvard UnIVersity, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, July 1990. 51 p. 
ThIs paper examines The GambIU experience with a floating exchange mte and discusses the 
policies needed for the float to continue to enhance the ~ future performance. The Gambia 
floated the dalasi In 1986. Supported by an appropriate set of macroeconomic policies, which were 
Introduced under the ERP (Economic RecCNery Program), the float has been a success. For the 
economy to continue benefitting from the exchange mte reform, the Central Bank should allON 
market pressures to be reflected In the exchange rate. The paper also contains a small econometric 
model, which highlights the link between domestic credit creation, the real exchange mte, and real 
output. The results shaN that under the ERP, the economy stabilized and began to gl'CM'. [4724] 
Key Wont.: General; Sahel West Afriel; The Gambia; Finance; Exchange rates; 
Macroeconomics; Central bank; Government policy and program.; 
1142. McNamam, Paul. -DeYeIopment Banking In The Gambia, - Economic and Financial Policy Analyses 
Project, HIID, Cambridge, Massachusets, February 1992, 35 p. 
This paper nM6ws the arguments for and against the creation of a deYeIopment bank. Section two 
I'8Yiews the Justification for gCNemment sponsored de.l8lopment banking and summarizes the 
AfrIcan experience with deYeIopment banks. Section three describes the credit market and the 
history of d8Y8l0pment banking In The Gambia. From that experience the author draws lessons 
relEMlnt to Gambian financial policy. Section four examines the potential costs and benefits of 
creating a ne.N d8Y8l0pment bank In The gambia and offers some conclusions. [5208] 
Key Wont.: Finance; Sahel Welt Africa; The Gambia; Development bank; 
1143. McPherson, Malcolm F., "The Politics of Economic Reform In The Gambia; - D8Y8Iopment Discussion 
Paper No. 386, HIID, Harvard UnIVersity, Cambridge, Massachusetts, August 1991, 41 p. 
The author reports that the measures taken with the Introduction of the ERP (Economic RecCN8ry 
Progmm) , such as price decontrol, higher Interest mtes, and the rehabUltatlon of social 
Infrastructure, haw nMved the economy. The formulation of the ERP was largely a response to 
political factors. The withdrawal of donor support highlighted the International costs (diplomatic, 
political, and economic) of the gCNemments unwDlingness to deal with the economys decline. The 
Gamblas experience demonstrates the Importance of distinguishing between adjustment and 
reform. Much adjustment occured under the ERP but little reform. Most policy changes were in 
response to extemal pressure: they were not based on fundamental changes In the behavior and 
-
.aIud. " GambIan paIIdcIana. .nor cIvI ___ or rnanaglll " public erurprtses. WIthout 
.... changeI nat " the gaIna .... II'Idw the ERP wi be tIanIItoI)t [4734] 
IC8y Wordl: a_I; ...... Well AfrIca: n. GambIa; finance; aCMrlllMllt policy Ind 
prag ...... ; PolIcy NIDnra; PolItIcal economy; 
1144. McPhIrIon, Malcolm F.. and JoIhua L PoIner, -strucbnI AdJUItII- and AgrIcUtura In Sub-
Saharan AfrIca: ..... 0i1I from The GambIa. -Paper praparad for the 11th Annual Symposium ~ the 
AIIoclatIon for farming 8yItama ~ Michigan State U~ Eat LansIng. 
Michigan. October S.101h. 1891. Michigan State U~ Eat LanIIng. MIchlga. October 1991. 
~~ : -
ThlI paper examInaIthe ...,.,. witt tJamblr ... farri1r.>, ~ed poIItMIy but tMratMIy to '.:'8 
introduction " the EconomIc Aecc:Miry progr',m (ERr'~, initiated In 1885 to anast the econon~~ 
decline and lay the foundatlonI for IUltalned ~.0Nth. 1;. authors raport that the Gambian officl&ls' 
view " cradlt .. an -q,ur which has to ba lIIocated to farm818 through the GCU (Gambian 
CooperatIYea Union) CMN'the last tV«) decad ..... ruined the rural cradlt aystem. The authors feel. 
that GambIan farmers who UN a wrIety ~ formal and Informal financial anangements cannot get 
cradlt because they 8f8 unproductlYa. and not the 18Y8118. Additional access to cradlt or IUbsldlzed 
cradlt wli. Iherefont. not ICM their productivity problem. (4727) .' 
IC8y Wordl: Agrlcult&n; ...... Welt AfrIca; The Gambia; finance; CNdIt; Agricultural credit; 
1145. McPherIon, Malcolm F.. and StNtn C. Radel •• -economlc Reform In The Gambia: Policies, Politics, 
FcnIgn Ald. and Luck,- In Bafonnlng EconomIc Systems In QMloping Countries, DwIght H. 
PerkIns, and Michael Roemer (eds.). Cambridge. Maslachuletts: Harvaid UnNerslty Press. 1991, 
pp. 115·136. 
ThIs paper prtMdes a brief summary ~ The GarnbIU economic crIsIIand subsequent reccvery 18 
months after the ERP (Economlc ReccMtry Program) was Introducecf The ERP reforms. foreign ald. 
lucky breaks In mlnfall and wortd prices. and The GambIU political environment are examined. The 
authors balM that the gcMmm8nt must continue Its comrnIttment to the basic policies of ERP • 
e.g. I8IIIstIc exchange and Irterest nat •• I grcwth 18 to be "'ned. Also grawth wUl be 
dependent on the ..... blity of IUIfIcIent f8IOUIC8I and Inc ...... In productivity through continuing 
ftnanclaI raform via the rastructurlng ~ the Gambian Central Bank. the Gambian DfMIopment and 
CommercIal Bank and the GambIan Coopntlvas Union (GCU). and further parastatal reforms. 
(4726] 
IC8y Wordl: caen.al; ...... Well AfrIca; The Gambia; finance; Central benk; CommercII I 
benk; CoopeIatlwl; aO¥ll'l1ment policy and .......... ; 
1146. Ministry of Agricdtln and The Centre Irternatlonal de Deualoppement • de Recherche (ClDR). 
-Jahally Pacharr Self Managed Vllage Banles-. aDA. ParIs. France. May 1989, 5 p. 
Based on a IIIfVfII which I8t out to mMIUI8 the economlc and financial opportunity ~ a vllage 
banks network. conducted In 1& bv a German BankIng CorponatIon (I<FW), a two )488r pOot 
project .. initiated to CI8It8 nail vllage banks. Fanners ware Intarasted In participating In self· 
managed banks which wtdd mobIlze lIVIngs and pn:Mde cradlt I8NIces without external donor 
funds. aDR operates and manages the program and proIId. training for bank staff and vUlage 
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aadlt commit .... Dwfng the first months d opeI8tIon, the banks collect savings without making 
any loans LI1tI auffIcIant fLnts ant avaIabIe from mobIlzed deposits. The raport documents that 
tine banks ant alraady In opeI8tIon where the peope_ main Interests 818 to aecure savings and 
to gal access to individual and coIIectIYa loans throughout the yaar. [4731) 
K-r WoftI.: 0 ..... 1; ...... Well AfrIcI; 1he Gambia; VIIIge bankl; Snlng.; Credit; Aural 
lnance; SnIng. mobilization; 
1147. Reno, Barbara Morrison, Jane de Vall, Jones GurwItt, and VIrginia DeI..arIc:8')I, "Report of the BUlngual 
Regional Semlnar-Dakar. Senegal. March 2~, 1981: Incraaslng Worner* Access to CnKfIt-Through 
Credit Unions In West Afrtca.- ACOSCA. NaIrobi, KaIT1a. September 1981, 47 p. -. 
The purpose ... this eemInar that grouped eight West Afrtcan countries (Carnetocr .. The Gambia, The 
Ivory Coast. •• Iger; Senegal, Siena leone, Togo and Upper Volta) was to address the Issue of 
promoting the access d women to credit unions. PartIcIpants to the seminar agreed 10 take 
immediate steps: 1) to initiate rasearch on the dlffkUtles women face to access credit and to use 
avaIabIe credit affIcIentIy: 2) to Increase the percentage d women attending courses at ACOSCA 
training centers; and 3) to Increase the number of v.omen on the staff of 1COSCA. Country action 
plans ware dl8fted to Insunt follow-up d the adopted rasoIutIons. [2496) 
K-r Wold.: Women; Africa; Cameroon; 1he Gamb18; COle d'ivon; Niger. Senegal; SI..,.. 
UOne; Togo; Bwklna FaIO; Up.,.. Volta; Credit union.; Oovernment policy and program.; 
1148. San; Babou Modou, -rhe Impact of Supply-Lading finance on Public FInancIal Institutions: The 
Case of The Gambia CommercIal and DMopment Bank,- Unpublished Masten ThesIs, Department 
d Agrlclltulal Economics and Rural SocIology. The Ohio State UnNarsIty. Columbus, Ohio. 1989. 
125 p. 
ExamInes the weak performance of the Gambia Commercial and D8\IIIopment Bank (GeDB) In light 
d the better performance of private banks during the 1978-1987 period with focus on the effects 
d gcMHnment policies on the structure, management and groNth of the GCOB. FInds that the 
daYaloprnent bank, whle carrying a comparatNaly riskier asset portfolio, was also charging lONer 
nominal rates than other banks. Its heavy reliance on gcwernment funds subjected It to pressures 
to depart from good Judgment and risk assessment In the conduct of Its credit operations. 
Recommends a domestic savings mobIlzatIon program, the adoption of a management information 
system, posItIYe Interast rate policy and linkages with Informal financial intermediaries to make the 
GCOS viable and self-sustaining. [5536] 
K-r Wold.: 0 .... 1; ...... West AfrIcI; 1he Gambia; Devalopment bank; 
1149. ~ S., -rhe Role d financial System In General and Central Banks In PartIcular,- Paper prepared 
for· the AFRN:AfEN:X;T SemInar on Resource MobIlzatIon for RuIaI D8\IIIopment. Nairobi. Kenya, 
30 January-10 Febnary 1984, AFRICA. Nairobi, I<'ar¥l. NCMmber 1983, 34 p. 
ThIs II a repoI1 baled on the authoB YIalts to Siena Leone and The Gambia to nMaw the central 
banIc8 In these countries with respect to their role In the planned d6Y8lopment of non-monetlsed 
araas. deYaloprnent and l8gulatlon d an institutional marlcating system to Inculcate financial 
discipline, and adutlon c:A appropriate manpcM8l' training and d .... opmant faclltles for rural cradlt 
institutions. Ca1b'aI banIc8 had been acdYe In the setting up of agrlcLfturai d6Y8lopment banks, In 
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the protIsIon m initial capital, Interest subsld~ protIsIon m loan guarantee and buDding up of 
technical personnel needed by the d6Y8l0pment banks In helping prepare projects for farmer-
borroNeIs. [4636] 
K8J Wolds: Ge ..... l; Africa; The Gambia; Sierra Leone; Formal ft_nee; 
1150. Shipton, Parker, -BonoMtIS and Landers In the Gambia: Preliminary Report on a Study of Informal 
FInancIal Systems In Some Sahellan FarmIng Communities, - HIID, Harvard UnMt~ Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, June 21,1987.63 p. 
ThIs report axamIn8s GambIan farmers savings, bonoNing, and 18ndlng practices. The SUNey of 
138 farmers In dhlel'Se vllages 1r'Id1cat~ that non-rnonetary sa-,.oIngs ~Mtstock) Is the most common 
form of .,. savings In the Gambia. Banking Is practiced by .mly a feN rul8l people and by almost 
no women. RelatNes are the most common sources of Informal Qnterast free) credit. Specialized 
moneylenders do not exist but rul8l retalers, wholesalers, and other business people are the major 
lenders of money, food, and other resources. Seasonal lending to farmers commonly carries 
Interest of about 50-150 percent owr six to eight months. In genel8l farmers would like to have 
more credit opportunities avaIabie to them and not be 80 dependent on Jnformallenders. [0972] 
K8J WonIs: Gen .. l; Sahel Weal Afrlcai The Gamblai Informal ft_neei Savlngsi Uvestocki 
1151. Shipton, Parker, -HaN Many Gambians Saw and What Their Strategies Imply for International AId,· 
PoIIc~ Research, and External Affairs WorkIng Papers No. 395, Agrlcultul8l and RuI8l Dewlopment 
Department, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., AprIl 1990, 64 p. 
This paper describes haN Gambians save and recommends alternathle dEMllopment strategies 
based on this saving behavior. Gambians do not prefer liquidity. They often convert wealth Into 
forms that shelter It from the daUy demands of spouses, kin, and neighbors and remow It from their 
0Nn temptation. Some Important ways of saving money (rotating credit and saving associations) 
and other goods (grain storage) combine principles of Individual property and group control. 
Farmers choosing savings options weigh trust-worthiness and convenience more heavUy than 
Interest rates or Inflationary losses. Financial Intermediaries should not subsidize credit - the 
standard approach - but savings. Gambians need a balance between credit and saving, liquidity and 
Illquld~ Individualism and group responsIbUIty. [1176] 
K8J Wolds: Gen_li Sahel Weal Afrlcai The Gambia; SavIngs; 
1152. Shipton, Parker, ~he Rope and the BOK: Group Savings in The Gambia,· In Informal Finance in lpN-
Income Coomrles, Dale W Adams and Delbert A fitchett (eds.), Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 
1992, pp. 25-42. 
Presents findings from field interviews from sample vllages in the Gambia during 1987-88 to argue 
that the countryS financial dawlopment strategies haw been unbalanced due to a policy based 
only on loans and not savings. Mechanisms that work link loans and deposits, and combine 
elements of individualism and coIlectMt responslbllty. Using the osusus as a case in point, suggests 
the Incorporation of deposit components In credit programs for institutions that are sound enough, 
and can buld upon existing social networks. [5059] 
K8J Wolds: Gen_li Sahel West Afrlcai The Gambia; Savings; Self-help groups; 
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1153. Shipton, Parker, -rime and Money In the Western Sahel: The C,"*ural Economy of Investment and 
Usuary In Gambian Local and Rural Finance,· Dewlopment Discussion Paper No. 303, HIID, Harvard 
University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, June 1989, 57 p. 
The tendencies and preferences of time and money differ between cultures due to idiom and 
convention, as exemplified by European, Middle-eastern, and African c,"*ural codes In Gambia 
having created room for local debate and uncertainty about what Is correct behavior In rural finance. 
This paper outlines the Gambian system of savings and credit and the sources of Informal credit, 
highlighting lending terms, which depend on the social distance between rural lenders and their 
borrc7Ners. Rural lending In Gambia can not be described as a financial market because of the 
secretive nature of the terms In borra.YIng and lending. Examines Influences on Informal finance 
from Islamic Law and colonially Imposed British Law. Loan contracts he.18 been oral with 
enforcement depending on multiple witnesses. [0273] 
Key Words: General; Sahel West Africa; The Gambia; Finance; 
1154. Shipton, Parker, -rIme and Money In the Western Sahel: A Clash of Cultures In Gambian Rural 
Finance,· In Markets In Developing Countries: Parallel. Fragmented. and Black, Michael Roemer and 
Christine Jones (eds.), San Francisco, California: ICS Press, 1991, pp. 113-139. 
The chapter briefly describes the Gambian rural society and economy. Argues that for financial 
transactions among the Gambians the concept of a market Is only partly appropriate because of 
soclo-cultural and Islamic Influences, and claims that the distinction between Interest rates and the 
ratio of Interest payments to loan principal as the key. The author notes that feN rural Gambians use 
the formal financial Institutions because they prefer to organize their DNn systems of saving and 
credit. Money-keepers and ROSCAs are popular ways of saving cash, In addition to saving In 
nonmonetary forms of wealth. Sources of Informal credit Include kin or friends, local shopkeepers 
or other merchants, and traders. Informal Interest charges In The Gambia depend on economic 
determinants, the presence of closeness of kinship and friendship ties between borroNer and lender, 
duration, amount, time of year, the nature of the commodity born::Nlled, and the solvency of the 
borrc7Ner. British-based national moneylending laws In force In The Gambia are based on 
assumptions that are different from the various Interpretations of Islamic law and customs that 
pervade In the countryside. It Is concluded that Indigenous and superimposed foreign 
understandings of time, money, and the relationship between them have left rural Gambians with 
a range of practices to choose from, to manipulate, and to debate. [4128] 
Key Words: General; Sahel West Africa; The Gambia; Finance; Informal finance; Formal 
finance; Women; Gender; Rural finance; Cooperatives; 
1155. United States Agency for International Dewlopment (USAlD) , "'-1.0. Economic Policy Reform 
Programs In Africa: A Synthesis of Findings from Six Evaluations,· AID Program and Operations 
Assessment Report No.1, OffIce of Evaluation, Center for Dewlopment Information and Evaluation, 
USAlD, Washington, D. C., December 1991, 33 p. 
Reports the findings of an 6Y8Iuatlon of AID-supported reform programs In six AfrIcan countries: 
Cameroon and Malawi (fertllzer market liberalization); Mall (policy shift from centralized statist 
economic approach to a less regulated economy); Senegal (Increased competitiveness of the 
private Industrial sector, and imprtMKi efficiency and equity of the tax system); The Gambia (greater 
private sector InvoIYement In agricultural marketing and Investment, while sharply reducing 
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go.wnment reguation of agrict.ltural and financial markets); and Uganda (refonn of the foreign 
exchange system and promotion of private sector nontraditional exports). Concludes that once 
controls were lifted the benefits were clear, but noted the general InabHlty of the respectl\le private 
sectors to make longer term 1nYestments. [5510] 
K8y WoIda: Agrlcult .... ; Africa; Cameroon; Malawi; Mall; Senegal; The Gambia; Uganda; 
Fl.-nee 
1156. von Braun, Joachim. "Rural Credit In Sub-Saharan AfrIca: Enabling Smallholder Production GrctNth 
and Food Securlty,-·Paper presented at the Workshop on Agrlcurtural 06Y8l0pment Policy Options 
for Sub-Saharan AfrIca, Arlington, Virginia, August 23-25, 1992, IFPRI, Washington, O. C., 1992, 
16 p. 
lists the factors, mostly policy and Implernentatlon- related, that hinder financial market development 
In Sub-Saharan AfrIca, and r8Yi9WS recent InncMltlons In rural savings and credit programs (e.g., 
Caisse Vllageolse d~pargne et de Cr~1t de BANH In Burkina Faso, CamCCUL In Cameroon, Caisse . 
Vllageoulse d~pargne et de cr~1t AutogerEl' In Gambia, Mali and Madagascar, Mudzi Fund In 
MalawQ . Concludes that savings schemes play a crucial role, noting that temporary sponsoring 
(subsidy) of Institutional buUd-up frequently precedes financial sustalnabUIty. [54001<] 
Key Worda: Agriculture; Africa; Burkina Faao; Cameroon; The Gambia; Mall; Malawi; Finance; 
1157. Walsh, Brendan, -Interest Rates and Economic D6Y8Iopment In The Gambla,- Statistics and Special 
Studies Unit, Ministry of Finance and Economic Affairs, The Gambia, April 1991, 14 p. 
The author Indicates that the aim of this note Is to present Information on the behavior of interest 
rates In The Gambia since 1986 in order to clarify some Issues relating to interest rates and 
economic d6Y8l0pment. A theoretical background on the determinants of interest rates Is presented 
In the second section and a discussion of the structure of Interest rates and their level during the 
Economic recOJery Program Is offered In the third section. The author analyzes the domestic 
Influences on Interest rates and the effects of posltlw real Interest rates In sections four and five. 
In conclusion, the author notes that there Is little hope for reducing interest rates through domestic 
policy In The Gambia. [5211] 
Key Worda: Sahel Weal Africa; The Gambia; Interest .. tea; Finance; 
1158. Watts, Michael, Peter O. little, Christopher Mock, Martin BUlings, and StEMm Jaffee, -Contract 
farming In Africa: ExacutIYe Summary.- Paper prepared for the AfrIca Bureau, USA/O, IDA, 
Binghamton, New 'tbrk, and Clark UnlYerslty. Worcester, Massachusetts, 1988, 32 p. 
Field research on contract farming schemes In Gambia, Senegal, Ghana, Iwry Coast, Kenya, Nigeria 
and Malawi to address USA/Os concems with Income generation, the role of private sector 
organizations, technology transfer to AfrIcan small farmers, and sustainable d6Y8l0pment. The study 
found that the incidence of contract farming in AfrIca has expanded significantly OJer the past 
decade and, regardless of political and economic Ideology, virtually all AfrIcan states haw some 
form of contract farming. It is the quality of management and technical support, the avaDabli1ty of 
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capital, and the presence of fawrable marIcat conditions that set apart successflJ from unsuccessful 
achemes, lather than type of ONnerShip (private, public, or hybrtd). [5343] 
Kay WonIs: Agrtcult ... ; Africa; The Gambia; Ollau; COte d'lvoInt; Ivory Coalt; Kenya; NIg ..... ; 
Ualawl; Senegal; finance; 
1159. Zeller, M., J. Von Braun, K Johm, and O. Puetz, ·Sources and Terms of Credit Faced by the Rural 
Poor In The Gambia: Policy Implications,· Paper presented at the International Seminar on Finance 
and Rural OewIopment In West AfrIca, Ougadougou, Burkina Faso, 21-25 Octo~r 1991, 
Cosponsoi8d by the I)epaI1inent of Agrlct*ural Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio State 
Un~ CoIum~ Ohio, and ClRAD, MontpeIller, France,.October 1991, 21 p. 
The authors argue for prtMdlng credit and savings options for consumption smoothing. FIrSt, they 
provide some theoI8tIcaI arguments that emphasize the major benefits of credit to Intertemporally 
stabUlze the consumption needs of food Insecure households. Second, they give an owrvlew of the 
current credit sources and savings options of rural Gambian households. The analytical results of 
the terms of credit faced by rural households Is presented In the third section. Finally, the authors 
provide policy Implications which advocate the establishment of linkage modules of vUlage-based 
credit schemes with formal lenders for refinancing, depositing Idle group funds, and for risk pooling 
of rural and urban loan portfolios. [4698] 
Kay Words: Oeneral; Sahel Walt Africa; The Oambla; F'unea; Credit; .nformal finance; Formal 
flunea; Unkag .. ; Entarprl .. s; 
1160. Zeller, Manfred, Ken Johm, and Ebrahim Kamara, ·Rural Ananclal Markets and Their Food Security 
Unkages In the Gambia: Current State and Policy Impilcatlons,·IFPRI, Washington, O. C., 1992, 
41 p. 
Reports the results of Intel"lieNs conducted In April 1991 among rural households on problems with 
rural finance. Concludes that the VIllage Bank Scheme appears to be sustainable and successful, 
although there are problems with seasonal deposit and withdrawal pattems where the peak of the 
latter coincides with the start of the rainy season when food stocks are depleted at the same time 
that agricultural Inputs and labor require financing. Reports that the FAO fertilizer project contributes 
to the dawlopment of a private agricultural Input market. [5112] 
Kay WonIs: Agrtcultura; Sahel West Africa; The Oambla; F'unca; Banks; Informal finance; 
Input marketing; 
Guinea-Bissau 
1161. Galli, Rosemary E., -Uberallzation Is Not Enough: Structural Adjustment and Peasants In Gulnea-
Bissau, - BtMew of AfrIcan PoIttlcal Economy, No. 49, Winter 1990, pp. 52-68. 
ExamInes the first three }SIrs of structural adjustment In Guinea-Bissau, challenging the assumption 
that market mechanisms alone can stlm~ate Investment. Funds Injected by the IMF and the Wor1d 
Bank faled to titer out from the espial Bissau to reach the small-scale rural producers. Credit 
largely went apolnteros-, or state officials who haw land concessions and who netther spent for 
productive Investments nor repaid their loans. [5157) 
Key Wordl: Agrlcufture; Sahel Welt Africa; Gulnea-BI188u; Finance; 
1162. Hldoussl, AIssa. and Jean ~ '.let, -Organisation du Cr6cJ1t Agricole en Guln6e-Bissau,- FAD, 'lome, 
Italy. 1980, 48 p. 
The report 8Y8Iuates the project designed to organize agricultural credit In Guln~e-Blssau. The 
targeted sectors are agriculture and fishing. Credit distribution must be complemented with policies 
designed to ImprcNe Inputs and staple food distribution, as well as agricultural output collection. 
S6Yerai banks and non-bank Institutions will be Involved. (4458] 
Key Wordl: Agriculture; Sahel Welt Africa; Guinea-Bilsau; Credit; International donors; 
Agribulinell; 
1163. Lette, Sergio Pereira, -Interest Rate Policies In West AfrIca, - International Monetary Fund Staff 
PaDers. Vol. 29, No.1, March 1982, pp. 48-76. 
This paper considers criteria for the determination of appropriate Interest rate IMS In ten selected 
West African countries. The countries are Iwry Coast and Senegal, The Gambia, Ghana, and Sierra 
Leone, Guinea and Mali, Cape Verde and Guinea Bissau, and Uberla. Although definitive 
conclusions must await a specific study of that country. there are strong Indications from the 
foregoing general CNeMew of a sample of ten countries that the prewiling policies of ION and stable 
interest rates haw resulted in an Inappropriate structure of Interest rates. In market and centrally-
planned economies, It Is extremely Important to avoid distortions of relative prices. For this, Interest 
rate reforms wUl haw to constitute an Important component of policy measures aimed at ImplUv'lng 
economic performance. Interest rates will haw to be managed to reduce the spread between 
borroNing and lending rates to -normal- IMS while producing positive real Interest rates. Finally. 
external shocks affect the conditions. This Is particular1y true In agricultural countries, where 
climatic factors are the main determinant of economic activity. Under those circumstances, and 
glYen that foreign interest ranges also fluctuate considerably. It Is desirable that Interest rate 
management techniques be kept flexible. [5142] . 
Key Wordl: General; Africa; C&te d'ivoil'e; Senegal; The Gambia; Ghana; Siena Leone; Guinea; 
Uall; Cape V.e; Gulnea-BllI8u; Uberia; Formal finance; Uberallzatlon; Monetary policy; 
Interest rates; 
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1164. Mayer; Jean, -D6YeIopment Problems and Prospects In Portuguese-speaking AfrIca, - International 
Labour ReYJSYi, Vol. 129, No.4, 1990, pp. 459-478. 
ReYIews the colonial history and assesses the dew!opment problems and prospects of the fMI 
Portuguese-speaking Sut>.saharan countries - Angola, Cape Verde, Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, 
and Sao TOITIt§ e Principe. Concludes that In all countries the dew!opment Indicators are ION: 
insufficient Industrialization, too little InYeStment In agriculture, poor financial management, markets 
dominated by barter and unofficial trading, and a ION lew! of monetization. Predicts that It wUl take 
at least a generation for the Ytar-ravaged countries, e.g., Mozambique, to resettle displaced persons, 
dew!op human resources, raIax admlnlstratlYe controls, open up the economy, create a sound 
financial system, and reconstruct transport networks. Foresees enormous challenges for the future 
considering the primacy of the bottle of beer as a form of currency and Ytag& good, against the 
backdrop of disruptions by Ytal; intemal migration, and smuggling; and the conslclerable time 
needed for theernergence of qualified public officials, competent private entrepreneurs and 
representatlYe trade union leaders. [5161] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Angola; cape Verde; Guinea-Bissau; Mozambique; Sao Tom6 e 
Prfnclpe; Finance; Development; wages; 
Mali 
1165. B*iard, Guy, Gerd Gunter Klo.wr, and Martin Harder (eds.), The Importance of Savings for Fighting 
,6Qalnst PCMrty bv Self-Help, Vol. I, Report on a Workshop, June 18-20, 1986, Bonn, West Gennany, 
Bonn, Federal Republic of Germany: German Foundation for International DeYeIopment, 1987, 
116 p. 
this report Is a summary of discussions aimed to stress the contribution that saving can make to 
the autonomous d6Wiopment of the poorer sectors of the population, to determine the prerequisites 
and the frarn6YlOl"k necessary for an effective promotion of savings and to work out approaches 
facDltatlng the ImprCMment and reinforcement of the role of saving as a means of finanCing the 
target clientele. The ieport contains case studies of savings institutions in Mall, Peru, Zimbabwe and 
Rwanda. [0419A] . 
Kay Word~: General; Africa; Mall; R_nda; Zimbabwe" !Clavlngl; SeH-help groups; 
1166. B*iard, Guy, Gerd Gunter KlCMer, and Martin Harder (eds.), The Importance of Savings for Fighting 
,6Qainst PCMrty bv Self-Help, Vol. II, Report on a Workshop, June 18-20, 1986, Bonn, West 
Germany, Bonn, Federal Republic of Germany: Gennan Foundation for International D6Y8lopment, 
1987,268 p. 
This YOIume contains a description and performances of diverse self-help savings groups and other 
savings institutions in Germany, Peru, and four AfrIcan countries: Rwanda, Zimbabwe, Mali, and 
Burkina Faso. [0419B] 
Key Wordl: General; Africa; Burkina FaIO; Mall; RMnda; Zimbabwe; Savings; Self-help 
grouPI; 
1167. Bremer-F(])(, Jennifer, Laura Bailey, Irving Rosenthal, Jeswald Salacuse, Thomas Tlmberg, and 
Wendy Weidner, "" Analytical Framework for Assistance to the Informal Sector In the Sahel," 
Report prepared for the Africa Bureau, USAlD, Robert R. Nathan Associates, Inc., Washington, D.C., 
NCMmber 1989, 51 p. 
AssIstance to small and mlcroenterprises in the Informal sector In AfrIca has become a common 
component of d6Yeloprnent programs Implemented by African gCMmments, donors, and private 
YOIuntary organizations (PVCs). These programs haw generally focused on two activities: 1) 
research designed to improYe our understanding of the scope and activities of the informal sector 
and 2) project assistance, generally taking the form of a small-scale credit program accompanied 
by technical assistance and training by borrowers, implemented by a PVC or a state-o.vned bank. 
This paper describes S6Y8raI such projects In the Sahel, in Burkina Faso, S4!ne!gaI, and Mall. The 
authors observe that these two activities do not constitute an adequate approach to meeting the 
needs of the informal sector in the Sahel. Programs under way in other regions, notably latin 
America, point the way to a more comprehensive and effective attack on the barriers to gro.vth 
facing the Informal sector. The strategy proposed by the authors departs radically from what Is 
currently in us,. It questions the use of the formal/informal category as a basis for programming 
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In the Sahel, and suggests Instead that the falul8 of the legal and administrative framework and the 
absence of functioning forrnaIlnstitutions Is the primary barrier to enterprise dewlopment for both 
formals and Informals. (4091) 
Key WoIdI: Micro and lmall ent....".. .. ; Sahel Wnt Africa; Sahel; Bl8'kina Falo; Senegal; Mali; 
CnN:IIt; Development; Informal finance; Government policy and programl; International donors; 
1168. Camara. I., -Las Structuras Mutuallstes d'Epargne at de Credit (SMEC) dans l'Unlon MontHalre 
Ouest-Afrlcalne- In The 11.0 and the FInancial Sector: Small Flnancla! Mechanisms In SuPPOrt of 
Party !lIMtlon, enterprise Prpmotlon and Self-Reliant Dewlcpnent. Report of a technical 
consultation organised tri the I_matlona! Labour OffIce. GenM. 19-20 September 1991, GenM. 
SwItzerland: ILO, 1991, pp. 11-17. 
The paper ~. a nM8w of Informal financial settings In the sewn West African Monetary Union 
(UM~) COUI ;tries of B6nln, Burkina Faso, C&te d'ivoire, Mall, Niger; S6n6ga1 and Togo. The author 
bellews that mutuallsts and cooperative forms of financial organizations remain a viable alternative 
for meeting the financial needs of farmers as wall as small and micro enterprises. Two financial 
anangements are predominant In rural areas In the sewn countries. They are savings and credit 
cooperatives (COOPECs) and vBlage banks. COOPECs are very similar to credit unions with a ffIN 
of them closely foilONIng the Grameen bank approach. Vllage banks, on the other hand, do not tie 
savings to credit. They are relatively nf!1N to West AfrIca. Their major weakness are their isolation 
and their fragmentation as no formula has been found to dewlop a viable link with the formal 
financial sector. The author racornmends a support program be set up for networking In the UMOA 
countries with the help of donor agencies. (5322) 
Key WoIdI: Finance; Africa; Benin; Burkina Falo; COte d'lwlre; Mall; Niger; Senegal; Togo; 
Micro and lmall enterpril8; Cradlt; Savlngl; 
1169. Caputo, Vincenzo, -La Cr6d1t at l'Eparagne Ruraux dans Ie Sahel, - Paper presented at the Regional 
Meeting on La Gestlon des Terrolrs VDlagaols au Sahel Segou, Mali, 22-27 May 1989, Club du Sahel. 
Paris, France, December 1988. 45 p. 
This paper discusses rural credit and savings In the Sahel. The author documents the origin. 
characteristics and problems of selected financial lnncwatlons which have faDed to perform as 
efficient rural financial Jnterrnedlarles. The study Includes a nMaw of financial arrangements, In Mali. 
Burkina Faso and Zimbabwe, which have succeeded In rnobUlzlng savings and allocating credit. 
[4295) 
Key Wontl: General; Africa; Mall; Burkina FaIO; Zimbabwe; Finance; Credit; Savings 
mobIllatlon; Informal finance; Formal finance; International donora; 
1170. Chao-Beroff, Renee, -CapItalisation d'une ExperIence de Mise en Place de Calsses VDlageolses 
d'Eparagne at de Credit Autogerees: S'appuyant sur les Cas du Burkina Faso (Oudalan), du Mali 
(Pays Pogon) at de Ia Gamble (Jahally-Pacharr),- FIrst draft, ecCE, Paris, France, NOJember 1990. 
73 p. 
This study discusses the experience of founding selfhelp groups in the context of savings and credit 
vllage associations with particular raferance to three cases in Burkina Faso, Mall and The Gambia. 
A definition of savings and credit village associations Is proyided in addition to a description of the 
G 
functioning of these groups. The thrae cases are discussed In more datal to capture their 
emergence. res. of the mcMHn8I1t and their role In their raspectIYe local economies. It Is 
concluded that the political framewor1cB. adrnlnlstratNa and institutional. and socJo.cuIturai. economic 
and organizational conditions. at the local and reglonal18Y8ls attribute to the success of the village 
associations. [4204] 
K8y WoIdI: General; Sahel Welt Africa; Mall; Bl8'klna FaIO; The Gambia; Finance; Savlngsj 
CnIcIltj Self-help groupa; Informal finance; Formal finance; 
1171. Chao-Beroff. Renee.:·Epargne at Cr6d1t en AfrIque: Ie Cas des Calsses Vllageolses du Payi Dogon 
(MaIQ •• Hlstolres dU D4ya1opparnent c. 1985. pp. 13-15. 
ThIs article descrIbeS cal.sea vllageolses savings and credit 8S$OCIations In the Dog( • region of 
Mall. The author finds that access to credit was the principal rnotNe for villagers to Join the 
associations. The very first members were recruited among the 40 percent poorest vllagers. Eighty 
percent of the loans are used for production activities and the reimbursement rate Is a very . 
satisfactory 99.8 percent. [4464] 
K8y Wordl: Gen.-I; Sahel Welt Africa; Mall; CnMIIt; 
1172. ChaYAlard. Nicole. -Lea Grandes Banques Africalnes, - AfrIque Industrle, No. 321. 1985. pp. 36-48. 
The article Is a compUatlon of different reports by BCEAO (Banque Centrale des Etats de l'Ouest) 
of operations and results of 60 West AfrIcan Monetary Union (UMOA) banks and a classification of 
the principal West AfrIcan and Central African commercial banks. There Is also a country-by-country 
survey of the major banks In Nigeria. Ivory Coast. Cameroon. Gabon. Senegal. Congo, Togo, 
Burkina Faso. Niger; Mall. and the Central African Republic. The data were obtained from published 
statistics of the banks results obtained In 1983. All UMOA banks have seen their net benefit drop 
due mainly to poor performance by d8Y8lopment banks and some commercial banks. Despite a 
slight Increase In total credit to the economy In 1982-83, all other bank services haw sI~ dONn. 
When ranking the banks, Nigeria comes In a distinct first follCMed by banks from the Franc Zone 
whYe other banks with nonconvertlble currencies come last. [0789J 
Key Words: General; Africa; NIg ..... j Cote d'lvolr8; Ivory Coalt; Cameroon; Gabon; Senegalj 
Congo; Togo; Burkina FaIOj Niger; Malij Central African Republicj Banksj 
1173. Cleaver, KsYIn M., -rhe Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture In Sub-Saharan 
AfrIca. - Staff Working Paper No. 728, The World Bank, Washington, D.C .• AprU 1985, 30 p. 
This paper nMews the awJable literature on the Impact of price and exchange rate policies on 
agriculture In Sub-Saharan AfrIca. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan African 
countries to test S6Y8I8I hypotheses concemlng policy Impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad, 
Ethiopia, Mall, MalawI, Zaire, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Guinea, 
BenIn, Central AfrIcan Republic, Sierra Leone, Madagascar; Niger, Sudan, Togo, Ghana, Kenya, 
Senegal, Lesotho, Uberla, Zambia, Nigeria, Zimbabwe. Cameroon, Botswana, Congo, and Ivory 
Coast. A regression equation with agricultural growth rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient was statistically significant but with a ION R2. Other Independent variables were 
Investigated Including fertllzer use per hectare, changes In the barter terms of trade, population 
growth rate, degree of concentration of export eamlngs, adult literacy. share of public consumption 
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In GOP and the degree c:I gcH8mment intervention In farm Input supply. Reductions In farm level 
price discrimination (nominal protection), share of gcH8mment consumption In GOP, and population 
grtMth rates were posItiYaIy related to agricUturai gfONth rates, whle the degree c:I gOllemment 
IrNCIYement In the farm Input supply Industry was negatlwly related. The findings tend to confirm 
the vIsw that inappropriate price and exchange late policies have a negatlw Impact on agricultural 
production. Other factors such as gOIIemment InwIYement In farm Input supply, population groNth, 
and gcMmments ablity to operate and maintain Its agricUturai Il1Y8Strnents are also Important. 
ApproprIate price and exchange late policies would have a relatlwly small Impact on agricultural 
grtMth so the policy paclcage to l8fnedy problems caused· by poor price and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to. each countl'\'. [AgrlcUturai Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HC597W63 No. 
728] 
Key Wold.: Agrlcunur~i Afrlcai Chadi Ethioplai Malii Malawli Zalrei Ugandai Burundii Burkina 
Fasoi Upper Volta; ;· •. oo:ta: Somalia: Tanzania: Guln_: Benin: Central African Republic: 
SI ..... Leone: MadaoaK ,': Niger: Sudan: Togo: Ghana: Kenya: Senegal: Lesotho: Uberia: 
Zambia: Nigeria: Zimbabwe: cameroon: BotaMna: Congo: Ivory Coast: Cete d'ivoire: Finance; 
Interut .. t .. : Policy ... form: Price.: 
1174. CouIlbaly, Ousmane NafoIo, -Factors Affecting Adoption of Agricultural Technologies by Small 
Farmers In Sub-Sahalan Africa: The Case of New Varieties of CoNpeas Around the Agricultural 
Research Station of Clnzana, Mall, - Unpublished M.S. Thesis, Department of Agricultural Economics, 
Michigan State University, East lansing, Michigan, 1987, 124 p. 
Analyzes factors affecting farmers' lapid adoption of new CONp88 varieties In Clnzana, Mali. 
Concludes that quick adoption by farmers occurs If the technology addresses a major constraint 
faced by farmers, and It Is profitable and backed by appropriate Institutions such as credit and Input 
supply. [4791] 
Key Wold.: Agrlcunure: Sahel West Africa: Mall: Creel": 
1175. de Benoist, Joseph Roger; -La R.seau des Flnancltl9S AfrIcalnes setend de Ia Tontine a la Banque 
~latlve,- March.s Trooicaux, December 23, 1988, pp. 3658-3659. 
This article "",aws the lapid groNth of the Financltre mOIIement begun in June 1980 in Cote 
d'lwire. The author describes the Financiere as a modem Tontine association that groups mainly 
high l8Y8Is professionals. The rncPI8I1l8nt has been steadily grt7Nlng and expanded to twelve African 
countries (CGte d'lwlre, Senegal, Ghana, Burkina Faso, Mali, Cameroon, Benin, Gabon, Guinea, 
Morocco, Togo, and Zaire). The principal objective of every local chapter is to motivate savings and 
faclltate cl9d1t for iI1Y8Strnent In d8Y8lopment projects. The creation of the -Flnancltre 
Internatlonale-Is expected to help harmonize the rules gOllemlng the different flnancieres and permit 
Joint collaboration In realizing dewlopment projects. [0926] 
Key Wold.: General: Africa: Cete d·,vo .... : Senegal; Ghana: Burkina Faso: Mali: Cameroon; 
Benin: Gabon: Guinea: Morocco: Togo; Zan: Intorrnal finance: 
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1176. Dhonte, Robert. "le Financernent des Petites Enterprises en AfrIque: Reflexions sur Ia Methodes 
d'interventlon,- Notes et Etudes No. 39, DMsIon des Etudes Genetales, eccE, Paris, France, 
January 1991, 38 p. 
The author reflects on Intervention methods In financing small scale enterprises In AfrIca. The text 
sheds some light on the naw methodology which permits obtaining some significant results In terms 
of the number of enterprises financed and the rate of ntlmbursement. Efficient projects ant analyzed 
with refentnc8 to their common characteristics, autonomy and relationship with clients, variables 
associated with the environment and the concept of credit, and their structUnt. These projects do 
not target the enterprise or emplovrnent but target the entntpl9neur for the purpose of dewloplng 
an entI9pntneurial generation. The author prcMdes examples from Mall, Senegal and Chad with 
comparative general data and notes that the naw Intervention strategy, and the projects In Senegal 
and Chad prcMde Interesting Ilustrations. [4188] . 
Key Worda: Micro and amall entarprtae; Sahel Wut Africa; Mall; Senegal; Chad; Finance; 
1177. Food and AgricuitUnt Organization of the United Nations (FAO), -Central Banks, Agricultural Cntdlt 
and Rural D6Y8Iopment, - Agricultural Services Division, FAD, Rome, Italy, April 1980, 80 p. 
This ntport discusses the actual or potential role of national financial systems, especially the Central 
Banks, In d6Y8l0ping countries In the pursuit of rural dewlopment programs In general, and 
agricultural cntdlt programs In particular. The discussion Is partlculany relevant to countries In Asia, 
AfrIca and the Near East. Dlffentnt roles of the Central Banks In d6Y8l0ping rural financial systems 
are described In detaU. Country papers on Sudan, Tanzania, Pakistan, Mall, India, Guinea, Colombia, 
BrazU, Egypt, and Latin America ant presented. [2374] 
Key Worda: General; Africa; Sudan; Tanzania; Mali; Guinea; Banks; AgrlcuHural credit; Central 
bank; 
1178. Garmlnlan, Marc, and Ousmane Sldi~, -Las 8anques Commerclales et Ie Flnancement des PME-
PMI au Mall: La Cas de la BIAO,- Excerpts from '~ustement Structure! dans les Syst~mes 
Bancaires et Financiers des PVC, Epargne sans Frontl~re, No. 23, June 1991, pp. 22-25. 
This article analyzes the Impact of commercial banks In financing SMEs (Small and Medium 
Enterprises) In Mall. BIAO (Banque Internatlonale pour Ill.frique de l'Ouest) In Mall In association 
with ACDI, a Canadian d6Y8iopment agency, has set up a special program to provide cntdlt to 
SMEs as well as train their leaders. Unfortunately, problems In loan ntlmbursement have emerged 
due to administrative and legal difficulties for creation and legalization of SMEs. The authors find this 
situation unfortunate because access to credit is one W8!f of assuring the formalization of SMEs. 
HONeWI; BIAOs program could be a good Incentive for other commercial banks to get more 
InYoIvecI with cntdlt for small entrepntneurs. [4212] 
Key Worda: Enterprla .. ; Sahel West Africa; Uall; Bana; Credit; 
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1179. Gentl, Dominique, Yves Foumler, Claude Mouret, M'Baye Dlao, Gaudens Dagnon, Jean-Baptiste 
Nana, and Aorentin Agoua, ·Etude sur les Perspectives et Modallttis de Crutlon de Nouvelles 
Institutions Bancalres de Type Coopt!ratlf et Mutuallste: Rapport de Synthtse,· IRAM, Paris, France, 
NCN8mber 1990, 74 p. 
This raport summarizes studies on perspectives and modalities for creating mutual and cooperative 
banking institutions. Studies were done In S6Y8n AfrIcan UMOA countries: Stintigal, Burkina Faso, 
Mall, Niger, COte d'ivoire, Togo, and Btinln. ExIsting Institutions such as CNCA, COOPECs, 
Dewlopment Banks, and tontines are nM6wed. Other experiences of Banques Populalres In 
Rwanda and Unit Banks In Ghana and Gramesn Banks In Bangladesh are analyzed for comparison 
and possible application to West AfrIca. The investigations indicate that the creation of new finance 
institutions don't seem necessary because there exists already a lot of different savings and credit 
groups, especially In the rural sector. The suggelitloo Is to rather focus attention on designing 
projects for the urban sector which rapk glONth all.j Importance of Its Informal sector cannot be 
Ignored. [4190] .'
Kay Words: General; Africa; Senegal; Burkina F.so; Mali; Niger; CGte d'ivoire; Togo; B6nln; 
Finance; Banks; Cooperatives; Cntdlt unions; Development banks; 
1180. Gueymard, Y\ies, ·Methode de MobUisatlon de l'Epargne Rurale dans les Pays Africains,· Institute 
d'Etudes du Dtiveloppement Econornlque et Social QEDES) - Recherche Unlversit6 de Paris I, Paris, 
France, AprU 1984,9 p. 
This study deals with existing forms of rural savings mobUlzatlon In African countries. Specific 
examples in Mall, Upper Volta, and Rwanda are glvan. The study found that rural populations have 
recourse to Informal savings associations because of an Insufficient number of formal financial 
Institutions. Tontine clubs continue to be more successful than credit unions (CUs) In savings 
mobUlzatlon and seem to be preferred by rural people. In general tontines and CUs have had little 
relation with each other although they could be viewed as complementary Institutions. In the 
authorS view, the 6\fOIution of tontines tONard a CU type Institution would mean their legalization 
and the subsequent loss of their originality and protection against poor administration. [0774] 
Kay Words: General; Africa; Burkina F.so; Mall; Upper Volta; R\Wnda; Savings; Savings 
mobilization; Cntdlt unions; SeH-help groups; 
1181. Holtzman, John S., et aI., 1\grlbuslness Development In Sub-Saharan Africa: Suggested 
Approaches, Information Needs and an Analytical Agenda, Volume II: Country Annexes,· Abt 
Associates, Bethesda, Maryland, September 1992, 185 p. 
This raport Is the second volume of a study that consists of lessons leamed through USAIDs 
approaches to agricultural marketing and agribusiness dewlopment In twelve sub-saharan African 
countries. The reports are based on literature reYlews for Ghana, Guinea, Madagascar, Rwanda, 
Senegal, Togo and Zimbabwe and field research In Cameroon, Kenya, Mall, Niger and Uganda. The 
first volume summarizes the lessons leamed from traditional and targeted aproaches foilONed by 
USAID to agricuttural marketing and agribusiness deYeIopment whUe this report presents case 
studies regarding the gCNemment policy and regulatory environment that fosters private sector 
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IrNestment and entrepreneurship. Country specific examples of agribusiness deYeIopment are 
discussed In detaR. (5573B] 
Kay Wordl: Agribulln8ll; Africa; Cameroon; Ghana; Guinea; Kenya; Madagalcar; Mali; Niger; 
RMnda; Senegal; Togo; Uganda; Zimbabwe; Enterprises; Government policy and programs; 
International donors; 
1182. leite, Sergio Pereira, -Interest Rate Policies In West AfrIca, - International Monetary Fund Staff 
Papers, Vol. 29, No.-1, March 1982, pp.48-76. 
This paper consIdena criteria for the determination of appropriate Interest rate leYeIs In ten selected 
West AfrIcan countries. The countries are Ivory Coast and Senegal, The Gambia, Ghana, and Sierra 
Leone, Guinea and Mall, Cape Verde and Guinea Bissau, and Uberla. Although d8flnltlve 
conclusions must await a specific study of that country, there are strong indications from the 
foregoing general CNervIeN of a sample of ten countries that the preYaDlng policies of ION and stable 
Interest rates haw resulted In an Inappropriate structure of Interest rates. In market and centrally-
planned economies, It Is extremely Important to avoid distortions of relative prices. For this, Interest 
rate refonns will haw to constitute an Important component of policy measures aimed at Improving 
economic performance. Interest rates wUI haw to be managed to reduce the spread between 
borrowing and lending rates to -normal- leYeIs while producing positive real Interest rates. Finally, 
external shocks affect the conditions. This Is particularly true In agricultural countries, where 
climatic factors are the main determinant of economic activity. Under those circumstances, and 
given that foreign Interest ranges also fluctuate considerably, It Is desirable that Interest rate 
management techniques be kept flexible. (5142] 
Kay Wordl: General; Africa; eGte d'ivolra; Senegal; The Gambia; Ghana; Sierra Leone; Guinea; 
Mall; Cape Verde; Gulnea-BIII8Y; Uberia; Formal finance; Uberallzatlon; Monetary policy; 
Interest ratel; 
1183. lswIs, Sydney A, and Karen Russell, -Mali: Women In Private Enterprise: Final Report to the Bureau 
for Private Enterprise, USAID/Mall and PPC/WID, Ernst & Young, Washington, D.C .• August 1989. 
169 p. 
Reports on the results of a survey of 34 women entrepreneurs to assess the role of women In 
private sector deYeIopment. Among formal and Informal sector entrepreneurs, Involvement Is mainly 
In the commercial and services sectors. For those In the formal sector, lack of access to finance 
Is the major constraint. whOe the decline In purchasing poN8r Is the most Important for Informal 
sector entrepreneurs. [4785] 
Kay Wordl: Micro and lmall enterprlle; Sahel West Africa; Mall; Finance; Women; 
1184. Luery, Andrea, "WomenS Economic Activities and Credit Opportunities In the Operation Haute Vallee 
(OHV) Zone Mall. - University of ArIzona. Tucson. ArIzona, 1989. 51 p. 
This paper Is based on a study of women~ economic resources and credit opportunities In the 
southern zone of the upper valley of the Niger River (Operation Haute Vallee OHV). The role of 
agricultural economists In the OHV zone was: (1) the dewlopment of a data base on rural women~ 
economic activities and credit needs; (2) the analysis of actual and potential economically significant 
Income generating activities of rural women; (3) the identification of avenues to facilitate rural 
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~ access to cradlt. In the absence m cradlt to facDltate and Incraase the potential of their 
work, women have deYeloped their 0Nn organizational network. The most Important of these 
support systems Is the wornerm local associations, the ,ontInes-. These Informal savings and loan 
associations demonstrate hoN women use cradlt, saw and deposit eamlngs, as well as emphasize 
the Importance m social ties. GIwn the rastrIctIons that women face In obtaining formal cradlt, 
there Is a need to plan and design programs which better S8I'\I8 women. Policy racommendatlons 
are proposed. (4079) 
Key WoIdI: Women: Sahel Welt Africa: Mall: CNdIt: Savlngl • credit COOperativel: Informal 
finance: 
1185. Maldonado, C., -rhe Underdogs m the Urban Economy Join Forces: ReBUts m 8i.' ILO Programme 
In Mall, Rwanda, 8nd Toga,-Internatlonal Labour RaYlP .• Vol. 128, No.1, 1989, ~, . 65-84. 
The author I8YIews the design, ach .... ments and Lnpact m the ILOt. World Employment 
Programme to assist small-scale activities In Mall, Rwanda, and Togo. The aim m the program Is 
to encourage small-scale urban craftsmen (such as carpenters, blacksmiths, masons, and 
repairmen) to organize themseIYes In order to secure better access to production resources and . 
cradlt, acquire occupational skills and so ImprtM their eamlng capacity. Unlike traditional methods 
which rely on decisions taken by outsiders, this program emphasizes the participation of the 
disadvantaged In declslorHnaking. One of the principal ach .... ments of the program has been to 
assist small-scale producers' seIf-organlzatlon to form associations and gain negotiating poNer. 
Support worIcshops and training allON craftsmen groups easier access to production facUlties; 
groups that raise their 0Nn funds are less vulnerable and less dependent on outside assistance than 
born7NIng groups. The financing of mlcroenterprlses faces mainly two problems: their savings 
capacity and cradlt faclltles. Problems persist In Mall while Inl'KMltlw financial mechanisms 
promoted the success m these two sources of financing In both Rwanda and Togo. Apart from a 
feN exceptions, NlIuatlons reflect positive effects on the participants' Incomes and employment. 
The conclusion reached Is In support of grass-roots Inltlatlws and the mobilization of local 
resources as effectlw means of promoting mlcro-enterprlses. [1240] 
Key Wontl: Micro and lmall enterprise: Africa: Mall: Rwanda: Togo: Finance: Employment; 
1186. Mamadou, 8agayoko, -La Probl.matlque du Secteur Informal: Les Exp6r1ences en Caurs au Mall,· 
Paper presented at International Seminar on PromouvoIr Ia Croissance Economlque au Nlveau 
Local: Recherche de Nouwaux Instruments de Coop6liltlon, Rome, Italy. September 27-29, 1990, 
Onmoe Bamako, Mall, 1990, 24 p. 
The article deals with the Informal sector In Mall (West AfrIca). The author tells us that the 
d6Y8lopment m the Informal sector In MaIlls aimed at raising the production of goods and services 
In the country that would lead to the d6Y8lopment of small and mlcroenterprlses and help solve the 
unemplO')'ment problem. Recent action by the Ministry m EmplO')'ment has helped to give the 
Informal sector the recognition It deseMS as to the role It plays In the economy. [4369] 
Key Wordl: Gen.-I: Sahel Well Africa: Mall: Informal finance; Development; Micro and small 
enterpri18: 
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1187. MasInI, Marlo, "Rural FInance ProfIes: MalI,- FAO-FINAFRICA, WorkIng Group, AprI1985, 51 p. 
ThIs paper summartzes the structure and ..uutlon of the financial sector In Mall with emphasis on 
rural flnance. A key d8Y8lopment In the monetary sector was the abandonment of the flanc zone 
In 1962 after Independence and rejoining five ~rs later. A naw Franch-Mallan agl88ment was 
established In 1977 I8SlJtlng In I88ntry Into the Union Monetaire Quest AfrIcalne (UM~) In June 
1984. The naw monetary control flarnswork implies an CMraII cellng on the groNth of bank credit 
and a global ceRing on credit extended by the Banque Centrale des Etats de INrique de I'Quest 
(BCEAO). The latlo offlnanclal variables to GNP shaN a decreasing trend since the mld-sewntles. 
ThIs decline In flnanQIaI deepening woUd have been greater I access to foreign sources of credit 
would not have been seml-automatic as In the case of Flancetl Openltlons Account for Mall. The 
author concludes that most rural finance Is stll prtMded by OORtI; the BNDA Is stll too neYI for 
C' If\1pr8hensIw 8Y8IuatIon; there Is some duplication of functions and inefficient layering of financial 
Ir ·dtutloris; the !nterest rate structure fals to prtMde adequate signals as to scarcities, opportunities 
for return, conditions of risk, and maturity preferences; and captlYe sources of funds valued at 
dlsequllbrlum lates of Interest force specialized lenders Into excessively fast groNth and distracts 
them from savings mobIlzation. [3200] 
K8y Word.: 0 .... 1; Sahel W.1t AfrIcII; Mall; Formal finance; Monetary policy; Intervlt rates; 
Banks; 
1188. Masini, Marlo (ed.), Rural Finance Prpf!!es In African Countries, Vol. 1, The Credit Markets of Africa 
SerIes No. 19, MUan, Italy: FiNAFRIC'A-CAAIPLO, 1987,278 p. 
Part of a series of country profiles prepared In cooperation between FAO and FiNAFRICA, with the 
aim of providing an assessment of the various styles of Involvement of Institutional finance In rural 
de.l8lopment, In order to serve as a basis for affectlYe action at the policy assessment and 
fonnulatlon 18Y8I and for technical assistance. The countries C<Mtr a variety of situations and those 
Included In this first wlume are: Kenya, Mall, Niger, Somalia and Zaire. Another set of countries wDi 
be C<Mtrad In a second wlume. The analysis Is drawn as far as possible according to a common 
conceptual scheme C<MtrIng: main features of the economy; monetary policy and financial 
de.l8lopment; performance of financial Institutions; rural credit oUtside financial Institutions; 
Inflastructure for rural dswlopment and agricultural pricing policies; key financial lnstItutlon(s) and 
CNervlaw of rural finance. [0021 A] 
K8y Word.: 0 .... 1; Africa; Kenya; Mall; Niger; Somalia; zaire; Finance; Formal finance; 
Informal finance; Rani finance; 
1189. Mittendorf, H. J., -Mall - Rapport d'Ex'cutlon - Etude de Falsabnlt. pour Ia Mise en Place des 
Calsses Vllageolses d'Epargne et de Crddlt au Pays Dogan, - CIDR/MalI, GTZ, Eschbom, Federal 
Republic of Germany. December 1985, 66 p. + annexes. 
This report Is the resUt of the study to determine the creation of CUs (credit unions) In Dogon 
(MaIQ. An CNeMew of the currant credit situation lead to the conclusion that a more flexible and less 
costly credit system Is In need In Dogon. The new credit system should be self financing, with 
emphasis on savings mobUlzatlon, and left to the control of villagers. The savings and credit project 
wli be supported by gcMtmmentailnstltutlons but will keep Its Independent status. [4370] 
I<8J Word.: 0 .... 1; Sah.1 Well Africa; Mall; Credit; SavIng.; Rural finance; 
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1190. MonImart, Marte, "Femmes at Lutte contra Ia DIYerslficatIon au Sahel: Etude d'axpdrlence dans Six 
Pays: Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Mall, Mauritanie, Niger; Senegal,. Oub du Sahel, Ouagadougou, 
Burkina Faso, June 1988, 164 p. 
The document deals with Yt'Or118tiI battle against decertification In six countries d the sahel region. 
The author argues that cash generating activities 818 highly correlated with the battle against 
decertlftcatlon and cradlt plays a major role In assuring the success of these activities. Examples 
d successful axperIences that promote womerm participation In the economic system 818 outlined. 
[0964] 
Kay Wold.: WorneI1; Africa; Burldl1ll F11O; C8pe Venle; Mall; Mauritania; Niger; Senegal; 
Cnldlt; , 
1191. Regional Economic DaYelopment ServIces OffIceJWest AfrIca (REDSO/t'>:A), "The AfrIcan Fln8ncl~re 
MO\I8I11ent: TCMards the Creation of Indigenous Private Sector African Venture Capital Funds,-
USAlD, Washington, D.C., January 1989, 19 p. 
Describes the Flnancldre I1lCH8ment as pn:McIer of wmture capital funds for SMEs In West Africa and 
proposes AID assistance to this and slmlar groups of financial mutual societies composed of 
educated entrepreneurial member-cwmelS. Aside from Cote d'ivoire where the I1lCNement originated, 
operational Flnancl6res can also be found In Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Ghana, Mall and 
Senegal. The different Financleres encourage regular savings by monthly deposits to the 
assocIatlcril treasury, just like a Tontine. The accumulated funds are an Important source of 
Investment funds. The Cl88tion of a regional coordinating center planned for earty 1989 Is aimed 
at contributing to the d6WIopment and management of common Il'N8Stment projects. [4288] 
Kay Worda: Micro and III1IIlIenterprl .. ; Africa; COte d'ivon; Bwkll1ll Faao; Cameroon; Ghana; 
Mall; Senegal; Fil1llnee; Sen-help gft)upa; 
1192. SIdIb6, Moussa LAo, Mahmoud Bah, Bakary SIdIb6, and Diana Kadlatou Sarnoura, Recherche de 
NoMles Ugnes dktlon et de Strat~gles DOur un D6ye!opoement Cog06ratlf proPre a li6,frlgye de 
l'Ouest: Mali. Federal Republic of Germany: International Co-operatlve Alliance, German Foundation 
for International DEMlIopment, 1987. 
This document Is based on Information from national consultants and trusteeships. A survey of 
cooperatiws, pre-cooperatiws, and mutual self-help groups completes the data. The report analyzes 
production, commercialization, and savings and credit cooperatives. The savings and credit union 
mO\I8I11ent Is stated to be stDl In Its beginning. The report mentions. hc:M8wr, that the creation of 
13 vllage credit unions was planned In the region of Moptl. this lack of formal financial Intervention 
Is compensated through the existence of Informal financial groups. The most popular are rotating 
savings and credit unions (tontines). They haw a social security and Il'N8Stment function. Two 
tontines are descrlb4Kt In detaR. [GER] 
Kay WoIda: Gen .. l; Sahel Well Africa; Mall; Cladlt unions; 
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1193. Sinnwell, Erwin, "Project: Rural SavIngs Bank In Mall,· In The Importance of Savings for Fighting 
Against PcNerty by Self-HelD. Guy EWdard, Gerd GOnter IQOwer, and Martin Harder (eds.), Vol. II, 
Gennan foundation for International D6Y8Iopment. Bertin, 1987, pp.201-205. 
The author describes the begInnings, objectlws and field experiences d a rural savings bank 
project among vllagers In the Dogan region d Mall as initiated by ClDR (Centre International de 
o.veloppement de Recherche). It concludes that although the project was Initiated by an external 
institution, the approach taken appears promising because, among other factors, the target group 
has confidence In the Initiators. [0419J 
Key WonIa: G..,.,.lj Sahel Welt Africaj "allj Savingaj Banksj 
1194. Smlth·~3raen, Poonam, -won.n COoperatlws - A Vehicle for DMopment,· Women In 
International D6Y81opment Wo~ng Paper No. 201, Women In International DMOpment Program, 
Michigan State Unlwrslty. East lansing, Michigan, February 1990, 24 p. 
Evaluates the performance of eight womens cooperatives In sewn AfrIcan and Mlan countries 
(Mall, Malaysia, Zambia, Tanzania, Zimbabwe, India, Bangladesh and Zambia) In terms of 
constraints, administrative strategies and organizational procedures. Identifies member participation, 
political linkages, organizational doctrine, management skUls and resource linkages as some of the 
factors which are critical to successful outcomes. Credit-related problems cited Include lack of 
access (Zambia) and poor repayment (Zambia, Zimbabwe). [51ooJ 
Key Worda: Generalj Africaj "allj ~nzanlaj Zamblaj Zimbabwej Coopemtlvesj Womenj 
Genderj 
1195. United States Agency for International DMopment (USAlD), ".1.0. Economic Policy Reform 
Programs In AfrIca: A Synthesis of Andlngs from Six Evaluations,· AID Program and Operations 
Assessment Report No.1, Office of Evaluation, Center for DMopment Information and Evaluation, 
USAlD, Washington, D. C., December 1991, 33 p. 
Reports the findings of an ewJuatlon of AID-supported reform programs In six African countries: 
Cameroon and Malawi (fertUizer market liberalization); Mali (policy shift from centralized statist 
economic approach to a less regulated economy); Senegal (Increased competltlwness of the 
private Industrial sector, and Impl"CMKl efficiency and equity of the tax system); The Gambia (greater 
private sector Involvement In agricultural marketing and Inwstrnent, whOe sharply reducing 
goJ8mrnent regulation d agricultural and financial markets); and Uganda (reform of the foreign 
exchange system and promotion of private sector nontraditional exports). Concludes that once 
controls were lifted the benefits were clear, but noted the general lnabUIty of the respectlw private 
sectors to make longer term Inwstments. [551 OJ 
Key WonIa: Agricunurej Africaj Cameroonj Malawlj "allj Senegalj The Gamblaj Uganda; 
Finance 
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1196. von Braun, Joachim, "Rural Credit In Sub-Saharan AfrIca: Enabling Smallholder Production GrtNlth 
and Food Security.· Paper presented at the Workshop on Agricultural D6Y8Iopment Policy Options 
for Sub-Saharan Africa, Arflngton, VIrginia, August 23-25, 1992, IFPRI, Washington, D. C., 1992, 
16 p. 
Usts the factors, mostly policy and implementation- related, that hinder financial market d6Y9l0pment 
In Sub-Saharan AfrIca, and I'8YIews recent InncMltlons In rural savings and credit programs (e.g., 
CaIsse Vllageolse d~pargne et de Cr6d1t de BANH In Burkina Faso, CamCCUL In Cameroon, Caisse 
Vllageoulse d~pargne et de cr6d1t Autogerttti In Gambia, Mall and Madagascar, Mudzl Fund In 
Malawi) . Concludes that savings schemes play a crucial role, noting that temporary sponsoring 
(subsidy) of institutional buDd-up frequently precedes financial sustalnabUIty. [54001<] 
Key Wolds: AgricunLft; Africa; Burkina FaIO; cameroon; The Cambia; Mall; Mal£wi; Finance; 
1197. Wagu', Amadou, ·MobUlzatlon of Rural Savings In D6Y9Ioplng Countries: The Case 01 Mall,· Ph.D. 
dissertation, University of Cincinnati, University Microfilms International, Ann Arbor, MI, 1988, 
146 p. 
The study objectives are to assess the financial savings behavior of small farmers In Mali, and the 
performance of the savings mobUlzatlon program of the D6Y9Iopment Bank of Mali (BDM) using a 
~perlod utHIty maximization model of a small farmer whose constraints include one cropping 
season. It tests the hypotheses that the small farmerS financial savings are negatlwly related to his 
borroNings, posltNely related to his Income and the borrt7Ning rate, and either posltNely or 
negatNely related to the deposit rate depending on the net effects of the wealth and the substitution 
effects. Findings from a sample of 120 small farmers In the Sikasso Region support these predicted 
relationships. The author concludes that a banking Institution can Indeed mobilize the savings of the 
rural poor and cites the Integration of the savings and credit schemes, adequate rates of returns on 
financial assets among the success factors. [On1] 
Key Words: General; Sahel West Africa; Mall; Savings; Development banks; 
1198. West African Economic Community, ·Programme Communautalre Caisse Rurale d'Epargne et de 
Pret,· Rural Savings and Loan Cooperatives, Summary Report, CREP ICEK) Community Project, 
Vol. II, APPUI, Sherbrooke, Canada, April 1987, 37 p. 
Gives the context of and describes the programme and Its organization. Presents the structure of 
the savings and loan cooperatives (CREPs) and describes the national programmes envisaged for 
Benin, Burkina Faso, COte d'ivolre, Mall, Mauritania, Niger, and Senegal respectNely. [4740] 
Key Wolds: General; Africa; Benin; Burkina Faso; C61e d'ivolre; Mall; Cooperatives; Savings; 
1199. Wharton Econometrics and D6Y9Iopment Economics Group of Louis Berger International, Inc., -rhe 
Role of the African Ananclal Sector In D6Y9Iopment,· Report submitted to USAlD, Wharton 
Econometrics and D6Y8Iopment Economics Group of Louis Berger International, Bala Cynwyd, 
Pennsylvania, July 31, 1987, 366 p. 
This is an elewn-country (Guinea, Kenya, Malawi, Mali, Niger, Rwanda, Senegal, Somalia, Sudan, 
Zaire and Zambia) ewiuation and assessment of the need and prospects for financial sector reform 
in Sub-Saharan Africa. From the Individual country studies, a ranking scheme was derived relating 
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to (a) macroeconomic criteria - the perceived stabllty and auspiciousness for financial sector 
reform In the particular country; and (b) financial sector criteria - the perceived strength of the 
financial sector. A three-pronged approach to financial sector reform Is recommended: (1) reforms 
aimed at strengthening and reforming existing financial Institutions; (2) liberalizing reforms foilONing 
current account liberalization; and (3) reforms aimed at financial sector nMtaIlzatlon through 
Increased competition. Study argues that the models using the McKinnon-Shaw financial 
dawlopment thesis are too narrtM for empirical Investigations of Sub-Saharan AfrIcan countries. 
Macroeconomic Issues that affect savings and Inwstment behavior should also be considered, 
along with the Importance of sequencing reforms. [3846] 
K8y Words: Gen ... l; Africa; Guinea; Kenya; MllawI; Mill; Niger; Rwandl; Sudln; zaire; 
zambia; Senegll; Somalia; Finance; Policy 18form; . 
1200. Zulu, Justin B., and Saleh M. NsouIl, 'Jtdjustment Programs In AfrIca: The Recent experience,· 
Occasional Paper No. 34, International Monetary Fund, WaShington, D.C., AprU 1985, 37 p; 
This study examined the design and Implementation of adjustment programs supported by IMF 
resources In Africa during 1980-81. These programs emphasized both supply and demand-orlented 
policies. The pursuit of an Independent credit policy was constrained by budgetary poliCies that 
dictated credit to the gOliemment sector: The Implementation of programs shON8d mixed results. 
Only about one fifth of the countries reached the targeted 1M of economic gl'ONth; nearly half 
reached their Inflation targets, and about a third attained targets related to the current account 
balance. Slippages In Implementation IFNOIved primarUy the emergence of unforeseen dMopments, 
an InabDIty to mobUlze sufficient political support to Implement the requisite adjustment measures, 
limitations In the administrative Infrastructure, OIIerly optimistic targets, and delays or shortfalls In 
net InfiOIt'S of dMopment assistance. Case studies were presented of Somalia and Mall to shoo 
that differences In deSign of the programs and the adoption of policies to changing and unforeseen 
circumstances were critical to the progress made during the period of adjustment. [4668] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Somalfl; MIU; Finance; 
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1201. Germldls, Dimitri, Denis Kessler, and Rachel Meghlr; Financial Systems and DMooment: What Role 
for the Forma! and Informal Financial Sectors?, Paris, France: Oewp!opment Center Studies, OECD, 
1991,253 p. 
Based on extensive case studies In 12 dMoplng countries on three continents, the authors prcMde 
an analysis of the CMHaII framework for financial Intennedlatlon In dMoping countries, Including 
both the formal and Informal sectors, and the economic policy environments In which they operate. 
The book looks specifically at domestic savings, and concludes that CMHaII financial dMopment 
cannot be achleY8d. by focusing attention on formal sector institutions alone, but neither can the 
Informal sector be left to Its 0Nn dSYIces If financial dualism and Its Impact on dMopment are to 
be reduced. The authors propo.~ ways to Improw the efficiency of the financial livstem In 
dMoplng countries by linking tm! two sectors In order to establish a more balanced 8f .:>nomlc, 
financial and monetary envirc"nent. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State l'.ltverslty, 
HGl95G471991] 
Key Words: Geneml; Africa; Burundi; Ethiopia; Togo; zambia; Zimbabwe; Mauritania; Senegal; 
Finance; Informal finance; Formal finance; Savings mobilization; 
1202. Jackson, James, -DlroI Plains Operations Research, - Project Evaluation Summary, 
USAID/Mauritania, Washington, D.C., March 1987,9 p. 
Gives a mixed 16Yiew of a project designed to dMop and test a method for assisting the people 
of Dirol Plains Increase productivity through ImpttMKf utllzatlon and management of local water; 
agricultural and human resources. Production credit techniques are being tested on vegetable 
gardeners and other farmers In three villages. Notes the agricultural Imp~ments which farmers 
could enjoy, despite weaknesses In the cooperating Implementor (the PfP) which went out of 
existence In 1986. [4236] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Sahel Welt Africa; Mauritania; Formal finance; 
1203. Le Francois, louis, -Les Banques Commerclalles en AfrIque Subsaharlenne: Orlglne - Evolution -
Avenlr;- Marcb6s Tl'Qolcaux, June 1987, pp. 1679-1706. 
The author discusses the origin, mutton and future of commercial banks In Sub-Saharan Africa. 
The International economic crisis and the crisis of the banks Is l'8Yiewed. Specific case studies are 
presented from Nigeria, Zaire, Mauritania, Guinea and Equatorial Guinea. [4722] 
Key Words: Ganeml; Africa; Nigeria; zaire; UaLWltanla; Guinea; Equatorial Guinea; Finance; 
Formal finance; Commercial banks; 
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1204. Monlmart. Marie, -Femmes at Lutte contre Ia Diversification au Sahel: Etude d'~rlence dans Six 
Pays: Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Mall, Mauritanie, Niger, Senegal, - Club du Sahel, Ouagadougou, 
Burkina Faso, June 1988, 164 p. 
The document deals with womerm battle against decertification In six countries of the sahel region. 
The author argues that cash generating activities are highly correlated with the battle against 
decertification and credit plays a major role In assuring the success of these activities. Examples 
ci successful experiences that promote womenS participation in the economic system are outlined. 
[0964] 
Key Word.: Women; Africa; Burkina Faso; cape Venle; Mall; Mauritania; Niger; Senegal; 
CndR; . 
1205. Pince, G'rard, -Rapport de Mission sur Ie Cr6d1t Agrlcole en Mauritanie, - eccE, Paris, France, 
September 1979, 85 p. 
The report summarizes the findings of the mission responsible for the creation of an agricultural 
credit system In Mauritania. The author asserts that the succcess of agricultural credit is directly 
related to marketing activities. Credit needs In the rural sector of Mauritania are difficult to evaluate 
because no organism responsible for credit distribution to Mauritanian farmers exists. The author 
does not favor a specialized agricultural bank In the Immediate future. He recommends that funds 
be allocated (and put aside by the Mauritanian dewlopment and commerce bank) for farmers' credit 
needs unt" the conditions are met for the creation of an agricultural credit system. In the meantime, 
a structure should be In place to prtMcle the rural sector with agricultural Inputs and the 
cooperatives should be n:MtaJlzed to ensure farmers' participation In the future credit scheme. 
[4400] 
Key Words: AgricuRure; Sahel West Africa; Mauritania; CredR; 
1206. Y'ro, Dlallo hiama, Sy Mohamed eI Hassamlou, and Diaklt~ Harnala Kaba, Recherche de Nouvelles 
Ugnes dktlon et de Strattigles DOyr un PtJeloDoement CooDtiratif D!"QDre a I)\friaue de l'Ouest: 
Mauritanie, International Co-operatlve Alliance, German Foundation for International Development, 
December 1985. 
This document Is based on Information from national consultants and trusteeships. A survey of 
cooperatives, pre-cooperatlves, and mutual self-help groups completes the data. The report analyzes 
production, commercialization, and savings and credit cooperatives. In contrast to Informal financial 
associations, savings and credit cooperatives do not yet exist In Mauritania. Mutual aid and rotating 
savings and credit associations are mentioned as forms of Informal financial Intermediation. The 
authors state that these Informal groups could serw as base for the future savings and credit 
cooperative mo.eement. [GER] 
Key Word.: General; Sahel West Africa; Mauritania; Cooperative.; 
Niger 
1207. Anderson, Peggy, -New System In Niger,- AfrIcan RePOrt, Vol. 13, No.8, NCMtmber 1968, pp. 12-17. 
This article reports on changes In a cooperative credit and marketing program In Niger that reduced 
credit defa~. This was achleYed by allONIng more peasant participation In the credit allocation 
process; tying credit and marketing dosely together; and relating dividends paid back to 
participants to vllage credit repayment [ARC. 1150J 
Key WOlds: General; Sahel West Africa; Niger; er.dlt; 
1208. Arnauld, Eric, -Merchant Capital, Simple ReprodL~Ion, and Underdawlopment: Peasant Traders In 
Zlnder,Nlger Republic,· Canadian Journal of AfrI\..,n Studies, Vol. 20, No.3, 1986, pp. 323-:356. 
Describes part-tIme and mobUe trading activities In the pitMnce of Zinder, Niger during the past fifty 
years. Argues that, considering the lack of specialization among the traders, quantitative and 
qualitative changes during the period have not led to autonomous local economic deYeIopment. 
Concludes that Inadequate credit is among the factors that have Impeded the mutlon of a local 
tradlng-entrepreneurlal dass, unlike the wholesalers from neighboring Nigeria who had the 
advantage of access to credit. [5124J 
Key WOlds: Marketing; Sahel West Africa; Niger; Finance; Output marketing; 
1209. BeiloncIe, Guy, -Etude Sur Ie Credit Agrlcole dans Trois VIllages de Ia Region de Maradl (NIger)" (An 
Analysis of Agricultural Credit of Three Vdlages of the Maradl Region (NIger)), Archives de Sciences 
Soclales de la CooDfratlon et du Ofw/Qoment, Trlmestrlelle, Num'ro 36 OuUlet-decembre), 1974, 
pp.47-74. 
This is a monograph on agricultural credit In three villages of the Maradi region of Niger, completed 
for FAO. The three vUlages are located In the Agule arrondissement In the south central part of the 
department and are members of the Dankerl cooperative. Of the 28 farmers selected, 23 Interviews 
were completed In 1972. The hypothesis Is that the farmers with the highest Incomes played the 
role of money lenders In the vUlages; hcMewr, this was found not to be valid In most cases. The 
paper also Investigated the role of the mutual as a source of credit In the area. The most Important 
findings are the great similarity of credit needs In all three vUlages as defined by the farmers. All of 
them face essentially the same problems: peanut seed scarcity, Insufficient millet, restrictive social 
obligations, and soU exhaustion. The farmers also shONed strong "egalitarian" preferences at the 
village lawI. Each farmer seemed Interested In equal sharing of obligations and benefits. This 
explains their seed quota distribution according to family size, and time limits on renting materials. 
These conditions favor the dawlopment of a mutualist credit system. The author Is convinced that 
credit mutuals can play a fundamental role In the construction of dawlopment cooperatives In this 
region. [1947] 
Key Words: Agricultlft; Sahel Welt Africa; Niger; CnKllt; Cooperatives; International donors; 
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1210. Bhatia, Rattan J., "The West AfrIcan Monetary Union: An Analytical ReYIew,- Occasional Paper No. 
35, IMF, Washington, D.C., May 1985, 59 p. 
Untl1984, the West AfrIcan Monetary Union (WAMU) consisted of the six West African countries 
of Benin, Burkina Faso, Ivory Coast. Niger; Senegal, and Togo. For nearly two decades these 
countries haw had a fr8eIy circulating common currency Issued by the Banque Centrale des Etats 
de INrique de l'Ouest (BCEAO). The CFA franc has remained pegged at 50 to the French franc 
since 1948. This study analyzes the Implementation of WAMU monetary policy. The study nwiews 
the theory of optimum currency areas and the structure and function of BCEAO from 1962-74, 
summarizes the money supply process, and reports sewraI financial ratios for the six countries. 
One section discusses the BCEAO reforms made In 1974 Including a Il6W tool for controlling credit 
expansion, domestic and International Interest rates VfP'8 harmonized, an Interbank money market 
was established, and limits were set on the amount t'~ assets that banks could hold outside the 
Union. Credit policy and other dewloprnents are the, ~dlscussed for 1974-82. This study makes 
no definitive analysis of WAMU but identifies some of the constraints member countries haw In 
dealing with their unique problems. For example, Interest rate and exchange rate policies cannot 
be taUored to meet the situations found In each country. [4667) 
Key Wordl: Gen8l81; Africa; Benin; Burkina FaIO; Ivory Coast; COte d'ivolre; Niger; Senegal; 
Togo; Finance; Monetary policy; 
1211. Bortolanl, Sergio, "The Banking System of Niger,· Cassa dl Rlsparmlo delle PlWlncle Lombarde, 
MUan, Italy, September 1971, 100 p. 
This monograph contains two major parts. Part I on the economy of Niger cowrs the land and Its 
people, political history and form of gowmment, general economic background and foreign 
economic relations. Part " discusses the banking system of Niger. This Includes the West African 
Monetary Union, the Central Bank, legislation gOJemlng banking and credit, the structure of the 
banking system, banks and financial establishments and the promotion of saving. [5269] 
Key Words: Gen8l81; Sahel West Africa; Niger; Formal finance; 
1212. Camara, I., -Las Structures Mutuallstes d'Epargne et de Credit (SMEC) dans l'Unlon Mon~taire 
Ouest-Africalne- In The ILO and the Financial Sector: Small Financial Mechanisms In Support of 
Poway A1IEMation. Enterprise Promotion and Self-Reliant Development. Report of a technical 
consultation organised by the International Labour OffIce. Geneva, 19-20 September 1991, Geneva, 
Switzerland: ILO, 1991, pp. 11-17. 
The paper Is a nMew of Informal financial settings In the sewn West African Monetary Union 
(UMQt\) countries of Bt1nln, Burkina Faso, COte d'ivolre, Mall, Niger; S~nt1ga1 and Togo. The author 
bell6lJ8s that mutuallsts and cooperative forms of financial organizations remain a viable alternative 
for meeting the financial needs of farmers as well as small and micro enterprises. Two financial 
arrangements are predominant In rural areas In the seYen countries. They are savings and credit 
cooperatives (COOPECs) and vHlage banks. COOPECs are wry slmUar to credit unions with a feN 
of them closely foilONing the Grameen bank approach. VIllage banks, on the other hand, do not tie 
savings to credit. They are relatively new to West AfrIca. Their major weakness are their Isolation 
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and their fragmentation as no forInUa has been found to d8Y8lop a viable link with the format 
ftnancIaI sector. The author recommends a support program be set up for networking In the UMOA 
countries with the help of donor agencies. [5322] 
K8y Word.: finance; AfrIca; Benin; Burtdna Faao; COle d'lwIre; Mall; NIgr, Senegal; Togo; 
Mien and small entwprlH; Creeln; SavIng.; 
1213. Centra AfrIcaIn de Recherches et de Formation pour Ia Femme/ServIce de IMIsanat et de Ia Petite 
.ndustrle/BIT /SIDA/Assoclatlon des Femmes du Niger. "Rapport de S.mlnalre sur lea ActIvIties 
F'mlnlnes G'Mratl'lCes de Rawnus dans Ie Monde Rural, IMIsanat et Ia PetIte Industrle au Niger. 
N~ February EJ-12, 1981,· Organisation des NatIons Unles- Commission Economlque pour 
IMlque- Addls-Abeba, 1981, 42- p. -
ThIs report 'presents the l88u1ts of a seminar held In February 1~1 to focus on wornn prOfItable 
activities In rural 8I88S, and small Industry In Niger. The participants In the seminar agreed that 
women haw to be given mora leadership roles In these economic actJvltles. Also, programs need 
to be Implemented to Impn:N8 the status of v.omen In Nigens society. [4329] 
K8y Word.: G8,....': Sahel Weal Africa: NIgr, Finance: Women: Gender; 
1214. Ch6YIIlard, Nicole, ·Lea Grandes Banques AfrIcalnes,· Afrique Industrle, No. 321, 1985, pp.36-48. 
The article Is a complatlon of different reports by BCEAO (Banque Centrale des Etats de l'Ouest) 
of operations and 188. of 60 West AfrIcan Monetary Union (UMOA) banks and a classification of 
the principal West AfrIcan and Central AfrIcan commercial banks. There Is also a country-by-country 
surwy of the major banks In Nigeria, Iwry Coast, Cameroon, Gabon, Senegal, Congo, Togo, 
Burkina Faso, Niger, Mall, and the Central AfrIcan Republic. The data were obtained from published 
statistics of the banks 188. obtained In 1983. All UMOA banks haw seen their net benefit drop 
due mainly to poor performance by dawlopment banks and some commercial banks. Despite a 
slight Increase In total credit to the economy In 1982-83, all other bank services haw slONed dONn. 
When ranking the banks, Nigeria comes In a distinct first foIlONed by banks from the Franc Zone 
whHe other banks with noncorwertlble currencies come last. [0789] 
K8y Word.: Gen .... : Africa: Nlgn: COte d'lvoIre: hay Coast: Csm8ft)()n: Gabon; Senegal; 
Congo: Togo: Burkina Faao; Niger: Mali: Central African Republic: Banks: 
1215. Qeawr, KsYIn M., "The Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture In Sub-Saharan 
AfrIca,· Staff WorkIng Paper No. 728, The World Bank, Washington, D.C.; AprU 1985,30 p. 
This paper nM6ws the IMlabie literature on the Impact of price and mcchange rate policies on 
agriculture In Sub-Saharan Africa. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan African 
countries to test S6Y8raI tfipotheses concerning policy Impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad, 
Ethiopia, Mall, MalawI, Zaire, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Guinea, 
Benin, Central AfrIcan Republic, Sierra Leone, Madagascar, Niger, Sudan, Togo, Ghana, Kenya, 
Senegal, Lesotho, Uberfa, Zambia, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Cameroon, Botswana, Congo, and Ivory 
Coast. A regression equation with agricultural growth rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coeftIclent was statistically significant but with a ION RI!. Other Independent variables were 
IrNestlgated Including fertllzer use per hectare, changes In the barter terms of trade, population 
growth rate, degree of concentration of export earnings, adult literacy, share of public consumption 
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In GOP and the degree d gcN8mment intel'Y8ntion In farm input supply. Reductions In farm lewl 
price discrimination (nominal protection), share of gcMmment consumption In GOP, and population 
grONth rates were positNeIy related to agricultural groNth rates, whRe the degree of gowmment 
Involvement In the farm Input supply Industry was negatively related. The findings tend to confirm 
the vI6w that Inappropriate price and exchange rate policies haw a negative Impact on agricultural 
production. Other factors such as gOl8mment Involvement In farm Input supply, population groNth, 
and gcN8mments abllty to operate and maintain Its agricultural Investments are also Important. 
Appropriate price and exchange rate policies would haw a relatively small Impact on agricultural 
gl'ONth so the policy package to remedy problems caused by poor price and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to each country. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HC597W63 No. 
728] 
Key WoRIs: Agrlcuitunt; Africa; Chad; Ethiopia; Mall; Malawi; Zaire; Uganda; Bu,',ncll; Burkina 
Faao; Upper VoHa; Rwanda; Somalia; ~nzanla; Guinea; Benin; Central Afri .. In Republic; 
Sierra Leone; Madagascar; Niger; Sudan; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Lelotho; Uberla; 
Zambia; Nigeria; Zimbabwe; cameroon; Botswana; Congo; hlOl'y Coast; COte d'lwlre; Finance; 
Interest rates; Policy raform; Prices; 
1216. CUeVclS, Carlos E., "Ananclal Markets In Rural Niger: The Boundaries of Institutions" Economics and 
Sociology Occasional Paper No. 1313, Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, 
The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, October 1986, 50 p. 
The objective of this paper was to document the Importance of formal and Informal financial 
transactions In rural Niger. The findings shcMed that 22 percent of rural households had access to 
formal loan that represented 10 percent of their Income. Informal finance was the most common 
whlcle for reallocation of liquidity among rural households. Assuming that prohibitive costs might 
arise for long distance Informal financial Intermediation, formal financial Intermediation could become 
a good substitute If wRling to play a larger role In rural Niger. [0875] 
Key Words: General; Sahel West Africa; Niger; Rural finance; 
1217. CU6Y8S, Carlos E., "Institutional Credit In Rural Niger: l..oN Performance and High Costs," Economics 
and Sociology Occasional Paper No. 1351, Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural 
Sociology, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, 1987, 15 p. 
Transaction costs of credit are defined as all non-Interest costs associated with loan transactions. 
The paper documents their nature and magnitude In the rural credit network of Niger; prcMcllng a 
conceptual fral'Tl6'NOl'k for the analysis of these costs, and outlining the special features of the 
Nigerian credit system. Presents and discusses the roles performed, and the costs Incurred by 
different participants In the system. [4354] 
Key Words: General; Sahel West Africa; Niger; Credit; Banks; Rural finance; 
1218. CUEMlS, Carlos E., "Rural Finance Profile of Niger;" Economics and Sociology Occasional Paper No. 
1273, Department of Agrlcultu!'81 Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio State University, 
Columbus, Ohio, May 1986, 84 p. 
The author asserts that Institutional credit Is wry limited In rural areas of Niger. Thus, Informal 
financial transactions play a wry Important role In meeting the financial needs of rural households. 
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HC7MMH; an 1mprcN8d flranclal Intennedlatlon system In rural areas of Niger Is necessary to 
complement rural d6Y8lopment InitlatlYes. [0988] 
Key Word.: Oen_l; Sahel Welt Africa; Niger; R&DI flMnee; Formal flMnce; Informal flMnce; 
1219. CueYas, Carlos E •• and Douglas H. Gmham. -D6Y8Iopment Finance In Rural Niger: Structural 
Deftclencles and Institutional Performance. - Economics and SocIology Occasional Paper No. 1471. 
Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio State UnNarslty, Columbus, 
Ohio. June 1988. 22 .p. 
ReYIaws and critically lMlIuates the major features of the rural Cl8d1t system of Niger. Discusses 
the .naln components and undertl6Y8loped nature of the rural Cl8d1t network. emphasizing the 
trur 'lted role played I7t financial institutions In the system. Also describes and analyzes the 
ch8racterlstlcs and performance of the kay rural Cl8d1t Institution. the -Caisse ~ .. ationale de Credit 
Agricole- (CNCA). as well as documents the magnitude and distribution of tmnsactlon costs In the 
Cl8d1t network. highlighting the disproportionate share of these costs bome '17t the Institutions. 
[0292] 
Key Word.: 0 .... 1; Sahel West Africa; Niger; R&DI flMnee; Formal flMnee; Credit; 
1220. Cuwas. Carlos E •• and Narnatle Tmore. -Patterns of Savings In Rural Niger,- Economics and 
SocIology Occasional Paper No. 1422. Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, 
The Ohio State UnlYerslty, Columbus, Ohio. December 1987.13 p. 
Authors examine a mndom sample of 7.242 deposit accounts opened between 1960 and 1986 at 
the Caisse Natlonale d'Epargne (CNE). the only supplier of deposit services In rural Niger. They 
analyze data on depositors' place of residence, occupation. gender, date of birth, and amount of 
initial deposit to explore three issues in the study of savings behavior in d6Y8l0ping countries: rural 
versus urban savings behavior; the 11fe-c}4CIe hypothesis of savings, and; the representation of the 
agricultural sector in the CNEs clientele. Authors report that. relative to the avaUabll1ty of CNE 
blanches. rural people are more active than urban savers In establishing accounts. A larger share 
of agricultural activities among CNE cllentes than pnMously reported Is noted, along with the need 
for further study regarding the validity of the Ilfe-c}4Cle hypothesis of savings behavior. [4357] 
Key Words: Oeneral; Sahel West Africa; Niger; SavIngs; Rural flMnce; 
1221. CueYas, Carlos E •• Douglas H. Gmham, and Marlo Masini. -D6Y8Iopment finance In Rural Niger; 
Structural DeficIencies and Institutional Performance,- Economics and Sociology Occasional Paper 
No. 1793. Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio State University, 
Columbus. Ohio. January 1991. 31 p. 
Niger has been poorly served by Its formal rural financial system. The Caisse Nationale de Crlkflt 
AgrIcoIe (CNCA) has incurred substantial losses through high tl8nsactlon costs; hoNawr, Its formal 
accounting procedures disguise this poor performance. Its role was little more than a conduit to 
supply inputs. Other properties of financial Intermediaries were Ignored and counterproductive 
centralized targeting was mmpant. Total tl8nsaction costs of the system were shoNn to be quite 
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high and financial vIabIlty Impossible In the current organization. Necessary organizational reforms 
to achlew vlabllty are discussed. [1270] 
Key Worda: Agriculture; Sahel Welt Africa; Niger; Finance; 
1222. CueYas, Carlos E., with editorial comments by Douglas H. Graham, -Financial Markets In Rural 
Niger: Formal and Informal Transactions at the Household l.6YeI, - An Interim report by the Research 
Team of The Ohio State UnNersity to the USAID Mission, Niamey. Niger; Department of Agricultural 
Economics and Ru~ SocIology. The Ohio State University. Columbus, Ohio, 1986, 131 p. 
Discusses the first Set of findings from the rural household survey undertaken by the OSU team In 
July-August 1985. Documents the main features and relative Importance of formal and Informal 
financial transactions In rural households of Niger. Concludes that low-cost alternatives of financial 
Intermediation to coinplement the positive role of direct Informal finance currently predominant In 
rural areas should be considered. [4883] 
Key Word.: General; Sahel West Africa; Niger; Rural finance; 
1223. Curry, John James, Jr., -Local Production, Regional Commerce, and Social Differentiation In a 
Hausa VUlage In Niger;- Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Massachusetts, University 
Microfilms International, Ann Arbor; Michigan, 1984. 
This dissertation Investigates the relationship between monetization and social transformation In a 
village In Niger. Monetization Is defined as the replacement of reciprocal barter exchanges of goods 
and labor by cash transactions In a village economy. To assess monetizations potential for 
generating social change, the author also EMlluates competing theories of demographic and social 
differentiation as explanations for variations In the access to productive means and In productive 
outcomes among vDlage households. The analysis I'8Y8aIs substantial variation among households 
In Shadawanka with respect to the access to productive means. These differences are only weakly 
associated with household size and composition. The author concludes that the existing theories 
of demographic and social differentiation are sui generls Inadequate In explaining the Inter-
household variation observed In the village. She recommends that theories of monetization and 
differentiation consider non-agrlcultural aspects of production and the regional and historical context 
of the communities under study to fashion more complete explanation of Inequality among rural 
producers. [plssertatlon Abstracts International, Vol. 45/10, Section A - Humanities and Social 
Sciences, 1985, pp. 3158.] 
Key Worda: General; Sahel Welt Africa; Niger; Finance; Output marketing; 
1224. de Lattre, Anne, -Observations on the Private Sector In Senegal, Niger; and Burkina Faso: 
Summary,- OCDE/OECD CILSS, Club du Sahel, Paris, France, NOJember 1988, 15 p. 
This preliminary Investigation of the private sector In three Sahellan countries was aimed at helping 
to identify realities. Three main forms of private enterprise In Sahel emerged from the authors 
studies and they are found In agriculture, livestock, and fisheries. In SenegaJ the modem private 
sector Ondustry, trade, services) Is dominated t:1tj foreign capital, Is In a very bad state and the out 
look Is not promising. In Niger; traditional trading Is very dynamic especially with Nigeria and 
ramifications throughout many other countries. The author argues traditional traders are wrongly 
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classified as part m the Informal sector. The outlook for the already very dynamic Informal private 
sector could ImptM I conditions W8I'8 cntated such as access to financial services because 
traditional loans are too axpansNe. (0790] 
K8J Wordl: Agribulln .. l; Sahel Welt AfrIca; Senegal; Niger; Burkina FaaG; Tnlde; Finance; 
1225. de TnMlle, Diana, "Contract farming, The PrNate Sector. and the State: An Annotated and 
Comprehensive Bibliography with Particular Reference to AfrIca, - Contract farming In AfrIca Project 
WorkIng Paper No.2., IDA, Binghamton, New 'tbrk, NCMtmber 1986, 329 p. 
This document contains absbacts of 114 publications on contnlct fanning <authors and titles for 722 
publications are g1Yen In SectIor VI). The publications CCN8I' general papers as wall as spGclfic 
studies on AfrIca In general, Bel' '3, Kenya, Lesotho, Uberla, Niger; Nigeria, SwazUand, Tanu·nla, 
Zambia, ZImbabwe, (also Belgium, Central America, Costa RIca. Dominican Republic, England, 
Guatamala, Honduras, India, Indonesia, Iran, Jamaica, Malasla, Mexico, the Middle East, t~ew 
Guinea, Peru, the PhDlpplnes, Scotland, South AmerIca, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, ThaDand, Turkey, and 
the United States). Some of the annotations discuss financial aspects of contract farming, and 
especially the supposed need by farmers for credit that Is being met by some contract farming 
operations. (5345] 
K8J WOIdI: AgricuItUr8; Africa; Belize; Kenya; l.eIotho; UberIa; Niger; Nigeria; SYI8ziland; 
__ nzan .. ; Zambia; 21mbabW8; Farm; Agricultural cradlt; 
1226. Duncan, Alex. and John HCM'8I1 (eds.), Structural Adjustment and the AfrIcan farmer, London, 
United Kingdom: James Currey, Ud., 1992, 213 p. 
This book focusses on the Impact of structural adjustment measures on Income and welfare of small 
farmers and farm laborers In Ghana, Kenya, Madagascar; Malawi and Niger. The responses of 
product and factor markets and economic and social Infrastructure that establish micro-macro 
economic linkages are examined. The authors found that public marketing Institutions, rural 
Infrastructure, and the 1M of private sector dMopment significantly Influence the Impact of 
reforms. In capital markets, the Informal lenders that charged high Interest rates were the primary 
sources of small farmer credit and the Impact of reforms was negligible on Informal credit markets. 
The authors argue for price Incentives and Infrastructure dewlopment to be accompanied by better 
links between product, labor; and formal and Informal capital markets, and for more project specific 
approaches to small farmer d6Y8l0pment. [5572] 
K8J Wordl: AgricUItUr8; Africa; Ghana; Kenya; Madagalcar; Malawi; Niger; Macroeconomics; 
Mark8Ung; Policy raform; Capital markatl; Unkag .. ; Informal finance; Formal finance; Cradlt; 
1227. GentI, Dominique, Yws fournier; Claude Mouret, M'Baye Dlao, Gaudens Dagnon, Jean-Baptiste 
Nana, and Florentln Agoua. -Etude sur les PerspectlYes at Modallt6s de Cr6atJon de Nouvelles 
Institutions Bancalres de Type Coop6ratlf at Mutuallste: Rapport de Syr1th6se, - IRAM, Paris, France, 
NCHBmber 1990,74 p. 
This report summarizes studies on perspectives and modalities for creating mutual and cooperative 
banking Institutions. Studies W8I'8 done In sawn African UMOA countries: S6n6ga1, Burkina Faso, 
Mall, Niger; COte d'lwlre, Togo, and B6nln. ExIsting institutions such as CNC'A, COOPECs, 
DMopment Banks, and tontines are nMewed. Other experiences of Banques Populalres In 
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Rvenda and Unit Banks In Ghana and Grameen Banks In Bangladesh are analyzed for comparison 
and possible application to West AfrIca. The Investigations Indicate that the creation of new finance 
Institutions don't seem necessary because there exists already a lot of different savings and credit 
groups, especially In the rural sector. The suggestion Is to rather focus attention on designing 
projects for the urban sector which rapid gl'ONth and Importance of Its Informal sector cannot be 
ignored. [4190] 
Key WOIdI: General; Africa; Senegal; Burkina fllo; Mall; Niger; Cote d'lwlre; Togo; B6nln; 
Finance; Banksj Cooperatlvesj Credit unions; Development blinks; 
1228. Gonzalez-Vega, Claudio, "The Ohio State UnlversltyS Approach to Rural Financial Markets: A 
Concepts Paper,- Economics and Sociology Occasional Paper No. 1248, Department of Agricultural 
~conomlcs and Rural Sociology, The Ohio State University, 1986, 22 p. 
'fhe paper presents a brief description of the dewlopment of OSUs conceptual framework and a 
summary of the lessons learned through extensive field research and institutional experiments. It 
describes OSUS successful model for technical assistance, Institution buDding, and policy dialogue, 
and It briefly examines the main results of recent activities In Honduras, the Dominican Republic, 
Bangladesh and Niger under OSUS Cooperative Agreement with AID. Finally, the paper discusses 
promising avenues for future research and experimentation and AIDs role In future RFM activities. 
[4870] 
Key WOlds: General; Sahel West Africa; Niger; Rural finance; Technical assistance; 
International donors; 
1229. Graham, Douglas H., -Banks Versus Cooperatives. Research In Niger Favors Credit Unions,- World 
Reporter. The JOYrnal for the International Credit Union Mcwement, May 1987, pp. 33-35. 
The article points out that agricultural dewlopment banks in West Africa, including Niger, have 
recorded very poor performances. Informal finance seems to better respond to farmers' needs. But 
the author Is convinced that credit unions, more than the tontines or money-lenders, are best suited 
to prcMde long-term financial services at the village IENeI. [3612] 
Key WOlds: General; Sahel West Africa; Niger; Cradit Unions; Informal finance; 
1230. Graham, Douglas H., -Informal Finance In Rural Niger,- In InfOrmal Finance In loN-Income 
Countries, Dale W Adams and Delbert A. FItchett (eds.), Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1992, 
pp.71-84. 
Explores the most appropriate strategy for a sustained stream of financial services to rural clientele 
using the findings from a 1985-86 field survey of 400 sample households, 38 wholesale and retail 
merchants, 56 Tontine groups (ROSCAs), and 30 moneykeepers In 22 villages in Niger. Notes the 
significant magnitude and scope of Informal finance, considers It an embryonic form of financial 
Intermediation, and notes Its buslness-llke and well-organlzed conduct of activities. Concludes that 
any viable financial Intermediary In the vBlage must offer the financial services demanded by the 
vllagers, such as deposit and savings services, open and short-term lines of credit and 
nonproduction loans. Evaluates the prospects of decentralization of an agricultural development 
bank and support for grassroots-/ewl NGO or PVO activities as two possible approaches for 
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buldlng up rural financial institutions, and predicts the latter to be the more durable approach. 
[5058] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Sahel Weal Africa; Niger; Informal finance; SeU-help groups; 
Development banks; 
1231. Graham, Douglas H., ·Informal Rural F:,Inance In Niger: Lessons for BuDding more Efficient and 
Sustainable Formal Institutions,· Paper pr8S8nted at the Seminar on Informal Financial Markets In 
Dewlopment, Washington, D.C., October 18-20, 1989, Department of Agricultural Economics and 
Rural Sociology, The Ohio State University, October 1989, 12 p. 
The author asserts that the scope and magnitude of Informal·~narice In rural Niger Is substantial. 
Merchants, moneykeepe~ and tontln&$ stand out In field reser '~h results. Short term consumption 
loans, depOsit and savings activities and flexible contracting rnwhanlsms dominate. UpscaIlng from 
these vUlage lew! markets offers a more viable, promising pati1 to broaden formal finance at this 
lew! than the decentralization of formal banking Institutions. [1953] 
Key Words: General; Sahel West Africa; Niger; Informal finance; SeU-help groups; Output 
marketing; 
1232. Graham, Douglas H., Nelson AguDera, Michel Kalla, and KJfIe Negash, ·Informal Finance In Rural 
Niger: Scope, Magnitudes, and Organization,· Economics and Sociology Occasional Paper No. 
1472, Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio State University, May 
1988,23 p. 
Paper Is based on three rural field surveys done In Niger In 1985 and 1986. It presents findings of 
these surveys and an CMtrvlew of formal and Informal financial services. The network of merchant 
finance, the separate roles, and magnitudes of wholesale and retaD finance, and the Importance of 
tontines and moneylenders are described. Authors draw conclusions concerning the prospects for 
buDding financial services dONn from formal structures or buDding them up from an Informal base. 
Documents key financial activity at the vUlage lew! In Niger. Looks Into Informal financial services 
common In rural Niger such as merchant finance, tontines and moneykeepers. Findings Indicate 
that Informal markets playa more dominant role than the formal markets at the vUlage lewI, and that 
a substantial volume of liquidity flOIt'S through these markets despite the ION Incomes associated 
with Niger. [0879) 
Key Words: Generali Sahel West Africa; Niger; Informal finance; SeU-help groups; Informal 
finance; Output marketing; 
1233. Graham, Douglas H., Carlos E. CueYas, KJfIe Negash, Michel Kalla, and Marlo Masini, ·Rural Finance 
In Niger: A Critical Appraisal and Recommendations for Change,· A Final Report Submitted by the 
Ohio State University to the USAID Mission, Niamey, Niger, Department of Agricultural Economics 
and Rural Sociology, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, February 1987, 361 p. 
R6YIews formal and Informal savings and credit activity In rural Niger. finds that standard banking 
functions are undew!oped and that Indigenous mechanisms of savings and loan activity through 
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merchants, tontines and moneykeepeIs perform the role c:A intermediating InYestment flONS In rural 
areas. [3544] 
Key WOld.: Marketing; Sahel West Africa; Niger; Informal finance; 
1234. Hamman, Sonia, -Informal financial Circuits In West Africa: Occasional Paper Series, Office of 
Housing and Urban Programs, USAlD, Washington, D.C., January 1984, 34 p. 
This paper explores the channels through which credit and savings flON In fNe West African nations. 
It presents the l8SuIts c:A an InvestJgatlon of the wrIety and vitality of those Informal systems used 
to mobIlze financial resources for Inwstment and credit needs In the Iwry Coast, Uberla, Niger, 
Senegal, and T'lgO. The paper demonstrates that formal financial institutions In these African 
countries must ·Jeslgn credit and savings systems attractive to that segment of the urban population 
which nON us.~ only Informal flnanclal networks. The relationship of financial pattems to the 
housing Industry Is a further focus c:A the study. [1022] 
Key WOld.: General; Africa; COte d'lwlre; UberIa; Niger; Senegal; Togo; Informal finance; Self-
help groups; 
1235. Harmon, David P., Jr., et al., -First External Evaluation of the Agricultural Support Project In Niger,· 
Report prepared for USAID by DAI/CWSA/NCBA, CAl, Washington, D.C., January 1988, 215 p. 
This report Nuates the Bl,oo-CWSA effort In the Agricultural Support Project In Niger. The project 
launched In 1985 Is designed to train cooperatiw officials to run cooperative enterprises viably and 
manage lines c:A credit from the Banque Internatlonale de IltVrIque de l'Ouest (Bl,oo) financing some 
of the projects. This Bl,oo credit comes from a 100 percent guaranteed credit fund financed by 
USAID funds. The Credit league of the USA (CWSA) specializes In training managers of mUlti-
purpose cooperatives with a heavy component of training. By late 1987 roughly 114 cooperatives 
had received sufficient training to become operational running crop marketing activities and 
occasional credit lines for marketing crops and purchasing and reselling Items In their village stores. 
Loan repayment has been good for most loans. Stili the report recommends a more formal 
documentation of loan repayment status to monitor loans more effectively. Also the continued 
default status of many of these cooperatives with the new bankrupt CNCA (Caisse natlonale de 
Credit Agrlcole) raises questions as to whether this obligation wDl be wrltten-off or whether It might 
drain FIN8.Y earnings currently servicing their new Bl,oo loans. [0624] 
Key WOlds: Agriculture; Sahel West Africa; Niger; Credit; Banks; Cooperatives; 
1236. Holtzman, John S., at aI., ""rlbuslness D8Y8Iopment In Sub-Saharan AfrIca: Suggested 
Approaches, Information Needs and an Analytical Agenda, Volume II: Country Annexes,· Abt 
Associates, Bethesda, Maryland, September 1992, 185 p. 
This report Is the second YOIume of a study that consists c:A lessons learned through USAIDs 
approaches to agricultural marketing and agribusiness d8Y8l0pment In tweNe sub-saharan African 
countries. The reports are based on literature l'8Yiews for Ghana, Guinea, Madagascar, Rwanda, 
SenegaJ, Togo and Zimbabwe and field research In Cameroon. Kenya, Mall, Niger and Uganda. The 
first YOIume summarizes the lessons learned from traditional and targeted aproaches foilONed by 
USAID to agricultural marketing and agribusiness d8Y8l0pment whUe this report presents case 
studies regarding the gCNernment policy and regulatory environment that fosters private sector 
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Investment and entrepreneurship. Country specific examples of agribusiness dewlopment are 
discussed In detaR. (5573B] 
Key Wordl: Agribulln8ll; Africa; Cameroon; Ghana; Guinea; Kenya; Madagaacar; Mall; Niger; 
~nda; Senegal; Togo; Uganda; Zimbabwe; Enterprilel; Government polley and programs; 
International donora; 
1237. Ito, Lucy. '" New Credit Union System,- World RePOrter, May 1990, pp. 11-13. 
this article I'8YIews the first year of a three-year Wortd CouneR of Cr9d1t Unions (WOCCU) project 
to establish the first cradlt unions (CU) In Niger with USAID fundlng. Operationally the project 
began In AprI1989 .. By No.Iember 1989, a project office was set up·lnthe Department of ~:':inder. 
Five to six communities W8I'8 selected as being ready for CU. The goal Is to reach 15 ~,Js by 
March 1992. this effort Is designed to create single purpose cooperatives (dealing only with ~vlngs 
and cradlt) and buUding cooperatives from scratch rather than drawing upon existing cooperatives 
set up through past top-dONn go.Iernment efforts. The objective Is to buDd upon the base of 
Informal savings and liquidity documented In local tontines, money-keepers and merchant activity. 
It Is argued that a broader based village savings and cradlt cooperative can offer better scale. 
scope, and spatial economies than the currently segmented Informal markets. This effort Is 
expected to lead to the creation of a national federation of vOlage based CUs In the future. [1162] 
Key WORII: General; Sahel Welt Africa; Niger; Crac:l1t unions; 
1238. Knlssel-Weber; AnJa, Zwischen Sybslstenz- ynd Marktwlrtschaft: Hayssa-Dorfgemelnschaften, 
FamDlenbudgets ynd MArkle In Niger. Amelten aus dem Instltut fUr AfrIka-Kunde 59, Hamburg. 
Federal Republic of Germany, 1989, 182 p. 
The objective of this book Is to analyze economic activities of Haussa communities In the Tahoua 
Division of Niger. In this context, one chapter Is d6Wted to the formal and Informal financial sector. 
The empirical study found that savings and credit activities are strong among the Haussa. Besides 
Individual financial Intermediaries (money lenders) and tontines, cereal banks were found in the 
survey region. The demand oriented structure of the latter led to a loan repayment rate of 91 
percent In 1984/85. [GER] 
Key WORII: General; Sahel Welt Africa; Niger; Finance; 
1239. Krause, M. A., R. R. Deuson, 1. G. Baker; P. V. Preckel. J. l.DtYenberg-OeBoer; K C. Reddy, and K 
Mallkl, -Risk-Sharing versus 1..aN-Cost Cr9d1t for International Dewloprnent,- American Joyrnal of 
Agrlcultyral Economics, Vol. 72, No.4, No.Iember 1990, pp. 911-922. 
Agronomic and socioeconomic data In south-centra! Niger are used In a mathematical programming 
model to analyze the problems of financing and rlsk-bearlng for new technologies In a dewloplng 
country. Authors conclude that the faUure to achlew technology-adoptlon goals In credit programs 
can be attr!buted to the InabUlty of poor farmers to bear the combined business and financial risks 
posed by adopting new technologies, suggesting the alternative of offering credit In conjunction with 
risk-Sharing anangements with Input suppliers. (5365] 
Key Wordl: AgricultUI'8; Sahel Welt Africa; Niger; Formal finance; 
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1240. leite. Sergio Pereira. and DawIt Makonnen. -Savings and Interest Rates In the BCEAO Countries: 
An Empirical Analysis: Savings and Dew!oornem. Vol. X. No.3. 1986. pp. 219-232. 
Study InYestigates the determinants of saving In the Banque Centrale des Etats de l1Vrlque de 
l'Ouest (BCEAO) countries of Benin. Ivory Coast, Niger, Senegal. Togo. and Upper Volta. The 
sample CCMtrs the period 1967-1980. Three models of saving behavior were chosen In which the 
raaI Interest rate was Introduced as an explanatory variable. These models were: 1) model based 
on the I<Bfneslan Absolute Income Hypotheses; 2) a model using the lagged savings hypotheses; 
and. 3) a model employed by Houthakker and TaylorS dynamic adjustment hypotheses. The basic 
determinants of saving behavior In BCEAC countries are the lew! of changes In disposable Income 
and the past saving performance. The results Indicate that the direct effect of Interest rate policies 
on C718ra1l savings Is ralatlwlv small In the BCEAO countries. but that Its effect on financial Savings 
may stili be significant. [50. '7] 
Key Words; G.n .... l; Africa; :-~tHlln; COt. d'ivolre; Niger; S.negal; Togo; Upper Volta; Burkina 
FaIO; Savings; Int ... 1t ratea; 
1241. Leiart. Michel. La Tontine Plitlgue Informalle D't:oargne et de Crtdlt dans les Pays en Vole de 
Dttelopoement, Paris, France: John Ubbey Eurotext. 1990, 356 p. 
The theme of this book Is the tontine informal savings and credit practices In dewloping countries. 
The book Is divided Into three parts, each containing a number of articles. The first part Includes 
articles discussing the practices of tontines In Senegal, Benin and China. The second part includes 
articles discussing empirical research on tontines In Senegal. Niger and Togo. The third part 
Includes articles discussing the dynamics and rationality of tontines In Africa In general. [4688] 
Key WOlds: G.neral; Africa; S.negal; Niger; Togo; Informal financ.; Credit; Savings; ROSCAs; 
CooperatlvII; 
1242. louis Berger International, Inc., -Final Evaluation: Agriculture Sector Dewlopment Grant,· 
DeYeIopment Economics Group, louis Berger International. Inc., East Orange, New Jersey, March 
1989, 109 p. + appendices. 
Concludes that the program was a very timely and necessary Intervention to effect the needed 
policy reform program In Nlge[ Notes the confusion between official efforts to mobilize the rural 
population and a genuine cooperative mCNement and recommends the dewlopment of a strong 
Independent cooperative mC718ment. The gC718mment has abolished the CNCA and agreed in 
principle to the setting up of a credit union system. and created an Interim legal status for the 
d6Y8lopment of pOot credit unions. [4788] 
Key WOlds: Agriculture; Sah.1 Welt Africa; Niger; Cooperatlv.s; Credit unions; 
1243. Masini. Marlo (ed.), Rural Finance Profiles In African Countries, Vol. 1, The Credit Markets of Africa 
Series No. 19. MDan. Italy: FINAFRICA-CARIPLO, 1987,278 p. 
Part of a series of country profiles prepared In cooperation between FAD and FINAFRICA, with the 
aim of proYIdlng an assessment of the various styles of Irwolvement of Institutional finance In rural 
d6Y8loprnent, In order to serve as a basis for effective action at the policy assessment and 
formulation 1M and for technical assistance. The countries CCNer a variety of situations and those 
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Included In this first volume are: Kenya, Mall, Niger; Somalia and Zaire. Another set of countries will 
be C<MK8d In a second volume. The analysis Is drawn as far as possible according to a common 
conceptual scheme CCMtrlng: main features of the economy; monetary policy and financial 
d6Wlopment; performance of financial Institutions; rural credit outside financial institutions; 
Infrastructure for rural d6Wlopment and agricultural pricing policies; key financlallnstltutlon(s) and 
CMtrvlew of rural finance. [0021 A] 
Key Wolds: 08n .. l; Afrlc.; Kenya; Mall; Niger; Somalia; Zaire; Finance; Formal finance; 
Intormal finance; Rural finance; 
1244. MasIni, Marlo, Douglas H. Graham, and Carlos E. Cuews, -rhe Caisse Natlonale de Credit Agrlcole 
of Niger. DMopment, Performance, and Preliminary Recommendatlons,- An Interim report by the 
Research Team of Ohio State Unlwrslty to the USAID Mission, Niamey. Niger; Economics and 
Sociology Occasional Paper No. 1264, Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, 
The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, 1986,47 p. 
Gives the long term d6Wlopment history of the CNCA and Its main structural features. Describes 
the IlabUlty and asset management and the profItabUIty of the CNCA. Argues that there Is a pressing 
need to alter the operational phUosophy behind the currant -model- of supplying rural financial 
services In Niger. [4875] 
Key Words: Agriculture: Sahel West Africa: Niger; Banks; 
1245. Mead, Donald C., Thomas Dichter; Yacob Flsseha, and SteYen Haggblade, -Prospects for EnhanCing 
the Performance of Micro and Small-Scale Nonfarm Enterprises In Niger;- GEMINI Project, DAI, 
Washington, D.C., February 1990, 65 p. 
This paper reports on the findings of a study concerning micro and small enterprises and their role 
In the d6Wlopment of Niger. The objectives of the study are: 1) to examine the magnitude and 
principal characteristics of small and micro enterprises In selected urban and rural areas In Niger; 
2) to identify key constraints hindering the gl'ONth and de.l9lopment of such small and micro 
enterprises; and 3) to provide recommendations of policies, regulations, and direct Interventions for 
enhancing the contribution of small and micro enterprises to broad-based economic gl'C7Nth. Two 
principal conclusions emerge from the study with regard to Intervention needs: first, that the system 
market taxes discourages the participation of mlcroentrepreneurs In commercial activities, and 
second, that Is a major area for ImprcNement In the product and market dawlopment Is Identified. 
[2433] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise: Sahel West Africa: Niger; Finance; 
1246. Monlmart, Marie, -Femmes et Lutte contre la Diversification au Sahel: Etude d'~rIence dans Six 
Pays: Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Mali, Mauritanie, Niger, Senegal, - Oub du Sahel, Ouagadougou, 
Burkina Faso, June 1988, 164 p. 
The document deals with womens battle against decertification In six countries of the sahel region. 
The author argues that cash generating activities are highly correlated with the battle against 
decertification and credit plays a major role In assuring the success of these activities. Examples 
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d successfU experiences that promote wornenS participation In the economic system are outlined. 
[0964] 
Kay Word.: Women; AfricII; BwkI... Faao; cape Verde; Mall; Mauritania; Niger; Senegal; 
CnKllt; 
1247. Nelson, Eric R., -Evaluation Report: Entente African Enterprises Loan/ProJect,- Report to USAlD, 
USAlD, Washington, D.C., February 1976, 44 p. + tables and annex. 
Evaluates the Entente Enterprises program as an exercise In ihe Institutionalization of the_African 
SME dewlopment process In Benin (Dahomey), Burklnc Faso (Upper Volta), Ivory Coast, Niger and 
Togo. Reports that the first loan fund was ~1~lsbursed, leached a wide variety d enterprises and 
borroNed mainly for VtOrkIng capital. Reco." ;18nds a rn<" ~j rigorous definition of African enterprise 
(to require at least 50% AfrIcan capital and ~>ntrol); channeling more loans to SMEs; greater use 
d the resources of the commercial banking sector; maintaining experimental character of the loan; 
discontinue targeting of special sector; and ~Imlt In participation In firms to Pn!Y8nt abuse through 
appropriation of expatriate enterprises. [4220] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; Benin; Burkina Faso; Ivory Coast; COte 
d'ivolre; Niger; Togo; Banks; Development bank; Int .... tlo ... 1 donora; 
1248. Niger; Republique du, Mlnlsttre de la Tutelle des EtabOssements Publics, "Relance du Cr~dit Rural. 
Rapport de Ia Commission pour la Mise en Place d'un Nouveau Systems de Cr~1t Rural," Ministllre 
de Ia Tutelle des EtabHssements Publics, Niamey, Niger; 1987,45 p. 
A committee was created In March 1987 to discuss different WB:fS of stimulating a neN rural credit 
system In Niger. The report presented by the committee after a two-week mission In the field gives 
the findings, terms of reference for the rural credit project, and recommendations for the 
establishment of a temporary system, a permanent system, and for the supporting activities. [4372] 
Key Words: General; Sahel West Africa; Niger; Credit; 
1249. Nubukpo, Christophe, "Le Concept de Banque et d'Etabiissement Financier dans les Pays de 
l'UM06.: Le Cas du Niger;" Rewe Juridlgue et Politigue Ind~pendance et CooP~ration, No.4, 
October/December; 1984, pp. 328-344. 
This article reYIews and explains the law passed In 1975 to give a clearer definition of banks and 
financial Institutions In Niger. The authorities felt that regulations adopted after colonization were 
not adapted to Niger'S economy. One aim of the neN law Is to channel savings tONarCs formal 
banks and financial Institutions so the funds can be used for gCNemmental dewlopment goals. 
[0769] 
Key Words: General; Sahel West Africa; Niger; Finance; 
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1250. Regional Economic DMopmant ServIces OffIcejWest AfrIca (REDSO/WA), "E\IIIIuatJon of Entente 
Fund Rural DMopment Projects: LNestock II, and Food Production, - Project E\IIIIuatlon Report, 
Pf8P8I8CI for USAID/Abidjan, REDSO/WA. Abidjan, C6te d'!voIre, December 1981, 85 p. + 
appendices. 
Report concludes that the Entente Fund was a cost effectNa \'&hlcle for channeling AID funds for 
agrtcWtural dBYelopment projects In'lvory Coast. Upper Volta, Niger; Togo and Benin. Under the 
Food Production component. the Fund and the member states agreed, among others, to adjust 
small farmer credit policies so as to Increase the amount of lnstltut1onai credit avalable, offer longer 
grace and repayment terms and allON higher Interest rates. Notes that the 15 sub-projects have not 
been adequately ~Itorad, ,indicating weaknesses In data collection and reporting. [4790] 
Key Wordl: Agricultunl;.AfrIca; Ivory COlli; COle d'lvoIr8;Burklna FaIO; Upper Yolta; Niger; 
Togo; Benln;~1 tlnence; SupervlHd CNdIt; . 
1251. Reno, Barbara Morrison, Jane de Veil, Jones Gurwltt, and Virginia Delancey. -Report of the Bilingual 
Regional Seminar-Dakar; Senegal. March 2-6, 1981: Increasing Worne" Access to Credit Through 
Credit Unions In West AfrIca,- ACOSCA, Nairobi, Kenya, September 1981, 47 p. 
The purpose of this seminar that grouped eight West African countries (Cameroon, The Gambia, The 
Iwry Coast, Niger; Senegal, Sierra Leone, Togo and Upper Volta) was to address the Issue of 
promoting the access of women to credit unions. Participants to the seminar agreed to take 
Immediate steps: 1) to initiate research on the difficulties women face to access credit and to use 
avaIabie credit efficiently: 2) to Increase the percentage of women attending courses at ACOSCA 
training centers; and 3) to Increase the number of women on the staff of ACOSC'A. Country action 
plans were drafted to Insure felION-UP of the adopted resolutions. [2496] 
Key Wordl: Women; Africa; cameroon; The Gambia; COte d'ivolre; Niger; Senegel: Sierra 
Leone; Togo; Burkina FaIO; Upper Yolta; CnMIIt unions: Government policy end programs: 
1252. Rletsch, Christian, -Las Pararn6tres de Base des Tontines a Niamey,- Notes de Recherche No. 90-8, 
Unlwrsltti des Rtiseaux d'ExpressIon Fra~alse (UREF), Paris, France, 1990,36 p. 
This report deals with the characteristics of tontines In Niger. The author describes the different 
forms of existing tontines and their principal parameters such as membership, amount of funds 
collected, and frequency of funds allocation. The study found that 20 percent of the men and 40 
percent of the women are tontine participants. Ewry tontine has at least 10 members and the 
rotating cycle Is 88\l8n months on average. [4541] 
Key Words: General; Sahel Welt Africa; Niger; Intonnel finance; 
1253. Rudklns, Tim, -('ARE Maradl~ Small Enterprise DMoprnent Project, - Small Enterprise 
l)eYeIopnent, Vol. 2, No.4, December 1991, pp. 46-50. 
Describes the lessons learned from three years of Implementing ('ARE Maradl projects for the poor 
In Niger; and the plans to nal'l'aN dONn Its activity focus to credit and technical training. These 
components generated real client Interest, mainly in the areas of food production/restaurants and 
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merchandizing. A rwaJ bank and a vocational training facUlty are envisioned for the projects second 
phase. [5553J 
K8y Words: Micro and small entarprl .. ; Co.NI and Central We. Africa; Niger; Finance; 
1254. Shaw, Thomas K, -Les Calsses Populalres d'Epargne et de Cr*flt du Niger" Paper presented at the 
S6mlnalre sur les Secteurs Formel et Informel, Dakar; S6n6ga1, 21-22 January 1991, Groupe de 
TravaB sur l'Epargne dans Ia Zone Franc, Dakar; Senegal, January 1991, 8 p. + annexes. 
The paper Is a progress report on the establishment of CUs In Niger recommended by tt)e U.S. 
Agency for Internatloi1al DMopment and The Ohio State University (OSU). Ten VHlag~ have been 
selected to that effect and are having their personeI trained before the credit program r,-~ begins. 
[4171J 
Key Words: General; Sahel We. Africa; Niger; Credit unions; International donors; 
1255. St8'N8rt, B. A, -Cooperatives and Agricultural D6Y8Iopment: A Case Study of the Credit and 
Cooperatives Union of the Republic of Niger;· Journal of African Studies, Vol. 11, No.2, 1984, 
pp.66-73. 
The study EMliuates the organizational effiCiency of the Nigerian Union of Credit and Cooperatives 
(UNCC) In Zinder Pl'OJInce, Niger. Measurement of efficiency was made by comparing an 
established set of criteria based on stated goals with the perceived or measured success in 
achl6Yement of these goals. Sewral problems are identified as constraints to the efficient operation 
of the UNCC In the marketing of agricultural products In Zinder. [Black Studies Ubrary. The Ohio 
State University, t?T1J63 (mlcrofUm)) 
Key Words: Marketing; Sahel We. Africa; Niger; Cooperatives; 
1256. Tifft, Thomas R., et aI., "" Evaluation - experimental Approaches to Rural Savings,· Report prepared 
for USAlD, April 30, 1987,96 p. 
This report Is an EMliuatlon of the project -ExperImental Approaches to Rural Savings (EARS)" also 
kncNm as -Rural Savings for Capital MobUlzatlon.· EARS central purpose was to test the ability to 
mobIIJze rural savings and thereby Increasing the avaUabillty of financial capital for Jrnpf'C7\ling 
economic circumstances, partlcularty of small born::Nt48rs. Niger was one of the countries under 
study In addition to the Dominican Republic, and SENerai other latin American countries. The 
authors congratulate the project staff at OSU for their Job and recommend that AID encourage OSU 
to assist local financial organizations to use feasible concepts and methodologies. The report 
summarizes the findings as: 1) demonstrating the ability to capture rural savings In certain countries; 
2) supporting the thesis that saver-domlnated Institutions shON loNer loan delinquency, greater 
efficiency, and greater v1abUlty; and 3) demonstrating that loan targeting Increases lender costs and 
contributes to poor loan 1'8CCNery. [0942J 
Key Words: General; Sahel West Africa; Niger; Savings; Rural finance; Savings mobilization; 
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1257. Tlngulrl. K Uman. and C. Rletsch. -Flnancement de l1vtisanat et FInance Informelle au Niger 
Quelques PoInts de Repere.- ItO. Gen&Y8. SwItzerland. December 1989. 36 p. 
The study nMews the formal and Informal finance d artisans In rural Niger. The authors present a 
theoIaticai conceptLBJ frarn6work for analyzing credit in the artIsanai sector. On the one hand. the 
banking rules and regulations have not allCM8d the formal sector to extend loans to the artlsanal 
sector where riskiness and costs d loans are the most binding constIalnts. On the other hand. the 
Informal anangements and seIf-flnance remain the only alternatlws; 11c:r.wNer, these arrangements 
do not offer room for the dawlopment d mlcroenterprtses. (4296J 
Key Wordl: MICIO and lmall enterprise; Sahel Welt Africa; Niger; Finance; Credit; Savings 
mobilization; Informal fl.-nee; Formal fl.-nee; Rani non-fann;. 
1~;)8. Unit .. States Agency for International Dewlopment (USAlD). 'Africa Bureau Sector Strategy: A 
Sbateglc Fram8'NOrk for Promoting Agricultural Marketing and Agribusiness DMopment In Sub-
Saharan Africa. - Publications Series No. 91-1. OffIce of Technical Resources. AfrIca Bureau. USAID, 
Washington. D.C .• January 1991.78 p. 
Document identifies and analyzes key problems affecting the efficiency of agricultural marketing 
systems In Sub-Saharan Africa to proYide a strategic fram8'NOrk to guide the Agency In the design 
and Implementation of interventions to Impl'CN8 market efficiency and promote the role of 
agribusiness in market dawlopment. Building on lessons learned from previous AID and other 
donor-asslsted activities, frarn6WOrk focuses on three basic elements: 1) macroeconomic and 
sectoral policies and reguJatJons that define the scope, nature and Incentives for marketing activities; 
2) necessary Infrastructure for conducting and expanding marketing activities; and 3) capability of 
market participants, especially agribusiness. to engage In marketing activities particularfy in 
response to enhanced environments as constraints under 1) and 2) are all6Yiated. In this regard, 
It recognizes five stages In the eYOIutlonary dawloprnent for agricultural marketing systems, and 
appraises most of Sub-Saharan Africas to be -mired- In the first two stages, with none having 
reached the fourth stage at all. Stage 3 Is when viable formal sector financial Institutions 
emerge/serve the needs of marketing agents, and a feN countries are identified with this: Kenya, 
Cote d'ivoire. Senegal. Nigeria, MaIaINI and Botswana. [4155J 
Key Wontl: Marketing; Africa; Kenya; COte d'lwn; Bots_na; Senegal; Niger; Malawi; 
Fl.-nee; Agrlbullne .. ; Output marketing; International donors; 
1259. United States Agency for International DMopment (USAlD)/Nlger, -Niger: Agriculture Sector 
DMopment Grant (683-0246/47) Program Assistance ApproIaI Document. Amendment Two .. 
Annex D '" Credit Union System for Niger: Recommendations and a Plan for Implementatlon,-
August 1988. 108 p. 
This study d the World CouncR of Credit Unions (WOCCU) was conducted In Niger from NOIIember 
1987 to January 1988. The report found that the rural nature of Niger, Its lack of an accessible rural 
financial system, and Its traditional use of money-keepers and tontine societies all support the 
Introduction d the Credit Union idea to establish an effective rural financial system that would have 
the foIlaNlng goal: to prtNIde for a system of financial Intermediation accessible to rural Niger that 
would meet the savings and credit needs of the target population and In due course, contribute 
tCNt'Brds a more complete national financial system. Based on the findings of the team at The Ohio 
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State UnlYerslty, USAID wli promote the organization of Credit Unions at the vllage 16YeI. WOCCU 
wli organize a group of 15 CUs In a plot zone of rural Niger CMr a three-year period. [0962] 
Kay Words: Agriculture; Sahel West Africa; Niger, Finance; Credit unions; 
1260. United States Agency for International DeYeiopment (USAlD)/Nlger; -Regional Markets for Income 
Generating AgricLdturai Production. A Key Element for Sahellan Dawloprnent, - USAlD, Washington, 
D.C., NCMmber 1986, 14 p. 
This paper .axamlnes Income generating agricultural activities and markets for Niger: The greatest 
area for expansion C:I private sector enterprise Is In gradual transformation of small scale traditional 
enterprises with high value added, such as lntenslYe sheep raising, onion, potato, pepper; cONpea, 
garlic and tomato production. Since Niger cannot be a self-sufficient, seIf-( .Jntalned economic unit, 
export markets are needed. In fact,· extra-Sahelian regional markets '(8 crucial because of 
simUarities In production among the Sahelian countries. AvaUabUity of credit appears to be one of 
the major constraints to the regional marketing of high value agricultural commodities. [0985] 
Kay Words: Agriculture; Africa; Sahel West Africa; Niger; Credit; 
1261. Wharton Econometrics and Dawlopment Economics Group of Louis Berger International, Inc., -rhe 
Role of the African Financial Sector In D6Yelopment,- Report submitted to USAID, Wharton 
Econometrics and D6Yelopment Economics Group of louis Berger International, Bala Cynwyd, 
Pennsylvania, July 31, 1987,366 p. 
This Is an el6Y8n-country (Guinea, Kenya, Malawi, Mali, Niger; Rwanda, Senegal, Somalia, Sudan, 
Zaire and Zambia) Mustion and assessment of the need and prospects for financial sector reform 
in Sub-Saharan Africa. From the Individual country studies, a ranking scheme was derived relating 
to (a) macroeconomic criteria - the perceived stabUIty and auspiciousness for financial sector 
reform in the particular country; and (b) financial sector criteria - the perceived strength of the 
financial sector: A three-pronged approach to financial sector refonn Is recommended: (1) reforms 
aimed at strengthening and refonnlng existing financial Institutions; (2) liberalizing retonns follCM'ing 
current account liberalization; and (3) reforms aimed at financial sector nMtaIlzation through 
Increased competition. Study argues that the models using the McKinnon-Shaw financial 
d6Yelopment thesis are too nam::»l for empirical Investigations of Sub-Saharan African countries. 
Macroeconomic issues that affect savings and Investment behavior should also be considered, 
along with the Importance of sequencing refonns. [3846] 
Kay Words: General; Africa; Guinea; Kenya; Malawi; Mall; Niger; Rwanda; Sudan; Zaire; 
Zambia; Senegal; Somalia; Finance; Polley reform; 
1262. WoIlet, Jean-Claude, -Le Financement de IYvtisanat au Nlger;-ILO, GerMMl, Switzerland, No.'ember 
1989,185 p. 
This study discusses the financing of the artlsanal sector In Niger and the difficulties for artisans to 
get formal credit. The author recommends that formal financial institutions work closely with the 
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Informal financial system to reach out and play a greater role In the dewlopment of the artisanal 
sector leo the dewlopment of small and micro enterprises. [4642] 
Kay Wont.: Micro and small enterprlsej Sahel West Africaj Niger; Finance; Credit; Informal 
ftnance; Formal flnancej 
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Senegal 
1263. Akpaca, Maxlme, ·R6st.dtats d'Une Enqulte Men6e sur l'Epargne Inforrnelle A CoIobane (Ziguinchor, 
R6publlque du S6n6gaJ),· Paper presented at the Intematlonal Seminar on Finance and Rural 
DeYelopment In West AfrIca, Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso, 21-25 October 1991, Cosponsored by 
the Department d AgrtcLdtural Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio State University. 
Columbus, Ohio, and ClRAD, Montpeliler, France, October 1991, 11 p. 
This article presents the results of a study of Informal savings In the Zlgulnchor region of Senegal. 
It is mainly a description d the different savings and credit groups that exist In the region and 
shCMs haN collected funds are allocated. [4466] 
Key Word.: Gen ... l; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; InfonnIIl finance; 
1264. Albericl, Adalberto, and Maurlzlo Baravelll (eds.), ·Senegal,·ln Savings Banks and Savings Facilities 
In African Countries, MHan, Italy: Cariplo, 1973, pp. 83-86. 
The chapter on Senegal I'8Y88Is that the gO.l9mment recognized the necessity to Increase personal 
savings and measures were taken to that effect. These measures, aimed at encouraging the 
rnobnlzatlon d personal savings, Include higher Interest rates paid on deposits, and raising the 
cellng on savings deposits withdrawals from 1 to 2 mUlion CFA Francs. In response, private 
(corporate and personal) deposits at commercial banks saN a substantial rise from 1966 to 1969. 
HC7N8Wr; the problem stll remains with a ION number of bank offices and also the ION money 
Income of most of the population Pl'6Y8nt personal savings, especially In rural areas. [0943] 
Key Word.: Gen ... l; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; Saving.; 
1265. Amln, Samlr, ·Senegal,· In Indlgenlzatlon of African Economies. Ade~ Adedejl (ed.). New York. 
New York: Holmes and Meier, 1981, pp. 309-327. 
A case study on Senegal was undertaken by Samlr Amln and Hassatou Oiallo. The authors traced 
the d6Y8l0pment of the Senegalese bourgeoisie that Is linked to gum, kola nuts. and ground nut 
trade. HC7N8Wr, despite the reYival of local business since 1955. the lack of credit facUlties and of 
an autonomous banking system place the Senegalese businesspeople In a wlnerable position. 
Hassatou Olallo examines the pre- and post-Independence economic situation. She stresses the 
measures taken by the gOJemment. Immediately after Independence. to promote the Integration of 
Senegalese businesspeople Into various sectors of the economy. Cooperatives were created that 
today haw a monopoly In the marketing of the major crops. groundnuts and cotton. A new 
Investment code was promulgated In 1972 to attract foreign capital and help national entrepreneurs 
without adequate financial means. Also. financial Institutions were created to Increase the level of 
credit avaUabie to Senegalese traders. that remained stUI small In 1972. [4362] 
Key Word.: Gen ... l; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; Finance; 
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1266. Appleby, Gordon, Jan van Laouwen, and Robert Harnmang, -Informal Financial Markets: Zaire and 
SenegaI,- FInal draft prepared for USAlD, 8uraau for AfrIca/MOl, washington, D.C., March 1989, 
113 p. + appendices. ' 
The authors glYe a descrlptNa CMI'YIew of the Informal financial sector In Zaire and Senegal. They 
racommend linking the Informal financial markets with formal financial markets In both countries. 
AID could Intervene by indirect support to financial markets through I'8gIonal market centers and 
Incraase the abUIty of Informal markets to Intennedlate financial services. The report also compares 
the ralatlYe strength of InformaIlntennedlation ;lraater flexibilty- to the formal financial market -
more structure and ~ [0730] 
K8y WoIda: Gen ... l; AfrIca; Senegal; zan; Intennal finance; 
1267. Sa, Moussa. "Propositions Concert6es FONGS (federation des Organisations Non 
GOLMrnementaies du S6n6ga1) Partenalras financiers pour la Mise en place d'une Ugne de Crt!dlt 
au 86n6flce des Groupements Paysans Membres de Ia F6d6ratlon des ONG du S6n6ga1,· Thlts, 
S6n6ga1, August 1987, 20 p. 
The author talks about non g<Mmmentai private farmers organizations (NGOs) that have ENOIved 
In Senegal from the need to obtain credit and avoid the constI8lnts Imposed by the CNCA (Caisse 
Natlonale de Credit Agrlcole) for credit allocation. The federation of NGOs denoted as FONGS has 
a long term strategy that would start with savings rnobUlzatlon and 6Y8ntually glYe rise to a 
-rwolving Credit line- with the CNCA for member NGOs. The project could benefit from the help 
of outside organizations like the Ford foundation and others who VW>UId associate to create a ·rural 
savings and dewlopmem union- to assist farmers technically as well as with Investment decisions. 
later on, the federation wishes to Integrate the CNCA and help that Institution become more widely 
accepted by farmers and motivate them to repay their loans. [0820] 
K8y Worda: Agrlcunure; Sahel W.1t Africa; Senegal; CnNIn; 
1268. Ba. Moussa, and Mohamed Ba, ·Compte-Rendu du S6mlnalre de R6f1ex1ons sur l'Epargne et Ie 
Cr6dIt,- Paper presented at Concours Loglstlque et Financier, Enea, Senegal, June 18-19, 1987. 
FONGS, Dakar, Senegal, June 1987, 69 p. 
The report Is a summary of the seminar on rethinking savings and credit In S6n6gal. After the failure 
of the gcwemmental credit association, ONCAD (OffIce National du Credit Agrlcole), and the 
cooperatlYe groups, Senegalese farmers had to reorganize themselves and try to solve their credit 
problems with the creation of savings and credit groups. Farmers are stll very conscious that the 
success of their InltiatlYe depends on the support of gcMHT1menta1 Institutions and 'NGOs (Non 
gcMHT1menta1 organizations). The report mentions the actions being undertaken by NGOs and 
different InltiatiYes aimed at prcMdlng credit to the Senegalese farmers. [4389] 
K8y WoIda: G ..... I; Sahel Welt Africa; Senegal; Savlnga; CnNIIt; Banks; Cooperatives; 
1269. ' Bad)l. Daniel, -One Day Joint R8YIM on Credit for Agricultural Inputs. The PIOAC Case.· Final 
Report, USAID/Senegal, washington, D.C., December 12, 1985, 18 p. 
After the collapse of the national agricLftural credit office (ONCAD) In 1980. the go.,oemment of 
Senegal no longer had the means to dewlop assistance and credit programs for farmers. With the 
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help of USAlD, a special credit fund was made avaUabie to farmers In the I.oNer Casamance region, 
through the PIDAC~ (Projet Int6gr6 de D6ve1oppement Agrlcole de Ia Basse Casamance) extension 
service. Loans were granted to producer groups as well as to individuals for farm equipment and 
products. PIDAC~ special credit program which began In 1983/84 enjoyed a 90 percent loan 
repayment rate and could demonstrate valuable lessons for slmUar credit programs. [0999] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Sah.1 West Africa; S.negal; Credit; 
1270. Banque Centrale des Etats de INrique de l'Ouest (BCEAO) , -La Commercialisation de Iltuachlde 
au S6n6ga1 en 1983-84,- L:Economle Ouest Africalne. Notes d'information et Statlstlgues, No. 348, 
Aprl 1986, pp. 1-21. 
this report nMews peanut mar • .atlng In Senegal. In the context of the new agricultural policy. 
farmers haw access to credlt- th:oogh vUlage cooperatives. Senegal~ national dewlopment bank 
(BNDS) Is the main credit distributor to farmers for the purchase of equipment and· inputs, 
transportation and Installation of newly acquired equipment, as well as purchase of livestock. 
Confronted later with heavy debts, some farmers haw tumed to the parallel market to avoid 
repayment of their loans. Given the Importance of peanuts for the Senegalese economy. the 
gcMm1ment took action by suspending some medium term debts and by raising producers' prices 
to attract farmers back to the formal market. [0976] 
Key Words: Marketing; Sah.1 West Africa; S.negal; Cradit; Cooperatives; Development bank; 
Agribusiness 
1271. Belleres, J. F., M. Havard, and P. Y. Le Gal, -Le Flnancement de I~rlculture Irrlgu6e dans Ie Delta 
du Aeuw S6n6ga1: Int6rOts et D6riv6s du Cr6d1t Bancalre, - Paper presented at the International 
Seminar on Finance and Rural Dewloprnent In West Africa, Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso, 21-25 
October 1991, Cosponsored by the Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology. The 
Ohio State University. Columbus, Ohio, and CIRAD, Montpeiller, France, October 1991, 14 p. 
This article discusses agricultural finanCing by bank credit In the Delta of the Senegal river. Credit 
Is allocated to the Delta rice farmers primarily through CNCA (Caisse Natlonale de Credit Agrlcole). 
The credit system currently In effect has major flaws that need to be ImprtNed by better cash 
management and better savings mobDizatlon policies. [4462] 
Key Words: G.n .... l; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; Finance; 
1272. Bhatia, Rattan J., -rhe West African Monetary Union: An Analytical ReYi8w,- Occasional Paper No. 
35, IMF, Washington, D.C., May 1985, 59 p. 
UntU 1984, the West AfrIcan Monetary Union (WAMU) consisted of the six West African countries 
of Benin, Burkina Faso, Ivory Coast, Niger, Senegal, and Togo. For nearly two decades these 
countries haw had a freely circulating common currency issued by the Banque Centrale des Etats 
de l1W1que de l'Ouest (BCEAO). The CFA franc has remained pegged at 50 to the French franc 
since 1948. This study analyzes the Implementation of WAMU monetary policy. The study reviews 
the theory of optimum currency areas and the structure and function of BCEAO from 1962-74, 
summarizes the money supply process, and reports sewral financial ratios for the six countries. 
One section discusses the BCEAO reforms made In 1974 including a new tool for controlling credit 
expansion, domestic and International Interest rates were harmonized, an Interbank money market 
was established, and limits were set on the amount of assets that banks could hold outside the 
Union. Credit policy and other d6Y8l0pments are then discussed for 1974-82. this study makes 
no definitive analysis of WAMU but identifies some of the constraints member countries have In 
dealing with their unique problems. For example, Interest rate and EDCChange rate policies cannot 
be talored to meet the situations found In each country. (4667) 
Key Words: Gen ... l; Africa; Benin; Burkina FaIO; Ivory Coast; Cote d'ivoire; Niger; Senegal; 
Togo; Finance; Monetary policy; 
1273. 8remer-Fax, Jennifer. Ulura Baley, Irving Rosenthal, J~d Salacuse, Thomas Tlmberg, and 
Wendy Weidner, 'An Analytical Fram6'NOf'k for Assistance to the Informal Ser.tor In the Sahel,· 
Report prepared for the AfrIca Bureau, USAlD, Robert R. Nathan Associates, Inc.,.iashlngton, D.C., 
NCMmlber 1989, 51 p. 
Assistance to small and mlcroenterprtses In the Informal sector In Africa has become a common 
component of dewlopment programs Implemented by AfrIcan gc:Hemments, donors, and private 
\IO!untary organizations (PVOs). These programs haw generally focused on two activities: 1) 
research designed to ImprtNe our understanding of the scope and activities of the Informal sector 
and 2) project assistance. generally taking the form of a small-scale credit program accompanied 
by technical assistance and training by boI'rtMers, Implemented by a PVO or a state-cM'lled bank. 
This paper describes sawral such projects In the Sahel, In Burkina Faso, S~n~gaJ, and Mall. The 
authors obserw that these two activities do not constitute an adequate approach to meeting the 
needs of the Informal sector In the Sahel. Programs under way In other regions, notably Latin 
America, point the way to a more comprehensive and effective attack on the barriers to gl"ONth 
facing the Informal sector. The strategy proposed by the authors departs radically from what Is 
currently In use. It questions the use of the formal/Informal category as a basis for programming 
In the Sahel, and suggests Instead that the failure of the legal and administrative framework and the 
absence of functioning formal Institutions Is the primary barrier to enterprise dewlopment for both 
formals and Informals. [4091] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Sahel West Africa; Sahel; Burkina Faso; Senegal; Mali; 
Credit; Development; Informal finance; Government policy and programs; International donors; 
1274. Caisse Natlonale de Credit Agrlcole (CNCA) , -Note d'information sur les Actlvlt~s des Agences 
D~centralls~es de Ia CNCAS: Situations de Ia CoIlecte at des CrM:l its , - CNCA, Dakar, Senegal, 
January 10. 1986, 9 p. + annexes. 
The article deals with credit and savings mobllzatlon situation In three CNCA local branches in 
S~MgaI. It Is noted that there Is a big diversity among the three local banks because of their 
location. The commonality among all three banks though. Is their desire to d6Yelop a closer 
relationship with local farmers and their cornmlttrnent to make savings mobUizatlon a priority. [4323] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Sahel Welt Africa; Senegal; Banks; 
1275. Caisse Natlonale de Credit Agrlcole (CNCA) , -Note d'informatlon: Les Agences D~centralls6es: 
Actions et Programme, - CNCA, Dakar, Senegal, January 10. 1986. 56 p. 
This note Is about the activities and future programs of CNC'A n6W1y created local branches. In the 
first chapter about agricultural credit, the wcatlon of CNCA as a credit distributor to the agricultural 
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sector Is rastated, Its organization and types d Interwntlon are outlined. Adaptation to the 
dtweloprnent of society actMtJes Is the main reason for the opening of local branches In Dakar, 
Matan and ThIes. Every regional agency has had to adapt and be responsive to the particularities 
of the local cllent"e. [4322] 
Kay Wordl: Agriculture; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; Banks; 
1276. Camara. I., -Lss Structures Mutuallstes d'Epargne at de Credit (SMEC) dans l'Unlon Mon~talre 
Ouest-Africalne- In The ILD and the Anancial Sector: Small Anancial Mechanisms In SupPOrt of 
Poverty A1IE1Yiatlon. Enterprise Promotion and Self-Reliant PM!ooment. RePOrt of a technical 
consuttatlon organised by the International Labour OffIce. GenM. 19-20 September 1991, Geneva, 
SwKzerland: ILD, 1991, ~. 11-17. 
The ~r Is a nMew d Informal financial settings In the SENen West African Monetary Union 
(UMOOt) countries of B~nln, Burkina Faso, COte d'ivolre, Mall, Niger, S~n~gaI and Togo. The author 
belleYeS that mutuallsts and cooperative forms of financial organizations remain a viable alternative 
for meeting the financial needs of farmers as well as small and micro enterprises. Two financial 
arrangements are predominant in rural areas In the S6Y8n countries. They are savings and credit 
cooperatives (COOPECs) and village banks. COOPECs are very similar to credit unions with a ffNI 
of them closely foIlONing the Grameen bank approach. VUlage banks, on the other hand, do not tie 
savings to credit. They are relatively ne.N to West AfrIca. Their major weakness are their Isolation 
and their fragmentation as no formula has been found to dswlop a viable link with the formal 
financial sector: The author recommends a support program be set up for networking In the UMOA 
countries with the help of donor agencies. [5322] 
Key Wordl: Finance; Africa; Benin; Burkina FaIO; COte d'hiolre; Mali; Niger; Senegal; Togo; 
Micro and lmall enterprise; Credit; Savings; 
12n. Carvin, Joe, -Senega's Cooperative Mo.I8ment: Sewnty Years of Mo.I8ment WIthout the 
Cooperatives,· In ·Selected Papers and Monographs on Senegalese Agriculture,· Vol. III, Douglas 
H. Graham (compiler), Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio State 
University, Columbus, Ohio, No.I8mber 1983. 64 p. 
This paper focuses on the cooperative mo.I8ment In Senegal which has been the principal means 
for distributing rural credit in Senegal for o.I8r S6Y8nty years. The paper outlines the swnts leading 
to the current high debt and default problem among farmers and analyzes the current go.l8mment 
plan to solve the problem. The paper also points out the implications for USAID projects. The 
paper concludes that f!Nery cooperative mo.l8ment since 1910 has been trying to address four basic 
needs of Senegalese farmers: (1) that for agricultural Inputs. tools and fertilizers; (2) that for seed 
management; (3) that for food at the hungry time of year; and (4) to market the groundnut crop. 
[0965] 
Kay Wordl: General; Sahel Well Africa; S~negalj Cooperatives; 
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1278. CaawaII, NIm, ~,Peanuts and Politics: State Marlc8tlng In Senegal, 1966-80,-1n Marketing 
Boards In TrppIcaJ AfrIca. Kveme AmIn, PalJ Heap and Laurens van dar Laan (eds.), Boston, 
Massachusetts: KPI Publishing, 1985, pp. 79-119. 
Argues that political factors I8YDMng around the distribution ~ I8SOUI'C88 produced In the sector 
IhcUd be taIcan Into account In explaining the falura of the Senegalese groundnut marketing board 
ONCAD (0ftIce NatIonaIe de ~ratIon at d~11stance au o.Y8Ioppement) and the countryS 
falura to dlY8rslfy fIIIII.'t from inherited dependance on ground nut production. Suggests a linkage 
between the State~ falura to use ONCAD as a \I8hIcIe for moI;»IlzIng agricuttulBl savings In the 
dlractlon ~ the urban-Industrlll sector and ONCAD~ role as distributor ~ political pabonage. [4338] 
. . 
_ VfonI.: llarUllng; Sahli w..t AfrIca; Senlpl; laving.; 
1279. ChaYIard, Nicole, ,. GrandesBanquas AfrIcaInes.- Nrfg",lndustrla, No. 321,1985, pp.36-48. 
The article Is a cOmpIatIon of dlfferant raports by BCEIO (Banque Centrale des Etats de l'Ouest) 
~ operations and raslJts of 60 West AfrIcan Monetary Union (UM~) banks and a dassificatlon of 
the principal West AfrIcan and CentIBl AfrIcan commercial banks. Thera Is also a country-by-country 
SUMri of the major banks In Nigeria, Ivory Coast, Cameroon, Gabon, Senegal, Congo, Togo, 
Burkina Faso, Niger, Mall, and the CentIBI AfrIcan Republic. The data wara obtained from published 
statistics of the banks raslJts obtained In 1983. All UM~ banks ha .... seen their net benefit drop 
due mainly to poor performance by dewlopment banks and some commercial banks. Despite a 
slight Incraase In total credit to the economy In 1982-83, all other bank services ha .... slowed down. 
When ranking the banks, Nigeria comes In a distinct first followed by banks from the Franc Zone 
whle other banks with nonconY8I'tIbIe cunancIes corne last. [0789] 
K8J WonI.: Gen .. l; Africa; Nigeria; COte d'.von; Ivory Coalt; C8m.oon; Gabon; Senegal; 
Congo; Togo; Bwkina FaIO; Niger; .. all; Central African Republic; lanka; . 
1280. Claassen, Eml-Marta, and Pascal Salin, -rhe Impact of Stabllzatlon and StructulBl Adjustment 
Policies on the RuIBl Sector. Case-studles of COte d'lwIre, S.nfgal, Uberta, Zambia and Morocco,· 
Report preparad for the ECA/FNJ AgrtclJtura Division, FNJ, Rome, 1991, 219 p. 
The obJect1V8 of the report Is to Muste the Impact of stabRlzatlon and structulBl adjustment 
prognuns of IMF and the WoItd Bank. The authors think that programs ara too often concemed with 
global problems, and thera Is'reason to ballaYe that farmers rnt!ti suffer ralatlYaly mora than other 
wortc8Is from the implementation of these programs. The Yklfd Bank and the IMF cannot be 
crIIcIzed on the grounds of a need for macro-econornlc adjustment The critical points that could 
be advanced against their programs concern the length of the adjustment DI'OC8II and; In the case 
d AfrIca, their possible. though unintended, acNarse repercussions on the alilrlcUtulBl sector. The 
authors note that agrtWtura has been exploited for decades on behalf of Industr~ Consequently. 
the agriclJtulBl sector shcUd be prctected In the transition period, during which an abn.tot structural 
adjustment program has to be Implemented. The period of the macro-economlc adJU~fJl It chould 
be lengthened since, otherwise neither of these two plans may be raallzad. On the Impact of S8CtClr-
IpeCIfIc policies on agrlclJtura, the authors note that the role of cradlt policy should be stressed. 
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Because savings 818 generally ION In agrlclJture, craclit could be consId8l8d an Important substitute 
for YOIuntary savings I7t farmers. In part II ci the report, the authors nMaw the case-studles of five 
AfrIcan countries. [4105] 
Kay Word.: Agriculture; Africa; COle d'lvoInt; hay Coast; U .... ; Morocco; Senegal; Zambia; 
CNdIt; Policy .. form; 
1281. Cleaver, KavIn M., "The Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on AgrlcUtureln Sub-Saharan 
AfrIca,. Staff WorkIng Paper No. 728, The Wortd Bank, washington, D.C., AprI1985, 30 p. 
this paper nMaw the avdabIe literature on the impaCt of price and exchange rate policies on 
agrlCllture In Sub-Saharan AfrIca. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan African 
countries to test ... ~ concerning policy Impacts. The countries analyzed arr'. Chad, 
Ethiopia, Mall, MI*.:Mo Zaire, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta. Rwanda. Somalia, Tanzania, \:iulnea, 
Benin, Central AfrIcan Republic. Siena Leone, Madagascar, Niger, Sudan, Togo, Ghana, Kenya, 
Senegal, Lesotho, IJberIa, Zambia, Nigeria. Zimbabwe, cameroon, Botswana, Congo, and Ivory 
Coast. A regression equation with agricultural groNth rates as a function of the nominal protection . 
coefficient was statistically significant but with a IaN R2. Other Independent variables were 
investigated Including fertllzer use per hectare, changes In the barter terms of trade, population 
groNth rate, degree of concentration of export eamlngs, adult literacy, share of public consumption 
In GDP and the degree of gCMtmment Interwntlon In farm Input supply. Reductions In farm level 
price discrimination (nominal protection), share of gCMtmment consumption In GOP, and population 
groNth rates were positively related to agricultural groNth rates, whDe the degree of gCMtmment 
InYOIYernent In the farm Input supply Industry was negatively related. The findings tend to confirm 
the vi6W that Inappropriate price and exchange rate policies have a negative Impact on agricultural 
production. Other factors such as gCMJmment Irwolvement In farm Input supply, population growth, 
and gCMJmments abUIly to operate and maintain Its agricultural investments are also Important. 
Appropriate price and exchange rate policies would have a relatively small Impact on agricultural 
groNth so the policy package to remedy problems caused by poor price and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to each country. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HC597W63 No. 
728] 
Kay Word.: Agrlcultunt; Africa; Chad; Ethiopia; Mall; Malawi; Zaire; Uganda; Burundi; Burkina 
Fa.o; Upper Volta; AMlnda; Somalia; Tanzania; Guinea; Benin; Central African Aepublic; 
SI ..... Leone; Madagascar; Niger; Sudan; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Lesotho; Uberia; 
Zambia; Nigeria; Zimbabwe; cameroon; B_Mlna; Congo; Ivory Coast; Cote d'lwlre; Finance; 
Interest rat •• ; Policy Nform; PrIces; 
1282. Comlte Inter-Etats de Lutte Contre Ia Secherese dans Ie Sahel (ClLSS), ·DIff'rentes Formes 
d'Epargne at de Crtidlt Ruraux au a.MgaI,· (Rapport Pl'OYIsoire sur une Enquete en Cours), Note: 
written from the Statistical Analysis of Professor Maccheroni carlo, Unlverslt' Bocconl, MUan, Italy, 
n.d., 43 p. 
This Is a progress report on the study to determine the different forms of rural savings and credit 
In the Passy and BounkUlng zones In Senegal. In Passy zone, 50 percent of farmers use the formal 
financial circuits whereas Informal finance Is the main credit distributor In BounkHlng. Farmers In the 
latter zone have had no experience with the formal financial sector and usually walt for a long time 
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to get funds. The author concludes that resource mobIlzation Is needed to bring together all the 
Informal savings Into a mora structured form where they can be remunerated and Invested. [4391] 
Kay Words: G.n .... l; Sahel Welt Africa; Senegll; Creel"; SavIngs; 
1283. ComIte Inter-Etats de Lutte Contre Ia Secheresse dans Ie Sahel (CI LSS) , -Differentes Formes de 
Credit at D'~pargne Exlstsnt en MDleu Rural au Senegal, - Rapport Final, Instltuto ltalo-Africano and 
UnMnlte BOCCONI, Rome and Milan, Italy. AprI1991, 113 P + annexes. 
The report discusses the different forms of credit and savings existing In rural Senegal. The first part 
deals with the different systems of production of financial services avaUabie. The second part 
identifies strategies and procedures practiced by different types of formal and Informal financial 
Intennec:llaries. [4723] 
Kay Words: G.n .... l; Slh.1 W.1t Africa; S.negal; Finane.; Formal flnanc.; Informal finance; 
Creel"; Savings; CooperatlV81; 
1284. Comlte Inter-Etats de Lutte Contre Ia Secheresse dans Ie Sahel (CILSS), -DIff~rentes Formes de 
Cr~1t et d'Epargne en MRleu Rural. Pr~sentatlon des Premiers R~sultats d'une Enquete au S~n~gal" 
In CILSS-Asslstance Technique ltallenne. Istltuto ltalo-Africano, Rome, ltaIie: Unlverslte Bocconi, 
MRano, Italy. 1989, 25 p. 
The aim of the study was to document about the diverse forms of credit and savings In rural 
Senegal In particular the Middle Casamance and the Saloum regions. It focused on: 1. 320 -carres· 
and their demand for financial services as well as the suppliers of Informal credit. 2. Sixty Institutions 
and non-instltutions, suppliers of financial services (banques, projects, associations, traders and 
Individuals). The results shONed that people save for precautionary purposes I.e., for delayed 
consumption rather than Investment. [0853] 
Key Words: G.neral; Sahel West Africa; Senegll; Credit; Sivings; Rural finance; 
1285. Courcelle, Michel, "The Private Sector In Senegal, - OCDE/OECD Club du Sahel, September 1988. 
This report Is an CMtrvlew of the economic and political situation In Senegal. It describes a country 
faced with major difficulties and trying to solve Its problems by means of new programs. Two new 
programs, NPA (New Agricultural Program) and NPI (New Industrial Program) emphasize giving 
more -pcMef to the private enterprise. In fact, Senegalese private enterprise would receive more 
support than the French and the Lebanese private enterprises with new defined taxes and trade 
barriers. The gCMtmment has thus established a dozen funds Intended to guarantee, subsidize and 
support the small and medium sized Senegalese companies to obtain credit. The aUthor Is very 
pessimistic about the prospects of the new programs In Senegal. He argues that the bankruptcy of 
the Senegalese economy raises the whole question of an II-adapted economic model Inherited from 
the West. [5585] 
Key Words: G.n .... l; Sah.1 W.st Africa; S.negll; Finance; Policy reform; 
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1286. de Benoist, Joseph Roger; -Le R.seau des Financl6res AfrIcalnes s'etend de Ia Tontine. Ia Banque 
Coop6rat1Ye,- March6s Trqplcaux, December 23, 1988, pp. 3658-3659. 
This article nMews the rapid gl'OtYth of the Flnancl6re ITICMHTlent begun In June 1980 In Cote 
d'IYOIre. The author describes the Financlere as a modem Tontine association that groups mainly 
high ISYels professionals. The ITICMHTlent has been steadRy gl'OtYlng and expanded to twelve African 
countries (COte d'ivolre, Senegal, Ghana, Burkina Faso, Mall, Cameroon, Benin, Gabon, Guinea, 
Morocco, Togo, and Zaire). The principal objective of fN8ry local chapter Is to motivate savings and 
faclltate cracJlt for InYestment In dSYelopment projects. The creation of the -Flnancl~re 
Internatlonale· Is expected to help harmonize the rules goysming the different financleres and permit 
Joint collaboration In realizing dSYelopment projects. [0926] 
Key Words: Genera.; Afrlcaj CObt d"von; Senega.; Ghana; Burkina Fa.o; Mall; Cameroon; 
Benin; Gabon; Guinea; M0I'0CC\.9; Togo; Zaire; Informal finance; 
1287. de laUre, Anne, -Observations on the Private Sector In Senegal, Niger; and Burkina Faso. 
Summary,- OCDE/OECD CILSS, Club du Sahel, ParIs, France, N0Y8mber 1988, 15 p. 
This preliminary Investigation of the private sector In three Sahellan countries was aimed at helping 
to identify realities. Three main forms of private enterprise In Sahel emerged from the authors 
studies and they are found In agriculture, livestock, and fisheries. In Senegal the modem private 
sector Qndustry, trade, services) Is dominated by foreign capital, Is In a very bad state and the out 
look Is not promising. In Niger; traditional trading Is very dynamic especially with Nigeria and 
ramifications throughout many other countries. The author argues traditional traders are wrongly 
classified as part of the Informal sector. The outlook for the already very dynamic Informal private 
sector could Improye If conditions were created such as access to financial services because 
traditional loans are too expensive. [0790] 
Key Words: Agrlbusln ... ; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; Niger; Burkina Faso; Trade; Finance; 
1288. de Lattre, Anne, ·Un Programme Ing6nieux: Les Prets aux Petites Entreprlses du Sln6-Saloum," 
March,s Trooicaux, AprU 1, 1988, pp. 778-780. 
The author gives a very favorable nMew to the USAID Small Enterprises Loan Program In the Sln.-
Saloum (S'n'gal). After two years of Its fNe-year mission, the program has successfully helped the 
Informal private sector and has recorded only a very ION number of delinquent loans. [0909] 
Key Words: Enterprl"'; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; Credit; International donors; Loan 
.. payment; 
1289. de Macedo Braga, Jorge, -Small Countries In Monetary Unions: The Case of Senegal." October 
1983,110 p. 
This peper nMews the pros and cons of Senegals membership In the West AfrIcan Monetary Union 
(WAMU) administered by the Central Bank of the West AfrIcan States (BCEAO). WAMU Is linked, 
via France, to the European pseudo exchange rate union. A model used In the analysis consists of 
standard aggregate demand and aggregate supply relationships, with trade and capital mCNements 
linking the national economies of the union members.The results ShON that a full monetary union 
with an exogenous monetary allocation (as In the case of WAMU) has real as well as nominal 
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exchange rate effects. In the case of Senegal, the loss of monetary autonomy did not Induce a gold. 
standard type adjustment to inflation. The reason Is found In an· Increase of the global WAMU money 
stock ralatlw to exogenously determined French money stock In the 1970s due to monetary 
allocation rules within WAMU. [0968C] 
Key Worda: Gen .. l; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; Finance; Monetary policy; Exchange rate; 
Inflation; lhIde; 
1290. de Wide, John C., - Senegal: In fQricuityre. Marketing. and Pricing In Syb-Saharan AfrIca, Los 
Angeles, California: AfrIcan Studies Center and African Studies Association, Unlwrslty of California, 
1984, pp. 105-116. 
ThIs chapter focuses on the role of parastatal organizations In Senegal and their Impact on the price 
of agricultural products. All the marketing and Input requirements of the selected agricultural 
products nMewed (ground nuts, cotton, and rice) are under the monopoly of parastatal 
organizations, leaving the private sector with little role to play. Heavy subsidies have encouraged 
the uneconomic use of purchased Inputs. Non payment of farm credit and cancellation of some 
farm debts have added to the subsidy burden of the state. [4367] 
Key Worda: Marketing; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; Finance; 
1291. De Santls, Dennis, Barbara Ha.vald, and Stew Sposato, -Mlcroenterprise Stock-Taking: The 
Community and Enterprise D6Yelopment Project - Kaolack, Senegal,· AID Evaluation Occasional 
Paper No. 21, Prepared for USAlD, D6Ye1opment Alternatlws, Inc./Robert R. Nathan Associates, 
Inc., Washington, D.C., July 1989, 22 p. + appendices. 
Reports that Incraased stock, efficiency, equipment, number of clients, Impro.led management were 
cited by the bor'I't7Ners as Impacts on their enterprises from this AID-funded project. LocaJ project 
staff were also prtMded training. PVO capabilities were stronger In social and community 
deopment areas, and weaker In the credit administration area. Major concluslonsflessons Include: 
(1) the lending project must begin with a financial Institution-buDding goal, with sufficient fiexibllity 
and simplicity of design; and (2) bontMer group solidarity guarantees can be effective If the group 
has strong social and cultural ties. [4226] 
Key WOlds: Micro and amall enterprise; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; Formal finance; Crediti 
1292. Dhante, Robert, -La Financement des Petites Enterprises en AfrIque: Reflexions sur Ia Methodes 
d'lntel'Y8ntlon,· Notes· et Etudes No. 39, Division des Etudes Generales, ecCE, Paris, France, 
January 1991, 38 p. 
The author reflects on Intervention methods In financing small scale enterprises In Africa. The text 
sheds some light on the new methodology which permits obtaining some significant results in terms 
of the number of enterprises financed and the rate of reimbursement. Efficient projects are analyzed 
with reference to their common characteristics, autonomy and relationship with clients, variables 
associated with the environment and the concept of credit, and their structure. These projects do 
not target the enterprise or employment but target the entrepreneur for the purpose of developing 
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an antI8pr8neUrIaJ generation. The author proIIdes examples from Mall, Senegal and Chad with 
comparative general data and notes that the new Intervention .rategy. and the projects In Senegal 
and Chad pnMde Interesting Ilustrations. [4188] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Sahel Welt Africa; Mall; Senegal; Chad; Finance; 
1293. Dleng, Samcldlne, ·Expdrlence de Ia Caisse Natlonale de Cr*ilt Agrlcole du S6n6gaJ dans Ie 
Domalne de Ia CoIlecte de l'Epargne, de l'Octroi du Cr*ilt et sea Relations avec Ie Secteur 
Financier Informel,· Paper presented at AFRItCA SemInar; AbIdjan, COte d'lwlre, December 11-16, 
1989, AFRN:A. Nairobi, Kenya, 1989, 8 p. 
This article retraces CNCA (Caisse Natlonale de Credit Agrlcole) experiences In savings mobUization 
and credit distribution and Its relationship with tn .• Informal sector. The author, who Is also director 
c:I the CNCA, argues that progress was made In .. oth savings rnobIization and credit distribution. 
Collaboration with the Informal sector Is glONing and Involves working with non-governmental 
organizations, womens organizations, as well as youth associations. HCMl8Yer, difficulties persist 
like a rise In the default rate c:I group loans In some areas, difficulties In successfully marketing 
garden products, the unsuccessful transition from short-term to medium-term credit, and problems 
related to the restructuring of the banking sector In general. (0957) 
Key Words: Agriculture; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; Finance; Agricultural credit; Informal 
finance; 
1294. Duesenberry, James S., and Malcolm F. McPherson, ·Monetary Management In Sub-Saharan Africa: 
A Comparative Analysis,· Dewlopment Discussion Paper No. 395 EPS, HIID, Harvard University, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, September 1991, 149 p. 
This paper Is a comparatlYe nwlew presenting findings of studies done In Malawi, Ghana, Nigeria, 
Senegal, and The Gambia examining the measures Sub-Saharan African (SSA) countries need for 
a succesful transition to a system of Indirect monetary control. The authors report that the 
successful operation of an Indirect control system requires the completion of a number of financial 
reforms, training of staff, cooperation between the Central Bank and the ministry of finance and a 
government committed to sound money and credit programs. The authors conclude that although 
SSA countries have continued to rely on credit ceilings for macroeconomic reform, most of the 
changes required for Indirect control are desirable awn with a ceRing system. [4733] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Malawi; Ghana; Nigeria; Senegal; The Gambia; Finance; 
Macroeconomics; Central bank; Government policy and programs; Credit; Policy reform; 
1295. Dupuy, Claude, "VIllage Associations In Senegal: Economic Functions and Financing Methods,· 
Economic D6Wiopment Institute of the World Bank, Washington, D. C., 1991,23 p. 
Documents the operations of the VIllage Association of the Selekl vUlage In Senegals southern 
pitMnce of Casamance. Author argues that this emergence of an Informal public sector is a 
response to a widespread crisis In government finances, In which traditional structures transcend 
original forms and boundaries, securing the financial resources they need (e.g., forced saving 
among members) to be able to proYide community services. [5280] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; Informal finance; 
1296. Dupuy, Oaude, and Jean-Mlchel SeNet. "Pratlques Informelies d'Epargne at de Plat: Examples 
SenegaJaIs,· EconomJe at Humanlsme, March/Aprl1987, pp.40-54. 
The authors discuss at length local savings associations, -mntInes,· and consumer cradlt. Rural 
saving associations that regroup people from the same community or vllage haw always been part 
of the AfrIcan and Senegalese WIIf of life. These associations are able to finance collective 
d8Y8l0prnent projects. buDd schools, hospitals etc. Consumer cf8CIlt arises when merchants and 
consumers meet. It Is Important that the Gowtrnment as well as forrnaI Institutions, help In 
regulating the Informal sector so It can contribute to the cou~ d8Y8l0prnent. [5154] 
Kay Worda: 0 .... 1; S.hel Weal Africa; Senegal; Informal finance; 
1297. Flammar";;. Robert A, a.nforrnaI Financial Markets In Senegal and Zaire,· Presented at the Seminar 
on Informal Financial Markets In D8Y8Ioprnent, Washington, D.C., October 18 -20,1989, Department 
of Agrlc~ural Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio State UnlYerslty, Columbus, Ohio, 1989, 
13 p. 
The paper presents a general owtrvlaw of Informal financial markets In Senegal and Zaire. Emphasis 
Is placed on ho.v macroeconomic policy affects the performance of these markets, the linkages 
between formal and Informal finance, and the problem of collecting useful Information on Informal 
finance through short- term research. Author Is skeptical about the advisability of donors moving 
funds through Informal financial Intermediaries. [1979] 
Key Wonia: Oeneral; Africa; Senegal; Zaire; Informal finance; International donors; 
1298. Gays, Mater, ·Le Cr6d1t Informel en MUleu Rural S'Mgalals: Enquete dans les Regions de Fatlck 
et Kaolack,· Proposition de communication a I'ateller ISRA/MSU/USAID sur la PoIltlque Agro-
Allmentalre au S'MgaI praw. Dakar en JuDlet 1988, Michigan State University. East lansing, July 
1988,25 p. 
This article nMews Informal rural cradlt In Fatlck and Kaolack regions In Senegal. The author feels 
that the Informal cradlt sector offers farmers only a very limited alternative to meet their credit needs. 
Most private traders are subject to major structural limitations In supplying credit to farmers. 
Furthermore, experienced traders adopt a risk averse attitude and specialize In lending only during 
the ·hungry- season. WhUe competition In peanut trade may Increase private traders credit supplies, 
uncertainty about potential cradlt recipients for fNSry new season can have a negative Impact on -
credit distribution. [0921] 
Key Wonia: Agrlcun"'j S.hel West Africa; Senegal; Informal finance; Output marketing; 
Agrlcult&nl cndlt; 
1299. Gays, Matar, les Sections VIIlagoises at Ie er.dlt, Document de Traval, ISRA, September, 1987, 
27p. 
VIllage groups were created In 1983 In Senegal as associations of vllagars or farmers Involved in 
the same activity or farming the same crops. Loans are delivered to farmers by the CNCA (caisse 
Natlonale de Credit Agrlcole) via Rcllons vllageoises'. Vllage sections have been popular because 
of their role In cradlt allocation but the author feels that non-agrlcultural sections of rural 
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d6Y81opment haw been Ignorad In the process. Also, women and young people are not receMng 
their shant of benefits linked to vllage groups membership. (0921] 
K-r Wold.: Agriculture; Sahel Weat Africa; Senegal; er.dlt; Self-help group.; Rural non-firm; 
Woman; 
1300. Gellar, Sheldon. "CIrclUIra 32 R6Y1slted: Prospects for ReYItaIlzing the Senegalese Cooperative 
MCMHn8nt In the 19805,· Princeton UnlYers~ In ·Selected Papers and Monographs on SenegaJese 
Agriculture,· Vol. 'C Douglas H. Graham (compIer), Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural 
SocIoI~ The Ohio State UnNerslty, Columbus, Ohio, N0Y8n1ber 1983, 68 p. 
In t! <oS paper, the author examines the extent to which the mi81 reforms announced In 1980 In 
Sen ''1aI haw been Implemented. The Idea of nMtaIlzlng the CooperatNe mOYement (eM) and the 
new coopenltI\Ie policy Is In fact a retum to Circular 32 of May 21, 1962 about cooperative 
phlosophy and principles. Since 1980, sawraI reforms have taken place In the form of new 
coopenltI\Ie statutes passed In January 1983, the efforts to organize and prcMde funding for local, . 
regional and national cooperatNes, the creation of section vllageolses, the expansion of functional 
literacy programs, a greater emphasis on dEMJIoplng non-peanut cooperatives, and a less 
paternalistic attitude of the cooperative service and Other state rural agencies tOMlrdS the peasantry. 
But, the success of the policies may depend on the restoration of the peasa~ confidence In the 
coopemtlve system and an effective state rural credit and marketing system. Also, rural reform and 
the nMtaIlzation of the CM wli be affected I7t external uncontrollable environmental factors such 
as drought, deterioration of SenegaI~ terms of trade and a reduced IEMJI of foreign ald. (0966] 
". 
K-r Word.: General; Sahel WHt Africa; Senegal; Cooperative.; 
1301. Gellar; Sheldon, -rhe CooperatIve M0Y8ment and Senegalese Rural DEMJlopment Policy, 1960-1980,· 
Princeton Unlvers~ In ·Selected Papers and Mongraphs on Senegalese Agriculture,· Vol. V. 
Douglas H. Graham (compiler), Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, The 
Ohio State Unlvers~ Columbus, Ohio, N0Y8mber 1983,72 p. 
This paper traces the ENDIution of the cooperative mOYement during the first two decades of 
independence, broken dCM'n into three distinct periods: (1) The Big Push: 1960-62, (2) Consolidation 
and ReorIentation: 1963-1966, and (3) The ONCAD Era: 1966-1980. The paper also attempts to 
identify the main causes behind the decline of the cooperative mOYement after a promising start. 
The author argues that Senegal n6Y8I' really had an authentic cooperative m0Y8ment; It was initiated 
from abOY8 and superimposed on a wide range of peasant social structures whel'8\l8r peanuts were 
produced. (0966] 
Key Wold.: Agriculture; Sahel Weat Africa; Senegal; Cooperatives; Output marketing; Input 
mark8tlng; Political economy; 
1302. GentI, Dominique, Yves fournier; Claude Mouret, M'Baye Dlao, Gaudens Dagnon, Jean-Baptiste 
Nana, and Florentln Agoua, -etude sur les Perspectives at Modallt.s de erutlon de Nouvelles 
Institutions Bancalres de Type Cooptlratlf at Mutuallste: Rapport de Synth6se,· IRAM, Paris, France, 
NOYember 1990, 74 p. 
ThIs report summarizes studies on perspectives and modalities for creating mutual and cooperative 
banking institutions. Studies were done In S6Wn AfrIcan UM~ countries: S'n'gaI, Burkina Faso, 
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Mall, Niger, C6te d'lYOIre, Togo, and B'nln. ExIsting institutions such as CNCA, COOPECs, 
OMopment Banks, and tontines are 1'8Yi6W8d. Other experiences of Banques Populalres In 
Rwanda and Unit Banks In Ghana and Grameen Banks In Bangladesh are analyzed for comparison 
and possible application to West Africa. The Investigations Indicate that the creation of new finance 
institutions don't seem necessary because there exists already a lot of different savings and credit 
groups, especially In the rural sector. The suggestion Is to rather focus attention on designing 
projects for the urban sector which rapid graNth and Importance of Its Informal sector cannot be 
Ignored. [4190] 
Key Wolds: General; Africa; Senegal; Burkilll FaIO; Mall; Niger, COta d'lwlre; Togoj B6ninj 
Fllllnce; Banksj Cooperatives; Cradlt unions; Development banks; 
1303. Germldls, Dimitri, Denis ~ fessler, and Rachel Meghlr, fl18nclal Systems and Dewlooment: What Role 
for the Forma! and Infon .. 11 Financial Sectors? Paris, France: DeYelopment Center Studies, OECD, 
1991,253 p. 
Based on extensive case studies In 12 d8Y8l0ping countries on three continents, the authors provide 
an analysis of the cmrall framework for financial Intermediation In d8Y8l0ping countries, Including 
both the formal and Informal sectors, and the economic policy environments In which they operate. 
The book looks specifically at domestic savings, and concludes that cmrall financial dewlopment 
cannot be achle.led by focusing attention on formal sector Institutions alone, but neither can the 
Informal sector be left to Its C7Nr1 d6YIces If financial dualism and Its Impact on dewlopment are to 
be reduced. The authors propose ways to ImprtNe the efficiency of the financial system In 
d8Y8l0ping countries by linking the two sectors In order to establish a more balanced economic, 
financial and 'monetary environment. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, 
HGl95G471991] 
Key Word.: Generalj Afrlcaj Burundlj Ethiopia; Togoj Zambia; Zimbabwe; Mauritania; Senegal; 
Filllncej Informal filllnce; Formal filii nee; Saving. mobilization; 
1304. Gerry, Chris, ·Petty Production and Capitalist Production In Dakar: The Crisis of the Self-Employed,· 
Worid Dewlooment. Vol. 6, No. 9/10, pp. 1147-1160. 
The author analyzes small commodity production using as an example the petty producers In the 
footwear Industry of Dakar. The author argues that capitalist domination of the Industry restricts 
their transformation Into large entrepreneurs as he I'8Ylews the prerequisites for the process of 
transition from petty producer to capitalist manufacturer with two examples of transitional forms 
(subcontractual relations). [5158] 
Key Wolds: Micro and small entarpriae; Sahel West Afrlcaj Senegal; Finance; 
1305. Goetz, Stephan J., Abdoulaye A. Fall, Bocar S. Dlagana, and John S. Holtzman, ·Private Cereals 
Traders In Southeastem Senegal and the Agricultural Production Support Project: Observation on 
Opinions, Prospects and Implementation Issues,· ISRA/Mlchlgan State University (MSU) Food 
Security Project Team, Outline for Discussion with USAID/ADO/Dakar; Seminar 011 Policy and 
Implementation Issues, December 8th, 1987, 13 p. 
Reports on the findings from 40 private cereal traders during the 1986-87 marketing season. Most 
of the traders use their ONn funds to finance cereal trade, whUe twenty-six percent receive funds 
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from other baders and 11 percent obtain cash from ralatlves. Informal credit to producers are mainly 
for consumption purposes, loans to other traders, often In the form of cereals, are used for further 
badlng. identified as future prospects include resupplying Inputs on credit to farmers and using 
farmer organizations. (0842] 
Kay Word.: Marketing; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; Finance; Informal finance; Output 
marketing; 
1306. Graham, Douglas H. (compler), -Selected Papers and Monographs on SenegaJese Agriculture 
Volume 1: Unpublished paper, Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology. The 
Ohio State University, circa 1988. 275 p. 
Subjects of papers In this com' ~'Satlon are: formal and Informal financial rt'I.;1rkets; design and 
Implementation of an agrlc~urall9S88rch project; marketing-internatlonaJ trad~ research program; 
and a l'8YIew of Senegalese agrk:ulture and agricultural policy. (0848] . 
Kay Words: General; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; Finance; 
1307. Hamman, Sonia, -Informal Financial Circuits In West AfrIca: Occasional Paper Series, Office of 
Housing and Urban Programs, USAlD, Washington, D.C., January 1984, 34 p. 
This paper explores the channels through which credit and savings flON in five West AfrIcan nations. 
It presents the results of an investigation of the variety and vitality of those informal systems used 
to mobHlze financial resources for investment and credit needs in the Ivory Coast, Uberia, Niger, 
Senegal, and Togo. The paper demonstrates that formal financial institutions in these African 
countries must design credit and savings systems attractive to that segment of the urban population 
which nON uses only informal financial networks. The relationship of financial patterns to the 
housing industry Is a further focus of the study. [1022] 
Kay Words: General; Africa; CGte d'ivolre; UberIa; Niger; Senegal; Togo; Informal finance; Self-
help groups; 
1308. Harmon, David P., Jr., WIlliam J. Grant, and Barbara C. Skapa, -Midterm Evaluation of the 
Community Enterprise Dewlopment Project in Senegal: Prepared for USAlD, Development 
Alternatives, Inc., Washington, D.C., June 1987, 157 p. 
The Community and Enterprise DMopment (c&ED) project launched in September 1985 had two 
purposes: 1) to stnmgthen the capacity of village organizations (VOs),through private voluntary 
organizations (PVOs), to carry out dMopment projects that benefit both the VOs and the regions; 
and 2) to assist small scale enterprises (SSEs) to carry out increased and self sustaining business 
activities by prtMding the services of a rural bank. In addition to credit, those entrepreneurs 
presenting sound requests can receive informal technical assistance from the programs small 
business advisory unit. In the future, the SSE would have to be Institutionalized and the banking 
sector Is the only plausible parent although major difficulties can arise. Under the PVO component, 
credit Is made avanable to VOs through the participating PVOs. The authors attribute limited activity 
In this component to the lack of staff knoNlectge about credit systems. [0914] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; Credit; Technical 
a .. lstance; Interest ratea; Loan .. payment; 
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1309. Holtzman, John S., et m., ~rlbuslness OMopment In Sub-Saharan AfrIca: Suggested 
Approaches, Information Needs and an Analytical Agenda. Volume II: Country Annexes," Abt 
Associates, Bethesda, Maryland, September 1992,185 p. 
This report Is the second volume of a study that consists of lessons leamed through USAIDs 
approaches to agricultural marketing and agribusiness d6Y8l0pmant In twelve sub-saharan African 
countries. The reports are based on literature r8Yisws for Ghana, Guinea, Madagascar. Rwanda, 
Senegal, Togo and Zimbabwe and field research In Cameroon, Kenya, Mall, Niger and Uganda. The 
first volume summarizes the lessons learned from traditional and targeted apreaches follOMKl by 
USAID to agricultural marketing and agribusiness d6Y8l0pment whUe this report presents case 
studies regarding the go.eernment policy and regulatory environment that foste"'l private sector 
Investment and entrepreneurship. Co·.ntry specific examples of agribusiness , ;9I8Iopment are 
discussed In datal. [55738] . 
Kay WORIs: Agribusiness; Africa; Cllmeroon; Ghana; Guinea; Kenya; Madagascar; Mall; Niger; 
Rwanda; Senegal; Togo; Uganda; Zimbabwe; Enterprises; Government policy and programs; 
International donora; 
1310. InncMltlons et R.seaux pour Ie D.Y8loppernent (IRED), "Epargne, Crlidlt et Autopromotlon des 
Communaut.s de Base en AfrIque de l'Ouest - Synth6se d'une Etude RliaUst!e en 1989 au Burkina 
Faso, en Gamble, au S.nligal et au Togo," IRED and Services d'Echanges et d~pul a Ia Gestion 
(SEAG), Niamey. Niger. 1989,55 p. 
This report nMews the status of savings mobUlzatlon and credit In some Western AfrIcan countries 
for the purpose of creating a regional savings and credit system In rural Sahel. The report examines 
the constraints and difficulties for savings mobUlzatlon and credit distribution In the rural sector: The 
recommendations fawr solutions to make the savings and credit system In the Sahel more 
accessible to the majority of poor farmers. Specific recommendations call for the creation of village 
groups concerned with savings mobilization and the education of their members, especially the 
young and women. VIllage groups should seek cooperation with similar organizations and with the 
formal banks. The QOI8rnments and NGOs should not try to Impose their Ideas on the groups. 
[4554] 
Kay Words: General; Africa; Burkina Faso; The Gambia; Senegal; Togo; Finance; Credit; 
SavIngs; 
1311. International D6Y8Iopment Association (lOA), "Report and Recommendation of the President of the 
International D6Y8Iopment Association to the executive Directors on a Proposed Credit of SDR 14.9 
MUIIon to the Republic of Senegal for the Eastern Senegal Rural Dewlopment Project," Report No. 
P-3629-SE, The World Bank, International D6Y8Iapment Association, Washington, D.C., July 11, 
1983,46 p. 
The proposed project In Senegal has sswral aims: to Increase the production of cotton as the main 
cash crop and cereals as rotation crops; organize farmer groups for primary marketing, credit and 
investment decisions; promote the Integration of crop and livestock activities; dewlop essential rural 
Infrastructure; and ImprcN8 the efficiency of the SODEFITEX (Socllitti pour Ie D.veloppement des 
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FIbr9s Textiles, Cotton DMopment Agency). It Is part ~ the policy ~ proyIdlng priority to the 
agricLlture sector (where It Is expected) that projects financed will contribute to economic gl'C7Nth, 
export earnings, and IInpr'cJJed rural Incomes and Income distribution. [0814] 
Kay Words: Agrlcultlnj Sahel Wut Afrlcaj Senegal; Formal finance; Output marketing; 
Agrlbuslneuj 
1312. Kelta, Alloune Badara, and Rent! Dltne Basse, Recherche de Nowelles Ugnes d~lon et de 
Strat'g!es DOUr un D'Y8IODoement CooDtlratlf propre a INrigue de !'OYest: S,n,gal, International 
Co-operatJw Alliance, German Foundation for International DErJelopment, Bertin, Federal Republic 
of Germa~ December 1985. 
This document·1s based on information collected from natio- .J consultants and trusteesh~!Js. A 
survey ~ cooperatives, pre-cooperatlYes, and mutual self-help groups completes the data. The 
report analyzes production, commercialization, and savings and credit cooperatlYes. The report 
refers to an encouraging credit union dErJelopment InltiatlYe of the Senegalese Service de la 
Promotion Humalne. This InltlatlYe led to experimental pre-credlt unions In the zone of MboN. 
Mandatory savings are required to become credit worthy. The savings and credit Interest rate lies 
at SENen and ten percent respectively. It Is Interesting that the membership Is predominantly women. 
In the formal financial sector. Senegal! National D6Y8Iopment Bank dominates. The authors state 
that It d6YOtes about 50 percent of Its activities to agricultural credit. [GER] 
Key Words: Oeneral; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; Cooperatives; 
1313. Kingsbury. David S., -Evaluation of the Agricultural D6Y8Iopment Assistance/Sahel Dewlopment 
Fund Program,- Report submitted to USAID/Senegal by DEM'8s, Inc., Washington, D.C., July 1985, 
58 p. 
The Agricultural DMopment Assistance Program Is also knONll as the fertUlzer Import program. 
Its main purpose was to encourage the gowrnment of Senegal to adopt policy reform and 
undertake rural d6Y8l0pment activities which would result In more widespread and efficient fertilizer 
use and Increased agricultural production. The need for the program was due to numerous factors 
such as weak rural cooperatJws, bankrupt credit systems and lneffectlYe parastataJ Institutions that 
have contributed to a drastic decline In fertilizer use In Senega!. This eYaluatlon found that the 
program has enabled more privatization of fertilizer sales and distribution In Senegal In 1984. Also 
fertUlzer use Increased som6Yt'hat despite the fact that the total amount of subsidies was cut by 
more than two-thiJds. [0831] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; Finance; Input marketing; Polley reform; 
1314. KrIstjanson, Patricia, Mark D. Nawman, Cheryl Christensen, and Martin Abel, -Export Crop 
CompetltlYeness: Strategies for SUb-Saharan AfrIca- FInaJ Report ~ the AfrIcan Cash Crop 
Competitiveness Strategy Study, APAP Technical Report No. 109, Bureau for AfrIca, Office of 
DeYeIopmem Planning, Policy Analysis and Research DMsIon, USAlD, Washington, D.C., July 1990. 
313 p. 
Examines the competltlYeness of traditional export crops In Sub-Saharan AfrIca using cost and 
returns studies for cotton, coffee and ground nuts (peanuts), and CQuntry-based wldence from 
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Cameroon. Kenya, Senegal, Tanzania, The Gambia, and ZImbabwe. Conclusions r&gaJdlng the 
combined Impact of the microeconomics of production, policies and international market forecasts 
indicate that countries which haw been most successful In staying competltlYe In WOI1d markets are 
the ones which adhered the closest to basic marketing principles. Suggests further attention to the 
consequences of exchange rate policy on the competltlYeness of exports, along with continued 
donor assistance In the d .... opment of price and institutional policies and the definition of 
appropriate roles for private business and gcMmment. [5181] 
Key WOld.: Agrlcunan; AfrIca; cameroon; Kenya; Senegal; Tanzania; The Gambia; Zimbabwe; 
Finance; Qutput marketing; Exchange ..... ; 
1315. Lane, Christopher E., and SheBa Page, -Differences In F~omlc Performance Between Franc Zone 
and Other Sub-Saharan AfrIcan Countries, - WorkIng PP. '.'8r No. 43, Owrseas DENelopment Institute, 
London, March 1991, 44 p. 
Authors use cross-country comparisons of all sub-Saharan AfrIcan countries during the period 1975-
1988 to assess the Importance to members of the CFA franc zone of not being able to change the 
exchange rate as a policy tool. Diract benefits from membership in the CFA franc zone are noted, 
such as lONer rates of Inflation, lONer rates of groNth of monetary aggregates and lONer real 
exchange rate 'JOIatUIty compared to non-franc zone countries. For raaI economic variables, the 
authors conclude that there was better performance in the franc zone of AfrIca, cautioning that 
recent r8Y8rsa1s Indicate that permanently flxed exchange rates are not a guarantee of relative 
economic success. They Identify a shift in the IENeI of the currency peg as the most likely option, 
and outline the consequences in terms of gains from a dSYaluation to be raalized by domestic 
debtors, and bank restructuring in light of extensiw non-performlng loans In commercial bank 
portfolios of Benin, Senegal and Cameroon. [4798] 
Key WOld.: G .... I; Africa; Benin; Senegal; cameroon; Formal finance; Policy reform; Banks; 
1316. leite, Sergio Pereira, -Interest Rate Policies In West Africa,- International Monetary Fund Staff 
Paoers, Vol. 29, No.1, March 1982, pp. 48-76. 
this paper considers criteria for the determination of appropriate Interest rate IENels In ten selected 
West African countries. The countries are Iwry Coast and Senegal, The Gambia, Ghana, and Sierra 
Laone, Guinea and Mall, Cape Verde and Guinea Bissau, and Uberla. Although definitive 
conclusions must _It a specific study of that country. there are strong indications from the 
foregoing general CH8I'VIew of a sample of ten countries that the pnMlAlng policies of ION and stable 
Interest rates haw resulted In· an Inappropriate structure of Interest rates. In market and centrally-
planned economies, It is extremely Important to awld distortions of relatiw prices. For this, Interest 
rate reforms wli have to constitute an Important component of policy measures aimed at improving 
economic performance. Interest rates wli haw to be managed to reduce the spread between 
borrONing and lending rates to -normal- I .... s whUe producing posItIYe raaI Interest rates. Finally, 
external shocks affect the conditions. this is particular1y true In agricultural countries, where 
climatic factors are the main determinant of economic activity. Under those circumstances, and 
glYen that foreign Interest ranges also fluctuate considerably, It is desirable that Interest rate 
management techniques be kept flexible. [5142] 
Key WOld.: Gene.al; Africa; COte d'lvoIre; Senegll; The Gambia; Ghana; SIIITI Leone; Guinea; 
Mall; cape VeRle; Gulnea-B .... u; UberIa; Formal finance; Uberallzation; Monetary policy; 
Interwt m .. ; 
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1317. leite, Sergio Pereira, and DawIt Makonnen, -Savings and Interest Rates In the BCEAO Countries: 
An Empirical Analysis: SayIngs and DtMpIopment, Vol. X. No.3, 1986, pp.219-232. 
Study Investigates the determinants m saving In the Banque Centrale des Etats de I","que de 
l'Ouest (BCEAO) countries m Benin, Ivory Coast. Niger; Senegal, Togo, and Upper Volta. The 
sample CCMaIS the period 1967-1980. Three models of saving behavior were chosen In which the 
raaI Interest rate was Introduced as an explanatory variable. These models were: 1) model based 
on the Keynesian Absolute Income Hypotheses; 2) a model using the lagged savings hypotheses; 
and, 3) a model employed by Houthakker and TaylorS dynamic adjustment hypotheses. The basic 
determinants of saving behavior In BCEAC countries are the 18YeI of changes In disposable Income 
and the past saving performance. The results indicate that the direct effect of Interest rate policies 
on o.waII savings Is relatively small In the BCEAO countries, but that Its effect on financial s .:vlngs 
may stUI be significant. [5027) 
Key WOlds: General; Africa; Benin; COte d'ivolre; Niger; Senegal; Togo; Upper Volta; Burkina 
FaIO; SavIngs; Int .... st rates; 
131B. Lelart, Michel, La Tontine P!Jtlgue Informelle D'epargne et de Cr.dlt dans les Pays en Vole de 
Dtteloppement, ParIs, France: John Ubbey Eurotext, 1990, 356 p. 
The theme m this book Is the tontine Informal savings and credit practices In d8Yeloplng countries. 
The book Is divided Into three parts, each containing a number of articles. The first part includes 
articles discussing the practices of tontines In Senegal, Benin and China. The second part includes 
articles discussing empirical research on tontines In Senegal, Niger and Togo. The third part 
Includes articles discussing the dynamics and rationality of tontines In AfrIca In general. [46BB] 
Key WOlds: General; Africa; Senegal; Niger; Togo; Informal finance; Crac:lIt; Savings; ROSCAs; 
Coopel'lltlves; 
1319. Lele, Uma J., -Managing Agricultural D8Yelopment in AfrIca: Three Articles on Lessons from 
Experience, - MADIA Discussion Paper No.2, Managing Agricultural Dewlopment in Africa, The 
World Bank, Washington, D. C., 1989,40 p. 
This summary of g0.'8mment and donor experience with agricultural dewlopment In Kenya, Malawi, 
Tanzania, Cameroon, Nigeria and Senegal concludes that the key issues are: (1) the links between 
the nature of resource endOM1l8nts, the substance of d8Yelopment strategy and the content of 
technology policy need to be strengthened; (2) better and more consistent assistance in the 
d8Yelopment of Indigenous capacity for d8Yeloprnent planning and Implementation to maintain the 
gains made under structural adjustment; (3) further research on export crops to nMve traditional 
and export crop production In which AfrIcan countries have comparative advantage; and (4) the 
gcNemment role In prcMdlng the preconditions for successful privatization and for smallholder 
agricultural grtMth. Another article describes the agricultural groNth patterns In Kenya, Malawi and 
Tanzania and suggests that gcMmlment action at the sectoral 18YeI Qand policy, smallholders' 
access to Inputs, and agricultural research) needs to be combined with macroeconomic reforms 
to achiew sustained and broadbased agricultural groNth. [4085] 
Key WOlds: Agriculture; Africa; Kenya; Malawi; Tanzania; cameroon; Nigeria; Senegal; 
Finance; International donors; Technical assistance; Policy reform; 
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1320. Lubell, Harald, and CharbeI Zarour, ·Reslience AmIdst CrisIs: The Informal Sector of Dakar;" 
International Labour BIYIaw, Vol. 129, No.3, 1990, pp. 387-396. 
The paper prtNIdes a synthesis of the 188. of the Informal sector mlcroenterprlses survey In Dakar 
and b environs. The authors give an up-to-date pIctur8 of the contribution made by Dakar'S 
Informal sector to empIeJimenl, Income and the transmltlon of sklls. Lack of access to credit Is the 
major felt need of heads of enterprises In the modern Informal sector. N. the same time, there Is a 
considerable \duma of financial saving among the mlcroenterprlse. It Is concluded that the 
d6Y8lopment of mutual saving and loan associations, which could d6Y8l0p simplified loan 
procedUI88 and within which peer pressure and close foIION-up of transactions, rather than tangible 
guarantees, would ensure rapayment of loans might prtNIde a partial solution. [4271] 
K8y Wolds: Micro and ..... 0 entwprlH; Sahel Weat Africa; Senegal; Finance; Cooperatives; 
Credit; SavIngs; 
1321. Macedo, Jorge Braga de, ·Small Countries In Monetary Unions: The Case of Senegal,· Princeton 
UnlYerslty. Princeton, Nevv Jersey, October 1983, 107 p. 
This paper investigated the case of a small country (Senegal) In a monetary union. The nations of 
the Franc zone haw two major monetary unions, each one administered by a separate central bank. 
In the present international monetary system, there Is a large number of small countries who peg 
their exchange rates In some WfI)J, but fevv are members of exchange-rate unions whereby exchange 
rates are fixed unlon-wlde. The model In Part A consists of standard aggregate demand and 
aggregate supply relationships, with trade and capital mcMtments linking the national economies 
In a two country model. Part B describes the effective or -ade weighted" nominal and real ex-
change rates In the model, that Is to say, neglecting the changes In the Flanc-Ecu rate. The 
conclusions shOll that the Interaction between the exchange rate and relative price changes in 
Senegal and FIance confirmed the expected faUure of purchasing po.wr parity to stabDlze the real 
exchange rate. [0968] 
K8y WOlds: General; Sahel Weat Africa; Senegal; Finance; Exchange Rate; Monetary policy; 
1322. McDonald, Vincent R., ·Crop and LNestock Insurance: An AId to Small Fann D8118lopment,· 
Unpublished working paper; Agriculture and Rural D6Y8Iopment Department, World Bank, 
Washington, D.C., August 1975, 75 p. 
This paper considers the economic setting within which crop Insurance programs have operated; 
prtNIdes a brief history of some Insurance programs In ION-Income countries; and makes some 
recommendations for ImpnMtment In these programs. Case studies of Insurance· programs In 
Kenya and Mauritius are also presented. The author recommends that the World Bank seriously 
consider assisting In the establishment of Insurance programs In association with small fanner credit 
programs. [ARC. 1195] 
K8y Wonts: Agricultlft; Africa; Kenya; Mauritius; Leaotho; Senegal; Credit; Insurance; 
SupervlHd cradlt; 
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1323. McKenzIe. John, -credit for the Informal Sector: an ExperIment with Informal Sector In Senegal,· 
MaMgement Systems International. WashIngton, D.C .• 1989. 9 p. 
The author notes that In 1980, 80 percent d DalcaI1l actlYe labor force was working In the Informal 
sector whle the formal sector was virtually shrtnklng. Banks In general want lending to the private 
and formal sectors onI~ In 1986. a Small Business Program (SBP) was set up with USAIDls advice, 
to maka loans to small businesses including Informal sector businesses and farmers. The success 
d the program as of Febna~ 1989 has demonstrated that It Is possible to lend money to Informal 
sector people and achkwe a r8COI8IY rate wall CMH' 90 percent. The Ic8y Is to use appropriate credit 
analysis to ..... uate the individual and carefully analyze the loan proposal. Hc:Mv.w, due to the Jack 
of loanable funds from banks and Interest rate cellngs considerably belON the rates currently 
charged In the SBP program, the SBP may .... r raach Its original goal of -graduating" to 
convnercIaI bank credit. (0742) 
Kay Word.: Micro and small enterprl .. ; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; Credit; Informal credit; 
InterHt .... ; 
1324. Mock. Chrlsopher; Bahman Amrm. Ted Black, Maxlme Lalsage. Graham Owen, and David Van 
Dyke, -Evaluation of the Senegal Agricultural Production Support (APS) ProJect,· Report to 
USAlDjDakar, DEVRES, Inc., Bethesda, Maryland, October 5. 1990,50 p. + annexes. 
Analyzes the validity of the underlying concepts and design d this blateral project (AID and 
GCMH'nment of Senegal) for Incraaslng national cereal production In Senegal through the 
privatization of the ceraal sector. One component Is $9 mDlion In credit for cereal seed production, 
Input distribution, and crop storage, marketing and processing to be extended through commercial 
banks with small and medium scale entrepreneurs and rural organizations as target beneficiaries. 
Mid-term ..... uation finds no credit has been extended. and concludes that the designated delivery 
mechanism Is appropriate for the Intended beneficiaries. Project suspension and redesign is 
recommended; one principal lesson learned is that pressures to accelerate project design and 
appro.IBI without Y8I1fylng critical undertylng assumptions should be strongly resisted. [4219] 
Kay Word.: Micro and arnalienterpriH; Sahel WHI Africa; Senegal; Banks; Input marketing; 
Cooperative.; International doncn; 
1325. Monimart, Marie. -Femmes at Lutte contre Ja Dlwrslfication au Sahel: Etude d'exp6rience dans Six 
Pays: Burkina Faso, Cape Velde, Mall. Mauritanie, Niger, Senegal,- Club du Sahel, Ouagadougou, 
Burkina Faso, June 1988, 164 p. 
The document deals with warne" battle against decertification In six COUntries d the sahel region. 
The author argues that cash generating activities are highly correlated with the battle against . 
decertification and credit plays a major role In assuring the success d these activities. Examples 
of successful experiences that promote warnenls participation In the economic system are outlined. 
[0964] 
Kay ¥10m.: Women; AfrIca; Burkina FaSOj cape Verde; Mall; Mauritania; Niger; Senegal; 
Credit; 
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1326. MonttJn-SyII, Marie-H610ne, -C'rgent et Clnt6rOt: Tontines et Autre Pratlcques F'6mlnlnes de 
MobDlsation de Moyans • Dakar,- Environnement et D6ve1oppernent du Tiers Monde, Dakar, 
Senegal, August 1987, 22 p. 
The author discusses money and interest In the context of tontines and other practices women 
engage In to mobUlze Inputs In Dakar. The described rotating saving and Credit associations share 
the same principle and differ only In some secondary practices. These systems seem to haw served 
many because of their advantages and regardless of many InconYenlences. [4691] 
Key Words: Women; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; Finance; Informal finance; CnKllt; Savings; 
Cooperatives; 
132·', Moreau, CamYle G., -Exp6r1ences en Matit.re de Flnancement de I~rlculture et Ia MobUlzatlon de 
l'Epargne Rurale au S606gal, - Paper presented at -R6unlon d'Etude du Comlt~ CeI"',illI de la CICA, 
YamoussoUkro, 3-5 December 1990, 8 p. 
The article describes the Senegalese experience of agricultural financing and rural savings 
mobUlzatlon. An CNerview of the Senegalese agricultural sector and Its financing during the past 30 
years Is presented, folJONecI by savings rnobDlzatlon and the ways In that the gowmment wants to 
deal with the problem. A two-year gCNemmentai program has been launched to help members of 
credit and savings groups, and to help In a better understanding of the Informal sector and Its 
possible link to the credit and savings associations. [4384] 
Key Words: AgricuItU18; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; Savings; CnKllt; 
1328. Ndlame, Fadel, '1ulaIyse Critique du Cr6dit Special du Pldac: Implications pour Ie Cr6d1t Agricole 
en Basse Casamance,- Note d'inforrnation SAME, July 1987, 18 p. 
The authors main objectives were to describe haN PIQAC (projet Integre de DeYeIoppement 
Agrlcole de la Basse Casamance) works and give recommendations about credit programs in l..oNer 
Casamance. PIQAC Is a USAID rural d6Yelopment project which delivers only credit In kind (input 
and equipment) to farmers. The goal Is to preYent farmers from diverting loans from their original 
purpose. Credit Is distributed to producers through producers associations (groupements de 
producteurs). Loans terms are from one to five years and a 12 percent Interest rate Is applied to all 
medium-term loans. As collateral, the Individual Is asked to pro/ide two CONS. Repayment of loans 
are made In cash or In kind. New credit Is granted only to associations with a 100 percent 
repayment rate. To prawnt 6\'8ryone from being punished by a faUure of a few to repay their debts, 
the author suggests that credit be given to associations which haw set up a mutual fund to serve 
as a guarantee for loans. Another recommendation Is for the project to extend credit directly to 
selected Individuals according to specific criteria. [0915] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; CnKllt; 
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1329. Pince. G.rard. -lnteRnlnlsterial WorkIng Group on Agric~raI Credit Reform In Senegal: In 
-Selected Papers and Monographs on Senegalese Agriculture.- Vol. III. Douglas H. Graham 
(compHer). Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio State University, 
Columbus, Ohio. Nowmber 1983, 43 p. 
This final report seeks to summarize all the conclusions reached by the Intermlnlsterlal working 
group charged with carrying out a study on -agricultural credit reform In Senegal. - The study took 
place between Nowmber 1980 and December 1981. After finding that the causes of the deteriora-
tion of agricultural credit lie In the Inappropriateness of the credit system and years of bad climatic 
conditions (drought). the group I8COmmended the foIlOtYIng: 1). Give more responsibility to the 
bankers with regard to full-declslon making In granting loans; 2). Make the born7Ner more 
responsible by establishing a dll:8Ct link with the banker and not through the cooperative; 3). Extend 
the Jurisdiction for new. credit to Include all activities carried out In the rural areas, not crop 
cultivation alone; 4). AlION for decentralized credit structures. and 5). AlION for a rural credit d6Yelop-
ment In stages. (0965) 
Key Words: Agriculture; Sahel Welt AfrIca; Senegal; Credit; Policy reform; 
1330. Reboul. Claude, -Les Asociatlons de VIllage de la Vallee du FJeuve Senegal,· Tlers-Monde, Vol. 28, 
1987. pp. 435-440. 
The article deals with cooperative associations set up for the building of local facilities and public 
utAltles with the financial help received from members working In cities or In foreign countries. 
(0902) 
Key Words: General; Sahel Welt Africa; Senegal; Informal finance; 
1331. Regional Economic D6Y8Iopment Services OfficefWest Africa (REDSO{WA), -rhe African Flnanci~re 
MOII8ment: Towards the Creation of Indigenous Private Sector African Venture Capital Funds," 
USAlD, washington, D.C., January 1989, 19 p. 
Describes the Flnanc~re mOJement as proYlder of venture capital funds for SMEs In West Africa and 
proposes AID assistance to this and slmUar groups of financial mutual societies composed of 
educated entrepreneurial member-o.vners. Aside from Cote d'lwire where the mOll8ment originated, 
operational Flnanc .. res can also be found In Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Ghana, Mali and 
Senegal. The different Flnancleres encourage regular savings by monthly deposits to the 
associations treasury. Just like a Tontine. The accumulated funds are an Important source of 
investment funds. The creation of a regional coordinating center planned for earty 1989 Is aimed 
at contributing to the d6Y8lopment and management of common investment projects. [4288] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; COte d'lwlre; Burkina Faso; Cameroon; Ghana; 
Mali; Senegal; Finance; SeH-help groups; 
1332. Reno. Barbara Morrison, Jane de Veil, Jonea Gurwltt, and Virginia Delancey, -Report of the Bilingual 
Regional Seminar-Dakar; Senegal. March 2~, 1981: Increasing WomenS Access to Credit Through 
Credit Unions in West Africa, - ACOSCA, Nairobi, Kenya, September 1981, 47 p. 
The purpose of this seminar that grouped eight West African countries (Cameroon, The Gambia. The 
Ivory Coast, Niger; Senegal, Sierra Leone, Togo and Upper Volta) was to address the issue of 
promoting the access of women to credit unions. Participants to the seminar agreed to take 
immediate steps: 1) to initiate research on the difficulties women face to access credit and to use 
avaIabie credit efficiently: 2) to Increase the percentage of women attending courses at ACOSCA 
training centers; and 3) to Increase the number of women on the staff of ACOSCA. Country action 
plans were drafted to Insure foilOll-up of the adopted resolutions. [2496] 
Key Words: Women; Africa; cameroon; The Gamble; COte d'ivon; Niger; Senegal; SlelTll 
Leone; Togo; Burkina Faso; Upper Yolta; CI'8CI1t unions; Government polley and programs; 
1333. Ross, Oark G., " Vllage l..sYeI Study of Producer Grain Transactions In Rural Senegal, - African 
Studies BtM8!N. Yol. 25, No.4, 1982, pp.65-84. 
The author focuses or mllet marketing In Senegal. The results of his research shOll that 
gcN9mment Interwntion via a parastatal organization with a monopoly In the purchase of millet, has 
been a faHure. The paperS reference on finance notes that bom:7Nings and loans Involved small 
quantities of mUlet among vUlagers. Also, a portion of mUlet surplus Is kept In on-farm storage as 
savings and as a security stock against unforeseen swnts. [0864] 
Key Words: Marketing; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; Finance; Output marketing; 
1334. San; Babacar; -Le Anancement du Secteur Rural et Ia CoIlecte de l'Epargne, t:Expt§rlence de la 
BNDS,- Presentation at the AFR/ICA Seminar; Abidjan, December 11-16, 1990, 13 p. 
The author talks about Senegal~ d6Y8lopment bank (BNDS) experience In rural sector financing and 
savings mobHizatJon, on the sw of BNDS dismantlement. The facts shOll that despite Its heavy 
Involvement In rural credit (54 percent of total), BNDS was not able to reach Its preliminary 
objectives. The consequence was witnessed In a steady decline In loans and deposits. Bad 
policies In distribution and management of loans as well as a weak savings mobilization policy are 
bellewd to be at the root of the problem. As BNDS Is replaced by another bank, the Senegalese 
authorities hope to become more prepared for future challenges of the financial sector. [0956] 
Key Words: General; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; Finance; 
1335. Shearer; Eric B., "" Outline of Rural Investment Credit In the Lower Casamance Project, Senegal: 
Background and Recommendations,- Paper prepared for USAlDjDhakar; March 24, 1980,34 p. 
This report deals with the <MmII1 Issue of credit and Interest rates In the context of SenegaJ~ tight 
financial situation. The authOr recommends that the AlD-funded special credit program In Lower 
Casamance be Implemented by Plo.tC and a local bank as a financial agent. The author also offers 
specific guidelines for the credit program which Include an adjustment In the current interest rate. 
[0997] 
Key Words: General; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; CI'8CI1t; Rural finance; 
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1336. Stoner, Benjamin. Cart E. Ferguson. Edward K Tapsoba. and Ousmane SaM. ·Senegal-Casamance 
Regional D6W1opment Project. Ewluatlon Report •• Dakar; Senegal. July 1981. 95 p. 
ThIs report Is an AID Muation cI the Casamance Agricultural Dewloprnent Project which Includes 
the establishment of a credit program for production and medium tenn credit. The dMopment 
project was begun In 1979. but at the time cI this 8Y8Iuatlon In 1981. the credit component had stUi 
not been Implemented. The authors recommend that USAID expedite apprtMil cI the special credit 
program and prtNIde the assistance and studies necessary to property design and Initiate the 
program. [1006] 
Kay Words: Agriculture; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; Credit; 
1337. Tucl( 'aura, "Financial Markets In Rural SenegaJ.·1n The Political Economy of Risk and Choice In 
Senegal. Mark GersOlltz and JOhn Waterbury (eds.). Princeton. New Jersey: Princeton University, 
1987, pp. 160-187. 
AccoIdlng to the author; financial services avaDabie to farmers In Senegal have been unable to meet 
their three main objectiYes: risk management. accumulation of wealth and efficient allocation of 
resources. Senegals formal financial Institutions need to offer the saving services necessary to 
function as Intermediaries and reduce by the same token their dependence on external capital. The 
Credit Program (1966-80) faDed mainly because of very ION repayment rates and a norHIlverslfied 
portfolio. The author thinks that motNatlon for reimbursement would come from the threat of 
sanctions (seize of assets) or sufficient economic gain from repayment. In an appendix on Informal 
finance In Chapter 2 of the book, Tuck notes that the repayment loan rate Is higher In Informal credit 
markets (SO percent) than In formal credit markets (30 percent). The reason advanced Is that social 
pressure Is much more visible In the Informal system. 80mJNings were done during the soudure 
(hungry) season and two-thlrds of all loans came from other vUlagers or famUy members. More 
borroNIng Is done In cash than In kind and half the loans did not bear Interest. HONeWr, the rates 
charged on those that did were extremely high. [3797) 
Kay Words: General; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; Finance; Rural finance; 
1338. Tuck, Laura. ·FormaJ and Informal Financial Markets In Rural Senegal.· Unpublished paper, Princeton 
University, Princeton, New Jersey. October 1983, 130 p. 
Describes the various forms of formal and Informal finance avaUabie In rural Senegal In the early 
1980s. Author argues for more positive views of Informal lenders, greater stress on savings mobili-
zation, and recognition that both fonnaI and Informal form of finance have their limitations. A 
discussion of the possibilities of using Informal associations to mobDlze savings Is presented. While 
informal markets remain the primary source cI financial services for farmers, the author suggests 
In her paper that neither formal nor Informal financial services have been entirely adequate in 
meeting farmers real needs. Informal sources of credit appear to service more frequently farmers' 
needs but their services are limited compared to the capacities of formal Institutions. On the other 
hand. formal financial Institutions are encountering diverse problems. They find It difficult to sustain 
themselves financially and are unable to recc:wer the loans they extend. The author's 
recommendations are for programs to take Into account the limitations Imposed by the environment, 
the proYIslon of ION-risk, liquid assets for savings and management assistance. Lastly, sanctions 
should be taken against loans defaulters rather than written-off debt. [3800] 
Kay Words: General; Sahel West Africa; Senegal; Finance; Informal finance; Formal finance; 
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1339. United States Agency for International Dewloprnent (USAlD) , ~.I.D. Economic Policy Reform 
Programs In AfrIca: A Synthesis fA findings from Sbc Evahatlons, - AID Program and Operations 
Assessment Report No.1, OffIce fA Evaluation, Center for DeY8loprnent Information and Evaluation, 
USAlD, WashIngton, D. C., December 1991, 33 p. 
Reports the findings fA an MuatIon fA AlD-supported reform programs In six African countries: 
Cameroon and MalawI (fertIizer market 11be18l1zatlon); Mall (policy shift from centndlzed statist 
economic approach to a less ragulated economy); SenegaJ Qncreased competitNeness of the 
private Industrial sector. and Irnpl'CH8d efficiency and equity fA U1e tax system); The Gambia (greater 
private sector IrwoIvernent In agrlcultul8l marketing and irNestment. whDe sharply raduclng 
gcMM'IV1MK1t regulation fA agricultural and financial markets); and Uganda (reform fA the foreign 
EDCChange system and prornotIon fA private sector n nradltlonal exports). Concludes that once 
controls ware lifted the benefits ware dear, but noted ... generallnabDlty fA the respective private 
sectors to make longer term 1nYestrnents. [5510) 
Key Words: Agriculture: Africa: Cameroon: Malawi: Mall: Senegal: The Gambia: Uganda; 
Finance 
1340. United States Agency for International DeY8lopment (USAlD), ~.I.D. Microenterprise Stock-Taking: 
Senegal Field Assessment,- A.I.D. Evaluation Occasional Paper, USAlD, Bureau for Program and 
Policy Coordination, Washington, D.C., March 1989 (Draft), 22 p. 
ThIs paper I'8YieNs the community and Enterprise Project In Kadlock, Sine Saloum Senegal, 
focusing on both small scale enterprise and private voluntary agency components of the project 
with respect to sustalnabllty and Impact. Highlights the lessons learned from each component. In 
Its nMew of the SSE component, the repon emphasizes financial sustalnabllty: simple, direct and 
decentl8llzed loan delivery. and a market rate of Interest. The experience with PVOs reinforces the 
concept of solidarity groups as effective guarantee mechanisms and the Imponance of loan 
decisions based on business viability. [3848) 
Kay Words: Micro and small enterprlH: Sahel West Africa; Senegal; Finance; 
1341. United States Agency for International Dewlopment (USAlD) , 'Nrfca Bureau Sector Strategy: A 
Strategic Framework for Promoting Agricultul8l Marketing and Agribusiness Dewlopment in Sub-
Saharan Africa,- Publications Series No. 91-1, Office of Technical Resources, AfrIca Bureau, USAID, 
WashIngton, D.C., January 1991, 78 p. 
Document identifies and analyzes k8y problems affecting the efficiency fA agricultul8l marketing 
systems In Sub-Saharan AfrIca to pnMde a strategic framework to guide the Agency In the design 
and implementation fA InteMntIons to 1rnpn:Mt market efficiency and promote the role of 
agribusiness In market dewlopment. Building on lessons learned from pr8YIous AID and other 
donor-asslsted activities, framework focuses on three basic elements: 1) macroeconomic and 
sectoral policies and ragulatlons that define the scope, nature and IncentNes for marketing activities; 
2) necessary Infrastructure for conducting and expanding marketing activities; and 3) capability of 
market participants, especially agribusiness, to engage In marketing activities panlcular1y In 
response to enhanced environments as constraints under 1) and 2) are all6Ylated. In this regard, 
It recognizes tIYe stages In the 8IIOIutionary dawlopment for agrlcultul8l marketing systems, and 
appraises most of Sub-Saharan AfrIcU to be -mired- In the first two stages, with none having 
reached the founh stage at all. Stage 3 is when viable formal sector financial Institutions 
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emerge/serva the needs d marIcetIng agents, and a few countries are identified with this: Kenya, 
Cote d'lYoIre, Senegal, Nigeria. MalawI and Botswana. [4155] 
K-v WoIdI: Marketing; Africa; Kenya; COte d·lvo .... ; B __ na; Senegal; Niger, Malawi; 
Finance; AgrlbuII ... I; Output marketing; lna.natlonal doncn; 
1342. United States Agency for International D8II8Iopment (USAlD), -Informal financial Markets: Senegal 
and ZaIre,- USAlD, Bureau for Africa/MDI, WashIngton, D.C., Jajy 1989, 167 p. 
The study focuses extensNely on Informal financial marIcets In Senegal and Zaire. A discussion is 
presented about the Informal and the formal sectors In the two countries. The question of linkages 
between the formal and the Info..".. systems Is explored as a WIlf of encouraging financial 
d8ll8lopment. The paper enurnetat·~ other areas for future study and some action points for A.I.D. 
[0361] 
K-v WoIdI: G ..... I; AfrIca; Senegal; Za .... ; Informal finance; 
1343. United States Agency for International OMopment (USAlD), -Senegal Agriculture Production 
Support,- USAID/Senegal, Washington, D.C., NCMfTIber 21, 1986,95 p. 
The report notes the need to nMH'S8 U. decline in the per capita agricultural production In Senegal. 
ewm as Its economy undergoes restructuring. It argues that privatization and expanded use of 
agriclAturai Inputs Is central to this, and recommends a grant to support restructuring of the seed 
sector, cradlt to Input suppliers, educational media campaign and collection of agricultural statistics. 
[1167] 
K-v WoIdI: Agrlcult .... ; Sahel Welt Africa; Senegal; Finance; Input marketing; 
1344. United States Agency for International D8II8iopment (USAlD)/Senegal, -Senegals Reform and 
DMopmem. Program and the Impact of U.S. Assistance,- Dakar, March 14, 1988,29 p. 
Started In 1984 when Senegal was close to economic collapse, dlwrse reforms have helped to 
make the situation better. AgriclAture was glwn priority In the reccNery programs strongly 
supported t7t USAID which recommended a dlwrslfled, market economy and remcwe constraints 
on the grtrNth of the private sector. One challenge stll facing Senegal Is the need for banking 
sector reforms to aIION the private sector to access the cradlt It needs to expand and take 
advantage of the nawly created opportunities. (1007) 
Ker WoIdI: General; Sahel Welt Africa; Senegal; CraclIt; Policy 18fonn; 
1345. Van D,k, Meine Pletter, -D8II8Ioplng the Informal Sector In Senegal. A Study of Its Context and 
Potential, - Worid Employment Programme:. Jobs and Sklls Programme for Africa, ILD. Dakar, 
December 1976, 47 p. 
The author defines the Informal sector as -all the artisans, plus small traders, small scale transport 
and services which are not generally Included under handicrafts. - In 1975, the -Conseil 
Interrnlnlsterlel- decided that two of the banks In which the gcwemment participates (BNDS & 
SOFiSEDIT) should prtMde credit to the artisan sector. BNDS Is responsible for short-term loans 
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and SOFISEDIT for medium and long-term loans. Accotdlng to the author, It Is time the gowrnment 
gives high priority to the expansion of the Informal sectOt That should maintain income 
opportunities for the poorest section of the population as well as the supply of useful goods and 
services at IoN prices. [0857] 
Key Words: Genwal; Sahel Welt Africa; Senegal; Informal finance; 
1346. Venema, L B., "Male and Female Farming Systems and Agricultural Intensification In West Africa: 
The Case of the WoIof, Senegal, - In The Household. Women and Agricultural DMlopment. 
Proceedings of a symposium organized by the Deoartment of Home Economics. Agricultural 
Unlwrsfty Wagenlngen. The Netheriands, January 18-20. 1979, Clio Presvelou and Saskla Spijkers-
Zwart (eds.), Miscellaneous Papers 17, The Netheriands: LandbouwhogeschOO! Wa~ .. nlngen, 1980, 
pp.27-34. 
Uses the case of the rural WoIof In Senegal to argue that, contrary to generally held views, the 
economic position of women does not necessarUy deteriorate as agriculture Intensifies. Cites 
8Yldence that for the WoIof, as with other tribes mentioned In the literature, the men share the 
responsibUIty for feeding and housing the famUy and thus raises the question of who actually 
shoulders the bulk of household expenditures among Western Africans. [5290) 
Key Words: Agriculture; Sahel Welt Africa; Senegal; Finance; Gender; Women; 
1347. Walker, Patricia Lynn, -Savings MobIlzatlon and DMlopment; The Potential for MobUlzlng Savings 
in Senegal Under the New Agricultural Policy,- Banque Centrale Des Etats De ~frIque De L.:Quest, 
Agence De Dakar; Dakar; Senegal, Fall 1987, 47 p. 
This paper prtMdes an owrvI6W of the formal and Informal financial sector of Senegal, highlighting 
their linkages. Examines the potential of savings under the countryS new agricultural policy. The 
institutionalization of savings Is linked to the desired Increase in agricultural productivity. Such 
institutionalization, It Is noted, v.ooId prt1llde a great impetus to groNth. [3811) 
Key Words: General; Sahel Welt Africa; Senegal; Savings; Savings mobilization; 
1348. Waterbury. John, arhe Senegalese Peasant: HON Good Is Our Conventional Wisdom?, - Draft paper; 
Princeton Unlwrslty. in -Selected Papers and Monographs on Senegalese Agriculture, Vol. IV," 
Douglas H. Graham (compHer), Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, The 
Ohio State Unlwrslty. Columbus, Ohio, Nowmber 1983, 60 p. 
This paper nM6ws the 8Yldence prtMded In the literature on key aspects of the organization and 
economic behavior of peasants in Senegal, such as their integration into the market system, the 
economic character of the role and structure of extended famUy unit (the"emj), their land and labor 
allocation responses to prtces and incentives and their susceptibility to onerous debt-related 
exchanges. It concludes that the Senegalese peasant Is an actNe market participant ENen under 
adverse situations; that the JIJI!!j represents dlwrse production interests wherein decision-making 
varies according to crop and contact with authorities, that off·farm Income constitutes a major 
component of the peasants rewnue stream, that there Is considerable underemployment especially 
among YGnen; and, finally, that the -impnMdent peasant model has structural causes (close to 
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subsistence IMs d production, along with very strong commitments to social and family 
obligations) wheIatlv one bad season could lock him Into debt obligations forayer. [0968B] 
K8r Wold,: Agriculture; Sahel Welt AfrIca; Senegal; Rural fI .. nee; 
1349. Watts, Michael, Peter D. UtIle, Christopher Mock, Martin Billngs, and Stawn Jaffee, ·Contract 
Farming In AfrIca: ecacutNe Summary.- Paper prepared for the AfrIca BUl88u, USAlD, lOA, 
Binghamton, NM '1brk, and Clark UnMHsIty, Worcester, Massachusetts, 1988, 32 p. 
FIeld research on contract farming schemes In Gambia, $enegaI, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Nigeria 
and MalawI to address USAlDti concerns with Income generation, the role d private Sector 
organizations, technology tIansfer to AfrIcan small farmers, and !-JStalnabie dENalopment. The study 
found J1at ,the incidence d contract farming In AfrIca has 8)("'$\nded significantly CMtr the past 
decad.,! and, ragardless d political and economic Ideology. vlnuallyall AfrIcan states have some 
form of contract farming. It Is the quality of management and technical support, the avalabl/Ity of 
capital; and the presence of favorable market conditions that set apart successful from unsuccessful 
schemes, rather than type d ONn8rshlp (private, public, or hybrid). [5343] 
K8r Wold,: Agriculture; Africa; The Gambia; GIIII .. ; COte d'lw"'; Ivory Co. .. ; Kenya; Nigeria; 
Malawi; Senegal; finance; 
1350. Wharton Econometrics and DEN8lopment Economics Group of louis Berger Internatlonal,lnc., "The 
Role of the AfrIcan Financial Sector In DeYaloprnent,- Report submitted to USAlD, Wharton 
Econometrics and DeYalopment Economics Group of louis Berger International, Bala Cynwyd, 
Pennsylvania, July 31, 1987, 366 p. 
this Is an elawn-country (Guinea, Kenya, Malawi, Mall, Niger, Rwanda, Senegal, Somalia, Sudan, 
Zaire and Zambia) Muatlon and assessment of the need and prospects for financial sector reform 
In Sub-Saharan AfrIca. From the individual country studies, a ranking scheme was derived relating 
to (a) macroeconomic criteria - the perceNed stabRIty and auspiciousness for financial sector 
reform In the particular country; and (b) financial sector criteria - the perceived strength of the 
financial sector. A three-pronged approach to financial sector reform Is recommended: (1) reforms 
aimed at strengthening and reforming existing financial Institutions; (2) liberalizing reforms foilONing 
current account liberalization; and (3) reforms aimed at financial sector nMtaIizatlon through 
Increased competition. Study argues that themadels using the McKinnon-Shaw financial 
dENalopment thesis are too namM' for empirical Il1\I8stlgatlons of Sub-Saharan African countries. 
Macroeconomic Issues that affect savings and II1\I8stment behavior should also be considered, 
along with the Importance d sequencing reforms. [3846] 
K8r Word,: General; Africa; Guinea; Kenya; Malawi; .. all; Niger; RMnda; Sudan; zaire; 
zambia; Senegal; Somalia; FI .. nee; Policy 1'8form; 
1351. Zarour, Charbel, -Constraints on the Senegalese Banking System that Umlt Credit to Small and 
Small and Medium Enterprlses,- USAlO-Dakar (Senegal), 1989,202 p. 
According to the author, despite actions by the GCMtmment of Senegal and the monetary 
authorities, the SMEs (Small and Medium Enterprises) major obstacle Is their limited access to bank 
Cl8d1t. In addition to Its preference for large enterprises, the banking system in Senegal Imposes 
conditions that SMEs can hardly meet. Among the constraints that the banking system Itself faces, 
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ara ION kMls of CMn-capItaI and general Illquldlty that makes It dlffic&jt to lend to high risk 
enterprises such as SMEs. The author bellews that the solution to SME financing Is dependent on 
the rastOl1ltlon of liquidity for the banking system. A list of specific rneasuras Is glwtn by the author 
as suggestions to favor SME access to bank cradll [0911 J 
K8y Word.: Enterprlaeaj Sahel West Afrlclj Senegalj Banbj CnNIltj 
1352. Zarour, ChaI'beI. "Etude du Secteur Infonnel de Dakar et de aes Environs.· FInal Report. 
USAID/8enegaI. August 1989. 200 p. 
The study Is aimed at assesSing the Importance of the Informal sector In pRlYIdlng Jobs. Its role In 
the economic d6Y81opment of Dakar and Its needs and constraints ragardlng proper training and 
access to cradlt. The Informal sector rarnalns the only racourse for certain people. Including 
farmers. during certain periods of the year. It Is estimated that one-thlrd of the 1.500.000 people 
that IIYe In Dakar ara dlractly or Indlractly linked to the Informal sector. Mlcroentrapraneurs In the 
sector have difficulties obtaining formal loans. The study recommends setting up a savings and 
loan system to adjust to the needs of mlcro-enterprlses and facRltate access to credit. Currently, 
11.2 percent of entrapraneurs belong to private savings associations and 92 percent of them are 
wiling to be members of non-Instltutlonal credit associations. For the dMoprnent of the Informal 
sector In general. the author recommends training In accounting etc ..• and the adoption of a 
simplified taxation code for easy compliance by all enterprises. (072OJ 
Key Word.: G..,..lj Sahel Weat AfrIcI; Senegal; Informal flnancej Employment; Micro and 
..... 11......."...; 
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1353. Food and AgrlcLlture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), ·Preparatory Mission on Womens 
Programme In AgrlcLlturai Credit and Banking In Selected Southern AfrIcan Countries,· FAC, Rome, 
Italy, 1983, 38 p. 
This study presents the economic situation regarding \\OO18nS participation In dewlopment and 
suggests possible improll'8ments through the WomenS programme In Agricultural Credit and 
Banking In Botswana and Lesotho. Women voiced their concern that identification of Income-
generating projects should be done by the women who are participating In the dewlopment 
projects. Marketing of products by women Is a common problem because of the close proximity 
with South AfrIca, which exports cheap but hlgh-quallty goods Into these countries. [4395] 
Kay Words: Gender; South.-n Africa; Africa; Micro and small enterprise; 
1354. Land and Agricultural Bank of Soot'" West AfrIca, Annual RePOrt: 1.4.1989131.3.1990, Report of the 
Board of the Land and AgrlcLlturai Bank of South West AfrIca, South West AfrIca, 1990,46 p. 
This report prtNides the statistics highlighting the results of operations, policies and economic 
environment for the Land and Agricultural Bank of South West AfrIca during 1989-1990. [4632] 
Key Words: General; Southern Africa; Africa; Development bank; 
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Angola 
1355. Food and AgrfctJtu .. Organization of the United Nations (FAO), -Mise en place du credit agrlcole -
Angola. Compte nandu final du projet prepa.. pour. Ie GOIMrnement de I,,"gola,· 
(TCP /ANG/4502), Rome, Italy. 1985, 5 p. 
The Banque NatIonaIe d,,"goIa required technical assistance In the field of credit to small farmers 
In order to fac.lt&te the establishment of a credit system, supervise the Implementation and train the 
personnel. The report argues that a naaI agricultural credit system does not exist In Angola and the 
establishment of such a system should be adapted to the rural popUatlon and the agricultural 
production. GNes racornmendatlons on credit delNeI)< [5267] 
Key Word.: Agriculture; Southwn Africa; Angola; CnNtn; Agricultural cradlt; Technical 
... llIance; 
1356. Mayer, Jean, -DMopment Problems and Prosp8\'~ In Portuguese-speaking AfrIca,- International 
Labour Rsv!6W, Vol. 129, No.4, 1990, pp. 459-478. 
ReYIews the colonial history and assesses the dawlopment problems and prospects of the fIVe 
Portuguese-speaking Sub-saharan countries - Angola, Cape Verde, Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, 
and Sao Tom. e Prfnclpe. Concludes that In all countries the dawlopment Indicators are ION: 
Insufficient Industrialization, too little Iml8Stment In agrlcultu .. , poor financial management, markets 
dominated by barter and unofficial trading, and a ION lawI of monetization. Predicts that It will take 
at least a generation for the war-ravaged countries, e.g., Mozambique, to .. settie displaced persons, 
dawlop human resources, relax admlnlstratNe controls, open up the economy. create a sound 
financial system, and I8COnstruct transport networks. FOI8S88S enormous challenges for the future 
considering the primacy of the bottle of beer as a form of curnancy and wage good, against the 
backdrop of disruptions by war, Internal migration, and smuggling; and the considerable time 
needed for the emergence of qualified public officials, competent private entrepreneurs and 
representatNe trade union leaders. [5161) 
Key Wordl: General; Africa; Angola; cape Verde; Gulnea-Bllsau; Mozambique; SIO Tom6 e 
Prfnclpe; Finance; Development; Wages; 
1357. Pizarro, J. L, -Mise en place ducr6d1t agricole en Angola,· Document de Travail, Rapport pr~par~ 
pour Ie GOIMmement de Ia R.publlque Populalre d,,"gola, Food and Agriculture Organization of 
the United Nations (FAO), Rome, 1985, 75 p. 
This Is a .. port on the project to design an agricultural credit system for Angola. The report studies 
the present situation of credit gMng special attention to the agricultural and fishery sectors. The 
author recommends that the future credit system be adapted to the rural population characteristics 
and to the food production. The credit program will be primarily directed at cooperatl\les, farmers 
and fishermen associations, and IndMduai people, and wli requl .. their full collaboration. Credit will 
be primarily allocated for productNe dawlopment programs. SeYerai credit unit branches will be 
opened thoughout the country to faclltate access to the local population. Defines the activities for 
the Implementation of the system and Identifies the training needs. [4457] 
Key Wordl: Agriculture; Southern Africa; Angola; Cooperatives; Technicalllsistancej Credit; 
Agrlbulln ... ; 
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Botswana 
1358. AffuI, E., 'AssIstance to National DaYelopment Bank (NOB), AgriclJtural Credit-Botswana. Project 
findings and RecommendatIons,· Terminal report, FAa /UNOP, Rome, 1taI~ 1985, 44 p. 
Highlights the main activities and achlewments ci FAa jUNOP project 'AssIstance to National 
DaYelopment Bank (NOB) - Agrfcljtural Credit,· Botswana whose main objective was the 
estabIlstvnent ci a permanent. functioning, and specialized AgrlcLbrai Credit Division within the 
NOB In Older to expand agricultural lending by about 50% abole the current lawI. Author 
concludes that project objective was substantially achkNad, and proIIdes recommendations for 
consideration ci GCN8mI1\8I1t and the NOB. (4747) 
Key Word.: Agrtcultunt; Southa'I1 Africa; B0t8_na; Cnldlt; Dwelopment bank; 
1359. Oeave., KsYIn M., -rhe Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture In Sub-Saharan 
AfrIca,· Staff Working Paper No. 728, The Worid Bank, Washington, ~.C., April 1985, 30 p. 
ThIs paper reviews the avaAable literature on the Impact of price and exchange rate policies on . 
agriculture In Sub-Saharan AfrIca. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan African 
countries to test S8\18ra1 hypotheses concemlng policy Impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad, 
Ethiopia, Mall, Malawi, Zaire, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Guinea, 
Benin, Central AfrIcan Republic, Sierra Leone, Madagascar; Niger; Sudan, Togo, Ghana, Kenya, 
Senegal, Lesotho, Uberia, Zambia, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Cameroon, Botswana, Congo, and Ivory 
Coast. A regression equation with agricultural gl'ONth rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient was statistically significant but with a ION R2. Other Independent variables were 
InYestlgated Including fertllzer use per hectare, changes In the barter terms of trade, population 
growth rate, degree of concentration of export eamlngs, adult Ilterac~ share of public consumption 
In GOP and the degree of go.I8mment Intervention In farm Input supply. Reductions In farm lewl 
price discrimination (nominal protection), share of gcwemment consumption In GOP, and population 
gl'ONth rates were posItlwly related to agricultural gl'ONth rates, whUe the degree of government 
InYoNament In the farm Input supply Industry was negatlwly related. The findings tend to confirm 
the view that inappropriate price and exchange rate policies haw a negative Impact on agricultural 
production. Other factors such as goJemment IrwoIYement In farm Input suppl~ population groNth, 
and gcMHT\ments ablily to operate and maintain Its agricultural Investments are also Important. 
ApproprIate price and exchange rate policies would haw a relatlwly small Impact on agricultural 
gl'ONth so the policy package to remedy problems caused by poor price and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to each country. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State Unlvers~ HC597W63 No. 
728] 
Key Word.: Agrlcult ... ; Africa; Chad; Ethiopia; Mall; Malawi; zaire; Uganda; Burundi; Burkina 
Faso; UpI*' Volta; R_nda; Somalia; Tanzania; Guinea; Benin; Central African Republic; 
S.,. Leone; Madagaacar; Niger; Sudan; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Leaotho; Uberla; 
zambia; Nigeria; Zimbabwe; Cameroon; B0t8_na; Congo; Ivory Coast; COte d'.volre; Finance; 
Int_ rat .. ; Policy reform; PrIcea; 
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1360. Due, Jean M., "ExperIence with Income Generating ActIvItIes for Southern African Women, - Savings 
and DMQDment, Vol. XV No.1, 1991, pp. 79-90. 
The author asserts that foreign donors are increasingly prtMdlng funds for Income generating 
activities OGAs) for African \Wmef1. In the past, these funds haw often been allocated through 
prI\oIate voluntary organizations; cummtly more of the allocation Is being undertaken by gcNernment 
ministries. this article looks at the experiences In Botswana (with domestic funds) and Malawi that 
haYS pn:Nen how successful IGAs can be undertaken, and thus ImprcN8 Income and employment. 
Based on these experiences, the recommendations proposed an Infusion of capital to ION resource 
households to a110N Increased Income and employment opportunities opportunities that should be 
complemented with \\OI'kshops and seminars to Infann and aSsist women. Also, women should be 
consulted as to the projects that they belleYe wli be successful, rather than projects being Imposed 
from Head OffIce. [4063) 
Kay YIoftIs: Women; SOV';,ern Africa; Botsv.na; FlNnce; 
1361. fischer, Bernhard, -Savings MobIlzatlon In DeYeIoplng Countries: Bottlenecks and Reform 
Proposals: Savings and PMoPment. Vol. XIII, No.2, 1989, pp. 117-131. 
Summarizes the main findings of a report on financial savings mobilization Issues In dewloplng 
countries worldwide, Including Botswana, Ivory Coast, Cameroon, Kenya and Nigeria. Concludes 
that a r8Y8I'S8I of unfavorable financial and monetary policies Is the key to successful promotion of 
domestic financial savings. Indicates the process of financial Intermediation itself as a promising 
area of Interest In the future, Including the vlabHity of financial Institutions, the market structure of 
the banking sector and the potential role of the Central Bank as a promoter of well-functioning 
domestic financial markets. [1807) 
Kay WOlds: General; Africa; Botsv.na; Ivory Coastj COte d'lwlrej Cameroonj Kenya; Nigeria; 
Savings; 
1362. Fischer; Bernhard, Soarkaplta!blldung in Entwlcklungslindern: Engpisse und Reformansitze. 
Forschungsberlchte des Bundesmlnlsterlums fur Wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit, Vol. 78, Munchen: 
Weltforum Verlag, 1986, 494 p. 
This report identifies promiSing savings mobHlzatlon strategies to finance the national dewlopment 
of Third World countries. The results are based on Insights gained from the study of 12 countries 
In AfrIca, Asia, and latin America. The African countries Included In the report are: Botswana, 
Cameroon, Ivory Coast, Kenya, and Nigeria. The report points out that urban and rural households 
haw a simMar propensity to saw. H(M18Y8r, rural households save more often In kind. The author 
emphasizes that higher deposit Interest rates affect the rate of financial savings positively. 
Furthennore, the avalabUity of demand oriented savings and credit schemes Increases the 
propensity to saw financially. The report examines the deYeIopment potential and possible 
promotion schemes for the Informal financial Intermediaries and proposes sectoral adjustment 
strategies for the formal financial market. [GER] 
Kay WOlds: General; Afrlcaj Botsv.naj Cam.-oonj COte d'lvoIrej Kenya; Nigeria; Savings; 
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1363. Harrlson, Alan, ~rIcl.ftwal Cl8d1t In Botswana, - D6Y81opment Studies No.4, Department of 
Agrta.dtural Economics, Unlwrslty of Reading, 1967,37 p. 
Reports on an .... uatIon of a small nwoIvIng loan fund which pnMdes credit to small progressive 
Afrtcan farmers In Botswana. The credit was extended to less than one percent of the farmers In 
the ~ The bom:7Ners were associated with an extension program. The paper also nwlsws 
agrlclltural conditions In the ~ presents data on loan repayment problems, and makes 
suggestions for strengthening the credit activities. [ARC. 1254) 
K8J Word.: Agrlcult&n; Southam Africa; Bota_na; Cladlt; 
1364. Larsson, Lars-Aka, -Dornestl,; Savings MobIlzatIon b'f the NatIonal DeYeloprnent Bank of B~na: 
Report of a FeaSlbUIty .St! ~~- D6Y81opment 'Cooperation Committee, ~~~ SavIngs Banks 
AssocIatIon, Swaden, 1985. 68 p. . 
ThIs feaslbllty study about domestic savings mobIlzatlon b'f the National Oewlopment Bank (NOB) 
of Botswana r8YIaNs the Institutional structure of the bank savings market In the country Qncluding 
bank costs and returns) and the prospects of the dewloprnent bank as a public deposit taker. The 
NOB has potential gains from multipurpose bank operations considering Its current major role as 
a credit source for agrlcllture, and a gn::Nt'lng one for manufacturing and trade;1ts extensive branch 
network In the country; and Its existing clientele. In this regard, It Is recommended that NOB seek 
outside assistance, specially In the a..-s of management and techniques. (4633) 
K8J Word.: General; SoutIIm1 Africa; Bota_na; Development bank; Deposit mobilization; 
Technical a •• lstance; 
1365. MacFarland, Earl L, Jr. (ed.), Successful DMlooment In Africa: Case Studies of Projects. Programs 
and Policies, Analytical Case Studies No.1, EDI Oewlopment Policy Case Series, Washington. D.C.: 
Economic Oewlopment Institute of the Wortd Bank, 1989, 216 p. 
Collection of case studies of successful dMloprnent projects, programs. or policy actions 
undertakan In AfrIca where success Is defined In terms of having achlewd their Intended objectives 
and economic benefits having outweighed the costs. These Include four dewlopment projects and 
programs (Burkina Faso - project for controlling the runoff of rainfall In seml-arld areas; Malawi -
program to organize gravity-fed piped rural vIIage water systems; Kenya- program to dewlop 
horticlltural commodity exports; and Westem AfrIca - mlltlcountry program to control 
onchocerciasis. or river blindness) and three macroeconomic programs or policies (Mauritius -
creation of an export processing zone; Ghana- balance c:A payments and structural adjustment 
program; and Botswana- macroeconomic management c:A commodity booms). editor concludes that 
wduable lessons leamed from these case studies are In learning from experience, the Importance 
of gcMmment concentration on tasks that It can do best. the pcM8r of economic incentives and 
getting the prlcesrtght for producer response. the adoption c:A appropriate technology and 
conslltlng with beneficiaries, the supportNe role of external assistance - including helping 
gcMmrnents bear the short-run political and economic costs c:A reform programs. [4090] 
Kay Word.: Agrlcultan; Africa; Burkina Faso; Malawi; Kenya; Mauritius; Ghana; Botswana; 
finance; International donora; Policy 18fonn; 
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1366. Mahoney, Nicholas, "Contract and Neighborly Exchange Among the Blrwa of Botswana,· Joyrnal 
of African law. Vol. 21, 1977, pp. 40-65. 
DescrIbes contractual raIations g<Mmlng productlw exchanges bet\wen cooperating neighbors 
among the Blrwa of Independent Botswana. One type of contractual arrangement which Is 
enforceable by law but Is largely honored by both sides without I8COUrse to the courts Involves one 
party prtNIdlng equipment and/or labor and the other his 0Nn labor, 01' cash, during the planting 
season. Author argues that the purpose of formal contracts among neighbors was not so much as 
to define minimum obligations and bind parties to them, as to set limits to the responslbDltles of the 
contracting parties and pl'8Wnt such intermittent transactions from damaging a valued nelghboriy 
ralatlonshlp. [5194] 
Key Words: Agrlcultunt; Southern Afrlf!,l; Botsv.na; Informal finance; Transaction costs; 
1367. Makonl, Julius, ·Creatlng Appropriate Regulatory, LsgaI and Tax Frameworks to Stimulate Money 
and Capital Market D6Y8Iopment,· Paper presented at the Regional Symposium on Savings and 
Credit for Dewlopment In AfrIca, AbidJan, COte d'rvolre, April 27-30, 1992, Organized by the 
International Programme on Savings and Credit for Dewlopment, United Nations Department of 
Economic and Social Dewlopment, International Finance Corporation, Washington, D. C., March 
1992,23 p. 
Argues that the regulatory and legal framework of the financial system Is the most distinguishing 
characteristic of financial systems In countries with similar lewis of economic development. In Sub-
Saharan AfrIca, only broad monetary and fiscal policies and supervisory regulations of financial 
Institutions can be found - except In Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Kenya and Botswana where some form of 
money and capital market laws can be found. Underdewloped Infrastructure and communication 
facUlties, lack of trained personnel, unpredictable g<7v'8rnment policies and deteriorating terms of 
trade make It Impossible to awn adhere to existing policies and regulations (Ethiopia, Tanzania and 
Mozambique). Author argues that Inappropriately designed policies and regulatory, legal and tax 
frameworks as the single most Important factor for the sluggish dewlopment of financial markets 
In AfrIca. [5251] 
Kay Words: General; Africa; Zimbabwe; Nigeria; Kenya; Botsv.na; Ethiopia; Tanzania; 
Mozambique; Formal finance; Prudential supervision; Regulation; 
1368. Muzorewa, BasA C., "The Role of Foreign Financial Intermediaries In the Economy of Botswana,· 
Savings and DewlQoment, Vol. III, No.1, 1979, pp. 5-23. 
Uses performance tests on Botswanan data during 1900 to 1975 and concludes that foreign financial 
institutions had not contributed to savings mobDlzatlon In the economy. [4901 ] 
Kay Words: General; Southern Africa; Botsv.na; Banks; 
1369. Smith. Cameron L, and Robert E. Laport, ·USAID/Botswana Private Sector Strategy Study,· 
International Science and Technology Institute, Inc., Washington, D. C., September 1987, 48 p. + 
appendices. 
An Internal USAID study to support national and Mission program objectives of employment 
generation through stimulation of the Private sector In Botswana. PrtMdes recommendations on the 
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prcMslon of Incentives for capital transfer to productive enterprises, management and entrepreneur-
Ial dewlopment, Inwstment promotion, and small and medlum-scale enterprise access to land and 
credit. Specific recommendations Include prtMdlng training to organizations such as the Botswana 
BuDding Society , Tswelelo, NOB, and credit unions; the use of avaDabie U.S. agricultural assistance 
funds to capitalize a SSE..fendlng guarantee fund; and prcMdlng technical assistance and funding 
to a local firm entering the field of foreign collaborative-venture brokerlng, for 6Y8ntual expansion. 
(5342] 
Key Word.: Micro and small enterprtl8l; Southern Africa; Botswana; Formal finance; 
1370. United States Agency for International Dewlopment ('JSAlD) , 'NrIca Bureau Sector Strategy: A 
Strategic Framework for Promoting Agricultural Marketlr. •. ) and Agribusiness Development In Sub-
Saharan AfrIca,- Publications Series No. 91-1, OffIce ofT~ "hnlcal Resources, Africa Bureau, US'.ID, 
Washington, D.C., January 1991, 78 p. . 
Document identifies and analyzes key problems affecting the efficiency of agricultural marketing 
systems In Sub-Saharan AfrIca to prcMde a strategic framework to guide the Agency In the design 
and Implementation of interventions to Impl'OJe market efficiency and promote the role of 
agribusiness In market d6Y8l0pment. BuDding on lessons leamed from previous AID and other 
donor-asslsted activities, framework focuses on three basic elements: 1) macroeconomic and 
sectoral policies and regulations that define the scope, nature and Incentives for marketing activities; 
2) necessary Infrastructure for conducting and expanding marketing activities; and 3) capability of 
market participants, especially agribusiness, to engage In marketing activities particularly In 
response to enhanced environments as constraints under 1) and 2) are alleviated. In this regard. 
It recognizes fIw stages In the eYOIutlonary d6Y8l0pment for agricultural marketing systems. and 
appraises most of Sub-Saharan AfrIcas to be -mired- In the first two stages, with none having 
reached the fourth stage at all. Stage 3 Is when viable formal sector financial institutions 
emerge/serve the needs of marketing agents, and a ffIN countries are Identified with this: Kenya, 
Cote d'I\IOlre, Senegal, Nigeria, Malawi and Botswana. [4155] 
Key Words: Marketing; Africa; Kenya; COte d'ivolre; Bots.na; Senegal; Niger; Malawi; 
Finance; Agrlbusinell; Output marketing; International donors; 
1371. World Bank, -Botswana: Financial Policies for Diversified GroNth, - Report No. 7690-BT, Southern 
AfrIca Department, Industry and Energy Operations DMslon, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., 
August 1989, 245 p. 
This Is a mission report that examines the strengths and weaknesses of Botswanas financial sector 
In light of the 8COIlornyS vulnerabUlty arising from CNerdependence on one key export (diamonds), 
ecological fragRIty, high population groNth, skAls shortage and exposure to shocks from geopolitical 
sources. The strengths of the financial system arise from a relatively conservative fiscal policy that 
has minimized financial repression, sound and profitable financial intermediaries, efficient and 
effective prudential supervisory and regulatory standards, and avaUabDlty of the finance-accounting-
auditing -Information Infrastructure. - HCMteWr, It Is lacking In financial breadth and depth, particularly 
In Its limited role In Intermediating risks and maturities and Intersectoral fund flONS. The policy 
recommendations Include financial sector reforms that address the gCNemments role as the largest 
bank In the economy, deficiencies In the private commercial banks' ability to productively recycle 
mccess liquidity, and asset concentration In the banking system. [1300] 
Key Worda: General; Southern Africa; Botswana; Intermediation; Policy reform; 
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Lesotho 
1372. Barrett, Martin, -FInancIal Intermediaries and PRlctices In Lesotho: Implications for the Agricultural 
Sector;- Draft raport. USAlD, Maseru, Lesotho, May 1990. 47 p. 
The purpose of this study Is to prcNide a better understanding of Lesotho~ local financial market 
and to Identify potential interwntion strategies that would mobilize local resources for Investment 
In agriculture and private enterprise. WIth regard to the general financial climate, Lesotho~ monetary 
authorities are advised to address three main areas. First, It is ImpeRltive that the gC7lemment 
concentrates on reducing the budget deficit; second, eliminate or phase out the tax exemption of 
Interest on gc:MNTVn8flt obligations; and third, It should dismantle the current credit ceUlngs. With 
regard to credit for agricultural activities, three recommendations entaD the use of graduated 
payment obligations. FIrst of all, taBor repayments to the boI'rt7Ne~ capabUities; second, redefine 
the terms and conditions for lending; and finally to opt for the use of tax Incentives that ·-vould Invite 
lenders to obligate funds for longer terms to certain types of agricultural activities. [4~ '0] 
Kay Word.: Agriculture; Southern Africa; Lesotho; Finance; Monetary policy; Credit; 
1373. Bechtel, Heinrich, -Savings for DSYelopment: A Monograph - 10 Years Lesotho Bank-National 
DSYeiopment Bank: An Outstanding Example of Indigenous MobUlzatlon of Human and Financial 
Resources In a Least D6Y81oped Country.- AFR/ICA, Nairobi, Kenya, 1983, 41 p. 
The author describes the different financial Institutions found In Lesotho. A more complete historical 
picture of the Lesotho National Bank Is then explored. The paper concludes with recommendations 
that willimprow the opeRltlon of the bank. [4167) 
Key Word.: G.n .... lj Southern Africa; LelOtho; Financej 
1374. Cleaver; KsYIn M., -rhe Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture In Sub-Saharan 
AfrIca,- Staff Working Paper No. 728, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., April 1985, 30 p. 
This paper I'6Yiews the avaUabie IIteRlture on the impact of price and exchange rate policies on 
agriculture In Sub-SahaRln AfrIca. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan African 
countries to test sewral hypotheses concerning policy Impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad, 
Ethiopia, Mall, Malawi, Zaire, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Guinea, 
Benin, Central AfrIcan Republic, SierRl Leone, Madagascar, Niger, Sudan, Togo, Ghana, Kenya, 
Senegal, Lesotho, Uberla, Zambia, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Cameroon, Botswana, Congo, and Ivory 
Coast. A regression equation with agricultural gl'aNth Rltes as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient was statistically significant but with a ION R2. Other Independent variables were 
investigated Including fertUlzer use per hectare, changes in the barter terms of trade, population 
gl'aNth Rlte, degree of concentRltlon of export earnings, adult literacy, share of public consumption 
in GOP and the degree of gOll8mment interwntion In farm Input supply. Reductions In farm level 
price discrimination (nominal protection), share of gOII8mment consumption In GOP, and population 
gl'aNth Rltes were posltNely related to agricultural gl'aNth Rltes, whDe the degree of gC7lemment 
Involvement In the farm Input supply Industry was negatNely related. The findings tend to confirm 
the vIeYI that Inappropriate price and exchange rate policies have a negative Impact on agricultural 
production. Other factors such as gOII8mment Involvement In farm Input supply, population grcmth, 
and gOII8mment~ abDlty to operate and maintain Its agricultural Investments are also Important. 
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ApproprIate price and exchange rate policies would haw a l8IatlYely small Impact on agricultural 
gl'ONth 10 the policy package to remedy problems caused by poor price and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to each country. [AgrlcLftul1ll Ubrary, The Ohio State UnlYerslty, HC597W63 No. 
728] 
Kay WoIda: Agrlcult ... ; AfrIca; Chid; Ethiopia; Mall; Malawi; Zan; Uganda; Burundi; Burkina 
Faao; Upper Volta; Ibwanda; Somalia; ~nzanla; Guln .. ; Benin; Central African Republic; 
S ..... Leone; Madagascar; Niger; Sudan; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Leaotho; Uberla; 
Zambia; NIg"'; 21mbabM; Cameroon; Bota_na; Congo; Ivory Coaat; COte d'lwlre; Finance; 
Int...at rat .. ; Policy 1'8form; Prlcu; 
1375. Cradlt Union NatIonal AssocIatIOn, Inc., ·Small Fanner Production Credit: Prograss Report. July 1979 
- February ,1980,· Report'praparad for USAlD, Cradlt Union National A~soclatlon, Inc., Washington, 
D.C., February 1980,36 p. + annexes. 
AID gmnt was prtNIded through CUNA to assist C8meroon and Lesotho to Incraase savings, 
maximize agrlcultul1ll production and Increase farmers' Income through cradlt union production 
cradlt progmms, and to assist the AfrIca Coopemtlve Savings and Credit Association (ACOSC'A) 
In expanding the COOp8mtiY8 system throughout AfrIca. For cameroon, the cradlt union league 
opemtlons ara estimated to haw met only about 60 per cent of costs, with the small farmer 
production cradlt progmm projected to delay achlEMtment of self-sufficient financial operations by 
5-14 years. Progress In Lesotho Is far behind, with the accumulation of substantial operating deficits 
due to slON groNth In AMtnU8S which Is dependent on the gl"ONth of savings/membership. The 
raport. hcMwar; notes a positive contribution to the strangthenlng of ACOSCIrB capabRltles. [4224] 
Kay Worda: Agriculture; Africa; Cameroon; Leaotho; Cradlt unlona; 
1376. de TravIIle, Diana, ·Contmct farming, The Private Sector; and the State: An Annotated and 
Comprehensive Blbllogmphy with Particular Referance to AfrIca,· Contmct farming In AfrIca Project 
WorkIng Paper No.2, IDA, Binghamton, NSYI York, NOYember 1986. 329 p. 
this document contains abstmcts of 114 publications on contmct fanning (authors and titles for 722 
publications ara given In Section VI). The publications COYer genel1ll papers as well as specific 
studies on AfrIca In genel1ll, Belize, Kenya, Lesotho, UberIa, Niger; Nigeria, SwazUand, Tanzania, 
Zambia, Zimbabwe, (also Belgium, Central AmerIca. Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, England, 
Guatamala, HondulBS, India, Indonesia, Imn, Jamaica, Malasia, Mexico, the Middle East, New 
Guinea, Peru, the PhUlpplnes, Scotland, South AmerIca, Sri lanka, Taiwan, ThaDand, Turkey, and 
the United States). Some of the annotations discuss financial aspects of contIact farming, and 
especially the supposed need by farmers for cradlt that Is being met by some contmct farming 
operations. [5345] 
Kay WoIda: Agrlcult&n; Africa; Belize; Kenya; Leaotho; Uberia; Niger; Nigeria; Swaziland; 
~nzanla; zambia; 21mbabM; Farm; Agricultural cradlt; 
13n. Deschamps, Jean-Jacquss, ·Cradlt for the Rural Poor: The experience In Six AfrIcan Countries. 
Synthesis Report,. CAl and 10\, washington, D.C., February 1989, 78 p. 
This report synthesizes the findings of fIY8 field 8Yaluatlons and two desk studies of AID supported 
ruI1II cradlt projects. The field 8Yaluatlons ara of the cameroon Coopemtlve Cradlt Union League. 
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Kenya AgrlcLJturai Sector Loan Project, Uberla Upper Lope County Rural Dawloprnent Project, 
Lesotho Credit Union League Dawlopment Project, and Malawi Union of Savings and Credit 
CoopeIatiYas. The Burkina Faso, Oncho-Freed Areas Vllage Dawlopment Fund, and Kenya Union 
of SavIngs and Credit CooperatIves are nMewed In the desk study. The paper reaches several 
broad conclusions: a) Credit may be an effective tool to promote the adoption of Improwd 
agric~ural technologies and the achleYement of higher yields by small holders. b) There Is no 
8Yldence that In-Jdnd credit produces higher economic returns than cash credit. c) Justification for 
bela.v-market Interest rates Is weak. d) The targeted credit schemes more often than not fail to 
achl6Ye stated obJectNes. e) Credit unions can be models for the pitMslon of financial services to 
the rural poor. [3n3] 
Key Wordl: Gen .. l; Africa; cameroon; Kenya; UberIa; I.eIotho; Malawi; Burkina Falo; CredH; 
Rural finance; Cradlt unlonl; 
1378. Food and AgrJculture Organization of the United Nations (n6D), -Promotion of WomenS Activities 
In Marketing and Credit: An Analysis, Case Studies and Suggested Actions,· Preliminary working 
paper, FAC, Rome, Italy. June 1984, 61 p. 
The objective of the paper Is to prtMde suggestions for donor support to women engaged In food 
and agricultural marketing. The study refers to a comparative analysis of case studies of the lives 
of successful women entrepreneurs working In groups or as Individuals, and of project or 
programme assistance which has had a favorable outcome for women In marketing. The case 
material documents experiences from Bangladesh, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Gambia, Ghana, India, 
Kenya, Korea, Lesotho, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Pakistan, PhUlppines, Sri Lanka, Syria, The Caribbean, 
Togo, Uganda. Upper Volta, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. In the analysis, an attempt was made to trace 
historical sequences and relations which have affected and continue to Influence women's 
participation, both as Individuals and as social beings. [3243) 
Key Words: Marketing; Africa; Burkina Faso; cameroon; Ethiopia; The Gambia; Ghana; Kenya; 
Lesotho; Nigeria; Togo; Uganda; Upper Volta; lambla; Zimbabwe; Women; 
1379. GactNay, John, Nancy Hom, Frans VanEyslnga, and Robert Wieland, -Impact Evaluation of the 
Lesotho Credit Union League Dawlopment Project,· Prepared for the Bureau for Africa. USAID. 
Dawlopment Alternatives, Inc. (OAI)/Instltute for DeYeIopment Anthropology OOA), Washington. 
D.C., February 1989, 101 p. 
Evaluates an AlD-asslsted project aimed at expanding cooperative financial services In Lesotho 
through the prtMslon of technical, financial and administrative capabUltles to the Lesotho 
Cooperative Credit Union League and Its member credit unions. Notes the presence of a nominal 
project objective rlnstltutlonal d6Y8l0pmenr) and an actual, -shadON", objective (expansion of small 
farmer lending), and concludes that credit avalabUIly did not have an Impact on agricultural 
production practices. Credit unions best served their members by prtMdlng savings services to 
them. Authors recommend a separation of the credit expansion agenda, wamlng against putting the 
savings of rural producers at risk by channeling massive amounts of external funds through their 
Instltutions. [4239] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Southern Africa; Lesotho; Credit unions; Savings mobilization; 
Technical ... istance; Int ..... ional donors; 
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1380. Grant, WlIIam, Jeanne DoNning, St6Y8 Haggblade, John McKenzie, and Harvay Schartup, ·Lesotho 
Small and Mlcroenterprlse Strategy. Phase II: Subsector Analysis: GEMINI WorkIng Paper No.9, 
DMoprnent AlternatNes, Inc. (tW), Washington, D.C., Nowmber 1990,135 p. 
This report presents the findings from Phase II of the Inwstlgatlon of the possIbalty of d6Yeloplng 
a program to promote prNate enterprise led, broad-based economic dewlopment In Lesotho 
through small and mlcroenterprlses (USE). Phase II consisted of a series of subsector analyses that 
would proIide In-depth understanding of the role of MSE In the economy. their linkages to the 
formal sector; and potential for gl'ONth. Analysis of the existing structure c:A each c:A leather goods, 
garments and weaving subsectors Is follCMed by a list of S6Y8ra1 findings and recommendations. 
Common recommendations to all three subsectors are 1) implement activities to generate Increased 
value-added and generate employment; 2) facaltate the Immediate supply of raN material; 3) attack 
the weak manaQ(.nent and technical skals through training programs that are centrally managed, 
held at times an( locations conrwenlent for wornen;4) strenghen the supporting er v1ronment by 
working with the Ii:lssoci8tlons that already exist to represent firms and promoting th . ·;e that meet 
the needs of femaie entrepreneurs. [4067] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Southern Africa; LHotho; Finance; 
1381. HONSe, C. J., ~rlcultural Dewlopment Without Credit,· Mrlcuftyral Administration, Vol. 1, No.4, 
October 1974, pp. 259-262. 
Argues that credit for ION-Income people In rural areas Is neither warranted nor generally possible. 
Rather, the author feels that extension activities and savings clubs should be organized to Increase 
small farmers' income, and encourage them to save part of their surplus. Experience with savings 
clubs In Rhodesia, Lesotho, Zambia, and Malawi are cited as examples. [ARC. 0951] 
Key Words: General; Southern Africa; Lesotho; Malawi; Rhodesia; Zambia; Zimbabwe; 
SavIngs; 
1382. lesotho Co-operatlve Credit Union League, -rhe Credit Union M(1.Iement In Lesotho,· published by 
GTZ and LCCUL, Eschbom, Federal Republic of Germany, 1980,31 p. 
This promotional booklet about CUs reports that the Idea of savings and loans societies originated 
In Germany where the first CU was organized In 1846. The Idea was to fight the unscrupulous 
rnoney-lenders who were exploiting small farmers and artisans. In 1960, the idea reached Lesotho 
and was picked up by self-help groups. In 1968, rapid expansion of CUs prompted the members 
to form the LCCUL, a national federation and non-g(1.lemmental organization. Some examples of 
haN the LCCUL proIides practical assistance to CUs Is given; also, the operation and performance 
c:A CUs is briefly mentioned. [2441] . 
Key Words: Gemnl; Southern Africa; LHotho; CI'8dIt unions; 
1383. McDonald, Vincent R., -Crop and livestoCk Insurance: An AId to Small F'!lrm Dewlopment,· 
Unpublished working paper, Agriculture and Rural D6WIopment Department, Wortd Bank, 
Washington, D.C., August 1975, 75 p. 
This paper considers the economic setting within which crop Insurance programs have operated; 
proIides a brief history of some insurance programs In ION-income countries; and makes some 
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racornmendatIon for Irnpro.Iement In these programs. case studies m Insurance programs In 
Kenya and Mauritius are also presented. The author I8COITHn8Jlds that the World Bank seriously 
consider assisting In the establishment m Insurance programs In association with small farmer credit 
programs. (ARC. 1195] 
Key Wordl: Agrlculbni AfrIcai K8nyai llauritlUli LeIothoi Senegali Cradlti Inluranee; 
Su...".... cradlti 
1384. Mlndock, KsYIn L, "" Evaluation m the Cradlt Union ~oprnent ProJect,- USAlO/Lesotho. 
Washington, D.C .• September 16. 1983. 19 p. + appendices 
The principal objective m this paper Is to 8Yaluate the Lesotho Credit Union (lCCUL) Oewlopment 
Project. The project Is engaged In InstItutJonaI dMopmenl of LCCUL Project objectives were 
Judged to I1aw been satlsfactorly achlwed. RacommendatJons Include: dewlopment of a loan 
control system; Implementation of the management guidelines; and exploring the possibility of 
linkage with the Lesotho Agrfc~ural OMopment Bank. (4218] 
Key Wordl: General; Southern Africa; leIothoi CNdIt unions; 
1385. Montsl, Sam, -Investment Promotion In a Small Land-Locked Country - Lesotho Experience.· 
International Journal of [)MIoprnent Banking. Vol. 1. No.1, January 1983, pp. 49-55. 
Discusses the IrNestrnent promotion program launched by the Lesotho National Dswlopment 
Corporation (LNDC) whose mandate Is commercial. industrial. mining and tourism business 
dMopment In Lesotho. Concludes that Investment promotion In a smailiand-iocked country can 
be worthwhUe If prepared for carefully and Implemented with conviction. (5002] 
Key Wolds: 08n ... l; Southern Africa; leIotho; Development banlcs; 
1386. Mctsekl. Thabo Mlcheal. -Institutional Structures for ImprtHlng Rural Financial Services.· Paper 
prepared for AFRN:A workshop held In Abldjlan. February 1991. 16 p. 
The author emphasizes that the ImprtMtrnent of rural financial services Is necessary to promote the 
agricultural dewloprnent of Lesotho. A concentrated effort between the concemed gOJemment 
ministries and financial Institutions Is essential. The role of the go.I'8mrnent Is to create a conducive 
atmosphere for the public to obtain services at a reasonable cost and time. Infrastructure should 
be made avaUable In the rural areas. Markets for farmerS produce should be accessible and stable 
to ensure that farmers repay on schedule. Financial Institutions should try to combine efforts by co-
financing Integrated rural projects. Training should be prtMded to ImprtMt the entrepreneurial skills 
of the rural people. The central bank should play a mora dynamic role by directly supporting 
ag~ural and financial institutions trying to ImprtNe the agricultural sector. [4532] 
Key Wordl: General; Southam Africa; LHotho; Finance; Agricultural cradlt; 
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1387. Ojermark, Paul, "Group Based SavIngs and Credit In Rural Afrtca. The experience of FAD - Peoples 
PartIcIpation In Rural DENBlopment through Promotion m Self-Help Organizations: (Draft), FAO, 
Rome, Italy, 1986,32 p. 
Discusses the experiences In Implementing the financial component m the P80ple~ Participation 
Programme In AfrIcan countries. Outlines the major findings and recommendations of a training 
'M)I'Icshop for project staff, held In Mbabane, SwazIand, In December 1985, analyses the 
implementation m the financial component In AfrIcan project countries and pnMdes conclusions 
and recommendations for ImproYlng project performance. The paper Is based on reports and other 
documents on projects In .... n countries (Ghana, Sierra Leone, Kenya, Zambia, Lesotho, Swaziland 
and Zimbabwe), special studies m the four oldest projects and additional information obtained at 
the Mbabane workshop. General recommendations eo.. savings mobUlzation as a project 
component to be emphasized, posItNe and ret. liStie Interest rate lewis In the credit project design. 
and adequate training for both Implementer. and beneficiaries. StrIking a balance between 
contractual and voluntary savings, establishing a solid partnership with banks and dawlopment of 
appropriate training materials are some of the specific recommendations for future project design. 
[4737] 
Key WOlds: General; Africa; Gllal'lll; Siena Leone; Kenya; Zambia; Lesotho; Swaziland; 
Zimbabwe; Fil'lllnce; 
1388. Ruthenberg, Ina, -Financial Institutions and Small Farmer Dew!opment In Lesotho - With SpeCial 
Reference to Crac:l1t Unions: Unpublished paper, Beriln, Germany. January 1987, 102 p. 
Il'MStIgates rural household cash Income sources, savings and crac:llt and rural financial Institutions 
In Lesotho. A comparative analysis of the Lesotho Agricultural Dewlopmem Bank (lADB) and the 
crac:llt unions Is offerac:l, the scope m their financial services Is comparac:l, and the loan recovery 
performance In both Institutions Is analyzed. Informal finance Is Insignificant among the households, 
whUe commercial banks offer deposit facUlties only. Credit unions pn::Mde the most extensive 
outreach, although the need for management and supervisory skUls dewlopment Is noted for 
successful performance. [4567 - partial copy containing pages 74-102] 
Key WOlds: Agrlcult ... ; Southern Africa; LeIotho; Craciit unions; Fll'lllnce; 
1389. Simmons, Emmy, and T. J. Heriehy, -rhe Impact of Rural Credit Projects In Africa: A Synthesis 
Report: Bureau for AfrIca, USAlD, Washington, D.C., 1990,24 p. 
This report synthesizes the findings m Impact assessment studies m tIYe AID rural credit projects 
that ware premised on the assumption that lack m access to capital Is the key constraint to 
Increased production. "TWo m these operated through different institutional channels with farmers 
as the target group (Kenya and Uberla), whRe the remaining three targeted the Institutions 
themselves (credit union leagues In Cameroon, Lesotho and Malawi). The report identifies impact 
of the macroeconomic environment on the projects; and project Impacts on production, 
socioeconomic waIfare of farmers, lending Institutions, and rural financial market d6Y8lopment as 
the major themes m the Impact _uatlons. For all of the areas studied, project results appear to 
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haw been conditioned by their environment. Findings on project Impact, hcMeYer, have been 
mixed. Factors identified as critical to the success of Cl8d1t projects are local participation and local 
control, entities that offer both savings and credit services to farmers and adherence to the 
principles of sound management and financial viablity by agricultural Cl8d1t institutions. [4055] 
K8y Wolds: 0 .... 1; Africa; Cameroon; Lesotho; Malawi; ALai finance; Credit unions; 
Supa'VlHCI ClWdIt; 
1390. United States Agency for Intemational Dewlopment (USAlD},-Lesotho Credit Union League 
Dewlopment.- Project Evaluation Summary Report, USAlD/Lesotho, March 1982, 21 p. + annexes. 
~,'he approach of pttMdlng technical, budget and material assistance to the Credit Union League 
• hlch In tum prcNides training and technical assistance services to member Cl8d1t unions Is 
reported to be proceeding satlsfactorly. HON8Y8I; whUe accumulated losses are being reduced, 
more ImprOl8ments are required. such as prtMdlng emphasis on loan analysis and collection 
procedures and raising Interest charges to reflect real costs. The Leagues Inability to operate with 
financial Independence Is predicted as a near-certalnty, and GCNemment financial support Is 
I8COmmended for consideration. [4789] 
K8y Words: G.neral; Southern Africa: Lesotho: Credit unions: 
1391. von Wallenberg, Gotthardt, 'An Evaluation of the Promotion of the Small Farmers Production Credit 
Programme,- German Technical Corporation (GTZ), Eschbom. Federal Republic of Germany, 
NCNember 1983, 14 p. 
This eYaluatlon report of the lesotho credit union mCNement identifies major Institutional 
dewlopment constraints and glYes policy I8COmmendations to CNercome them. Only a feN 
I8COmmendations are mentioned here. The Importance of deposit Interest to rnobUlze more member 
savings Is stressed. Furthermore, the author suggests negotiating refinancing lines with the Lesotho 
Agricultural Dewlopment Bank. The unsatisfactory loan recCNery situation could be improved by 
taking consequent and effectlYe legal action against defaulters. In addition, group liability and 
supervised credit schemes are I8COmmended. [4453] 
K8y Words: G.neral: Southern Africa: Lesotho; Cradlt unions; 
1392. WOOd Bank, -FInancial Sector ReYi6W: lesotho, - The WOOd Bank, Southem AfrIca Department, 
Industry and Energy Operations DMsIon, October 1989, 165 p. 
ThIs Is a nwIew of the financial sector of Lesotho and assesses the degree to which the sector can 
be responsNe to the countryS economic needs. The report deals with Lesothos economy and 
industrial dewlopment, the monetary sector, and the performance of the banking sector. 
Recommendations to ImpltM! the banking system Include the rationalization of Interest rate policy, 
and pnMsion of sufficient supervision and regulation. Suggested measures to Improw the access 
of entrepreneurs to finance Include project preparation assit.'tance and expansion and upgrading 
of the gcN8mments entrepreneurship dewlopment programs. Agribusiness opportunities for the 
local market (e.g., poultry. greenbeans, fruit and wgetable storage) and the external market (e.g., 
mushroom grtJNlng and processing, horticulture) are identified. [1076] 
K8y Words: G.neral: Southern Africa: Lesotho; Finance; Agribusiness; 
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1393. Wortd Ccud of Cladlt Unions (WOCCU), "L.esCltho Cladlt .Unlon Project final Report,- World 
CouncI of Cladlt Unions, Madison, WIsconsIn, June 25, 1992, 22 p. + attachments. 
RsYIews the progress and accomplishments under a credit union dawloprnent project initiated in 
l.asotho In 1980 which continued untI1991 with funding assistance from 86Wrallntemational donor 
agencies. Concludes that the substantial technical and financial assistance to the Lesotho credit 
union mcMNn8nt yielded disappointing results. The reasons Include: too much help led to the 
craatlon of dependency I8IatIonshlps with the donors; lax JrnpiernentatJon of recommendations to 
Jmprol8 the project In 1983, along with JnapproprIate pressure to participate In the LAPIS 
production credit program. Recommends the identification of clear criteria for future donor and 
WOCCU participation In any credit union dawlopment project, and rejection of financial assistance 
when the primary obJectMts are not consistent with credit union dawloprn&nt. [5456] 
_ WOld.: G_I; Soutt.n Africa; Lesotho; CnKIIt union.; 
Malawi 
1394. Ajayi, S. IbI, -Exchange Rate Adjustment In Selected Africa.n Countries, - Studies and Training 
Division, Economic D6Y8Iopment Institute of the World Bank, WashJngton. D.C., January 1989, 
99p. 
During the last 10-20 years, many African countries have not only experienced severe political 
InstabDIty. but faced increasing economic difficulties. The problems Included deficits In current 
account, declining grc:Mth rates, increasing extemal debt, adverse tenns of trade, Inflation and 
currency misalignment The paper focuses on flva African countries: Malawi, Nigeria, Tanzania, 
Uganda, and Zambia. The economies of all flva countries are small and dependent on trade. They 
are all, therefore, wnerable to changes In the wortd economy. Newrtheless, these countries have 
adopted an exchange rate r.dlustment during the past ffNI years. Exchange rate adjustment Is a 
pcM8rfu1 tool for economic st. -bllzatlon. It cannot, hoNewr; be used In isolation. The success of any 
.J exchange rate adjustment (, pands on the extent to which a gowmment also pursues other 
complementary policies. (1299) 
Key Words: General; Africa; Malawi; Nigeria; Tanzania; Uganda; zambia; Finance; Exchange 
rates; 
1395. Alexander; M. C., and P. J. Scott, "The Implications of Group Credit and Dewlopment In Malawi,· 
Unpublished paper; Ministry of Agriculture and Natural Resources, Llonqwe, Malawi, May 1974. 
26 p. 
Group lending In an Integrated rural d6Y8l0pment program In Malawi Is described. This group 
lending was begun In the earty 1970s. Repayment data have been excellent, and costs of lending 
lONer than for small individual loans. A forced savings program Is part of the credit arrangement. 
Plans are to expand group lending to CCNer most credit users In the project area. [ARC. 1166] 
Key Words: General; Southern Africa; Malawi; Finance; 
1396. Bess, Michael, Richard ChUlngulo, James Cotter; Isaac KunJe, Dick Manganga, Timothy Mooney. 
Victor Ndlsale, and Russell Webster; '7u1 Evaluation of the Malawi Rural Enterprise and Agribusiness 
Dewlopment Institutions (READI) ProJect,· ARIES, Robert R. Nathan Associates, Inc., Washington. 
D.C., September 1988, 139 p. 
Evaluates a project initiated In 1984 to strengthen key Intermediary Institutions that prtMde credit. 
training and business advisory/technical advisory services to rural-based SMEs. It prcwldes: (a) a 
grant to d6Yelopment finance Institute QNDEFUND) for onIending to rural enterprises; (b) operational 
support, technical assistance and some funds for credit financing to a union of savings and credit 
cooperatlws (MUSCCO, the Malawi Union of Savings and Credit Cooperatives); and (c) operational 
support and technical assistance to the Dewlopment of Malawian Traders Trust (DEMAn). The 
report notes the projects positive Impact on Institutional d6Yelopment, with MUSCCOs program of 
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mobIlzIng savings and organizing indigenously managed cradlt unions being cited as the most 
impressive. Impacts at the enterprise 16Y8I are deemed more difficult to assess, with the employment 
and Income targets appearing to be too ambitious. [4151] 
Key Worda: Enterprllel; Southern Africa; Malawi; CnNllt; Small and micro entarprlae; Credit 
unions; Savlnga • cnNIlt cooperatlvea; Savlnga mobilization; 
1397. BoInlck, Bruce R., -Katapla Moneylenders and Informal Financial Markets In Malawi: E.E.PA 
Discussion Paper No. 28, EmplC1)'lllent and Enterprise D6Y8Iopment DMslon, OffIce of Rural and 
Institutional D6Y8Iopment.Bureau of Science and Technology, USAlD, Washington, D.C., May 1990. 
44p.· . 
This paper surveys MaIawIls lnformaJ financial markets OFMs). After outlining the Institutional 
financial services avalable to small and medium enterprises In Malawi, a detaned report Is presented 
on the character and operations of a katapna moneylender In lilongwe, Malawi, based on an 
extended Interview. Information about the moneylender market Is analyzed In terms of themes from 
the literature on IFMs In d6Y8l0ping countries. One Important finding Is that the Interest charges on 
katapUa loans are not justified by economic costs of doing business. Finally, policy Implications are 
addressed. [1541] 
Key Worda: General; Southern Africa; Malawi; Informal finance; 
1398. BoInlck, Bruce R., -Monetary Management In Sub-Saharan Africa: Conditions and Prospects in 
Malawi: Draft paper, Northeastern University, NOJember 1990, 92 p. 
this paper ewluates the monetary reforms underway In Malawi In view of the structure of the 
economy. The paper emphasizes Issues and problems that poIlcymakers may face as they 
dismantle traditional controls In favor of mari<et-orlented Instruments for monetary management. N. 
llberllization Is engaged, the author sees a problem In Interest rates becoming ·admlnlstered prices 
rather than market-ciearlng prices· and credit being rationed In favor of prime customers. Although 
he endorses monetary reform In Malawi, the author warns against OJerstating the benefits or 
underestimating Itls costs. [4022] 
Key Worda: General; Southern Africa; Malawi; Formal finance; Monetary policy; 
1399. Chlpande, G. H. R., -lnncMltlon Adoption among Female Headed Households. The Case of Malawi.· 
DMlopment and Change. Vol. 18, 1987, pp. 315-327. 
Women headed households are 28% of rural households. In the lilongwe Land DeYeIopment 
Programme, the households have the 10NBSt rate of adoption of InnCNBtlons. they are labor~eflcient 
and are food~efIclent Their credit rating Is very ION and cradlt use Is ION; they tend to be excluded 
from farmers' credit clubs. Plot grass roots programmes have been undertaken. [5151] 
Key Worda: Women; Southern Africa; Malawi; CnNllt; 
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1400. Chlpande, G. H. R., M. M. Mkwezalamba, L S. Mwalsongo, and M. W Mhango, -Income Generating 
ActIvItIes for Rural Women In Malawi: A Final Report, - Center for Social Research, University of 
Malawi, Zambia, December 1986, 46 p. 
This report summarizes a study that Investigates heM the ministry of community services Initiated 
a program for Income generating activities ~GAs) for rural v.omen In Malawi. The first section 
outlines the study methodolomt The second part presents the findings of a household survey 
carried out In a number of selected rural 81888 to find out the attitude of women tOltf8rds IGAs and 
the constraints facing their participation In these activities. The authors' view Is that the group 
approach to engaging women In IGAs was more successful than individual basis for partiCipation. 
The third section of the report examines the experiences of selected women groups In their efforts 
to run IGAs which IrNoIves mobRlzation of financial resources, choice of activities, group size, 
membe,ohlp and cohesion. The fourth section focuses Of. the attitudes, experiences, training and 
sklls c:i 'JXtension agents who Mre ImIOIvad with the IGA The final section presents suggestions 
on hO.vsuccessful IGA programs for rural women can be launched In MalawI. [4148] 
Key Words: Women; Southern Africa; Malawi; Finance; 
1401. Chlpeta, C., -rhe Informal Financial Sector as Survival Strategy,a Paper presented at a UNICEF 
Workshop on the Effects of Structural Adjustment Programme In Malawi, February 26 - March 2, 
1990, Center for Social Research, University of Malawi, Malawi, 1990,36 p. 
Describes the results of a household survey on rural financial Institutions In the rural areas of Malawi, 
concluding that the Informal sector Is larger and will remain so In the long run. [5286] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Southern Africa; Malawi; Informal finance; 
1402. Chlpeta, C., and M. L C. Mkandawlre, aMobDlzlng Domestic Savings for AfrIcan Dewlopment and 
Diversification: A Case Study of MalawI,- Chancellor College, University of Malawi and Research 
Department, National Bank of Malawi, Malawi, clra. 1991, 44 p. 
Describes domestic savings mobDization Institutions and performance In Malawi during 1965-1980. 
Notes an Insufficient delivery of loans to SMEs, ENen as significant opportunities for mobUlzlng their 
savings remain untapped. [5285] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Southern Africa; Malawi; Savings; 
1403. Chlpeta, C., and M. L C. Mkandawlre, -rhe Informal Financial Sector and Macroeconomic 
Adjustment In Malawi, a Research Paper No.4, AfrIcan Economic Research Consortium, Nairobi, 
NCMtmber 1990, 65 p. 
The aim of the study Is to understand the Informal financial sector In Malawi by nMewlng Its nature, 
size, and role. The authors have classified the Informal sector Into three areas: 1) proprietary 
Informal financial entities, such as money lenders (katapDa); 2) mutual aid entitles, such as savings 
and credit associations (SCAs); and 3) welfare scheme, such as those run by employers, friends, 
relatives, and neighbors. SemI-formal financial Institutions such as credit unions that operate under 
the umbrella of the Malawi Union of Savings and Credit Cooperatives (MUSCCO) are excluded from 
the classification. In MalawI, a significant proportion of the loanable funds Is directed at the priority 
agricultural sector and, surprisingly, a significant part of the loans do not bear Interest. Because 
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SCAs are playing an Important Intennedlatlon role, the authors bellew ther8 Is Justification for 
including them In policies for promoting savings, efficient allocation of loanable funds and financial 
Intennedlation. (1208] 
K8V Word.: G .... I; SoUlhwn Africa; Malawi; Intormal finance; 
1404. Chlpeta, C., and M. L C. Mkandawlre, -rhe Informal Financial Sector In Malawi: Scope, Size and 
Role - A Progress Report,· Paper presented at the AfrIcan Economic Research Consortium 
Workshop, December 4 - 8, 1989, In Harare, Zimbabwe, MalawI, December; 1989, 50 p. 
this report discusses the nature, size and role of the Informal financial markets In Malawi. Authors 
try to detennlne the origin and underlying reasons for the d6Y8lopment of the Informal financial 
sector, to ascertain the behavioral traits of the participants, and to capture the size of the Informal 
sector. (0525] 
Key Word.: General; Southern Africa; Malawi; Intonnal finance; 
1405. Chlpeta, C., and Mkandawlre, M. L C., ·Unks Between the Informal and formal/Semi Formal 
Financial Sectors In Malawi,· University of Malawi and National Bank of Malawlm, 1992, 43 pp. 
this study rewIves around two main obJectIYes. The first obJectIYe Is to Irwestlgate complementary 
and competitive deposit and credit links between Informal and fonnal/seml-fonnal financial sectors 
In Malawi. The second obJectIYe Is to detennlne the significance of direct links between Informal 
and formal/semi-formal financial institutions with respect to savings mobUlzatlon and financial 
Intennedlatlon. Section two examines linkages In the credit market based on three link relationships: 
(1) a competitive scenario between the two sectors, (2) a complementary scenario, and (3) the 
formal sector channelling Its sources through the Informal sector to ultimate bol'l"CMl8rs. Section 
three examines the linkage In savings mobllzatlon and section four presents a summary and policy 
Implications of the study. (5188J 
Kay Word.: Southern Africa; Malawi; Formal finance; Intormal finance; 
1406. Qeavar, KsYIn M., -rhe Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture In Sub-Saharan 
AfrIca,- Staff WorkIng Paper No. 728, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., AprIl 1985, 30 p. 
this paper nMews the avalable literature on the Impact of price and exchange rate policies on 
agriculture In Sub-Saharan AfrIca. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan African 
countries to test sewraI hypotheses concemlng policy Impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad, 
Ethiopia, Mall, Malawi, Zaire, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Guinea, 
Benin, Central AfrIcan Republic, Siena Leone, Madagascar, Niger, Sudan, Togo, Ghana, Kenya, 
Senegal, Lesotho, Uberla, Zambia, Nigeria, 21mbatwwe, Cameroon, Botswana, Congo, and Ivory 
Coast A regression equation with agricultural grcJNth rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient was statistically significant but with a IaN R2. Other Independent variables were 
ImIestIgated including fertHlzer use per hectare, changes In the barter terms of trade, population 
grcJNth rate, degree of concentiatIon of export eamlngs, adult Ilterac~ share of public consumption 
In GOP and the degree of gowmrnent Intervention In farm Input supply. Reductions In farm level 
price discrimination (nominal protection), share of gcMtIT1ment consumption In GOP, and population 
grONth rates were posltiYaly related to agricultural grONth rates, whle the degree of gOlernment 
InwIvarnent In the farm Input supply Industry was negatiYaly related. The findings tend to confirm 
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the vIaw ttat inappropriate price and axcMng8 rate policies haw a negatlw Impact on agricultural 
production. Other faclOlS such as goyemment IrNcIvarnenlIn fann Input supply. population groNth, 
and ~ ablily to operate and maintain b agrlcUturai InYestments 818 also Important. 
Appropriate price and 8lCChange rate policies would have a raIatiYaIy small Impact on agricultural 
gRMth so the policy package to remedy problems caused hy poor price and mcchange rate policy 
must be adapted to _ch c:ountI)( (AgrIcLltural Ubrary. The Ohio State UnNersIty. HC597W63 No. 
728] 
Key Worda: Agrlcunlft; AfrIca; Chad; Ethlop"; Mall; Malawi; zaire; Uganda; Burundi; Burkina 
Faao; Up.,. Vola; ~ncIa; Somal .. ; _nan .. ; Guinea; Benin; Central African Republic; 
Siena Leone; Madagascar; Niger; Sudan; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Leaotho; Uberia; 
zambia; NIg .... ; Zimbabwe; Cameroon; Bota_na; Congo; Ivory Coast; COte d'iwire; Finance; 
Interest .. t .. ; Policy Nfann; PrIces; 
1407. Deschamps. Jean-Jacques. -Credit for the Rural Poor: The Experience In Six AfrIcan Countries, 
Synthesis Report.- [w and lOA. Washington, D.C., Febnary 1989, 78 p. 
This raport synthesizes the findings m fN8 field ENBIuatlons and two desk studies m AID supported 
rural credit projects. The field ENBIuatlons are m the Cameroon CooperatIve Credit Union League, 
Kenya Agricultural Sector Loan Project, Uberla Upper Lopa County Rural Dewlopment Project, 
Lesotho Credit Union League DMopment Project, and Malawi Union of Savings and Credit 
Cooperatives. The Burkina Faso, Oncho-Freed Areas VIllage DMOpment Fund, and Kenya Union 
of SavIngs and Credit Cooperatlws are nwIawad In the desk study. The paper reaches several 
broad conclusions: a) Credit may be an effectlw tool to promote the adoption of Improved 
agricultural technologies. and the achl6Yement of higher yields hy small holders. b) There Is no 
8Yldence that In-klnd credit produces higher economic returns than cash credit. c) Justification for 
belON-rnarket Interest rates Is weak. d) The targeted credit schemes more often than not fall to 
achI6Ye stated obJectIws. e) Credit unions can be models for the proYIslon of financial services to 
the rural poor. [3m] 
Key Words: Gen .. l; Africa; Cameroon; Kenya; UberIa; Lesotho; Malawi; Burkina Faso; Credit; 
Aural finance; Credit unions; 
1408. Due, J_n M., Rosebud KaJrwtDa, C. Aleke-Dando, and Kaozo Kogo, -Funding Small-Scale 
Enterprises for African Women: Case Studies In Kenya, Malawi and Tanzania, - African Development 
RIdew,Va.2,N~2,DecMnber1990,pp.~. 
Many organizations and some AfrIcan gcMmments are funding programs for men and \\'Omen to 
establish micro enterprises to Increase famly Incomes and nutrition, and CMtrcorne some of the 
negative effects of structural adjustment programs. Non-gayemrnental organizations, which formerly 
often funded projects as grants, 818 finding that grants have not been self-sustaining and are turning 
to loans for Income generating activities. ThIs report concentrates on funding for \\'Omen but many 
programs are for both men and women. It presents a summary of the major funding sources in 
Botswana. Kenya and Tanzania and the purposes and target groups of the funds. Where data are 
avaUable, repayment rates 818 glwn and an assessment Is made as to whether NGOs or 
gcwemment organizations are more cost effectlw In administering credit funds for these purposes. 
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As the programs are falrty recent, It Is too earty to make conclusions on their relative performance. 
HONSWr, It appears that amounts d funds avalable to date can benefit only a small proportion of 
potential program beneficiaries. [4274] 
Key WOlds: Micro and small enterprise; Africa; Kenya; Tanzania; Malawi; NGDI; Credit; 
1409. Duesenberry, James S., and Malcolm F. McPherson, ·Monetary Management In Sub-Saharan Africa: 
A Comparative AnalysIs,. DeYelopment Discussion Paper No. 395 EPS, HIID, Harvard University, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, September 1991, 149 p. 
this paper Is a comparative ~ presenting findings d studies done In Malawi, Ghana, Nigeria. 
Senegal, and The Gambia examining the measures Sub-Saharan African (SSA) countries need for 
a succesfuI transition to a system d Indirect monetary control. The authors report that the 
successful operation d an Indirect control system requires the completion of a number of financial 
reforms, training of staff, cooperation between the Central Bank and the ministry of finance and a 
gCNemment committed to sound money and credit programs. The authors conclude that although 
SSA countries have continued to rely on credit ceDlngs for macroeconomic reform, most of the 
changes required for indirect control are desirable tNen with a ceDing system. [4733] 
Key WOIdI: General; Afrlcaj Malawi; Ghanaj Nigeriaj Senegalj The Gamblaj Finance; 
Macroeconomlcsj Central bank; Government policy and programl; Credit; Policy reform; 
1410. Duncan, Alex. and John HONe/I (eds.) , Structural kJjYstment and the African Farmer. London. 
United KIngdom: James Currey. Ud., 1992. 213 p. 
this book focusses on the Impact d structural adjustment measures on Income and welfare of small 
farmers and farm laborers In Ghana, Kenya. Madagascar; Malawi and Niger. The responses of 
product and factor markets and economic and social Infrastructure that establish micro-macro 
economic linkages are examined. The authors found that public marketing Institutions. rural 
Infrastructure, and the ISYeI of private sector deYeIopment significantly Influence the Impact of 
reforms. In capital markets, the Informal lenders that charged high Interest rates were the primary 
sources of small farmer credit and the Impact of reforms was negligible on Informal credit markets. 
The authors argue for price Incentives and Infrastructure dewlopment to be accompanied by better 
links between product, labor, and formal and Informal capital markets, and for more project specific 
approaches to small farmer dewlopment. [5572] 
Key Wordl: Agriculturej Afrlcaj Ghanaj Kenya; Madagalcar; Malawlj Niger; Macroeconomics; 
Marketing; Policy raformj CapHaI markets; Unkagelj Informal flnancej Formal finance; Credit; 
1411. Enders. Christoph, and Beate Kasch, ·Some Notes on the Agricultural Credit System In Malawi: 
Case Study In the Ntcheu-Rural-Dewiopment-Project,· African ReY!ew of Money Finance and 
Banking, supplementary Issue of Savings and DSYelopment, No.1, 1987, pp. 15-26. 
This paper attempts a broad analysis of the seasonal credit system In Malawi. For this purpose. a 
case study d Ntcheu Rural Dewlopment Project (Ntcheu RDP) Is presented. Three conclusions are 
reached: 1) the relatively Inflexible credit-in-klnd approach can be blamed for the considerable 
decrease In profitabDIty CNer the past years of the main Investment opportunity, hybrid maize; 2) the 
credit system is administratively successful (high rate of loan repayment) but only to a certain 
extent; and 3) the Ntcheu RDP shc:M8d S8Y9ra1 aspects of a misallocation of resources. That 
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situation can be conected by replacing the credit In kind with cash credit, creating a rural-banklng-
system and raising Interest rates to a market-orlented 18Y8I. [4985] 
Key WoIdI: Agrlculbnj 80uthan Afrlcaj Malawlj Cradltj Formal flnancej SUperviled credit; 
1412. Evans. Janis, and Jonathan ~d, ·Phalombe WomenS AgrtcUturai D6Y8Iopment Programme: A 
Case Study of a Gender and PcNerty Focused Seasonal Credit Programme,· Overseas D6Y8Iopment 
Institute, London, NCMtmber 1990, 18 p. 
This paper nMews the activities which were taken to modify and d8Y8lop the operations of a 
national program of institutional agrlcajtural cred~ to make It more rei8llant to the need of women 
headed agrlcajtural households. These activities were taken In the context of a particular rural 
d8Y8lopment project which was an .. 'ltegral corhponent of MaIawIs National Rural Dewlopment 
Program. A number of aspects of the ,'roject Include the rapid expansion of uPtake credit by female 
farmers, the high repayment performance and the success of the group lending In terms of reducing 
cost and Impn:wing repayment performance. The program is not yet d8Y8l0ped to the point of 
financial vlabDIty; hOtYeYer, the authors state that It Is closer to vlabRIty than other small farmers rural 
credit programs. [4276] 
Key Wordl: Agriculture; Southern Africa; Malawi; Credit; 
1413. Food and Agrlcajture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), ~ysls of Credit Schemes 
Benefiting Rural Women In Selected AfrIcan Countries: FAD, Rome, Italy. February 1988, 52 p. 
This study nMews credit projects In five countries (Kenya, Malawi, Sierra Leone, Zambia and 
Zimbabwe from Nowmber 1986 to January 1987) to identify factors that contributed to their success 
and faiure. There were 21 credit projects reYiewed. S6Yerai factors identified In contributing to the 
success of credit projects are: the institutions set up or selected to administer credit should be 
financially sound; administration of credit schemes should minimize the risk associated with default, 
and transaction costs; and, It Is essential to train beneficiaries In the obligations of credit. Choosing 
a financially sound Institution to administer credit Is a crucial factor; encouraging links among 
support services should also be encouraged. Proper administration, from loan appraisal to loan 
collection and foIION-UP, is IlkeN1se found to be Important. [4397) 
Kay Wordl: General; Africa; Kenya; Malawi; Zimbabwe; Sierra Leone; Zambia; Credit; Women; 
Gender; 
1414. FrImpong-Ansah, J. H., and Barbara Ingham (eds.), Savings for Economic Recowry In Africa. 
London, England: James Currey. Ud. In association with the AfrIcan Centre for Economic Policy 
Research, 1992, 242 p. 
This book Includes· a set of papers presented at a symposium on -rhe MobUlzatlon of Domestic 
Resources for AfrIcas Economic Recowrf held at the AfrIcan Dewlopment bank in 1988. It 
contains three general papers of case studies on Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda, Malawi, Nigeria, Cote 
d'lvoIre, and cameroon. The studies analyze aggregate savings, or specific financial Institutions, 
or household IntervieNs, and Involve the analysis of empirical data. The background papers discuss 
the need to Improw savings performance, which has declined In some countries, and the several 
contrtHersles that exist about domestic savings such as the Impact of failing real Incomes, the 
Importance of export eamlngs In Income generation, and the Impact on savings of taxation, Interest 
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mes. Inflation. external capital InftCMS. rural to urban population shifts. and the underdeveloped 
state of financial intermediation. [avaAable In the U.S. from Heinemann Inc .• 361 Hano.ler Street. 
Portsmouth. New Hampshire 03801. FAX No. 603-431-7840]-
Key WOld.: Africa; Ethiopia; Kenya; Uganda; Malawi; Nigeria; Cota d'ivolre; cameroon; 
SavIng.; Savings mobilization; 
1415.· Gladwin. ChrIstIna. ·Gendered Impact of FertUlzer Subsidy RemOl8l Programs In Malawi and 
Cameroon.· Agrlcuttural Economics. Vol. 7. 1992. pp. 161-153. 
The author examlNtS the effect rA fertlizer subsidy remOl8l due to structural adjustment programs 
on women farmers ~ 1 Malawi and Cameroon. It Vt8S found that use of fertAlzer by women was very 
IoN due to IoN aCt ~as ~ credit. HONaYer, the majority rA women farmers were raiuctant to Join 
womerm clubs to !mprow their access to credit. The author concludes that the remCMll of the 
fertllzer subsidy and expansion of group lending credit programs will not help women farmers in 
the short-run. Targeting fertUlzer subsidies at women farmers who produce food crops •. 
strengthening of womerm clubs 'r6YoMng credit fund'. and supervision of subsidized fertUlzer are 
recommended. [5538] 
Key Words: Gander; Africa; Cameroon; Malawi; Credit; Agriculture; Agricultural credit; 
1416. Gulhati. Ravl. ·MalawI: Promising Reforms. Bad Luck.· Analytical Case Studies No.3. EDI 
D8Y8Iopment Policy Case Series. Economic D8Y8Iopment Institute of the World Bank. Washington. 
D.C .• 1989. 84 p. 
ReYiews the experience of Malawi with economic policy change adopted during 1980-86. Including 
those aimed at restructuring public finance. agriculture. manufacturing. and Institutional 
deYeIopmenl Discusses the exogenous shocks that occurred (deterioration of terms of trade. 
Increase In International Interest rates. drought that affected maize output. and constriction of 
imports due to disruption of customary commodity transport routes) and the policies that prevailed 
prior to reforms. Concludes that the reforms were fairly demanding from the political and 
administrative standpoint. wiped out the pricing biases against smallholders. reduced fertilizer 
subsidies. and the entry of the private sector in smallholder produce marketing. but faUed to stabilize 
the budget and the balance of payments due to political resistance. administrative weaknesses. and 
the lack of political will. Criticizes the approach to policy Implementation as too simplistic. citing 
the S6Y8re land. technological. and credit constraints that undermined the supply-side efforts to "get 
the prices right" for smallholders. [4089] 
Key WORt.: Agriculture; Southern Africa; Malawi; Credit; 
1417. HCMSe. C. J .. ')l.gricultural DeYeIopment WIthout Credit.· AgricuitYral Administration. Vol. 1. No.4. 
October 1974. pp. 259-262. 
Argues that credit for ION-Income people in rural areas Is neither warranted nor generally possible. 
Rather, the author feels that extension activities and savings clubs should be organized to Increase 
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small farmers' Income, and encourage them to 88Y8 part eX their surplus. experience with savings 
clubs In Rhodesia, Lesotho, Zambia, and Malawi are cited as examples. [ARC. 0951] 
Key WOld.: Oaneml; Southam Africa; Lesotho; Malawi; Rhodesia; Zambia; Zimbabwe; 
SavIng.; 
1418. Hulme, David, ·Can the Grameen Bank be Replicated? Recent ExperIments In Malaysia, Malawi and 
Sri Lanka,· DMQDroent Policy ReYIaN, Vol. 8, No.3, September 1990, pp.287-300. 
The article first describes the methods and achleYements of the Grameen Bank. Three recent 
attempts, one In MalawI, to use the Grameen Bank as an institutional model are next compared. 
The attempt to replicate the Grameen Bank to MaZawI has only recently occurred and no details 
were prcNided In the article. The major difference L'Mween this project and the Grameen Bank Is 
that It Is gc:wemment-lnltlated and wli not enjoy the • !dependence that characterized the Grameen 
BankS early years. [4242] , 
Key WOld.: Oeneral; Southam Africa; Malawi; Formal finance; 
1419. Kaunda, Jonathan Mayuyuka, ~rlcultural Credit Policy. Bureaucracy and the Subordination of Rural 
Women in the DMopment Process: Observations on Kawlnga Project, Malawi,· Discussion Paper 
No. 210, School eX DMopment Studies, Norwich, January 1989,31 p. 
Outlines the policies in the Implementation of the Kawlnga Project in Malawi and argues that the 
smallholder deYeIopment strategy that emphasizes agricultural commercialization contributes to the 
subordination eX rural women In the Malawian dMopment process. Cites the policy of requiring 
adequate loan collateral as discriminatory against female-headed households who then are unable 
to qualify as members of credit groups. [5406] 
Key WOld.: Agrlcunure; Southern Africa; Malawi; Formal finance; Gender; Women; 
1420. Lele, Uma J., ·Managlng Agricultural DeYeIopment in Africa: Three Articles on Lessons from 
experience,· MADIA Discussion Paper No.2, Managing Agricultural DMopment in Africa, The 
Wor1d Bank, Washington, D. C., 1989,40 p. 
This summary eX gCMtmment and donor experience with agricultural dewlopment In Kenya, Malawi, 
Tanzania, Cameroon, Nigeria and Senegal concludes that the key issues are: (1) the links between 
the nature of resource endONlTlents, the substance of dMopment strategy and the content of 
technology policy need to be strengthened; (2) better and more consistent assistance In the 
dMoprnent of indigenous capacity for dMopment planning and Implementation to maintain the 
gains made under structural adjustment; (3) further research on export crops to I"6Yive traditional 
and export crop production in which AfrIcan countries have comparatiw advantage; and (4) the 
gc:wemment role In prcNidlng the preconditions for successful privatization and for smallholder 
agricultural gl'OtYth. Another article describes the agricultural gl'OtYth pattems In Kenya, Malawi and 
Tanzania and suggests that goJemment action at the sectoral 1M Oand policy, smallholders' 
access to inputs, and agricultural research) needs to be combined with macroeconomic reforms 
to achieYe sustained and broad based agricultural gl'OtYth. [4085] 
Key WOlds: Agrlcunlft; Africa; Kenya; Malawi; Tanzania; Cameroon; Nigeria; Senegal; 
Finance; International donors; Technical a .. lstance; Policy reform; 
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1421. Lumbe, PatrIck James, 'Agricultural Credit In Malawi,· Paper presented at the International 
AgrlcUtural Credit Training Program, Department of AgrlcUtural Economics and Rural Sociology, 
The Ohio State UnlYarslty, Columbus, Ohio, December 1966, 13 p. 
Author discusses the agricultural credit system In Malawi. The sources of funds and the loan 
application and administrative procedures are discussed. Some suggestions for achl6YIng success 
are pr8S8nted. [ARC. 1620] 
Key Wonts: AgriCUItUl8; Southam Africa; Malawi; Cnldlt; 
1422. MacFartand, Earl L, Jr. (ed.), Successful OMOl', nent In Africa: case Studies of Projects, programs 
and Policies, \naIytlcal Case Studies No.1, EDI r ~N81opment Policy Case Series, Washington, D.C.: 
Economic O't"8lopment Institute of the World Bank, 1989,216 p. 
Collection or case studies of successful dENalopment projects, programs, or policy actions 
undertaken In Africa where success Is defined In terms of having achlewd their Intended objectives 
and economic benefits having outweighed the costs. These Include four development projects and 
programs (Burkina Faso - project for controlling the runoff of rainfall In seml-arld areas; Malawi -
program to organize gravlty-fed piped rural vDlage water systems; Kenya- program to develop 
horticultural commodity exports; and Westem AfrIca - multlcountry program to control 
onchocerciasis, or river blindness) and three macroeconomic programs or policies (Mauritius -
creation of an export processing zone; Ghana- balance of payments and structural adjustment 
program; and Botswana- macroeconomic management of commodity booms). Editor concludes that 
valuable lessons learned from these case studies are In learning from experience, the Importance 
of goIemment concentration on tasks that It can do best, the po.Ner of economic Incentives and 
getting the prices right for producer response, the adoption of appropriate technology and 
consulting with beneficiaries, the supportive role of external assistance - Including helping 
gOll8mments bear the short-run political and economic costs of reform programs. [4090] 
Key Wonts: Agrlculturej Africa; Burkina FaSOj Malawi; Kenya; Mauritius; Ghana; Botswana; 
Finance; International donorsj Policy reform; 
1423. Malawi Mudzi Fund (MMF), ·Supplementary Information,· Malawi, n.d., 10 p. 
The report states that the objective of the pOot credit scheme for the rural poor; to be knc:mn as 
MMF, would be to extend banking facUlties for lending and savings to the rural poor without _ 
collateral. Its aim Is to organize them through the credit program so that they could generate self-
employment In activities of their choice. It would expose them to Innowtive and development 
opportunities so that they could strive for a better life with respect to education, nutrition, sanitation, 
health care and famly planning. [4139] 
Key Words: Generalj Southern Africa; Malawi; Finance; 
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1424. Mead, Donald C., and cart Lledholm, "Policies to Promote Industrialization, and the Role of SMEs: 
The Case of lDN-Incoma AfrIcan Countrles,- In Employment and Emerprl" Policy In Economic 
DIY8Iopmenl USAID/S&T, WashIngton, D.C., September 1989, 39 p. 
ThIs paper pnMdes an CMNIew of small and medium entarprfses In ION Income AfrIcan countries. 
Aftar discussing the background of economic groNth, the authors examine the characteristics c of 
small enterprises by magnitude, composition, location, and groNth. For Malawi, the authors report 
thr8a catagorlas of small non-agrlWturai producers: small entarprfses with hired labor, mainly In 
I8taI trade; self-employed individuals, with non-farm activities u their prfmary occupation; and 
individuals engaged In non-farm activities on an occasional or part-tlma basis. In Rwanda, on the 
other hand, braNlng of traditional bawrages Is the major manufacturing actMty In terms of 
employment - the rest are small, unraglstarad entarprfsas such u br!ckmaklng and tie manufacture, 
It 'oring, and ca~ The paper emphasizes that demand constraints are partlcularty sswre in 
r, "JSt AfrIcan countries. GCMN'Omant policies Introduced marfc8t d!sto~ Uons through subsidized credit, 
intarast rate calings. Import duties, quotas, exchange rates and tax Incentives. In most Instances 
the nat cwerall Impact hu bean to subsidize the large scale and penalize the small. Recommenda-
tions strass the expansion of demand for small and medium entarprfsa products. [1411] 
Key Wordl: Micro and lmall enterprile; Africa; Malawi; Rwanda; Finance; Rural non-farm; 
Employment; Intarut ratel; Exchange rat .. ; PriceI; 
1425. Mead, Donald C., Bruce R. BoInlck, and Robart C. Young, -Strategies for Small and Medium 
Enterprises In MaIawI,- USAlD, Washington, D.C., August 1989, 97 p. 
this paper explores the context In which SMEs operate In Malawi; suggests a general approach to 
the dCMllopmant of SMEs In terms of areas of concentration; explores policy, regulatory and project 
interventions which may be needed to help mcwe the economy In this direction; and examines the 
need for data and analysis u well u of Institutions for the encouragement of SMEs. Finally. It 
concludes with a discussion of Issues of monitoring and eYBIuatlon In this sector. [1555] 
Key Wordl: Micro and small enterprise; Southam Africa; Malawi; Finance; 
1426. Maler, Leonard F., Aarlc'*"ra1 Credit and Finance In AfrIca, New York, New York: The Rockefeller 
Foundation, 1977, 115 p. 
Four chapters of this book deal with the rasaarch, documented axparfanca and unresolwd Issues 
of the 1970s concerning agrfc~ural credit and savings In AfrIca. From a sample of 399 small food 
ClOP farmers In Nigeria. the predominance of small, ahort-tann loans for farm usa (mostly for hired 
labor) and non-farm usa (mostly for ceremonies and school fees) v.as raported. FormaJ lenders 
pnMded only a small proportion' of the credit, with Informal sources (friends and relatives, 
moneylenders and trader/merchants) baing major sources. A separate study ccwerlng 156 loans 
mainly from informal sources shc:Med no security raqulramants other than parsonaIreputatlon, or 
Joint IIablIty, with vary few having real estate mortgages or pledged crops u collateral. A high 
degree of varfat!on In int8l8st rates Is reported, with the rates apparently varying with the bolTCM'ers 
personal and financial circumstances. Among Intarast-frea loans, some carried no Interest while for 
others racIprocIty arrangements or obligation to sail the produce to the lender constituted Indirect 
but hard-to-maasure charges. Experiences with altematMt approaches - I.e., using Informal lenders 
and groups. e.g., input dealers, u channels (Kenya); group loans (Malawi); packaging credit with 
education, Input supply and marfc8tlng through cooperatlYas or through agriculture service centers 
(Uganda); and linking savings with credit through cooparatNe savings schemes (Kenya), credit 
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unions (Zambia) or indigenous savings/credit societies (aJ.lIU clubs In Nigeria; savings associations 
In West Cameroon) - have been limited. The author concludes that It woUd be VtOrthwhUe for 
d6Ya1opment agencies and goyemment institutions to support 8xperiments d InncMltlw approaches 
to buldlng rural financial markets. (AgrlctJtural ~ The Ohio State UnNe~ HG2051A35A54] 
Kay Words: Agrlcull&n; Afrlcaj Kenya; Malawi; NIg ..... ; Uganda; Zamblaj cameroon; Finance; 
Informal finance; Cooperatlvesj Cradll unions; International donoraj SavIngs • credit 
coopemtlvel; SeH-help grouPSj SavIngs mobilization; Intere.. ..te; Collateral; Supervised 
endll; Group lendlngj Input marbling; Output marbling; Agrlcullural Cradlt; 
1427. Nankumba, J. S., -complicated Procedures or Cradlt for the Asking? A Pragmatic Approach to 
Cradlt Use In the Uongwe Land OMopment Programme, Central Region, \4aIawI,. Agrlcultyral 
Admin_ion, Vol. 9, No. 1.,}982, pp. 1-15. 
ExamInes the credit procedwas and policies under the Uongwe Land Dawloprnent Programme, 
noting that when public funds 81'8 used In small fanner credit and there are no collateral 
requirements to serve as rationing mechanism, all farmers become eligible (not only those who are . 
doing -wall). In such a situation, the lendn best protection Is the bomMel15 wliingness and 
determination to cope with adverse natural conditions untU the loan Is fully paid. Concludes that 
sympathetic but prudent lending after a crop faBure Is called for In this case. to enable the grower 
to continue fanning and to repay his loan. [5072] 
Key Words: Agrlcullura; Sout"'" Africa; Malawi; Formal finance; Supervised credit; 
1428. Nankumba. J. S., ·Stallfeecler Cradlt Programme In Malawi: A Study with Special Reference to the 
Uongwe Land OMoprnent Programme.· AgrIcultyrai Administration. Vol. 9, 1982, pp. 103-114. 
Describes the obJectNes. organization, implementation and administration of a stallfeeder credit 
program which was part d the Agriculture MinlstryS Uongwe Dawloprnent Programme In Malawi. 
Concludes that beneficiaries may percelw the policy of issuing two steers per stallfeecler per year 
as a permanent gcMHTlment undertaking. so that (1) closer guidance and supervision are needed 
to encourage farmers to use their 0Nn steers; and (2) studies are needed to lrNestigate the socio-
economic roots (other than the generally accepted concept of prestige) of cattle ONnershlp. [5071] 
Key Words: Agrlcull .... ; Sout.,." Africa; Malawi; Formal finance; Supervised credit; 
Agribusiness; 
1429. NIssanke, Machika. ·Domestlc Resource MobIlzatlon for AfrIcan Dawlopment and DNerslficatlon: 
Summary ci Main findings.· UnMHslty of Oxfon:i. Oxford. England. March 1991. 13 p. 
Because d the different stages d research of country studies. this summary Is basecllargely on the 
findings d Ghana, Kenya and MalawI; Tanzania and Zambia are also conslderad under the 
comparatNe study In the first phase d the project. The obJectNe d this phase was to study the 
structural characteristics of the system and identify Impediments to financial Intermediation. Tentative 
conclusions Imply that despite the sizeable savings potential, mobDlzatlon of domestic resources 
Is extremely fragmented between and within the formal and Informal financial sectors. The 
Inadequate functioning of financial Intermediation In these economies has a deep rooted structural 
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cause: high risk environments and rIsk-ccMlriance, the resultant high transaction and Intermediation 
costs, and the lnabllty of the system to Internalize and manage these risks. (4021] 
Key Words: Gen .. l; Africa; Ghana; Kenya; Malawi; Finance; SavIngs mobilization; 
Development; Intermediation: 
1430. O'Regan, Frad, Cay G. Wescott. and George Butler; -Malawi: Informal Sector Assessment,· 
USAID/MDI, D6Y81opment Alternatives, Inc., Washington, D. C., July 1989, 42 p. + appendices. 
Reports the findings of a sul"W)' of SME entrepnmeurs In the taaoring and metalwork subsectors In 
7 cities, tCMnS and vllages of Malawi. Finds the entrepreneurs to be generally undercapitalized, 
lacking In effectlw buslness:.ssoclatlons that help mobUlze savings and hal., members reach 
markets and gain access to Ir' I')IOWd technology and product designs. Present$; three options to 
AID: maintain existing direct dSSlstance to the Informal sector; considering thoi presence" of a 
relatively favorable policy and """ulatory environment; support a paot program to assist tailors and 
metalworkers to graduate to the next 1M within the Informal sector; noting that the cost per 
beneficiary would be high under this option; or to assist groups presently left out of the Informal 
sector; such as women, to come In at the entry leYeI. (5284] 
Key WOlds: Micro and small enterprise; Southam Africa; Malawi; Credit; 
1431. Partnership for Productivity International and USAlD, -Malawi Management Assistance to Rural 
Traders Operational Program Grant,· Proposal submitted to USAID-MalawI, Partnership for 
Productivity. International, Washington, D. C., July 18,1983,41 p. + appendices. 
Proposes technical assistance to Phase II of the gOJemments program to provide business and 
management training to small and medium-scale businesses and Individuals. Proposed package 
Includes a Creditworthiness Scheme to assist project beneficiaries gain access to credit through 
consultation and training activities such as assessment of Individual loan and/or credit requirements 
and understanding financial management. [5586] 
Key WOlds: Micro and small enterprise: Southam Africa; Malawi; CnKllt; 
1432. Reeser, Robert, Ronald Bielen, Susan Hoben, and Thomas Hobgood, -Impact Evaluation of the 
MalawI Union of Savings and Credit Cooperatlw Organizations Project, - DeYeIopment Alternatives, 
Inc. (OAJ) and Institute for D6Y8Iopment Anthropology (101\), Washington D.C., February 1989, 
108 p. 
This i9pOrt assesses the effect and Impact of credit unions In Malawi. It was concluded that credit 
unions have not achi6Yed desirable leYeIs of Involvement of women as members, bol'lt7N8rs, and 
officials; loan delinquency remains a persistent problem; and the number and size of Individual loans 
are stili far from saturating the demand. (3n2] 
Key WOlds: Gen .. l: Southern Africa; Malawi: Credit unions: Finance: Cooperatives; Credit; 
Rural finance; 
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1433. Ryan, Patrick, -rhe Umltatlons c:A Supply Side Approaches to Assisting Small Scale Enterprises: 
Evidence from Malawi,· New Series Discussion Paper No. 11, D6Y8Iopment and Project Planning 
Center, UnlYerslty c:A Bradford. December 1989. 25 p. 
The author briefly AM6ws the current literature and arguments regarding the potential advantages 
of the small scale enterprises and the promotional policy used to realize Its potential. A general 
CN8I'YIew of the significant characteristics c:A the small scale sector In Malawi Is presented and the 
recent policy InltlatNes and institutions set up to promote the sector. A case study of the Small 
Enterprise D6Y8Iopment Organization of Malawi Is nMa.wd In datal In addition to an analysis of 
tenn loans made to small scale enterprises. The final part of the study presents conclusions and 
policy implications that suggest part of the problems of the small scale sector Is the supply side 
CJIII8r ambitious obJectNes and irrational funding as well as the faDure to address the demand side 
policies adequately. (4147] 
Kay Words: Micro and small enterprlsej "~outhem Africa; Malawi; Finance; 
1434. Schaefer-Kehnert, W. 'An experience with Group lending In Malawi: Economic Dewlopment 
Institute. The World Bank. Washington. D.C .• August. 1980.7 p. 
This paper AM6ws the performance of group lending that Ytas first Introduced In 1973 to reduce 
lending costs under the Uongwe land D6Y8Iopment Program. Although no significant differences 
were found In the repayment performance of group versus Individual borJtMoers. potentials for 
expanding the range of financial services through the credit groups and farmers' clubs were 
identified. It argues that clearly defined economic Incentives. group formation based on farmer 
Initiatives. small membership size and Joint IlabUity were among the success factors of the scheme. 
[2226] 
Kay Words: General; Southern Africa; Malawi; Credit; SeH-help groups; Group lending; 
1435. Simmons. Emmy, and t J. Herlehy, "The Impact of Rural Credit Projects In Africa: A Synthesis 
Report,- Bureau for Africa. USAlD, Washington. D.C .• 1990.24 p. 
This report synthesizes the findings of Impact assessment studies of five AID rural credit projects 
that were premised on the assumption that lack of access to capital Is the key constraint to 
Increased production. Two of these operated through different Institutional channels with farmers 
as the target group (Kenya and Uberla). whUe the remaining three targeted the Institutions 
themselves (credit union leagues In Cameroon. Lesotho and Malawi). The report identifies Impact 
of the macroeconomic environment on the projects; and project Impacts on production. 
socioeconomic welfare c:A farmers. lending institutions. and rural financial market d6Y8l0pment as 
the major themes c:A the Impact 6Yaluatlons. For all of the areas studied. project results appear to 
have been conditioned by their environment Findings on project Impact, hcMv.Ier, haw been 
mixed. Factors identified as critical to the success of credit projects are local participation and local 
control. entities that offer both savings and credit services to farmers and adherence to the 
principles c:A sound management and financial viability by agricultural credit Institutions. [4055] 
Kay Words: Ge ... l; Africa; cameroon; Lesotho; Malawi; Rural finance; Cradlt unions; 
Supervised credit; 
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1436. Thompson, A. M., ,nstItutional Changes In AgrlclJturai Product and Input Markets and Their Impact 
on AgrtclAJraI Perfonnance,· Economic and Social D6Y81opment Paper No. 98, FAO, Rome, Italy, 
1991,54 p. . 
This I8pOI1Is a reYislon of the theor8tIcaI basis for liberalization policies In the context of structural 
adjustment prt)gl1lrns, the historical experience of gcMtmment Interwntion In AfrIca!; agricultural 
sector. and the institutional reform determined by structural adjustment. The study also provides 
analyses of the Impact of reform In three specific cases: Ghana, Malawi, and Somalia. Anally, the 
concluding chapter offers guidelines fonnulated through theory and experience In institutional 
reform. (4106] 
Key Wold,: Agriculture; Africa; Ghana; Malawi; Somalia; Finance; Uberallzatlon; 
1437. United States Agency for International Dewlopment (USAlD) , "'-1.0. Economic Policy Reform 
Progl1lrns In Africa: A Synthesis of Findings from Six Evaluations,· AID Progl1lm and Operations 
Assessment Report No.1, OffIce of Evaluation, Center for Dewlopment Information and Evaluation, 
USAlD, Washington, D. C., December 1991, 33 p. 
Reports the findings of an 8Y8Iuatlon of AID-supported refonn progl1lms In six African countries: 
Cameroon and Mal8'N1 (fertDlzer market liberalization); Mall (polIcy shift from centralized statist 
economic approach to a less regulated economy); Senegal Oncreased competitiveness of the 
private Industrial sector, and Impn:7led efficiency and equity of the tax system); The Gambia (greater 
private sector involvement In agricultural marketing and investment, whUe sharply reducing 
gCNemment regulation of agricultural and financial markets); and Uganda (reform of the foreign 
exchange system and promotion of private sector nontraditional exports). Concludes that once 
controls 'It'8I8 lifted the benefits were clear, but noted the general Inability of the respective private 
sectors to make longer term imlestments. [5510] 
Key Word,: Agriculture; Africa; Cameroon; Malawi; Mall; Senegal; The Gambia; Uganda; 
Finance 
1438. United States Agency for International Dewlopment (USAID), "'J.D. Microenterprlse Stock-Taking: 
Mal8'N1 Field Assessment,· Draft, A.I.D. Evaluation Occasional Paper, USAlD, Bureau for Program 
and Policy Coordination, March 1989, 29 p. 
This assessment CCMH'S the mlcroenterprise projects of the Dewlopment of Malawi Tl1lders Trust 
(DEMATT) and the Malawi Union of Savings and Credit Cooperatives (MUSCCO). The former 
pn:Mc:tes business and technical advisory services and the latter Is the apex body of the credit union 
mCNement dedicated to stimulating savings and facUltatlng group-based lending. DEMAn has 
resisted charging user fees to Its clients so Is totally dependent on gCNemment grants. MUSCCO 
began operations In 1980 and v.orks to Identify, dewlop, and 8118ntually gl1lduate groups of 
homogeneous savings and lending societies to financial self-sufficiency. It pn:Mc:tes loans to 
member societies for re-lendlng In proportion to accumulated savings. Loans are apprtIdmately 110 
percent of savings. MUSCCO rawnues CCNered only about one-quarter Its operating costs In 1987. 
Graduation of the clients of these two subsidies organizations to the formal sector Is not likely In 
the foreseeable future. (0538] 
Key Wold,: Micro and l1li811 enterprise; Southern Africa; Malawi; Finance; 
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1439. United States Agency for International D6Y81opment (USAlD), 'Nrk:a Bureau Sector Stlategy: A 
Strategic FIarneYak for Promoting Agrlctltural Marketing and Agribusiness D6Y81opment In Sub-
Saharan AfrIca, - Publications Series No. 91-1, Office of Technical Resources, AfrIca Bureau, USAID, 
Washington, D.C., January 1991, 78 p. 
Document identifies and analyzes key problems affecting the efficiency of agrlc'-'tural marketing 
systems In Sub-Saharan AfrIca to prcMde a strategic fral'nEM'Ork to guide the Agency In the design 
and implementation of Interwntlons to ImpnMt market efficiency and promote the role of 
agribusiness In market dewlopment. BuDding on lessons learned from pnMOUS AID and other 
donor-asslsted activities, framework focuses on three basic elements: 1) macroeconomic and 
sectoral policies and l8gulatlons that define the scope, nature and IncentlYes for marketing activities; 
2) necessary Infrastructure for conducting and expanding marketing activities; and 3) capability of 
market participants, especially agribusiness, to engage In marketing activities partlcularty In 
response to enhanced environments as constraints UOOp'r 1) and 2) are a116Yiated. In this regard. 
It recognizes flw stages In the fNOIutionary dENelopmerv for agricultural marketing systems. and 
appraises most of Sub-Saharan AfrIca~ to be -mired- II ~ the first two stages. with none having 
reached the fourth stage at all. Stage 3 Is when viable formal sector financial Institutions 
emerge/serve the needs of marketing agents. and a ff!1N countries are Identified with this: Kenya. 
Cote d'lwlre, Senegal. Nigeria. Malawi and Botswana. [4155] 
Key Words: Marketing; Africa; Kenya; COte d'lwil'8; Botswana; Senegal; Niger; Malawi; 
Finance; Agribuainesa; Output marketing; International donors; 
1440. United States Agency for International D6Y8Iopment (USAlD). -Nf!1N Directions for Promoting Small 
and Medium Scale Enterprises DENelopment In Malawi: Constraints and Prospects for Growth.· 
USAlD, Washington, D.C., December 1986, 126 p. 
Policies and programs necessary to promote the gn:7Nth of SMEs sector In Malawi are examined 
In this paper: InsuffICient financial resources and high operating costs constrained formal Institutions 
from financing SMEs. Inadequate operating funds, ION technical and managerial skUls and lack of 
Infra structure facUlties were recognized as major limitations of SMEs. Establishing a dynamic SME 
Industrial policy by proYidlng fiscal Incentives, Increasing accesslbUity to working capital credit and 
technical assistance, and linking production with marketing are recommended. [3744] 
Key Words: Enterpriaes; Southern Africa; Malawi; Finance; 
1441. YOn Braun, Joachim, -Rural Credit In Sub-Saharan AfrIca: Enabling Smallholder Production Growth 
and Food Security.- Paper presented at the Workshop on Agricultural Dawlopment Policy Options 
for Sub-Saharan AfrIca, Arlington, Virginia, August 23-25, 1992, IFPRI, Washington, D. C., 1992, 
16 p. 
Usts the factors, mostly policy and Implementation- related. that hinder financial market d6Y8lopment 
In Sub-Saharan Africa, and I'8Yi6ws recent InncMltions In rural savings and credit programs (e.g .• 
Caisse Vllageoise d!:pargne at de CrEJdit de BANH In Burkina Faso, CamecUL In Cameroon, Caisse 
Vllageoulse d!:pargne at de crEJdit Autoger~~ In Gambia, Mali and Madagascar, Mudzl Fund in 
Malawi) . Concludes that savings schemes play a crucial role. noting that temporary sponsoring 
(subsidy) of Institutional buDd-up frequently precedes financial sustalnabUity. [54001<] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Burkina Faso; Cameroon; The Gambia; Mall; Malawi; Finance; 
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1442. Von Pischke, J. D., and John Rouse, -Selected Successful Experiences In Agricultural Credit and 
Rural Finance In AfrIca, - Agricultural and Rural Dewlopment Department, The World Bank, 
Washington, D.C., 1981,35 p. 
Authors present an CNerView of the performance of agricultural credit programs In AfrIca and discuss 
six cases of partial success In proIidlng financial services In rural AfrIca. The examples discussed 
are: (A) Caisse NatIonaIe de Credit Agricole (Morocco); (8) Kenyas Cooperative Savings Scheme; 
(C) Credit Unions and Agricultural lending In Cameroon; (0) Rural Savings Club In Zimbabwe; (E) 
Group Credit In Malawi; and (F) Rotating Savings and Credit Associations In different African 
countries. Based upon the observations made In this study, the authors conclude that relatively 
simple systems of rural financial services can be successful In reaching large numbers of people 
without Intensive outside assistance If they serve a l88I demand. Favorable economic 
circumstances In rural areas promote the establishment and survival of rural financial Institutions. 
[2537) 
Key Words: Gen .... l; Africa; Kenya; Cameroon; Zimbabwe; Malawi; Finance; ROSCAs; 
Cooperatives; 
1443. Watts, Michael. Peter D. Little. Christopher Mock. Martin Billings. and StEMm Jaffee. ·Contract 
farming In Africa: Executive Summary,· Paper prepared for the AfrIca Bureau. USAID, IDA, 
Binghamton. New York. and Clark University, Worcester, Massachusetts. 1988. 32 p. 
Field research on contract farming schemes In Gambia. Senegal. Ghana. Ivory Coast. Kenya, Nigeria 
and Malawi to address USAIDs concerns with Income generation. the role of private sector 
organizations. technology transfer to African small farmers. and sustainable development. The study 
found that the Incidence of contract farming In Africa has expanded significantly over the past 
decade and. regardless of political and economic Ideology, virtually all African states have some 
form of contract farming. It Is the quality of management and technical support. the availability of 
capital. and the presence of favorable market conditions that set apart successful from unsuccessful 
schemes. rather than type of ONnershlp (private, public, or hybrid). [5343] 
Key Words: AgricuHure; Africa; The Gambia; Ghana; CGte d'iwire; Ivory Coast; Kenya; Nigeria; 
Malawi; Senegal; Finance; 
1444. Wharton Econometrics and Development Economics Group of Louis Berger International. Inc .• "The 
Role of the African Financial Sector In D8Yelopment.· Report submitted to USAID. Wharton 
Econometrics and D8Yelopment Economics Group of Louis Berger International, Bala Cynwyd, 
Pennsylvania. July 31. 1987.366 p. 
This Is an elewn-country (Guinea. Kenya. Malawi. Mall. Niger, Rwanda. Senegal. Somalia, Sudan, 
Zaire and Zambia) Muatlon and assessment of the need and prospects for financial sector reform 
In Sub-Saharan AfrIca. From the Individual country studies. a ranking scheme was derived relating 
to (a) macroeconomic criteria - the perceived stabDIty and auspiciousness for financial sector 
reform in the particular country; and (b) financial sector criteria - the perceived strength of the 
financial sector. A three-pronged approach to financial sector reform Is recommended: (1) reforms 
aimed at strengthening and reforming existing financial Institutions; (2) liberalizing reforms foilONing 
current account liberalization; and (3) reforms aimed at financial sector reYItaIizatlon through 
Increased competition. Study argues that the models using the McKinnon-Shaw fihancial 
d8Y8loprnent thesis are too narTON for empirical Investigations of Sub-Saharan African countries. 
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Macroeconomic Issues that affect savings and InYeStment behavior should also be considered. 
along with the Importance of sequencing reforms. [3846] 
Key Word.: Gen .. l; Africa; Guln .. ; Kenya; .. alawl; "all; Niger; Rwanda; Sudan; Zaire; 
Zambia; Senegal; Somalia; Finance; Policy rafonn; 
Mauritius 
1445. MacFartand, Earl L, Jr. (ed.), SuccessfU PMlOPment In AfrIca: Case Studies of Projects. Programs 
and Policies, Analytical Case Studies No.1, EDI Dewlopment Policy Case Series, Washington, D.C.: 
Economic Dewlopment Institute cI the World Bank, 1989,216 p. 
Collection d case studies of successful dewlopment projects, programs, or policy actions 
undertaken In AfrIca where success Is defined In terms of having achleY8d their Intended objectives 
and economJc benefits having outweighed the costs. These Include four dewlopment projects and 
programs (Burkina Faso - project for controlling the runoff cI rainfall In seml-arld areas; Malawi -
program to organize gravlty-fed piped rural vllage water systems; Kenya- program to develop 
hortIct*ural commodity exports; and Westem AfrIca - multlcountry program to control 
onchocerciasis, or river blindness) and thl88 macroeconomic programs or policies (Mauritius -
craatlon cI an export pmcessJng zone; Ghana- balance cI payments and structural adjustment 
program; and Botswana- macroeconomic management cI commodity booms). Editor concludes that 
valuable lessons learned from these case studies are In leamlng from experience, the Importance 
cI gCNemment concentJatlon on tasks that It can do best, the po.wr cI economic incentives and 
getting the prices right for producer response, the adoption of appropriate technology and 
consulting with beneficiaries, the supportive role cI external assistance - Including helping 
gcMtmments bear the short-run political and economic costs of reform programs. [4090] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Burkina Faso; Malawi; Kenya; Mauritius; Ghana; Botswana; 
Finance; International donors; Policy reform; 
1446. McDonald, Vincent R., ·Crop and liwstock Insurance: An Aid to Small Farm De.I8Iopment,· 
Unpublished working paper. Agriculture and Rural De.I8Iopment Department, World Bank, 
Washington, D.C., August 1975, 75 p. 
This paper considers the economic setting within which crop Insurance programs have operated; 
prtMdes a brief history of some Insurance programs In ION-Income countries; and makes some 
recommendations for Improwment In these programs. Case studies of Insurance programs in 
Kenya and Mauritius are also presented. The author recommends that the World Bank seriously 
consider assisting In the establishment of Insurance programs In association with small farmer credit 
programs. [ARC. 1195] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Kenya; Mauritius; Lesotho; Senegal; Credit; Insurance; 
SupervlHd credit; 
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Mozambique 
1447. Araujo, Paulo F. Cldade de, -Rural Finance In Mozambique, - Report to FAO AssIstance in Rural 
Credit Project, Maputo, Mozambique, University of Sao Paulo, BrazU, 1992,38 p. 
DescrIbes the rural financial sector d Mozambique. For the fonnaI sub-system, racommends 
positive IncentIYes to banks according to financial market signals. and the granting of autonomy and 
fiscal IncentIYes to -cabcas locals- In the seml-formal subsystem. [5305] 
K8y Wolds: Agriculture; Southern Africa; Mozambique; Informal ftnance; 
1448. de Vletter, FIon, "Microenterprise Credit Strategies - Lessons from Mozamblques Adjustment 
Process,- n,~-neo, Maputo, Mozambique, 1992,21 p. 
Article examines the role of small business and the Informal sector in achi8Ying gowmment 
obJectives, and the use of credit policy to support mlcroenterprises. Small businesses and the 
Informal sector are Increasingly seen as the the primary vehicle for economic groNth and are often 
expected to craate significant amounts of employment with minimal gowmment Involvement. 
Identifies high lewis of taxation of profits and duties on Imported capital goods, excessive 
bureaucracy, and lack of access to credit as obstacles to small business. Credit ceDings and 
countervalue requirements are singled out as barriers to an effectlw credit policy In support of 
mlcroemerprlses. ReYl6Yt'S sawral Gowmrnent Initiatives In microenterprise promotion and credit. 
Concludes that coordination Is needed among the different credit projects, and that the Gowmment 
needs to deYeIop a national strategy rather than relying on ad hoc donor Initiatlws. [5327] 
Key Wolds: Micro and small enterprise; Southern Africa; Mozambique; Cradlt; Government 
policy and programs; 
1449. de Vletter, Fion, -Mozamblques Urban Informal Sector - a Neglected MaJority,- Gablnete de 
Promocao de Emprego, Ministry of Labor, Maputo, Mozambique, May 1992, 16 p. 
Article examines different attitudes tcrN8rds the Informal sector, seen by different observers either 
as a source of economic groNth or an economic cancer. Remarks that the Informal sector has 
responded quickly to economic liberalization, pn:Mdes needed goods and services at a lONer cost 
than the formal sector, and acts as a -sponge- for employment during diffICult economic times. Also 
recognizes that the Informal sector 8Y8des taxation and regulation, pays relatiwly low wages for 
long hours, and can harbor IlegaI activities. The GCMHnment wants to protect legitimate (tax-paying) 
businesses, but rncMng against the Informal sector Is risky. Suggested policies to.vards 
mlcroenterprlses Include the reduction of unnecessary bureaucratic controls and possibly tax 
exemption. Further suggests programs Including credit and training, dawlopment of Infrastructure, 
and encouraging associations of individuals and businesses with cornmon interests. [5326] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Southern Africa; Mozambique; Sub-Saharan Africa; 
Government policy and programs; 
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1450. Galli, Rosemary E., -Microempresas and the Informal Sector: What Policy?· mlmeo, Maputo. May 
25, 1992, 11 p. 
Memorandum questions whether the Mozambican gCNemment and the donor community have 
adequately consldel'8Cl some of the Issues InYOIwd In credit programs for mlcroenterprlses. 
Recognizes that the GCMmI11ent has not prcMded a faYOrabie climate for microenterprlses. but 
questions the extent to which microenterprlses can create employment and wealth. Argues that the 
obJectiYe In ralaxlng GCNemment controls and supporting microenterprlse d8Yelopment should be 
to transform the Informal sector Into a residual sector of the economy. R6Y1ews existing and 
proposed credit programs aimed at microenterprlses, considering the group at which they are 
aimed. and services prcMded In support of cl'8Cllt operations. [5328] 
Kay WOlds: Micro and small enterr. ..... ; Southern Africa; Mozambique; Sub-Saharan; Credit; 
International donors; Government )llcy and programs; Poverty; 
1451. Graham. Douglas H., lrae Baptista lundin de CoIcane. Antonio Francisco. Wdliam Nail. Mindy 
Walker, and Paul Jenkins, -Perl-Urban Baseline Research Results: Maputo. Mozambique.· Final 
report to the USAID Mission/Maputo. Mozambique. Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural 
Sociology, The Ohio State University, Columbus. Ohio. October 1991. 172 p. 
Reports the results of a survey among 330 households In the perl-urban area of Maputo to 
irNestIgate the characteristics of the labor, land and financial markets In the area. Formal credit is 
practically nonexistent among the sample households. with reciprocal Informal cl'8Cllt transactions 
among famDy, friends and neighbors as the major form. Over a quarter save with formal Institutions. 
and about 20 percent are members of a Xltik. the Indigenous version of a rotating savings and credit 
association. Recommends further studies. including that of the role of formal and Informal savings 
vehicles In the survival of womens livelihood projects. and linkages between formal and Informal 
finance among merchants. [4782] 
Kay WOlds: Enterprl .. s; Southern Africa; Mozambique; Finance; Informal finance; 
1452. Little, Peter D., and lundin de CoIcane. lrae Baptista. Petty Trade and Household Survival 
Strategies: A case Study of Food and Vegetable Traders In the Perl-Urban Area of Maputo. 
MozamblQye. lOA Working Paper No. 90. 100/SARSA. Binghamton. New York. April 1992. 36 p. 
Report examines the situation of food and vegetable traders In sewral markets in the perl-urban 
area of Maputo. Finds that Incomes from trading activities are generally higher than formal sector 
wages. but that the distribution of Incomes is skeNed. Argues that Income variability, rather than 
average reII8f1U8S. Is what should be consIdel'8Cl in looking at income and food security problems. 
In examining trends since the late 198Os. finds that the number of traders seiling outside of the 
formal market place, thus avoiding taxes and fees. has Increased. Also. fewer vegetables sold In the 
markets are produced In the perl-urban area or the neighboring regions - Instead. more vegetables 
are being Imported from South AfrIca. Increased competition among traders has cut Incomes. while 
wholesale sales are increasing and large merchants are emerging. [5323] 
Kay WOIdI: Micro and lmall enterprlle; Southern Africa; Mozambique; Sub-Saharan Africa; 
Peri-urban; 
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1453. MaIconI, J~lus, "CraatIng Appropriate Regulatory, Legal and Tax FrarneltOl'ks to StImulate Money 
and CapItal Market D6Y81opment,. Paper presented at the Regional Symposium on Savings and 
Cradlt for D6Y81opment In AfrIca, AbIdjan, COte d'fvoIre, AprIl 27-30, 1992, Organized by the 
International Prognmune on SavIngs and Cradlt for Dawlopment, United Nations Department of 
Economic and Social D6Y81opment. International finance Corpoiatlon, Washington, D. C., March 
1992,23 p. 
Argues that the regtJatory and legal framework m the financial &yJtem Is the most distinguishing 
characteristic m financial systems In countries with slmBar l6Y8Is of economic dawlopment. In Sub-
Saharan AfrIca, only broad monetary and fiscal policies and supervisory reg~atlons of financial 
institutions can be found - a:ept In Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Kenya and Botswana where some form of 
money and capital market laws can be found. Und8ldMoped Infrastructure and communication 
facllties, lack m trained personnel, unprr,Jlctabie goJ8mrnent policies and deteriorating terms of 
trade make It Impossible to 6Y8fl adhere tl axIstIng policies and regulations (Ethiopia, Tanzania and 
Mozambique). Author argues that lnappioprlately designed policies and regulatory, legal and tax 
frarneltOl'ks as the single most Important factor for the sluggish dawlopment of financial markets 
In AfrIca. [5251] 
Key Worda: Oeneral; Africa; Zimbabwe; Nigeria; Kenya; Bota_na; Ethiopia; Tanzania; 
Mozambique; Formal finance; Prudential aupervlsion; Regulation; 
1454. M¥r. Jean, ·D6Y8lopment Problems and Prospects In Portuguese-speaking Africa.· International 
Labour ReYtew, Vol. 129, No.4, 1990, pp. 459-478. 
ReII6ws the colonial history and assesses the dawlopment problems and prospects of the five 
Portuguese-speaking Sub-saharan countries - Angola, Cape Verde, Guinea-BIssau. Mozambique. 
and Sao T~ e Prfnclpe. Concludes that In all countries the d6Y8l0pment Indicators are low: 
Insufficient Industrialization, too little Investment In agriculture. poor financial management, markets 
dominated by barter and unofficial trading, and a ION 16Y8I of monetization. Predicts that It will take 
at least a generation for the war-ravaged countries, e.g., Mozambique. to resettle displaced persons. 
dawlop human resources, relax administrative controls, open up the economy, create a sound 
financial system, and reconstruct transport networks. Foresees enormous challenges for the future 
considering the primacy of the bottle of beer as a form of currency and wage good, ~gainst the 
backdrop of disruptions by war. Internal migration, and smuggling; and the considerable time 
needed for the emergence of qualified public officials, competent private entrepreneurs and 
representatlw trade union leaders. [5161J 
Key Words: Oeneral; Africa; Angola; cape Verde; Oulnea-Bissau; Mozambique; Sao Tom6 e 
Prfnclpej Finance; Developmentj wageaj 
1455. Wortd Bank, The, ·Mozamblque Financial Sector Study,· Industry and Energy Operations Division. 
Southern Africa Department, The Wortd Bank, January 10, 1992, 177 p. 
Report examines the existing state of the financial sector In Mozambique and makes 
recommendations for Its future d6Y8lopment. The Central Bank performs Treasury and commercial 
bank functions. whle reg~atory functions are und8ldawloped. Recommends separating Its fiscal 
and financial functions, In addition to the planned separation of commercial and Central Bank 
operations. Recommends the dawlopment of a banking law which would CCNer th~ entire 
commercial banking sector. Lack of audit control and years of using the banking system to channel 
subsidies to parastatals and to finance operating expenses of gcNemment agencies have resulted 
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In large amounts c:i bad debt and balance sheets which are c:i little use. Recommends that the 
banks be restructured with sound balance sheets and recapitalized. The role cI the banking system 
as a ftnanclal intermediary Is limited t7t problems with slew clearance cI payments and a high 
percentage c:i checks without sufflcent CCMtr, credit cellngs based on historical lending patterns, 
and bureaucratic obstacles. Recommends an Improyed system for money transfers and clearance 
c:i transactions, the streamlining c:i international payments systems. the alignment of credit ceDlngs 
with deposit mobilization, and a nMew c:i regulations concerning the use cI checks. Recommends 
allONIng banks to set their 0Nn policies with regard to sectoral lending, with the gowrnment 
concentrating on maintaining an appropriate policy environment. [5325] 
Kay Wordl: Finance; Southern Africa; Mozambique; Su~haran Africa; Financial reform; 
Government policy and prog~ml; International donOl'l; 
1456. Wuyts, Marc, -Money, Planning and Rural Transformation In Mozambique, - The Journal of 
D8WIoornent Studies, Vol. 22, No.1. October 1985, pp. 180-207. 
Analyzes the question c:i agricultural dawlopment In a planned economy, arguing that the state 
sector In Mozambique engaged In Its 0Nn expansion without production transformation for family 
agrlcWture. Also argues that the pattern of resource allocation and Its relationship to money and 
commodity ftaNS Is crucial In this transformation. Concludes that the rural agricultural sector bore 
the heavier costs cI monetary dlsequBlbrium originating from the state sector through: (a) rationing 
of consumer goods t7t queuing In rural areas; (b) erosion of productive capacity through unmet 
demand for producer goods (e. g., Implements, fertllzers); and (c) adverse terms of trade 
condltlonec:l t7t 0) absolute and relative reduction In official marketing of cropS as a result of rapid 
expansion of parallel markets; 01) galloping Inflation of prices; and OIQ rapid depreciation and 
Increasing unacC8ptabilty of the currency. Emphasizes the Importance of monetary stabUIty within 
the exchange relationship between the state and rural agriculture. [5130] 
Kay WORII: Agriculture; Southern Africa; Mozambique; Rural finance; Monetary policy; Prices; 
Namibia 
1457. Gels, Helnz-GOnter, -Grundlagenstudle Namibia Band 3: Sektorstudle monetlre und finanzlelle 
Infrastruktur: Wlhrung, Kredltwesen, Entwicklungsflnanzlerung, - IFO-lnstltute for Economic 
Research, MOnchen, Federal Republic of Germany. October 1989. 
The formaJ financial sector In Namibia Is rich on institutions. These are well documented and 
examined In this study. The author notes that Namibia does not yet haw Its own dMopment bank. 
Therefore, the organizational concept for the dMopment banking Is stUI under discussion. The 
study could not obtain conclusive information regarding the existence and Importance of 
endogenous financial self-help Inlttattws for and of small farmers. For this reason, It Is suggested 
that further studys be conducted on the Informal financial sector. Two foreign financed programs 
for small enterprises and farmers are mentioned. These are the Minl-Lnan-Program and the Get Upl 
Loan Program. Overall, the report prtMdes a good CMtrvl6w of Nam ~las formal financial market 
and does not withhold criticism and recommendations. [GER] 
Key Words: General; Southern Africa; Namibia; Formal finance; 
1458. von Holtz. Ulla. 'Women and Financial Services In Namibia. - Paper presented at the Interegional 
Training Seminar: Ho.v to ImpltMt Lending to Women. NCMtmber 19-30. 1990. Nicosia. Cyprus. 
IFAD, Nicosia. Cyprus. Nowmber 1990. 31 p. 
The author Ilustrates ho.v women In Namibia can not haw sufficient access to financial services 
untU there Is I'8YIslon of matrimonial legislation. ImprtMld education and Infrastructure. and greater 
transition possibilities from the Informal to the formal financial sectors. She discusses the role and 
characteristics of women In Namibia as well as banks specific policy and activities for women. It 
Is concluded that women need greater access to both savings and credit activities and employment 
in the financial sector. [5087] 
Key Words: Women; Southern Africa; Namibia; Format-Informal linkages; Savings; Credit; 
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Republic of South Africa 
1459. Bates, Richard Frank, ~pects of Zulu Sugarcane Production In Natal and KwaZulu with Specific 
Reference to Agriculture In Reserve 9, OngcJ'18 District - A Soclo-Economlc Survey.· Unpublished 
M.S. Thesis, Department of Agricultural Economics, Faculty of Agriculture, University of Natal, 
Pletermarltzburg, 1979,335 p. 
ThesIs analyzes the d8Y8lopment c::A KwaZulu sugar Industry. A microanalysis of a sample of rural 
Zulus who IIYe In an area with high potential with regard to sugarcane production Is also Included. 
Chapter six of the thesis deals with extension, d8Y8l0pment agencies, and finance. Author concludes 
that there are SBIIeral agencies prcMdlng some form of financial assistance to the Zulu sugarcane 
producers,· and that these agricultural d8Y8l0pment and credit Institutions frequently flounder 
because of high operating expenses. [2141] 
Key Wont.: Agriculture; Southern Africa; Republic of South Africa; Finance; 
1460. Hart, D. M., and C. M. Rogerson, ·Hawkers In South Afrlcas Small Urban Centres: Planning and 
Policy,· pMlooment of Southern Africa, Vol. 6, No.3, August 1989, pp. 295-310. 
Policy attitudes and practices tONards hawkers In South Afrlcas smaller urban centers are 
addressed. Empirical material Is presented on local policies and planning regarding hawkers in a 
cross-section of South AfrIcas smaller urban centres. Although the OJerali picture Is dominated by 
the reluctance of urban authorities to InnCMlte accommodationlst planning, some Interesting 
exceptions are noted. [1172] 
Key Wont.: Enterprise; Southern Africa; Republic of South Africa; Finance; 
1461. Hart, D. M., and C. M. Rogerson, "TONardS Accomodatlonlst Planning In South AfrIcas Secondary 
Centres: The Case of Hawker Deregulation: DMiopment of South Africa. Vol. 6, No.2, May 1989. 
pp. 161-172. 
In planning the d8Y8l0pment of Intermediate-sized centers, stress Is placed on the need to support 
Indigenous enterprise, Including the Informal sector. This paper examines the extent to which some 
of South AfrIcas cities are pursuing programs supporting the Informal sector. The question of 
policies tONards hawking Is Inwstlgated. It Is concluded that accomodatlonlst planning Is being 
undertaken on only a limited scale In these secondary centres. [1171 ] 
Key Wont.: Enterprise; Southern Africa; Republic of South Africa; Finance; 
1462. UeclhoIm, Carl, and Michael A. McPherson, ·Small-Scale Enterprises In Mamelodl and Kwazakhele 
To.vnshlps, South AfrIca: Survey Findings,· GEMINI Technical Paper No. 16, Prepared for the Office 
of Marketing D8Y8Iopment and Inwstment, Bureau for AfrIca, USAID, GEMINI/DAI, Bethesda, 
Maryland, March 1991, 35 p. 
Outlines the findings from a complete census and subsample surveys of businesses In two black 
to.vnshlps In South AfrIca conducted In October to NOJember. 1990. Small enterprises were found 
to be an Important aspect of economic life In the survey areas, with CNer a quarter of the 
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households engaged In some form of small-scale activity; females dominate both the labor force 
and entrepreneur compositions. ReIIoIvIng savings societies, knONn as stokve!s. generate sizable 
pools d funds used mainly for business purposes. [4232] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Southam Africa; Republic of South Africa; Savings; 
Self-help groups; Savings" credn coopel'lltlves; Gender; Women; 
1463. Lukhele, Andra.v KhehIa, StokYels In South Africa: Informal Savings Schemes by Blacks for the Black 
Community, Johannesburg, South Africa: Amagl Books, NCNember 1990, 64 p. 
Documents the history, growth and ENOIutlon of stokYels from burial societies Into comprehensive 
support systems prtMdlng economic, financial, or eYen legal assistance to needy members. Draws 
parallels with the kyes of the Koreans, the susu of the Jamaicans, the leo of the Japanese, the isusu 
d the Nigerians, the sanduk of the Sudanese, the haghad of the Somalians, the xltlque of the 
Mozambicans, the tanda of the Mexicans, the pasanaku of the Bolivians, or the arlsan of the 
Indonesians. [4565] 
Key Words: Enterprises; Southern Africa; South Africa; Informal finance; SeH-help groups; 
1464. Oldham, G. W, and M. Hickson, -rhe Financing of Rural Producer Cooperatlws: A Case Study,· 
DMlopment Southern Africa. Vol. 8, No.3, August 1991, pp. 371-385. 
Analyzes the financial performance of a rural producer cooperatlw OJer a twelve-year period to 
8Y8Iuate Its start-up phase and long-term viability. Reports that results Indicate cooperative 
dependence on loans for Its foundation, and long-run survival associated with Increasing number 
of members (posltlw) and members' wages (negatlw). Lack of reinvested earnings due to repeated 
withdrawals of reYenues as wages and slON sales growth due to lack of marketing efforts have 
wsakened the cooperatl\l8. Suggests the need for an agency to pn:wlde services In terms of 
identifying market trends and advice on product design and marketing. [4574] 
Key Words: Agrlcunure; Southern Africa; South Africa; Cooperatives; 
Swaziland 
1465. de TnMlle, Diana, "Conbact farming, The Private Sector; and the State: An Annotated and 
Comprehensive Bibliography with Particular Reference to AfrIca, - Contract farming In Africa Project 
Working Paper No.2, IDA, Binghamton, New '1brk, NCHember 1986, 329 p. 
This document contains abstracts of 114 publications on contract farming (authors and titles for 722 
publications are given In SectIon VI). The publications C<Mtt general papers as well as specific 
studies on Africa In general, Belize, Kenya, Lesotho, Uberla, Niger, Nigeria, SwazUand, Tanzania, 
Zambia, Zimbabwe, (also Belgium, Central America, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, England, 
Guatamala, Honduras, India, Indonesia, Iran, Jamaica. Malasla, Mexico, the Middle East, New 
Guinea, Peru, the PhBlpplnes, Scotland, South America, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, ThaUand, Turkey, and 
the United States). Some of the annotations discuss financial aspects of contract farming, and 
especially the supposed need by farmers for credit that Is being met by some contract farming 
operations. (5345) 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Belize; Kenya; Lesotho; UberIa; Niger; Nigeria; Swaziland; 
TenDnla; zambia; Zimbabwe; Farm; Agricultural credit; 
1466. Deguefe, Taffara, -L:Exp4r1ence du SwazUand dans Ia R~forme Instltutlonnelle: Etude de Cas 
Concernant sa Banque de D~veloppement, - Paper presented at Third Meeting of Epargne-
D~veloppement: Initiative Yaound~-Stockholm, Paris, NCHember 26-27,1987, Mbabane, Swaziland, 
September 1987, 19 p. 
The SwazUand Dewlopment Banks (SOB) primary goal was to extend credit to small farmers and 
medlum-class citizens. H0N8Y8r; given the complexities of an economy In rapid expansion, SDS had 
to enlarge Its scope of activities. There are no available results yet on the Institutional reform 
underv.ray at SOB, so the aim of this article Is to examine the savings and credit situation in 
Swazland and the role SOB has to play. The rural and agricultural sector Is In great need of credit. 
Although that fact Is widely recognized, specific problems linked to extending credit to the sector 
Is largely responsible for banks' neglect of that Important part of the economy. [1010] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Southern Africa; Swaziland; Credit; Development banks; 
1467. Deguefe, Taffara, -Rural Savings MobUlzatlon In Swazlland,- Report submitted for the Seminar on 
Resource Mobilization for Rural Development, Mbabane, Swaziland, October; 1983, 41 p. 
The various financial Institutions engaged In mobHlzlng savings are described. The procedures used 
In mobUlzlng savings and extending credit to small farmers In Swaziland are next reported. Various 
problems associated with rural credit and savings mobilization are also discussed. [4396] 
Key Word.: Agriculture; Southern Africa; Swaziland; Finance; 
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1468. Grazlosl, Ascanlo, -Small Fanners Credit, - Paper prepared for the Seminar on Agricultural Credit, 
June 29-July 3,1987, Mbabane, SwazIland, Swazland Dewlopment and Savings Bank, 1987, 13 p. 
Report on SDSB lending activities with particular reference to the traditional agricultural sector. 
Discusses the bankS role In financing small farmers and the problems arising. [4743] 
Key Words: Agrlculturej Southwn Africaj SVlUllandj Credit; 
1469. Minot, Nicholas, -Economic Aspects of Contract Farming In Less Dewloped Countries: An 
Annotated Bibliography,- Contract Fanning In AfrIca Project Working Paper No.3, 1M, Binghamton, 
New 'tbrk, July 1986, 22 p. 
This document contains' abstracts of 46 publications on contract fanning. The publications cover 
general paPers as well as specific studies on AfrIca In general, West AfrIca, COte d'ivolre, Kenya, 
Nigeria, SwazHand, Uganda (also the Americas, Central America, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, 
Guatemala, Honduras, Jamaica, latin America, Malaysia, Mexico, Papua Nevi Guinea, The 
Phllpplnes, Thailand, Turkey, and the United States). Some of the annotations discuss financial 
aspects of contract fanning, and especially the supposed need by fanners for credit that Is being 
met by some contract fanning operations. [5233] 
Key Words: Agrlculturej Africaj C6te d'ivolre; Kenya; Nigerlaj Swazilandj Uganda; Farm; 
Agricultural credit; 
1470. Ojerrnark, Paul, -Group Based Savings and Credit In Rural Africa. The Experience of fIID - Peoples 
Participation In Rural Dewlopment through Promotion of Self-Help Organizations: Draft paper, FAO, 
Rome, Italy, 1986, 32 p. 
Discusses the experiences In Implementing the financial component of the Peoples Participation 
Programme In AfrIcan countries. Outlines the major findings and recommendations of a training 
workshop for project staff, held In Mbabane, Swaziland, In December 1985, analyses the 
implementation of the financial component In African project countries and provides conclusions 
and recommendations for ImprtMng project performance. The paper Is based on reports and other 
documents on projects In sewn countries (Ghana, Sierra Leone, Kenya, Zambia, Lesotho, Swaziland 
and Zimbabwe), special studies of the four oldest projects and additionallnforrnatlon obtained at 
the Mbabane workshop. General recommendations C<7IIer savings mobilization as a project 
component to be emphasized, positive and realistic Interest rate lewis In the credit project design, 
and adequate training for both Implementers and beneficiaries. Striking a balance between 
contractual and voluntary savings, establishing a solid partnership with banks and deYeIopment of 
appropriate training materials are some of the specific recommendations for future project design. 
(4737) 
Key Words: Generalj Africaj Ghanaj Sierra Leone; Kenya; Zamblaj Lesothoj Swaziland; 
Zimbabwej Financej 
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1471. Owen, John David, -rhe MobIlzatlon of Savings In SwazUand,- Paper prepared for the Conference 
on the MobUlzatlon of Savings In AfrIcan Countries, Milan, Italy, 20-23 September 1971, Swaziland 
Credit and Savings Bank, Mbabane, SwazIland, 1971, 6 p. 
ReYiews the problems of savings rnobUlzatlon In Swazland, citing the need for a goJemment-
supported nationwide savings campaign and adult education In order to penetrate the Illiterate 
market. [5389] 
Kay Words: General: Southern Africa; Svezlland; Savings; 
1472. Schrier, David A., ~ ReYI6w of the Indigenous Small Scale Enterprises Sector In SwazNand, - GEMINI 
Technical Report No.7, Management Systems International and Dewlopment Alternatives, Inc., 
Bethesda, Maryland, October 1990, 60 p. 
A quantitative profile of the Indigenous small scale enterprise sector and a profile of the Swazi 
entrepreneur Is presented. It Is estimated that there are approximately 1,951 Indigenous small scale 
enterprises In SwazUand. The eYidence suggests that the characteristics of the Indigenous Swazi 
entrepreneur do not foilON the anticipated stereotypical patterns. The foilONing conclusions address 
these differences: a surprising number of enterprises can be started with a very small amount of 
. capital; the vast majority of entrepreneurs began their businesses without loans or credit; and the 
widely held notion that enterprises ONned by Indigenous Swazi entrepreneurs do not tend to grow 
should be re-examined. [4713] 
Kay Words: Micro and small enterprise; Southern Africa; Svezlland; Finance; 
1473. Swedish Savings Banks Association (SSBA), -Savings for DeYeIopment: ReviENV of the International 
Programmes on the Mobilization of Personal Savings in DeYeIoping Countries and Related Activities 
Focused on Savings and Credit Promotion for Rural Dewlopment, - Paper presented at the 
AFRICA/EJCICr Seminar on Resource Mobilization for Rural Dewlopment, Nairobi, Kenya. 
January 3O-February 10, 1984, SSBA, Stockholm, Sweden, 1984,22 p. 
The paper ""Iews the United Nations-supported International program activities in the 19705 and 
early 19805 aimed at helping dewloping countries mobilize domestic resources through personal 
savings. It cites the requests for assistance from a number of dewloping countries, among them 
in AfrIca Benin and Upper Volta, for launching promotion campaigns; Burundi and Uganda, for 
assistance in the strengthening of financial institutions; the expansion/strengthening of institutional 
savings facNlties (Ghana, SwazUand. Kenya. Sudan. Zambia. and Nigeria). along with the broadened 
participation of internationaJ donors, among the major program Impacts. It concludes that the 
success of credit programs cannot be separated from deposit mobUlzation aspects, an area that 
InstltutionaJ management aspects can further be Impt't:N8d. [2962] 
Kay Words: General; Africa; Benin; Burkina Faso; Burundi; Uganda; Upper Volta; Ghana; 
Swaziland; Kenya; Sudan; Zambia; Nigeria; Savings; Savings mobilization; 
1474. Taklrambudde. Peter, -Law. Commercial Bank Credit and African Entrepreneurship: The Case of 
Swazlland,- Savings and DMiopment, Vol. V, No.4, 1981, pp.233-246. 
Sul'YS'f data confirm that both risk capital and entrepreneurial skUls constrain the Swazi productive 
sectors. Author argues that whUe the legal system can be a po.wrful tool In programming credit 
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extension to desired economic activities, It can not be a sufficient condition for Increasing 
commercial bank credit to entrepreneurs. [4914] 
Key Wordl: Enterpril8l; Southam Africa; SMZlland; Banks; 
1475. Wiliams, Simon, and Ruth Karen, Agribusiness and the Small-Scale Farmer: A Dvnamic Partnership 
for DMlooment, Westview Special Studies In Agricutture Science and Policy, Boulder, Colorado: 
WestvIew Press, 1985, 305 p. + bibliography and Index. 
Examines cases of successful cooperation between private agribusiness firms and small farmers in 
third Woiiti countries, including four AfrIcan cases: Kenya (Simon, "The Mumlas Sugar Company: 
A Nuclear Estate In Kenya- and -Kenya Canners Umlted: A Pineapple Plantation and Cannery In 
Kenya,';~~n (Karen, "The Haggar Group: Cuttivatlon of Tea, Coffee and Tobacco In Southern 
Sudan' eOO SwazUand (Simon, -Commonwealth DMlopment Corporation: Sugar Production and 
Settlement Scheme-). In these ventures, small farmers are organized around a core company that 
assures a market for output and prcMdes managerial, marketing and technical expertise. The 
Sudanese case also Includes credit to the gl'ONers. AuthorS recommendations Include both global 
(such as (Simon): capitalizing on the presence of agm-Industrlal enterprises for rural dewlopment 
In the Third Wor1d, and creation of an International center for training managers for rural 
dMlopment), and local (for Sudan (Karen): creation of a credit delivery mechanism to the bush 
country for financing additional cash/food crops production). [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State 
University, HD9018D44W551985] 
Key Wordl: Agrlbulln ... ; Africa; Kenya; Sudan; Swaziland; Formal finance; Input lupply; 
Agriculture; 
Zambia 
1476. Ajayl, S. IbI, -Exchange Rate IdJustment In Selected African Countries,· Studies and Training 
DMsion, Economic Dswlopment Institute of the World Bank, Washington, D.C., January 1989. 
99p. 
During the last 10-20 years, many African countries haYe not only experienced S8Y8re political 
InstabUlty. but faced Increasing economic difficulties. The problems Included deficits in current 
account, declining groNth rates, Increasing external debt, adverse terms of trade, Inftatlon and 
currency misalignment. The paper focuses on fIye African countries: Malawi, Nigeria, Tanzania. 
Uganda, and Zambia. The economies of all fIye countries are small and dependent on trade. They 
are all, therefore, vUnerabie to changes In the v.orId economy. Newrtheless, these countries have 
adopted an f • .'Change rate adjustment during the past ffIN years. Exchange rate adjustment is a 
paNerfui tool' .... economic stabUIzatIon. It cannot, hoNswr, be used In isolation. The success of any 
exchange rat.e adjustment depends on the extent to which a gcMtmment also pursues other 
complementary policies. [1299] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Malawi; Nigeria; Tanzania; Uganda; Zambia; Finance; Exchange 
rates; 
1477. Allen, Michael, -Questioning the Need for Seasonal Farm Creclit-Cases from Northern Zambia," 
Agrlcyltural &;Imlnlstratlon and extension, No. 25, 1987, pp.25-36. 
The author states that Inadequate attention has been paid to the careful appraisal of the need for 
small farmer credit schemes; the need has been assumed to exist. A survey undertaken In three 
Chiefdoms of northem Zambia, which have experienced recent and rapid expansion of cash crop 
production, calls this assumption Into question. Over 80 percent of the sample financed their first 
agricultural Input purchases from sources other than bont7Nlng; mostly from home-based 
businesses. The study concludes that, under conditions of land surplus. such as In Zambia. 
seasonal credit for small farmers Is unnecessary and wasteful and should be abandoned in favor 
of medium-term credit. [4273] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Southern Africa; Zambia; Credit; 
1478. Andresen, Mettell, and Helena Wallden, ·ReYlfIN Missions Report on Womens Programme in 
Agricultural Credit and Banking: Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia, Uganda,· USAlD, Washington, D.C .• June 
1986,31 p. 
The purpose of this report Is to nMfIN the first phase of the womens program In agricultural credit 
and banking. In all four countries under study. Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia and Uganda, it was found 
that gcMtmments, financial Institutions and womn organizations were keen on the Involvement 
of rural women In the social and economic dewlopment. Most emphasis has been paid to the 
training of women In order to create a basic awareness of the constraints women face In getting 
access to credit. Only one savings scheme has been established during the first phase of the 
project. The access to credit has been facDitated In Kenya and to some extent In Tanzania and 
Zambia. A guarantee fund awaits the final gcNemment approval In Uganda. [4532] 
Key Words: Women; Africa; Kenya; Tanzania; Zambia; Uganda; Finance; Credit; Savings; 
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1479. Bessell, J. E., "'Ppralsal m Credit Worthiness m Emergent-Commerclal Farmers In 06Yeloping 
Agrlct*ure," Agricultyral Pdmlnlstratlon, Vol. 2, No.4, 1975, pp. 249-262. 
Presents a technique m estimating credit worthiness using a minimum m Information. Technique 
Is based largely on measurement m the borr'oNerS past economic performance and budgets of 
what the farmer might earn with new technology. An example from Zambia Is presented to Ulustrate 
the technique. [1361] 
Kay Words: Agriculture; Southern Africa; Zambia; CI'8CI1t; 
1480. Blasberg, B., W Haan, et aI., .'JamJaI Flnanzlerung: Leltfaden zur Anwendyng von 
Flnanzlerungslnstrumenten In Projekter. JerWirtschaftsfOrderung der Friedrlch-Ebert-Stlftyng, Bonn, 
Federal Republic m Germany: Schillinger, Hubert Ren~ and Erwin Schwelsshelm (Publ.), Friedrich-
Ebert foundation, February 1990, 264 p. 
this manual documents valuable guidelines for financial dewJopment planners and project staff 
regarding the choice of appropriate financial instruments for economic dewJopment. On one hand, 
It can be used to train field personal. On the other hand, It pl'OYldes an OJerview of the financial 
d8Yelopment strategies, especially of the two-stage credit guarantee scheme. Friedrich-Ebert 
Foundation projects In Kenya, Zambia, ~ndonesla, Costa Rica, ChUe, and Honduras) are assessed 
In detaO. [GER] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Kenya; Zambia; Credit; 
1481. Bronson, P. A., -rhe Impact of Agricultural Credit on the Subsistence Farmer," Unpublished paper 
presented at th~stern AfrIca Agricultural Society Lusaka Conference, May 1974, 34 p. 
This paper was prepa'rect, at the end of a me year d8Yelopment program to assess the Impact that 
the credit component of lhe~hikwawa Cotten O8Yelopment Project had on local farmers. The 
project was financed by the AQ~ for International O8Yelopment. A systematic sample of 174 
farmers purchasing machines on credit was used. The effects of credit, farmers' saving and 
spending patterns were analyzed. A pOot SaviR9s program was Introduced as a result of the study. 
[ARC. 1348] 
Kay Words: Agriculture; Southern Africa; Zambia; Credit; Agricultural credit; International 
donors; 
1482. Claassen, EmK-Marla, and Pascal Salin, -rhe Impact of Stabilization and Structural Pdjustment 
Policies on the Rural Sector: Case-studies of COte d'lwlre, S6n6gal, Uberla, Zambia and Morocco," 
Report prepared for the ECA/oo Agriculture OMslon, 00, Rome, 1991, 219 p. 
The objective of the report Is to Muate the Impact m stabHization and structural adjustment 
programs m IMF and the Wortd Bank. The authors think that programs are too often concerned with 
global problems, and there Is reason to beli6Ye that farmers may suffer relatively more than other 
workers from the Implementation of these programs. The Wortd Bank and the IMF cannot be 
criticized on the grounds m a need for macro-economic adjustment. The critical points that could 
be advanced against their programs concern the length of the adjustment process and, In the case 
m AfrIca, their possible, though unintended, adverse repercussions on the agricultural sector. The 
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authors note that agriclAJre has been exploited for decades on behalf of Industry. Consequently. 
the agricultural sector should be protected In the transition period. during which an abrupt structural 
adjustment program has to be Implemented. The period eX the macro-economlc adjustment should 
be lengthened since. otherwise neither eX these tv«> plans may be realized. On the impact of sector-
specific policies on agriculture. the authors note that the role of credit policy should be stressed. 
Because savings are generally ION In agriculture. credit could be considered an Important substitute 
for voluntary savings by farmers. In part II of the report. the aLnhors l'8YIew the case-studies of fIVe 
AfrIcan countries. [4105] 
Key Words: AgrlcuHure; Africa; COte d'ivolre; Ivory Coast; UberIa; Morocco; Senegal; Zambia; 
CradH; Policy reform; 
1483. Cleawr, KsYin M .• "The Impact of Price an:- Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture In Sub-Saharan 
AfrIca; Staff Working Paper No. 728. The \01d Bank. Washington. D.C .• April 1985. 30 p. 
This paper 1'8Y16WS the avaOabie literature on the Impact of price and exchange rate poliCies on 
agriculture In Sub-Saharan Africa. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan African 
countries to test S6Y8ra1 hypotheses concemlng policy Impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad. 
Ethiopia. Mall. Malawi. Zaire. Uganda. Burundi. Upper Volta. Rwanda. Somalia. Tanzania. Guinea. 
Benin. Central AfrIcan Republic. Sierra Leone. Madagascar; Niger; Sudan. Togo. Ghana. Kenya. 
Senegal. Lesotho. Uberia. Zambia. Nigeria. Zimbabwe. Cameroon. Botswana. Congo. and Ivory 
Coast. A regression equation with agricultural gl"ONth rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient was statistically significant but with a lo.N R2. Other independent variables were 
Inwstlgated Including fertUizer use per hectare, changes In the barter terms of trade. population 
gl"ONth rate. degree of concentration of export eamlngs. adult literacy, share of public consumption 
In GOP and the degree of gowmment Interwntlon In farm Input supply. Reductions In farm level 
price discrimination (nominal protection). share of gowmment consumption In GOP. and population 
gl"ONth rates were posltNely related to agricultural gl"ONth rates. while the degree of government 
InvoIwment In the farm Input supply Industry was negatNely related. The findings tend to confirm 
the view that Inappropriate price and exchange rate policies haw a negative Impact on agricultural 
production. Other factors such as gowmment involvement In farm Input supply. population growth. 
and gOJemments abUIty to operate and maintain Its agricultural InWstments are also important. 
Appropriate price and exchange rate policies would haw a relatNely small Impact on agricultural 
gl"ONth so the policy package to remedy problems caused by poor price and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to each country. [Agricultural Ubrary. The Ohio State University. HC597W63 No. 
728] 
Key Words: AgrlcuHure; Africa; Chad; Ethiopia; Mall; Malawi; Zaire; Uganda; Burundi; Burkina 
Faso; Upper VoHa; R.nda; Somalia; Tanzania; Guinea; Benin; Central African Republic; 
SI ..... Leone; Madagascar; Niger; Sudan; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Lesotho; Uberla; 
Z8mbla; Nigeria; Zimbabwe; Cameroon; Botl.na; Congo; Ivory Coast; COte d'ivolre; Finance; 
Interest ratel; Polley raform; Prices; 
1484. Coopers and Lybrand. '" Study to Phase out the Agricultural Anance Company and the Cattle 
Finance Company,a Anal Report. Washington, D.C .• June 1985. 82 p. 
this Is the final report In the study Initiated to dewlop a strategy and Implementation plan for the 
Zambia Agricultural DeYeIopment Bank (ZADB) to take owr the functions and operations of two 
parastatal finance companies. the Agricultural Finance Company and the Cattle Finance Company. 
The report Is composed of tv«> parts. Part one includes a l'8YIew of Zamblas agricultural sector and 
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an analysis of alternative institutional strategies concemlng the merger. Part two Includes an 
organization plan. pre-merger Implementation program. financing plan. recommended l"SYisions to 
ZADB~ charter and post-merger Interventions. [4519] 
Key Words: Oeneral; Southern Africa; Zambia; Finance; 
1485. de Tr8Ylle, Diana, "Contract fanning, The Private Sector, and the State: An Annotated and 
Comprehensive Bibliography with Particular Reference to AfrIca,· Contract fanning In AfrIca Project 
WorkIng Paper No.2, IDA, Binghamton. New York, Nowmber 1986, 329 p. 
this document contains abstraqts of 114 publications on contract farming (authors and titles for 722 
publications are given IfJ Section VI). The publications COYer genl.. "'aI papers as well as speCific 
studies on· AfrIca In general, Belize, Kenya, Lesotho, Uberla, Niger, . Ugerla, Swaziland, Tanzania, 
Zambia, Zimbabwe, (also Belgium, Central America, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, England, 
Guatamala. Honduras, India, Indonesia, Iran, Jamaica, Malasla, Mexico, the Middle East, New 
Guinea, Peru, the PhDlpplnes, Scotland, South America, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey, and 
the United States). Some of the annotations discuss financial aspects of contract fanning, and 
especially the supposed need by farmers for credit that Is being met by some contract farming 
operations. [5345] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Belize; Kenya; Lesotho; UberIa; Niger; Nigeria; Swaziland; 
Tanzania; Zambia; Zimbabwe; Farm; Agricultural credit; 
1486. DoNsweII, Christopher R. (ed.) , feeding the future: Agrlcultyral DMlQDment Strategies for Africa, 
Proceedings of a Workshop, Accra, Ghana, August 1-3, 1989, Atlanta, Georgia: CASIN/SAA/Global 
2000, 1990, 197 p. 
Documents the fourth In a series of gatherings of International specialists to raYlew the food 
strategies for AfrIca and examine the range of policy options for sustained self-reliance. This 
workshop nMeNed the achlewments of projects In Ghana, the Sudan, Zambia and Tanzania. The 
d6Yelopment role of Informal finance In Africa and elsewhere In the world was also raYlawed (Dale 
W Pdarns, -raking a Fresh Look at Informal Flnancei, with a suggestion that poIlcymakers try to 
leam from and understand Informal finance Instead of trying to drive the Informal lender out of 
business. [5401] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Ghana; Sudan; Tanzania; Zambia; Formal finance; Informal 
finance; Supervised credit; 
1487. Due, Jean M .• ·Update on Financing Smallholders In Zimbabwe, Zambia and Tanzania," Illinois 
Agrlculutural Economics Staff Paper 83 E-261 , Department of Agrlculutural Economics, University 
cj IIlInlos at Urbana-Champalgn, Urbana, illinois, July 1983,28 p. 
This update on the allocation cj credit to the small fann sector In Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe 
also contains the authorS hypothesis that, as economic conditions haw deteriorated (or changed 
with the adwnt of black majority rule In Zimbabwe), political considerations have become more 
Important In policy detennlnation of the agricultural d6Yelopment banks than economic factors 
Intended to materially Increase agricultural production. These policy decisions, principally in 
Tanzania, haw resulted In gOYemment and International donor contributions to these programs 
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becoming Income transfers to satisfy political objectives rather than Infusions that will Increase 
agricLftul8l production. [2798J 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Zimbabwe; Zambia; Tanzania; Finance; Credit; International 
donors; 
1488. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO). ~ysls of Credit Schemes 
Benefiting RuI8l Women In Selected African Countries: FAC, Rome, Italy. February 1988,52 p. 
This study reYI6ws credit projects In five countries (Kenya, Malawi, Siena Leone, Zambia and 
Zimbabwe from NCN8f1lber 1986 to January 1987) to identify factors that rontrlbuted to their success 
and falure. There were 21 credit projects nMewed. S811'8181 factors iden! ·.ied In contributing to the 
success c:A credit projects are: the Institutions set up or selected to 8< -i'llnlster credit should be 
financially sound; administration c:A credit schemes should minimize the rISk associated with default, 
and transaction costs; and, It Is essential to train beneficiaries In the obligations of credit. Choosing 
a financially sound Institution to administer credit Is a crucial factor; encouraging links among 
support services should also be encouraged. Proper administration, from loan appraisal to loan 
collection and folION-up. Is likewise found to be Important. [4397] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Kenya; Malawi; Zimbabwe; Siena Leone; Zambia; Credit; Women; 
Gender; 
1489. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO). ·Promotlon of Womens Activities 
In Marketing and Credit: An Analysis, Case Studies and Suggested Actions,· Preliminary working 
paper, FAC, Rome. Italy. June 1984. 61 p. 
The objectIYe of the paper Is to prtNide suggestions for donor support to women engaged in food 
and agrlcultul8l marketing. The study refers to a comparative analysis of case studies of the lives 
of successful women entrepreneurs working In groups or as Individuals. and of project or 
programme assistance which has had a fawrable outcome for women In marketing. The case 
material documents experiences from Bangladesh, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Gambia, Ghana, India, 
Kenya, Korea. Lesotho. Nicaragua. Nigeria. Pakistan. PhUlpplnes, Sri Lanka, Syria, The Caribbean, 
Togo, Uganda. Upper Volta, Zambia. and Zimbabwe. In the analysis, an attempt was made to trace 
historical sequences and relations which have affected and continue to Influence women's 
participation. both as Individuals and as social beings. [3243J 
Key Words: Marketing; Africa; Burkina Faso; cameroon; Ethiopia; The Gambia; Ghana; Kenya; 
Lesotho; Nigeria; Togo; Uganda; Upper Volta; Zambia; Zimbabwe; Women; 
1490. Germidls, Dimitri. Denis Kessler. and Rachel Meghlr. Financial Systems and DewlQpment: What Role 
for the Forma! and InfOrmal Financial Sectors? Paris. France: D8II'8Iopment Center Studies, OECD, 
1991,253 p. 
Based on extensive case studies In 12 deYeIoping countries on three continents, the authors provide 
an analysis of the CNeI8lI fral'n6Y«)rk for financial Intermediation In deYeIoplng countries. Including 
both the formal and Informal sectors. and the economic policy environments In which they operate. 
The book looks specifically at domestic savings. and concludes that CNerail financial d8ll'8l0pment 
cannot be achie'.'ed by focusing attention on forma! sector Institutions alone. but neither can the 
Informal sector be left to Its 0Nn deYices If financial dualism and Its Impact on dewlopment are to 
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be reduced. The authors propose ways to Impr0.t8 the efficiency of the financial system in 
dewloplng countries by linking the two sectors In order to establish a more balanced economic, 
financial and monetary environment. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, 
HG195G471991] 
Key Word.: General; Africa; Burundi; Ethiopia; Togo; zambia; 21mbabwa; Mauritania; Senegal; 
Finance; Informal finance; Formal finance; Saving. mobilization; 
1491. Germldls, DImitri, Dennis Kessler, and Rachel Meghlr, -Mobllzlng Domestic Savings for 
Dswlopment: What Role for the Formal and Informal Financial Sectors?-, Summary Note on the 
Dswlopment Centre Study. OECC, Paris, France, September 1989, 12 p. 
WIth the International financial crises of 1981-1982, dswloplng countries have been forced to rei,.' 
on the mobIlzatlon rA domestic resources to finance dswlopment. This change has highlighted 
Inefficiencies and deficiencies In the financial systems of these countries. This study Is based on 
the results from case studies rA Burundi, Ethiopia, Togo, Zambia, Zimbabwe, India, Indonesia, the 
PhUlpplnes and Mexico. Analyzes the role of formal and Informal finance In the context of financial 
dualism, focusing on the C7II8ra1l fram6WOl'k for financial Intermediation. By underlining the 
slmDaritles and differences In function, identifies areas where the two sectors are complementary 
and substitutable, thereby unCC7ll8r1ng points for bridge buDding bet\Yeen the sectors. [0351] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Burundi; Ethiopia; Togo; Zambia; Zimbabwe; Savings 
mobilization; Formal finance; Informal finance; 
1492. Hansen, Karen Tranberg, -Budgeting Against Uncertainty: Cross-Ciass and Transethnic 
Redistribution Mechanisms In Urban Zambia,· African Urban Studies, No. 21, Spring 1985, pp. 65-73. 
In addition to Income generating activities In the Informal sector, there are various commonly 
practiced credit arrangements whose significance for making a living has not been sufficiently 
studied. The focus of this article Is on a specific set of activities, Informal lending and borrowing 
arrangements, that mostly Involve two partners. The authors' aim Is to demonstrate the existence 
rA a falrfy neglected domain of economic activity and to suggest its significance for the study of how 
people negotiate uncertainty. The paper Is based on the study of domestic services and 
substandard wages paid to domestic servants who engage In credit arrangements to alleviate the 
day-to-day struggle for a living. [4382] 
Key Word.: General; Southern Africa; zambia; Informal finance; 
1493. Hansen, Karen Tranberg, -Married Women and Work: explorations from an Urban Case Study,· 
African Social Research, Vol. 20, 1975, pp. m-799. 
The Mtendele tONnship prc:Mdes the context for the discussion of Zambian married women's lack 
rA participation In wage labor. Despite the economic hardships experienced by many of the 
households In Mtendele and the desire rA many wives to work, urban job opportunities for women 
are limited. Without formal education and with chUd-care duties Incompatible with many urban 
employment opportunities, married women are restricted to frequently Ilegal and precarious 
participation In entrepreneurial petty trading activities. The difference between wives with work 
experience and wives without work experience appears to be linked to the wider urban experience 
and history of mobility of the former. Constraints to the participation of women In entrepreneurial 
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actMtles Include the institutionalized nature of female trades, the Ilegallty of many Informal 
businesses, high start-up costs, and competition. [Business Ubrary, The Ohio State Unlwrslty, DT1 
A53] 
Key Words: Gender; Women; Southern Atrtc.; Zambia; Informal finance; 
1494. Harvey, Charies, -Rural Credit In Zambia: Access and ExIt, - pMloornent and Change. Vol. 6. No. 
2, 1975, pp. 89-105. 
R6YIews the gJt7Nth In the formal agricultural credit system In Zambia since 1964, noting that. 
despite heavy gcMtmment emphasis. small fanners haw little access to formal credit. explains hON 
In remote areas It may be Impossible to prcMde credit to small fanners, and suggests that state 
farms In remote areas may prcMde more economic opportunities for the rural poor than credit 
programs. [1389] 
Kay Words: Agriculture; Southern Africa; Zambia; Credit; 
1495. Hayanga. C. A., "Womens Access to Banking Services, - Paper presented at the Seminar on 
Resource MobUlzatlon for Rural D6Y8Iopment In Selected Eastem and Southem African Countries. 
Nairobi, Kenya. January 30 • February 4, 1984, OO/AFRICA, Nairobi, Kenya, 1984, 19 p. 
This paper I'8Yiews the constraints women face In gaining access to financial services of formal 
financial Intermediaries. Selected on-going projects In Kenya. Zambia. and Tanzania. as they relate 
to women, are wry briefly described. Sewral case studies of loans from an agricultural finance 
company are discussed. [4313] 
Kay Words: Gender; Africa; Kenya; Tanzania; Zambia; Finance; 
1496. HONSe, C. J., ~rlcultural Dewlopment Without Credit,· Agricultural Administration, Vol. 1. No.4, 
October 1974, pp.259·262. 
Argues that credit for ION-Income people In rural areas is neither warranted nor generally possible. 
Rather, the author feels that extension activities and savings clubs should be organized to Increase 
small fanners' income, and encourage them to saw part of their surplus. Experience with savings 
clubs in Rhodesia, Lesotho, Zambia, and Malawi are cited as examples. [ARC. 0951] 
Key Words: General; Southern Africa; Lesotho; Malawi; Rhod .. la; Zambia; Zimbabwe; 
Savings; 
1497. Jansen, Doris J., "Zambla,-In The Political Economy of Agricultural Pricing PoIiC'b Volume III: Africa 
and the Mediterranean. Anne O. Krueger, Maurice Schiff. and Alberto VaJd6s, (eds.), A World Bank 
Comparatlw Study. Baltimore, Maryland: The Johns Hopkins Unlwrslty Press, pp. 268-327. 
Analyzes the gcMtmments agricultural pricing policies In the period from 1964 to 1984, along with 
trade and exchange rate policies, arguing that these policies have often compounded the problems 
In the agricultural sector. The nationalization program begun In 1968 created neN state-ONned 
enterprises, expanded gcMtmment control of Inwstment In the productlw sectors. and tightened 
the reins on the economy through interventions in producer and consumer prices. import licensing, 
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and foreign exchange allocation. Pricing policies have fa\lOred the urban consumer at the expense 
of the agricultural producer, whose lack of political clout means that a refonn effort would have 
weak local support, and mainly motivated by external pressures from donors and creditors. [4899] 
Key Wordl: Agriculture; Southam Africa; zambia; Finance; MacroeconomlCl; Policy reform; 
Prices; 
1498. Krueger, Anne 0., Maurice Schiff, and Alberto VaId~s, ~rlcultural Incentives In DSYeloplng 
Countries: Measuring the Effect of Sectoral and Economywlde Policies,· The World Bank Economic 
ReYIew, Vol. 2, No.3, September 1988, pp. 255-271. 
Estimates the sector-specific (direct) and economywlde (Indirect) Impact of agricultural price policies 
for eighteen d6Y8l0ping countries (that Include COte d'rvolre, Ghana and Zambia) during 1975-84. 
Concludes that systematic and sizeable discrimination against agricultural producers Is a dominant 
pattern. [1146] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; C6te d'iwire; Ghana; zambia; Finance; Prices; 
1499. Malkamakl, Markku, ·Flnanclal Intermediation for Mlcroenterprlses In Bangladesh, Kenya, Tanzania 
and Zambia,· Consultants In Social D6Y8Iopment (SODECON) Ud., The World Bank, Washington, 
D.C., 1990, 191 p. 
examines the financing of microenterprlses In Kenya, Tanzania and Zambia with focus on their 
transactions with semi-formal and informal sources. Most of the initial capital comes from the 
entrepreneurs' 0Nrl savings, with famUy members as the second largest source of Initial and 
expansion capital. Less than 10% of the respondents in all three countries were ROSCA members 
with women accounting for majority of the membership. Professional moneylenders who lend to 
mlcroenterprises were more numerous In Zambia and Kenya than In Tanzania, charging 40 - 50 % 
per month on amounts that were too small for working capital purposes. Recommends FINNIDA 
support for the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh, the Small Enterprise Finance Company in Kenya, the 
Kenya Rural Enterprise Programme and six other NGOs Implementing credit programmes in Kenya 
and Tanzania. Considers the policy environment In Zambia to be particularly hostile to the survival 
and grONlh of mlcroenterplses. [5283] 
Key Wordl: Micro and lmall enterprise; Africa; Kenya; Tanzania; Zambia; Credit; 
1500. Masini, Marlo (ed.), Rural Finance Profiles in African Countries, Vol. 2, The Credit Markets of Africa 
Series No. 20, MAan, Italy: FINAFRICA-CARIPLO, 1989,462 p. 
Document Is part of a series of country profiles meant to assist in the assessment of the different 
types eX efforts Involving Institutional finance in rural d6Y8l0pment in Africa. Volume Includes Burkina 
Faso, cameroon, Togo, Zambia and Zimbabwe for which the main features of the economy, 
monetary policy and financial d6Y8lopment, financial Institution performance, rural credit and 
d6Y8lopment Infrastructures, and agricultural pricing policies, key financial Institutions and C1Ierview 
of rural finance are presented. The Preface discusses some conclusions, with one on project design 
and rural financial Institution performance suggesting that a financial Institution be viewed as an 
Intrinsically useful deYice, organized In the form of a business firm and specifically adapted to 
resource allocation activities. Editor recommends: shifting of all activities and functions involving 
unilateral wealth transfers t!IN8.'f from rural finance institutions to fiscal agencies; starting with 
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relatively small financial Institutions whose projected gl'OtYth path takes Into account the availability 
of technical and managerial skUls needed for an efficient banking Institution; and add emphasizing 
skUls needed for general management for organizational survival In addition to the ability to 
negotiate with customers, assess risk, buld portfolios. [0021 B) 
Kay Words: General; Africa; Burkina Faso; cameroon; Togo; Zambia; Zimbabwe; Finance; 
Credit unions; SavIngs. credit cooperatives; Development banks; 
1501. Mauri. Amaldo (ed.). Agricultural Credit for OM/ooment: Wortd Conference on Credit for Farmers 
In OM/oolng Countries, Wortd Conference on Credit for Farmers In OM/oping Countries, Rome, 
Italy, 14-21 October 1975, The Credit Markets of AfrIca Series, No. 13, Milan, Italy: Flnafrlca, 1975, 
160 p. 
Report of the FAO /CARIPLD WorkIng Group that studied agricultural credit In dewloplng countries 
with focus on the AfrIcan continent. Working papers and discussions In a series of FAO Marketing 
and Credit Service-sponsored seminars on small farmer agricultural credit In various parts of the 
world prtMded field experience background to the Ideas presented by the Working Group, along 
with a specially commissioned study on changes In credit demand In Zambia. Major conclusions 
and recommendations center on the need to recognize agricultural credit as a crucial factor in 
dewlopment planning, and consequently, public resources need to be made available to agricultural 
credit Institutions. [5436] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Southern Africa; Zambia; Formal finance; 
1502. MAlmo, John T.. and Yacob Flsseha, -Rural Small Scale Enterprises In Zambia: Results of a 1985 
Country Wide Survey,- Working Paper No. 28, Department of Agricultural Economics, Michigan State 
University, East Lansing, Michigan, 1986, 78 p. 
This paper reports on the results of a nation-wide survey of small-scale non-farm enterprises (SSE) 
conducted during 1985. It was found that about a fifth of the national labor force and about a 
quarter of the households were Involved In SSE activities. Women accounted for sixty percent of 
the enterprise ONners and fifty-four percent of the SSE labor force. [0346] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Southern Africa; Zambia; Finance; Gender; Women; 
Employment; 
1503. MAier, Leonard F., Agricultural Credit and Finance In Africa, Naw York, Naw York: The Rockefeller 
foundation, 1977. 115 p. 
Four chapters of this book deal with the research, documented experience and unresolved issues 
of the 1970s concerning agricultural credit and savings in AfrIca. From a sample of 399 small food 
crop farmers in Nigeria. the predominance of small, short-term loans for farm use (mostly for hired 
labor) and non-farm use (mostly for ceremonies and school fees) was reported. Formal lenders 
pnMded only a wnall proportion of the credit, with Informal sources (friends and relatives, 
monEf)'lenders and trader/merchants) being major sources. A separate study cowring 156 loans 
mainly from informal sources shONed no security requirements other than personal reputation, or 
joint liability, with very faw having real estate mortgages or pledged crops as collateral. A high 
degree of variation In Interest rates Is reported, with the rates apparently varying with the bom:wvers 
personal and financial circumstances. Among Interest-free loans, some carried no Interest while for 
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others reciprocity anangements or obligation to sell the produce to the lender constituted Indirect 
but hard-to-rneasure charges. experiences wtth alternative approaches - Le .• using Informal lenders 
and groups. e.g .• Input dealers. as channels (Kenya); group loans (Malawi); packaging credit with 
education. Input supply and marketing through cooperatives or through agriculture service centers 
(Uganda); and linking savings wtth credit through cooperative savings schemes (Kenya). credit 
unions (Zambia) or Indigenous savings/credit societies (uuau clubs In Nigeria; savings associations 
In West Cameroon) - have been tlmlted. The author concludes that It v.uuld be v.urthwhlle for 
dewlopment agencies and goyemment Institutions to support experiments of InnCMltive approaches 
to buDding rural financial markets. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State University, HG2051 A35A54 ] 
Key Words: AgricultUl'8; Africa; Kenya; Malawi; Nigeria; Uganda; Zambia; Cameroon; Finance; 
Intormal finance; Cooperatlvea; Cr8cIIt unions; International donors; Savings & credit 
cooperatives; Self-help group.; SavIngs mobilization; Interest ... te; Collateral; Supervised 
cnKIlt; Group lending; Input marketing; Output marketing; Agricultu...1 Cntdlt; 
1504. Mrak. Mojmlr, -Role of the Informal Financial Sector In the Mobilization and Allocation of Household 
Savings: The Case of Zambia.· Savings and pewlQoment. Vol. XIII. No.1. 1989. pp. 65-85. 
Argues that the Zambian formal financial sector has not effectlYely mobilized household savings due 
to the avaUabUIty of external resources and the general belief that rural households are too poor to 
save. Concludes that the Informal financial sector rnade up of moneylenders 6YoIved to fill the gap 
between credit requirements and supply from formal Institutions. and co-exlsts with more traditional 
financial arrangements. Cites organizational flexibility, better accesslbUlty, and lCM'8r transaction 
costs among the characteristics that make the Informal sector more competitive. [5017] 
Key Words: General; Southern Africa; Zambia; Informal finance; 
1505. Mrak. Mojmlr, -rhe Role of Financial Intermediation In the Mobilization and Allocation of Household 
Savings In Dewloping Countries: Intertinks Between Organized and Informal Circuits, The Case of 
Zambia. - Paper presented at the International Experts' Meeting on Domestic Savings Mobilization 
through Formal and Informal Sectors: Comparative experiences In Asian and African Developing 
Countries, June 2-4. 1987. at Honolulu. Hawaii, unpublished paper of OECD D8Yelopment Center, 
April 1987. 37 p. 
The paper establishes that Zambia Is an excellent case of a country wtth negative correlation 
between external financing and domestic savings. The formal financial sector In Zambia, although 
falrty well deJeIoped, has not futfilled Its role to mobilize and allocate household savings effectively. 
The private sector, constituting the main surplus sector, has been disregarded because of the 
avalabRIty of external resources. A ~ of the formal financial sector Intermediaries points out that 
the countryS cooperative I'T1OJernents are the only formal Institutions that have been able to 
combine savings mobRlzatlon and credit allocation successfully. The lack of supply of credit by 
formal financial institutions. especially In rural areas. has led the Informal financial Intermediaries 
made up of moneylenders to fill the gap. The author discusses approaches that v.uuld bring the 
Informal and formal sectors closer; and concludes that Zambia Intends to rely on Improved 
performance of the formal financlallnstltuticns as a policy to diminish dualism in Its financial sector, 
to Increase household savings and to assure an effective allocation of these resources in the 
country. [0037] 
Key Words: Gen .... l; Southern Africa; Zambia; Finance; Cooperatives; Savings; Credit; 
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1506. Muchlmba, Bulongo, -Supervised Agricultural Credit In Zambia, - Paper presented at the International 
Credit Training Program, Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio State 
University, Columbus, Ohio, December 1966,4 p. 
The role of credit In the owrall economic d6Y8l0pment of Zambia Is discussed. The Justification for 
supervised credit Is discussed. Other features of a successful credit program like well-trained 
personnel and training programs are highlighted. [ARC. 1630] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Southern Africa; Zambia; Credit; 
1507. Musokotwane, Sltumbeko, -Ananclal Institutions and Economic D6WIopment In Zambia,· 
Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Konstanz, 1985,220 p. 
This study comprehensively discusses Zambia, formal financial market Intermediaries. Their 
financial viability and performance Is assessed applying conventional balance sheet analysis. The 
analysis of the financial Intermediaries credit portfolio shONed that credit Is rationed against small 
scale businesses and farmers. The geographical distribution of financial institutions was found to 
strongly coincide with the course of Zambia' railway Infrastructure. Therefore, formal financial 
services are virtually In existent in areas off the line of rail. These are generally rural areas. [GER] 
Key Words: Agribusiness; Southern Africa; Zambia; Credit Institutions; Formal finance; 
VIability; Intermediation; 
1508. Mutukwa, Mbelo, -Mobilizing Domestic Savings for African Dewlopment and Diversification: Case 
Study of Zambla,- Domestic Resource Mobilization Project, Uncoin College, Oxford, December 
1991,53 p. + tables. 
Describes the trends In savings and credit In Zambia during the 1980s, Including the informal 
financial Institutions which the author balMS to have expanded rapidly and pervades the financial 
system owr the past t\YO decades. [5399] 
Key Words: General; Southern Africa; Zambia; Savings; 
1509. Nagle, Sean, -lending to Small-Scale Farmers: The Zambian case, - Business and Social Research 
Center, Tralee Regional College, Tralee, Co. Kerry, Ireland, 1988,34 p. 
This paper outlines the present position with regard to the performance of disbursers of agricultural 
credit. The lending of the main parastatal Institution, the Agricultural Finance Company Is biased 
tCM8rd large-scale farmers. Commercial banks give token amounts to small-scale farmers. Although 
the Cooperative Credit Scheme lends mainly to them, the amounts avaDabie to It are small. The 
Zambian Agricultural D6Y8Iopment Bank has a more equitable distribution of loans but, because of 
the lack of funds, It can only disburse about 25 percent of the amount It appl'OJeS. Problems 
IrwoIYed In lending to small scale farmers are examined. Needed change to Improw distribution of 
credit Is identified, along with supporting recommendations. [0064] 
Key Words: General; Southern AfrlCI; Zambia; Finance; Banks; Cooperatives; Development 
banks; 
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1510. Nagle, Sean, -zambla,- In Ryral Finance Profiles In African Coyntrles, Vol. 2, Marlo Masini (eel.), 
MUan, Italy: Finafrlca-Carlplo, 1989, pp. 309-400. 
This chapter identifies the Agricultural Finance Company, the Zambian Agricultural DSllelopment 
Bank, and the ZambIan Cooperative Finance Services Scheme as the key rural financial Institutions 
In Zambia. Notes that the main Institutions are biased In favor of larger borrtNt'ers, are unable to 
attract funds, and are experlenclng·decapltallzatlon due to losses resulting from leM recCNery rates. 
Donor financed fiCM'S to rural areas haw tended to be uncoordinated and unreliable. Recommends 
continuity In the system, careful monitoring and freedom from external Interference. [0021] 
Key Worda: AgrlcuHure; Southern Africa; Zambia; Rural finance; CredH unlona; Development 
bank; 
1511. Ojermark, Paul, -Group Based Savings and Credit In Rural Africa. The experience of FAD - People's 
PartiCipation In Rural Dewlopment through Promotion of Self-Help Organizations: Draft paper, FAO, 
Rome, Italy, 1986, 32 p. 
Discusses the experiences In Implementing the financial component of the People's Participation 
Programme In AfrIcan countries. Outlines the major findings and recommendations of a training 
workshop for project staff, held In Mbabane, Swaziland, In December 1985, analyses the 
Implementation of the financial component In African project countries and prcMdes conclusions 
and recommendations for Imprt1llng project performance. The paper Is based on reports and other 
documents on projects In sewn countries (Ghana, Sierra Leone, Kenya, Zambia, Lesotho, Swaziland 
and Zimbabwe), special studies of the four oldest projects and additional Information obtained at 
the Mbabane workshop. General recommendations CCNer savings mobilization as a project 
component to be emphasized, positive and realistic Interest rate lewis In the credit project deSign, 
and adequate training for both Implementers and beneficiaries. Striking a balance between 
contractual and voluntary savings, establishing a solid partnership with banks and development of 
appropriate training materials are some of the specific recommendations for future project design. 
[4737] 
Key Worda: General; Africa; Ghana; Siena Leone; Kenya; lambia; Lesotho; Swaziland; 
Zimbabwe; Finance; 
1512. Pohirneler, Lorenz. and S. ThUlalrajah, -Reliew of Rural Financial Services In Sub-Saharan Africa," 
Agriculture DMslon. Africa Technical Department, World Bank, Washington, D.C., June 30, 1989, 
45 p. 
R6YIew of the financial structure of Sub-Saharan African (SSAs) countries, focusing on rural financial 
markets. This Is part of a series of studies that are the foundation of World Bank efforts to promote 
the restructuring of rapidly deteriorating financial systems. ReYlENYS the -state of the art" In rural 
finance and recommends a systematic approach to financial reform: an approach Integrating 
macroeconomic factors. financial sector policies. banking and other financial Institutions, and micro 
18Y8I enterprises. Suggests financial restructuring programs In SSAs be carried out as a part of 
structural adjustment programs, as In the recent case of Ghana. Detailed case studies of 
Cameroon. Ghana. and Zambia were prepared to Ulustrate the recommendations. [1256] 
Key Worda: General; Africa; Cameroon; Ghana; lambla; Finance; 
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1513. Roberts, R. A. J., -rhe Role of Money In the D6Y8Iopment of Farming, Mumbwa and Katete Areas 
of Zambia, - Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Department of Agriculture and Horticulture, University 
of Nottingham, Nottingham, England, October 1972,285 p. 
Reports on a 2-year study of 239 households In 2 vllages In Zambia. This study shONed that these 
households were saving surprisingly large percentages of their Income. [ARC. 0845] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Southern Africa; zambia; Finance; 
1514. Russell, Nathan C., and Christopher R. DONSW8II (eds.), Africa)i Agricultural oewlopment in the 
1990S: Can It 3a Sustained?, Proceedings of a Workshop, Arusha, Tanzania, May 14-18. 1991. 
Mexico: CASIN, ~AA/GlobaI2000, 1992,200 p. 
Documents the proceedings of a workshop on measures for helping Sub-Saharan African countries 
to achleYe greater food securfty. One group of papers ewiuates the agriculture projects established 
CMtr the last five years by SAA and Global 2000 In six AfrIcan countries (Tanzania, Ghana. Sudan. 
Zambia, Benin and Togo). Yield Impl'twements were noted. but program evaluators also note the 
need to Impl'twe on farm technology (particularly to shift to animal traction/mechanization). and for 
Impn:7v'8ment In the service delivery systems, Including credit. [5402] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Tanzania; Ghana; Sudan; zambia; Benin; Togo; Formal 
finance; Supervised credit; 
1515. Smlth-Sreen, Poonam, "Women)i Cooperatives - A Vehicle for D6Y8lopment. - Women In 
International D6Y8Iopment Working Paper No. 201, Women In International Dewlopment Program. 
Michigan State University, East lansing. Michigan. February 1990, 24 p. 
Evaluates the performance of eight women)i cooperatives In S6Y8n African and Asian countries 
(Mali, Malaysia. Zambia, Tanzania. Zimbabwe, India. Bangladesh and Zambia) in terms of 
constraints, administrative strategies and organizational procedures. Identifies member partiCipation. 
political linkages, organizational doctrine. management skUls and resource linkages as some of the 
factors which are critical to successful outcomes. Credit-related problems cited Include lack of 
access (Zambia) and poor repayment (Zambia, Zimbabwe). [5100] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Mall; ~nzanla; zambia; Zimbabwe; Cooperatives; Women; 
Gender; 
1516. Swedish Savings Banks Association (SSBA), -Savings for D6Y8Iopment: ReYiew of the International 
Programmes on the MobIlzatlon of Personal Savings In Dewloplng Countries and Related Activities 
Focused on Savings and Credit Promotion for Rural D6Y8Iopment, - Paper presented at the 
AFRICA/E/IaCf Seminar on Resource MobIlzation for Rural Dewlopment, Nairobi. Kenya. 
January 3O-February 10, 1984, SSBA, Stockholm, Sweden, 1984.22 p. 
The paper nMews the United Nations-supported international program activities In the 19705 and 
early 1980)i aimed at helping dewloplng countries mobUize domestic resources through personal 
savings. It cites the requests for assistance from a number of dewloplng countries, among them 
in Africa Benin and Upper Volta. for launching promotion campaigns; Burundi and Uganda. for 
assistance in the strengthening of financial Institutions; the expansion/strengthening of Institutional 
savings facUlties (Ghana, SwazUand, Kenya, Sudan, Zambia, and Nigeria). along with the broadened 
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participation of International donors. among the major program Impacts. It concludes that the 
success of credit programs cannot be separated from deposit mobilization aspects. an area that 
Institutional management aspects can further be ImprtMKf. [2962] 
Key WonII: General; Africa; Benin; Burkina FaIO; Burundi; Uganda; Upper Volta; Ghana; 
Swaziland; Kenya; Sudan; Zambia; Nigeria; Savings; Savings mobilization; 
1517. van Steenwyk. Mark A..-Banking and Small Farmer Agricultural Credit In East Africa: Selected 
Experiences from Sudan. Kenya. Tanzania and Zambla.- Working Paper for the East African 
Banking/Small Farmer Agricultural Credit Workshop. Agricultural Cooperative Dewlopment 
Intematlonal. AFRACA. Nairobi. Kenya. F\:-twary 2-6. 1981. n p. 
This \\Orkshop discussion paper reYi6WS .he performance of agricultural banks and small farmer 
credit programs In four African countries d!Jring the late 1970s: for Sudan. the Agricultural Bank and 
the Cooperative Dewlopment Bank of Sudan; for Kenya. the Agricultural Finance Corporation and 
the Cooperative Bank of Kenya Umlted; for Tanzania. the Tanzania Rural Dewlopment Bank; and 
for Zambia. the Agric~ural Finance Company Umlted. In the absence of loan reporting by farm 
size. weak management Information and staff dewlopment systems. the author raises questions as 
to the abHIty of the lending Institutions to achlew their mandate of servicing small farmers. k3 
regards the Institutions' dependence on gCJ,.'8mment for loanable funds. he suggests that 
performance-based grants of capital assistance and rediscount privUeges be considered. [4573] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Kenya; Tanzania; Zambia; Formal finance; Development banks; 
1518. Wharton Econometrics and Dewlopment Economics Group of louis Berger International. Inc .. "The 
Role of the African Financial Sector In Dewlopment.- Report submitted to USAID. Wharton 
Econometrics and Dewloprnent Economics Group of louis Berger International. Bala Cynwyd. 
Pennsylvania. July 31. 1987. 366 p. 
This Is an elewn-country (Guinea. Kenya. Malawi. Mali. Niger. Rwanda. Senegal. Somalia, Sudan, 
Zaire and Zambia) 6Yaluatlon and assessment of the need and prospects for financial sector reform 
In Sub-Saharan Africa. From the Individual country studies, a ranking scheme was derived relating 
to (a) macroeconomic criteria - the peroel\led stabHIty and auspiciousness for financial sector 
reform In the particular country; and (b) financial sector criteria - the percel\lecl strength of the 
financial sector. A three-pronged approach to financial sector reform Is recommended: (1) reforms 
aimed at strengthening and reforming existing financial Institutions; (2) liberalizing reforms follONlng 
cunent account liberalization; and (3) reforms aimed at financial sector nMtaJizatlon through 
Increased competition. Study argues that the models using the McKinnon-Shaw financial 
deYeIopment thesis are too narroN for empirical Inwstlgatlons of Sub-Saharan African countries. 
Macroeconomic Issues that affect savings and Inwstrnent behavior should also be considered, 
along with the Importance of sequencing reforms. [3846] 
Key Word.: General; Africa; Guinea; Kenya; Malawi; Mali; Niger; Rwanda; Sudan; Zaire; 
Zambia; Senegal; Somalia; Finance; Policy reform; 
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1519. Wlson, Frank A., "The Role of Commercial Banks In Ananclng Fanners: Some Reflections on the 
Situation In Zambla,- Agrlcuttural htmlnlstratlon, Vol. 1, May 1974, p. 245-257 
This article examines agrlClfturallendlng by one commercial bank In Zambia. The author concludes 
that commercial banks In ION-Income countries can pnMde substantial financial services In rural 
areas If goJ8mment agencies cooperate and policies are appropriate. [1041] 
Kay Words: AgricultLnj Southern Afrlcaj Zambiaj Banklj Credltj 
1520. D. Wood Consuttants and Inwstments, Ud., -Report on the Feasibility of UtDIsIng Rural Traders for 
Credit Sales of Agricultural Inputs, Tools ar.t1 Small Machinery In AfrIca,- Report to FAD-Rome, D. 
Wood Consuttants and Investments Ud., Lu£.ka, Zambia, Ncmmber 1991, 17 p. + annexes. 
R6Y1ews the avalabUIty of complementary Inputs and services to the small farm sector and the role 
of rural trader participation In flnanciallntermedlatlon In the Mubwa district of Zambia. Reports that 
the Inhibiting factors Include the dominant role of subsidized state monopolies which prohibit . 
participation of rural traders, Inadequacy of transport facUlties and gCMlmment price controls. [5570] 
Kay Words: Input marketing; Southern Africa; Zambia; Finance; 
1521. World Bank, -RaYlew of Rural Financial Services In Sub-Saharan Afrlca,- Agriculture Division, Africa 
Technical Department, World Bank, Washington, D.C., June 30, 1989,45 p. 
R6YIew of the financial structure of Sub-Saharan AfrIcan (SS~) countries, focusing on rural financial 
markets. This Is part of a series of studies that are the foundation of World Bank efforts to promote 
the restructuring of rapidly deteriorating financial systems. R6Y1ews the -state of the arr In rural 
finance and recommends a systematic approach to financial reform: an approach Integrating 
macroeconomic factors, financial sector policies, banking and other financial Institutions, and micro 
IENeI enterprises. Suggests financial restructuring programs In SS~ be carried out as a part of 
structural adjustment programs, as In the recent case of Ghana. - Detailed case studies of 
Cameroon, Ghana, and Zambia were prepared to Ulustrate the recommendations. [3893) 
Key Words: General; Afrlcaj Cameroon; Ghana; Zambia; Finance; Macroeconomics; 
1522. World Bank, ~mbla, R6Y1ew of Rural Financial Services: Case Study,- Agriculture Division, Africa 
Technical Department, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., June 30, 1989,23 p. 
~ an CMHVIew of the Zambian financial system, this study emphasizes present efforts to develop 
the rural financial sector. Zambia Is one of few countries that has not yet dewloped a systematic 
approach tONards Its rural financial sector. It makes t'MJ recommendations for further dewlopment 
of financial system: 1) closer coordination within the banking system; and 2) banks, especially 
commercial ones, need to Increase deposit mobilization and credit activities with respect to 
smallholders. ~ the next step In the dENelopment of Zamblas financial system, the authors 
recommend a thorough financial sector adjustment program In the context of a macroeconomic 
structural adjustment program. [0663) 
Kay Words: General; Southern Africa; Zambia; Flnancej Rural finance; 
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Zimbabwe 
1523. AfrIcan Regional AgriclAtural Credit Association (AFRACA), -rhe Role of Informal Groups In the Rural 
Ananclal System: Report of the Workshop on the Role of Informal Groups In the Rural Financial 
System,· Harare, Zimbabwe, 12-16 October 1987, Organized by FNJ/AFRACA/AFC, 1987,45 p. 
The woricshop focussed on the various types of Informal groups and their possible role In providing 
financial services to the rural population. The need for outside assistance and ways of providing it 
as well as the necessity and feaslbllty of COI'N8rt1ng Informal groups Into legal entities was 
discussed In the light of Zimbabwean experience. [2442] 
Key Words: General; Southern Africa; Zimbabwe; Informal finance; 
1524. AfrIcan Technical RevIew, ·Sophlstlcated Zimbabwe,· African Technical Rf\'fIN, January, 1986, 
pp.23-24. 
This article presents a brief summary of the formal financial market In Zimbabwe. The role in 
Investment played by various formal financial Institutions Is presented. In addition, key macro-
economic data Is supplied. [4256] 
Key Words: General; Southern Africa; Zimbabwe; Finance; Macroeconomics; 
1525. B6daltl, Guy. ·La MobUlsatlon de l'Epargne Rurale par les Institutions de Type Coo~ratlf et son 
Impact sur Ie D"wloppement Local: Synth6se de Sept Etudes de Cas: Burkina Faso, Cameroun, 
Egypt. Nigeria, Rwanda, Togo, Zimbawe,· Uniwrslt~ Coo~ratiw Internationale, Qu~bec, Canada, 
August 1985, 42 p. 
This paper Is a summary of case studies of S8Y8n AfrIcan countries on the Impact of savings 
mobHlzatlon by cooperatiw finance groups. Despite their diwrslty within countries and from one 
country to another, the African cooperatiws have pn:Nen their ability to mobilize savings and to use 
accumulated resources tOMlItiS productNe uses. The challenge nON rests, If that Is their goal, to 
pn:Ne their capabUIty to become cooperatiw dewlopment banks with a primary mission to provide 
credit to the rural agricultural and industrial sectors. To reach such a goal, cooperatiws have to 
stop attributing loans for special purposes and to train farmers on good credit use. [4196] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Burkina Faso; Cameroon; Nigeria; Rwanda; Togo; Zimbabwe; 
Cooperatives; Agricultural credit; Credit unions; Savings; 
1526. B6daltl, Guy. Argent Chaud et Argent Froid. La MobUlsatlon de l'Eparane Locale par des Institutions 
Coooeratiws et son Imoact sur Ie Dewlopoement Local. Synthese de Sept Etudes de Cas Africains, 
Serle: Cahlers de I'U.CJ., No.7, Quebec, Canada: Unl\ierslt" ~ratNe Internatlonale, 1985, 
35 p. 
Summarizes different research projects and consultations on the mobDlzatlon of rural savings for 
AfrIcan rural dewlopment through the Intermediary of cooperatiws. The countries chosen were 
Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Egypt, Nigeria, Rwanda, Togo, and Zimbabwe. Analyses the levels of 
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saving, Its slmlAtlon parameters, the \/Bnety c:A Its Institutions and organizations, and risks with Its 
raIrMstrnent. (4741] 
Key Wold.: Gen ... l; AfrIcI; Burkina Faao; CamanK)n; Egypt; Nigeria; A_nda; Togo; 
Zimbabwe; Finance; Coo.,.atIvn; 
1527. BtktaItt, G~ Gerd Gunter KlCMer, and Martin Harder (eds.), The Importance of Savings for Fighting 
Against PcMtrty by Self-Help, Vol. I, Report on a Workshop, June 18-20,1986, Bonn, West Germany, 
Bonn, Federal Republic c:A Germany: German Foundation for International D6Yelopment, 1987, 
116 p. 
This raport Is a summary c:A discussions aimed to stress the contribution that saving can make to 
the autonomous d6Yelopment of the poorer sectors c:A the population, to determine the prerequisites 
and the flarnework necessary for an effective promotion of savings and to work out approaches 
faclltatlng the ImpltMtment and reinforcement of the role of saving as a means of financing the 
target clientele. The report contains case studies of savings Institutions In Mall, Peru, Zimbabwe and . 
Rwanda. (0419A] 
Key Word.: Gen .. l; Africa; Mallj A_ndaj 21mbabwej Savings; SeH-help groups; 
1528. B~ard, G~ Gerd Gunter KlCM8r, and Martin Harder (eds.), The Imoortance of Savings for Fighting 
Against Party by Self-Help, Vol. II, Report on a Workshop, June 18-20, 1986, Bonn, West 
Germany, Bonn, Federal Republic c:A Germany: German Foundation for International Dewlopment, 
1987,268 p. 
This volume contains a description and performances of dlYerse self-help savings groups and other 
savings institutions In Germany, Peru, and four African countries: Rwanda, Zimbabwe, Mali. and 
Burkina Faso. [0419B] 
Key Wolds: Gen .. lj Afrlcaj Burkina FaSOj Mallj A_ndaj 21mbabwej Savlngsj Self-help 
groups; 
1529. Bratton. Michael. -Ananclng Smallholder Production: A Comparison of Individual and Group Credit 
Schemes In 21mbabwe,- Public Administration and PMlooment. Vol. 6, 1986. pp. 115-132. 
The authorti view Is that credit programs aimed at Individual smallholders In Africa have had 
disappointing resLits, particularly with regard to loan repayment. This paper examines whether 
group lending under terms c:A joint IlabRlty Is a more effectlYe approach. The findings r8Y8aI that: 1) 
access to credit Is easier for small farmers If they belong to voluntary agricultural associations; 2) 
loans Issued on tenns c:A joint IlabBIty have lCM8r administrative costs; 3) jOint liability arrangements 
lead to higher repayment rates than schemes based on IndlvidualllabDIty; and 4) although joint 
llabllty Is better enforced by mandatory sanction than by selective Incentive, this ad\l8ntage is offset 
by a disintegrative effect on farmer organizations. The author concludes that a policy of group 
lending Is generally more viable than an individual approach, but only In the context of the creation 
and strengthening of local farmer institutions. [4252] 
Key Wolds: Agriculture; Southern Afrlcaj 21mbabwej Credltj 
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1530. Caputo, Vlncenzo, -La Cr~1t et l'Eparagne Ruraux dans Ie Sahel,- Paper presented at the Regional 
Meeting on La Gestion des Tenolrs VIIlageols au Sahel Segou, Mall, 22-27 May 1989, Club du Sahel, 
Paris, France, December 1988, 45 p. 
This paper discusses rural credit and savings In the Sahel. The author documents the origin, 
characteristics and problems of selected financial Inl'KMltions which haw faUed to perform as 
efficient rural financial Intermediaries. The study Includes a nM6YI of financial arrangements, In Mali, . 
Burkina Faso and Zimbabwe, which haw succeeded In mobUlzlng savings and allocating credit. 
[4295] 
Kay Words: General; Africa; Mall; Burkina Faso; Zimbabwe; Finance; Credit; Savings 
mobilization; Informal finance; Formal finance; International donora; 
1531. Chlmedza, Ruvimbo, -Financing Agriculture In Zimbabwe~ Peasant Sector;- Institute of Agricultural 
Economics, Masters Thesis, Unacre College, Oxford, United Kingdom, September 1986, 31 p. 
In the presence of other Inputs, this paper shows capital shortages as blockages to agricultural 
d6Yelopment In AfrIca. An analysis of farmer efforts to meet capital requirements reYe8ls the 
catalytic role of personal savings In the acqUisition of capital Inputs. examines the Impact of this 
capital Inadequacy on the d6Yelopment of Zimbabwe~ peasant sector; noting that Increased credit 
facUitles would raise output and Increase marketed output. Mobilization of rural finance through the 
dewlopment of rural financial markets would stimulate savings promoting subsequent reinvestment 
In rural areas. [0552] 
Kay Words: Agriculture; Southern Africa; Zimbabwe; Rural finance; Savings; 
1532. Chlmedza, Ruvlmbo, -Savings Clubs: The MobHlzatlon of Rural Finances In Zimbabwe, - ILO Effort 
for the Identification of Successful Projects for ImprtMng the Employment Conditions of Rural 
Women, Rural Employment Policies Branch, Employment and DeYeIopment Department, ILO, 
Genew, Switzerland, 1984, 75 p. 
In general, Zimbabwean women have been unable to obtain loans. The main reason Is their lack 
of control CMH' the means of production and other vital Inputs. Their lack of collateral makes it 
difficult to establish security with lenders. Savings clubs, originally dewloped to mobilize finance 
for Inwstment In smallholder agriculture, present an alternative. This paper highlights benefits from 
savings club membership and discusses organizational factors crucial to success, such as flexibility, 
autonomy, and grassroots membership, as well as program sustainability. Social solidarity has been 
an Important factor motivating member participation. Data shows these clubs to be making 
significant contributions to the dewlopment of rural areas In Zimbabwe. Women are gaining 
independence and making an impact on aspects of the rural economy once dominated by men. 
The clubs haw enabled women to raise their Incomes, diversify the economy, and mobilize 
rewnues as an alternative to credit. (0567) 
Kay Words: Women; Gender; Southern Africa; Zimbabwe; Savings; Credit; Rural finance; 
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1533. Chlmedza, RlNImbo, -Savings Together. Spending Together: 21mbabwe~ Rural Savings Clubs, • The 
Courter No. 99, September-October 1986, pp. 75-77. 
Rotating Savings Associations (or tontines as the')' are sometimes knoNn) constitute a traditional 
form eX saving In rural areas of Zimbabwe, but many other financial structures, such as banks and 
credit unions are also In operation. Another variant In the field of money management In rural Africa 
Is the savings clubs, and the article describes the nature and scale of such clubs as they operate 
In 21mbabwe~ countryside. [0548] 
Key Words: General; Southern Africa; Zimbabwe; SaYings; Rural finance; 
1534. Chlmedza, RlNImbo, -zJmbabwe~ Informal Ananclal Sector: An Overview,· Presented at the Seminar 
on Informal Financial Mari<ets In D8Y8Iopment, Washington, D.C., October 18 - 20,1989, Department 
of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, The Ohio State UnlYerslty, Columbus, Ohio, 1989, 
12 p. 
Author pn:Mctes an CMtrvlew of Informal finance In the rural and urban areas of Zimbabwe, stressing 
the Importance of savings and deposits In these systems. [2235] 
Key Words: General; Southern Africa; Zimbabwe; Informal finance; 
1535. Cleawr, KsYIn M., -rhe Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture In Sub-Saharan 
Africa,· Staff Working Paper No. 728, The World Bank, Washington, D.C., April 1985, 30 p. 
This paper nwlews the available literature on the Impact of price and exchange rate policies on 
agriculture In Sub-Saharan AfrIca. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan African 
countries to test sewral hypotheses concerning policy impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad, 
Ethiopia, Mali, Malawi, Zaire, Uganda, Burundi, Upper Volta, Rwanda, Somalia, Tanzania, Guinea, 
Benin, Central African Republic, Siena Leone, Madagascar, Niger, Sudan, Togo, Ghana, Kenya, 
Senegal, Lesotho, Uberla, Zambia, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Cameroon, Botswana. Congo. and Ivory 
Coast. A regression equation with agricultural groNth rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient was statistically significant but with a ION R2. Other Independent variables were 
Inwstlgated Including fertilizer use per hectare, changes In the barter terms of trade, population 
groNth rate, degree of concentration of export earnings, adult literacy, share of public consumption 
in GOP and the degree of gCMtrnment Interwntlon In farm Input supply. Reductions In farm level 
price discrimination (nominal protection). share of gCMtrnment consumption In GOP, and population 
grONth rates were posltlYely related to agricultural groNth rates, whUe the degree of gCMtrnment 
Involvement In the farm Input supply Industry was negatlYely related. The findings tend to confirm 
the view that Inappropriate price and exchange rate policies haw a negative Impact on agricultural 
production. Other factors such as gCMtrnrnent Invo/Yernent In farm Input supply, population grcM'th, 
and gCMtrnment~ abHIty to operate and maintain its agricultural Inwstments are also Important. 
Appropriate price and exchange rate policies would haw a relatively small Impact on agricultural 
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glONth so the policy package to remedy problems caused by poor price and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to each country. [Agricultural Ubrary, The Ohio State Unlwrslty, HC597W63 No. 
728] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Chad; Ethiopia; Mall; Malawi; Zaire; Uganda; Burundi; Burkina 
Faso; Upper Yolta; RMnc:la; Somalia; Tanzania; Guinea; Benin; Central African Republic; 
Sierra Leone; Madagascar; Niger, Suclan; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Lesotho; Uberia; 
Zambia; Nigeria; Zimbabwe; cameroon; Bota_na; Congo; hay Coast; COte d'ivolre; Finance; 
Intereat mea; Policy raform; PrIcea; 
1536. DaUami, Mansoor, and Michael Walton, -Private Investment, G0J9mment Policy, and Foreign Capital 
In Zimbabwe: Working Papers Series No. 248, Country Economics Department, The Wortd Bank, 
Washington, D.C., August 1989, 68 p. 
Paper assesses Impact of investment on project selection, project apprtMll, labor relations and 
financing, and dividend policies. Places these factors within the context of private Investment, 
highlighting the results of an econometric Investigation of the determinants of private Investment. 
Analyzes corporate finance pattems and the Incentive system for Zimbabweian Inwstment with 
emphasis on capital costs. Outlines the regulatory framework under which both domestic and 
foreign firms operate. [0653] 
Key Words: General; Southern Africa; Zimbabwe; Investment; Government policy and 
programl; 
1537. de Tl'8Yllle, Diana, -Contract Farming, The Private Sector, and the State: An Annotated and 
Comprehensive Bibliography with Particular Reference to Africa,· Contract Farming in Africa Project 
Working Paper No.2, IDA, Binghamton, New York, N0J9mber 1986, 329 p. 
This document contains abstracts of 114 publications on contract farming (authors and titles for 722 
publications are given in Section VI). The publications cowr general papers as well as specific 
studies on Africa in general, Belize, Kenya, Lesotho, Uberla, Niger, Nigeria, Swaziland, Tanzania, 
Zambia, Zimbabwe, (also Belgium, Central America, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, England, 
Guatamala, Honduras, India, Indonesia, Iran, Jamaica, Malasia, Mexico, the Middle East, New 
Guinea, Peru, the PhRipplnes, Scotland, South America, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey, and 
the United States). Some of the annotations discuss financial aspects of contract farming, and 
especially the supposed need by farmers for credit that Is being met by some contract farming 
operations. [5345] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Belize; Kenya; LeIOthO; Uberla; Niger; Nigeria; Swaziland; 
Tanzania; Zambia; Zimbabwe; Farm; Agricultural credit; 
1538. Due, Jean M .• -Update on Anancing Smallholders in Zimbabwe, Zambia and Tanzania,· Illinois 
Agrlculutural Economics Staff Paper 83 E-261. Department of Agrlculutural Economics, University 
of lliinios at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, illinois, July 1983, 28 p. 
This update on the allocation of credit to the small farm sector in Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe 
also contains the authorS hypothesis that, as economic conditions haw deteriorated (or changed 
with the adwnt of black majority rule in Zimbabwe), political considerations have become more 
Important In policy determination of the agricultural dewlopment banks than economic factors 
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Intended to materially Increase agricultural production. These policy decisions, principally In 
Tanzania, haw rest*ed In ga.l8mment and International donor contributions to these programs 
becoming Income transfers to satisfy political objectives rather than Infusions that will increase 
agricultural production. (2798] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Zimbabwe; Zambia; Tanzania; Finance; Credit; International 
don~; , 
1539. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAD), ""-lysis of Credit Schemes 
Benefiting Rural Women In Selected AfrIcan Countries,· FAC, Rome, Italy, February 1988,52 .p. 
This study nM6WS credit proj8cts In five countries (Kenya, Malawi, Sierra Leone, Zambia and 
Zimbabwe from NCMmb8r 1986 to January 1987) to Identify factors that contributed to their success 
and faRure. There were 21 credit projects nwIewed. S6Y8ra1 factors identified In contributing to the 
success of credit projects are: the Institutions set up or selected to administer credit should be 
financially sound; administration of credit schemes should minimize the risk associated with default, 
and transaction costs; and, It Is essential to train beneficiaries in the obligations of credit. Choosing 
a financially sound Institution to administer credit Is a crucial factor; encouraging links among 
support services should also be encouraged. Proper administration, from loan appraisal to loan 
collection and fO/ION-UP, Is likewise found to be Important. [4397) 
Key Words: General; Africa; Kenya; Malawi; Zimbabwe; Siena Leone; Zambia; Credit; Women; 
Gender; 
1540. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAD), ·Promotion of Womens Activities 
In Marketing and Credit: An Analysis, Case Studies and Suggested Actions," Preliminary working 
paper; FAC, Rome, Italy, June 1984, 61 p. 
The objective of the paper is to pl'Olide suggestions for donor support to women engaged in food 
and agricultural marketing. The study refers to a comparative analysis of case studies of the lives 
of successful women entrepreneurs working In groups or as Individuals, and of project or 
programme assistance which has had a favorable outcome for women In marketing. The case 
material documents experiences from Bangladesh, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Gambia, Ghana, India, 
Kenya, Korea, Lesotho, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Pakistan, Philippines, Sri lanka, Syria, The Caribbean, 
Togo, Uganda, Upper Volta, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. In the analysis, an attempt was made to trace 
historical sequences and relations which have affected and continue to influence womens 
participation, both as individuals and as social beings. [3243] 
Key Words: Marketing; Africa; Burkina Faso; Cameroon; Ethiopia; The Gambia; Ghana; Kenya; 
Lesotho; Nigeria; Togo; Uganda; Upper Volta; Zambia; Zimbabwe; Women; 
1541. Germldls, Dimitri, Denis Kessler; and Rachel Meghlr; Financial Systems and Dewlopment: What Role 
for the Formal and Informal Financial Sectors? , ParIs, France: D6Y8Iopment Center Studies, OECD, 
1991,253 p. 
Based on extensive case studies In 12 dewloping countries on three continents, the authors provide 
an analysis of the CHerail fram6Yt'Ol'k for financial Intermediation in developing countries, including 
both the formal and informal sectors, and the economic policy environments in which they operate. 
The book looks specifically at domestic savings, and concludes that OYerail financial dewlopment 
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cannot be achkNed by focusing attention on formal sector Institutions alone, but neither can the 
Informal sector be left to Is 0Nn dEMces If financial dualism and Is Impact on d6Y8loprnent are to 
be reduced. The authors propose ways to JmprtNe the efficiency of the financial system In 
d6Y8loplng countries by linking the two sectOl8 In order to establish a more balanced economic, 
financial and monetary environment. [Agricultural Ubrary. The Ohio State Unlwrslty, 
HG195G471991] 
K8y Word.: General: Africa: Burundi: Ethiopia: Togo: Zambia: Zimbabwe: Mauritania: Senegal; 
FI_nee: Informal ft_nee; Formal 8Mnee; S8v1ng. mobilization; 
1542. Gerrnldls, Dimitri, Dennis Kessler; and Rachel ·Meghlr, "MobIizlng Domestic Savings for 
D6Y81opment: What Role for the Formal and Informal Financial SectOl8?-, Summary Note on the 
D6Y81opment Centra Study, OECD, Parts, France, September 1989, 12 p. 
WIth the International financial crises of 1981-1982, dMoplng countries have been forced to rely 
on the mobIlzatlon of domestic 18SOUrc8S to finance d6Y8lopment. This change has highlighted 
inefficiencies and deficiencies In the financial systems of these countries. This study Is based on 
the results from case studies of Burundi, Ethiopia, Togo, Zambia, Zimbabwe, India, Indonesia, the 
PhUlpplnes and Mexico. Analyzes the role of formal and Informal finance In the context of financial 
dualism, focusing on the owrall framework for financial Intermediation. By underlining the 
slmUarilles and differences In function, identifies areas where the two sectors are complementary 
and substitutable, thereby uncowring points for bridge buldlng between the sectors. [0351] 
K8y Word.: General: Africa; Burundi; Ethiopia: Togo; Zambia; Zimbabwe; Savings 
mobillZltlon; Formal ft_nee: Informal ft_nee; 
1543. Gunnarsson, LeIf, and Blrger MOiler; " Womens Project: Possible Support for Savings Mobilization 
In Zimbabwe through Promotion and Strengthening of Savings Clubs, - Report June 1987 of a 
Project Identification Mission, Swadlsh Savings Banks Association, Stockholm, 1987,50 p. 
Discusses haN savings activities - with the objectlw of mobIizlng and utUizing small-seale domestic 
financial resources for productlw purposes - could contribute to self-reliant economic development, 
equality, and social Justice. [4742] 
K8y Word.: Gender: Southern Africa: Zimbabwe: Saving.: Women: 
1544. Heldhues, Franz, and Frank Thalheimer. ~rarproduktion und -wrmarktung In den Communal Areas 
Simbabwes seit der Unabhlnglgkeit: Ursachen Ihrer Entwlcklung, SchiuBfoigerungen und Lehren 
fOr andere Linder SchwarzafrlkaS,· Kredltanstalt fOr Wlederaufbau (KfW), Unlwrslty of Hohenheim, 
Feldafing, Federal Republic of Germany, May 1986, 113 p. 
In 1980, the Agricultural Finance CorporatIon CAFC) started lending to small seale farmers in the 
communal areas of Zimbabwe. Since then, the percentage of this clientele rose from zero to about 
ten percent. This loan expansion together with Inadequate loan appraisal and monitoring 
procedures, has strained the AFC. The authors recommend, therefore, that the AFC considers co-
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operation with local financial self-help groups to Impr0Y8 Its financial Intermediation. Moreover; 
savings moblizatlon ought to be part of AFCs financial program. (English translation available.) 
[GER] 
Key Words: Agrlcu"ure; Southern Africa; Zimbabwe; Creel"; 
1545. Holtzman, John S., at aI., ~rlbuslness D6Y8Iopment In Sub-Saharan Africa: Suggested 
Approaches, Information Needs and an Analytical Agenda, Volume II: Country Annexes,· Abt 
Associates, Bethesda, Maryland, September 1992, 185 p. 
This report Is the second \IOIume of a study that consists of lessons learned through USAlDs 
approaches tr· agricultural marketing and agribusiness d6Y8l0pment In twelve sub-saharan African 
countries. n.J reports are based on literature reYiews for Ghana, Guinea, Madagascar; Rwanda, 
Senegal, Togo and Zimbabwe and field research In Cameroon, Kenya, Mall, Niger and Uganda. The 
first \IOIume summarizes the lessons learned from traditional and targeted aproaches foilONed by 
USAID to agricultural marketing and agribusiness d6Y8l0pment while this report presents case 
studies regarding the gCNemment policy and regulatory environment that fosters private sector 
Irwestment and entrepreneurship. Country specific examples of agribusiness dewlopment are 
discussed In detail. [5573B] 
Key Words: Agrlbusln8ls; Africa; Cameroon; Ghana; Guinea; Kenya; Madagascar; Mali; Niger; 
Rwanda; Senegal; Togo; Uganda; Zimbabwe; Enterprises; Government policy and programs; 
International donors; 
1546. HONSe, C. J., ~rlcultural Dewlopment Without Credit,· Agricultural Administration, Vol. 1, No.4, 
October 1974, pp.259-262. 
Argues that credit for ION-Income people In rural areas Is neither warranted nor generally possible. 
Rather; the author feels that extension activities and savings clubs should be organized to increase 
small farmers' Income, and encourage them to save part of their surplus. experience with savings 
clubs In Rhodesia, Lesotho, Zambia, and Malawi are cited as examples. [ARC. 0951] 
Key Words: General; Southern Africa; Lesotho; Malawi; Rhodesia; Zambia; Zimbabwe; 
Savings; 
1547. Kreuzer; Leo, -rhe Promotion of Womens Savings Clubs as Self-Help Groups,· Working Paper, 
Savings D6Y8Iopment MCNement In Zimbabwe, Marketing and Credit Service, Agricultural Services 
Division, 00, Rome, March 1986, 37 p. 
In recognition of the need to mobAize national savings, d6Y8l0ping countries have pursued efforts 
but, by and large, these efforts are concentrated In urban areas. The existence of stable and social 
communities, such as womens groups, church groups, etc, was CNeriooked. Women In Zimbabwe 
comprise the majority of the non-urban or rural populations so rural deYeIopment efforts must be 
carried out by women and womens groups. The obJectlw of this paper Is to analyze the role of 
women In the d6Y8l0pment process through the organization of seIf-groups. In particular; saving 
clubs are analyzed. The Importance of training Is also highlighted. [4006] 
Key Words: General; Southern Africa; Zimbabwe; Savings mobilization; Self-help groups; Rural 
finance; Women; 
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1548. Kristjanson, PatrIcIa, Mark D. Newman, Cheryl Christensen, and Martin Abel, "Export Crop 
CompetltJwness: Strategies for Sub-Saharan Africa· Final Report of the AfrIcan Cash Crop 
CompetltNeness Strategy Study, APAP Technical Report No. 109, Bureau for Africa, Office of 
DeYeloprnent Planning, Polley Analysis and Research Division, USAlD, Washington, D.C., July 1990, 
313 p. 
examines the competitNeness rI traditional export crops In Sub-Saharan AfrIca using cost and 
returns studies for cotton, coffee and groundnuts (peanuts), and country-based eYidence from 
Cameroon, Kenya, Senegal,. Tanzania, The Gambia, and Zimbabwe. Conclusions regarding the 
combined Impact rI the· microeconomics of production, policies andlntematlonal market forecasts 
indicate that coun"ies which have been most successful In staying competltJw In world markets are 
the ones which a('18I'8d the closest to basic marketing principles. Suggests further attention to the 
consequences of dXChange rate policy on the competitNeness rI exports, along with continued 
donor assistance In the dawlopment of price and Institutional policies and the definition of 
appropriate roles for private business and gowmment. [5181] 
Key Worda: Agrlcultunt; Africa; cameroon; Kenya; Senegal; Tanzania; The Gambia; Zimbabwe; 
Finance; Output marketing; Exchange ratea; 
1549. Makonl, Julius, ·Creatlng Appropriate Regulatory, LegaJ and Tax Frarn8\NOrks to Stimulate Money 
and Capital Market Dawlopment,· Paper presented at the Regional Symposium on Savings and 
Credit for Dawlopment In AfrIca, AbIdJan, COte d'rvolre, April 27-30, 1992; Organized by the 
International Programme on Savings and Credit for D8II8Iopment, United Nations Department of 
Economic and Social DeYelopment, Intematlonal Finance Corporation, Washington, D. C., March 
1992,23 p. 
Argues that the regulatory and legal framaYOrk of the financial system Is the most distinguishing 
characteristic rI financial systems In countries with slmlar l6Y8Is of economic dawlopment. In Sub-
Saharan AfrIca, only broad monetary and fiscal policies and supervisory regulations of financial 
Institutions can be found - 8lCC8pt In Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Kenya and Botswana where some form of 
money and capital market IaINs can be found. Underdawloped Infrastructure and communication 
faclltles, lack rI trained personnel, unpredictable gowmment policies and deteriorating terms of 
trade make It Impossible to ewn adhere to existing policies and regulations (Ethiopia, Tanzania and 
Mozambique). Author argues that Inappropriately designed policies and regulatory, legal and tax 
fralTl6YtOl'ks as the single most Important factor for the sluggish dawlopment of financial markets 
In AfrIca. [5251] 
Key WOrda: Gen .. l; Africa; Zimbabwe; Nigeria; Kenya; Botawana; Ethiopia; Tanzania; 
Mozambique; Formal finance; Prudential aupervlalon; Regulation; 
1550. Masini, Marlo (ed.), 'Rural Finance Profies In African Countries, Vol. 2, The Credit Markets of Africa 
SerIes No. 20, Mlan, Italy: FINAFRICA-CAAIPLO, 1989,462 p. 
Document Is part rI a series of country praIIes meant to assist In the assessment of the different 
types rI efforts InYOIving Institutional finance In rural dENalopment In AfrIca. Volume Includes Burkina 
Faso, Cameroon, Togo, Zambia and Zimbabwe for which the main features of the economy, 
monetary policy and financial dawlopment, financial Institution performance, rural credit and 
dawlopment Infrastructures, and agricultural pricing policies, key financial Institutions and avervi6'v'V 
rI rural finance are presented. The Preface discusses some conclusions, with one on project design 
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and rural financial institution performance suggesting that a financial institution be viewed as an 
intrinsically useful d6Yice. organized In the fann of a business finn and specifically adapted to 
rasoufC8 allocation activities. editor I8COITlmends: shifting of all activities and functions involving 
unlateral wealth transfers rtMtf from rural finance institutions to fiscal agencies; starting with 
ralatNaly small financial institutions whose projected groNth path takes Into account the avaUabll1ty 
of technical and managerial sklls ~ed for an efficient banking Institution; and add emphasizing 
skUls needed for general management for organizational survival In addition to the ability to 
negotiate with customers. assess risk. buDd portfolios. (0021 B) 
Key Wold.: G.n .. l: AfrIca: Burkina Faso: cameroon: Togo: Zambia: Zimbabwe; Finance; 
CnNIIt union.; SavIng •• cndlt cooperatives; Development banks; 
1551. Moller, BIrger, "The Role of Flnanclallntennl.'Jlatlon In the MobIlzatlon and Allocation of Household 
SavIngs In Zimbabwe: Intertinlcs Between Organized and Informal Circuits. - Unpublished paper 
prepared for the OECD D8Y8Iopment Centre. Paris. France. May 1988. 176 p. 
As part of a larger study the author describes sewral types of Informal finance found In Zimbabwe 
that he encountered whOe Intervlawlng about 30 households. The types described Include ROSCAS. 
savings groups. savings clubs. friends and relatNes. and funeral societies. The author concludes 
by discussing possible linkages between formal and Informal finance. [0715] 
K8y Word.: G.n .... l; Southern Africa; Zimbabwe; Financ.; Informal finance; 
1552. Morande. Felipe. and Klaus Schmidt-Hebbel. -Macroeconomics of Public Sector Deficits: The Case 
of Zimbabwe. - Country Economics Department. Policy, Research. and External Affairs Working 
Papers WPS 688. The World Bank. Washington. D.C .• May 1991.118 p. 
The paper analyzes macroeconomic effects of public sector deficits In Zimbabwe. Information on 
non-fJnanclal and financial public subsectors Is presented to draw a comprehenslw picture of the 
consolidated public sector; Its financing and public asset and liability holdings. The main 
macroeconomic and policy variables affecting the non-financial public sector deficit during the 
eighties are identified. It was found that the gcN8mment had taken advantage of the many 
regulations of the financial markets In order to r&C}de the private sector surplus. The empirical 
results confinn the Impact of public sector deficits and public sector spending on the trade surplus. 
and the relatlw export and import prices in Zimbabwe. The conclusion of this study Is that more 
fiscal adjustment Is required for both macroeconomic/financial stability and grt7Nth reasons. [4023] 
Key Word.: G.neral; Southern Africa; Zimbabwe; Flnanc.; Polley .. form; Macro.conomlcs; 
1553. Ojennark, Paul, -Group Based SavIngs and Credit in Rural Africa. The Experience of FAD - Peoples 
Participation In Rural D8Y8Iopment through Promotion of Self-Help Organlzatlons,- (Draft). FAC. 
Rome, Italy, 1986, 32 p. 
Discusses the experiences In Implementing the financial component of the Peoples Participation 
Programme In AfrIcan countries. Outlines the major findings and I8COITlmendations of a training 
workshop for project staff, held In Mbabane, SwazUand, In December 1985, analyses the 
implementation of the financial component In AfrIcan project countries and prtwldes conclusions 
and I8COITlmendatlons for Improllng project performance. The paper Is based on reports and other 
documents on projects In sewn countries (Ghana, Sierra Leone, Kenya, Zambia. Lesotho, Swaziland 
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and 21mbal:Me), specIaJ studies c:A the four oldest projects and additional Information obtained at 
the Mbabane workshop. General recommendations COYer savings mobUlzatlon as a project 
component to be emphasized, positive and realistic Interest rate l6Y8Is In the credit project design, 
and adequate training for both Implementers and beneficiaries. Striking a balance between 
contractual and voluntary savings, establishing a solid partnership with banks and d6Y8lopment of 
appropriate training materials are some c:A the specific recommendations for future project deSign. 
[4737] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Ghana; Siena Leone; Kenya; Zambia; Lesotho; Swaziland; 
Zimbabwe; Finance; . 
1554. Pedersen, Poul Ove, "The Restructuring of Wht' ~esale and RataR Trade In 21mbabwes New District 
Service Centers, - In Afrtcan Urban Quarterfy - "SPeCial Issue on Small TONDs In Africa, Poul Ove 
Pedersen (ed.), forthcoming, 22 p. 
The author analyzes the groNth and structural changes taking place In the district service centers 
In 21mbal:Me and focuses on the distribution of farm Input supplies. The empirical work Is carried 
out In two of the largest centers, namely Gutu/Mpandawana and Gokwe, where the author studied 
two subsectors In detaU. These subsectors are the agricultural hardware goods, especially 
scotchcarts, and farm Input supplies, especially fertUlzer. The results Indicate that the . center 
hierarchy In dewloplng regions wtth low market density and unstable supplies tends to be 
determined by supply factors rather than by demand factors as postulated by the service center 
theories. One of the problems wtth the privatization conducted In AfrIca Is that It Is often assumed 
that It wUllead to Increased competition; haMNer, the private and public sectors tend to be based 
on monopolies and patron-cllent relations. The author concludes that In an attempt to understand 
the supply mechanisms focus should be given to the structure of Instability and competition. [5535] 
Key Words: Finance; Souttwn Africa; Zimbabwe; Input marketing; Agribusiness; Trade 
1555. Peterson, George E., "Volume I: Infrastructure Finance: Financing Urban Infrastructure in Less 
DeYeloped Countries,- The Urban Institute, Washington, D. C., March 1991, 69 p. 
Discusses the public roles In Infrastructure finance and examines the gap between funds available 
for financing Infrastructure and the 16Y8I required to adequately serw urban needs. Notes that in 
smaller cities In Kenya, 21mbal:Me, and other countries, a large part of the social Infrastructure has 
been Installed through voluntary, mutual self-help and suggests that the public sector extend legal 
recognition c:A community and private initiatives, and to clearfy spell out the procedures for handling 
facUlties bult at the communltyS expense. [5507] 
Key Word.: General; Africa; Kenya; Zimbabwe; Finance; 
1556. Radke, Detlef, Henning YOn Blanckenburg, Joachim Gottschalk, JOrg Hake, SabIne Hartig, and Klaus 
Maurer, -MobUlzatlon of Personal Savings In Zimbabwe Through Financial D6Y8Iopment,· German 
D6Y81opment Institute, Berfln, Federal Republic of Germany, 1986, 108 p. 
Analyzes savings mobRlzatlon In Zimbabwe with special focus on the Informal ways, needs and 
preferences of small rural savers. The analysis CCNers institutions which accept deposits 
(commercial banks, buUdlng societies, the Post Office Savings Bank) and other Institutions engaged 
in mobilizing personal savings Onsurance companies, pension funds). G0v'8mment policy on 
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Inftuenclng savings mobIlzatIon Is also discussed. Formal financial Institutional facUlties have not 
been adapted to the savings needs of the rural population. The popular vehicles for savings are the 
-societies- or Rotating Savings and Credit Associations (ROSC'As), which In 1986 numbered about 
5,500 clubs with 1,400 members. Based on data from a sample of 99 savings clubs surveyed early 
In 1986, members generally gather weekly to deposit with these clubs. The main reasons for joining 
818 to buy fertllzer inputs, and to pay school fees. Fund surpluses are deposited with banks, thus 
making this an effective link between the small saver and the financial Institutions. Savings clubs are 
l8Iuctant to grant loans to members, which appears to be consistent with the limited number of 
credit unions In Zimbabwe. Authors recommend encouraging farmers to Join savings clubs, and 
organizing wluntary Joint IlabUIty groups for group born:7tYIng purposes. They discuss solutions to 
bridging the gap between the formal and Informal sectors of the financial market In terms of (a) 
Improying the savings faclltles of formal financial Intermediaries for small savers; (b) operational 
ImprtNements for the savings clubS; and (c) promoting rural deYeIopment ,..mented linkages between 
formal and, Informal flnariclal Institutions. [3435] 
Key Word.: Agriculture; Southern Africa; Zimbabwe; Saving.; Finance; Savings mobilization; 
ROSCAI; Informal finance; 
1557. Slangen, Anthon, -Zlmbabwe,-In RYral Finance Profiles In African Coyntrles, Vol. 2, Marlo Masini 
(ed.), Credit Markets of AfrIca Series No. 20, MUan, Italy: Flnafrlca-Carlplo, 1989, pp. 401462. 
Author Finds small farmer access to financial services Is sewrely limited, and recommends: the 
ImprtNement and expansion of the rural financial services pn:Mcled by the AFC; the promotion and 
deYeIopment of various formal and Informal farmers' groups and the linking of these with the AFC; 
increased commercial bank Involvement In the proyision of financial services to small farmers; and 
the establishment of a specialized Rural Finance Unit In the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe to oversee 
the rural financial sector: [0021] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Southern Africa; Zimbabwe; Rural finance; Development bank; 
1558. Smith, G. A., " Strategy for Rural DeYeIopment Savings Clubs and Package Programmes,· 
Unpublished study, University of Rhodesia, Institute of Adult Education, June 1974, 14 p. 
The author discusses the establishment and functions of savings clubs In Rhodesia. The savings 
clubs have been established to enable the people to ImprtNe their lives through self-help and group 
action. Membership and participation In these programs Is wluntary. The author argues that the 
savings clubs have helped the members to Impn:M their IMng standards through self-help. [ARC. 
1n5] 
Key Word.: General; Southern Africa; Zimbabwe; Cooperatives; Informal finance; 
1559. Smith. G. A.. " Strategy for Rural DeYeIopment - The Work of the Savings DeYeIopment Movement 
In Zimbabwe, - Regional AfrIcan Workshop on InncN8tive Participatory Rural DeYeIopment Case 
Study, Zimbabwe. 1983,30 p. 
The first part of this case-study Is a descriptive section and gives an account of the growth and 
operations of the Savings D6Y8Iopment MCMtment In Zimbabwe. This Is foilOtWd by an analytical 
section that responds to a number of questions presented by FAD concerning the Innovative 
aspects, participation, methods of Initiation and deYeIopment, beneficiaries, and group formation of 
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the savings mcMm'18Ilts. The flnaJ section consists of a strategy for rural d8Y8l0pment through the 
vehicle of savings clubs. (4524] 
Kay Words: Gen_li Southern Africa; Zimbabwe; Cooperatives; Savings; Development; 
1560. Smith, G. A, "The Savings D6Y81opment MC7II8ment Evaluation Report, 1976,· Unpublished report, 
University of Rhodesia, Institute of hhAt Education, March 1977, 7p. 
The report presents national statistics on savings clubs up to December 1976. The membership of 
. these clubs increased ten times as compared to 1 $68. The savings per head in December, 1976 
was found to be an 8Y8rage of $3,000. The author feels that the savings clubs have helped the 
members to ImprtMt their production and standard of IMng. (1776] 
Kay Words: Gen_l; Southern Africa; Zimbabwe; Cooperatives; Savings; 
1561. Smtth-Sreen, Poonam, "Womn Cooperatiws - A Vehicle for D8Y8Iopment; Women In 
International D8Y8Iopment Working Paper No. 201, Women In International D8Y8Iopment Program, 
Michigan State Uniwrslty. East lansing, Michigan, February 1990, 24 p. 
Evaluates the performance of eight wom8nS cooperatlws in S8Y8n AfrIcan and Asian countries 
(Mall, Malaysia, zambia, Tanzania, Zimbabwe, India, Bangladesh and zambia) in terms of 
constraints, administrative strategies and organizational procedures. Identifies member participation, 
political linkages, organizational doctrine, management skUls and resource linkages as some of the 
factors which are critical to successful outcomes. Credit-related problems cited Include lack of 
access (Zambia) and poor repayment (Zambia, Zimbabwe). [5100] 
Key Words: General; Africa; Mill; Tlnzanla; zambia; Zimbabwe; Cooperatives; Women; 
Gender; 
1562. \'On Blanckenburg, Henning, and Joachim Gottschalk, ·Zlmbabwe: Savings Oubs as Appropriate 
Rural Finance Institutions,· In The Importance of Savings for Fighting Against PMrty by Self-Help, 
Vol. II, Guy B~ard, Gerd GOnter l(Jower, and Martin Harder (eds.) , German Foundation for 
International D8Y8Iopment, Berlin, 1987, pp. 178-183. 
The authors outline the elements they consider preconditions of success for savings clubs in 
Zimbabwe, to wit: savings capacity. Initiation and promotion, attractiwness of savings clubs as 
compared with other Inwstments or consumption, saving discipline, and understanding of financial 
matters. [0419] 
Kay Words: General; Southern Africa; Zimbabwe; Savings; Self-help groups; 
1563. Von Pischke, J. D., and John Rouse, ·Selected Successful Experiences In Agricultural Credit and 
Rural Finance In AfrIca,· Agricultural and Rural D8Y8Ioprnent Department, The World Bank, 
Washington, D.C., 1981,35 p. 
Authors present an C7II8rview of the performance of agricultural credit programs In Africa and discuss 
six cases of partial success In prtNldlng financial services In rural Africa. The examples discussed 
are: (A) Caisse Nationale de Credit Agricole (Morocco); (B) Kenyas Cooperative Savings Scheme; 
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(C) Credit Unions and Agrlcl*uralLencllng In Cameroon; (0) Rural Savings Club In Zimbabwe; (E) 
Group Credit In Malawi; and (F) Rotating SavIngs and Credit AssocIations In different AfrIcan 
countries. Based upon the observations made In this stud~ the authors conclude that relatively 
simple systems d rural financial services can be successU In reaching large numbers of people 
without intensive outside assistance I they 88I'Y8 a real demand. Favorable economic 
circumstances In rural areas promote the establishment and survival of rural financial Institutions. 
(2537) . 
I<8J Wold.: Gen .. l; AfrIca; ~; cameroon; 21mbllbwa; Malawi; finance; ROSCAs; 
eoopMUvea; 
1564. World Bank. '"Project Performance Audit Report: Zimbabwe Small Fann Credit Project (Credit 1291-
ZlM),- Report No. 8856, Operations Evaluation Department, The World Bank, Washington, D. C., 
June 29,1990,52 p. 
Performance audit report on the $30.4 mUlion lOA cradlt to the Gowmment of Zimbabwe for 
Improving the living standards of small fanners by supporting the Agricultural finance Corporation 
d Zimbabwe which became effective In 1983 and closed fully disbursed In 1988. Citing the 
arrearages problem, concludes that Institutional strengthening of AFC and rapid Increase of AFC 
lending to small farmers were Incompatible, and that blanket gcMHT1ment guarantee can destroy the 
long term sustalnabUIty d a credit system. [5281] 
I<8J WOld.: Agrlcullura; Southern Africa; 21mbllbwa; CAMlII; 
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1565. ACORD, -Port Sudan Small Enterprise Programme: 1988 Annual Report,- Euro Action ACORD 
Secretariat, lDndon, 1988, 32 p. 
Summarizes the activities during the year, Including credit to small business and horne-lmprt1Jement 
clients, deYeIopments .10 the enterprise deYeIopment centers (EDCs) , staff training and women 
centers. [4929] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Northeastern Africa; Sudan; Formal finance; 
1566. Ahmed, Ahmed Humelda, -Private Moneylenders In the Sudan Gezlra Scheme, - Unpublished paper. 
Facutty of Agrlcutture, University of Khartoum, Sudan, June 1975, 21 p. 
Presents the results of a survey conducted In Gezlra, Sudan In early 1970s. aimed at describing the 
characteristics of moneylenders and their Importance In financing fanners. Of the credit granted 
In Gezlra, 71 percent was pnMded by Informal lenders. It was found that moneylenders charge 
relatlYely high Interest rates, make relatlYely small loans. and lend money for emergency needs. 
Author found no significant barriers to entry In Informal lending In the Gezlra. [1400) 
Key Words: Agriculture; Northeastern Africa; Sudan; Informal finance; 
1567. Ahmed, Ahmed Humelda. "The Role of Rural Financial Markets In FinanCing Agricultural 
Dewlopment In the Northern and Central Parts of the Sudan, - University of Khartoum, Khartoum. 
Sudan, 1986.33 p. 
Reviews the formal and Informal sectors In agricultural finance, analyzing their contribution and 
methods and their role In rural savings mobilization. Presents programs to Imprt1Je the rural financial 
markets In Sudan. (2274) 
Key Words: Agriculture; Northeastern Africa; Sudan; Rural finance; 
1568. Ahmed, Ahmed Humelda All, -Efficient Credit Mechanisms to Reach Small Fanners with Special 
Reference to Sudan, - Unpublished paper, University of Khartoum. Khartoum, Sudan. December 
1984,14 p. 
Paper focuses on the problems encountered In lending to small farmers In ION Income countries. 
The author also 8Yaluates the merits of making group loans to reach the rural poor at ION 
transaction costs. The topics of Interest rate policies, loan reccM!ry. and lessons to be learned from 
Informal lenders are also CCNered. A new small fanner credit project carried out by the Agricultural 
Bank of Sudan through Its Dalling Branch Is also described. [3161] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Northeastern Africa; Sudan; Credit; 
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1569. Ahmed, Ahmed Humelda, and Dale W Mams, -rransactlon Costs In Sudans Rural Financial 
Markets: NENABACA Newsletter, No. 10, NCNember 1987, pp. 4-12. 
Authors argue that transaction costs are Increased because rural financial markets are performing 
poorf}{ As such, carefully measured transaction costs are a barometer of the CNerall efficiency of 
the financial system, as well as pn:Ddes for haN financial markets affect Income and asset 
dlstrfbutlon. Data collected In two regions of Sudan are used to Ilustrate these arguments. [0441] 
Key Words: Generalj Northealltern Afrlcaj Sudanj Rural financej 
1570. Ahmed, Ahmed Humelda, and Dale W Mams, -rransactlons Costs In Sudans Rural Financial 
Markets, - African REr.1eY( of Monti Anance and Banking, supplementary Issue of Savings and 
D8Y8Iooment, No.2, 1991, pp. 115-128. 
Authors use data from two Sudanese regions to Ulustrate their arguments that transaction costs are 
high because rural financial markets are performing poorfy, and that carefully measured transaction 
costs are a barometer of the CNerall efficiency of the financial system. [4986] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Northealltern Africa; Sudan; Finance; Tranaactlon Collis; 
1571. Ahmed, Ahmed Humelda, and Zohalr Mubarak Abdalla, -Rural Credit In the Sudan Gezlra Scheme,· 
Research Bulletin No. 24, Department of Rural Economy, University of Khartoum, Khartoum, Sudan, 
April 1976, 42 p. 
Presents a description of credit which Is available for farmers In one area of the Sudan. ShCM'S that 
about 70 percent of the credit avaUabie Is from Informal sources. Describes loan repayment records 
and uses made of loans. [1401] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Northeastern Africa; Sudan; Rural finance; 
1572. All, All Abdalla, -HeM'to Reach the Small Farmer? An Islamic Formula,· IFDA Dossier, Vol. 75/76, 
January / AprU 1990, pp. 35-44. 
A brief description of the Sudanese Islamic Bank (SIB) is first presented. This article focuses on 
haN the SIB put Into real practice the Islamic tenets regarding financing of agrlcuttural activities. 
The Islamic formulae that were introduced are Muzarah and Musagah. Two case studies are 
presented Ilustrating SIB putting into practice the Islamic tenets regarding heM' agricultural activities 
have to be undertaken. [4249] . 
K8y Words: Agriculture; Northealltern Africa; Sudanj Formal finance; 
1573. Ball, Colin, and Mohammed Hashim Awad, "Ways Forward for the Port Sudan Small Scale 
Enterprises Programme,- Consultants Report, Purt Sudan Small Scale Enterprises Programme, Port 
Sudan, Sudan, April 1991, 53 p. 
The reports objectives are: to examine the alternatives for protecting the nM>Ivlng fund for the Port 
Sudan Small Scale Enterprises Program from loss of value due to Inflation and currency revaluation; 
to investigate ways by which the administrative CNerheads of the program can be reduced; to 
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8Y8Iuate the relevance ct the existing staff and dlent training; and to eYaluate the programs 
sociological Impact. It finds Increased Incomes among the beneficiaries. among whom participative 
approaches to d6Y8lopment appear to have been Institutionalized. It cites the burden on 
administrative resources arising from the programs credit operations. and a 'orelgn· Image as Its 
main weaknesses. Recommendations Indude the adoption ct Islamic finance In the programs credit 
operations. establishment ct a YtOrkIng relationship with a bank. streamlining of credit operations 
to reduce paperv.ork and speed processing. shifting staff time tlN8:f from credit to community 
d6Y8lopment activities. and change In legal structure from project to that of a local NGO. [4137] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Northeastern Africa; Sudan; Credit; 
·1574. aeaver, KsYIn M .• -rhe Impact of Price and Exchange Rate Policies on Agriculture In Sub-Saharan 
Africa.· Staff WorkIng Paper No. 728. The Worid Bank. Washington. D.C .• AprU 1985.30 p. 
This paper I'BYIews the avaUabie literature on the Impact of price and exchange rate policies on 
agriculture In Sub-Saharan Africa. The empirical analysis uses data for 31 Sub-Saharan African 
countries to test S6WraI hypotheses concemlng policy Impacts. The countries analyzed are: Chad. 
Ethiopia. Mali. Malawi. Zaire. Uganda. Burundi. Upper Volta. Rwanda. Somalia. Tanzania. Guinea. 
Benin. Central African Republic. Sierra Leone. Madagascar, Niger, Sudan. Togo. Ghana. Kenya. 
Senegal. Lesotho. Uberla, Zambia. Nigeria. Zimbabwe. Cameroon. Botswana. Congo. and Ivory 
Coast. A regression equation with agricultural groNth rates as a function of the nominal protection 
coefficient was statistically significant but with a ION R2. Other Independent variables were 
Investigated Indudlng fertUlzer use per hectare. changes In the barter terms of trade. population 
groNth rate. degree of concentration of export eamings. adult literacy, share of public consumption 
In GOP and the degree ct gcMtmment Intervention In farm Input supply. Reductions In farm level 
price discrimination (nominal protection). share of gCNemrnent consumption In GOP. and population 
groNth rates were positively related to agricultural groNth rates. while the degree of gowrnment 
Involvement In the farm Input supply Industry was negatively related. The findings tend to confirm 
the view that Inappropriate price and exchange rate policies have a negative impact on agricultural 
production. Other factors such as gowmment Involvement In farm Input supply, population growth. 
and gCNemments abUity to operate and maintain Its agricultural Investments are also important. 
Appropriate price and exchange rate policies would have a relatively small Impact on agricultural 
groNth so the policy package to remedy problems caused by poor price and exchange rate policy 
must be adapted to each country. [Agricultural Ubrary. The Ohio State University. HC597W63 No. 
728] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Chad; Ethiopia; Mall; Malawi; Zaire; Uganda; Burundi; Burkina 
Faso; Upper Volta; R.nda; Somalia; Tanzania; Guinea; Benin; Central African Republic; 
Sierra Leone; Madagascar; Niger; Sudan; Togo; Ghana; Kenya; Senegal; Lesotho; Uberia; 
Zambia; Nigeria; Zimbabwe; cameroon; Bots.na; Congo; Ivory Coast; COte d'lwlre; Finance; 
Interest rates; Policy retorm; Prices; 
1575. DCM'SW8I1. Christopher R. (ed.). Feeding the Future: Agricultural DMlQoment Strategies for Africa, 
Proceedings ct a Workshop. Accra. Ghana. August 1-3. 1989. Atlanta. Georgia: CASIN/SAA/Global 
2000. 1990. 197 p. 
Documents the fourth In a series of gatherings of International specialists to review the food 
strategies for Africa and examine the range of policy options for sustained self-reliance. This 
workshop reYi6'Ned the achieYements of projects In Ghana. the Sudan. Zambia and Tanzania. The 
dewlopment role of Informal finance In Africa and elsewhere In the wortd was also reYlawed (Dale 
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W Adams. -raking a Fresh Look at Informal Finance,. with a suggestion that poIlcymakers try to 
leam from and understand Informal finance Instead of trying to drlYe the informal lender out of 
business. [6401] 
Kay Wordl: Agrlcultunt; Africa; Ghana; Sudan; "nzanla; Zambia; Formal finance; Informal 
finance; Supervlaed Cl'ldlt; 
1576. Due. Jean M •• '" Note on Agricultural Credit In Sudan.· SavIngs and PMlooment. Vol. IV, No.3, 
1980. pp.219-231. 
RaYI6ws the role ~ the Sudanese Agricultural Bank In financing agrlctJture. Finds that AS operations 
and policy ha\ll> favor8d large-scale fanners and raises the Issue of USing private sector banking 
faclltles to final '.:8 private enterprise oriented d6Y8lopment policy In agriculture. [4907) 
Kay WOIdI: Agriculture; Northealtem Africa; Sudan; Formal finance; 
15n. Elbadawl, Ibrahim A.. ·ReaI Overvaluation, Terms of Trade Shocks, and the Cost to Agriculture in 
Sub-Saharan Africa,· WorkIng Paper Series No. 831, The Wortd Bank, Washington, D.C., January 
1992.66 p. 
This paper examines the effect of policy Induced distortions on the structure of incentives and 
gl'ONlh in Sub-Saharan agriculture. The direct and indirect distortions Including price and interest 
rate controls, exchange rates, and fiscal and monetary policies are linked to declining shares of 
agriculture in the Sub-Saharan economy. An endogenous gl'ONlh model tested on data from Sudan 
supports deleterious effects of economic distortions on agricultural gl'ONlh. The results suggest an 
actlYe role of investment for agricultural gl'ONlh in Sudan. [5307) 
Kay WOIdI: Agriculture; Northealtem Africa; Sudan; Govemment policy and programs; 
Finance; Interest ratel; Exchange ratel; 
1578. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), ·Central Banks, Agricultural Credit 
and Rural D6Y81opment, • Agricultural Services DMslon, FAC, Rome, Italy, April 1980, 80 p. 
This report discusses the actual or potential role of national financial systems, especially the Central 
Banks, In d6Y8l0ping countries In the pursuit of rural dENelopment programs in general, and 
agricultural credit programs In particular: The discussion Is partlcularty rel8118nt to countries In Asia, 
Africa and the Near East. Different roles of the Central Banks In d8ll8l0plng rural financial systems 
are described in detaR. Country papers on Sudan, Tanzania, Pakistan, Mali, India, Guinea, Colombia, 
BrazI, Egypt, and Latin America are presented. [2374] 
Kay Wordl: General; Africa; Sudan; "nzanla; Mall; Guinea; Bana; Agricultural credit; Central 
bank; 
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1579. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (00), -rhe Role of Rural Ananclal Markets 
In FInancing AgrlctJturai DEMIIopment In Northern and Central Parts of the Sudan: FAC, Rome, 
Italy, September 1986, 28 p. 
this paper reYI6ws the strengths and weaknesses of financial intennecllarles, both formal and 
Informal, In Sudan. Informal sources of credit were found to be more Important for agriculture than 
those recelYed from the formal financial market. Formal agricultural lending sources geographically 
COJ8f' only three percent of potential borrtM'8rs. [2274] 
Key WOlds: Agriculture; North8lstern Africa; Sudan; Finance; 
1580. Gregg, Russell B., , I'd Ahmed Humelda Ahmed, "Western Sudan, Kordofan Region: Agricultural 
Credit Study,- CeccL. and Company, Washington, D.C., December 20, 1983,91 p. 
As part of the preparations for an AID proposal for a Western Agricultural Production and Marketing 
Project, the study identifies the necessary changes In the agricultural credit system In Sudan's 
Kordofan Region. Concludes that an expanded and Improwd extension system, cooperative 
organization and management service, crop protection service, veterinary service, range 
management service, and an appropriate credit system to finance the necessary Inputs and facilities 
are necessary. (4237) 
Key WOlds: Agriculture; Northeastern Africa; Sudan; Banks; Supervised credit; Technical 
assistance; Coopemtives; 
1581. Herwig, Klaus R., Flnanzlerung des blyer1ichen Obst- und GemQseanbays 1m oberen Nlltal, Kiel, 
Federal Republic of Germany: WlssenschaftsWJ1ag Vauk, 1991, 235 p. 
This empirical study analyzes the financial situation and environment of fruit and vegetable gremers 
In the Northern Region of the Sudan. It determines the gl'CM4ers self-financing potential, demand for, 
and access to savings and credit schemes. In this context, seasonal income and expenditure flCM'S 
are presented. The income and expenditure situation of household and production-unit is 
determined by means of an accounting schemata adapted from Scheper and Wulf's (1978) national 
economy accounting system. Furthermore, the author describes formal and informal financial 
institutions that are rel6Vclnt to the fruit and vegetable grtMl'8rs in the study. [GER] 
Key WOlds: Agriculture; Northeastern Africa; Sudan; Finance; Agribusiness; 
1582. Makki, Maureen, -rhe Port Sudan Small Business Programme - Euro Action ACORD,- EYQ!j£ 
Administration and Dewlooment. Vol. 9, 1989, pp.460-61. 
Reports that ACORD has been a positive experience in the prtMsion of training. services and credit 
to poor entrepreneurs and that it is based on the deYeIopment of approaches suited to the 
Sudanese context and testing of Ideas prior to full implementation. [4931] 
Key WOlds: Micro and amallenterpri.e; Northeastern Africa; Sudan; Formal finance; 
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1583. Mauri, ArnaIdo, and Paolo Mottura, ·MobIlzatlon of Rural Savings: The Case of the Sudanese 
Savings Bank,· Paper presented at the Second International Conference on Rural Finance Research 
Issues, Calgary, Alberta, Canada, August 29-September 1, 1979. 21 p. 
The authors attempt to Muate the performance of the Sudanese Savings Bank. They also 
recognize and discuss different stages of grtJNth of the Institution. They find that the existing cost 
of deposits Is high. and that the loans-tCHteposlt ratio Is ION. HONSYer. they see good prospects for 
the institution In the future. [2386] 
Key Words: General; Northeastern Africa; Sudan; Banks; Deposit mobilization; 
15_84. Pratt. Brian. Mira Savara. Fatima Bablker Mat- l1Oud. and HaUle Jakob. ·Evaluatlon of ACORD: Port 
Sudan Small Business Programme (SBP),· ,;.coRD Programme Committee Document Number 
88/PC/14. Brussels. 28-29 April 1988. 43 p. T appendices. 
Reports the findings of a project eYaluatlon undertaken between September 24 and October 15. 
1987 of the 3-year-old Small Business Program (SBP). While not able to achiew financial 
Independence. the program was able to reach relatlYely poor people whose Incomes were 
Improwd. Raises issues on appropriateness of credit as a strategy for po.I8rty reduction in urban 
areas. the appropriate balance between credit and alternative complementary strategies and 
program costs. priority target groups and ACORDs future program in\lOlvement. [4930] 
Key Words: Micro and small enterprise; Northeastern Africa; Sudan; Formal finance; 
1585. Russell. Nathan C .• and Christopher R. DONSWeII (eds.). Africas AgricultYral Dewlopment in the 
1990S: Can It Be SYstalned? Proceedings of a Workshop. Arusha. Tanzania. May 14-18. 1991, 
Mexico: CASIN/SM/Global2OOO. 1992.200 p. 
Documents the proceedings of a workshop on measures for helping Sub-Saharan African countries 
to achkNe greater food security. One group of papers 6Vcliuates the agriculture projects established 
c:JJ9r the last five years by SM and Global 2000 In six AfrIcan countries (Tanzania. Ghana, Sudan, 
Zambia. Benin and Togo). Yield ImprtJJements were noted. but program eYaluators also note the 
need to ImprtJJe on farm technology (particularly to shift to animal traction/mechanization). and for 
ImprtJJement in the service delivery systems. Including credit. [5402] 
Key Words: Agriculture; Africa; Tanzania; Ghana; Sudan; Zambia; Benin; Togo; Formal 
finance; Supervised cradit; 
1586. Saleem. Samlr Taha. ·On the Determination of Interest Rates In Rural Credit Markets: A Case Study 
from the Sudan.· Cambridge Journal of Economics. No. 11, 1987. pp. 165-172. 
This paper attempts to analyze hON Interest rates are determined In rural Sudan. A theoretical 
fral'1'l6¥«>rl< accommodates the conventional view In terms of opportunity cost of finance and the 
lenderS risk premium. and the alternative approach which focuses on Institutional factors and 
emphasizes pcM'8I' relations between the lender and the bor'roNer as the chief determinant of these 
rates. The author utRlzes empirical data In order to estimate the proportion of the observed rates 
of Interest that can be accounted for by factors emphasized by each view. The main conclusions 
of the paper may be summarized as: 1) moneylenders In rural Sudan are placed in a powerful 
economic position where they exercise a great degree of monopoly in relation to the numerous and 
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economically weak borro.Y8rs; 2) the Jende~ power Is raftected by his abllty to undervalue the 
collateral off8l8d by the borro.Y8r; 3) It Is unlikely that the borrower wli attempt to defat* YOIuntarUy; 
and 4) because c1 the special nature c1 the collateral anangement where neither the lender nor the 
borrowargaJn from dafaLJt, credit deals InYoIYe substantial quantity rationing c1 credit. [4250) 
Key Wordl: General; Northeastern Africa; Sudan; Credit; 
1587. Staab, ChrIstIan, Pie Bedeutung isfamlscber Banken fOr die wfrtschafdlche EntwfckluOQ 1m Sudan, 
Offenbach, Federal Republic c1 Germany: Falk Veriag, 1989, 199 p. 
The author states that In MuslJm dominated d6Y8l0ping CIXIntries, Islamic banks may be better 
suited to foster 8C0n0n')1c d6Y8lopment than COllY8nt1onra; banks. this Is largely due to soclo-
cUturai bonds ~en bank and customer. In the Sud,·. j this statement was not found to be 
generally vallet. The majority c1 Islamic banks did not contribute extensively to economic 
d6Y8loprnent, hoNeYer, exceptions (Sudanese Islamic Bank) were found. The book glYes a good 
CMtI'VIew regarding Islamic banking principles and their d6Y8l0ping fostering and distracting aspects. 
Furthermore, the balance sheets of Sudanese Islamic banks and their explicit d6Y8l0pment 
postulates are analyzed. [GER] 
Key Wordl: Finance; North .. stern Africa; Sudan; Bank; 
1588. Swedish Savings Banks Association (SSBA), ·Savlngs for DeYelopment: ReYlew of the International 
Programmes on the Mobllzatlon of Personal Savings In DeYeloping Countries and Related Activities 
Focused on Savings and Credit Promotion for Rural DeYelopment,· Paper presented at the 
AFR/ICA/EN:X:r Seminar on Resource MobUlzatlon for Rural DeYelopment, Nairobi. Kenya. 
January 3O..february 10, 1984, SSBA, Stockholm, Sweden, 1984,22 p. 
The paper I'8YIews the United Nations-supported International program activities In the 19705 and 
earty 1980& aimed at helping d6Y8loping countries rnobAlze domesticJ8sources through personal 
savings. It cites the requests for assistance from a number of d6Y8l0ping countries, among them 
In Africa Benin and Upper Volta, for launching promotion campaigns; Burundi and Uganda. for 
assistance In the strengthening of financial Institutions; the expansion/strengthening of Institutional 
savings facUlties (Ghana, Swazland. Kenya. Sudan, Zambia, and Nigeria). along with the broadened 
participation of International donors, among the major program Impacts. It concludes that the 
success of credit programs cannot be separated from deposit mobDlzatlon aspects, an area that 
institutional management aspects can further be Impr'OY8d. [2962] 
Key Wordl: General; Africa; Benin; Burkina FaIO; Burundi; Uganda; Upper Volta; Ghana; 
SYlUlland; Kenya; Sudan; zambia; Nigeria; Savlngl; Savlngl mobilization; 
1589. \I8n Steenwyk, Mark A,-eanldng and Small Farmer Agrlct*ural Credit In East AfrIca: Selected 
ExperIences from Sudan, Kenya, Tanzania and Zambia,· WorkIng Paper for the East African 
Banking/Small Farmer AgrlcLlturai Credit Wor1cshop, AgrlcLlturai Cooperative D6Y8Iopment 
International, AFRICA, Nairobi, Kenya, February 2-6, 1981, 77 p. 
ThIs workshop discussion paper nMews the performance of agrlcLlturai banks and small· farmer 
credit programs In four AfrIcan countries during the late 1970s: for Sudan, the Agricultural Bank and 
the CooperatlYe DeYeloprnent Bank c1 Sudan; for Kenya, the Agrlcuttural Anance Corporation and 
the Cooperative Bank of Kenya Umlted; for Tanzania, the Tanzania Rural DMopment Bank; and 
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for Zambia, the AgrlWturai finance Comparrt Umlted. In the absence of loan reporting by farm 
size, weak management information and staff dewlopment systems, the author raises questions as 
to the ablity of the lending institutions to achleYe their mandate of servicing small farmers. As 
regards the institutions' dependence on gcMmrnent for loanable funds, he suggests that 
perforrnance-based grants of capital assistance and rediscount prtvIeges be considered. [4573] 
Kay Word,: 0."..1; AfrIca; Kanya; ~nzanla; Zambia; Formal finance; Development banks; 
1590. wn Stockhausen, Joachim, -Strukturwlrtcsarne FOrderung der Agrarfinanzierung In 
Entwlcklungsllndem,- Agrarwlnscbaft. Vol. 40, No.4, 1991, pp. 105-111. 
The outhor states that there Is sufficient supply of agrlWturai credit In the majority of dewloplng 
cour.tr las. HCM'8Y8I; '" the Intra-sectoral distribution of credit, discrimination against small farmers 
exists. They rarely have access to formal credit. The article stresses that the Interest rate 
liberalization Is a necessary step to Imprt:N8 the rural financial intermediation. Further, the 
AgrlclJturai Bank of Sudan Is examined. Its lending transaction cost and the borrtM'lng transaction 
cost of small holders are closely analyzed to explain the phenomena of unequal Intra-sectoral credit 
distribution. [GER] 
Key Words: AgricultUnt; Northealtern Africa; Sudan; Credit; 
1591. Wharton Econometrics and Dewlopment Economics Group of louis Berger International, Inc., "The 
Role of the African financial Sector In DeYelopment,- Report submitted to USAlD, Wharton 
Econometrics and DeY8lopment Economics Group of louis Berger InternatiOnal, BaJa Cynwyd, 
Pennsylvania, July 31, 1987,366 p. 
This Is an elBYen-COUntry (Guinea, Kenya, Malawi, Mall, Niger; Rwanda, Senegal, Somalia, Sudan, 
Zaire and Zambia) ewJuation and assessment of the need and prospects for financial sector reform 
In Sub-Saharan AfrIca. From the Individual country studies, a ranking scheme was derived relating 
to (a) macroeconomic criteria - the perceived stabUIty and auspiciousness for financial sector 
reform In the particular country; and (b) financial sector criteria - the perceived strength of the 
financial sector. A three-pronged approach to ffnanclal sector reform Is recommended: (1) reforms 
aimed at strengthening and reforming existing financial Institutions; (2) liberalizing reforms follCM'ing 
current account liberalization; and (3) reforms aimed at financial sector n:MtaIlzatlon through 
Increased competition. Study argues that the models using the McKinnon-$haw financial 
dewlopment thesis are too nalTCM' for empirical Investigations of Sub-Saharan AfrIcan countries. 
Macroeconomic issues that affect savings and inYestrnent behavior should also be considered, 
along with the Importance of sequencing reforms. [3846] 
K8y Words: Oeneral; Africa; Oulnea; Kanya; Malawi; Mall; Niger; R_nda; Sudan; Zaire; 
Zambia; Senegalj Somalia; Finance; Policy .. torm; 
1592. Wiliams. Simon. and Ruth Karen, Agribusiness and the Small-Scale farmer: A Dynamic Partnership 
for DeYelQDment. WestvIew Special Studies In Agriculture Science and Policy, Boulder, Colorado: 
Westvi6W Press, 1985, 305 p. + bibliography and Index. 
Examines cases of successfU cooperation between private agribusiness firms and small farmers In 
Third World countries, including four AfrIcan cases: Kenya (Simon, -rhe Mumlas Sugar Company: 
A Nuclear Estate In Kenya- and -Kenya Canners Umlted: A Pineapple Plantation and Cannery in 
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Karr,e.,; Sudan (Karen, "The Haggar Group: CWtIYatIon cA Tea. Coffee and Tobacco In Southem 
Sudan' and Sv.azIand (SImon, -comrnonwaalth D8Y81opment CorporatIon: Sugar Production and 
Settlement Scheme,. In these \IBI1tUl8S, small farmers are organized around a cora company that 
assures a market for output and pltNldes managerial, marlcatlng and technical axpertIse. The 
Sudanese case also Includes cradlt to the gnM'8f'S. Authcn racomrnendatIon Include both global 
(such 88 (Simon): capitalizing on the presence cA agRHndustrtal enterprises for rural dBYalopment 
In the ThIId World, and CI88tIon cA an IntematJonaI center. for training managers for rural 
dBYaIopmant), and local (for Sudan (Karan): craatIon cA a cradlt deilYary mechanism to the bush 
country for financing additional cash/fOOd crops production). lAQrIcUturaI UbIary, The Ohio State 
U~ HD9018D44W551885] -
K8y Wordl: AgrlbualMII; Atrtca; Kenya; SUdan; S.ulland; Formal ftnance; Input lupply; 
Agrlcull&n; 
1593. Wlmlngton, W Martin, "'P8ds cA Moneylending In Northern Sudan,· The Middle East Journal, Vol. 
IX, 1955, pp. 139-146. 
The author attempts to answer the question, "why private moneylenders enjoy the continUed 
patronage cA the small born:M'ers after socially oriented credit facUlties managed by cooperatives 
or the State haw been made avalable to them?- He discussed the -Shay L!' system In Northern 
Sudan and points out that Interest rates charged by moneylenders are not exceptionally high when 
the opportunity cost cA money, risk IrNoIYed In lending, and the additional services prcMded to the 
bomJNers are considered. [1738] 
K8y Word.: G .... I; Northealtern Africa; Sudan; Informal fI_nee; 
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1594. Communaut6 Economlque de INrique de l'Ouest (CEAO), "Projet de D6Y81oppement et de 
Promotion de l'Epergne et du Crddlt Vllagaols dans les Etats de Ia CEAO,· Projet CREP (Caisse 
Rurale d'Epargne et de PrAt), CEAO, Secretariat General, October 1984, 71 p. 
The report explores the means to Implement the project ~ dweloprnent and promotion of savings 
and credit In AfrIcan countries that are members ~ CEAO. The objectNe ~ the project Is to mobilize 
aavIngs In rural areas ~ West AfrIca and allocate credit to needy farmers. SeYerai credit unions will 
be craated for that purpose to help farmers with their 0Nn financial needs. The report concludes that 
the success ~ the program Is highly dependent on the Importance gNen to farmers as elements 
~ global economic d8Yeloprnent. [4393] 
Kay Word.: General; Wpstern Africa; AfrIc8; Cradlt; 
1595. o,k, M. P. van, 'nformal finance Structures for Small Enterprises (West African and Indian 
Experiences),· u.k., 1983, pp. 151·164. 
An assessment Is made ~ the Importance, the characteristics ~ the Informal credit market and the 
possibility to use these structures to d8Yelop small enterprises In India and West Africa. Informal 
credit markets are almost non-exlstent In some West African countries, which brings doubt about 
the possibilities of channeling Inwstment funds to small enterprises through Informal credit markets 
In AfrIca. Yet, large regional differences exist, and no clearcut solutions are avaOabie for the 
question of credit for small enterprises that can be applied 8Y8rywhere In the world. [0631] 
Kay Word.: Micro and srnallenterprlH; Western Africa; Africa; Informal finance; 
1596. Dumouchel, Suzanne, and Nancy Thede, ·Femmes, Epergne et Cr6cI1t au Sahel: Des Bases pour 
un Auto D6Y81oppement,· Salldarite Canada Sahel, Canada. April 1985. 114 p. 
The obJectNe ~ the study was to analyze the perticipatlon of Sahellan women in savings and loan 
activities. The authors found that the formal financial sector Is very restrictive tONardS women. 
H0NeY8r, women In Sahel are very actNe in the informal financial activities necessary to carry the 
burden of the entire famUy and are very prompt with loan repayment. In conclusion, the authors 
recommend that programs be set up to deal exclusively with Improving womens participation in the 
formal financial system. [0805] 
Kay Word.: Women; Western Africa; Africa; Finance; Informal finance; Formal finance; 
1597. Dupuy, Claude, -La Secteur FInancier Informel en AfrIque de l'Ouest,· African Rey!ew of Money, 
Finance and Banking, supplementary Issue ~ Savings and D8YelQoment. No.1, 1990, pp. 15-34. 
Traces the emergence ~ the coIIectNe Informal sector In Western Africa to the failure of the state 
to carry out Its public mission. Concludes that the observed dynamism ~ the village associations 
demonstrates the Informal sectorS capacity to adopt lnncNatlons In Its structure and objectives in 
order to supply member services. [5019] 
Key Word.: General; Western Africa; Africa; Informal finance; SeH-help groups; 
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1598. GroNth and Equity through Microenterprise InYeStments and Institutions (GEMINI). -Background 
Documents to the Seminar on the Private Sector In West AfrIca. - Seminar on the Private Sector In 
West AfrIca. Dakar, Senegal. Nowmber 22-25. 1991. GEMINI TachnIcaI Report No. 38. GEMINI/DAI, 
Bethesda. Maryland. 1991,45 p. 
Includes the agenda papers discussed during the Seminar d ~ AfrIcan businessmen In Dakar 
on Nowmber 22-25. 1991. including -EconomJc DeYelopment and Regional Markets In Sub-Saharan 
AfrIca. - (J. P. Barbier); -Private Sector and Regional Environment In West AfrIca.- (John O. Igue); 
~ RUe d Law and the Private Sector In West AfrIca. - (Jacques GIrl); and 1tdYocates for 
Microenterprise DeYelopment.- (WIlliam Grant). The latter outlines the groups d actors 1rNoI'J9d In 
mlcroenterprlse d6Y8lopment, recommending among others the strengthening d indigenous 
nongoJemmental advocacy groups, and the docul'lW"tatlon d policy constraints encountered !n the 
course d project implementation. [5555] 
K8y Word.: Micro and small entarpri .. ; Weatrtn A!rtca; Africa; Finance; 
1599. GroNth and Equity through Mlcroenterprlse InYeStments and Institutions (GEMINI). -rhe Private 
Operators' Perspective on an Agenda for Action. - Seminar on the Private Sector In West Africa, 
Dakar, Senegal. NOI8mber 22-25. 1991. GEMINI Technical Report No. 37, GEMINI/CAl, Bethesda, 
Maryland. 1991.59 p. 
Synthesis d the proceedings d a major Seminar d West AfrIcan businessmen held In Dakar on 
NOI8I1lber 22-25. 1991 to establish a common agenda of action for the Improwment of the 
environment for private sector dMopment. particularfy the micro and small-scale enterprises In the 
region. Banks are unable to meet the financing requirements of the sector, and the efforts made 
under such projects as ACEP In SenegaJ should be encouraged. [5556] 
K8y Word.: Micro and small anterprile; West Africa; Welt Africa; Finance; 
1600. Gugler, Josef. and Milam G. Ranagen. Urbanization and Social Change In West Africa. Cambridge 
University Press. Cambridge. 1978, 235 p. 
Authors synthesize research on urbanization and social change In West Africa and Interpret the often 
disparate findings. Chapter 3. -Rural-Urban Migration-: Several factors contrfbute to the 
maintenance d ties between urban migrants and their rural famDles: the need to supplement urban 
salaries. the lack d economic opportunities for women In urban areas, and low 1M of existing 
formal social security systems. Transfers d goods and cash from urban to rural areas help to ease 
the serious Inequalities. One estimate. made In 1967. was that 10 percent of aliincorne earned In 
Accra, Ghana. ftCMot8d out into the rural areas In the form d savings. remittances. or goods. Women 
who haw made themselves financially Independent In urban areas most often operate In the 
Informal sector. usually as traders; some have SYen managed to parlay petty trade-related activities 
Into large. rnt.*l-faceted financial operations. In some areas women haw established associations 
akin to gulds to monitor and control trade. One factor which has often YO'ked to the advantage 
d trade women Is the custom as regards division of household Income; In many places (and under 
Islamic law) husbands are responsible for the support d the household whUe wives are permitted 
to keep and allocate Income from their activities as they choose. [Black Studies Ubrary, The Ohio 
State University, HT148W4G831978] 
K8y Word.: Women; Welt.,. Africa; Africa; Finance; Gender; 
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1601. Kent, Lawr8nce, " Costly Way to Sidestep Private Traders,· DeYaloolng Alternatives, Vol. 2, No.2, 
Spring/Summer 1992. pp. 8-16. 
Argues that many d the r8BSOnS for the creation d cereal banks are unfounded and reflective of 
lack d understanding d Sahellan cereal markets. CItes 8Yldence that cereal banks are not able to 
compete with prNate traders In a sustainable Yet and concludes that cereals marketing functions 
are better left to private agents. [5583] 
K-r Wordt: Output marketing; Wntem Africa; Africa; Sahel; FInIncej 'Dade; 
1602. Ut.~l, Kenneth, ·Some Traditionally Based Forms d Mutual AId In West AfrIcan Urbanization,-
.Ek' iOIogy, Vol. 1, N~. 2, 1962, pp. 197-211. 
The author discusses the role played by the urban \Quntary association In helping the new migrants 
In West AfrIca. These \Quntary organizations help the new migrants by prcNidlng companionship 
and thus compensate the losses they suffer by departing from native villages. The author reveals 
that the Increased membership In such organizations by women and young men ShONS their Interest 
In participating In group activities. [1820] 
Key Wordt: General; Weltern Afrlcaj Afrlcaj Informal financej Self-help groupSj Gender; 
Womenj 
1603. McKenzie, John, ·Small Business Promotion: A Survey with Guidelines to Donor Agencies for Future 
Initiatives,· OECD, ClLSS, and Club Du Sahel, Paris, France, March 1990, 139 p. 
This report is founded on six projects In Sahel countries. The obstacles which these projects 
managed to ~rcome and the ones stAI to ~ome are described. They pn::Mde the basis for 
setting guidelines to donor agencies concemlng hON to ImprtMt project design, project 
management, clarifying uncertainties between projects and ~mment policy, and heM' to use 
projects to promote policy reform. Credit Is thought to be an Important Issue constraining small 
business dSYalopment. [4710] 
Key Wordt: Enterprlt .. ; Weltem Africa; Africa; Finance; 
1604. McKenzIe, John, "The State of Small Business Programs in the Sahel with Guidelines for Donor 
Agencies,· OECD, Parts, France, March 1990, 130 p. 
ThIs report Is an 8YBiuation of past and present small business programs In Sahellan countries. The 
author finds that all projects haw In general prtN8f1 useful to Sahalian people but projects are stili 
needed In the region. The author has the foilONing recommendations for donor agencies about 
ensuring the success of future programs: 1) future projects should necessarUy combine savings and 
credit and haw a priority for rnobBizlng local savings; 2) Small ,business programs should be profit 
rnotiYated. The Interest rate should reflect the cost of money, I.e. apply simple Interest and give 
loans to clients according to their needs and awid limitations on loan terms or the use of funds to 
limit lende~ risk. In their efforts to achifNe their objectives, the author partlcular1y suggests that 
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donor agencies engage In negotiations with the central bank (BCEAO) and the Sahellan 
gcN8I'M1ents for a I8YIsIon d lending I9gLMtions regarding small business credit and savings. 
[0765] 
K8r Word.: Micro and amall enterprlH; West.,. Africa; Africa; CnMIIt; SavIng. mobilization; 
Interest rate; Int ..... tIonal donora; 
1605. NCMak, Marla. ~ des PalM8S aux ServIces Financiers dans Ie Secteur Rurale en AfrIque de 
l'Ouest,- eccE, Paris. France. May 1990. 14 p. 
ThIs paper deals with financing the rural secior with -solidary" credit I.e. credit prtJO!'8ms s1mDar to 
the Grameen Bank experience In Bangladesh. The author denounces NGOs and ot. :9r international 
donors credit programs as II-adapted to the African environment because they faD; associate the 
concerned population whle designing the program. Already solidary credit programs have prtMln 
successful In Guinea and well adapted to the rural African environment. The hope Is that more 
opportunities be given to such credit programs because they appear to be the best alternative to 
old and faMlng rural dewlopment strategies. [4179] 
Key Word.: General; Western Africa; Africa; CnMIIt; 
1606. United States Agency for International OeYaIoprnent (USAlD). "'" Evaluation of AIDs African 
Enterprise Loan to the Mutual AId and Guaranty Fund of the Counel of the Entente States to ~sist 
Small African Enterprises and Entrepreneurs.- Report Prepared by C. L Terrel. USAID. Washington. 
D.C., January 1979. 250 p. 
This report pn::Mdes a brief history d the African Enterprise Program. foIlOMKt by summarized data 
on the loans made to beneficiaries. A description Is also pn::Mded of the structural channels through 
which tlDN the funds. loan decisions and technical assistance. The program has led to the 
emergence of prtvate entrepreneurs. and Is deemed a success by USAID. Two areas for 
improYBment are: Institution buDding. and greater emphasis on non-financial assistance. [4711] 
Key Word.: Enterpriae.; Western Africa; Africa; Credit; 
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l-laan, Will •••••••• ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . •• (293) 
Haas, Jan W ............... •. ".................... •. ~ . . • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • . • • • . . . • ... (294.) 
Hamman. SonIa ............................................. (122). (174). (251). (432). (457) 
Hansel. H. • ................................ : •••••••••• ~ ••.•••••••••••••.•••••••• (144-) 
Hansen. Karen TI8Rberg •• ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (530) 
Hannorl, DavIc:J •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (432). (457) 
Harmon. DavIc:J P. •••.•.••••••.•...•.•••••.••.•...••....•...•.......•..• (432), (457) 
Harrison. Alan ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.• (144). (239), (481) 
Hart. D. M. • ••••••••••••••••••••.•••.••.••••••••.•••••••••••.••••••.•..••.. (519) 
Hart. Keith •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••..••..••••••••••••••••.••••••••.. (144) 
Hartig. Peter ••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••...•••.•••••••••••••••••••.•••.••... (34) 
Hartig. Sabine •••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.••...••••.•••.••.•••.••.•.•.... (122) 
Harvey. Charles •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.••••••••••..••.•••••.•.... (531) 
Hayanga. C. A. ••••••••••••••••••••••.••.•••••.•••••..•••••••. (34). (294). (342), (531) 
Hazell. Peter R. B. ••••••••••••••••.•••.•••••...••.......••••••••....••....••. (196) 
Heldhues. F. ••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• (96) 
Heldhues. Franz ••..•••.•..••..••.••.••••....•••..••.•••......... (35). (79). (96), (547) 
H.nault. Georges •••••••••••••••••••••.•••.••••..•.•••..•..••..••••..•••...•.. (35) 
Henry, Alain ......................................................,.......... (96) 
Herwig, Klaus R. ....••..........•........•...........................•...... (561) 
Hladzl. Hubert H. • •••••••••••••••••..••••••••..••..•••...•••••.•••••.••..••.. (145) 
Hlcloussl. Alssa •••.••••••••••••..•.•••.••..••.••.••..••..••••.••.•.••.••••.. (405) 
HUI. Christopher R. • •••.••••••••.••.••••••...•..••.••••••.••.••.•.•..••..•...• (97) 
HUI. Polly •••••••••••••.•••••.••..•...••••.••.•..•••••.••••.••.....•.....••. (145) 
Hofmann. Brigitte ••••••••••••..•••••••.•••••.•••.•.•••••••••..•.•.•••..•.•.... (80) 
Holmberg, Johan ........•••................................................. (279) 
Holst. Juergen U. ••••••••••••••••.••••..••...••••..•••.•••.••••••••.••••••.•.• (35) 
Holtzman. John S. ... (36). (97), (145). (166). (251). (295). (316). (323). (353). (412). (432), (458), (548) 
HOINS8. C. J. ................................................ (488). (500). (531). (548) 
Hubner. Gunther •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.••.••••••••••. (354) 
Hugon. Phllppe •••.••••••••••••••••.•.•.••.••••...•.••••••••.. : .•.•••..•.• (36). (37) 
Hulme. David •••••••••••••••••••••••.•.••..•...•.••••••••••••...•..••..••... (501) 
Hunt. Diana .•...........•.............................................. (37), (354) 
Hunt. Robert W ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•..•.•.•.•••••.••.•••••.•. (295) 
Huslck. a.rtes •..•••..........•............................................ (174) 
~en, G. ...•••....••...............•..................................... (342) 
Hyuha. M. •••••.••••••••••..••••.....•.•..•.•.............................. (342) 
lbe. Aforlca C. ....•.................................•....................... (196) 
IbN. M. C. O. • ............................................................. (197) 
IDE ......................................................................... (6) 
Igben. M. s. . ............................................................ ~. (197) 
Ihlmodu. I. I. •••••••••••••••••••••..•.•••••••••.....••.•..•...•••.•......... (198) 
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Il'IIrrlClC:lu, ~ I. • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (198) 
l)ere. M. O. •••••••••••••••.•••••.•••.•••.•.•••.•••••••......•..••.•••..• (198-200) 
Ilea, Don N. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••.••.•.•••••. (200) 
Ily. Hans F. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (97) 
lori, C. O. ••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••• ••••••••• ~ •.. • • • • . . • . • . • • . . . • • . (200) 
IHADES • • • • • • • • • • •••• -. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • (37) 
lmcMitionset R.seaux pour Ie o.wloppernent ORED) ••••••••••••••• .•• (252), (373). (395). (458) 
International Bank for ReconstructIon and Dewlopment OBRD) •••••••••••••••••••••••••. (122) 
International DMopment Association OeA) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (146). (458) 
International Fund for AgrlctJturai DMopment OFAD) •••••.••••••••• (22), (38), (146), (167). (271) 
International Monetary Fund OMF) ••••••••••• .-•••••••• ,........................... (395) 
International SavIngs Banks Institute ••••••••••••••••••. • .••.••••••••••••••••••••••.• !38) 
Irale, George T. ........:.................................................... (200) 
Islam, Nurul •••.•.•.•..•........•••.........................•................ (39) 
Issoufou, Sanou •••••••••••••••••••••••••..•••.••.••.••••...•...••••.••.••.. (373) 
Ithaca International, Umltecl ....•.......•••.•.•...•..•.................•......... (39) 
Ito, Lucy .•.••...•...•••........••.••...................................... (433) 
ItUM, C. E. .•.............................................................. (201) 
IUED ••••••••••••••.•••.•••••.••••••••••••••••••..•........•......•.••.•••.. (39) 
Jabara. Cathy •••••••..••••••.••••••••••••••..••..•..••.....•..••......•..•. (396) 
Jackson, James ••••••••••••••••••••.•••••..••.•...•.•••.••....••....•.•..... (421) 
Jacques, P9t"nan Hley ••.•..••••.•.••• .• • • • • • • • . . . • . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . . (39) 
Jaeger, Wlliam •.••..•.••.•...••..••••••••••..•••...•..••••...........•...... (40) 
Jaffee, St8\len M. • ••••••••••••.•••••••••.••..••.••.•..•.•••.•••.•.•.••....••. (295) 
Jamal, Vall ••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•..••.•.••••••••.••.•••••....••. (331) 
Jansen, DorIs J. •.•...••.••.•••••••••.•.•••.•••....•.••••••••••..•.•....•.•. (531) 
Jekaylnfa, A. O. . ............................................................ (201) 
Jerome, Thea Afelkhena ..••••••••••••••.•.•..••....••.•.•.•••••.••••..•••..•.. (201) 
Jlgglns, Janice •••••.••.•..••••..••..............•••••..•..•••••...••••...... (40) 
Johnny, Michael ••••.••..•.••••••..•..•......•.••..........•.•..••.••...•••.. (239) 
Johnson, J. K ...........•......•........................................... (343) 
Johnson, O. E. G. ............................................................ (41) 
Jung, Karl-Helnz •••••••••..•••..•.•..•...••••••.........•............••...•.. (98) 
Kabongo, Katoylshl ••••••••••.•••••••....••.•.....................•.......... (264) 
Kabor., Herv. T. •••••••••••••••••..........•..••..••.•••.••••...••..••. (264). (373) 
Kahenano, J. F. ••••••••••••••••••..•.•.•••.••.•.••••••.••••••.•..•..••.•.... (354) 
Karnajou, Francois •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.•.•••.•••••..••••.•••..•..• (98) 
Kanneh, Mohamed ••••••••••••••.•••••..•..•••••••.•••.•••..•••••...••...•.. (239) 
Kato-Kal., Lutlna M. I. ....•...••.......................................... ~ ..... (264) 
Kaufman, HcMIBrd K •••••..••••.•.......•.•....•......••..................... (252) 
Kaunda. Jonathan Mayuyuka •••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••• (501) 
Kebbeh. Mohamed B. •••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••.••••.•••..•••••••. (397) 
Kelta, Alloune Badara •••••••••••.•.•••••••••••••..••••..••••.•..••••...••••... (459) 
Keith, Robert W W ••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••.••••••.•.•• (239). (240) 
i(ent. I.awr8rIce •••••••••••••••.••••••......•.•••.•....•..................... (571) 
Ke¥ \\'omen Finance Trust (KWFT) •••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••...••.•.•. (296) 
IC'emer; DorlI18 •••••••••••••••••.....•.•••••.••••••••••.••••••.•••..••...•••. (343) 
Kessler, Denis ••••••••••••••••.•.••.•••...••..•••••.••..•••••................. (41) 
Kflu, Testal •..••.•••••.•••....•....................•........................ (42) 
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Klhunrvva. F. AndI'M •••••••.••..••••.•.•.•..•....•••..•••.••..•.............•. (343) 
Klby, Peter •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••• 0 •••• 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 •• 0 (42), (240), (296) 
1OITI81, C. S. ••..•.•.•••••••••••.•.....•••••.•..••.......•.••...•............ (344-) 
lOng, Roger •••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••.•.•••..••••••••.•••••••••• (201). (202) 
IC1l1gSbury. DavIct s. . ...................................... "................... (459) 
IOrach, OItf.1ec:I C. • .••••. -•••••••.•••.•.•.••.•...... ~ .....•................ (98). (147) 
Klvumbl. ~I •••••••••••••••.•.••••••••••.••.••.•.••••••••.••.•••••...••... (355) 
KrlIssaI·\I\Ieber. An). •.•••••••••••••••..••..••••••••••••••••.••..•.•••••••...••. (433) 
Kodzo, AIcernaIcou Kotsonl .....'.. 0 0 • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • 0 • • • • 0 • • • • • • • 0 0 0 • 0 • • • 0 • • 0 0 0 • • • (?53) 
I<'ottster; Ulric: J ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (42) 
I(offI-Tessio. '.', M. • •••••••••••••••••.••••••••••.•••• ' .•.• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••• (253) 
I<"one, KarIm ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (374) 
Koopman Henn, Jeanne •.•••••••.•....•. 0 •••••••• 0 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••• (99), (344-) 
t(ouam.s, PatrIce ......•...••.••...•.•...••.•...•............................ (123) 
Kpohazounde, V. ••• 0 • 0 •••••••••••••••• 0 •• 0 • 0 0 • 0 •• 0 • 0 0 • 0 • 0 •• 0 0 ••• 0 • 0 0 •••• 0 ••• (147) . 
Krause, M. A. •••••••••• 0 ••• 0 ••• 0 0 •• 0 0 0 •• 0 • 0 •••••••••• 0 ••••• 0 •• 0 ••••• 0 •• 0 •• 0 • (433) 
Kreuzer, Leo ••••••••••••••• 0 • • • • • 0 • • 0 • • 0 0 • • • • • • • • • 0 0 • • • 0 • • • • 0 • 0 • • • 0 • • • • 0 • • • (548) 
Kristjanson, Patricia •••••••••••• 0 0 ••• 0 • 0 • 0 0 •••• 0 • 0 • 0 0 •• (99), (296), (344-), (397), (459), (549) 
Kuiper, K .. 0 • • • • • • • • 0 • • 0 • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 0 0 • • 0 • 0 • 0 • • 0 • • 0 0 • • • • • • • • 0 • • 0 0 •• (297) 
Kullbaba, Nicholas ..•. 0 • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • 0 • • • 0 • • • • • • • 0 • • • 0 • 0 • • 0 0 • 0 • • 0 • • 0 • • • • • (99) 
KuMtUa, Rosebud .........•......... 0 •• 0 • 0 ••• 0 0 •• 0 • 0 0 0 •• 0 • 0 •• 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 0 ••• o. (345) 
Kwarteng, Kwasl ..... 0 0 ••••• 00 •••••• 0 0 0 0 ••••••••••• 0 •• 0 0 • (148), (202), (297), (331), (345) 
~mulesire, AlO'fSlus ......•• 0 ••• 0 •••••••••••• 0 •• 0 0 0 •••• 0 •• 0 •• 0 0 •••• 0 •• 0 ••• 0 •• (355) 
~,L ................... 0.0.00.00000 •• 0 0 ••••••••••••• o ••••• 0 •••••••••••• (374) 
La-Anyane, S. 00.00 •• 0. 0 0 •••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••• (148) 
Lachmann, \Verner 0 0 •••• 0 • 0 •••••••••••••••••••••• 0 • 0 •• 0 ••• 0 •• 0 ••••••••••• 0 0 ••• (42) 
Ladlpo, P. A. •••••••• 0 •••••• 0 ••• 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 0 •• 0 0 •••••• 0 •••••••••••••••• 0 • • • • • • (203) 
Lallernent, Jacques .0 ••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••• 000.0 0 0 0 0 •• 0 •• 0 • 0 ••••••••••••• 0 ••• (43) 
Land and Agricultural Bank of South West AfrIca 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••• 0 .0 • 00 •• (475) 
Lane, Christopher ...... 0 ••• 0 0 •••••••• 0 ••• 0 •••••• 0 0 0 •••••••• 0 •• 0 0 0 o. (SO), (100), (460) 
Lantum, A. N. 0 0 0 0 0 ••••••••• 0 •••••••• 0 ••••• 0 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (100) 
Larsson, Lars-Alee • 0 0 •••••••••••• 0 ••• 0 • 0 •• 0 •••••••• 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (481) 
Lassan, Cheryl ..•• 0 0 • 0 0 ••••••••• 0 0 0 0 •••• 0 0 •• 0 • 0 ••••••••••••••••• 0 • 0 0 • o. (175), (253) 
Laure, Mario •• 0 • • • • 0 0 • 0 0 0 • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • 0 0 • • 0 0 • • • 0 • • • 0 • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • 0 0 • • • • • (234) 
Le Breton, Phllppe •...••.••.•...•..... 0 0 • 0 ••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••• 0 0 •••• (43) 
Ie Brun, Olivier •••••••••••••• 0 0 0 • • • • • • 0 • • • • 0 • 0 0 • 0 • • • • • • • 0 • • • • 0 • 0 • 0 • • • 0 • • • 0 • 0 • (167) 
Le Francois, louis •• 0 •• 0 • 0 ••••••••• 0 0 •••••••••••••• 0 0 •• 0 • 0 • • •• (131), (203), (265), (421) 
Leboucq, P. • •••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.•.•.•.•.••.•.•••.. (43) 
leite, Sergio Pereira (43), (SO), (123), (124), (148), (167), (175), (240), (253), (374), (385), (397), (405), (413), 
(434), (460), (461) 
Lelart, Michel •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••• 0 •• 0 • • • • • • •• (44), (81), (254), (434), (461) 
Lele, Uma Jo •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 (44), (100), (203), (297), (345), (461), (501) 
Lenslnk, Robert •.•••••••.•..•••..• 0 •••• 0 •• 0 ••••••• 0 ••••••• 0 •••• 0 •••••••••• 0 •• (44) 
Lesotho Co-opeIatNe Credit Union League ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••• 0 ••••••••••• (488; 
l.eYI, John F. S. • ..•••. 0 ••••• 0 •••• 0 0 0 0 ••••••••• 0 0 • 0 •••••••••• 0 •••••• 0 •• 0 • • • • • • (45) 
LevItsky, Jacob •••.••••••.••.••••••••.• 0 ••••••••••••••••• 0 • 0 ••••••••••• (101), (298) 
l.eINis, Barbara C. .. 0 0 ••• 0 • 0 ••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••• 0 •••• 0 •• 0 ••••••••••• 0 •••••• (124) 
l.aNIs, Sydney A. 0 •••• 0 0 ••••• 0 0 •• 0 •••••••••• 0 0 0 0 ••••••••••••••• 0 • 0 ••••••••••• (413) 
Ueberson, Joseph Mo 000.0 •• 0 •• 0 •••••• 0.00 ••• 0 •••••• 0 ••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••• (101) 
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Lladholm, Cart •••••••••.•••••....•••.•••••...•.•••..••••••..•..••.. (45). (241). (S19) 
Uiy. Marjorie ••••••••••••••••.••••••••.••.••.•...•••••••••••.•••••••.••.•... (298) 
L.IIleb. MartIal ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (101) 
L.ItIe, I<'ar\ratI •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (46). (571) 
L.ItIe. Pater D. ............................................ • • • • • • • • •• (298). (324). (514) 
LIwIIer. Wlliam F. ••••••• -. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (102) 
louis Barger International, Inc. (169). (267), (312), (327), (333). (418), (434), (440). (471), (509), (538). (564) 
laLItfi. Ma.rtt8 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (46) 
i.o«Jm. JotIn M. • .••• '. • • • • • • • .,.. '. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • (102) 
Lubell, IiarcId •••.•••.••.••••.••.•••.•.•.. '. • . • • . • . . • . • • . . . . . . • • . . • . • . . . .. (46). (462) 
Luery, Andraa •••..••••••..•••.•••.•..•• : .•••.••... ,_ ., •...•..•................ (413) 
Lukhele, AndraN Khehla .••••••••••.••.•..••.•.•....•....••.•...... ;..... . .... (S20) 
Lumbe, Patrick James ...:.................................................... (S02) 
Lundahl, Mats •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••...••••••. (346) 
lundquist, Martin •••.••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••..•.•..•..••••••.••• (279) 
~. Peter ••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••• (46) 
Mabawonku, A. F. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .'. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (204) 
Macedo. Jorge Braga de •••••••..•••••••••.••••.•••••••••••..•••.••.•••••.•••. (462) 
MacFartand; Earl L •••••••••••.••••••••.••••...•••••• (149), (298). (37S). (481), (S02). (S11) 
Madeley, John •••.••••••••.•••••.••..•••.•.••.••••.••••••..••.••••...•..•.•.. (47) 
MagDl, John H. . •......•.••....••...•....••••...•......•.•................... (47) 
Mahoney, Nicholas ••••••.••••••••••..••.•.•••....•.•••..•.....•.......•..•.•. (482) 
Makkl, Maureen ••.•••.•••.•.••.••.•.•.••.••••.••..••••..•••...•...••........ (S61) 
Makonl, Julius •••••..••••••.•.•.•••.•.•••••••.• (204), (280), (299). (346). (482). (S1S). (549) 
Malawi Mudzi Fund (MMF) •••••••.•••.•••••••••.•.••.•.•••.••......••...•....•. (S02) 
Maldonado, C. . .........•......................................... ,(254), (324), (414) 
Malkamakl, Markku ••••.•.•••.•.••••••..•••.•••...•..•••••••••.•..• (299), (347). (S32) 
Malley, Raymond ....•.•...•..•...............•.............••..••....... (47), (389) 
Mamadou, Bagayoko ••••.•.•••.••.•......•...•••.....•.•.•...•.....•..•...•.. (414) 
Manuh, TakyhNaa ••••••••.•••••••....•.•....•••.•...••••••...•••..•.•...•••.. (149) 
Marsden, Keith •.••••••••.•••••••••......•.••••...•...•••••.•••.•••••.•••••.•. (48) 
Masini, Jean •.•.•••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••.•.•.....••••.••.....•...•.. (2S4) 
Masini, Mario •.•••.• (48), (49). (102), (255), (265). (300), (332), (37S) , (41S), (434). (43S). (S32). (549) 
Matln, Kazl M. •••••..••.•••••.•.•.•.•.••......•.•••......•.................. (300) 
Mauri, ArnaIdo .•••••••••••••.••••••.••••.•••......•.......•... (49). (280). (S33). (S62) 
Mayer. Jean ••••••.••.••••••..••••.••..••..•.•.•..•..••.•..•• (385), (406). (4n) , (S15) 
Mbat, DavId •.•••••..•.•.•••••••....•.••••....•...•....•......•............. (204) 
Mbata, J. N. •..•••.••.•..•..•.•.••••.••••...••.•..•••.•••.................. (20S) 
MbllnyI, Marjorie ••••••••••••.••••••••••••••.•••••.••••••..••••••.••••••.•••. (347) 
McAuliffe, Catherine •••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••.••••••••••••..•••• (398) 
McDonald, VIncent R. • .••.....••..•..•..•............•..•..... (300). (462), (488). (S11) 
McFerson, tiazel M. • •.••..••••••...•...••.....•.......••.•....••..••.•.•..••.. (103) 
Mcl<aa.n, CIessIcIa S. . ••.••••••.••.••••..•..•.....•......•....•...•.•••........ (50) 
McKenzie, John •••..••.••....•••.••••.••...••.•••.•..•..••••.••.•. (376). (463). (S71) 
McNamara, Paul ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••.••••....•••...... (398) 
McPherson, Malcolm F. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.•••.•• (398). (399) 
Mead, Donald C. •............................................. (SO). (324). (43S). (S03) 
Mehra, Rekha ...•••..•.•.................................................. ' .. (SO) 
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Mellor, John W ••.•.•••••••••.••.••..•.••.•••.•••••..••...•••••....•......... (51) 
Menck. Kart W •••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 • • • • • 0 • • • • 0 • • • • • • • (51) 
Michigan State UnNersity (7). (22). (25). (26). (45). (155). (241). (281). (296). (302). (324). (325). (348). (363). 
(376). (382). (384). (399). (410). (417). (454). (456). (533). (537). (553) 
Migot-Adholla. Sham ••••• _ 0 0 • 0 0 ••••• 0 ••• 0 0 0 ••• 0 0 0 0 ••• 0 0 • : .0 ••••• 0 •• (150). (301). (325) 
Mllmo. John 1. •.... 0 •• 0 ••••••••• 0 •• 0 0 0 • 0 •••• 0 ••••• 0 •••••• 0 • ' •• 0 • 0 •• 0 • • • • • • • • • (533) 
Miler, Leonan:t F. ............. 0 .................... o. (103). (205). (301). (355). (503). (533) 
MBI.s. Cadman Atta ••.• 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 '.' • 0 • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • 0 • • • 0 • • • • • • • 0 • • 0 0 • • • • • • (51) 
Mlndock, KsYIn L 0 0 0 0 •• 0 •• 0 •• 0 •••••• 0 •••• '. 0 ••••• 0 ••••• 0 •• 0 0 ••••• 0 ••••• 0 • 0 • • • (489) 
Mlnlsttre du DdYBIoppement Rural •..• . 0 ••••• " .............................. (255). (271) 
Mlnlstere du Plan at de Ia Cooperation • . ••.•..••••.••.•..•• '. . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • (389) 
Miracle. Marvin P.o ••••. ~ ...•. 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (52) 
Mittendorf. H. J ...................................................... (52). (53), (415) 
Mock, Christopher •••.•••••••..••..•••...••.•..••..•...••..•............ (389), (390) 
Moise. Nzemen .••••.••••••••.•..•..•..........•..•........••......•..•...•. (104) 
Moller, Blrger .•••.••.••••.•...••.•••••.•••.•..•••••••••.•..••.•....•.....•.. (550) 
MondeD. R. . .•••••••••••.••••••.••.•..•••..•••.•.•.......••.......•.•.. (53), (316) 
Monlmart, Marie .................................... (376), (386), (416), (422), (435), (463) 
Montsl, Sam ..••••••••••••..••.•••.....•••.....•....•.........•.....•..••.. (489) 
Monttin-Syli. Marie-H4!ltne ••••.....•.•.....•.•.........••.•...........•......•• (464) 
Monu, Erasmus D. .•....•.•.................................................. (206) 
Mooney, Timothy J. . .. 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " ••••••••••• (54) 
Morande, felipe .••....•••.••.....•..•...............••••.•.................. (550) 
Moreau. CamBle G. ••..•.•......•.....................•...................... (464) 
Morss, Elliott R. ..•.•••..•...•...........•..•....................... (54), (206), (207) 
Motsekl. Thabo Mlcheal ••..•.•.•.•...•........................................ (489) 
Mottura, Paolo •• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (49), (54) 
Mrak, Mojmlr ...•.•..••••••....•.•••...••...•.•...••.•...................... (534) 
Msambichaka, LA. •.••...•••....••....••...................•................ (347) 
Muchlmba, Bulongo .••..•••••..•........•..................................... (535) 
Mugesera. Antoine .•..•.•.........••.........................•............... (325) 
Mullel, AndI'8Yl K .•.•........................................................ (302) 
Mung'Omba, WUa D. . ......................................................... (54) 
Musey, J. K D. . ............................................................. (150) 
Musokotv.lane, Sltumbeko •••••.•..••..•.......•..••............................ (535) 
Mustapha, Mahamat •.•••••...••••..••...•..................•................ (390) 
Mutlso. Roberta .................•........................................... (302) 
Mutua, Albert Kimanthl •.•....•.•.••.••...•.................................... (302) 
Mutukv.a. Mbelo •••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (535) 
Muzorawa. BasH C. • ••••••••.•• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (482) 
MMga, F. M .••••••.....••••••..••••••....•.•••.•••..........•.....•••• (302), (303) 
Nagle, Sean ••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (535), (536) 
Nana-Slnkam. Samuel C. 0.0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• (55) 
Nankumba. J. S. • ••••.•• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (504) 
Ndlame. Fadel .............................................................. (464) 
Ndofor, A. B. • •..•... 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (55), (104) 
Ndofor, A. B. A. ••••..••••. 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• '. • (55) 
Nellis, John R. •••.•.•....• 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (55) 
Nelson. Eric R. • .......................................... (81), (125), (255), (376), (436) 
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Nglrabatvera. AlJgllltln ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••..••••.•.. (325) 
Ngue. Marcel •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.• (104) 
Nlederstuclca, K. H. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••• (303) 
Niger. Repuililque du ••••••••••••••••••••••..•••••.•••••••••••.••••••.....•.•. (436) 
Nissanke, Macblko •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• '0' • • • •• (56), (150), (303), (504) 
NJoku. J. E. ••••••••••••.••••.••.••••••••••.....•.••••. •• e' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (207) 
Njonga,. Berr.rd ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ' ••••••••••••••••••.•••••••• (104) 
NorcIlffe, G. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••• (304) 
NCM8k, Marla • ~ .............. ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• (56), (326), (3n), (572) 
Ntagunglra.. CarpopI1ore •••••••••••••••••••• ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• (56). (326) 
Nt~1 ..................................................................... (150) 
Nto. O. A .••.•.•..••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ • .• • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • (208) 
Nubukpo, Christophe •••. ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • (436) 
Nvlabughuogu, Anthony I. .•..•...•.........•...•....................•......... (208) 
Nvlank\No, G. O. •••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••...••.• (208), (209) 
NMke, Felix I. ............•................................................. (151) 
Nv.I8Ze. Noble J. ............................................................ (209) 
Nwinla, Christian S. . .................................................... (209), (210) 
NYJoko, Sornayina •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••• (56), (210) 
Nyamoya, Prime •••••••••.••••••••••••••.•••.••••••••••••••••••.•.•......... (273) 
Nyaribo, Fanny B. ••••••.•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••.•..•..• (304) 
Nyong, Michael O. ...........•..............................•................ (210) 
Nzemen, Moise •••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••.••••••••.•••••..•••••••....•• (57) 
Nzlsablra, Jean •.•••.•••••••.••••••••••••.•••••.••••••••••••••••••..•••..•.. (326) 
O'Regan, Fred ...•••.....................•........•......................... (505) 
Obben, James •••••••.••••••••.••.•••.•..•••••..••.••.•..•...•.••...•...•.•. (151) 
Odeclokun, M. O. • ..•.•••.••.••••••..•..•••••......•......•......•...... (210), (211) 
Ogloglo, GentNesl O. •...•••.•....••.•••....•...•.....•••..•....•............. (211) 
Ogunblyl, Akin ••••..••.•..••.........•.••.••........•.......••.••.......•... (211) 
Ogunleye, G. A. ••••.•.••..•••.••..•..•.•..••.•...•••••••••••••••.••.•.•.••... (57) 
Ojennark, Paul •••••..•••.•.••.••...•••.••• (57), (152), (241), (304), (490), (522), (536), (550) 
Ojlaku, Alamazie A. Enwereaku •••••..•...••••••••••..••••.•••••••.••..•......... (212) 
Ojo, Ade T. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••.••• (212) 
Ojo, M. O .•••••••••••••.•••••...•.•.•••••.•.....••••...........••.••.••.... (212) 
Okelo, Mary E. .•.•.•.••...••••.....•.••.•••.....••••....•••...••.......•.... (58) 
Okeyo, Achola Pala •.•..•••.••......•••••••••.••••..•.••.......•...••....•... (305) 
Okonjo, Karnene •••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..••••••••••.•. (213) 
Okonjo, Ngozi •••••••••.•••••• ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • . • . . (213) 
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(459). (463). (469). (504). (534). (539). (551) 
Insurance (14). (43). (54). (197). (211). (214). (227). (230). (300). (365). (462). (489). (511) 
Interest rates (13). (44). (49). (78). (81). (88). (101). (102). (113). (119). (123). (124). (140). (148). 
(149), (165). (168). (173). (175). (189). (203). (233). (238). (241). (247). (254), (261). 
(272). (276). (286). (297). (315). (321), (322). (325). (326). (330). (332). (337). (345). 
(352). (369). (375). (385). (387). (388). (396). (398). (403). (405). (410). (413). (415). 
(426). (434). (449). (457). (460). (461). (463). (479). (486). (497). (503). (527). (545). 
(559). (560) 
Intermediation (12). (19). (23). (36). (48). (97). (150). (199). (281). (304). (483). (505). (535) 
International donors (3). (5). (6). (20-22). (29). (31-33). (35). (37). (38). (41). (44). (46-48). (50), (51). 
(54). (56). (58). (64). (72). (81). (97). (101). (103). (120). (125). (128). (146). (147). 
(149). (162). (163). (167). (171). (203). (205). (224). (234). (237). (250). (252). (256). 
(264). (284). (295). (298). (299). (301). (308). (316). (322-324). (331). (337). (339). 
(345). (346). (347). (354). (356). (357). (359). (360). (366). (367). (371). (375). (3n). 
(387). (388). (390). (393). (396). (405). (408). (413). (423). (430). (433). (436). (438). 
(439). (446). (451). (454). (458). (461). (463). (469). (481). (483). (487). (501). (502). 
(504). (508). (511). (514). (516). (526). (529). (534). (543). (546). (548). (572) _ 
Investment (29). (72). (163). (184). (193). (364). (368). (545) 
Uberalization (123). (149). (161). (166). (168), (169), (175), (241), (267). (312), (328). (332). (333). 
(385), (396). (398), (405). (413), (419), (440), (460). (471). (507). (509), (538). (564) 
livestock (121). (215), (304). (335). (364). (368), (378), (401) 
loan guarantee (48). (59). (101), (182). (183). (196), (207). (210), (215) 
599 
Key Word: 
Loan repayment (28), (157), (161). (197). (207). (223). (344). (345). (380). (381). (451). (457) 
Macroeconomics (17). (20). (32), (50), (111). (139), (141). (142). (163). (181). (187). (190). (290), 
(316). (394). {398). (429), (453). (498). (532). (539). (541). (550) 
Marketing (3). (31). (34). (39). (42). (51-54). (61). (64). (69). (94). (99). (101). (103). (124). (128), 
(135). (139). (140). (142). (143). (174), (179). (196). (198), (205). (206). (220). (222). 
(229). (243). (250). (263). (277). (286). (290). (291). (295). (296). (301). (307). (308). 
(316). (321). (344). (345), (352). (353), (355). (356). (364). (372), (390), (394), (397), 
(404). (423). (42~). (429), (431). (432), (438). (439). (445) •. ,448). (452). (454), (455), 
(457). (459) •. (460). (463). (466). (469). (483). (487). (498)."04), (508). (529), (534). 
(539). (546). (549). (551). (571) 
Micro and small enterprise (9). (15), (22-24). (30). (33). (36), (37). (40), (45), (47). (48). (51), (54). 
(56). (58-60). (62), (64). (66), (68), (71). (72), (78), (81). (86), (90), (101). (106), 
(109). (117). (122), (125). (126). (140). (142). (143). (154). (155). (157-159), (174). 
(175). (194). (226). (240). (241). (243), (246). (252-254), (256). (263). (271). (273), 
(283). (289). (295). (296). (298). (300), (302), (305), (310), (312-314), (323-325). 
(340). (347). (363). (366). (376). (377). (379). (380), (387). (388), (390). (391). (392). 
(395). (408). (411). (413), (414). (416), (425), (435). (436), (438), (439). (441). (446). 
(447). (452), (453). (456), (457), (462), (463). (465). (468), (472), (475). (488). (498). 
(503). (505-507), (513), (514), (520). (523). (532). (533). (557). (559). (561), (562). 
(569), (570). (572) 
Monetary policy (16), (18). (30). (35). (37). (41), (52). (69). (72). (77). (116). (123), (149). (158). 
(160). (168). (175). (180). (181), (191), (208), (210). (241). (246), (303), (344). (365). 
(385). (389), (398), (405). (413). (415), (424). (446). (452). (460). (462), (485), (494), 
(516) 
NGOs (21). (289), (340). (395), (498) 
Output marketing (3). (51-54), (64), (69), (99). (103). (128), (139), (179), (198), (205), (206), (220), 
(243), (263), (296). (301), (307), (308). (321), (344). (345), (356), (397). (423). (428). 
(431), (439), (454). (455). (457). (459). (460). (466). (469). (483). (504). (508). (534). 
(549). (571) 
Peri-urban (514) 
Policy reform (36), (39). (51). (58). (65). (78). (80). (88), (100). (101). (113), (118), (119). (138), (140), 
(141-143), (148). (149). (154). (159). (165). (169). (172). (173). (184). (189), (190), 
(203). (233). (238), (247). (261). (267). (272). (276). (286), (290). (297-299), (313), 
(315). (316), (321). (328). (330). (332). (333). (337). (345). (346). (352). (369). (375), 
(388). (394). (399), (410). (419). (426). (429). (440). (449). (450). (453). (459-461), 
(465). (469). (471). (479), (481). (483). (486). (497), (498). (501). (502). (510), (511), 
(527). (532). (538). (545). (550), (559). (664) 
Political economy (33). (159). (399). (455) 
600 
KeyWord: 
Poultry (211) 
PcMtrty (396). (514) 
Prices (78). (88). (113). (119). (123). (140). (147). (159). (165). (173). (189). (233). (238). (247). (261). 
(272). (276). (286). (307). (315). (321). (325). (330). (337); (352). (369). (388). (397). 
(410). (426). (449). (479). (486). (497). (503). (516). (527). (532). (545). (559) 
Prudential supervision (57). (58). (154). (188). (184). (204). (209). (210). (280). (299). (346). (482). 
(515). (549) 
-
Regulation (57). (154). (201). (204). (280). (299). (344). (346). (482). (515). (549) 
ROSC'As (4). (9). (10). (18). (27). (35). (43). (57). (79). (100). (104). (107). (109-111). (126). (127). 
(143). (201). (208). (213). (216). (227-229). (235). (254). (257). (275). (311). (434). 
(461). (509). (552). (554) 
Rural finance (4). (20). (21). (27). (29). (34). (38). (66-69). (71). (72). (80). (90). (92). (93). (95). (96). 
(108). (111). (120). (127). (135). (137). (141). (142). (144). (153). (154). (161). (162). 
(165). (173). (177). (178). (184). (188). (189). (213). (221). (229). (235). (239). (248). 
(249). (257). (262). (265). (276). (281). (288). (300). (321). (322). (330-332). (351). 
(359). (363). (368). (370). (380). (381). (391). (393). (397). (400). (402). (415). (426). 
(427). (428). (430). (435). (438). (450). (466). (467). (471). (487). (491). (497). (505). 
(506). (516). (536). (539). (543). (544). (548). (552). (557). (558) -
Rural non-farm activities (33). (34). (45). (240). (291). (325). (396). (439). (455). (503) 
Savings & cradlt cooperatives (9). (10). (97). (103). (104). (109). (127). (193). (202). (205). (219). 
(224). (228). (229). (235). (255). (257). (266). (277). (292). (301). (354-356). (375). 
(414). (494). (504). (520). (533). (534). (550) 
Savings mobUizatlonjDeposit mobIlzation (5). (6). (16).'(18). (21). (28). (30). (37). (40). (41). (44). 
(49). (52-54). (62). (63). (70). (77). (83). (95). (96). (101). (103). (111). (112). (135). 
(145). (150). (153). (160). (171). (196). (201). (205). (212). (213). (227). (229). (243). 
(251). (252). (255). (259). (272). (273). (277). (278). (279). (280). (281). (284). (292). 
(301). (304). (308). (317). (322). (323). (343). (353). (354). (356). (367). (373). (381). 
(382). (400). (408). (412). (421). (438). (439). (456). (470). (481). (487). (494). (500). 
~.~.~._.~.~.~.~.~.~.~).~).(5~ 
Savings (5). (6). (8). (10). (12). (16). (17). (21). (25). (27). (30-32). (35). (38). (39). (41). (42). (45). 
(49). (50). (52). (54). (58). (61). (63). (64). (66). (70). (78). (81). (83). (86). (90-92). 
(94-96). (98). (99). (105). (107). (108). (111). (112). (115). (117). (121). (123). (124). 
(128). (137). (138). (141). (142). (145). (160). (175). (185-188). (190). (194). (195). 
(196). (198). (205). (206). (209). (213). (217). (225). (228). (229). (245). (246). (248). 
(252). (254). (264). (266). (271). (273). (278-280). (284). (290-292). (294). (303). 
(308). (310). (319-321).' (323). (336). (349). (351). (353). (354). (356). (358). 
(364-367). (373~75). (382). (383). (387). (389). (393). (395). (396). (400). (401). 
(407-409). (412). (415). (417). (418). (425). (427). (434). (438). (443). (444). (447). 
(448). (450). (458). (461). (462). (464). (470). (480). (488). (495). (500). (501). (517). ' 
(520). (523). (525). (531). (534). (535). (538). (541-544). (547). (548). (552). (553). 
(563). (571) 
601 
Kev Word: 
Self-help groups (4). (14). (17). (28). (39). (43). (47). (52). (96). (98). (103). (106). (107). (109). (122). 
(126). (127). (142). (154). (174). (201). (202). (205). (208). (228). (229). (234). (235). 
(243). (250). (251). (255). (257). (266). (279). (280). (301). (320). (323). (354). (356). 
(365). (367). (373). (379). (380). (393). (401). (407). (409): (412). (416). (431). (432). 
~).~7).~~~.~.~.~.~.~.~).~.~) 
Subsidies (28) 
Supervised credit (12). (54). (82). (102). (103). (108) •. (125). (141). (153). (156). (164). (175). (178). 
(188). (194). (1. (205-207). (214). (217), (221). (243). (253). (256). (257). (263). 
(297). (298); (300). (301). (306). (309). (321). (338-341). (346-348). (356). (379). 
(380). (391). (437). (462). (489). (491). (499). (504). (506). (511). (528). (534). (537). 
(560). (561). (562) 
Technical assistance (13). (17). (28). (47-49). (51). (52). (58). (101). (122). (155). (171). (203). (252), 
(253). (263). (286). (288). (298). (307). (341). (346), (387). (390). (430). (457). (461), 
(4n). (481). (487). (501). (561) 
Trade (39). (295). (325). (370), (429). (451). (452). (503). (571) 
Transaction costs (238). (241). (290), (297), (427). (482). (499). (529). (546). (558) 
V1abDIty /Sustalnabllty (50). (438). (499). (535) 
Wages (385). (406). (477). (515) 
Women (6). (12), (13). (15), (19). (22-25), (27), (32-34). (38). (40). (41). (46), (51). (58). (67). (69). 
(92). (94). (99). (106). (108). (115). (122). (124). (126). (140). (143). (147), (149), 
(155). (158). (195). (209). (213). (238). (242). (250). (256). (271). (2n). (284). (288), 
(291). (294). (296). (302). (305). (307). (310). (312). (331). (336). (337). (339). (341). 
(344). (345). (347). (348). (351), (352). (357). (370-372), (376), (379), (386), (393), 
(394). (400). (402). (413). (414). (416). (417). (422). (425). (436). (437), (455). (463), 
(464). (466). (470). (480). (487). (488). (494). (495). (499). (501). (517). (520). (525), 
(529). (531). (533). (537), (543), (546-548). (553). (569-571) 

